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PREFATORY ME:M:'OIR: 

THE papers bequeathed to me by my father~ aJ1 materials 
for a record of all that possesses public or permanent 
interest in the literary and political activities of his 
life, I have accepted as a trust; and its faithful dis
charge, to the best of my ability, I regard as a sacred 
obligation. 

The adequate biography of a life so full and various 
must, however, be the task of years. In the meanwhile, 
these volumes are offered to the public in compliance. 
with a wish which I believe' to be general, that my 
father's Parliamentary speeches and public addresses 
should be reprinted in some form more convenient than 
the pages of Hansard, and the columns of county news
papers. 

The accUracy and great utility of Mr Hansard's excel----.. 
lent Parliamentary reports are too widely appreciated to 
need any tribute from me. But they who may hence
forth desire to refer to my father's speeches will find 
them more conveniently arranged in the present reprint. 

It does not, indeed, contain the whole of his speeches; 
but it contains all which relate to the more important 
events in the political history of the last forty years . 

. This reprint of them is justified, I trust, by the pre-
VOL. I. a 
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diction of the Lord Chief· Justice ---5 that "they will 
" Femain as models of the ,highest and noblest ~loquence, 

and of deep thought, such as should characterise the 
statesman." . 

They are here arranged in chronological order, ,with 
only such prefatory exp~anation as may refresh the 
reader's recollection of the circumstances in which they 
were'spoken. Mifather's,:3.ims and opinions as a public 
man are best explain.eq by the language in which he 
himself has recorded 'them. But to make the record 
more contplete, I have added to the spe'eches actually 
spoken some few which were prepared for deli very, upon 
subjects of recent or durable interest-such as the Irish 
Church, colonial policy, &~. • 

In strict adherence to the same principle, I propose to 
illustrate this short sketch of what was purely political 
in his many-sided life by occasional extracts and selec
tions fro~ his posthumous political papers. Finally, 
it is here to be observed that, in tliat portion of his 
career which comes within the scope of the present 
notice, politics were so interfused with literature, that no 
specimens of his power as a speaker would be sufficient 
if they failed to includctjsom~.of his extra-Parliamentary 
addresses upon literary or social subjects: The number 
of these is considerab~; anq I have' oqly selected from 
them three or JOl,lr, as illustrations of success in that kind 
of oratory for which our own age has created occasions 
not furnished to the orators of any previous age by the 
Senate, the Bar, or the Pulpit. These literary and social 
addresses are also reprinted in chronological 'order. 

Mr Edward Bulwer entered public life as Member for 
the small constituency of St Ives in the year 183l. He 
had previously obtained some local reputation as a con-
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scientious, rathel' than as an eloquent speaker, in the 
Universi~ Debating Society a~ Cambridge. Th~}Yhole: 
some or anic connection be. een university life and \ 
pu~e to which the English nation liase~1r1ii:debtea 
for the rare vigour and youthfulness, not unrestrained by 
practical good sense,. ~nd for, the high spirit, free fr9m 
all sentimentality, which once characterise~ its. interna
tional and imperial policy, was dIssolved by the 'great 
Reform Bill of 1832, and has ne~er si~ce been restored 
or replaced. Whilst it lasted, it ·8~pplied the Legislature 
with an adequate number of young. men of a1>ility 'and 
ambition, who, without large independent fortUnes, were 
enabled by it to enter ParliaIl!ent with sufficiently inde
pendent, opinio~s. T~e possibility of attaining to political 
eminence and influence at a comparatively early age, 
with,out 4eavy pecuniary expense? OJ: a complete sur
render of. intellectual individuality: practically. a.ssociated 
academic studies and honours with larger an~ manlier 
objects of immediate ambition. At the same tim..~, this 
ambition, while it gave to the university career a more 
practical character; was itself elevated and refined by 
the training of those studies in which it served to coun
teract the pedantic tende..{l.cies.pf· an purely sch,olastic 
education. 

Thus, these y:oung men. bega~. public life at the age, 
and with alL. the intellectual conditions, most favour
able to an early acquisition of the qualities which distin
guish senators from d~~tes, and statesmen from mere 
politiCIans. - .. ./ 

Th;s;Uutary combination of circumstances had made 
of our universities the nurseries, and of our Parliament 
the training school, of iinperiallegislators. But'it per
ished, undetected and perhaps una.voidably, in conse-
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quence of its implication with what was clcarly con
demnable ina representative sys~m of which it was 
the one felicitous accideI!t. The Reform Bill of 1832 
was inevitable, and on the whole it has been largely 
beneficial. The wisest statesman cannot anticipate 'all 
the teachings of time. Nor can we blame the authors of 
that gre~t measure because they o~erlooked what no one 
then perceived-;the ~ational importance of providing 
the reformed representation with some equivalent for 
those means whereby tne old representative system, in
directly but adequately, associated the young in~elligence 
of the country with the practical conduct of its public 
affairs. Yet no State can; practically exclude from the 
constitutional representation and management. of its 
political interests all the intellect I!Dd energy of its edu
cated youth, without. deteriorating the character of that 
mtellect ,a~d that energy; on which, nevertheless, its poli
tical vitality depends. Divorced from the practical ob
jects, responsibilities, and restraints of active political life, 

\'intellectual culture grows supercilious, earnestness degene
rates into priggishness, and enthusiasm. exhales in crot
cl;tets. To the majority of educated young men without 
long purses, the doo;s. Q:& P¢iament are now virtUilly 
closed. The' elite of o~ undergraduates, whose natural 
ambition would formerly.have been a seat in the House 
of mmons, now look ~or political influence only to the 
e rciseof their talents on the public press;. and thus 

ecome the anonymous and irresponsible critics of a 
egislature into w;hich they cannot afford to pay the en

t ance-fee. Thus, too, for the majority of Englishmen, 
public life begms at m~ddle age, and is chiefly confined 
to the representation of local interests. The character 
of the imperial Legislature has consequently grown, and 
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must continue to grow, more and more parochial. Every 
separate interest, locality, and class, even every in
dividual crotchet, is represented; but England herself, 
the national- consciousness of imperial unity, is unrepre-l 
sented in the national Parliament. 

Men of all parties contemplate with anxiety the 
gradual disappearance of those statesmen who were 
trained to public life in a school. that no long~r exists. 
It is obvious that the only ~oung men who have now 
at their command the means of c(7Iltributing to the prac
tical statesmanship of the future, qualities requisite for 
the administration of a vast, an· ancient, .and' a highly 
complicated empire, are thqse -who are exceptionally 
exempted, by the possession of great names or great 
fortunes, from all that impedes the early entrance of 
their_ contemporaries -~nto public life. Hence, in that 
increasing body of young political intelligence which 
finds no direct ~tterance within the four waIls of Par
liament, there is a . permanent and perilous element of 
intellectual discontent. Hence, too, in its international 
aspects, the ch~acter of the nation itself is timid, 
uncertain, and lethargic. For the old consciousIi.ess of 
imperial unity is at pres~nt· s.o, dispersed into local or 
class interests (not always ih harmony with each other), 
that no Englis~ Cabinet could now venture, in its deal
ings with foreign powers, to discount the national senti
ment with reference to future events, and say distinctly 
to Europe', I England will never allow that,' or I England 
will always maintain this.' Thus, for all practical inter;. 
national purposes, it little matters what man or party 
may from time to time have the nominal direction of 
our foreign policy; since, by the naturebf things, that 
policy must necessarily be the Malaprop policy of not 
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anticipating misfortunes till they are past. The demo
cratic force of the national life was weakened quite as 
much as its- aristocratic mechanism, by a change which 
placed the preponderating political power in the middle 
class. Butwith a diminishment of that force, and a para
lysis of aristocratic tradition, there has grown up amongst 
us a power which in every other country has hitherto 
proved revolutionary-the power of irresponSible intellect. 
Between the opinions of the English press and those of 
the French Encyclopedists there is nothing in coinmon. 
But between the political power of the English press 
and that of the French· Encyclopedists there is abso.,. 
lute identity of conditions, It is a power legitimately 
and inevitably acquired by superior intellect; but it is 
greater than has ever been accorded to any constitu
tional Government, and it can only be controlled by the 
public opinion it creates-a control wholly illusory in 
the conduct of public affairs. ' 

Such reflections are irresistibly suggested by any 
retrospect of the modifications through which our 
political system has passed since the date at which this 
Memoir commences. The debates of the Cambridge 
Union at that time 'aty'acted.. more than local interest. 
They were conducted by a very brilliant group of young 
.men, all destined to future eminence. They were dis
cussed in the political clubs. and salons of the metro
polis, and often listened to' with interest by men who 
were themselves already eminent in public life. It was 
in these debates that-the genius of Macaulay first found 
expression, and indeed achieved (if we may trust the 
recone~tion of his contemporaries) some of its finest 
oratorical effects. "The greatest display of eloquence 
I ever witnessed at that club," wrote my father many 
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years afterwards, cc waS made by a man some years our 
senior, and who, twice during my residence, came to 
grace our debates-the now renowned Maca1!lay. The 
first of these speeches was on the French Revolution; 
and it still lingers in my recollection as the most heart
stirring effort of that true oratory which seizes hold of 
the passions, transports you from yourself,· and identifies 
you with the very life of the orator, that it has ever been 
my lot to hear-saving perhaps one speech delivered 
by O'Connell to an inimense crowd in the open air. 
Macaulay, in point of power, passion, and effect, never 
equalled that speech in his best days in the House of 
'Commons." * Amongst my father's contemporaries at 

• the Union were Winthrop M~ckworth Praed; Alexander 
Cockburn, now Lord Chief Justice of England; Robert 
Hily~d, afterwards eminent at the bar; Benjamin Hall 
Kennedy, afterwards Head-master of Shrewsbury; Tooke, 
the son of the political economist, who died yoUng, with 
great promise of future distinction; Charles Buller; and 
Charles Villiers, one of the earliest, the ablest, and the 
most disinterested apostles of Free-trade. 

It was at the instance of his friend Alexander Cock
buinthat my father join,~d thi~. club. His first speech, 
delivered late in the evehing; was a defence of Praed, 
from a personal attack made. upon him by his intimate 
friend Hilyard, for some. alleged misdemeanour in the 
honorary office of treasure!" to the club. This speech, 
short and simple, but spoken in earnest, was successful 
In his next speech;however, not spoken till the following 
term, he' fairly broke down. That failure induced him 
to study, and endeavour to remedy, his defects as a 
speaker; but though his speeches were considered good 

.. From an unpublished Note. 
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'by his contemporaries, on account of the knowledge and 
intellectual fulness they displayed, it was not till long 
afterwards that he succeeded in speaking them effectively. 
His first oratorical triumph was on the Conservative side 
of the questi,on. The subject of debate was a comparison 
between' the political constitutions of England and the 
American United States. Praed, and most of the crack 
speakers, asserted the superiority of republican institu
tions; and the question was about to be put to the vote, 
when my father presumed to say a word in favour of the 
British constitution. He spoke with conviction, and a 
knowledge of the subject which surprised his rivals. 
This speech at once placed him in the foremost rank of 
the young debaters of the club; and he subsequently 
passed through all the grades of its official distinctions, 
as secretary, treasurer, and president. 

His maiden speech in Parliament was, however, on 
behalf of Reform. 

Dr Arnold has divided reformers into two classes, 
. one of which he calls popular, and the other liberal, 
distinguishing the latter as those who aim rather at 
improvement than a~ liberty, in the ordinary political 
sense. The distinction .seems arbitrary; for all that 
promises improvement must a.ugment the only liberty 
worth having. But it is, at any rate, in this latter 
sense that my father w!,-~ tl:troughout his life a re-
former. ' • • 

Whether as an author - standing apart from all 
literary cliques and coteries; or as a politician-never 
wholly subject to the exclusive dictation of any political 
party; he always thought and acted in sympathy with 
every popular aspiration for the political, social, and in
tellectual improvement of the whole national life. 
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Thus, in a· series of ~etters which in 1846 he ad

dressed to Lord John Russell on the, prospects and policy 
of the Russell Cabinet (and which, though commenced 
with a view to publication, were never ·either printed or 
completed), he writes :-

" Most Administrations enter office with a programme 
of the proceedings which are to characterise their policy 
and record its benefits. It is not your fault that this 
programme is less stirring and animated than that of 
your predecessors. It is not your fault if reforms with 
which yo~ have identified an illustrious career are now 
effected, and you have reduced the number of abuses 
which you can promis~ to remove .. 

"The utmost verge to which the spirit of progress will 
bear you, supported by froperty ever cautious, and In
tellig~nce never rash, you have wellnigh reached-· so 
far, at least, as that progress is directed to objects purely 
political, ameliorations pU10ely constitutional. 

" Rightly, to my judgment, therefore, have you turned 
your attention to those evils which lie below the surface 
of party. The ground is clear of weeds, but the rich
ness of the harvest will depend on upturning the subsoil. 
Wisely have you seized the occasion, whilst party voices 
are mute, to address yo~elf to the wants of a nation .. 
Nobly, if you fulfil the missio~ you announce, will you 
have crown~d a life w hic1:~, more than any other one man's 
life since the Restoration,' has so connected itself with 
truths vindicated, and things done-that your biography 
is the .history of great events. Nor will your latest be 
your least achievement, if you warm into action those. 
words so dead and cold oil the . lips of sciolists, anel in 
the pages of dreamers-SocIAL REFORM. 

" Social Reform! Your Lordship could not be disap-
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pointed if the phrase created a.-Ianguid expectation. It 
is a sound to carry .delight '1;0 the heart of some earnest 
philanthropist, or to set in mo;"einent the restless brain 
of some speculator in moral problems. But the mass of 
the p~blic says ' Good,' and settles back to the .business of 
life. . You, with your large experience of mankind, were 
doubtless prepared for this apathy. You knew that interest 
in Ministerial announcements is proportioned, not to the 
gravity of the undertakings proposed, but to their con
nectionwith the questions which most angrily divided 
our opinions, or recently animated our passions. 

"The wor19n.g"cla.sses in our towns have been hitherto 
aroused only by reforms co~cted with consti¥onal 
change. They have been so impressed by their favourite 
orators with the belief that you must change a constitu
tion in order to effect a reform, that they have neglected 
even to think about reforms which the present machinery 
suffices to effect. They have been told~~t the 
storm clears the air, that they look upon storms as the 
only purifiers of the atmosphere. 

" The middle class, into which it has been the o~ect of 
r all recent !;gislation ~ tly-ow the prejmnaerating power, 
and for whICli, indeed, we have of late years almost 

l exclusively legislated (rendering, it is true, benefits to 
\ ot'iier orders, but only inqirectly, -and as the contingent 
results of liberal concessions to the one essentially 

. favoured)-the middle class, r say, engaged as it is in 
money-making, and not seeing exactly how social re
forms are to influence the money markets, or enlarge its 
sphere of pecuniary speculation, . limits its expectations 
to some scheme for the regulation of railroads. 

"The more privileged orders-in whom the spirit 
of party is, rigidly speaking, the strongest-foresee in 
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legislation for pure moral ameliorations no opening for ---the appeal to re· udice and the' to passion which 
are e immemorial reSources of party chiefs. ---

" But below the surface-public, is ever that important 
and !!!oughtful essence of the Jjfe of nations-~e tr3.1!:" 
qui! people. Too much do we confound the public with 
the people. AB well confound the cuticle with the heart, 
or the wave with the ocean." 

These words very fairly indicate the general point of 
view from which the writer of them, on all occasions 
and in every period of his life, regarded his own duties 
and responsib!Jities, both as a politician and a man of 
letteq. To im,I>rove every class, to ..... recdncile all cl~s, 
to injure and to alienate none· to elevate, by the 
sympathising effort; of each, the ~oral and intellectual 
level .of all; such were the civic objects on behalf of 

. which he laboured. At no period of his career as a public 
man did he obey the rule laid down for political life by 
'Honest Jack Lee,' who, when some one praised the 
good looks of the Duke of Richmond, exclaimed, 'Good
looking! What business have you to say that! That 
is for his party to say~ and for. us to deny. He is 
hideous.' 

Differing in his mental tendencies from many of the 
special aims appropriated to 'political action by Whigs, 
Tories, and Radicals, he had yet points of political sym
pathy with all of them;' and although he Was neva: the 
mec~anically subservient adherent of any party, yet he 
energetically co-operated with each, according a8 he 
found in it, with regard to some practical definite 
question, a political force congenial with one or other of 
those principles which he never greatly ·modified. 
Th~ whilst acting with the Conservatives on other 
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questions, he spoke and voted with the Liberals on the 
question of the newspaper' stalllP; and after cordially 
co-operating with the Liberals iiI' their efforts to obtain 
representative reform, he refused to follow that party the 
moment it inscribed foremost on its banner a demand for 
the total and immediate abolition of the Corn-laws. 

When he first entered public life the national mind 
was deeply agitated by the question of Parliamentary 
Reform; and being convinced that the people of this 
country had then outgrown its representative system, he 
at once enlisted in the ranks of those who carried the 
Reform Bill of 1832. . • • 

Subsequent to the passage of that "measure into law, he 
suppor1ied with zeal the leaders of the Whig party, 
because he mistrusted the capacity of those who had 
uncompromisingly opposed the' measure to deal, advan
tageously for the highest interests of the country, with ' 
the· political situation forced upon their acceptance by 
its enactment. In a private memoranduin, which must, 
I think, have been written in 1837 or 1838, shortly 
after the accession of the present sovereign, he contrasts 
the state of the empire and of public feeling at that time 
with the condition of th~ country when Lord Grey's 
Government first came into . power,' and the happy 
auspices under which th,e. young Queen had recently 
ascended the throne with the gloomy and ominous 
circumstances in which William the Fourth succeeded 
to the crown. " Insurrection in the counties, self-elected 
parliaments in the towns, disorder and disloyalty m the 
metropolis," replaced by a state of things which, satis
factorily proved that" all the propessive intelligence 
and all the augmented liberties of the people have only 
served to give tranquillity to""the empire, and deepen 
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the popular veneration for the throne." And then he 
adds, "The ~finisters t,g whom we owe these guarantees 
of order and prosperitf, so long as they remain sensible 
of their true position, the position of a mediating 
Government between perilous extremes, must continue 
to represent the only Administration worthy of public 
confidence. " 

In this sentence the Conservative principle is clearly 
defined and adopted as the motive for supporting a 
Liberal Government. .A.D.d, indeed, at no time of his 
life had my father any intellectual sympathy either with 
the exc~elJ. mate~al aim~ and. locally limited views 1 
of t~ mIddle-class LIberalst or Wlth the programme of 
extreme Radicalism; which seemed to him unpractical, 
and in some respects unpatriotic. 

y e~ it was with the Radicals he acted in supporting 
the Ballot, which the Whigs at that time wisely refused 
to adopt as one of their watch-cries. AB a young man, 
he advocated the adoption of the Ballot because he 
believed in its promised efficacy as a guarantee for 
purity of election. That is a desfderatum which must 
be cherished by every honest politician, whether Con
servative or Liberal. Subsequently, however, he 
deprecated its adoption, because the result of its 
oooption in other countries appeared to him to contra
dict the promises, and belie the expectations, of its 
advocates in our own. To the best of my belief, this is 
the only question on which my father ever changed his 
mind. But in reality the question is a mechanical and 
not a constitutional one; and therefore the operation of 
the new mode of voting will, in all probability, correspond 
neither with the hopes nor the fears of those who have 
debated its adoption as a constitqtional change. 
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. If the country be Conserva~ive, the Ballot will be 
Conservative; if· the country be ,.Radical, so will be the 
Ballot. It may perhaps intellSi.ty the expression of 
public opinion; it I can have no power to change the 
current of it. In such a country as ours, public opinion 

'j oscillates from time to time, and accordmg to tim 

\

: Cll'cunistances of the moment, between statIonary alid 
motive tend-;ncies. Its mdex. Will mark the degree of 

, those oscillations, but cannot determine their direction. 
During this early period of his public life, my father 

was one of .the Committee which investigated the 
monopoly of the East India Company. He also induced 
the House to appoint a Committee of Inquiry into the 
Drama, ~th a view to extinguishing the monopoly 
then enjoyed by the two Royal Theatres. 

It cannot be said, unfortunately, that this change has 
effected the object on behalf of which it was advocated. 

On the contrary, under the management of Mr Mac
ready, the last of our great actors, we.had still at Drury 
Lane a well-trained and excellent company of first-rate 
performers, 'both in tragedy and' comedy, who were 
willing to co~perate for the worthy representation on 
that stage of noble plays. To the conscientiousness 
and talents of such a company, dramatic authors could 
safely confide their reputation. Hence, in that depart
ment which criticism. has ever recognised as the highestf 

our literature was enriched with many excellent acting 
dramas by men of intellectual eminence. 

Of the theatrical stars· then collected into Ii single con
stellation, those which are not yet altogether extinguish
ed are now scattered over the minor theatres, where, as ~ 
lone stars, they glimmer with "ineffectual fires," amidst 
the dense insignificance of inferior actors, ill trained even 
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for the performance of inferior pieces. I trust that I 
shall not appear to un4~rrate the literary ability which 
still finds expression m 'dramatic f~rm, if I notice with 
regret that the many ingenious pieces which are now 
written for the best London theatres have no pretension 
to the higher order of poetry, and can hardly be regarded 
as conducive to the n,.oblest-uses and achievements'of the 
stage; whilst, on the other hand, the so-called dramatic . 
department of modern English poetry, as represented by 
those admirable works to which the genius of such 
writers as Mr Browning, S~ Henry Taylor, and Mr' 
Swinburne, has given dramatic shape, is more or less 
unfit for effective, stage representation, and has,prac
tic ally, added nothing to the acting repertoire of our 
theatrical managers. In those countries' where a 
national stage still exists, supported by the State, it 
gives' effective dramatic form to the highest literary 
genius of the nation. The refined power of a Delaunay 
can impart a pecl?-ljtr charm even to the pu~ely lyric 
pathos of an AliJed de Musset; and it would be difficult 
to mention mapy German poets of the first rank, since 
Goethe, who nave not written for the German stage. 
Even Heine,/~n essentially lyric poet, was ambitious of 
fame as a 4ramatist. B~t what English poet would 
now instinctively turn to the English stage for the most 
effective expression, and the highest test, of his genius 1 
and what Englishman, if he have any pride in the art 
and literature of his country, can contemplate, without 
profound h~ation, the present condition of that stage ~ 
To me it seems that those by whom such humiliation 
must be most deeply felt, because in their case it should 
be accompanied by self-reproach, are our statesmen and 
legislators. 
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When Count Stephen. Szechenyi devoted his life to 
revive the national spirit, and reconquer the historic 
constitution of his country (which will long remember 
him as "the great Magyar '), his first act ~ to found a 
national stage. We cannot shut up theatres. We must 
either tolerate them as pl~es of public amusement, so 
coarse 'and so unintelligent as to be shunned with disgust 
bu- ..... !>n1iInreuect and w~e~, or elSe we 
~ 

must employ them as worthy vehicles for noble poetry. 
lofty thoughts, and moral truths. Were the State t01:Jet 
apart but a single theatre for such a purpose, the expense 
would be small, and amply repaid by the graduafbut sure 
effect-not upon the public taste merely (for that is a 
small matter), but upon the public character~f those 
elevating and refining influences for which a national 
stage, when worthily occupied, has ever been the most 
effective vehicle. Pay the rent of one such theatre; 
intrust it rent-free to some manager of character and 
honour, upon condition that all vice shall be excluded 
from the side-scenes, and that the stage itself be devoted 

• to the fitting representation of the higher drama. Let 
the public understand that the educational functions of 
such a -drama are recognised 'by the State, like those of the 
pulpit and the school Let the theatre thus distinguished 
be deserving of the countenance of the sovereign. In no 
place of amusement will the presence of royalty be more 
welcomed, or more beneficent. A loyal nation loves to 
see that rank to which it renders the homage of a wise 
convention rendering in return a noble homage to those 
masterpieces of native genius and imaginative thought, 
which are both the representatives and the monuments of 
a people. It has been said by a German publicist that 
the his~ory of a na~n is often only the" chronicle of its 
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national egotism, whilst a nation's literature is always 
the bio~phy of its humanity. The favour bestowed by 

I royalty on whatever enriches this national property is 
one of the light, but not ignoble, duties of the Crown. . 

Is all this impracticable 1. If so, the degeneration of 
the English stage is hopeless. My father's speech upon 
this subject will be found ·in the present collection. But 
the chief efforts of his early Parliamentary life were di
rected towards the removal of the taxes upon knowledge 
-by the extinction of the newspaper stamp, bestowing 
copyright on original matter, and reducing postage for 
the transmission of journals and other printed papers. 
He was the first to agitate for this reform, and to suggest 
in full and definite detail the means by which it might 
be effected without loss of revenue. In 1832 he demanded 
a committee of inquiry upon the subject. In 1834; and 
agam in 1835, he reJ;lewed the uestion with ea 
He lived to see hi!! views adopted by the House; though 
not until long afterwards (in 1855), and to support by 
his vote from the Op;position benches the Minister (Sir 
George Comewall Lewis) who finally carried them out. 
His early speeches on this subject, which are full of facts (1 
still interesting, were reprinted and widely circulated I' l 

, throughout the country by an association then formed to 
promote the movement he had initiated for the abolition 
of the obnoxious imposts; and at the next general elec
tion he received overtures of support from three different 
constituencies. He selected Lincoln; and in 1832 the 
electors of that borough returned him to Parliament as 
one of their representatives. 

What chiefly induced him to seek their suffrages, rather 
than those of any other Liberal constituency, was the 

WLL b 
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. fact that the Liberal electors of Lincoln were, as he was 
himself, opposed to the repe~l of the Corn-laws: 

On this economic question my father's opinions,* formed 
early in life, deeply entertained, and never modified, 
were always .in strong and conscientious antagonism to 
those which were by degrees so generally adopted and 
so vehemently advocated by all Liberal politicians, as to 
dictate at last the exclusi ve shibboleth of the whole Liberal 
party. When he joined that party this question was an 
open question. ·When he withdrew from that party, it 
had become a test question. I shall venture to fortify 
this assertion by a short extract from one of the speeches 
addressed by him to his electors at Lincoln in reference 
to the circumstances which had just then placed the late 
Sir Robert Peel in office. 

In' alluding to the Budget, he pointed out that there 
was a great deficiency in the revenue. " That deficiency 
had been caused" (he said) "by four things. Firstly, 
seven millions of taxes had been taken off. Secondly, 
we had been obliged to go to war to preserve our trade 
and possessions in the Colonies. Thirdly, the Govern
ment had yielded to the unanimous wishes of the people 
in reducing the postage upon letters. Fourthly, the 
increased morality of the people, diminishing their con
sumption of spirituous liquors, had occasioned a falling 
off in the duties of excise. At the same time there was 
great distress amongst the commercial and manufactur
ing classes. What was to be done 1 By a new tax you 
might repair the revenue, but you would only increase 
the distress. The Government therefore did not propose 
a tax. They proposed certait:l financial reforms which 
might at once recr~it the revenue, give new energy to 

if They will be found fully set forth in his' Letters to John Bull! 
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trade, and make some of the necessaries of life cheaper 
to the great body of the people. Now, I agreed cordi
ally '0 this general proposition; but I differed on thel 

8ingl~ detail of the Corn-laws. In this I contend that 
I was consistent. Mr Huskisson, the great advocate 
of . Free-trade, once said-' Give me Free-trade, but let 
the last thing in which I have it be the property in 
land.' " 

The speaker then entered into an elaborate defence of 
protection in corn, upon political as well 'as economic 
grounds. He was not himself a landlord at that time, 
and certainly his views, whether right or wrong, were 
formed with a conscientious regard .to national and 
imperial, as apart from class or local interests. And he 
concluded: "These are my sentiments on the Corn-laws. 
I will not vote for the abolition of them; I will not vote 
for the Government proposition of an eight or nine 
shilling duty, because I believe it to be but a step to that 
abolition. But I am re~dy to allow that you must take 
the matter of the Corn-laws into serious consideration; 
and I do believe that by a judicious mixture of the fixed 
duty and the graduated scale, you may give great relief 
to the manufacturers, and at the same time not diminish 
the proper protection to land." 

Holding these opinions from the moment he joined the 
Liberal party, it is obvious that when adhesion to the 
economic doctrine of free trade in corn became the soJe 
reeo ised test of adhesion to the art itself -;y father's 
connectIOn WI suspended by the force of circum
stance and conviction. Nor was his subsequent final 
severance from that party provoked by himself. He 
quitted public life in 1841, and did not re-enter it till 
the year 1852. It is little to the ·credit of the Whig 
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party that during those eleven years its local agents and 
political leaders consistently endeavoured to prevent the 
re~urn to Parliament of a man whose timely and eloquent 
su;ppo~ was acknowledged by Lord Melbourne as one of ... 
the causes which had expedited the return of the Whig 
Government to power. 

When, by the death of Earl Spencer in 1834, Lord 
Althorp was obliged to surrender the leadership of the 
House o{ Commons, the Whigs were abruptly dismissed 
from office oy the king, and Mr (afterwards Sir James) 
Hudson was sent to Rome to summon home Sir Robert 
Peel, to whom his Majesty confided the task of forming 
a new Administration. At this moment Mr Bulwer was 
the only one of its supporters who rushed to the rescue 
of the fallen Government. His' Letter to a late Cabinet 
Minister on the Crisis,' which was then published, pro
duced an immense and immediate effect upon the public 
mind. The first edition of it ~as exhausted on the day 
of its publication, and fourteen other large editions within 
a fortnight afterwards. At the price of 3s. 6d., it reached 
twenty editions, and was then reprinted with a yet wider 
circulation in a cheaper form. Lord Melbourne fre
quentlyassured my father that he attributed in no small 
degree to the influence of this pamphlet the result of the 
general election which took place shortly after Sir Robert 
Peel's return to England, and the subsequent restoration 
of the Liberal Government. In re-forming that Govern
'ment, nothing could be h~ more generously 
appreciative, than the terms ""in--w.hich Lord Melbourne 
pressed on-my father's acceptance an offer of office. It 
was gratefully declined, partly from a disinclination to 
surrender political independence, but chiefly from a dis
inclination to suspend the literary lahours in which he 
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was then engaged. During the ten years in which he had 
sat in Parliament on the Liberal side of the House, he 
had spoken and voted against the still tolerated property 
in slaves. He had, both by his speeches and his writings 
in the' New Monthly' (which he then edited), energeti
cally opposed the Coercion Bill for Ireland, and the I 
coercion policy in Canada. He liad obtained an Act 
conferring copyrights on d:t:amatic authors, and had 
originated what ultimately led to internation.,al copy
right. He had obtained important ameliorations in 
the taxation of newspapers, and prepared the way for 
the complete abolition of all imposts upon public infor
mation. He had by his contributions to political litera
ture suggested many of those reforms which have since 
'been effected in the Poor-Jaws. He had supported the 
amendment of the Factory Act of 1833, and had urged 
the removal of the site of the Royal Academy from the 
National Gallery-a change which was effected thirty 
years later. He had spoken and. written in defence of 
the principle of an Established Church, but also as an 
ardent advocate of justice to Dissenters on the question 
of Church rates. He fully acknowledged the difficulty 
and delicacy of that question, but he considered it a 
pedantic frivg1it;r to treat such a question solely from 
an antiquarian point of view. Whilst recognising the 
antiquity of the custom which laid upon parishioners the 
expenses of church repairs, he . challenged on its own 
ground that appeal to antiquity which was .raised by the 
opponents of all compromise on this question,-hy pointing 
to the greater antiquity of the law that the Church should 
pay its own repaIrS from the proceeds of its own pro
perty. On the whole, hIS pOSItIOn III regard to Church 
quesbons was substantially the same at all periods of his 
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political life. He cordially approved and supported the 
principle of Ecclesiastic~ Establishment. He believed 
that in the occasional abuses and inClidentaI objections, to 
which (in common with all political institutions) this one 
is.1iable, men were too apt to lose sight of its advantages. 
Amongst those advantages he recognised the civilisation 
diffused throughout the country by a body of educated 
clergy; the schools established by them in the remotest 
rural di§tricts; the capital introduced by them into the 
poorest villages; the emulation they excite among the 
Dissenters themselves-:-emulation in intelligence and 
respectability. But he conceived that the less obnoxious 
this principle could be made to Nonconformists, the 
better it would be for th~ interests of the Church; and 
therefore he strongly deprecated whatever tended to 
bring it into daily and hourly collision with the consci
entious scruples of sectarians, and the pecuniary inter
ests of lessees and ratepayers. He also supported the 
removal of Jewish djsabilities; and, though himself a 
protectionist in corn, it was he who introduced to public 
notice the once popular" Corn-law Rhymer," Ebenezer 
Elliot. It was at this period of his life (1833) that he 
published the political treatise entitled C England and 
the English,' of which Mr Mill has remarked in his 
Autobiography, that it was much in advance of the time. 
His intellectual industry and fertility during these years 
were really astonishing. While assiduously attending 
Parliament, and sharing in its debates, he was notonly 
editi~emi-political and literary periodical to which 
he· himself l~rgely contributed, but also rapidly throw
ling off that remarkable series of fictions which required 
for their composition constantly fresh reading, and an 
untroubled serenity and freedom of pure imagination. 
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During this period of his Parliamentary career he also 
made some effective speeches on behalf of municipal 
reform. But his greatest Parliamentary success was, no 
doubt. his speech urging the immediate emancipation.. 
of the West Indian slaves, which the Government, in; 
deference· to the Colonial Legislatures, had intended t6 
postpone for two years. He carried this question by a 
majority of two only. But it was one of those rare 
occasions in which opinion has been· converted byelo
quence in the course of a debate. The speaker was 
assured after the division by three members, who had 
intended to vote on the other side of the question, that 
their intention had been changed by his arguments. He 
received for this speech, which was· printed and circulated 
by that association, the thanks of the Anti-Slavery 
Society. 

My father lost his seat in 1841; and by his mother's 
will he succeeded, at her death in 1843, to the estate of 
her family in Hertfordshire. During the eleven years of 
his absence from Parliament, though busily engaged in 
literary pursuits, and the management of a property 
which he greatly improved, he was not an indifferent 
spectator of public events; and, before resuming this 
short narrative of his Parliamentary life, I propose to 

. illustrate his opinions upon questions of pub~ic interest, 
both at home and abroad, by a few extracts from some 
of the private papers in which I find them recorded by. 
himself. . 

I have said that he was at all times an earnest and 
spontaneous advocate of every reform in the relations 
between the Government and the governed, the State 
and the people, which aimed at public imp1'ovement by 
moral and intellectual means. 
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On this subject, in its relation both to popular instruc
tion and to literature and art, I find in those unfinished 
and unpuhlished letters to Lord JohD. (now Earl) Russell, 
to which reference has already been made, some general 
reflections which may still, perhaps, be· read with 
interest. They contribute nothing to the practical 
solution of the difficulties which, since they were written, 
have rendered the. whole question of public education 
one of the most urgent, and yet the most delicate, with 
which statesmen have still to grapple; but, from a 
biographical point of view, I venture to think them not 
unwortliy of preservation, as illustrations of their writer's 
intellectual temperament ~nd tendencies. These letters 
I have found in a very fragmentary condition, without 
beginning or .end. They were, apparently, never com
pleted or revised. They were certainly never published; 
and it is therefore to be presumed, either that the writer 
was dissatisfied with the form in which he had expressed 
his· views, or else that he considered the moment inop
portune for their public expression. 

These consideratiolu'I, however, cannot apply to the 
present publication, except in so far as they seem to 
indicate the point of view from which the following 
fragment should now· be regarded. 

LETTER II. 

(Fragment. ) 
Circa 18~6. 

* 4~ * " To the people two kinds of education are 
necessary--lst, the inte11eCtUal~ 2d, the industri . It 
would be well if, in the last, one esta sent in every 
district could, though not wholly maintained by the 
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Government, receive its encouragement and support. 
Such establishments woul~ vary in the details of in
struction, according to the habits of the surrounding 
population. In provinces purely agricultural, the best 
modes of agriculture would be taught; * in provinces 
bordering on m~ufacturing towns, the instruction would 
assume a higher class, and, comprehend mechanical 
philoSQ.Phy and the arts of design. / 
~ the metropolis itself (tOo much neglected) such 

schools' would inculcate various branches· of industrial 
knowledge to the unfortunate children of both sexes 
who now are literally sent to the house of correction, or 
transported to penal settlements, 'to keep them out of 
harm's way.' It is but the other day that I read in the 
newspapers an account of three young girls charged 
with some petty theft for which one, as the oldest 
offender, was sentenced to transportation for· seven 
years; the other two were let off with three months' 
imprisonment. The one transported drops her most 
grateful courtesy; she thanks the Court for sending her 
from this country where she can come to no good; she 
declares that it was from the hope of that sentence that 

• II And even in provinces purely agricultural, the instruction would vary 
according to the main produce of the soil In Kent, for instance, much 
attention would be devoted to the culture of hops. All that the ingenuity 
of science could hring to bear upon lessening the cost and the uncertainty 
of that most expensive and moet precarious of crops would be diffused 
through lecture and experiment. So in Kent, Herefordshire, and other or
chard counties, such seminaries would render popular the best researches 
in orchard cultivation. So in Ulster or in Sussex, the improvement of flax 
would demand the attention of the tutors. Establishments thus founded 
would make much that is now partial in agriculture general, and thereby 
augment the wealth of the country. Experiment would show what other 
soils in England would bear the hops of Kent, the apples of Herefordshire, 
the flax of SuaseL A proprietor desirous of testing such improvements 
would know where to apply for persons duly and scientifically educated to 
carry them out with the least cost, and the best probability of suoc~" 
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she committed, and induced her accomplices to commit, 
the offence. The other two hear the mild sentence of 
three months' imprisonment with dismay; they burst 
into tears; they implore the Court to send them abroad; 
they say in the same ~ords as the envied convict, 'We 
can come to no good; we are poor creatures, without 
father or mother; we can't get our bread honestly; 
transport us.' Moved by this prayer the Court 
positively assents, and these poor young Englishwomen, 
whose very petition shows their hatred of vice, are sent 
out from our community. My Lord, if we had such· 
establishments as I describe, do you not think it would. 
have been better to have sent them to school, to have 
taught them how to get their bread in their own land, 
and to have taught their children after t4em to thank 
heaven that they had been born under a Government 
which aided the homeless and the orphan in the struggle 
not to sin ~ Such a Gove~nment you have the power to 
make your own. 

" I have the honour to be, &c., 
." EDWARD LYTTON." 

. LETTER III. 

"DEAR LORD JOHN,-Permit me now the natural 
corollary from the propositions in my last. 

"I enter upon a field hitherto generally neglected by 

~ 
statesmen, lying remote from party discussion, 8Il~t 
dt ~ first glance comprehended in the chart of pop~ar 
r(form..- _ 

" Yet this is the true nursery-ground from which all 
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that can fertilise the mind, and enrich the industry of 
thought, is gathered and transplanted. . 

"You do not complete by a sound scheme the moral 
and intellectual culture of the nation if you neglect the 
parent-ground of all cultivation. Consummate the sur
vey of popular schools by considering the arch-normal 
school of all-the literature, the art, the science, which 
furnish the materials of all education, which constitute 
the province and provide the nourishment of moral and 
intellectual growth. These are the domain of the mind. 
Instruction is but the implement that tills it. 

" Is it not a trick and a delusion to the young student 
to coax and decoy him on to that point in which he may 
become a useful craftsman, an inte1ligent drudge, but 
to hold befQre him, as a terrible example of punishment 
for excess, the rewards you will bestow on him if his zeal 
kindle him to genius, if his toils swell to the originality 
of knowledge 1 Maintain your present modes of reward
ing literature, an~ you do not act fairly to the multitude 
if you do not proclaim that, if one of the pupils you 
summon to your schools should so far excel the rest 
as to be in his turn the diffuser of instruction . and 
delight, you have for him no employment in your 
State, no prize amongst its honours; and that when life, 
health, industry, and talent are fairly worn out, and the 
fragments of them left, all you can offer him is the 
chance of an annuity which you would apologise for 
offering to your valet I 

"You count upon awaking a moral ambition for intel
lectual eminence amongst the' people-you need their 
cO::;peration. Are these to be gained while you hold 
up the beggary of literature to public pit>: aDa dis- . 
,dainful wonded No, my Lord; if you invite your 
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acute and practical countrymen to share in the banquet 
of letters, you must give some honour to those who find 
the feast. Nor do I believe that a much more popular 
act even with the populace could be conceived than one 

\

w. hich should de~ with the peaceful civil~rs of the 
nation in a spirit more worthy of their merits and our 
oOIigations. For the literary man, beset with rivals in 
~ own sphere, persecuted as he often is by the opinions 

he disturbs, calumniated by the jealousies he provokes, 
is always popular with the masses. Like themselves, he 
is a workman. There isa secret but an imperishable 
bond between the writer and the people. Not the silk
worm lives more for the weaver than the author for man
kind. If in his own character he be the most selfish 
of egotists, in his character of writer he e¥:;ts but for 
others. There is no people where there are no writers. 
I submit to you, therefore, my Lord, some extension of 
the Fund set apart for art, literature, and science. It is 
not for me to presume to suggest the sum requisite for 
such a purpose, though I think a sum not larger than 
that devoted by the State to a single one of its principal 
officers will suffice. I would only venture to suggest a 
wider range between the maximum and the minimum of _ 
the existing limit. You cannot at present give more 
than £300 a-year to your greatest poet, or your ablest 
philosopher. You do not give to the last, and he is not 
necessarily the least upon the list, a smaller pittance 
than £50. Would it be too much to hope that the 
maximum might reach £500 a-year, and the minimum 
not dwindle below £100 ~ 

" Yet I cannot consider that this pension list, what
ever its amount, does of itself suffice for the object in 
view-viz., the exaltation of intellectual advantages in 
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the eyes of those whom you summon to cultivate them. 
Observe that here, and indeed throughout, I argue less 
on behalf of literary men themselves than of the people, 
whom you would allure to partake of the benefits con
ferred by them. Literature may exist in its highest 
forms, though a Government give no honour to the work, 
and though the nation starve the professor. 'Don 
Quixote' is not the less genially produced, though 
Cervantes composes it as a priSoner,-ana---goes to his 
grave a pauper. But it is wholly another qUestion if you 
({;ire to· make literature universal. In that case, the 
multitude are attracted by the honour it receives. No 
State can busy itself in exciting genius to masterpieces
all that it should do is to excite the people to mental 
exertions, and prove to them that whatever is excellent 
interests the State, and has a claim to its distinctions 
and rewards. 

"I do not advance the absurd doctrine that because a 
man is a writer he is therefore fit for public employment. 
I only complain that it often happens that because he is 
a writer all public employment is shut out from him. I 
know a melancholy instance, not a rare one, of a man 
who had not only pleased the public, but who had 
materially served the Government by his compositions. 
A. periodical in which he was engaged changed its 
politics; with that change (for he changed not) he lost 
the sole certain source of his existence. I loved this 
man, and respected him. I kn~ from his inalienab~ 
p,robity, his intense application, his great adaptability.£!" 
re!!2!!!.ces, his ready promptitude, and his docile under-
I st~g, that he could become an invaluable public 
servant. My Lord, I weaned such friends as I possessed 
in the Government of that day on his behalf~ They 
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acknowledged his services, they recognised his talents; 
even for my sake, I believe, they were willing to assist 
him. But their answer was, 'What is in our gift for 
a literary man 1 Had he been a lawyer, had he been a 
clergyman, had he been a solater ·or sailor, something 
might be found. Fora writer we have nothing.' And 
nothing my poor client obtained. 

"What are the results of education, carried to the 
1 highest 1 Art, literature, science. These are the triple 
flowers of the divine plant, and these flowers in return 

\give the seed from which the plant is eternally'renewed. 
Do not deceive yourself with the belief that you can 
make intellectual culture the noble necessity of the com
munity, unless you can show to the community that you 
are prepared to honour the highest results to which 
culture can arrive. Is it so now 1 Look to the en
couragement which the State gives to art, literature, 
and science. To art, beyond the mere grant to a 
society wholly irresponsible, it affords no encouragement 
at all. You have a National Gallery for the dead-a 
fitting institution to which I give all the homage that is 
due. But you have no gallery for the living. Of late 
(and this is an era) you have afforded some stimulus to one 
branch in art, that of fresco-painting. But this, you are 
already aware, is extremely partial in its effects. You do 
not find, I apprehend, the highest of your artists amongst 
the competitors, partly because it hardlY' suits their dig
nity to submit their works to a tribunal the judgment of 
which is not precisely as sound as that of the Medici; 
partly because fresco-painting is not perhaps that kind 
of painting in which their genius has been taught to 
excel. I do not blame this attempt to encourage one. 
departmeut of art--I applaud it. But do not think this 
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1.9 analoO'ous to a generous and genuine homage_to art's 
,hal.ghty and ti orm divinlt.r: re to y an old 
Greek author of some wise man who thought to save his 
bees the trouble of a flight to Hymettus-cut off their; 
wings and set the flowers before them. The bees did 
not. flourish upon the allowance. Let art select its own 
flowers at its own will, then buy the honey if you please. 
In a word, add to your National Gallery for the old 
masters a gallery for the living. Be not led away by 
the notion that the public are all-sufficient patrons. The 
public buy what they require, and that is all. Those 
individuals that compose the public have no houses large 
enough for historical pictures. They have not always 
the taste for high art. They have not always the money 
to pay the high prices that modern painters are com
pelled to charge if they really devote long time and 
patient labour to their Cltefs - d'auvre. Hence most 
painters, depending solely on the patronage of the pub
lic, either turn portrait-painters (for every one likes a 
portrait of himself, his wife, his baby, or even his pet 
dog) ; or they find that, while the large or elaborate pic
ture obtains no buyers, the small squares of canvas 
hastily struck off, coming more within the means of the 
public, bring large returns. The public love names. A 
man likes to say, 'I have a picture by Tinto or Finto ; , 
and he thinks that equivalent to saying,. C I have Tinto's 
masterpiece;' or, ~ this picture took Finto three patient 
years to complete.' It is but just to our artists to give 
them that higher field of emulation which every other 
State professing to honour art liberally bestows. * * * * 

Ie I have already touched, my Lord-as connected 
with this part of my subject-the main blot upon the 
justice of the State and the gratitude of the people. 
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It is the -provision at present allowed to the literature, 
art, and science of three natioIl8-a yearly pension list of 
£1200 a-year. * * * * 

"Just conceive the false position of a statesman call
ing aloud upon the people to read, and write, and study, 
while he is 'forced (if he speak-truth) to acknowledge 
that the worst thing that can happen to any pupil sO 

J 

encouraged, is to read deeply enough to instruct others. 
write well enough to charm multitudes. grow entitled to 
the gratitude of his country, and be referred by it in old 
age and sickness to a claim upon the Pension List ! 

" Surely, if your Lordship will look somewhat narrowly 
into the various departments of State patronage, some 
places may be found for which literary capacities may be 
no disqualification. which. as a general rule, might be set 
apart for those familiarised to the habit of acquiring 
details with ease, and conveying information with vigour 
and precision. I should not expect to see such places 
fall to the lot of the higher and more popular authors, 
to whom. not from merit so much, but from the choice 
of subject,' literature. is an available profession; the 
choice would be better made from writers of a graver 
class, and to ~hom business would not be incompatible 
with the occasional exercise of their abstruse studies. 

,/ His duties at the India Board have not unfitted .Mr J. 
Mill for the composition of his noble History of Logic, 

... and the ~story of Logic did not unfit him for the India 
Board. A few such selections made with judgment and 
discretion would do much to render literature a thing 
less apart from the State, would afford to the writer 
the .easy leisure for many a valuable work, give to the 
Government many a competent and intelligent admin
istrant, and afford to the people no uninstructive ex-
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amples of your. sincerity in the homage you assert to 
knowledge. 

"Beyond this, and with far greater diffidence, I venture 
to hazard two suggestions. lstly, In any great scheme of 
national education, you will scarcely suffer, I think, 
your endeavours to cease with the age of childhood. 
Man when engaged in labour; always remains a ch j1d 
~ys do we have something to learn; but mostly those 
employed in practical pursuits, in which every day science 
hints some improvement, or startles prejudice with some 
innovation. Hence, imperceptibly~hence, in the recog
nition of this truth-arose the Mechanics' Institutes, col
leges for the labouring adult. 

"Of the~ auxiliaries already founded, but far from. 
maturely efficient, I apprehend your scheme for diffus
ing knowledge will scarcely neglect the valuable co
operation. There is nothing (your observation has 
,doubtless already made you aware) which is more readily 
sought after in these societies than. lectures by comp!(
~r.so~ 'Vould it be possible to establish a cer-

I tain number of professorships; with moderate salaries, 
but some social designations of respect,' whose duty it 
might be to teach to audiences so prepared to favour, and 

. so interested on the subject, all that science in its rapid 
progress can bring to bear upon their calling. In manu
facturing towns or in agricultural districts, r need scarcely, 
say that such discourses from authorities of hig~ repute 
would signally facilitate the admission of impro-..ements, 
would communicate the experiences and in.ventions of' 
other countries, would diffuse and circulate truths that 
come home to the business of the listenersf and add to 
the wealth of the nation. Salaries so given would be 
repaid to the public in every field where a new crop IS 

VOL. I. c 
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'produced or the old increased; in every factory where the 
improvement of a machine lightens the labour or refines 
the work. That in suchan undertaking, if put on its 
right footing, and treated with dignity by the State, you 
would have. the cheerful assistance of the first 'scientific 
teachers who have turned their philosophy to such prac
tical uses, I have no doubt. And here again you would 
reffect that which to satiety I seek to impress-viz., con
I nection between the highest intellect and the most pop-
ular instruct jon. --_ .. _._--

"2dly, My Lord-and this proposition I make still 
more timidly than the first.; aware as I am of the ridicule 
which, in a system profoundly aristocratic, attaches to all 

. attempts to claim for merit some slight share in the dis
tinction monopolised by rank--or in a community mainly 
occupied by traffic, to inculcate the doctrine, that there 
are other rewards than money. 

" The distinctions of honour that England affords are 
twofold,-that of titles-that of decorations. 

" With the exception of knighthood, titles are heredi
tary. They require, therefore, and justly, the possession 
of a certain fortune to save any privileged order from the 
worst curse that can befall it-the sullen pridx or the 
abject neediness of beggared rank. Necessarily, then, 
such titles are not open to all merit; they are open only 
to merit accompanied with wealth;" they are almost at the 
command' of wealth without the merit. 

" Sir. Robert Peel offered Mr Southey a baronetcy, 
which Mr Southey sensibly refused on the plea of want 
of fortune to support the digrnty. So obvious is it that 
these hereditary titles cannot answer the purpose of 
awarding merit or honouring intellect independent of 
fortune; that I need waste no words in support of so 
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evident a proposition. The order of knighthood uncon
nected with decorations has been so perverted from its 
original character and' intention-so separated from all 
dignifying association, and appropriated to civic offices, 
to some legal appointments, with now and then an ex
ception in favour of medical men-that it would be far 
easier to give weight to a new title than to restore its 
noble character to an old one so long degraded. 

"The Crown has next at its gift the decorations of the 
Garter and the Bath. The. first, in its origin an essen
tially military distinction, is now almost the exclusive 
property of royal foreigners and the heads of our great 
houses. A Garter is vacant; you have but to consider 
who is the man belonging to' the party of the Minister of 
the highest rank, to be sure that the vacancy will fall 
upon him. He has a right to complain of slight if he is 
overlooked. The Order of the Bath, which was at its 
origin an almost purely civil dignity, now supersedes the 
Garter, and becomes a military distinction~ with some 
reservations in favour of diplomatists. The orders of 
Scotland.and Ireland .are the privileges of the nobles in 
those sections of the empire. . 

" For the people there is, then, no distinction whatever; 
Everyother Government, even under absolute monarchies,_ 
has at its disposal various dignities, which are objects of 
-emulation to the mass of the people. In that country 
which boasts itself most free, in which the people are 
professedly the ~ost regarded-in .!:hich certainly the 
people are the real source of all fe 11 wealth 
-Ill t a CoUll one the people are excluded from 
everl. participation in the testimonials to merit or the 
marks of honour. Howsoever a man may have aaorned"' 
or served his country, unless he is comparatively rich, 
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you can give him no title. Unless he is an earl, you can
not give him the Garter; unless he is soldier, sailor, or 
diplomatist, you c;an.not give him the Bath; and even the 
dignity of Doctor is conferred by the Universities, not the 

I State. Would it be against the spirit of the constitution, 
against the temper of the age, against the principles by 
which ambition is stirred and emulation aroused, if the 
Crown were advised to institute a new order, open to 
the mass ~f this great people, aDd to which m~rit;Com
prehendrng mdeed birth and fortune, but wholly inde
pendent of them, should constitute the sole claim 1 .An 
order which the Marquess of Northampton might share 
with Professor' Airy or Mr Babbage; Lord Mahon with 
Mr Moore; Lord George Hill, who has improved the 
population of a district, with the manufacturer who has 
invented some signal improvement in a machine. I pass 
over, as wholly irrelevant, the ridicule of would-be sages 
upon medals of silver and shreds of ribbon. All things, 
even to gold'itself, have their value, as the tokens of what 
society admits them to represent. I could understand 
the ridicule, if in England you had no titles,and JlO decora
tions at all; but I cannot understand that you should 
admit their' partial application-that you should allow 
how powerfully such incentives act upon men of one 
rank, and yet suppose them no incentives at all to' men 
of another; that you should allow that their hope ani
mates the noblest heart that beats beneath a uniform, 
aud suppose it would be silent in the heart which kuman 
nature influences under a frock-coat. The .question is 
not whether the State should have the gift of conferring 
marks of distinction-it has them already; but whether 
in a free country they should be confined to wealth, rank, 
and military achievements; whether, at a time when you 
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exhort the people to intellectual cultivation, intellectual 
eminence should be excluded from the favour of the Sov
ereign; whether alone to art let 
provers of man In t onour shall be sea e . 
On these considerations I hazard the suggestion 0 an 
order to which merit shall give the claim-an order 
emanating from the Sovereign, but accessIble to all her 
people - its decorations not given exclusively to the 
merit which is poor and low-horn, or society, at once 
aristocratical and commercial, would not value them. 
But he indeed knows little of our higher orders who will 
not allow, that no aristocracy, except the Athenian, ever 
produced in all departments so large a proportion of 
eminent men. There will be selections enough from them 
to give to such a brotherhood whatever grace merit 
may ta:ke from high station; only let these lists be open 
to all competitors who write upon their shield, , Service 
to Great Britain ;'-whether that service be rendered in 
arts, letters, inventive improvement,. great virtue, or use
ful deeds, let no party favour promote the undeserv~g 
or slight the meritorious.... Surely such an institutIOn is 
in harmony with the age. When Napoleon made him
self member of the Institllte, he said-' I am sure to be 
understood by the lowest drummer.' If one distinguishes 
men into the classes of military and civil, one establishes 
two orders, while there is but on~ nation; if one decrees 
honour only to soldiers, the nation goes for nothing-' La 
nation ne serait plus rien;' so said Napoleon when he 
founded the Legion of Honour-an institution which 
the <"subsequent abuses thathave perverted its. intention 
and lowered its dignity do not the less prove to have 
been based upon the profoundest views of human nature, 
and in the true spirit of generous legislation. 
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" Here, my Lord, I close these suggestions,-all, from 
the establishment of a village school, to the honours due 
to those deserts .which each pupil sent to that school 
mayattain,-ail belonging, I believe, to any scheme, wide, 
sound, and comprehensive, for the encouragement of 
education and the diffusion of intelligence. Found 
schools, and starve the scholar-declaim on the rewards 
of in.tellectual accomplishment and civil virtue, and then 
exclude the highest specimens. your declamation can pro
d~ce from the service of the State and the honours of 
the Crown, and I warn you that you will place your 
edifice upon a hollow foundation, whilst you reject your 
surest co-operator in the moral spirit your system should 
animate and evok~; and that the common-sense of 
mankind will see that your object is not for the 
advancement of knowledge, but to contract its height 
whilst demarking its circumference. As the Chinese 
d~arf theIr oakS, you place a Iioop of iron round the 
roots which you plant; and thus you will have stunted 
into a toy the branches which should be vocal with the 
birds of heaven, and the· stem that should shoot the 
loftier with every storm that assails it.-I have the 
honour to be, dear Lord John Russell, &c. &c. &c. 

.. EDWARD LYTTON." 

In printing these suggestions I am fully conscious of 
how much can be said against the possibility of their 
adoption, and even of the numerous objections which may 
be urged. again!Jt the arguments on which they are 
founded. But, on the one hand, their elevation of patri
otic purpose and nobility of aim are remarkable; whilst, 
on the other hand, I venture to think they reveal a know-
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'ledge of human nature too frequently absent from the 
modern school of politics. . A Goethe administering a 
Weimar might have adopted these suggestions. An 
English Prime Minister, dependent on-the support of a 
middle-class Parliament, might at least regret his in
ability to do so. And if the reader reject them as 
practical propositions, he may not the less respect them 
as the outlines of a picture formed by the writer in his 
own mind of that ideal State which no practical politi
cian can hope to realise, but of which every thoughtful 
statesman has probably cherished,' according to his 
character, some abstract conception which supplies the 
animating spirit and general tendency of his practical 
work as a public man. 

I pass at once, however, to what I consider to be the 
mos~ interesting and the most important of myfather'a 
political memoranda; those, namely, which were written 
in reference to foreign politics. Amongst them I find some 
observations on the then recent Anglo-French Alliance, 
which appear to me eminently deserving of attention. 

I cannot but regard that alliance. as the commence-
ment of an epoch preg!!~t with diplomatic problems 

\ 

yet unsolvedJ and !!!.ternJ!:.tional revolutions yet incalchl
~; and I have perhaps had exceptional opportunities of 
studying its effect upon the continent of Europe, and on 
our relations with other Powers. In England, peculiar 
difficulties impede the formation of a well-instructed 
public opinion, and more especially the effective expres
sion of it upon important questions of foreign policy, 
whilst there is yet time for such an opinion to control or 
guide the conduct of a Government in regard to them. 
In the first place, the English public takes no strong 
spontaneous interest in the general course of foreign 
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affairs. The complicated questions which eventually· 
occasioned the outbreak of hostilities between Denmark 
and the two great German Powers, had for many years 
previously been a source of- anxiety to every European 
Government;. yet the English public was practically 
unconscious of their d~erou8 existence until our 
. national honour had been seriously committed to a 
championship of one of the' contending parties, from 
which our n~tional prudence simultaneously recoiled. 
In the next place, the English Parliament has not yet 
succeeded in convincing any English Cabinet of its 
capacity to discuss foreign questions with advantage to 
national interests. When such questions' are pending, 
Parliament is solemnly assured that by expressing any 
opinion about them, it will only embarrass or prevent the 
satisfactory settlement of them by her Majesty's respon
sibJe adviseFS_ When such questions are settled, Parlia
,ment is civilly reminded of the futility of expressing its 
disapproval of a settlement which it cannot undo. This 
mode of dealing with great international questions is not 
·efficient. Fortune is a .fair player, and never checkmates 
a Government or a people without having first audibly 
eried 'Check!' It is our fault if we listen late to her 
warning cry. But late is better than never; and the 
recognition of past mistakes assists the avoidance of 
future failures. . It is in that belief that I give publicity 
to the subjoined memorandum. 

MEMORANDUM ON THE ANGLO-FRENCH ALLIANCE. 

BY s~ EDw~ BULWBB LTl"l'OlI'. 

1857-58. 

"There is no country from the ambition of which 
England has so much to fear as France-no people sa 
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'ea&ily aroused to a hostile sentiment a ainst her as e 
. ~h-no other Power w c, since the palliS Ar
mada was scattered by the winds of heaven, has ever 
caused us to prepare against invasion. 

" On the other hand, however, England is in every way 
most fitted to check the preponderance of France; because 
whilst she has the permanent interest, she has also, more 
than most nations, the permanent power to do so. And 
that not only by her fleetS, but also by the superiority 
of her fiscal resources. It is the wealth of England that 
supplies the deficiencies of her ow;n population and the 
smallness of her own land force, if she were engaged in 
a life-and-death struggle with any other Power. Eng
land is now richer than she was when Chatham. helped. 
by her subsidies the flagging resources of Frederick th~ 
Great; nor is she less able· to gather round her the 
swords' of other nations than she was when Marlborough 
defeated the armies of Louis XIV., with a force of which, 
more than two-thirds were foreigners consolidated by 
English discipline, and commanded by English genius. 

" But if England be thus peculiarly adapted in the eyes 
of foreign States to be the soul and centre of European 
organisation against any aggressive policy on the part of 
France, we may well conceive the dismay with which 
all such States would behold England suddenly with
drawn from their side, and united to the side of France. 
Nor were those who felt this dismay deceived by the 
reason for the alliance that created it which the ad
mirers and apologists of that alliance alleged. 

"England and France, th~s united, it is said, can dic
tate to Europe the conditions of peace and war. But 
Europe does not like such dictation. Europe feels, 
moreover, that in such dictation it is France that would 
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dictate, and that England can only preserve the French 
alliance by ratifying the French decrees. Therefore, the 
inevitable effect of .our alliance ;'ith France is to weaken 
our bonds with all other States. The only firm alliances 
are those fou:nded on common interests. When England 
withdraws herself from the side of those States whose 
interest it has hitherto been to count upon her, not as 
the ally, but as the counterpoise of France, she inevita
bly loses their attachment, and excites, not their confi
dence, but their fear. 

" This sent~ment operates even beyond Europe. It is 
felt, though as yet'obscurely, in Asia. It was expressed 
openly in America. Ask any American statesman why, 
.at the commencement of the Russian war, there was so 

\

angry a feeling against England in the United States 1-
wh~ much of unreasoning bitterness was infused into 
tlle alspute about the eDlistment of recruits on American 
soil 1 and you will be told that it had been the desire of 
all American statesmen that France' and England should 
each stand, not, indeed, hostile to, but aloof from, the 
other; and that when ,England stood closely allied with 
France, she alienated herself from the instinctive policy 
of America. * 

"Since then, gradually, almost imperceptibly, but 
surely and ever more and more, this alliance with 
France "has forfeited for England the position she held 
in the respect and affection of European Powers; because 

.. In connection with this statement I request the reader to recall to his 
recollection not only the facts of French policy in Mexico, but also the 
sentiment of French policy towards the misinterpreted phenomena of the 
Civil War between the United States of America, at a time when EDgli~h 
Governments"were still boasting of this unnatural, insincere, aDd embar
rassing alliance, in presence of their. bewildered and discomfited well
wishers in both the New and the Old World.-L. 
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England no longer presents to those Powers the image of 
their natural and. imme~orial safeguard. 

"Nor is this all the detriment we suffer. What we 
lose in authority and influence,- France inevitably gains. 
This fact cannot but force itself on the minds of foreign 
statesmen. It is impossible but what they should say 
to themselves, C If England deserts us thus-if the first 
thought of England is to preserve her alliance with 
France, whose traditional and permanent object is to: 
aggrandise herself by weakening her neighbours one 
after the other-then the aim of each of us should be to 
make the best terms we can with France; and since 
England will not aid us, we must act as if England did 
not exist; for England cannot hurt us-France. can.' 

cc Thus Russia, though equally opposed by France and 
Engla~d, is now far more oordial to France than to us. 
Thus even Austria accepts French rather than English 
mediation. And at this moment, throughout all the 
Germanic nations, I know not one in which we are not 
viewed with resentful mistrust, or which does not hear 
with a scornfUl smlie of our own· preparations again~ 
thf danger for ourselves ill which we have decli~ll 
sym'p'3:thy Willithlrleat's of others. 
/« And this consideration brings before us another con

sequence of the French alliance, which although more 
familiar, is, unfortunately, still more sta.rtling. 

cc If for the sake of that alliance we had only lost our 
hold upon the confidence and respect of other Powers-. 
if, in losing that confidence and that respect, we had 
0.E!Y: swelled to our own disadvantaw the ascendant 
jurisdiction, I· will not say of an hereditary 'enemy, bu! 
of an hereditary rival-· if this were arr,-nDd if: the 
counterbalancing advantages were those so sanguinely 
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anticipated at the commencement of the alliance, then 
we might perhaps rest contente<l with· the sacrifices that 
accompany our new position in Europe. 

It But that is not the case. The advantages promised 
were twofold; first, to Europe; next, to ourselves. 
But both were comprised in one sentence; THE SECURITY 

OF PEACE. It was supposed that, if France and England 
were thus amicably allied, Europe might see in that aUi
ance . the guarantee for her repose; that nations would 
no longer exhaust their resources by great standing 
armies; and that the arts of industry would tranquilly 
improve under the united standards of two Powers that, 
when separate, vied with each·other which should most 
civilise the globe. This blessing to all Europe would 
be also the special reward of England. Englandneed 

f:
enceforth fear no invader.· England, having laid aside 

all rivalry with her. great Continental ne~g~ b?ur: would 
be left to the undIsturbed luxury of dimmishm her 
~ and economising her expen ture. 

" Have these promises been kept! Is not all Europe 
bristling with soldiers 1 Are not an foreign nations 
crippling their finances, and impeding their social pro
gress, by maintaining armies beyond their strength 1 Is 
not England rousing her population from one end of the 
country to the other, drilling her youth into rifle corps 
and volunteers, doubling her navy, and calling upon her 
Parliament, not to cut down, but to increase her military 
expenditure 1 

.. And this, in spite of the French alliance--no, 
not in spite, but on account of it I 

II 'V ere we restored to our normal position in Europe 
-not that of hostility to France, but in close connection 
with all the Powers by whom France is most dreaded-
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standing, not as the enemy of France, but as apart from 
her. in the attitude of manly, frank, acknowledged 
vi~e,-Would all Europe be half"SO'alarmed~ itnow 
is! ould we ourselves be half so near a quarrel With 
France as we now are,-thanks to an alliance which pre
sents at eyer! moment a thousand points of angrL,con
~ national jealoJIsy and ancestral pride ~ 

"Beror; the close of the Crimean war, every wise 
observer felt that French and English soldiers could not 
long fight side by side-that the laurels achieved could 
not be di,ided if we had had the capture of the Malakoff, 
and the French had known the disaster of the Redan. I 
believe that, in such a case, the French would never have 
rested till they had obtained revenge on the better for
tune of their fellow-soldiers." 

It must not be supposed that the foregoing reflections 
were influenced by any national ant!Jlathy to the French 
people, or any personal animosity to their sovereign. In 
point of fact, my father was one of the earliest English 
friends of the late Emperor ot the French, and probably 
the first Englishman of any eminence who detected in 
the character .of that prince qualities not generally recog
nised till they were, perhaps, generally overrated. In 
the year 1839 he wrote on the fly-leaf of a copy of the 
r Ideesnapoleoniennes,' given to him by the author of 
that book, the following prophetic criticism; 

II The book of a very able mind; with few ideas, but 
those ideas bold, large, and reducible to vigorous action. 
Very much depreciated at this day by the critics of a 
drawing-room, Prince Louis Napoleon has qualities that 
may render him a remarkable man if he ever returns to 
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France. Dogged. daring, yet somewhat reserved and 
close. he can conceive with secrecy and act wjth promptb 
tude. His faults would come from conceit and rashness; 
But akin with those characteristics are will and enthu
siasm. . He has these in a high degree. Above all. he 
has that intense faith in his own destiny. with which men 
rarely fail of achieving something great; witlwut which 
all talent wants the mens divinior.-1839." 

By an intimacy. moreover. which nearly resulted in a 
matrimonial alliance with one of the. oldest families in 
France. my father. whilst yet a very young lIlan. had 
been admitted into the home life of a people whose great 
domestic virtues and affections are strangely rilisrepre
sented in their popular literature. and very inadequately 
recognised by their foreign critics. In the fine and 
chivalrous character of that great people. in their sensi-

\

tive sentiment of national and personal honour. in their 
capacity of enthusiasm for .abstract ideas. their ~e~ 
theIr WIt. their amiabilitXz he felt throughout life the 
liveliest and~ost appreciative sympathy. His objec-

• tion. therefore. even to the simulacrum of an exclusive 
alliance with Imperial France (whether well or ill founded), . 
was entirely free from personal or national prejudice. 
There is an old English comedy, in which .the chief per-

'Jsonage is a worthy city,merchant who has married a 
young wife. To this young wife a French adventurer. a 
man of doubtful antecedents, makes love. The husband, 
secretly alai'med for the safety of his domestic hearth. is 
persuaded that his best policy will be never to lose sight 
of the fascinating foreigner, for whom he therefore pro
fesses the most extravagant friendship, and by whom he 
is led into company and circumstances which alienate 
from him the confidence of his neighbours and the 
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esteem of his old friends, without securing his domestic 
repose. It was some such result as this that my father 
apprehended from a complete reversal of the posiion 
which England had hitherto occupied in relation to the 
great Powers of the Continent. The readers -of this 
memorandum, however, need hardly be reminded of the 
date at which it was written, and the events which have 
since then materially modified the political geography of 
Europe. The virtual dissolution of the French alliance 
has left England at the present moment without any 
acknowledged alliance at all; and her statesmen Of all 
parties appear to be generally of opinion that this posi
tion is the bes.t and safest for her permanent interests, as 
well as most conducive to the peace of Europe. That 
opinion I presume not to discuss. Apart from her colo
nial eII?pire, which certainly needs no defensive alliance, 
England has only two material interests beyond her own 
shores. One of them is to prevent those shores from 
being overshadowed by the establishment of any great 
naval Power on. the nearest Continental seaboard. The 
other is to prevent whatever might menace the security 
of, or interrupt the access· to, her Indian dominion. 
These objects may, perhaps, be best attained, and the 
peace of Europe may be most efficiently promoted, by 
England's complete abstention from all Continental alli
ances. But such a position is certainly not imposed 
upon her as a necessity by the smallness of her military 
force. Her true force is, as it has ever been, the force 
in which every great Continental Power is comparatively 
deficient; and whether as the head of a group of States, 
or as the acknowledged ally of any great military Power 
(in the defence of whose interests she might seek an 
additional security for her own), England has still two 
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Imighty weights to throw into the bala.nce of Fortune
her navy and her purse. 

,!he Treaty of Paris of 1856 (of which nothing now 
remains beyond the obligation of England to forego in 
any future naval war her exercise of one of the barbarous 
but effective privileges hitherto asserted by maritime 
belligerents) was the sole achievement of the Anglo
French alliance. 

My father, tho"Ugh on mOTe than 0l!e occasion he dis
puted the wisdom of that war with Russia which occa
sioned the alliance,- was, nevertheless, one of those who 
most ardently advocated the vigorous prosecution of it 
when once begun. 

The' Press' (a journal now extinct) was at this time 
commonly regarded as· the organ of the Conservative 
party. The language of that journal in reference to the 
war then going on appeared to aim at the logical refine
ment of a pacific policy, too fantastic to gain support 
even from the peace party; whilst it greatly discouraged 
the martial fervour of the country. I h.ave every reason 
to believe that this tone was not inspired by the chiefs 
of the Conservative party, and it certainly did not reflect 
the general. sentiment of. the party itself. But there 
were those who held that the Parliamentary function of 
an Opposition is to oppose the policy of thc Government, 
whatever that policy may be; and that it was therefore 
difficult, if not impossible; for the Conservative party, as 
an opposition, to support with ardour the prosecution of 
a. war conducted by a Whig Cabinet. To combat this 
theory, my father addressed to one of his intimate Con
servative friends a private letter, from which the following 
extracts have been selected, because of the earnestness 
with which they give expression to opinions and senti-
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ments extremely characteristic of his habitual tone of 
mind. 

"These articles [in the 'Press'] represent a school of 
thinking-not a great party. Pardon me, my dear 
friend, if I cannot attach the weight you seem to accord 
to any suggestion that the party which Disraeli so 
gallantly led through the last session shrank, or was 
supposed to shrink, from the responsibility of conducting 
the war. 

CI Certainly I never so considered it, or I could not 
have supported that party. And certainly that was not 
the tone we took after Lord Derby declined to accept 
office. * * * Unquestionably, the vast majority of 
the country had no such suspicion until these'articles in 
the ' Press' fastened upon Palmerston the reputation of 
being now the qnly representative of the martial senti
ment that pervades the population. Now, as to your 
theory that an Opposition must,have a policy;. and: that 
if it represents the policy of the Ministry, it ceases to be 
an Opposition. 

H 'Vith all deference to your views, I think this theory 
may be pushed too far. The greatest good fortune that 
can befall an Opposition is, when it heartily and vigor
ously goes with the sense of the country, and has before' 
it a Ministry that affects to do the same, but is so weak 
that it could not stand but for a disbelief in the possi
bility of forming any other Ministry which would espouse 
the same principles. Convince the country that the 
Opposition could form such a Ministry, and it must 
inevitably replace a Government so feeble as the one now 
in office. It will do so, moreover, with this advantage: 

VOL. J. d 
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that the -supporters of the present Administration could 
scarcely, with any effect, oppose a Cabinet called in to 
give, more life to their own policy. Our Liberals would 
not let them do so. My view is - not to oppose 
Palmerston himself, but to expose the grave defects in 
the conduct of the war by the Cabinet generally, and. not 
to leave him the monopoly of the war-cry at a dissolu
tion. *' *' *' _ Stick to the country, and the country 
will carry you through.' The proper position to take is 
not that of Fox against the French war, (see what it did 
for his party!) but Pitt's position versus Addington. 
*' *' *' I am also of opinion that the country will 
never take peace from a peace party. A war party 
alone can give peace. But that war party should have, 
what Palmerston has not, a definite arrangement with 
France as to the terms to be accepted, no matter what 
be the successes of the war. Such a party will beware 
of leading the people to expect ,from it a peace that can
not be obtained. It matters little to England whether 
we be som,ewhat less hard than we might be upon Russia 
as to her concessions (once granted that Turkish inde
pendence be firmly secured), but it matters everything to 
England that her prestige in conducting the war should 

"be restored. I see more reasons for peace, since I have 
been in France, than the peace party put forward, or 

)han it would be wise to state publicly at present. But 
I see in all such reasons additional arguments for throw
ing our whole soul into the war, in order to conquer 
peace, and not merely to creep out of the conflict, leaving 
behind it such a sense of our incapacity as would be 
certain to plunge us, ere long, into a war far more 
terrible. These are my views hastily thrown out. 
'*, *' * Believe me, it is no cant or humbug when I 
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add that I feel so uneasy and 80 alarmed for England. 
I think it requires such judgment and such vigour to get 
her out of these difficulties with credit, and I t~ink 

E
imidity and half measures would be so fatal, that I 

would rather go out of Parliament altogether than belie 
y conscience as to the right course for us to take. I 

am quite sure that a hearty sympathy with the honour 
of the country throughout the quarrel it is now engaged 
in, without reference to the persons for the moment in 
power, will best serve the true interests of the party, for 
the people will understand it by an instinct; just as, no 
matter what may be the ability and skill employed in 
clipping and piecing together peace policies for the 
moment, the people· will see through it all in their 
rough way; and those who attempt the task will find 
themse.lves confounded with the various damaged reputa
tions from which England will never consent to accept 
a Cabinet, either for carrying on the war or for negotiat
ing the peace." 

The sentiments thus expressed dictated another letter 
on the same subject to a neighbouring proprietor and 
friend. This second letter extends the point of view 
established in the first, and I therefore print it here as 
an illustration of the spirit by which he was animated in 
advocating the vigorous prosecution of the war of 1855~ 
although many of his suggestions for promoting the 
object he had at heart appear to me to have been 
impracticable. I cannot but think that to abandon 
the established principle and recast the entire struc
ture of the English army during the operations of 
a great war would have been a perilous experi
ment. We have not found the change recommended 
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in this letter to be either so simple a matter or so 
beneficent in its effect upon the spirit of our army, 
even when. carried out with great deliberation by 
an all-powerful Government·in a time of undisturbed 
peace. The. suggestion that England should furnish 
only a military, and France a naval contingent-the 
former under the orders of a French general, the latter 
under the orders of an English admiral-is rather ironical 
than serious. But I believe that a similar proposal was 
seriously made by the French Emperor to Lord Palmer
ston at the time when the English press was most 
loudly deploring the breakdown of our commissariat in 
the Crimea. Lord Palmerston declined that proposal on 
the obvious ground that the war was inevitably a mili
tary, not a naval war, and that the laurels of the war 
could only be gathered by the land forces. In point of 
fact, moreover, the deficiencies of our commissariat were 
put to rights .long before the war was over; and when 
the war did at last come to an end somewhat sooner 
than the public opinion of England desired, we had in 
the Crimea an excellent little army in perfect working 
order, whilst the military resources of France were 
in a condition that certainly did not diminish the desire 
of her Government for a speedy peace. Nevertheless, 
it is undeniable that Lord Palmerston's prudent and 
patriotic rejection of any such arrangement for securing 
an undivided command by sea and land, necessarily left 
France·in possession of the nucleus of an increased naval 
power, occasioned by the necessity in which she then 
found herself of rapidly building transport-ships; and 
that this nucleus her Government was compelled, by the 
pressure of a very legitimate public opinion, to develop 
to an extent which greatly increased the naval estimates 
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of English Cabinets, without increasing their confidence 
in an ally who. before the conference of 1856 was over. 
appeared more anxious to secure the future friendship 
of Russia than .. to retaYJ. the .c.2!ltin~d co-oper~ of 
England. 

LETTER ON THE WAR TO DELME RADCLIFFE, ESQ. 

1855. 

"My DEAR RADCLIFFE.-I thank you cordially for your 
letter. and the compliment implied by the questions it 
contains. It is to the credit of those who are considered - --
the special advocates of peace, that,at every risk of 
popularity,tIiey have spoken out their honest senti
ments; just as fearlessly I speak out mine. It is no 
use, n~w, inquiring if the war could have been pre
vented: the question is, being in it, what we are to 
do. It is no use dwelling on past blunders: the 
question is, how blunders in the past can serve as lessons 
for the future. Join with me iIi smiling at the timidity 
of those who make a catal6 e of our errors and diSasters, 
\~~~~~~~~--~----~--,---~-p~~ 

in or er to infer that. because we have begun by failures, 
we . must necessarily continue to fail. Did you ever 
know an Englishman of superior intellect an~~: 
ance who fail~in the iong-r:!ID, in anything on whi~ 
he thoroughly set hT~_l!Ca.rU He ;;;ay fail once, twice, 
thrice-he must succeed at the last. What is one 
Englishman to the English nation 1 What his single 
intellect and perseverance to the combined intellect and 
perseverance of millions 1 England is sure to come 
right at the end, by the inevitable law of her surpassing 
civilisation; provided onll that they who direct her .,---
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counsels and wield her powers are as thoroughly 
determined to succeed- as you and I would be in any 
manly enterprise to which our honour was committed. 
And should we not be determined the more if we had 
previous failures to redeem! 

cc But it does not suffice to be in earnest 'for the 
vigorous prosecution of the war;' that phrase has 
become a commonplace jargon. We must be also in 
earnest to reconstruct the machinery of the war upon 
sound principles, and grapple boldly with every pre
judice and every obstacle in the way of improvement. 

• We are said n~ to be a military natiQ1l. Let me here 
distinguish. We are a warlike people-Iggh-spirited 

~and dauntless; but iTe are not organised as a militii-y 
c;-mmunity. We have not a science in war commensu
rate with our valour, nor equal to the culture of our 
intelligence in the arts of-peace. What then! Can we 
not learn' Let us look to the systems in force among 
military nations, not servilely to borrow. but wisely to 
adapt to our social forms and habits, whatever military 
nations consider essential to military organisation. li, 
then. we would render our ability in the management of 
armies as cheerfully acknowledged as is our courage in 

\

the field, the first two requisites are these: facpities for 
professional instruction. and an unobstructed ~er to 
professional merit. It is not en~ugh to demand from 
young officers on entering the army the shallow cram 
of a holiday examination. Education, with a view to 
the military profession, should be PROVIDED for them. 
There should be great military schools on a very 
different footing from that pf Sandhurst-schools similar 
to the Polytechnique at Paris, and the Royal Military 
Academy at Turin-from which the great staple of our 
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officers should be drawn, and, of course, without pur-

I 
chase. Root and branch the system of purchase should 
be destroyed. It 18 a bunt in the very fountam) of 
~~--rfiS an outrage on common-sense. The present 
baITfer to progressive .aavancement between non-commis
sioned and commissioned officers should be broken down. 
Every man who by bravery, steadiness, and trustworthy 
qualities, has worked his way from the ranks to the 
highest grade now vouchsafed to him, should pass by 
the established rule of promotion to the step of lieu
tenant. It might be a mockery, I grant, to class him 
with boys as an ensign. You might indeed require 
from him, if you pleased, in sending him to mix with 
~cntlemen, to prove by an examination that he possesses 

t\;he average degree of their education. Every colonel 
should, as in France, make to the War Office a quarterly 

'report· of the conduct and ability of.all his officers, so that 
each officer, from a corporal upwards, should feel that. 
he is under the eye of those who can advance his career 
according to his deserts. As a corollary from the 

rinciple of open competition to merit, the absurd ex
pense 0 e mess-room s 0 e. t can be 

, to the mterest of none, that a lad, with perhaps £200 
a-year, should pay more for his dinner and his wine 
than a man of large fortune, who does not set up for 
an epicure, would dream of paying for his own if he 
dined at a club.· Every officer should have it in his 
power to live upon his pay. In one word, the army 
should have the same fair-play for emulation and. energy 
as any other profession. What .would become of the 
law, if a man who had never read Blackstone could 
purchase his way to the Bench t 

"I know the objections made to these changes. I have 
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examined them with care, and am convinced they are 
futile. But it may be said that even if such reforms be 
expedient, they would be slow in effect. Not so. Put 
your army on a right system, and I am convinced that 
the. very· announcement of your intentions would be 
electrical. The results would be instantaneously visible 
in the ambition of young officers, and in the inducements 
to grown men of a higher class to enlist as soldiers. 
You call this a people's war. Make it a people's army. 
Rely 'upon it, gentlemen will be no losers. Gentlemen' 
have no cause to fear fair competition ill courage, 
instruction, sense of honou;r, with men born below them. 
But at present the best-born gentleman in England has 
no chance against. the son of his tailor, if the last has 
more money to buy his promotion. 

"You may say that for the army in the Crimea pur
chase is suspended now. . True, but it is only suspended. 

,And the prospect 'of its return wouidstill operate against 
securing to a profession, in which ability does not suffice 
for advancement, the same amount of educated talent as 
is devoted to callings in which educated talent is more 
assured of its rise. 

"Besides, if the constitution. of the army be once 
rendered wisely popular, the interest of the people will 
guard our establishments, however reduced on the 
return of peace, from the· parsimony and neglect of 
former times. And I own to you that, looking to the 
state of· public· opinion on the Continent, I consider it 
less important to the ultimate destinies of ,England to 
triumph in the Crimea by the aid of FraMe, than to 
establish and bequeath, when the war is OVer, the incon
testable repute that her military efficiency is as for-
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midable as her national courage. Success may end this 
war-reputation alone can preserve from others. 

"So much for the reconstruction of our army. Have 
we nothing to improve in our mode of providing for jt ~ 
I cheerfully acknowledge all that has been done to 
better our commissariat. But from what t see in public 
and hear in private, we are still far short of the mark. 
Here there is an immense field for capitalists; have 
capitalists been sufficiently called in 1 Has the system 
of penal contracts been adequately tried 1 Is it by 
penal contract that insufficient and crazy huts are again 
drifting their tardy way to Balaklava 1 It seems to me 
as a plain man, that if I said to a wealthy speculator, 
C I must have such and such articles, warranted of the 
best quality, in such a place, afid on such a day; hand
some profits if you fulfil your contract, ruinous penalties 
if you fail,' I should have no lack of competitors, and 
hear small complaint of the goods. At all events, we 
English habitually possess great skill in the manage
ment of money and the transaction of business. We 
are willing to pay for this war whatever we are told is 
necessary. But we require that the skill we possess as 
a people should be fairly represented in the distribution 
of the funds we devote to the defence of our children. 

cc Again, hideous tales of the drunkenness of our soldiers 
are told to us. I have little faith in the effect of 
barbarous punishments-little ,more faith in the effect 
of moral counteractives, such as savings banks, &c. 
Young soldiers do not think of the future. But I have 
ample faith in the power of a commander-in-chief to 
banish the temptations. I have faith in the power of 
any man fit to sway numbers, to enforce the laws 
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necessary to their control and their safety, partly by 
wise precautions, partly by appeals to generous emotions. 
It is much more difficult to cure an individual of a 
besetting sin, than to extirpate an evil habit from banded 
multitudes. .J daresay I might preach to the winds if . 
I tried to reform an individual drunkard; but if you 
put 50,000 men addicted to drink under my absolute 
authority, I would forfeit my life if I did not make 
them habitually sober before the end of a month. Have 
we a drunken army 1 Can those noble soldiers of whom 
we are all so proud, sink from the heroes we venerate 
into the sots we must depise ~ Impossible-I will not 
believe it. But if so, make your commander-in-chief 
resp0l?-sible. And till your army is sober, be sure that 
the right commander is not found. 

" Next, as to the amount of our forces in the Crimea. 
Look to it. Is it commensurate with the population, the 
wealth, and the dignity of Engla'nd 1 Mr Cobden here is 
right. Certainly it is not. If France has 170,000 
soldiers in the field, an,d England has about 35,000, out 
of whom there are perhaps· 22,000 effective bayonets, is 
thitta proportion which justifies the phrase of the 
, Allied Armies ' ~ Of course it is not expected that we 
can have a n~mber equal to the French; but we ought, 
at least, to have half as many. We have but the force 
of a contingent, with all the responsibilities of an army. 
And England expects to ~laim, in the conduct and in the 
glory of this war, a share equal to that of a power which 
arms and risks five times the amount of her force I 
This is preposterous. Weare committing the national 
renown to such odds as no man in his senses would take 
at the Derby. For our national renown is not more 
engaged in defeating the enemy, by the help of the 
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French, than it is in maintaining our rank in the estima
tion of all the Powers that share, and all the Powers that 
gaze upon, the contest. We have all heard that 'Eng
land cannot afford to have a little war.' Let me hazard 
this addition to that immortal H\phorism ,-England, j 

when at war, cannot afford to have a little success. 
"But our generals do not want more soldiers ~ They 

say they would rather be without them 1 Yes, without 
such boys as we send forth, untrained, unseasoned, and 
almost undrilled. This touches our mode of recruiting. 
I will advert to that presently. But we have an option 
before us. Let us face it manfully. If it be really true 
that we cannot get sufficient recruits of a suitable kind, 
cannot have an army adequate to our pretensions, let our 
Government tell us so fairly; and let us then be content 
to become bond fide a contingent. Pick out the best 
and most seasoned men we possess-men whose steadi
ness and discipline will be sure to do us credit-and 
place them openly and at once under a French com
mander-in-chief, to be conducted by a French strategy, 
and provided for by a French commissariat. Thus, at 
all events, we escape a responsibility which we have not 
the means to discharge. And meanwhile we can be 
preparing oUl',Selves to collect and to train a force worthy 
of our nation,in case the war should continue, and we 
should deem it necessary to resume an independent 
action. Our navy, our national arm, would remain in 
our own hands; and in retti'rn, France might consent 
still, as she would have consented at first, to contribute 
to that navy her contingent, to be under our admiral, 
and supplied by our commissariat. But does the idea of 
sinking in name to what we are in substance-a subor
dinate auxiliary in the field-gall th~ pride of the coun-
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try too much 1 Well, then, let the country take it up. 
And my belief is that the country would, if the truth 
were fairly told to it; if it were not misled by assur
ances that recruits come faster than we want them; that 
so mighty an -array never left these shores; that we have 
now 50,000 effective soldiers in the field; that next 
spring we shall have 70,000; that we have nothing to 
do but to pay our taxes, and (borrowing Lord Chatham's 
saying) 'trust to vernal promises for equinoctial disap
pointments.' If these boasts of our force, and its means 

- of fresh supply, be well grounded, then the Government 
must submit to the undivided responsibility such assu
rances entail. If not-again I say, I believe that the 
country would respond to a bold appeal to its manhood 
and metal. Not if you resorted to the enforced conscrip
tion, which has been menacingly suggested; but if you 
made the army such that a man of generous ambition 

(I 

saw his way to rise to the head, though he might enlist 
in the ranks. And for mi1>art, if men are really wanted, 
and if the army be reconstituted somewhat in the way 
thus loosely outlined, I would ask leave to raise a regi
ment at my own expense (as in the last war my father 
did before me), though. $:eaven knows that few country 
gentlemen have less 'ready money to spare. I would 
come into our county of Hertford, and if in that county 
I did not rally round the Queen's standard, no beardless 
boys, no drunken boors, b.?-t such a body of picked men 
as an English general would be pro\ld to welcome,-I 
would throw up the seat in Parliament it is now my 
boast to possess, and I would say, that a constituency 
which told me to support the war, and could not, when 
every recruit who enlisted might win his hold of a mar
shal's baton, find ~ regiment to face the enemy, were 
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not worthy to be represented by a man of sincerity and 
spirit. 

"Well, now, as to terms of peace. It is my belief.
shall I startle you if I say it ~-that between those most 
thoughtfully bent upon peace and those most resolute 
for concluding the war, there is less essential difference 
than there seems at first. Bot1:,have a!Linterest against 
dawdler~a~dissemblers-.against those who talk war, 
and, by not acting it efficiently, deJa¥ pe~e. For; with 
meno{ this temper, the terms to be demanded are ever 
shifting and changing, just as a despatch reports a victory 
or avows a disaster. I think that any Government, no 
matter how warlike, must ever have the aim of peace 

c 
upon definite and practICal terms steadfastly before it. 
BUt I think also that it is not for us, the independent 
members of Parliament, to enfeeble the executive to 
which we commit our quarrel, by assuring the enemy 
of our anxiety to make it up." I am· sorry to confess 
that in my younger days, before duelling was so much 
out of fashion, I was engaged in one or two 'affairs 
of honour,' as the phrase goes; and if when, as a second, 
I was meditating how to settle a difference upon terms 
most propitious to my principal's honour and repute, my 
principal himself had called out, ih the hearing of the 
adversary,-' Ugly affair! awkward customer! Dead 
shot, too, I hear! Besides, fighting is so wicked! Get 
me out of the scrape as fast as you can! '_I fear that 
the proffered terms of conciliation would have been so 
scurvy, that my friend, in accepting them, must not only 
have lost caste with his equals, but incurred the risk of 
affront from every bully he met in his walks. Unques
tionably I consider that the English Ministers should (if 
they have not done so already) priva~ely, but distinct1y~ 
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settle with our allies, the broad bases upon whi~h peace 
is possible, no matter what our successes may be. Other
wise, if successes increase, the interests of ambition may 
gradually replace the 'cause of humanity; and new ob
jects may arise upon which England and France could 
not possibly agree. I do not say what should constitute 
those bases; nor have we a right to ask our Govern
ment publicly to state them. Nay, how can we presume 
to say. we must have this or that, without the slightest 
reference to the opinions of an ally risking forces so dis
proportionably large, and honouring us hitherto with 
courtesies so chivalrous t In justice to any Government, 
now or hereafter, we must remember that it is not for 
England alone to determine what terms of peace the 
conquerors of Sebastopol should accept. 

"But it is said, • Only let Russia know that her over
tures will not be met with affront.' Heaven forbid that 
they sh~uld be ! By aH means !let the overtures come. 
Instead of pressing us to sue for peace, or intrigue for 
peace (I know not which), would that those eminent 
men, whose words will have weight with our enemy, 

'

would address the.ir pacific adjurations to Russia! Away 
with the idea .that overtures must commence with us! 
-away with. it, because impracticable. Reflect on the 
present temper of our people. Could any Cabinet at this 
moment be constructed which could initiate proposals 
for peace as lenient as those which might be accepted if 
frankly volunteered to us t Away with Austrian and 
Prussian mediation! Let Russia herself appeal to the 
Western Powers-appeal to them as becomes a State 
that, despite its reverses, has shown the bravery which 
all brave men can respect. And if her proposals be but 
rationl.!l-do but concede by treaty half what we have 
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already won by the arms that have swept the Russian 
flag from the Euxine and Azoff, and vindicated the Otto
man cause on every battle-field from Alma to Kars
where .is the man so in love with carnage, so covetous 
of revenge, as to withhold from such proposals his most 
favourable attention 1 I at least will say thus much 
now, that none may charge me with inconsistency here
after. Ardent as I am to carry on thiS war, till Russia 
concedes what I hold to be the end for which the war 
began; convinced though I be, that upon that point all 
timidity, all wavering, would entail more fatal conse
quences upon our position and our safety than I deem it 
even prudent to foreshadow; yet the moment Russia 
herself proposes a peace upon terms that my conscience 
and reason tell me this country should accept, no con
sideration whether those terms were popular or not, 
whether they were·advocated by this party or denounced 
by that, should induce me to abet my countrymen in 
the profitless expenditure of human life. 

"But this is not the question before us. All that 
we now publicly know is, that Russia is not suggesting 
negotiations, but levying armaments-all that in pri
vate is whispered into our ears, is that Russia indeed 
may condescend to treat, but with such reservation~ as 
would lunge us again into the Serbonian bog of he 
Third Artic e, Ignore all the successes we ave purchased 
with the blood of our heroes, and still guard the couch 
of the C sick man ' by an eye that prognosticates his de
cease, and a hand that greeds for his property. With
out such reservations (and can we admit them 1) Russia 
is resolved to fight, and all we have to do is to fight and 
to beat her. Beat her ! We are solemnly told that that 
would be a great misfortune. We are met by lugubrious 
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anticipations of victories too triumphant. We shall gain 
the Crimea; and not know what to do with it ! So that 
it would seem that all our aim in going to war, should 
be not to conquer, but to get conveniently conquered; 
for while we.conquer, Russia will be too proud to hear 
of peace, and what we conquer will be a sad embarrass
ment to our atatesmen. These are prospects that need 
not daunt us. War, when decisive, has a quick and prac
tical philosophy of its own, and the difficulties that seem 
largest in its progress, usually vanish at its close. But 
'venture upon another campaign, and Heaven knows 
how long bloodshed will last I-what new elements of 
strife must arise I-to what distant lands the battle-field 
must extend!' These are mere words. If Russia will 
really not give peace until her power is exhausted, doubt
less there is no alternative but to exhaust her power. 
For my part, I think another campaign will go far to do 
so. That is a matter of conjecture. But though we may. 
dispute as to the length of time it may take, we are all 
pretty well agreed that her ultimate exhaustion can only 
be prevented by' the .slackening of our own energies. 
Well, when she is exhausted, and inclines to peace, we 
are asked, what then 1 'What material guarantee for 
the future tranqUillity of Europe can she concede 1 Will 
they more secure that object than those she would con
cede now l' That I cannot say, for I know not what 
she would now concede. But I do know that every 
month in which she protracts a struggle that consumes 
her vitals, she is giving us a material guarantee more 
effective than the surrender of a fort or the limitation of 
a fleet: she is giving us the guarantee of wasted finances, 
of tottering commerce, and of lands robbed of their la
bourers, for the safety of her neighbours, and her adhe-
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sion to future treaties. At the worst, then, let the formal 
parchments on which peace may be finally inscpbed be 
ever so blurred by diplomatic blunders, we de:> in effect 
find a surety for Europe in everything that weakens the 
force of it! aggressor. This must be our consolation to 
the degree in which the struggle is prolonged; and this 
consolation might well preserve us from exaggerated 
stringency in mere verbal provisions, even if we could 
dictate our terms on the banks of the Neva. 

" From what I have thus said, my dear Radcliffe, you 
may gather my views as to the policy which, in my 
humble judgment, it becomes us to adopt in the approach
ing session of Parliament. I speak only for myself. I 
pretend to no influence with others. That great party 
which commands my gratitude for. the kindness with 
which it has received me since my return to public life, 
is led in the House of Commons by a man whose genius 
is known to all-whose many gallant and generous, many 
winning and cordial qualities, are perhaps better known 
to me than to most. We began life together as warm 
friends; and though then differing in politics, we estab
lished in literature that fell9wship of toil and hope in 

. which companions without envy (a vice not ~itted 
into his temper, and I think not congenial to my own) 
learn that better, and, if I may use the expression, that 
more ideal part in each other, on which amidst the feuds 
of party the light only falls in glimpses. lam convincea 
that, though of a broad and liberal nature, and inclined, 
as in the year 1855 every wise Conservative should be, 
to widen to all new-comers the area on which Conserva
tism takes its ground, the brilliant leader I speak of is 
no less loyal to his friends than formidable to his oppo
nents. AmI whatever course he and Lord Derby may 

VOL. I. e 
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adopt, will, r doubt not, be worthy the eminence of their 
~ames and the gravity of the time. But I speak plainly 
my own conviction, that there never was a period in 
which a paro/ comprising men who boast so large a stake 
in the country should more carefully distinguish its policy 
and acts from the character of faction. In moments of 
national peril we should merge all selfish objects in one 
unmistakable desire to consul~ the national security and 
honour. A party in which, the people can discover this 
elevated sympathy with their genuine interests need not 
hunt after converts. Converts will volunteer. Does it 
want numbers 1-constituencies will give them. Does it 
want orators 1-a few manly sentiments, however artlessly 
spoken, will be oratory enough with an audience that 
feels our ambition is to be true to our country. Out of 
office or in it, let us have but this one thought: England 
is in difficulty and danger, and, by God's help, we will 
carry her through both jn triumph, with cool English 
heads and stout English hearts.-I am, my dear Radcliffe, 
yours, &c., EDWARD BULWER LYTTON." 

"KNEBWORTH, N(1/}. 12, 1855." 

Not the least lamentable illustration of the sterility 
and hollowness of our alliance with Imperial France, is 
to be found in the attitude to which we were reduced 
d~g the Danish war, as well as in the fact of that war 
itself, which, though it was opposed to the wishes of both 
France and England, the Anglo-French alliance wholly 
failed to prevent. Upon this subject, I find amongst my 

. father's papers some reflections (probably jotted doWn as 
notes for a speech never spoken) which appear to me both 
interesting and instructive; because they refer to the 
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whole question from a point of view which. was not 
adopted at the time by any party or speaker in Parli.a
ment, and still less by the English press,-a point of 
view, indeed, which in all probability is not yet suffi
ciently, if at all, apprehended. by our public, to whom 
the circumstances of that war (however painful they may 
be to remember) can still suggest wholesome lessons for 
the guidance of opinion in reference to future Continental 
questions. . 

NOTES UPON THE DANISH WAR. 

It Cause of Denmark championed by England. Den
mark abandoned. Why is it that of all the European 
Powers who signed the Treaty of 1852, England alone 
has been held up to contumely and reproach by both the 
contending parties 1 How is it that she alone sees called 
into question her good faith, her courage, her honour 1 

"Because she is the Powexo that most interfered, most 
invited responsibility. 

" Why 1 Because she had a greater interest in the 
quarrel than other neutral Powers 1 Certainly not. 
Lord Russell to Sir A. Buchanap, 13th November 1863: 
, Her Majesty's Government have no immediate interest 
in this question; their interest is bound up with the 
general interests of Europe.' But the fact is, our interest 
was not only not greater, it was obviously less than that 

o of other European Powers. France and Russia. Den-
o mark, ally of France, not of England, in old French war. 
In event of any new war, France, if opposed to England, 
woUld by her.traditional policy look, and reasonably, for 
aid to Scandinavian fleets, not German armies. Russia's 
interest, strong and conspicuous. to preserve Denmark an 
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integral State distinct from Sweden. For whatever tends 
to make Denmark too small for independent monarchy, 
tends to create, soon or late, Scandinavian empire. 
Duty of English Minister, therefore, not to commit 
national honour of England beyond interests of England; 
and English interests less than those of· France and 
Russia. But England had an interest in sanctity of 
Treaty of 18521 Yes; an interest, but not a para
mount interest. ' Powers most directly interested in 
sanctity of treaties, Prussia and Austria. Without 
treaties, King of Prussia might still be Elector of Bran
denburg, and Emperor of Austria little more than 
Austrian Archduke who lost original patrimony of great 
ancestor, wh.ich happened to be in Switzerland. With
out treaties, England might lose a few small places, but 
would still hold an empire comprising that India which 
Alexander could not conquer, and that Australasia which 
Columbus did not discove:t .. 

"Four years ago, any practical politician must have 
foreseen consequence of such interference. 

"Petition of Slesvig Diet for redress of grievances. 
Indignant sympathy excited by it throughout Germany 
immediately reported by' all our diplomatic Ministers in 
Germany. 

"To understand almost fanatical passion of every 
German State on this subject, remember popular senti
ment of Germany was opposed to Treaty of 1852, and 
only appeased by assurances of Austria and Prussia to 
Diet that they guaranteed fulfilment of Danish obliga
tions, including admission of Germans in the duchies to 
equal rights-a point on which German sentiment could . 
not but be sensitively tenacious. In 186'0, therefore, it 
became clear that, unless the Slesvig grievances were 
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fully redressed, German excitement would sooner or 
later bring German armies not only into Holstein as a 
member of the ~nfederation, but also upon Slesvig, on 
the ground that non-fulfilment of Danish obligations 
cancelled Danish advantages secured by Treaty of 1852, 
annulled that Treaty, and constituted a casus belli. 

"But could Denmark remove those grievances 1 
Danish Minister, M. Hall, frankly said No. Some of 
them, indeed, were mitigated at request of .England ; 
but enough left to vitiate concessions accorded. Children· 
not compelled to receive confirmation in Danish language, 
but required to be examined in Danish before confirma
tion. Sir A. Paget states, concessions made cannot 
satisfy complaints of Slesvig, and that nothing more can 
be expected from Danish Government. 

" N.B. - Candour, intelligence, abil.ity, truth, and 
honour of Paget's despatches cannot be too highly 
praised. 

"Here, then, so far back as 1860, was a safe and hon
ourable escape. English Government asks Denmark to 
redress grievances which it thinks just. Denmark does 
not, cannot do so, to satisfaction of English Government. 
This being so, it is clear that Germany will move soon 
or late. English Government has only to explain cause 
of quarrel to English Parliament, and say, C We have 
withdrawn from all individual interference till Den
mark-weak compared to Germany, but strong compared 
to Slesvig - has redressed grievaIices which, if not 
redressed, may lead to war. And we cannot c~mmit 
English honour to a cause that may demand all your 
resources of blood and treasure against Powers that com
prise all your hereditary Continental alliances, if ever 
France attacks you, unless the friend you are to serve 
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first puts himself thoroughly in the right. He cannot 
put himself thoroughly in the right in English eyes 
unless he govern the State ann.exed to his sovereignty in 
accordance with those principles of justice which he 
recognises in the government of his own special domain.' 

"But now recognise the excuse of that brave and 
noble Denmark for her government of Slesvig. It is the 

..... excuse ·of necessity. Anomalous position of duchies .. 
Both had ~een in revolt against her; both assisted by 
German arms; both restored by Treaty of 1852, on two 
main conditions, - 1st, not to isolate Holstein from 
Slesvig and Denmark proper-2d, not to incorporate, or 
take any step tending to incorporate, Slesvig as provincial 
part and parcel of the Danish monarchy. Experience 
soon proved Danish Government could not literally and 
rigidly fulfil these conditions. 

"Denmark nominally a monarchy; virtually a demo
cracy under monarchical forms. ' And if there ever was 
an ancient people fit for that democracy, which is the 
life-blood of young races, like colonies, it is the Danes. 
Wide diffusion and high standard of education. Poverty 
almost unknown. Pressure of population 'on rewards 
of labour corrected by habitual emigration. Wealthy 
classes no political influence by their wealth. People 
industrious, brave. How is it, then, that a nation so 
free, so intelligent, and, as this war has shown, so 
chivalrously humane, not only administered Slesvig on' 
principles which they would resent if' applied to them
selves, but also rendered it impossible for any Danish 
Government to stand if it adopted those suggestions of 
conciliatory policy which in 1860 Lord Russell tendered, 
as became the most illustrious inheritor of a name so 
dear to freedom, and yet tendered in vain 1 
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"Reason is-Danish democracy, like that of all small 
States, intensely patriotic. But the Dane, patriotic not 
only as Dane but as Scandinavian; just as a Florentine 
is patriotic not only as Florentine but as Italian. 

"Of the two duchies appended to the Danish crown, 
Holstein is a German soil, and almost purely German 
population. King only holds it as member of German 
Confederation. .A t Copenhagen, King of the Danes; in 
Holstein, feudatory of the German League. Thus, as 
Duke of Holstein, he subjects monarchy and people of 
Denmark to the interests, the ambition, and the control 
of a formidable foreign Power. Therefore the instinct 
of the Danes, ever since they had a free constitution, has 
been to isolate Holstein from Denmark. Instinct irre~ 
sistible. Had I been a Dane I shoul(I have felt it, just 
as, being an Englishman~ I would, in like circumstances, 
have isolated England from Hanover. 

"But Slesvig, in Danish eyes, purely Scandinavian 
soil. Eider Scandinavian barrier since Charlemagne. 
Features of .soil-village, hill, river-retain old Scandi~ 
navian names. Runic monuments of Danish ancestors 
by now ruined walls of Dannewerke. 

"True that for centuries German immigrants have 
poured over boundary-form greater part of population 
up to some line it baffleS diplomatists to distinguish, and 
are more or less diffused, not only throughout Slesvig, 
but Denmark itself: 

" But Danish patriots consider these foreign settlers 
on Danisll soil have no right to alienate soil itself from 
Denmark. [Danes allowed by King .Alfred to occupy 
ten English counties (Sir F. Palgrave). Should we con~· 
sider they thereby acquired a right to alienate those 
counties from the soil and destinies of Saxon England ~] 
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Therefore political instinct tended to isolate Germanic 
Holstein-=-incorporate Scandinavian Slesvig. . To effect 
this the means resorted to were rough, but not meanly 

" or frivolously tyrannical. Danish liberty young; and the 
last thing liberty learns is the. art of conciliation. Deep 
purpose under all the vexations of this policy. To de
Germanise, or, as Germans express it, Danify Slesvig; 
root out German languaget and separate citizens of 

. Scandinavian Slesvig from those of German HolStein j
in short, accomplish that which they did at last peril
ously adventure in Constitution of November, whereby, 
iu bold defiance of Germany, they did (in opinion of 
English Government, though they do not own it them
selves) 'merge individuality of Slesvig into a province of 
Danish kingdom.' . 

"Key to Danish policy, therefore. Popular instinct to 
isolate Holstein because it Was foreign soil, and incor
porate Slesvig because it was Danish soil. 

"Hence impossibility (overlooked by English Govern
ment) of successful negotiation by insisting, on the one 
hand, that Denmark should rigidly fulfil engagements to 
which Danish democracy was so opposed that it would 
have destroyed any Government, and shaken any throne 
that adhered to them; and, on the other hand, calling 
upon Germany rigidly to respect a treaty which, in 
German eyes, was morally if not legally damaged by the 
non-fulfilment, for twelve long years, of those Danish 
engagements. The difficulty was so insuperable and so 
obvious, that no English Cabinet should have risked our 
peace and honour by meddling with it more than was 
done by other neutral Powers. For the moment the 
large image of England came on the scene, of course all 
smaller considerations would vanish-original cause of 
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quarrel be forgotten-no one care to inquire intO petty 
squabbleg between Slesvig and Denmark, brit all the 
world exclaim, 'What will England do for the Power 
whose cause she espouses l' " 

In the foregoing extracts I have- somewhat anticipated 
dates, because this is the place in which such extracts 
can be given with least interruption to the outlines 
of this short sketch of my father's political life. But I 
will now close the series of thenr with an Essay on the 
Genius of Conservatism, printed from his unpublished 
manuscripts, and which may, I thin'k, be fairly entitled 
" Considerations for all Parties." 

THE GENIUS OF CONSERV.A TISM. 

CHAPTER I. 

OrirJin "/ the word 'Oonservat'lve' as a Party Denomination. if 

"In 1831 there was introduced into the English 
language a new barbarism-'Conservative '-passed from 
a pedantic adjective into a familiar noun. No one 
knows by whom it was first applied to a political signifi
cation. It was heard of one day, and the next it was the 
popular title of a party. In vain Sir Robert P~el strove 
to discountenance the neologism. ' I hate,' said he, in 
the House of Commons, 'that un-English name of Con
servative, which we have heard lately.' The word tri
umphed over the man. A very short time afterwards Sir 
Robert Peel called himself a Conservative, and his patty 
the Conservative Party. The first resistance and the 
subsequent adoption were alike characteristic of the 

.. This essay is undated; but I believe it to have been written about 1858. 
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mind which, doubting its own strength, invariably opposed 
innovation, until other men had accepted it. . Sir Robert 
Peel submitted to the neologism, as he had done to the 
Corn - law repeal and Roman Catholic ema~cipation, 

with so good.a grace, that his policy became identified 
with the word. To this day many believe that he 
originated its present signification; just as, abroad, many 
suppose that he originated Free Trade. To originate was 
not his forte. 

"The word became. thus popular and triumphant be
cause it supplied a want. The members of a power
ful party were without a distinct party name. By 
a very slight effort of the imagination the word Con
servative conveyed an idea of the attributes they desired 
to claim, and of the new position in which circumstances 
had placed them. The word came at the right moment, 
and was at once received as the watch-cry and inscribed 
on the standard. Long previously to the appearance of 
this fortunate neologism, another stranger of foreign origin 
had been naturalised, amongst us. The word Liberal, 
wrested from its plain English signification, and borrow
ing its sense from the factions of.France, had become the 
generic title of a great proportion of the political popula
tion. Henceforth, then, ~hese two substantives, replacing 
the elder dynasty of· Whigs and Tories, have fought for 
mastery at elections, and decided the empire of Parliament. 

"When we look back, we find that Necessity was 
indeed the mother of these inventions, and Liperal was 
naturally her elder-born. 

"The Tories, under their own venerable title, were 
the paramount party of the State. They had conducted 
to a glorious issue a mighty war-they monopolised 
the .power of legislation in the peace that succeeded-
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they had the confidence of the sovereign- the prestige 
of lengthened authority-the fears of popular licence 
which the first French Revolution had bequeathed to. 
the educated classes; and Parliament had adapted its 
bo~ughs to the accommoda.tion of the politicians wh.9, 
had longoeen dlspensers of the rewards of ambition. It 
was in vain to oppose to the moral power and numerical 
force of this great party the ancient antithesis 
, ~. a' become 1 entified with the 
idea of a small minority; to the people it represented an 
aristocratic clique, which had never, during the reign of 
George III. made itself national. 'With a kind of intel
lectual haughtiness, it had rather gone against tli~ 
national prejudices. When most affecting popular 
principles, it had been rather French than English. It 
had welcomed the French Revolution; it ~sed 
for excesses which shook the foundation of ro ert' and. 
lor crimes W IC a s oc e the h 0 rooted in 
Eng IS a Its of thought; it had grieved or cavilled at 
the success of British arms; jt had sympathised in each 
triumph of the enemy; it had seemed indifferent to 
Protestantism when Roman. Catholic emancipation was 
unpopular at the hustings; it had assailed the Consti
tution at a time when Parliamentary Reform was, even 
by the statesmen who afterwardS effected it, connected 
with the most extravagant changes, and defended by the 
most Jacobin arguments. The Whigs were not a national 
party; they did not represent the national feeling; even 
Charles Fox himself is not at this day a popular name 
With the masses. They were regarded not !Ls hearty 
soldiers in the .popular cause, but as a discontented 
section of the aristocracy, which, in spite of its ability, 
was unsafe on account of ·its ambition. 
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" Yet there was a large mass of politician$ who, if they 
did itot sympathise with the Whigs, desired some bond 
of union against the Tories. Comprising various shades 
of opinion, they could not be denoted by any name then 
existing. All popular names, such as Friends of the 
People, had become disareditable and revolutionary. At 
this season there arrived from the Continent the word 
, Liberal;' it had not the immediate vogue that ,attended 
-th~ subsequent a.Plieara,pce of U! eminent adversary Qon.:; 
se~e ; it was adopted at first only by an enthusiastic 
few, and rather to denote sympathy with foreign insur
rection against despotism than adherence to any definite 
domestic policy. Gradually it was recognised by a wider 
circle: but its career was suddenly stopped; for a while 
it became dormant. Lord Grey introduced the Reform 
Bill; Reformers became the popular party word; no one 
talked of Liberals. Reform carried, there broke out a 
'schism in the host that achieved the victory. The Whigs 
were the minority in the camp that divided the spoils; 
the vast majority were the Radicals, to whom nothing 
was assigned but the gratifying spectacle of the trophies. 
Reformers thus split intd "two divisions - the Whigs 
and the Radicals; the Whigs being those that naturally 
remained satisfied wit~ a reform that gave them the 
monopoly of o:ffic~the Radicals being those who quite 
as naturally pushed onward to other reforms, that might 
compel the Whigs to open that monopoly to themselves. 

" Afterwards. came the cry of the Corn-laws-Reform 
was laid on the shelf-Radicals and Whigs compounded 
their distinctions and accepted the common appellation of 
Free - traders-a title which swelled their numbers by 
the admission of many respectable gentlemen who had 
been Tories from the cradle, but who, by accepting Free 
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Trade, became· generally metamorphosed. Bul; as ;Free 
Trade was virtUally carried when 1tfanchester prevailed 
over the country party, and as Free-trader was a name 
that would become very inconvenient after that date, 
since it would imply a rigid adoption of an impossible 
practice (Free Trade being still as remote from our laws 
as 'the millennium, continually approached, but indefi
nitely pQStponed, is from our social system), so, suddenly, 
the word 'Liberal' has been again taken up. furbished 
anew, in the service of a coalition which, appealing for 
support to all who call themselves' Liberals,' embraces 
all diversities of politics, from the colleague of Castle
reagh to the pupil of Bentham. Thus words owe their 
origin or their vogue to the want that their usage 
supplies. 

" On the other hand, the Tories, well satisfied with their 
historical name, so long as that name rallied numbers 
around them, suddenly woke to find that the name which 
had been their tower of strength was converted into their 
pillory of Rhame. The desire of political enfranchisement 
had naturally grown up amongst the new communities 
of manufacturing towns. The desire was allowed. to be 
just and natural by the country at large. The Duke of 
\Vellington had granted Roman Catholic emancipation. 
When one party-cry is satisfied, another succeeds; when a 
Minister makes one popular concession, he is expected to 
follow it by another. All men expected that the Duke of 
'V ellington would extend the franchise to .the great towns 
not yet represented.. He sturdily refused to do so; and 
having lost much support from the Tories by the enact
ment of Roman Catholic emancipation, he lost all chance 
of support from those who had favoured theAdministration 
of Canning. ~is Government fell. Parliamentary Reform 
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r became the rage of the day; approved by the sovereign, 
proposed by the executive, supported by many of the 
malcontent members of the aristocracy. It is no wonder 
that it seized hold of the people, and blended its image 
with all fantastic chimeras of national regeneration. 

"The Tories, as a body, opposed Reform, and the Peqple 
'gave them the hateful title of anti-Reformers. The new 
.Parliament once chosen, the Tories shrank into a small 
minority, as the result of the first election under the 
altered system. It was certainly not desirable to retain a 
name which no longer signified anything it had signified 
before. In the reign of George I. the more eminent of 
the Tories had been distinguished for their attachment ~ 
Parliamentary Reform. From the reign of George III. to 
that of William IV. they had been no less distinguished 
for their opposition to all popular plans for effecting this 
object. Parliamentary Reform disposed of, one salient 
historic~ feature of Toryism was effaced. Again, the 
Tories, from having in the reign of Anne been supposed 
not inimical to Papacy, had become the eSpecial advocates 
of the Protestant establishment, and the most united 
body against all Popish' Claims; but Roman Catholic 
emancipation carried, another great bond of their union, 
and another great characteristic of their policy as Tories, 
were swept away. Thus the word Tory no longer de
noted a fixed political theory, while the enemies of the 
party naturally sought to pin it to a position that had 
ceased to be tenable. With the usual unfair ingenuity 
of faction, the triumphant Reformers sought to identify 
their opponents with everything most hateful in the 
ancient system, and to represent them as hostile to every 
object of future hope. The corruption first introduced by 
'\Valpole, the archimandrite of the Whigs, was imputed 
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solely to Tory practices. . Wars, cheered on by the popu
lace, were the creations of Tory prejudice. Every abuse 
that time had sanctioned was laid to their door; to every 
reform that wisdom might suggest they were denounced 
as the inveterate obstacles . 

• " Men who shared the general principle of Tories de
clined to accept the name. 'I am for Sir Robert Peel,' 
quoth a merchant, 'but I am no Tory.' 'I go with Sir 
Edward Kuatchbull,' said a squire, 'but I am no Tory.' 
Then appeared that opportune neologism ' Conservative.' 
And the moment it was adopted, the party widened in its 
range, increased in its influence, and continues at this day 
'to constitute the largest single political section in the State. 
Nay, so much does the sense it has received embody the 
general sentiment. of the country, that those opposed. to 
the party that act under the appellation, still grasp at the 
appellation itself. In his last speech, before acceding 
to his present office, Mr Gladstone exclaims, • I am a 
Conservative.' • I am a Conservative,' says the Earl of 
Aberdeen. Even the word • Liberal,' popular though it 
be, does not suffice for popularity unless it be flavoured 
from the pcinciple it opposes in act, and flatters in theory. 
And the Cabinet that would by its new Reform Bill 
unsettle every base of the old Constitution, and by its 
Oaths Bill would strike from the Legislature the recogni
tion of Christianity, still calls itself Liberal-Conservative. 
A word so much in the mouths of politicians must have 
taken deep root in the inclinations of the people. But 
the meaning of a word so contested and appropriated by 
opposite extremes should be fairly defined; or by at
tempting to mean too much it will soon fail to mean 
. anything, and must fade from the language, as a circle, 
in widening, fades from the water. I propose, then, in the 
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following 'chapters, to examine the nature of Conserva
tism, its political objects and social influence. 

CHAPTER ,II. 

Meaning oj the word ' CoTt8e'l'vative' as a Political Principle. 

" In every political society there are certJl.in organic 
principles more or less peculiar to itself. If these prin
ciples be sapped, the society begins to decay; though 
the decay may be lo;ng unnoticed by the ordinary 
observer. If they be destroyed, the society itself will 
perish; it may be reconstructed in a new form, but its 
original identity is gone. The Roman Republic was not 
the same society as the Roman Empire. 

The true Conservative policy is the conservation of 
these organic principles. It is not in itself either 
democratic or monarchical. It is one or the other. 
according' as democracy or monarchy be the vital prin
ciple of the State in :which it operates and exist..'1. 
Conservatism would therefore be democratic in America, 
monarchical in England; 'but monarchical according to 
the form in which, monarchy in this country has become 
tempered and admixed. It therefore differs essentially 
from the old spirit of Toryism. which inclined in the 
abstract towards the predominance of the kingly 
element, and abhorred popular government in itself. 
no matter in what country it was established by law. 
and interwoven with sentiment and custom. All that 
Conservatism regards is duration for the body politic. 
It is not averse to change-change. may be healthful; 
but it is averse to that kind of change which tends to 
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disorganisation. Whatever there be most precious to 
the vitality of any particular State, becomes its jealous 
care. As but one thing is more precious to a State than 
liberty, so where liberty is established Conservatism is 
its stubborn guardian, and nevet yields the possession 
save for that which it is more essential to conserve. But 
liberty is diffused throughout a people by many varieties 
of constitution-the monarchical, the aristocratic, the 
democratic~ or through· nice and delicate combinations of 
each. Conservatism tends to the conservation of liberty 
in that form, and through those media, in which it has 
become most identified with the customs and character 
of the people govetned. And if it Mems at times 
opposed to the extension of freedom, it is not on the 
ground of extension, but from the fear that freedom may 
be ris~ed or lost altogether by an: incautious transTer' of 
the trust. Conservatism would thus have sided with 
l3rutus and the patrician party against Cresar and the 
plebeian, because with the former was the last hope of. 
Roman liberty. It is what we should now call the 
popular party-tha.t is, the. common people (headed by 
demagogues who, it is true, commanded arinies)-that 
destroyed the Republic. In the empire of Augustus 
democracy erected its own splendid tomb. We have said 
that there is one thing in a State more essential to con
serve than political liberty-it. is so'cial otder. Hence, if 
liberty and order are forced into mortal conflict, and one 
must destroy the other, order prevails by the ultimate 
decree of numbers. Life may be safe, property secure, 
arts may flourish, commerce extend; under a Richelieu; 
not under that chaos of social elements in which 
Vergniauds and Marats, Dantons and Robespierres, 
struggle against each other. Despotism is often the 

VOL. I. 
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~ffort of nature to cure herself from a worse disease. 
Conservatism will thus, in certain crises of history, be 
found in union with the masses, when both, equally in
terested against anarchy, exchange political freedom for 
social order; as in physical diseases the physician en
courages the effort of nature, which in more healthful 
bodies he would strive to cure or prevent. The recent 
elevation of Louis Napoleon to the throne of France is 
an instance of this compelled and melancholy league. 

" And here, too, Conservatism in France was true to its 
hereditary attribute--viz., the conse~ation of those first 
principles of the State on which the national character 
has been formed. For the French are essentially by 
history and by temperament fitted to the government of 
a sj.ngle executive authority-to the 'pomp which reflects 
the disposition of the nation from a height too remote 
for envy. They have been habituated to contemplate; 
through a long succession of imposing and brilliant kings, 

• their own grandp.ur, in the majesty of a. throne. They 
must be ashamed of a sovereign before they rebel 
against him; littleness in their mO{larch wounds their own 

-amour propre. Regal authority in some form or other 
seems one of the necessary conditions of political society 
in France; and all attempts to do without it have been 
unsuccessful, because a violence to the national character. 
The policy, therefore, that coincided with the choice of 
millions, in substituting an emperor for a turbulent and 
jarring democracy, liable at every moment to dissolution, 
was indisputably Conservative; and the ruler selected was 
a more Conservative choice than would have been the heir 
of the Bourbons, because veneration for Napoleon and 
contempt for the Bourbons had. whether right or wrong, 
become ideas so fixed in the mind of the nation, that the . 
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best chance for monarchy was with the one, and the worst 
chance with the otller. 

"But suppose that French politicians had at the same 
time abruptly sought to restore what Conservatives main
tain in England-the principle of hereditary aristocracy, 
-they would have erred against the principle of Con
servatism; for hereditary aristocracy is, perhaps unfor
tunately, the principle of all others with which the French 
character has no sympathy, and upon which the French 
people would at present refuse to reconstruct society. 
Aristocracy, in the proper political sense of the word, 
would be an innovation totally foreign, not only to the 
existent habits, but to the previous history. of the French. 
They have had a feudal nobility-they have never had a 
political aristocracy. For the word aristocracy includes the 
idea of government; and under their kings the nobles had 
no share in the government of the general Stu,te. Tyrants 
they might be in their petty fiefs, but they were ciphers 
in the corporate administration. They had no legislative 
chamber; they had entrees at court instead. After the 
wars of the Fronde, they were destitute even of political 
influence; tbey exerci~ed a very small share in the ad
ministration of practical affairs. TheColberts and D' Aguis
seaus . were not found amongst the noblesse d' epee, the 
ancient vassals of the Crown. Observe, then, this 
distinction between nobility and aristocracy: Nobility is 
an idea inherent in France; it reappears whenever it has 
been formally abolished. In vain have titles been twice 
proscribed by law-society hastens to restore them. But 
titles are no symbols of legislative authority; in their 
political and social fabric the Corinthian columns may 
adorn the wings"':""they do not support the building. 
Aristocracy is foreign to the French. 
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"Conservatism, therefore, which is necessarily adherence 
to what actually exists, could not establish in France 
an aristocracy of which the foundations were wanting; its 
tendency has been to obtain the best available substitutes 
for it, as a barrier between autocracy and mob-rule. Hence 
its passion for military command, its long array of pre
fects and mayors, provincial and municipal authorities; 
its national guard at one time, its standing armies (so 
~nlisted as to preserve a certain sympathy with civilians) 
at another. All these have been efforts to interpose 
something or other between the force of one and the force 
of many. But the want of a powerful and popular class 
of gentlemen, accustomed to public affairs, and obtaining 
rewards of ambition through influence over public opinion, 
based upon the solid foundation of transmitted and per
manent property, and continually receiving new blood 
by accessories from the ranks of the people, is the para
mount cause of insecurity to all forms of government 

. established in France, .and of the quick and violent 
changes from ochlocracy tq despotism. The invention 
prompted by necessity has hithE'J1io failed to find effec
tive substitutes for the natural objects fulfilled by such a 
class; and until either the class be created de novo, or 
the substitute practically found, the essential guarantees 
for the maintenance of any established constitution will 
be wanting. Conservatism in France is thus driven to 
the choice of temporary expedients; it cannot attempt a 
heroic cure of the evils it deplores, there being an organic 
defect in the constitution of society; it can only deal in 
palliatives, which it varies from time to time, according 
as the disease shows itself in exhibiting new symptoms. 

" Hence, perhaps, of all the nations of civilised Europe, 
France is that of which it is least possible to predicate the 
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future. A popular despot in all States is but a luckyacci
dent. In France, when the despotism loses popularity, 
the system it embodies is sure to perish. A democratic 
republic, on the other hand, in all old States soon culmi
nates into a dictatorship. .Nothing in France interposes 
between the dictatorship and the democracy. Hitherto 
the astonishing natural resources of the country-depend
ing little upon foreign trade-have enabled the material 
prosperity.of France to recover from shocks upon capitaJ 
and credit, the least of which would have desuoyed for ever 
the more artificial greatness of England. And throughout 
all vicissitudes, the French have hitherto preserved one 
of the most vital elements of social duration-viz., a pas
sionate love of country, and of all which can embellish 
and elevate their native land. As long as France re
tains it.s territorial integrity, one .and indivisible~ it is 
probable, therefore, that whatever the vices of its succes
sive constitutions, it will keep its organisation together 
by its native strength and its nervous energy, although 
subjected from time to time to fierce disorders, infecting 
the civilised world by their own virulence. But France 
is liable sooner or later to that which is more fatal than 
such disorders - it is liable to subdivision, the death 
which comes from the dissolution of the parts. It nar
rowly escaped that fate in the first revolution; and it is 
at least probable. that if tlie Allies had not been pledged 
to the restorcltion of the Bourbons, and therefore to the 
maintenance of an integral throne, the fall of Napoleon 
would have been followed by a dismemberment of hIS 
empire. 

cc The ultimate danger to France of dissolution, as the 
leading State of continental Europe, is twofold, arising 
from two causes always at work within the national 
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character. 1st, That rooted passion for equality which 
under all forms of government, accepted for the time, 
tends towards republican democracy; 2dly, that war
like and ambitious spirit, which, whatever the seeming 
change on the surface produced by the greater ascend
ancy of the bourgeois class, is still ready to ignite in the 
very core of the nation, and is kept inflammable by the 
laws of pr~perty itself. which in every rising generation 
throw loose upon the world a large number of well
born, well-educated men, with no vent for ambition and 
energy, save in the press which despotism stifles, or the 
army upon which despotism must depend. 

"If republicanism could exist fifty years in France, at 
the end of fifty years Marseilles would be the capital of 
one commonwealth, Paris of another. 

" If a military empire were compelled to maintain itself 
in power by perpetually administering to the popular 
desire of glory and conquest, all Europe would soon be
come enlisted by a common interest in destroying the 
pow,er of France to molest its neighbours, a power that 
could only be destroyed byt;plitting up its dominions. 
These are the contingent perils to France as a' body 
politic. ' 

cc On the other hand, with the increasing power of the 
trading classes, a new elemenp of Conservatism is de
veloping itself, and may, by a fortunate co~bination of 
circumstances, become the salvation of the State. 

, "The time for such combination seems at present far 
distant. It can only arrive when the habits of thought 
amongst the people bring naturally about the political 
revolution which converts habits· into laws. No class 
can retain power without union, and without legislative 
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influence. To give union and legislative influence to 
the commercial class, it must become a recognised and 
represented order in the State . 

.. It is a question, therefore, whether a commercial aris
tocracy on a very extensive basis may not naturally 
grow out of the wants and conditions of French society, 
as it grew out of those of the Genoese. The French would 
not tolerate the creation of a feudal aristocracy; they 
would not repeal the laws that enforce testamentary sub
division of property for the sake of the ancient nobles. 
Possibly they might do so hereafter for the creation of 
an order to which they might all advance an equal 
claim; and the grave inconveniences and perils of a com
pulsory dispersion of capital, which must increase with 
the increase of population, may at length permit the 
man w~o has accumulated a fortune, the freedom to dis
pose of it as he pleases. Until then, not only the soil 
cannot produce a third of what it is capable of producing, 
but there can be no permanence in the capital of any 
commercial house. Territorial rights once lost are ever 
difficult to recover-commercial inconveniences are likely 
sooner or later to be repaired. A commercial aristocracy 
appears therefore to be the only form of intermediate 
authority left to France; and it cannot be created until 
the commercial body are fitted to claim, and the habits 
of the population prepared to accord it. No doubt such 
contingencies are remote and precarious, and to human 
foresight seem more dim and improbable than the evils 
which they would be calculated to meet. 
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CH~ER III. 

Elements oj Conseroatiam in the English (Jommonwealth. 

" We c.om.e now to apply Conservatism t.o Great 
,Britain, the empire in which the prip-ciple is str.onger, 
with the excepti.on .of the Swiss ;r.epublics, than in 
all IU).cient c.ommunities, fr.om the .obvi.oUS reas.on that 
in Great Britain liberty and order are alike established, 
according t.o the habits. of the pe.ople, .on aurer fQunda
tiQns and in a higher degree than in any .other ancient 
PQlitical c.Qm;mllnity, except that .of the Swiss republics. 
In these republics CQnserv.atism is SQ predominant that 
it is diffi..cult tQ cQnceiyeany internal causes that CQuld 
lead tQ the decay ~f the body politic. Of all CQmmQn
wealths in EurQpe, .the Swj.ss Federati.ons present the 
greatest likelih.oQd .of durability, prQvided .only that 
f.or~ign fQrce be nQt brQught to bear against them. 

" In examining the vital principles .of the English State, 
the characteristic that will ~Qst strike an intelligent 
observer, is the pr~valeftce oj aristQcracy. But it is an 
aristQcracy very peculiar in' prac;:tice, and realising to a 
cQnsiderable extent the ideal ap£UTOKpaTE£a of the 
Greeks. It is the g.overnment .of the best, in the PQliti
cal sense .of that superlative, in which prQperty, birth, 
intellectual energy, and mQral character h.ave each their 
respective share. AristQcracy with us embraces nQbility, 
but is yet distinct fr.om it. Every prQvincial town, 
every rural village, has its arist.ocracy; thQugh perhaps 
it cannQt boast .of a single persQn wh.om in .our language 
we call n.oble. N.obility with us is extremely restricted: 
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aristocracy is ubiquitous. And it is noticeable that 
everywhere this aristocracy presents much the same 
combinations. In the rural district, in the manufacturing 
town, the men who are most influential, unite-if not 
individually. yet collectively as a class, and in similar 
averages-energy and character with property and station. 
Of course here, as in all communities, wealth alone is 
power; and a millowner£mploying several hundred 
hands, or a landed proprietor with a numerous tenantry. 
exercises a certain influence in right of that power which 
his capital bestows, whatever the grade of his intelligence 
or repute. But that power will be considerably aug
mented or diminished ;1ccording to his individual capa
cities and merits. And many, very inferior to him in 
fortune, will exceed him in influence (that is, in the 
politic~ ascendancy which is comprehended in the word 
aristocracy) if his fortune be his 1301e title to respect. A 
tyrannical millowner, an unpopular landlord, will often 
indeed injure the political party that he serves. by re
flecting on it his own odium, to a degree more than 
equivalent to the votes that he brings to it. In all 
elections. legislative or municipal, down to the officers of 
a parish. the working- of the aristocratic tendencies of 

. the English are visible; the best persons are thrown 
uppermost, not from one attribute of aristocracy alone, 
such as birth, property, or intellect, without reference 
to the other components, but in a fair proportion col
lectively of each several attribute. 

" This is not the case in other countries that have adopt
ed the representative system. In America the opposite 
democratic principle is almost as evidently marked as at 
one time it was in Florence. Men of large property and 
ancient descent in the United States have a less chance 
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of the popular suffrage than those who unite poverty with 
ambition, and in whom the electors think they will find 
the most supple delegates or the most vehement talkers. 
The man whom in an English borough the candidate 
would employ to address the audience from an open 
window, or at a public-house, in America would himseJ! 
be the popular candidate. There, in fact, the higher 
orders in property and station, as a body, shrink from 
the contest, and the members of these orders are found 
in very small proportion amidst the repr~sentatives of 
the State. In the new constitution :which exists in the 
kingdom of Sardinia, few of the larger landed proprie
tors find, or indeed can stand for, seats in the national 
chamber. In the Germanic States, the representative 
system did not advance the ambition of the Edelmann 
or well-born, ·but of the professor and the lawyer. In 
France, the Chamber, when free, had a larger sprinkling 
from the ancient noblesse and the great mercantile 
families, than in the States referred to. But still the 
aristocratic proportion was not for a moment to be com
pared to the relative members in the English House of 
Commons; and the essential' attribute of aristocracy, as 
it prevails in England-viz., the weight of unblemished 
public character-was almost unknown. The Mmme 
d' e.sprit of France, like the smart man of America, was in 
no degree mulcted of the influence due to his cleverness 
by a reputation .not favourable to his honesty. But 
character with us is not only indispensable to the man 
who aspires to high command in the State, but some
times, if accompanied with very ordinary business-like 
capacities, obtains an ascendancy denied to the largest 
possessions and the most eminent abilities. In no other 
country but England could an Althorp have acquired an 
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ascendancy denied to the vast possessions of '* '* '* '* 
and the brilliant eloquence of '* '* '* '* 

"This spirit of aristocracy pervades the interior senti
ment of all parties, even those which aim at the destruc
tion of its legislative foundations. The mob is accustomed 
to be addressed by the title of 'Gentlemen,' and· is 
extremely alive to all that realises or offends the ideal 
which the peer and the cobbler alike comprehend under 
that national ~ppellation. The popular candidate lowers 
himself in the eyes of the populace if he exhibit rudeness 
or vulgarity, utter a mean and sordid sentiment, or 
indulge, unprovoked by attack, in personal abuse of some 
decorous opponent. On the other hand, the populace is 
proud of a champion in proportion as he represents in 
his birth, his station, his chivalrous bearing, his courteous 
manners, his fearless spirit, his spotless honour, the dis
tinguishing features of the English aristocrat. The rea
sons that have grafted the aristocratic propensity in our 
habits of thought, lie deep and spread far. Their germs 
are in the first rude commonwealth of the Anglo-Saxons. 
Aristocracy was the essential character of· their polity, 
and aristocracy of the most popular and durable char
acter. Property and service were then as now qualifica
tions, as well as hereditary birthright; and every man, 
whatever his origin, had an interest in the preservation 
of the ranks to which he himself might aspire. This 
principle rose gradually again, as the distinction of race 
between Norman and Saxon became effaced, and it is 
still one of the main reasons why aristocracy has taken 
root amongst the people, whom it has not excluded from 
the sun. Another cause for the strength and endurance 
of aristocracy has been its incorporation with the Legis
lature from the remotest period; and in proportion as 
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the people have become more powerful, so aristocracy, 
relaxing its hold on the hereditary chamber, has widened 
its authority in the elective, the greatest noble desiring 
to conciliate electors, as he anciently desired to attract 
retainers, his sons canvassing their votes and contending 
for the most laborious offices of State. Thus, perhaps, 
the highest class is the one which interest and ambition 
render the most sensitive to public opinion; andof all 
aristocracies that have existed, the English is perhaps 
the most remarkable for its identity with the tastes and 
habits, the social life and the moral doctrines, of the 
general population. .1Ience arises a third cause, for the 
prevaIence of the aristocratic sentiment amongst us
viz., in the great epochs of national liberty, it is amongst 
the aristocracy that the leaders or idols of the people 
have been found, so that history itself is made their title
deed to popular affection. 

"Much of these benefits, whether to the higher class 
or to the general condition of English society, must be 
ascribed to the felicitous commixture of the hereditary 
with the elective principl~ that pervades the constitution. 
Were there no hereditary chamber, there would have been 
those constant shocks to public security in the ambition 
of the great which finally destroyed the commonwealth 
of ancient Rome. If men of colossal fortunes and 
lofty ancestral names had no influence on public affairs, 
except through pop~lar elections or court favour, they 
would become the most terrible of demagogues or the 
most servile of courtiers. The House of Peers, inde
pendent by theory both of the hustings and the throne, 
yet in practice reflecting the shadow of both, has been 
the great safety-V'alve of those evils that otherwise x:esult 
from the existence of an opulent patrician order. For 
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the security of the people it answers the purpose of the 
Greek ostracism, which was justified on the necessity of 
expelling the men who possessed a disproportionate influ
ence over the· State; while in presenting a fair field for the 
exercise of manly intellect, and offering honours derived 
yet. more from the esteem of the people than the favour 
of the Crown, it h~ preserved the British nobles as a 
class from that indolence and effeminacy which have 
corrupted the nobility of other countries, when civilisa
tion destroyed their martial attributes without proffering 
in substitute a civil career for energies rusted by disuse. 
In fine, perhaps we cannot better sum up the advantages 
effected by an hereditary chamber, than III the concise 
and pregnant sentences of Bentham. 

* * * * *t 

CHAPTER IV. 

The Aristocratic Principle further explained. 

"It seems. clear, then, that the principle and the 
sentiment of aristocracy are deeply imbedded in 
the various strata of oUr political and social system; 
that aristocracy, in short, is inseparable from the 
organisation of the English commonwealth; and that, 
if it were to be destroyed, the destruction would nece~-

t The manuscript of this Essay contains no indication of the passage here 
referred to. But Bentham's testimony to the advantages of an hereditary 
chamber must have been 88 reluctant 88 Balaam's benediction upon Israel. 
He W88 the vehement and invariable opponent of second chambers, and 
especially of hereditary ones. He exhorted the Portuguese, and his "fellow
citizens" of France, on no account to incorporate lIuch a deformity 88 a 
second chamber into their new and model constitutions; and in reiterated 
denunciations of the English House ot Lords, he "rid his bosom of much 
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sitate an entire change in the national character as well 
as the political system. It would be a new people under 
a new polity, no more resembling the existing race than the 
contemporaries of the Horatii resembled those of Tiberius. 
It is unnecessary at this moment to argue the question 
whether such a change would be for the better or the 
worse. Weare now but .discussing the true genius of 
Conservatism, and it is sufficient to show why Conser
vatism, ever adhering to the original elements of the 
commonwealth in which- it exists, must inevitably tend 
to conserve aristocracy, as the condition which, through 
all vicissitudes of government, has maintained the 
identity of the English people. 

" But if; Conservatism were to seek by direct laws to 
strengthen the outward power of aristocracy, it would 
in~tantly defeat its own object. For the influence of 
our aristocracy consists, not in its demarcation from, but 
its fusion, with the people. Like Sparta, its real strength 
is in the absence of fortified walls. If it were possible 
to give to an English peer the French droits du, seigneur, 
that aristocracy which the English peer represents would 
become feeble in proportIon as it became odious. Such 
privileges as peers now possess ~re not accorded to them 
as nobles, but as legislators. It is not a question of 
caste, it is a question of political expediency affecting 
the whole empire, whether the members of a senate, 

perilous stuff." The only passs"oe in all Bentham's works to which the 
words of this Essay appear applicable, occurs in the C E..-say on Political 
Tactics.' In the section of that treatise which discusses the "division 0/ 
the legislative body into two assem1Jlies," the advantages of a second chamber, 
as illustrated by the hereditary branch of the British Legislature, are 
summed up in sentences both "concise and pregnant." But I believe 
these sentences to have been written, not by Bentham, but by Dumont. 
-Vide Sir John Bowring's edition of Bentham's Works, vol. ii. p. 308-
310.-L. 
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which could maintain no authoritative character if it 
lost the weight of personal and corporate dignity, should 
be free from arrest by civil process (as are the represen .. 
tati~es of the people while Parliament is sitting), and in 
criminal cases should be tried by their own body. Did 
they inherit such privileges, not as legislators, but as 
nobles, "the privileges would be shared by their sons, 
who, by blood and race, are equally noble with them
selves. What Conservatism aims at is not the mainten
anoo of nobility, except so far as nobility forms an ele
ment in the grander organisation. of aristocracy ; it aims 
at preserving the general influence, both on laws and 
on society, of the chief men or the best, whether in 
character. intelligence, property, or birth,-taking pro
perty as one of the guarantees, but only as one, that 
gives to a citizen a stake in the welfare of his country 
and the preservation of order-taking birth as one of 
the guarantees, but only as one, of that attachment to 
reputation for honour and integrity which is the natural 
sentiment of men brought up to respect an ancestral 
name, and aware that the more conspicuous their station, 
the more they become exposed to censure. 

" To the merely political influence of birth and property 
alo'he in the conduct of affairs, the adherents to Conser
vatism have been always more indifferent than the party 
opposed to them. No party in the State has had leaders 
so frequently selected from the ranks of the people. The 
ideal aim of Conservatism in its relation to popular 
liberty would be to elevate the masses, in character and 
feeling, to that standard which Conserratism seeks 
in aristocracy-in other words, to aristocratise the com
munity, so that the greatest liberty to the greatest 
number might not be the brief and hazardous effect of a 
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sudden revolutionaIY law, but the gradual result of that 
intellectual power to which liberty is indispensable. This 
brings us to the vexed question of Popular Education. 

CHAPTER V. 

National Education. 

"It is scarcely satiri~al to say that the first persons 
whom we should like to see duly educated are those who 
have ranted the loudest on our national deficiencies in 
education. That which tests the amount and quality of 
national education is the general intellectual standard of 
a nation. This standard is higher in Great Britain than 
in any countIy in Europe. They who have sought to 
institute comparisons unfavourable to us with Prussia , 
or Holland, have relied on. statistics as to the relative 
proportions of population that can read or write, or 
that have received school instruction. . But the edu
cation of a people does not depend solely on reading and 
writing; and only a small portion of intellectual ideas 
are derived from schools. Education is derived from 
four sources: 1st, the example and precepts of home; 
2d, the lessons acquired at school; 3d, the knowledge 
obtained in practical life from observation and converse; 
4th, those additions to wisdom which reflection and 
experience enable the individual to make for himself. 
School education is therefore but one of four sources of 
national and individual instruction. Of all instruction 
for a community, that which inculcates in early child
hood a clear sense of moral obligations is the most val
uable. This is, for the most part, acquired at home. 
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Parents may be unable to read and write, but their lives 
may teach their children to be honest and industrious, 
faithful to trust, and patient under triaL HoneEity, in
dustry, fidelity, fortitude - these are ideas that· pre
serve a commonwealth, and secure the superiority of 
races more than a general diffusion of the elements of 
abstract science. No doubt schools at Athens were more 
numerous, and scholars more instructed in doctrinal 
learning, at the time oj Demost~enes than in the age of 
Themistocles. But the moral qualities of the Athenians 
were immeasurably deteriorat~d. The ideas prevalent in 
the latter age were less valuable to the State than those 
of a generation with hardier virtues and ruder culture. 
There was more learning amongst the Romans at the 
time of Petronius than at the time of Cato the Censor; 
but w~o would prefer the ideas prevalent amongst the 
contemporaries of Petronius to those which formed the 
contemporari.es of Cato 1 'I have learned but three 
things,' said Cyrus; 'to ride, to bend the bow, and to 
speak the truth.' 'The Medes, whom Cyrus subdued, 
had listened to the learning of the Magi, and the learn
ing had not fitted them to cope with the comparative 
handful of mountaineers trained to activity and valour. 
Some ten thousand of English sailors who may never 
have read a page of one of our great authors, might per
haps suffice to overturn the empire of China, in which 
education is universally diffused, and in which the great 
officers of State pass through college examinations. 

" National instruction comprehends, therefore, those 
national ideas which, in the emulation or contest 
between one people and another, secure a superiority 
which the schoolmaster alone does not bestow. The 
qualities essential to the freedom or hardihood of a 
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people are sometimes, from the mere habit of association, 
dependent on what appear to the ordinary observer 
trivial. peculiarities or antiquated prejudices. Thus 
Cyrus was advised to change the dress of the Lydians 
for the loose robes worn, by the Medes. The womanly 
garments were supposed to affect the manly spirit of 
those who wore them; but it is more probable that the 
sense of subjugation and desire of liberty were kept 
'alive by the mere distinction in dress between the con
querors and conquered; and the idiosyncrasy of the 
people became gradually l~st as the outward and heredi
tary signs of it became abolished. For the same reason, 
the Highlanders were forbidden their ancient Celtic 
costume. 

"Ideas very unphilosophic~ in themselves often ex
ercise a salutary influence over human actions. Lord 
Nelson deemed it the first article of belief in his naval , 
catechism that one Englishman could beat three French-
men. A physiologist would certainly be unable to prove 
by an;r course of lectures that there was just founda
tion for this dogma; but if the unreasoning belief in 
it made the Englishman face, cheerful and undaunted, 
three times his own numbers, it was a prejudice that 
his country would not have thanked any physiologist for 
correcting. A celebrated philosopher justly says, that 
the belief in our own force is the secret of force itself. 

"The ideas that Englishmen in general acquire at 
home, from the talk, life, and example even of uneducated 
parents, form a considerable portion of their eminence 
among races. It would be invidious to institute a com
parison between ourselves and the members of other 
civilised communities in the various details of social 
morality. Perhaps in each individual detail we .are 
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excelled or equalled by others. The Italian· and the 
Spaniard are more sober and abstemious; the Fre~chman· 
is more sensitive on the point of honour-. more affec
tionate, too, in the relationship between parent and child; 
the American unites the same fidelity in the conjugal 
relations with a more enterprising desire of improving 
their condition. The German, on the other hand, if 
more slothful, is more mild. But, on the aggregate, the 
English are rem;:trkable for. their attachment 16 the 
domesti~ ties; for charity, less in their judgment of each 
other than in their active sympathy with material ills; 
for a strong sense of justice, which creates in the remotest 
village a public opinion to counteract oppression; for 
plain honesty and for dogged patience; and, except. in 
rare cases of excitement, for a singular respect to estab
lished l;tw, which does not.in any way lead to inert sub
mission, or chill their active efforts to alter the law, 
whenever they deem its operations iniquitous or injurious. 
All these characteristics are insensibly transmitted from 
parent to child, and' are almost wholly irrespective of 
formal scholastic tuition. The liberty of opinion which 
has prevailed amongst us since the Reformation, has alsQ 
engendered an element of Conservatism in what at first 
glance may appear wholly anti-Conservative-viz., the. 
influences of religious dissent. . In a community such as 
France,in which, with the comparatively small exception of 
the Huguenots, one theological creed alone stands between 
religion and infidelity, there is always this practical 
evil, that when an individual rejects that single creed. 
he passes at once to infidelity. This evil is greatest in 
large populations, especially manufacturing towns. In 
rural districts, the priest there, as the clergyman of the 
Establishment here, does not lose his spiritual authority, 
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unless he has the misfortune to become personally un
-popular. But as in all congregations of men, in which 
old thoughts are constantly brought into collision with 
new ideas, in which the mental operations of skilled 
labour lead the mind to question whatever exists, while 
they do not leave sufficient leisure for dispassionate and 
profound inquiry, the disturbing element is necessarily 
introduced into religious faith. Here in England, as in 
America, the varieties of dissent become of inestimable 

. value to the great bond of modern civilisation-Christi
anity itself. They present safety-valves for minds dis
satisfied with Church doctrine-they open a field within 
the ·pale of the Gospel for'that pride of reason and love 
of casuistry which came with awakened knowledge. The 
Dissenting clergyman has the advantage of being more 
on familiar terms with his flock than the State pastor. 
His flock adhere to him from a ,spiiit of partisanship, as 
well as from religious convictions, It is rarely that a 
Dissenter, in England at least, quits his communion; still 
more rarely that he becomes an avowed sceptic, The 
scandal which indecorum of life would entail upon a 
whole sect, not too numerous and too ancient to disregard 
single instances of frailty, conduces to a certain austerity 
of morals, And even if this be sometimes accompanied 
by hypocrisy, hypocrisy is still the salutary homage paid 
by vice to virtue, Thus, while in Paris, Lyons, and 
Marseilles, those who are not Roman Catholics may be 
said to have no religion at all; in OUI' great urban and 
manufacturing communities-though of course there are 
proportions of the population which are· infidel-the 
Wesleyans, the Baptists, the Independents, the Unitarians 
themselves, preserve a common reverence still to the 
broad morality of the Gospel. 
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" It is obvious that this respect for Christianity is not 
valuable only upon sacred grounds, nor only for that 
influence on individual conduct which conduces to the 
safety of the State in its control over individual crime 
and vice, but also in its check upon such social and polit
ical theories as the various ministers of religion would 
discountenance as inimical to Christianity. Thus the 
socialism and communism which have had proselytes so 
numerous in France, and, indeed, in the Germanic States 
-and which, though now awed into silence, are liable at 
anytime to rise again into formidable .force, whenever 
the popular mind in those countries is again free to un
lock all the stormy ideas that li.e within its prison-house
have never been much favoured by the leaders of English 
democracy. And all the virtues and energies of Mr Owen 
have failed to lift into the dignity of danger those theories 
that tend to emancipate the human race from the golden 
chain which, in linking man to his Maker, effects the 
surest bond of society, by associating the natural aspira
tions to perpetual progress with that faith in immor
talityabove which enforces the sense of responsibilities 
below." 

Here ends this sketch of an Essay' on Conservatism, 
but not without having clearly indicated the directions 
in which the subject of it might have been further de
veloped. Imperfect though it be, it is an eminently 
characteristic expression of its writer's political philo
sophy. Throughout life, to use his own words, his " ideal 
aim, in all relation to popular liberty, was to elevate the 
masses in character and feeling to the standard which 
Conservatism seeks in aristocracy; in other words, to 
aristocratise the community, so that the greatest liberty 
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to the greatest number might not be the brief and 
hazardous effect of a sudden revolutionary law, but the 
gradual result of growth in the intellectual power indis
pensable to permanent political liberty." * * * It is 
in accordance with this "'ideal aim" that, asa writer 
belonging to no literary coterie, and always endeavour
ing at least to enlist the greatest sympathies of the 
greatest number, he yet never stooped to write down 
to a low standard of popular taste. 

In 1852 my father re-entered Parliament (from which 
he had been absent eleven years), without having changed 
his political opinions on any question except that of the 
Ballot. But whilst his PQlitical opinions remained un
altered, the political circumstances of the country had 
been profoundly modified. 

The Liberal' party had lO1!g carried into law all those 
measures on behalf of which my father's sympathies 
had been given to its efforts. The programme- of its 
Whig leaders was played out. The aims and instincts 
of its Radical supporters had become less national, and 
either more democratic or more exclusively commercial. 
On the other hand, the- old Tory party had been shivered 
to pieces. by what the majority of its adherents still 
resented as the betrayal of their confidence in Sir 
Robert Peel Some of his most experienced followers, 
and not a few of his most promising disciples, had 
openly joined their old opponents, the Liberals. They 
joined them, however, as Xenophon's Greeks offered to 
join the army of Artaxerxes-not as conquered, but 
as allied, forces. In the Liberal party itself, the influ
ence of the Manchester school was already predominant. 
That party was now less directly identified with the 
c~nstitutional reforms which the Tories had opposed, 
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than with the principles of economic reform to which 
some of them had been converted. The fiscal policy of 
the Liberal party received from the alliance of the Peel
ites an accession of zeal and. power. Its movement in 
the direction of further cons!itutional change was sus
pended for lack of popular pressure; and political move
ment, unenforced by popular pressure, was not one of the 
doctrines of that ill.ustrious statesman in whose school 
the Peelites had been trained. The other remnant of 
the once formidable Parliamentary phalanx broken up 
by Sir Robert Peel, continued, however, to mistrust the 
moderation of a party whose motive power was still 
supplied by its least moderate members. This group of 
politicians, who could no longer be called Tories in the 
full and original sense of that appellation, now appealed 
to popular sympathy as th~ Conservatives of a reformed 
constitution, which had, twenty-nine years before, been 
presented by their opponents to the nation as the perfec
tion of popular freedom and po1itical· sagacity. 

Such a party would naturally recommend itself more 
than any other to the sympathies of a man who had, 
throughout his life, disapproved the fiscal policy which 
now united Peelites and Whigs; who had as consistently 
approved the constitutional reform effected by the union 
of Whigs and Radicals; and who apprehended more dan
ger to the constitution, thus reformed and established, 
from the Radicals who were still anxious to disturb, than 
from the Conservatives who now desired to maintain, it. 

Emancipated from all party pledges, standing apart 
from active political life, reviewing without passion- and 

-without prejudice in the maturity of middle age, the 
practical results of that great constitutional change in 
which the political enthusiasm of his youth had been 
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invested, he probably found in their unanticipated im
perfection much to moderate the confidence which should 
be accorded to the sanguine predictions of reformers; 
whilst, at the same time, in their general adequacy he 
would doubtless recognise sufficient reason to deprecate 
further experiments in rep~esentative government. 

My father's Liberalism had always been national, never 
demo?ratic. The consolidation of ~ur colonial empire, 
the maintenance on high ground of our imperial power, 
the generous acceptance of our international duties, the 
dignified assertion of our international rank, the foremost 
place in the movement of mankind for English intellect, 
English humanity,-these were the objects for which" he 
fought and marched under every political standard that 
offered a symbol round which to rally or to organise the 
social and intellectual forces. that seemed to him most 
conducive to the advancement or defence of England's 
highest greatness. 

From the point of view whence he had always, without 
reference to the circumstances of the moment, regarded 
the abstract question of party honour, it was impossible 
that he should not keenly sympathise with the resent
ment of those Conservatives who considered themselves 
betrayed by their recent leader. With the cause of the" 
landed gentry, when this class of the community was 
specially singled out for the most bitter attack by the 
Manchester manufacturers, under the leadership of a 
coterie of Whig converts, he was identified no less by 
his interests as a landowner than by his principles as a 
politician. Thus, true to convictions unchanged by a 
complete change of political circumstances and party 
programme, he re-entered as -a Conservative the Legis
lature which he had quitted as a Liberal 
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During the intervening period he had declined invita
tions to stand for 'Vestminster and other Liberal con
stituencies, in consequence of his dissent from the eco'" 
nomic doctrines of the Liberal party. In the exposition 
of principles on this and other questions with which the 
late Lord Derby subsequently identified the policy of his 
party by a remarkable speech, my father so entirely 
sympathised, that h~ no longer hesitated to offer it his 
public support. This he did by the publication of , 
opinions which he had entertained for seventeen years, 
in a pamphlet entitled 'Letters to John Bull.' • That 
pamphlet, published in the year1851, rapidly ran through 
ten editions. A general election took place in the follow
ing year; and he was then returned to Parliament, after 
a sharp contest, as one of the three Conservative members 
for Hertfordshire, his own c:ounty. His first speeches in 
the new Parliament were on subjects connected with the 
prosecution of the Crimean war, in which the country 
was then engaged. I know not whether it was in con
sequence of the European eminence to which. he had 
attained in literature during his long retirement from 
public life, or of other circumstances more appreciable 
by an assemblage of local delegates, but certain it is, 
that from the moment he entered it, he occupied in the 
newly elected Parliament a position of greater weight and 
authority than had been accorded to him by the Par
liament of which he ceased to be a member in 1841. In 
the mean time, moreover, he had carefully studied and 
greatly improved the management of his voice as a 
public speaker. And although to the last, even in his 
most felicitous oratorical effects, the utterance and de
livery were greatly inferior to the intellectual attributes 
of his eloquence, such as its wit, its sound common-sense, 
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its graceful and conciliatory courtesy-the large famili
arity with books, and the immense knowledge of human 
nature which it invariably evinced; yet, judging of his 
speeches, without partiality, as a frequent listener to the 
debates in which they were spoken, I cannot hesitate to 
claim for him a foremost rank amongst the ten or twelve 
best Parliamentary orators of my own time. He was, dur
ing the latter years of his Parliamentary career, a great 
speaker. He was never a debater. And this was owing, 
not to, any intellectual incapacity for quick reply (for some 
of his happiest oratorical effects were the consequence of 
interruptions· that arrested his attention), but to a phy
sical afHiction from which he suffered during the whole 
of his life, and which at last prematurely terminated his 
laborious and beneficent existence. It was a disease of 
the ear, accompanied by deafness, which increased with 
increasing years. This physical infirmity, added to an 
intellectual temperament contemplative rather than dis
putatious, and which became still more so as the surplus 
energy of youth subsided, made public life extremely 
uncongenial to him. 

"The exulting sense, the pulse's maddening play 
That thrills the wanderer of that trackless way, 
And, for itself, can woo the approaching fight," 

he never felt. The" rapture of the strife," for the strife's 
sake, which enables so many English statesmen to "live 
laborious days,"-the love of power which made Lord Pal
merston find office the best of anti-dyspeptics,-were quite 
incompatible with a temperament little cheered by person
al success, and singularly sensitive to personal failure-a 
temperament more oppressed by the responsibilities, than 
animated by the charms, of office. Parliamentary life 
~as to him an uncongenial element, and he only plunged 
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into it with a painful effort, much as Peter the Great used 
to plunge into the Neva in winter~not because he liked 
it, but because he was conscious of powers in himself 
which could not be otherwise developed; and this con
sciousness made him the despot of his own dislikes. 

At the age of forty-three he thus described his own: 
deficiencies as a man of action. "I am too irresolute and 
easily persuaded, except when my honour or sense of duty 
makes me obstinate. I have so great a dread of giving 
pain, that I have often submitted to be cheated to my 
face rather than wound the rogue's "feelings by showing 
him that he was detected. I am indolent of body,. 
though active of mind. I am painfully thin-skinned and 
susceptible; less so than I was in youth, but still too· 
much so. I find it difficult to amalgamate with others and· 
act wit~ a party. The acting man should never be con.,. 
scious of the absurdity and error which are more or less 
insepara.ble from every path of action. I am too impa
tient of subordination, an immense fault in the acting 
man. In all situations of command I act best when I 
have to defend others, not serve myself. I do not possess; 
o.r rather I have not cultivated (for no man can distin
guish accurately between deficiencies from nature an~ 
those from disuse), the ready faculties in any proportion 
to my slower and more reflective ones. I have little 
repartee, my memory is slow, and my· presence of mind 
not great. * My powers of speaking are very uncertain, 

• In this, I think, he underrates himself. Instances of effective Parlia
mentary repartee will be found in the contents of these volumes. I might 
mention many others more pungent and entirely impromptu. But he suffered 
such acute discomfort whenever he thought that, by some unpremeditateq 
rejoinder, he had without justifiable provocation given pain to an opponent, 
that, in deference to what I know would have been his own wishes, I 
suppress them. His wit, however, was thoroughly spontaneous. 
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and very imperfectly developed. I have eloquence in 
me', and have spoken even as an orator, but not in the 
House of Commons. $ I cannot speak without either 
preparation or the pr~ssure of powerful excitement. It 
would cost me immense labour to acquire the ready, 
cool trick of words with little knowledge and no heart 
in them, which is necessary for a Parliamentary debater. 
I might have acquired this once. Now it is too late." 

In connection with this singular self-analysis, I shall 
here venture to give a curious illustration of that inten,
sityof excitement under which the writer of it always 
suffered when speaking in public. Grillparzer, the great 
Austrian poet, was in London in the year 1836, and 
a frequent visitor to the gallery of the House of Commons 
during the debates on the Irish Tithes Bill. His im
pressions of those debates are thus given in his autobio
graphy: -

"My ear being unused to the language, I could only 
understand about half of what I heard; but the spectacle 
itself was exciting. I know not how the English Houses 
of Parliament are now arranged; 'but at that time the 
chamber of the House of Commons was a long and com
'paratively narrow one~ The two great Parliamentary 
parties were ranged opposite to each other, with but a 
narrow space between them, like two armies drawn out 
in order of battle; and the orators on each side, like th~ 
Homeric heroes, Qccasionally a.dvanced, and hurled their 
oratorical javelins into the ranks {)f the . opposing host. 
The best speaker, or at least the most vivacious, was 
Sheil. Peel, the Minister, was cold; but he spoke fluently, 
and with the force of conviction. O'Connell and the -

.,. His greatest orations were, however, delivered in the House of Com
mons-but subsequent to this date. 
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others were less effective than you would suppose from 
their reported speeches. 

"The frequent f Hear, hear! ' of the House, which have 
the effect of an intermittent chant with a certain tune 
in it, are often only dictated by party tactics, to cover 
the hesitations of the speaker, and give him, time to col- . 
Iect his ideas. The whole effect, however, is decidedly 
grandiose and heart-stirring. 

"I commonly attended these debates alone. But one 
evening a Viennese·friend* accompanied me. The crowd 
was immense, and we had to wait a long while in the lobby. 
M. F. left my side for a few moments, and returned with 
a look of embarrassment, the cause of which I only dis
coveI:ed afterwards. In order to obtain our admission, he 
had told the door-keeper that he was accompanied by a 
German author, who was a friend of Mr Bulwer's. I was 
not aware of this little stratagem, however, when the door
keeper presently approached us, followed by a young man 
dressed to perfection, and wonderfully good-looking 
(wunderhUbsch). C Here is Mr Bulwer,' said the door
keeper; and then turning to him, C This, sir, is -I0ur 
friend, the German gentleman.' __ - )-

"Bulwer, however, at once freed me from all embarrass': 
ment by putting his arm round my shoulder, and draw
ing me with him into one of the waiting-rooms. C The 
house is crammed this evening,' he said, f and I fear I 
cannot find you a place;. but come ~gain to-morrow.' 
Soon afterwards he left us; and I then oeserved that he 
staggered in his gait like a drunken man. I presently 
leamed,however, that he had just been speaking, and 

. that what I had taken for intoxication was in fact the 
reaction (Nachwirkung) of nervous tension. I was all 

• M. Figdor (110 Viennese merchant, I believe). 
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the more resolved to ()onceal my name from him. If a; 

German poet is not called Schiller or Goethe, he may 
travel-over the whole world unknown.'" 

The passage. above translated frOID: Grillparzer's auto
biography is, in this last sentence, extremely charac
teristic of that writer himself. Certainly one of Ger
many's greatest poets since Goethe and Schiller. he was 
hypochondriac, sensitively reserved and proud, acutely 
suffering indeed from many wounded and unrevealed 
susceptibilities. but withal as sternly high-minded, brave, 
truthful, and self-dependent as Beethoven. 

It was to the exercise of moral rather than intellectual 
faculties that Diy father owed whatever success he attained 
to in public life, notwithstanding the disadvantages of a 
temperament that :enormously increased the labour com
monly requisite for such success. ThIt labor omnia 
vincit; and he was so fully justified by his own expe
rience of life in preaching this maxim to others, that in 
all his views of education he set far less store upon the 
acquisition of knowledge than upon that of courage, 
industry, ahd will. Thus, in some remarks addressed in 
1856 to the scholars of the High School at Bishop's Storl
ford, he says: "Boys, when I look at your young faces I 
could fancy myself a boy once more. I go back to the 
days ,when I too tried for prizes, sometimes succeeding, 
sometimes failing. I was once as fond of playas any of 
y,ou, and in this summer weather I fear my head might 
have been more full of cricket than of Terence or even 
Homer. But still I can remember, that whether at work 
or at play, I had always a deep thougha quiet determi
nation that sooner or later I would be a somebody, or do 
a something. That determination continues with me to 
this day. It keeps one hope of my boyhood fresh, when 
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other hopes have long since faded away. And now that 
we separate, let it be with that hope upon both sides
on my side and on yours-that before we die we will do 
something to serve our country tliat. may make us prO'llder 
of each other; and if we fail in this, that at least we shall 
never wilfully or consciously do anything to make us 
ashamed of each other." 

In such a strain as this Epictetus might have spoken 
to his young Stoics. And, indeed, the words just quoted 
are singularly in accordance with a striking passage in 
the discourse of that philosopher upon the ' Preservation 
of Character.' "Y ou," . says Epictetus, "have no care 
but to resemble the rest of mankind; one thread in a 
garment desires not distinction from the other threads. 
But I would be the purple, that small and brilliant part 
which gives lustre and beauty to the rest." 

1 have never lost the. impression made upon me, when: 
I was yet a youth, by an oratorical success of my fa
ther's, achieved solely by personal courage and presence 
of mind. I have said that his first election for Herts was 
hotly contested. I should add that the opposition tactics 
of the Liberal agents were chiefly directed against him
self, as being the newest and also the most eminent of 
the Conservative candidates. The farmers who supported 
those candidates had ridden into Hertford early on the 
nomination day, and endeavoured to occupy the ground 
in front of the hustings. But this heavy cavalry was 
ignominiously routed by a severe fire of stones and brick
bats, and the field of battle remained in possession of a 
body of roughs from Ware - the foot soldiers of the 
Liberal army. 

The attempts of the two senior Conservative candidates 
to obtain a hearing from this hostile audience failed 
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lamentably; but when, after some helpless gesticulation 
in dumb show, they retired to the back of the booth, and 
my father advanced to the front of it, the storm of yells 
and 'execrations broke out with redoubled fury. Under 
the hustings and on Ii. level with t~e crowd was a small. 
balcony erected for accommodation of the reporters of 
the London Press; and in it those ge~tlemen, having 
nothing to report but inarticulate noise, were seated like 
the gods of Epicurus, who 

" Smile, and find a music centred in a doleful song, 
Like a tale of little meaning. though the words are strong." 

Suddenly there broke from the crowd a cry of surprise, 
succeeded by a silence of curiosity. On to the reporters' 
table in this balcony my father had leapt down from the 
hustings above it, upsetting the ink-bottles, and scatter
ing the pens uplifted·to record his discomfiture. He was 
determined to be heard, and he, was heard. He had 
gained all he needed,-a moment's silence. Wisely refrain
ing from any attempt at a set speech, he.entered into con
versation with the noisiest of the hostile ringleaders, molli
fied the man by a good-humoured joke, shook hands with 
him, drew him into a humorous argument. and then 
slid im:p~rceptibly from personal conversation into public 
speech. He spoke, I·.think, for an hour or more; and 
was listened to in thf{most respectful silence, interrupted 
only by the most cordial cheers. 

Re-entering Parliament, my father opposed the enlist
ment of foreign levies for the prosecution of the Crimean 
war; and had his warnings been successful, we should 
certainly have been spared one of the most humiliating 
of the many humiliating episodes in our relations with 
the American Government. Every one of his predictions 
were distressingly verified by the results of that ill-
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advised measure. On various occasions he severely criti
cised both the conduct of the war and some of the 
negotiations for the peace. Posterity will certainly not 
remove from the memory of Lord .Panmure the merited 

• stigma with which he branded it in his speech upon the 
fall of Kars. For the first time in his life he spoke and 
acted with the Manchester Liberals in those denunciations 
of the Chinese war which are the subject of some of his 
best speeches in Parliament. He also protested ener
getically, on grounds similar to those which have been 
developed by Mr Mill, against the extinction of the East 
India Company's government. 

'Vhenin February 1858 Lord Derby returned to power, 
he intrusted to my father the Col~nial affairs of his 
Government, although my father had never before held 
any offi~e. His official life as Secretary of· State for the 
Colonies, though brief, was active, and pregnant in results. 
He attended with the most scrupulous exactitude to 
every detail of his administrative duties. He did nothing 
vicariously. And although his personal relations with 
the experienced and exceedingly able inen who perma
nently preside over the chief departments of the Colonial 
Office were at all times marked by the most cordial con
fidence and mutual respect, yet on no question, whatever 
its comparative unimportance, did he ever leave the 
Office to "work itself." 

Immediately after his assumption of office he got rid 
of the old and ineffectual mail contract with Australia. 
He gave to the 'Vest Indian colonies the advantage of 
an Encumbered Estates Bill. He removed a long-stand
ing cause of dispute with France by the exchange of 
Albuda and Portendio. He terminated the monopoly 
of the Hudson's Bay Company, and called into existence 

VOL. I. h 
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the magnificent colony of British Columbia, with the 
very soil of which his name is still identified." 

To relate the circumstances which occasioned the cre
ation ~f this valuable colony, or the steps so vigorously 
and successfully taken to establish law, order, and pros
perity, amidst a fortuitous population of immigrant 
adventurers from all parts of the world, would exceed 
the purpose and the scope of the present Memoir. Nor 
can I here attempt even the most cursory record of my 
father's colonial administration. His general views upon 
questions of colonial policy will be found in his speeches 
on such subjects. But I cannot forbear from citing here, 
as evidence of the spirit which he carried into every 
detail of his administrative work, the flattering testimony 
of an eminent colonial governor. 

Sir George Bowen, the present Governor of Victoria, 
was in 1859 Government Se9retary in the Ionian Islands, 
from which post he was~ qn purely public grounds, pro
moted by my father (who had no personal acquaintance 
with him) to be the first Governor of Queensland. Allud
ing to this fact (in'a letter dated Melbourne, 4th Decem
ber 1873, for which I am all the more indebted to his 
Excelleltcy, because I have not myself the honour of 
being personally acquainted with him), Sir George adds, 
that" on this occaSion he" (my father) "wrote me the 
admirable compendium of the duties of a colonial 
governor, of which I send you herewith a certified 
copy-for publication, if you desire it. I assure you 
that I attribute, in no slight degree, the success of my 
career to my strict adherence to the advice given in the 

* "I have lately received intelligence from Mr Assistant-Commissioner 
Travaillot, dated 'Lytton,' 19th December 1858, &c. &c." - Governor 
Dougllll! to Sir E. B. Lytton j Victoria, 21st January 1859. 
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accompanying letter. It would be well that it should 
be published, if it were only that future colonial gov
ernors may have the advantage of studying it." '* 

I subjoin the letter which I have received Sir G. 
Bowen's permission to publish. 

SIR E. B. LYTTON TO SIR G. BOWEN. 

"GREAT MALVERN, 29th April 1859. 

"DEAR SIR GEORGE BoWEN,-I have the pleasure to 
inform you that the Queen approves of your appointment 
to Moreton Bay, which will henceforth bear the appella
tion of Queensland. Accept my congratulations, and 
my assurances of the gratification it gives .me to have 
promoted you to a post in which your talents will find 
ample s.cope . 

.. There is not much to learn beforehand for your guid- . 
ance in this new colony. The most anxious and diffi
cult question connected with it will be the ' squatters.' 
But in this, which is an irritating contest between rival 
interests, you will wisely abstain as much as possible 
from interference. A void taking part with one or the 
other. Ever be willing to lend aid to conciliatory settle
ment; but, in order to secure that aid, you must be 
strictly impartial. Remember that the first care of a 
governor in a free colony is to shun the reproach of be
ing a party man. Give all parties and all the ministries 
formed the fairest play. 

" Mark and study the idiosyncrasies of the community ; 
every community has some peculiar to itself. Then, in 

• Sir George Bowen, after serving for eight years in Queensland, was 
promoted by the Duke of Buckingham in 1868 to New Zealand, and in 
1873 by Lord Kimberley to Victoria; which I believe is generally called the 
" Blue Ribbon" of the Colonial service.-L. 
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your public addresses, appeal to those which are the 
noblest ;-the noblel;lt are always the most universal and 
the most durable. They are peculiar to no party. 

"Let your thoughts nev~r be distracted from the par
amount object of finance. All States thrive in propor
tion to the administration of revenue. 

" You will, as soon as possible, exert all energy and 
per~llasion to induce the colonists to see to their self
defence -internally. Try to establish a good police; if 
you can then get the superior class of colonists to assist 
in forming a militia or volunteer corps, spare no pains 
to do so. 

" It is at the commencement o( colonies that this object 
can be best effected. A colony that is once accustomed 
to depend on imperial soldiers for aid against riots, &c., 
never grows up into vigorous manhood. Witness the 
West Indian colonies. 

"Education the colonists will. be sure to provide for. 
So they will for religion. 

"Do your best always to keep up the pride in the 
mother country. Throughout all Australia there is a 
sympathy with the ideal of a gentleman. This gives a 
moral. aristocracy. Sustain it by showing the store set 
on integrity, honour, and civilised manners; not by 
preferences of birth, which belong to old countries. 

" Whenever any distinguished members of your colony 
come to Eng~d, give them letters of introduction, and 
a private one to the Secretary of State, whoever he may 
be. This last is not sufficiently done in colonies j but 
all Secretaries of State who are fit for the office should 
desire it. You may quote my opinion to this effect to 
my successors. 

"As regards despatches; your experience in the 
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Ionian Islands will tell you how much is avoided in 
despatches that may be made public, and done in pri..; 
vate letters. This practice is at present carried to in
convenience and abuse. Questions affecting free colonies 
may come before Parliament, of which no public docu
ments whatever afford the slightest explanation. 

" The communications from a Government 'should be 
fourfold:-

" 1st, Public despatches. 
"2d, Oonfidential-intended for publication.if at all 

required. 
"3d., Oonfidential-not to be published unless abso

lutely necessa'rlj for defence of measures by' yourself 
and the Home Department. 

" 4th, Letters strictly private ;-and these, if frank to 
a Min~ter or to an Under-Secretary like Mr Merivale, 
should be guarded to friends ;-and touch as little as 
possible upon names and parties in the colony. A 
Government may rely on the discretion of a Department, 
never on that of private correspondents. 

" 5th, As you will have a free presfl, you will have some 
papers that may be abusive. Never be thin-skinned 
about these: laugh them off Be pointedly courteous 
to all editors and writers - acknowledging socially 
their craft and its importance. The more you treat 
people as gentlemen, the more 'they will behave as 
such.' 

" After all, men are governed as much by the heart as 
by the head. Evident sympathy in the progress of the 
colony; traits of kindness, generosity, devoted energy, 
where required for the public weal; a pure exercise of 
patronage; an utter absence of vindictiveness or spite ; 
the fairness that belongs to magnanimity i-these are 
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the qualities that make governors powerful,. while men 
merely sharp and clever may be weak and detested. 

"But .there is one rule which I find pretty universal 
in colonies. The governor who is the least huffy, and 
who is most careful not to overgovern, is the one who 
has the most authority. Enforce civility upon all 
minor officials. Courtesy is a duty public servants owe 
to the humblest member of the public. 

"Pardon all these desultory hints, which I daresay 
may seem to you as old as the hills; and wishing you 
all health and enjoyment in the far land, believe me 
yours very truly, E. B. LYTTON." 

" P.S.-Get all the details of the squatter question from 
the Department,-master them thoroughly. Convert 
the jealousies now existing between Moreton Bay and 
Sydney into emulati9n. Your recollection of the old 
Greek States will tell you what strides States can take· 
through emulation. I need not say that the sooner you 
go out to the new colony the better. 

"You are aware that since I have been in this office 
I have changed the old colonial uniform for the same 
as that worn in the imperial service. I consider it a 
great point _ to assimilate the two services in outward 
emblems of dignity. The Queen's servant is the Queen's 
servant, whether at Westminster or at the antipodes. 
You will have therefore to get a new dress. When do 
you wish to go ~ E. B. L." 

CC The more you treat people as gentlemen, the more 
they will • behave as such.''' This was the instinct of 
his nature; and in it is the explanation of all that was 
both Liberal and Conservative in his political aspira-
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tiona. Not to pull down the highest, but to exalt the 
lowest class of the community; to elevate the soul of 
the whole nation; to induce every man born .the free 
citizen of a great empire to feel that he is by birth a 

. great gentleman. 
Thus, in a.ddressing the boys of' a public school, he 

says: "You will have observed, my young friends, that 
I have addressed you more than once to-day emphatically 
as gentlemen. I think you are broug4t up to deserve 
that lofty title. What is a gentleman in our English 
sense of the word 1 Does his claim to the title rest only 
on his estates and his pedigree 1 Heaven forbid! Like 
all civilised societies, we give due weight to rank and 
wealth. And wealth has perhaps even more influence 
than it deserves. But the name gentleman is neither 
inherited nor bought. Where we see a man of superior 
education, of courteous manners, IJ.nd, above all, of high 
honour, we call him a gentleman, though he be the son 
of a peasant: and when a man wants all these qualities 
we say he is no gentleman, though he be the son of a 
duke." And again elsewhere he says, as the highest 
praise he can bestow upon a school: "Greatly as I have 
been pleased with their" (the pupils') "admirable recita
. tations from Terence and Homer, yet I think that schools 
which procure for the majority of their pupils such broad 
elements of sound instruction, physical health, and manly 
character, work better for the nation than if they could 
produce in a century some boy who wrote plays like 
Terence and verses to compare with Homer. What has 
most pleased me is, that whilst. addressing my young 
audience, I never more elicited their sympathy than when 
appealing to those high sentiments which make men 
brave, honourable, and patriotic." 
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The same spirit breathes through his admirabie Essay 
on the" Efficacy of Praise,"-one of the wisest and most 
thoughtful of those papers which, under the title of 
, Caxtoniana: contain the reflections of his matured expe
rience upon men and books. I ha,ve already said that my 
father belonged to that class of reformers whose object 
is improvement. Improvement of one kind or other was 
indeed the unceasing occupation of his life. His instinct 
was to improve· everything which· came under the influ
ence of his mind. Himself, his house, his property, his 
country-the comfort of the poor, the humanity of the 
rich, the means of" knowledge for the ignorant, the 
rewards of knowledge for the learned, the prosperity of 
the people at home, the influence of its Government 
abroad. No man since Goethe ever laboured so inces
santly at the improvement and completion of his own 
intellectual, moral, an.,d even physical being all round, 
totus, teres, atque rotundus. t But between him and 
Goethe there was this essential difference: In my father's 
temperament the incentive to self - improvement was 
always an intense desire to be instrumental in the im
provement of his fellow-creatures. He was a thoroughly 
civic being. Goethe lived in a time less discouraging 
than the present to all enthusiasm on behalf of the 
general improvement of the world. But from the height 
of his own Olympus he beheld the world around and 
beneath him, with little sympathy in its social and politi
cal agitations. He was selbstandig ; but neither patriot
ism nor philanthropy actively influenced his scheme of 
self-culture. My father lived late into an a.ge when 
philanthropy is deservedly discredited by the want of 
common-sense with which its professors have associated 
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it, and when patriotism appears to be repudiated by 
the latest political sages, as an old-fashioned prejudice, 
incompatible with free trade and free labour. In such 
an age, a wise man, perhaps, if he be not the dupe of its 
promises, will best secure the freedom and dignity of his 
own individuality by disentangling it as much as possi
ble from the moral, social, and political surrounding in 
which he lives. It may be that the less he attempts to 
improve what he deplores in the world around him, the 
less mischief he will do. 'But this was not possible to 
my father. He could not think or feel without reference 
to the thoughts and feelings of those around him; he 
could not live and move and have his being wholly out 
of the social and political world to which he belonged. 
He was sensitive to the opinion of others, and vibrated 
quickly to its touch. Praise for mere ability gave him 
little pleasure, and the absence 9f it little pain; but 
praise for any kind of moral goodness, the ready recog
nition of a generous motive or a lofty principle in his 
conduct, would almost overpower him;' and I have 
frequently seen it bring the tears to his eyes. Similarly 
he writhed under calumny, or any misinterpretation of 
his moral character. "It is more than injustice," he 
once exclaimed-. " it is ingratitude. Men calumniate me, 
and I would lay down my life to serve them." 

Consequently, whenever he felt himself out of harmony 
with the tone of the social and political world around 
him, he suffered. Everything that tended to lower his 
pride in his country, or alienate his sympathy from his 
countrymen, gave him positive pain. His own efforts, 
whether in politics or in literature, were constantly di
rected towards the maintenance of an heroic standard 
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in the national mind. In a letter to the late Mr Herman 
Merivale, containing some remarkable criticisms upon 
the' Historical Studies' of that able writer, he says, 
speaking of Goethe and Schiller: "Although we are com
pelled to allow the low standard of man (and ought, 
indeed, to admit it, because it enforces charity), yet 
surely it is our interest as men to preserve the high 
standard. That is the true question as regards their 
influence on practical human life, between Goethe and 
Schiller. Just as, if they had lived in the same day (and 
that day a serene artistic one), it would have been the 
question between Shakespeare and Milton-a question 
between width and height. Schiller preserves for mi 
what is most valuable to men-the heroic standard. 
You admit that we prefer Schiller in youth, but take to 
Goethe in our maturer age. But as a reasoner for your 
country, would you not wish it to be always in its 
youth ~ What Nelson is among captains, Schiller is 
among poets. If I cou).d enforce upon a practical, 
sceptical, commonplace, energetic people ~e the English, 
anyone doctrine, it would be this: c Your morbific 
tendency is to run into the vulgar type; in order to 
counteract that tendency always revere the heroic one.' 
But how are we to revere the heroic if we are told by 
our literary authorities that Schiller is all wrong; that 
he is at best only one of the smaller divinities; and that 
a realism with which we are already overloaded in 
England is something immeasurably more entitled to 
veneration than that ideal conception of excellence which 
three centuries ago Roger Ascham thought necessary in 
order to keep man up to the ordinary level ~ In our 
time and land there is no fear of some imaginative vag-ary 
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in favour of heroic types. The tendency is all the other 
way. Anything more low than the standard of modern 
criticism it is impossible for a creature above the rank 
of a caterpillar (who denies the possibility of a butterfly) 
to conceive." 

During the latter part of my father's Parliamentary 
career, his greatest oratorical efforts were the speeches 
spoken by him on the subject of Parliamentary Reform. 
One of these speeches elicited from an illustrious oppo
nent the most cordial and generous expressions of ad
miration. Lord Palmerston told the Queen that he con
sidered it one of the finest speeches he had ever heard 
spoken in the House of Commons. But though my 
father's tenure of office was short, it tried his health 
severely; and when he retired from office, he found that 
he had.put an excessive strain upon the nervous energies 
of a frame muscularly strong, but constitutionally delicate. 
When Lord Derby formed his last Cabinet, my father 
was for this reason unable to join it. And though he 
entered the TIpper House with every desire and inten
tion to give more than a passive support to his political 
friends in it, circumstances prevented him from ever 
addressing that House. Once, indeed, he moved the ad
journment of the debate on the second reading of the 
Irish Church Bill; and so great was the desire to hear 
him speak on that question, that the next evening both 
the House and all its galleries were crammed with ex
pectant listeners,' who were much disappointed when 
Lord Grey rose to resume the debate. The speech then 
unspoken I am now able to present to the readers of 
these volumes, at the close of which it will be found. 

This, and the few others which I have selected from 
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amongst numerous drafts of speeches prepared for de
livery in the House of Lords, will at least suffice to prove 
that, though a silent, he was not an intellectually inactive, 
member of that assembly. But his old infirmity of deaf
ness, occas~oned by an affection of the right ear, from 
which he had suffered since boyhood, now greatly in
terfered with his power to follow a debate; and bronchial 
cough, occasioning him constant discomfort, grievously 
affected his general health by obliging him to discon
tinue those habits of daily bodily exercise which had 
hitherto enabled him to undergo, with comparative im
punity, the fatigue of constant brain-work, and more 
sedentary labour than is good for any man. 

During the last years of his life he contemplated, 
with ~eat discouragement and despondency, the per
vading spirit, or want of spirit, in English politics, as it 
appeared from the political utterances both of Parlia
ment and the Press. Yet mo~t sincerely he admired 
the genius, and cordially respected the personal char
acter, of the great Minister who was th.eIl: governing 
England, with the support of an almost unprecedented 
Parliamentary majority; nor, indeed,. have I received 
from any of my father's political contemporaries expres
sions of regard for his memory more generous, or more 
grateful to my feelings, than those with which I have 
been honoured by Mr Gladstone. 

To his intellectual temperament, however, no less than 
to his political opinions, the chief measures and general 
bearing of the late Administration were repugnant. But 
it was not the tone of the Administration-it was what, 
rightly or wrongly, he supposed to be the tone of 
the English nation itself ,in reference to all the great 
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issues of national life at home, and international pol
icy abroad, that filled him with dismay and alarm. To 
protest against it was the last act of his life; and this 
he did in the posthumous romance of C Keneim Chil
lingly,' his latest, and not his least earnest, appeal to his 
countrymen. 

LYTTON. 

PARIS, 2d May 1874. 



I. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IlIf 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

ON THB 5TH OF JULY 1831. 

Oll Monday, the 4th of Jnly 1831, Lord John Russell moved the Second 
Reading of the Bill to amend the Representation of the People of England 
and Wale&. The member for Sudbury, Sir John Walsh, moved as an 
amendment that the Bill should be read that day six months. The discus
sion upon this having lasted for three nights, a division was taken upon the 
amendment, which was rejected by 367 votes to 231-the original motion 
being then carried. The following Speech was made on the second night 
of the Debate by :Mr Edward Lytton Bulwer, then M.P. for St Ives. 

Sm,-So far as the people are concerned, it is not denied that 
the Bill is already carried; and the late election alone has ren
dered it idle and superfluous to insist on those more popular 
measures which, though founded at first on just reasoning, 
might now assume the appearance of unnecessary declamation. 
But I am glad to perceive that it is chiefly on the suppoSition 
that it is the tendency of the proposed Bill to affect not only the 
illegitimate influence but the due and wholesome power of the 
aristocracy, that the more enlightened· and independent of the 
anti-Reformers are disposed to consider the question. It is on 
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this ground that I am desirous of meeting them. I will not 
challenge their premises, I will only com bat their conclusion; 
and lIince, notwithstanding some remarks that have fall~n from 
the noble Lord, the member for Wootton Basset, I am not yet so 
imbued with that spirit which must more or less pervade all 
political partIes, as to feel my regard for principles at once 
strengthened and embittered by an habitual conflict with persons, 
I trust that I shall not lose the attention of the hon. Gentlemen 
on this side of the House, if I refrain from exciting it by the 
harsh vituperations that have been so lavishly bestowed on our 
opponents. On the other hand, I trust that I shall be judged 
by the hon. Members opposite by the general tenor of the few 
observations I am about to make, and not by the verbal inaccu
racy, or the unguarded heat of expression, which are necessarily 
incident to a want of practice in public speaking in general, and 
to a want of knowledge of this House in particular. I shall pro
ceed, without further preamble, to what has long seemed to me 
the strongest, and is now the most ostensible, ground on which 
the anti-Reformers rest-namely, the probable manner in which 
the proposed Bill will affect the power of the aristocracy. And 
when we speak" of the power of any political body distinct from 
the people, we must remember that that power is at this day 
solely the creature of public opinion; and that it is only in pro
portion as it loses or gains in public opinion that that power can 
really be said to b~ lessened or increased. Admitting this fact, 
which is so indisputable as to have passed into a truism, and 
glancing over the aspect of affairs, will any man say that the 
power of the aristocracy is now so safe, so secure in public 
opinion, that it ought, at once, to resist the idea of change? On 
the contrary, can any man note the commonest signs of the 
times, attend any political meeting, read any political writing, 
have the mo.'lt shallow acquaintance with the organs of political 
opinion, and not confess, that so deep is the demarcation between 
the aristocracy and the people, that it has become suffiCient alone 
to obtain popular suffrage, to declaim, however ignorantly, 
against aristocratic privilege t The anti-Reformers complain of 
this more loudly than the Reformers, a~d yet -they refer us to 
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causes much more terrible and irremediable than those which 
really exist. Again and again-usque ad nauseam-they have 
referred us to the first French Revolution, and libelled the Eng
lish aristocracy by comparing its situation with that of the 
French. But at this moment, when the English aristocracy are 
not popular, it will be well to remember that there is no ana
logy in the cases. The people of this country have not, as the 
people of France had, a long and black sum of offences against 
their superiors, to be scored off on the great reckoning day of 
revenge. The English aristocracy may occasionally be charged 
with a haughty neglect of the people, and with too obstinate a 
stand upon harsh laws and ungracious prerogatives. But they 
cannot be charged with the same terrible misuse of power that 
absolutely characterised the French; not with the same grasping 
oppression, not .with the same unblushing venality, not with the 
same degrading sycophancy to royal vices, or the same ruthless 
indifference to national distress. The great wealth of the Eng
lish aristocracy (and their consequent independence of the Court) 
has preserved them, as a body, from the double necessity of 
meanness and extortion, and enabled them, as individuals, to 
purchase popularity at the cheap cost of pecuniary expense. 
And if the cause of any odium they may have incurred, has 

_ no analogy to those causes which directed the vengeance of the 
French people against thf'lr noblesse. neither, on the other hand. can 
it be vaguely referred, as some hon. Gentlemen have a~mpted to 
refer it, merely to the general growth of liberal opinion. For it 
would be an assertion altogether without proof to say, that there 
has ever existed a period in this country,-'-at least, since the 
time of Jack Cade,-when the doctrine of equalisation of rank or 
property has obtained so extensively, that the people have formed 
a hatred to their superiors, merely from their superiority, or that 
they have cherished an animosity to power solely from a love 
for experiment. Whatever arguments may be alleged in favour • of the Lostwithie1s and the· Old Samms, it is not attempted to 
be denied that they have made not only the Parliament, but 
the aristocracy thus influencing ~e Parliament, unpopular to so 
great an excess, that not only all the ills. of the State, the wars, 
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the expenditure, the debt, but even the very calamities inflicted 
by Providence, the scarcity, and the drought, have been laid to 
the charge of this noxious influence; and the very extravagance 
of these attacks, if matter of ridicule to the defenders. of the 
system, is a proof at least of the extraordinary odium which the 
system has incurred. Here, then, at once is the cause of that 
great and growing division between classes which is so deeply 
to be feared: it is obvious, for the sake of the aristocracy alone 
(for if I am right in saying their power is the creature of public 
opinion, it is the aristocracy alone who can lose by a violent 
collision with public opinion), for the sake of the aristocracy 
alone, we ought to heal the division: and it is equally obvious, that 
in order to heal the division 'we must remove the cause of it. 
And thus, even if the people, whilst suffering under the disease, 
had not clamoured for the remedy, if the irritation felt under 
the present system had excited no agitation for any definite 
question of reform,-every true advocate, not of the people's in
terests only, but also of the interests of the aristocracy, ought, 
nevertheless, to endeavour to carry into effect, as soon as possible, 
the great main principle' of this Reform. It has been said that, 
if you remove the nomination boroughs, you bring the House 
of Lords into direct collision with the House of Commons; and 
that the influence of the House of Lords, felt on the floor of that 
House, often preserves the former from the odium of rejecting 
popular measures before their own immediate tribunal. But was 
there ever anything so glaringly inconsistent as the application 
of this argument 1 Hon. Gentlemen are willing that the House 
of Lords shall now be brought into direct and violent collision 
with the House of Commons, lest it should be brought into col
lision with it hereafter. Hon. Gentlemen are willing that the 
House of Lords shall now incur the certain and collected odium 
of the country, for fear it should incur its possible and partial 
odium hereafter, in some imaginary epoch 'in futurity. But, 
passing over the notable inconsistency of the application of the 
argument, and granting the argument itse!f its full force---'
granting that there are times and occasions in which it is well 
that the influence -of the House of Lords should be felt in this 
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House, and that it does serve to prevent any collision between 
the .A&c!emblies-is it not evident that that influence would still 
remain. only exercised through a constitutional, not an invidious 
channel! Do hon. Gentlemen imagine that. after the passing 
of the P.eform Bill, the aristocracy will suddenly be left alone in 
the world. without a single tenant possessed of a vote, or a 
single friend to whom that vote can be given! To hear such 
hon. Gentlemen one would suppose that we, the hard-hearted 
and ruthless reformers, are not meditating the petty victory of 
parliamentary Reform, but the much grander stroke of shipping 
off the whole of the ~racy to Van Dieman's lAnd; or, at 
least, that by schedule A we shall not leave them an aCre, and that 
by schedule B we shall cut them offwith a shilling; and yet, is it 
not perfectly clear that these miserable victims of radical atrocity 
will still have sons and brothers, and cousins, and friends in 
this House! that they will still exercise a great and para
mount influence in the towns near which they reside, and the 
counties ~hich are now about, in receiving additional Members, 
to give the certainty of additional seats to the aristocracy? If 
hon. Members insist that the moment this House minors in 
some degree the opinions of the majority of the people. the 
House of Lords must succumb and perish. they do not prophesy 
its future, they utter its present condemnation. If this were 
true, the House of Lords is gone already; while we debate on 
its defence, the seal is put upon its abolition. A celebrated 
philosopher has felicitously observed. II that the greatest dis
coverer in science cannot do more than accelerate the progress 
of discovery." So in the career of nations, as of knowledge, you 
may advance, but you cannot contradict the genius of a people. 
The most democratic law cannot do more than hasten a demo
cracy, which, before that law could be received, must have al
ready become inevitable. At a time when authority can no 
101lo"E!r SU]ll>Ort itself by the solemn plausibilities and the cere
mo~ hypocrisies of old. it is well that a government should 
be placed upon a solid and sure foundation. In no age of the 
world, but, least of an. in the present, can any system of govern
ment long exist which is menaced both by the moral mtelligence 
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and the physical force of a country. In the present instance, 
we. behold a system thus menaced,and..therefore thus_ feeble, 
modified into one, placed not only on the affections of the popu
lace, though at this juncture I should scarcely consider him 
wise who holds even the affections of the populace in contempt; 
but also on the opinions of that class which, in this country, fills 
up the vast space between the highest and the lowest, and whose 
Members are opposed to every -more turbulent revulsion byall the 
habits of commerce and all the interests of wealth. But so en
tirely do I agree with the -hon. Gentlemen opposite on one 
principle-namely, that it is the practical stability, and -not the 
theoretical iinprovement of the commonwealth, that ought to be 
our first object-that I would become a willing and a cheerful 
convert to the rest of their sentiments on this great measure, 
the moment they can show me, amidst the tumultsoC neigh
bouring nations and the crash of surrounding thrones, a better 
security for the institutions of power than the love and confi
dence of an united and intelligent people. 
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is wealthy, and that the extent of his knowledge or genius is in 
proportion to his stock in the three pel' cents? I am afraid you 
will find that the reverse is the fact. If a tax of 200 per cent, 
which is that now imposed upon newspapers, were placed upon 
any other species of literature, it would long since have put an 
extinguisher upon all the best literature in the country. What 
extinguished the' Spectator'? Was it not the tax of one penny? 
The eloquence of Addison and the wit of Steele could not make 
head against a penny tax. How many' Spectators' in politics 
of equal talents may you not have extinguished by a tax of 
four times the amount? I will ask my right hon. friend what 
difference is there between political periodical writing and any 
other writing? Are they not subject to the same laws-created 
by the same intellect-influenced by the same competition, and 
improved by the same causes? There is only this difference 
between them, that political, and particularly periodical political 
writing, is much more generally useful and important than any 
other description; If I was a poor man, and had not read the 
'Rambler,' or the 'Spectator,' or Shakespeare, or Milton, I do 
not well see how I should stand a greater chance of being impri
soned, or transported, or hanged. But were I a poor man, and 
did not read the newspapers-if I did not know what new laws 
were passed surrounding me with punishments-if I did not 
know what was legal and what was illegal-I should be liable 
to suffer through ignorance, and thus this tax of fourpence 
which keeps numbers of persons from obtaining the more useful 
knowledge, subjects them to crime and exposes them to the 
gallows. I can compare the system to nothing but the mon
strous tyranny of shutting men up in a dark room, and declar
ing that they shall be severe1y punished if they stumble against 
the numerous obstacles by which they are surrounded. I con
fess I do not share in the feelings entertained by some hon. 
Members against the present newspaper press. Where a great 
power exists it is sometimes abused, but the wonder appears to 
me to be that its powers have been so seldom abused. I hope I 
have shown that I am above the meanness of flattering or fawn
ing'upon this formidable engine of praise or censure, by having 
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subjecting those who assist in them to serions penalties. The 
minor theatres are, therefore, at this moment-with their many 
thousand actors, proprietors, and decorators, who depend for sup
port on their existence-without the pale of the law; and the 
question is, therefore, forced before the public in the following 
shape :-" How 'far is it expedient for the public, that privileges 
and enactments of this monopolising description should be con
tinued: how far is it expedient that the minor theatres should 
be suppressed, and the exclusive patents of the two great theatres 
should be continued 1" Sir;in the first place, I contend that 
the original reason for suppressing the minor theatres has long 
since ceased to exist; and, in the second place, I contend that 
the only possible ground upon which these patents are given in 
trust to the metropolitan theatres has not been fulfilled. Now, 
the reason for suppressing the-minor theatres appears both by 
Act of Parliament and in the literary history of these times. 
In the licentious period in which the first patents were granted 
-viz., the time of Charles IL, in all the unbridled reaction and 
intoxicated ferment of the Restoration_it semnea that tIie ininor 
theatres were the scene of very disorderly and improper exhibi
tions; and it became necessary to suppress them-not so much 
for the sake of pJ:6serving decency as of protecting the drama. 
But does that reason exist at present t Can anyone who has 
ever by accident attended the smaller hotises~ assert that the 
performance and the audience are not of the most decorous and 
orderly description 1 So far as that consideration goes, the 
minor theatres are fully as entitled to a license as the two great 
theatres themselves; and the original reason, therefore, for sup
pressing the minor theatres has, amidst the growing good taste 
and civilisation of the age, entirely ceased to exist. On the 
other hand, why is a patent granted to two theatres alone? 
There is -but one possible ground..:....there is but one alleged 
ground~for the preservation of the dignity of the national 
drama. Now, how has the patent obtained that object t It hap
pens, curioiisly enough, that no sooner we~ the two great 
theatres in possession of this patent, than the national drama 
began to deteriorate, and a love for scenic effect to supersede it. 
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~
t i a reproach made to Sir W m. Davenant, it is a reproach 

e to all the stage-managers nnder the new patents, that they 
ve always looked, as their chief object in theatrical decora

tion, to a mechanical improvement. This reproach, with more 
or less justice, has constantly existed-this reproach, with pecu
liar justice, exists at the present time. Indeed, it is impossible 
to look back to the last fourteen or fifteen years without being 
struck with the extraordinary poverty of intellect which has 
been displayed in the legitimate drama, compared with that 
which any other department of literature has called forth. 
There have been exceptions, very honourable exceptions; but -never has -..any general rule had fewer exceptions; and I am 
tempted to ask, WIth the LOrd Challcellor, not how many plays 
have been 'produced in our literature, but rather, how many plays 
havllbeen produced fit for grown-up men and women to go and 
see? When the Legislature has given so vast a privilege to two 
theatres, solely for one object-viz., the preservati9n ofthe dignity 
of the national drama-it is bound in justice to see if that object 
has been effected It is bound in justice to say, "where are the 
plays to produce and encourage which we gave you this exclu
sive privilege 1 Where are the immortal tragedies, where are 
the chaste and brilliant comedies? You were to preserve the 
digiiity of the drama from belDg co~pted by mountebank actors 
and absurd performances; you have, therefore, we trust. driven.. 
j <mlers and harlequins from the natioliiil sta e; you have ad
mitte no w eas s; yo ro uced no fire-eaters and 
sword-swallowers; you have preserved the dignity of the· na
tional drama inviolate; you have left it such as it was when 
you took it from the hands of Ben Jonson or Shakespeare; for 
if you have not done this, then you have not fulfilled that object 
for which we took from your brethren those privileges we have 
intrusted to you." When we look round and behold the diQIa
mas, and the cosmoramas, and, thejugglers, and the horses aD,," I 
fIieelephants, and the lions, which have been oured fo 
thB-M~j Ii e can~ot but feel th~t the gnity of the drama has 
not been preserved, and the object of these patents has not been 
fulfilled. Seeing, then, that the reason for suppressing the minor 
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theatres no longer exists, seeing that the object of these patents has 
not been realised, we are enabled to take a broader view of the 
question, and to recognise the monstrous injustice that the law in
flicts on the public; for is it not abs uil ·ust to say to the im
/.!!lense and scattered population of this metropoliq, you go 
only to two theatres for the harmless recreation of a play-no 
matter how remote the habitation of the playgoer-no matter how 
inconvenient for the purposes of hearing and seeing, the arrange
ment of the theatre 1 Paddington and Pimlico, Westminster 
and the Tower Hamlets, Mary-Ie-bone and Shoreditch, are all 
to disgorge their play-going 0 ulation in the direction of 
Covent Garden or rury Lane; where, when they ve a t 
airi"'Vcd, .. they will find, not perhaps a tragedy, not }\Elrhaps a 
comedy, but a very fine scene in a very bad melo-drama.--or 
perhaps. if they are in eminent luck, a couple of lions and a 
diorama. by way of keeping up the dignity of the national 
drama. Is not this, indeed, unjUst to the public, whom it de
prives of all the numberless advantages of competition? Is it 
not unjust to the authOl:. and the actor, whom it limits to so 
overstocked and narrow a market'{ But it may be said that 
the minor theatres, notwithstanding their illegality, continue 
to exist, and that this injustice to the public is not, therefore, 
committed. But does not that fact alone afford sufficient ground 
for inquiry 1 The small theatres are liable to serious penalties. 
They are told that those penalties will be enforced. If enforced, 
what injustice on the part of the law! If not- ~nforced, what 
mockery of the law! In either case amendment is necessary. 
Laws that are iniquitous should be altered; but so also should 
l~"\Vs~~.~_ .~!.6.}mpracticable. 'W!l! expose t~e laws to be at 
once hated for their doctrine and laug!led at for theU' impotence 1 
Why have all sound and fury in the theory, signifying nothing 
in the practice 1 Besides, if the law cannot, ill the teeth of pub
lic opinion, shut up the small. theatres, why not let them 
assume a respectable, a lawful character? . What encourage
ment does it give to the proprietors of the minor theatres for a 
regular and continued spirit of enterprise, while this uncertainty 
hangs over their head 1 Wbatinjustice_ this precarious uncer-
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tainty of the law causes! One proprietor breaks the law with 
impunity. The Lord Chamberlain, however, honours the illegal 
theatre with his presence-sanctions the illegality by his patron
age-and another proprietor, as at this moment is the case, may 
be suddenly prosecuted and cast into prison for the crime of 
earning his bread exactly in the same manner as his brethren, 
but not exactly with the same fortUnate impunity. Let, then~ 
these laws be defined, and let them be clear and uniform in their 
application. Let the public be informed what theatres shall 
exist, and the actors what performances they shall be allowed 
to act j and do not let the law keep up iniquitous uncer;
tainty. which, while it renders the property of the minor theatres 
so precarious and illegal, fritters away by contraband far more 
than it could by open rivalry, the property of the great theatres
involves them in constant prosecutions, and constant litigations, 
and makes the public ridicule as impotent, or hate as tyrannical, 
those who enforce the law. and sympathise as martyrs or he
roes with those who defy it. A great cause of the deterioration 
of the drama, it is universally acknowledged, is to be found in 
the size of the theatres. It is in vain to expect plays that shall 
not depend upon show in theatres where it is impossible to hear. 
The enormous size of these houses renders half the dialogue lost 
to hall the audience, and thus the managers have been compelled 
to substitute noise, and glitter, and spectacle, and the various 
ingenuities of foil and canvas, for wit which would be three
parts inaudible, and for pathos which would scarcely travel 
beyond the side-boxes. It is absurd to hope that the drama can 
be restored until it is exhibited at houses of a convenient size. 
But what is the cause of the overgrown size of these theatres t 
Why, the patents! No sooner were the proprietors of the two 
great houses in possession of the exclusive right of entertaining 
the town, than they naturally enlarged their houses, to take in 
as much of the town as possible. The patents encouraged them 
to hope for unreasonable profits, and their only· care was, to find 
room for all· the new comers whom they thought would be driven 
into their net-quite forgetful, that though the:taw might shut 
up a commodious theatre, it could not torce the public to yawn 
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and shiver in an inconvenient one. But it is said that the 
proprietors of one, or both, of the large theatres intend to 
diminish the size of the theatres, and to make them reasonably 
less: but while that would be a very fair arrangement for one 
part of the public, would it be fair to the other part? While it 
would be very tair to those who were admitted, would it be fair 
to those who were excluded ! Would it be fair to the publi~ to 
say, "You shall go only to two theatres," and then to reduce the 
size of those theatres, so that only a very small part of the pub
lic might be admitted? But, as the size of the houses is dimin
ished, the character of the drama will be elevated-a new 
impetus will be given to the stage-people will. be able to hear 
and see better-many more persons than at present will be de
sirous of going, but where are they to go 1 Exactly at the time 
that you would increase the number of the frequenters of the 
theatre, you will diminish the accommodation afforded them. 
So that the two houses are in till'S dilemma; either they must 
retain their present size, and the legitimate drama must con
tinue debased or banished, or they must lessen their size, and 
commit a greater injustice to the pu'blic, exactly in proportion 
to the greater improvement they make in the stage. No: while 
we reduce the size of the theatres, in order to restore the 
drama, we must increase the number of the theatres in order 
to receive the public. Now there is also another point I will 
just touch upon-viz., the authority of the Lord Chamberlai,n, 
and more especially that of the Dramatic Censor. .It may, per
haps, be remembered, that when Sir Robert Walpole brought in 
the bill, commonly called the Play-house' Bill, in which the 
authority of the Censor was for the fusttime settled and defined, 
Lord Chestel'field said, in his celebrated speech on that bill, 
"That we were about to give to the Lord Chamberlain, an officer 
of the' household, a power more absolute than that which we 
would extend to the Monarch himself." I am at a loss to 
know what advantages we have gained by the grant of this almost 
unconstitutional power. Certainly, with regard to a Censor, a 
Censor upon plays seems to me,' as idle and unnecessary as a 
Censor upon books. Let us look back for a moment; although 
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until Walpole's Bill the powers of a censorship seem to have 
been unsettled and doubtful, it is certain, at least, that the 
Master of the Revels at first, and the Lord Chamberlain after
wards, exercised a. right similar to that of a censor. Whole 
passages in Davenant and in Massinger were expunged by the 
Master of the Revels. And now mark how really useless, so far 
as morality was concerned, were the pains he took upon the 

~
SUbject. We know what those passages were; they contained 
only some vague political allusion, and did not contain a line of 
the indecencies and immorality that might be found in those 
p~ And why? Because a Censor sees only with the eyes 
Qf his contemporaries, and because the custom and ~mper of the 
times sanctioned the indecency and the imm~rality. The only 
true censor of the age is the spuit of the age. When indecencies 
are allowed by the customs of real life, they will be allowed in 
the representation of it, and no censor will forbid them. When 
the age does not allow them, they will not be performed, and no 
Censor need expunge them. For instance, when the Licenser 
at this moment might strike out what lines he pleases in a new 
play, he has no power by strict law to alter a line in an old play. 
The most indelicate plays of Beaumont and Fletcher, of Wych-

\

erlY or Farquhar, mal be acb:d unmutilated, with,?ut subl!ri..tting 
them to the Ce~r; bUtthey are not so acted, because the good 
taste and rennement of the age will not allow them; because, 
instead of attracting, th~y would disgust an audience. The 
public taste, backed by the Yio<Tilant admonitio,!! of the public 
Press, may, perhaps, be more safely trusted for the preservation 
of theatrical decorum, than any ignorant and bungling Censor, 
who (however well the office may be now fulfilled) might be ap-

I 
pointed hereafter j who, while he might.- strain at gnats, l!!!!! 
cavil at straws, would be without any other real power tliaR that 
of preventing men of genius from submitting to the cap!ice of 
his opinions. There are two other points for the_Committee to 
consider-viz., the number of theatres that shall be allowed, and 
the performances they shan be permitted to exhibit. With re
spect to the first, I will read a short passage from flir Walter 
Scott's Life of Dryden, which is applicable in itself, and 
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emanates from no common authority, "I do not pretend," says 
Sir Walter Scott, "to enter into the question of the effect of the 
drama upon morals; if this shall be found prejudicial, then two 
theatres are' too many; but, in the present worul decline of 
theatrical exhibition, we may be permitted to remember, that 
the gardener who wishes to have a rare diversity of a certain 
plant, sows whole beds with the species; and that the monopoly 
granted to two huge theatres must necessarily diminish, in a 
complicated ratio, both the number of play-writers, and the 
chance of anything very excellent being brought forward." 
Now, I must confess, for my own part, that I think the public 
likely to be the best judge as to the number of theatres, On' 
the one hand, I do not think there would be more theatres than 
could find audiences to fill them; on the other hand, I think 
there ought to be as many theatres as the public are willing to 
support. With regard to the performances, I do not think it 
would be wise to lay any restrictions on the legitimate drama; 
for, putting out of the question the difficulty of defining what 
the legitimate drama really is~ difficulty that wopId open the 
door to new disputes and new litigations-I think~~ is absur 
to allow what is frivolous and to forbid what is &:eat to allow 
vaudevilles from the French, and not to allow tra., dies from 
Shakespeare, It is un'ust to the ublic to suffer what is indif
ferent of its kin ! an to forbid what is best of its kind; to allow 
-;; at might lower and enervate c e, and not to 
a.lJ.o-,!what mIg re e and exalt it .. I would wish the s ae 

l-tir'561eft altogether free from such restrictions;· and in so say
ing, I do not ask the House to try any novel experiruent--I only 
ask it to leave the drama snch as it was in the days of Massinger, 
and Beaumont and Fletcher, and Jonson and Shakespeare, when 
seventeen theatres were constantly open to a metro'polis a tenth 
part of the siZe of LOndon at present, and a population by a 
hundred degrees less wealthy and intellectual I now come to 
the last point I will touch upon-viz., the state of the laws re
garding .dramatic copyright, As we have heard a great deal in 
this Honse of jihe advantage of the close boroughs, in retnrning 

I to Parliame~~ell.of intellectual habits, whom s!)me hon.' mem-
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bers declare are the representatives of literaturi, I may ask, 
what have we done for the literature we represent? The state of 
the law. regardin literary property is infinitely more harsh and " 
inconsistent than that ensting m France j but the state 0 e I 
laws regarding dramatic copyright alone, will long be a proof 
how indifferent this House has been to the general claims of that 
property, which ought to be the most sacred of all, because it en
courages all-because it ennobles all-because it produces all
the property that is derived from intellectual exertion. The in
stant an author publishes a play, anI.. manager may seize it
mangl!:..!t--a~without the consent of the author-and with
out giVIng him one sixpence of remuneration. If the play is 
damned, the author incurs all the disgrace; if the play succeeds, 
he shares not a farthing of the reward. His reputation lies at the· 
. mercy of an)" i&Qorant and selfish managerial experiment; he 
may publish a play that he never meant to be acted~that he 
knows would not bear to be acted; but if, as in the case of 
Lord Byron, his name alone would attmct an audience, he is 
~rmed on the stage, to be disgraced against his will, and is 

. damned for the satisfaction of the manager, and the dignity of 
the national drama. He has no power-no interest in the re
sults of his own labour-a labour often more intense and 
exhausting than the severest mechanical toil Is this, I ask, 
sir, & just state of things t The commonest invention in a 
calico-a new pattern in the most trumpery article of dress-a 
n";; bit to (;"ur bridles-a new wheel to our caITiages-may 
make the fortune of the inventor; but the intellectual invention 
of the finest odrama in the world may not relieve by a groat the 
poverty of the inventor. If Shakespeare himself were now liv
ing-if Shakespeare himself were to publish a volume of plays, 
those plays might be acted every night all over the kingdom
they might bring thousands to actors, and tens of thousands to 
managers-e.nd Shakespeare himself, the producer of all, might 
be starving in & garret! The state of our laws in thiS respect is 
scarcely credited in foreign countries. In France, no work of a 
living author can be performed at any theatre, provincial or 
metropolitan, without his formal consent, on the penalty of for-
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feiting the whole profits to the author. In Belgium, the same law 
exists~ and in both countries the author's family, his widow, his 
children, succeed to his intellectual property, and for a. certain 
numbeyofyears share in its profits. By this a tw.ofold purpose is 
served; justice is done on the one hand and emulation excited on 

(
the other. Shall we, then, be more backward~more unjust than 
our neighbours; and shall these poor authors who have so much 
to struggle against, in the common literalY calamities of it slender 
income and a diseased frame, be the only men in the whole 
community literally denied that necessary blessing pledged by 
every free State to its subjects-viz., the security of property 1 I 
trust I have established sufficient ground for the appointment 
of a Committee; but, as one of the English public, and as a 
Member of this House, I am desirous that the age, the nation, 
and the Legislature may be freed from the disgrace of these laws 
on the one hand, and this want of law on the other, which are 
so glaringly unjust in themselves, and so pernicious to one of 
the loftiest branches of intellectual labour. Sir, I now move
for a Select Committee to inquire into the law respecting Dra
matic Literature and the performance of the Drama. 
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ON Thmsday, the 14th of June 1832, the Member for Lincoln, Mr Edward 
Lytton BUlwer, moved the House for a Select Committee to consider 
the propriety of establishing a cheap postage on Newspapers, and other 
Publications. The Chaneellor of the Exchequer, Viscount Althorp, having 
in the C01U'lle of the debate which arose thereupon intimated his agreement 
with the principle of the proposition, the motion was withdrawn. In sub
mitting that proposal to the House the following speech was delivered. 

Sm,-In rising·to move certain resolutions for the repeal of the 
principal taxes on knowledge. I trust that my deep and con
scientious conviction of the necessity of the measure I am 
about to propose, will be a sufficient excuse f9r undertaking a 
task which. if as important as I believe it to be, is equally 
above my abilities and my station in public life. . Those are 
not light or ordinary motives which, supporting as I do the pre
sent Administration, could induce me to bring forward a measure, 
not, I trust, opposed. but certainly not sanctioned. by them, and 
which must necessarily be of a -nature that it would doubtless 
better suit their convenience to leave to their own· time and 
tlieir own discretion to determine. But the motives by which 

VOL. L B 
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I am actuated have been so long nursed, and are so strongly 
felt, that I conscientiously believe they leave me no alter
native. For, when I look round and see the dangerous 
effects of· those taxes in daily operation; when I see the num
berless pernicious and visionary publications which are cir
culated in- defiance of laws, which, having lost the sanction of 
public opinion (as his Majesty's Attorney-General so justly re
marked some time ago), have lost the power of being carried, 
with prudence, into effect; when I see that, while the cheap 
dangerous pUblication is not checked, we have at least sup
pressed the cheap reply-for those who would reply are honest 
and well-affected I)1en; and men honest and well-affected will 
not break, while they lament, that law which at present for
bids the publication of cheap political periodicals;. when I look 
round and see the results of that ignorance which the laws I 
desire to abolish foster and encourage, breaking forth not only 
in wild and impracticable theories, but; as the experience of a 
few months . since has taught us, in r~ot, and incendiarism, and 
crime~when I see them written in the fires of Kent, and 
stamped in the brutal turbulence bf Bristol, I feel that, in this 
parliament, and at this period of the session, I do but fulfil Diy 
duty in pointing out the evils of· the present system, and the 
manner in· which, I conceive, they may best be remedied. 
Can it possibly be said. the time is unseasonable for the con
sideration of any question which relates to national morals 
an4 to the waste of hunian life? Sir, I shall proceed, at once; 
to ~aJ1 the attention. of the House to certain facts, which 
wiU tend ·to show why it is our duty and olir policy to diffuse 
cp.eapinstruction amongst the people,and I shall then show 
in what. m,anne~ that instruction is, by the existing taxes, 
Qhecked and. obstructed. From an analysis, carefully made, of 
the cases of those persons whQ were committed for acts of in
qendiarism,&c. &c., in 1830, and the· beginning of 1831, it ap
peaJ:s thl).t; in Berkshire,.of 138 prisoners, only 25 could write, 
Imd 01)).y37 could read; at Abingdon, of 30 prisoners, 6 only 
could fead and write; at Aylesbury, of 79 prisoners, only 30 
COUld. ,read and write; of 50 prisoners. tried at Lewes, one in-
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dividual only could' read well! Now, when'we remember 'tha~ 
it is not 8ufficientto read. but that, to derive any advantage from 
that ability, there must also be the habit of reading. how small 
a proportion of these unfortunate men can be said to have pos
sessed any positive instruction! The same connection between 
crime and ignorance exists in France. 'In 1830, it appears that 
in the French courts of assize there were 6962 accused persons. 
Out' of this number 4519 were entirely ignorimt of reading and 
writing. and only 129 had received a superior education. It may 
be said that, as ignorance and poverty usually go together, it is in 
these cases the poverty that sinned, while the ignorance is only the 
accident that accompanies the poverty. But this notion I can 
contradict from my own experienCE!~ My habits have necessarily 
led me to see much of the condition of those men who follow 
literature as a profession, and I can say that this city contains 
innumerable instances, among well-informed and well-educated 
men, of poverty as grievous, as ritter, and certainly as bitterly 
Celt, as any to be found among the labouring' population of 
Kent or "Norfolk. Yet how few among these men are driven 
into crime! How rarely you find such men retaliating on 
society the 8nfl'erings they endure! The greater part of offences 
are offences against property; but men, accustomed to inquiry, 
are not at least led away by those superficial and dangerous 
notions of the injustice of the divisions of· property, which men 
who are both poor and ignorant 80 naturally conceive and so 
frequently act upon. The knowledge which cannot, in all 
cases, prevent them from being poor, gives them at least the 
fortitude and the hope which enable them to be honest. If, 
then, it is true, as the facts I have stated seem to me sufficient 
to prove, that there is an inseparable connection between crime 
and ignorance, it follows as a necessary consequence that it is 
our duty to remove all the shackles on the diffusion of know
ledge-that poverty and toil are sufticient checks in themselves 
-that the results of any checks which we, as legislators, volun .. 
tarily impose, are to be traced, not only in every violent and 
dangerous theory instilled into the popular mind, but in every 
outrage the people ignorantly commit, and every sentence of 
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puiJishment, transportation, and death, which those ou~es 
oblige us to impose! It is, then, our duty to diffuse instruc
tion in all its modes. Yet I _ think it· will be scarcely neces
sary for me to contend that newspapers are among the readiest 
and most effectual instruments for diffusing that instruction. 
In the first pI8.ce, they have this great advantage-they are the 
most popul8.J". A certain traveller relates that he once asked 
an American why It was so rare in America to :find a man who 
could not read 1 The American answered, "Because any man 
who sees a newspaper always in his neighbour's hand, has a 
desire to see what pleases his neighbour, and is ashamed not to 
know what forms the current topitls of conversation." In fact, 
no man can have lived in a city without observing the extra
ordinary appetite for intelligence on -passing events, which the 
life of a city produces among all classes, from the lowest to the 
highest; and it has been .justly said, that you may note even a 
greater crowd round a newspaper office, with the day's journal 
at the window, than at the most allurIng of the caricature shops. 
A newspaper is, in truth, almost the only publication (religious 
ones excepted) that the poorer classes are ever tempted to read; 
and, above all, it is the 9nly one in which they can learn those 
laws for the transgres~i9n of which ignorance is no excuse. 
Thus, it has been well remarked that every account of a trial, 
every examination at Bow-Stree.t, every dogma of my LoId 
Mayor, has for thelD;.D.ot only an interest and an amlisement, 
but also a warning and a moral A newspaper, then, is among 
the most popular. JIJld effectual modes of instructing the people. 
And now mark the interdict laid on the newspapers: the pre
sent taxes upon. newspapers consist first of a duty o( 3d. per 
poUnd Weight on the papm·, or about a farthing a sheet; second 
of a duty, nominally 4d., but subject to a discount of twenty 
per cent; * and, third, a tax of 3s. 6d. upon every advertise
ment.' The whole duties, with the price. of printing and the 
news agency, -amount to 51d. for every sevenpeuny copy of a 

• That is, on the daily, but not on the weekly, papers; the weekly papers 
paying at the date when this speech was delivered the full duty (4d.) without 
discount. 
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London paper. Now, let us glance rapidly at some of the con
sequences of the high price at which newspapers are sold. In 
the first place, owing to that price, the instruction they contain 
does not travel extensively among the poor. In the second . 
place, as only the higher and the middling orders can afford in 
general the l1lDlry of these periodicals, so it is chiefly to the 
tastes and interests of those wealthier orders that these journals 
address themselves. They contain, it is true, much that is 
valuable, much that is necessary to the poor, but they do not 
give to them that advice, and those frequent suggestions and 
admonitions upon matters of trade, or points of law, which 
would necessarily be the caSe were the poor among their cus
tomary supporters. Even in mere style, that which suits the 
richer is not always attractive to the poorer people; and thus, 
as in this free country you cannot prevent men of all ranks 
from seeking political intelligence, the poorer people, finding 
themselves debarred from the general use of these expensive 
papers, and finding. when they do obtain them, that they are . 
not often addressed in a style seductive to them, are driven 
almost inevitably to those illegitimate, those dangerous pro
ductions, cheaper in price, and adapted almost exclusively to 
themselves. It is thus that the real political education of the 
people is thrown into the hands of the wildest, and sometimes 
the most pernicious teachers; and while we are erecting new 
props and new buttresses to the gorgeous palaces and solemn 
temples of the Constitution, we are suffering that dark and 
stealthy current of opinion to creep on, which, if not speedily 
checked. must sap both temple and palace in the very midst of 
our labours. I should like honourable Members to know the 
real nature of publications thus circulated. I will not read any 
extracts to the House, because I know the House objects to that 
course: but I deny that there is much justice in the argument 
that by so doing we should give notoriety to publications other
wise obscure. The fact is, that for the class to which they are 
addressed they are not obscure. Are honourable Members 
aware that mauy of these publications circulate to the amount 
of several thousand copies weekly? that their sale, in several 
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instances, is larger than the ,sale of" some among the most 
popular legitimate papers l' that their infliience over large 
bodies of the working' classes is much greater! A very in .. 
telligent mechanic, in a manufacturing town, with whom I have 
recently had occasion to correspond, writes to me in one of his 
lettera, .. We 'go to the public-house to read the sevenpenny 
pape;r, but only for the news; it is the cheap penny paper that 
the working man can take home and read at spare moments, 
which he has by him to take up and read over and over again, 
whenever he has leisure, that forms his opinions." "You ask 
me," said another mechanic, .. if the • Penny Magazine' will not 
counteract the effect of what you call the more violent papers. 
Yes, in some degree: but not so much as is, supposed, because 
poor men, anxious toJ>etter their condition, are always inclined 
to politics, and the • fenny Magazine' does not touch upon 
them., TQ cOlTect bad politics you must give us not only liter
ature, but good politics." Do honourable Members know the 
~lass of pUblications thus suffered to influence the opinions of 
Qur fellow countrymen?' I speak not about such as are aimed 
at mere for:tnS of government:, Who indeed shall say what 
opinions on such subjects are pernicious' or not? But are 
honourable gentlemen aware that some of these publications 
$trike at the, root of all property, talk of the injustice of paying 
r.ents, insist upon an unanimous seizure of all the lands in the 
~ingdom, declare that. ,there is no moral guilt in any violation 
of law, and; ,e:v.en advocate assassination itself! Thus, then, it 
is clear that: the stamp duty does not prevent the circulation 
(If the. most' dangerous doctrines. It gives them, on the con
trary. by 'the interest which the mere risk of a prosecution 
always begets in the, popular mind, a value, a weight, and a 
circulation which they could not otherwise acquire. Above 
all, let it be borne in recollection, that while these are circulated 

, in thousands the law forbids all reply to them-or if, in despite 
of fact, you: call the legitimate papers a reply to them, then, 
even by your own showing, Y9u sell the poison for a penny, and 
the antidote at sevenpence. My proposition is not at present 
to touch th~ paper duty; it is a tax which, in the present state 
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of the revenue, may be fairly spared, and which, though a 
grievance, does not fall nearly so heavily on the public as the 
two taxes I am desirous of abolishing: the first of these is the 
stamp duty-the second is the adyertisement duty. Take away 
the stamp duty, and the 7 d. paper will fall at once to 3id: but 
I am inclined to believe-and in this I am bome out by many 
impartial practical men on the subject-that owing to the great 
increase of sale which the cheapness of the article will produce, 
the newspapers will be enabled to sell at a much lower rate 
than 3id., and will probably settle into the average of 2d. each. 
The great point, and the first to consider, is, will the number 
of newspapers published through the year increase to any very 
large extent' All my argument rested upon that point
partly 88 relates to the diffusion of knowledge-partIy.to the 
profits of a postage. To me it seems a self-evident proposition 
that when it no longer requires a vast capital'-a capital from 
between £30,000 and £40,OOO-to set up a daily newspaper. 
when it is open to every lDan of literary talent, with a moderate 
Bum, to' attempt the speculation, there will be a great and 
Budden increase of newspapers. To me it seems equally evi
dent, that when newspapers are so cheap as to be within the 
reach of almost any man, there will be an enormous addition 
to the present number of readers-that many who hire a papell 
now will purchase it·-that "many who now take OIie paper 
will then take two-that the intelligent mechanic, who now, 
in every town throughout the country. complains that he cannot 
afford to purchase a paper, will spare, at least once a.-week, his 
twopence or his threepence from those ale-house expenses he is 
now indnced to incur for the very sake of reading or hearing 
read the paper he will then be able to buy-that, in short, 
when a weekly paper shall cost only twopence, there will 
scarcely be. in this great political community, a single man 
who can read, who will not be able and willing to purchase 
one. But I shall rest no part of my case on propositions only 
--however evident they may seem to me-I will not stir a step 

• The hire or • momiDg paper, Cor • time acarcely auflicient to read one-haIr 
oC it, ... at the period or the delivel'J oC this speech, 2d. 
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without the SUPP01'1i of facts. Honourable members have often 
heard of a certain contraband paper, set up by Mr Carpenter, 
called 'The Political Letter'-it is published at fourpence: of 
this . paper tp.e average sale weekly is 6000 copies. Made 
sanguine by his success, Mr Carpenter took out a stamp; * and 
his paper became sevenpence. What was the consequence! 
Why the paper could no longer exist; from a sale of six thou· 
sand copies it fell in the very first week to a' sale of five hun· 
dred. Surely that is a most important fact: for. here is a 
journal in all respects exactly the same, except in price, but it 
can sell six thousand copies one week when sold for 4d., and 
only five hundred the next week when sold for 7d. There has 
lately been a sensible falling off in the sale of these illegitimate 
papers. Why? Not from any increased severity of the law
not from any want of political excitement-not, surely, from 
any great prosperity in trade, which usually deters men from 
any inflammatory speculations. No, but because of late a great 
number of penny literary papers haw been set up, and these 
have beep. found to interfere with and contract the sale of the 
contrabanjI journals. Now, as litetary papers, after all, are not 
what the . poor particularly want, how much more would the 
sale of these illegitimate. journals have been crippled, had some 
of these innocent literary papers been innocent political ones 1 
But the great sale even of these cheap literary papers (' The 
Penny Magazine,' for instance, is said to sell 120,000 copies) 
proves how ge;n.eral is the desire of the people for such perio. 
dicals as they can afford to buy, and how great would be the 
mcrease of political periodicals, were they made as cheap as my 
motion would make them. But, besides these proofs that the 
cheapness of periodicals will incalculably increase their sale, 
we have the experience of other countries that it actually does. 
In America a newspaper sells on the average for lid. What is 
the result Y Why, that there is not a town in America with 
10,000 inhabitants that has not its daily paper. Compare 
Boston and Liverpool: Liverpool has 165,175 inhabitants; 

* Mr Carpenter took out -the stamp because he would not continue his pub. 
lication without one, when a jury had determined ~t doing so was an illegal act. 
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Boston had, in 1829, 70,000 inhabitants. Liverpool puts forth 
eight weekly publications; and Boston, with less than half the 
populatiOD, and with about a fourth part of the trade_ of liver
pool, puts forth eighty weekly publications! In 1829, the 
number of newspapers published in the British Isles was 
33,050,000, or 630,000 weekly, which is 1 copy for every 36th 
inhabitant. In Pennsylvania, which had only in that year 
1,200,000 inhabitants, the newspapers amounted to 300,000 
copies weekly, or a newspaper to every fourth inhabitant! 
What is the cause of this mighty difference? The cause is 
plain. The newspaper in ODe country sells for a fourth of what 
it sells for in the other. The newspapers in America sell for 
lid., and in England for 7d. From all these facts (to which I 
could add innumerable others), we have a right to suppose that, 
if newspapers were as cheap-as they would be, if my object 
were carried-the number of copies would be prodigiously in .. 
creased. Thus, information would circulate far more exten
sively; thus, matters connected with trade, science, and law, 
would OOeome more familiar; thus, there would be a thousand 
opportunities for removing those prejudices among the poor 
which now so often perplex the wisdom and benevolence of 
legislators. A great number of trades would have journals of 
their own; a great number of the more temperate and disin
terested friends of the people would lend themselves to their 
real instruction, and, by degrees, there would grow up that 
community of intelligence between the Government and the 
people which it is the more necessary to effect at a time when 
we are about to make the people more powerful. It is thus 
that Ministers would have it in their power to reply to tliose 
honourable gentlemen, who have said the working classes are 
too ignorant to be trusted with the elective franch.ise-at the 
same time that we grant the trust we should dispel the ignor
Dce ! Ministers have been told they have created a monster 
they cannot control On the contrary, they have won the 
monster to themselves. Instead of making a ferocious enemy 
of a g\,aantic and irresistible power, they have softened it by 
kindness. Let them. at the same time, enlighten it by know-
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ledge! Lord Eldon, on the 29th of November 1830; at the 
time of the 8.o"l'icultural insurrections, made use of these re
markable words-" Many, very many of the agricultural in~ 
surgents are not aware of the criminality they have been led to 
commit. There could not be an act of greater, mercy to the 
misled and deluded people, than to have the nature and provi
sion of the criminal law explained. I do hope that those 
learned men who are to be sent into the disturbed districts, will 
take the trouble of explaining to their deluded and mistaken 
fellow-countrymen, the law of the land, and the reason of the 
law, and the reason why it is for their interest and the interest 
of the community at large that it should remain the law of the 
land." In those words Lord Eldon did bnt adopt the principle 
J am desir,ous of expressing. But there is, this difference be
tween ns; Lord Eldon adopted the principle when it was too 
late! He made the warning go hand-in-hand with the punish
ment, and he sent the people instructors, and a special com
mission at the same time. Sir, I have one more argument for 
urging the immediate adoption of my proposal-one reason for 
considering it a necessary appendix \0 Reform-we have passed 
the Reform Bill. Suppose we do not break the present mono
poly of the five or six newspapers, which now concentrate the 
power of the press, what will be the consequence 1 Why, this. 
In a reformed parliament, will not a ministry too entirely de
pend on SQme one or two of the most influential newspapers for 
support 1 ,What the close boroughs have been, may not the 
existing' 10urnals become ~ Do I speak against the respect
ability:of the present press ~-No, considering the vast power 
they possess, the wonder is not that they have so often, but so 
seldom abused it. ,Am I, then, opposed to granting that power 
to the press 1 Such a notion as that would be nothing less 
than ridiculous! While types and paper exist, that power 
must continue. But then, it ought to be a free press, and not 
a mere monopoly. Every shade of opinion should find its 
organ. Power should exist, but that power should be a re
presentation. not an o%01lrchy. Why exchange an oligarchy of 
boroughs for an oligarchy of journals ~ But might we not 
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injure the interests of the existing papers 1-injure their sale-~ 
I think we owe too deep a gratitude to their services for any 
of us willingly to do so. The competition will divide their 
power, but the cheapened price will increase their sale. H the 
stamp duty is the pernicious tax I am attempting to show it, 
what ought we to say of the advertisement duty? Advertise
ments are the medium of commercial intelligence of sale and 
barter. The first principle of a statesman is to encourage that 
intelligence. Yet here are we laying an interdict of 3s. 6d. on 
every announcement of it. IIi the excellent letters which the 
editor of • The Scotsman' has addressed to the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, the ill effects of this tax on our commerce is shown 
by a reference -to America, in which country advertising is un ... 
taxed. IIi one year, twelve of the daily papers in New York 
have published 1,456,416 advertisements. IIi the same year, 
the four hundred papers of Great Britain and Ireland published 
1,020,000 advertisements: so that there are nearly one half 
Ulore advertisements published in the twelve daily papers of 
New York, than in all the four hundred papers of Britain and 
Ireland, including the London journals. What is the cause of 
this preposterous disparity t Is it not the price? The price of 
an advertisement of twenty lines, in a London paper, if pub
lished every day throughout the year, will amount, at the year's 
end, to £202.16s. In New York, the same advertisement, for 
the same period, will be £6, 18s. 8d. Is not that a sufficient 
cause for the difference' Need we look further 1 May we not 
<:all this tax, in the words of ~ The Scotsman,' an engine for ex
tinguishing business. and for obstructing and depressing all the 
various branches of trade r H such is the effect of this duty 
on our commerce, how does it affect our literature 1 A book 
must be advertised largerly in order to sell: advertising is 
the chief expense. What is the consequence t Why. that, as 
it costa as much to advertise a.cheap book as to advertise a 
dear one, the bookseller is loth to publish a cheap one. He 
cares more about the number of_pages in your work than 
he cares for the number of your facts. You tell him of the 
materials you have collected. and .he asks you if he can sell 
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them for a guinea. This operates twO· ways: 1st, It degrades 
literature into book-making; 2dly, It is a virtual interdict 
upon cheap knowledge. In both ways, the public are irrepar
able losers; and all for what 1 For the sake of about £157,000 
to the revenues of the wealthiest country in the world! So 
much, Sir, for-the taxes I would repea1.-I now come to that 
which I would substitute. I do not think, however, that it will 
be a sufficient argument from the noble lord to say the revenue 
cannot bear the loss of these taxes, while there is any other 
conceivable source from which revenue can be drawn. It is 
not the amount of taxation under which we groan, it is the 
method of taxing. It is too much, for instance, that we should 
make knowledge as dear as possible and gin as cheap! that 
we should choke the sources of intelligence, and throw open 
the means of intoxication! What_volumes in the mere fact 
that at Manchester there are a thousand gin-shops, and that at 
Manchester there is not one daily paper! Squeeze, then, new 
profits from the excise duties, augment the assessed taxes, 
odious and unwise as those taxes are. A ny tax is better than 
the one which co~pts virtue, and the other which stifles 
commerce. It is not,_ then, enough to reply that the Govern
ment cannot spare these taxes, and therefore, even if my sub
stitute be doubtful, the doubt makes in no way against my 
main proposition. The plan I would propose is a cheap post
age, in the following manner: namely, that all newspapers, 
poems, pamphlets, tracts, circulars, printed pUblications of 
whatsoever de;:;cription, and weighing less than two ounces, 
shall ,circulate, through the medium of the general post at the 
rate of one penny; and if through the 2d. or 3d. post, at one 
halfpenny. I would also propose that all works under five 
ounces shall circulate through the same channels, and at a low 
and graduated charge. The principle of this plan has been al
ready successfully adopted in France and America. In France, 
we may see how little it operates as a check on the circulation 
of the metropolitan papers. For, if we look at home, we shall 
find that from 1825 to 1829 there has been little variation in 
the number .of copies sent from London into the country; 
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while in France, where the cheap postage is adopted, the num
ber of papers sent daily by post from Paris in 1825 is 25,000 
copies; in 1829 it was 58,000 copies; and it is well stated by 
M1' Chadwick, a gentleman admirably acquainted with these 
matters, that while, during those years, letters have increased 
50 per cent, newspapers have increased more than 80 per cent. 
Certainly a most important fact, in answer to those who 
contend that persons will be nnwilling to pay a postage, and 
that such a plan will operate a.:,aainst the diffusion of the me
tropolitan newspapers. It has been proved to demonstration 
in fact that there would be a vast increase of papers if only the 
stamp duty were but once .abolished. What might that in
crease reasonably be supposed to amonnt to 1 In America 
there is one newspaper, weekly, to every fourth person. Sup
pose one newspaper, weekly, to every eighth person in England. 
I take that calculation from the reading proportion of our 
population. The publication of weekly papers throughout the 
year would then be one hnndred and fifty million copies. But 
the present total number of sheets, weekly and daily, published 
throughout the year, is thirty millions. So. that the increase of 
weekly papers alone over all now published would be 120 
million sheets yearly. Now, the weight of daily papers of the 
largest size is 881b. per 1000 copies, which pay a duty of 3d. 
per lb., or 22s. per 1000 copies (say 20s.); this makes the 
paper duty £1000 sterling for every million sheets. Now, we 
find at present that two-thirds of the London papers go by 
post. Suppose for one moment this ratio to continue with the 
increased number, the accomit to the revenue would stand thus : 
Postage of weekly papers. £416,666 
Extra paper duty for the extra 120 million sheets 120,000 

Total £536,666 
But this is only for weekly papers; add now all the daily papers 
-those published twice or three times a-week-the pamphlets 
-the tract&-tbe prospectuses-the various publications sent 
through the post, and if you only calculate these at an equal 
sum to that produced by the weekly papers, the results will be 
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more than a million sterling; from which, if you took .£300,000 
to pay the expenses o{carriage, distribution, &c. (a most extrav
agant calculation), you would still leave more than the profits of 
the two taxes I am desirous of repealing I A more minute cal
culation would produce, I am satisfied, even a far higher result. 
When we remember all the complicated interests, the vast trades; 
the numerous intellectual wants, ~f England-that the average 
talent and enterprise here ~ at least equal to that in the United 
States-capital greater, printers'labour cheaper, and that increased 
appetite for intelligence would be produced by increased freedom 
in our institutions, is it unreasonable to suppose that the demand 
for papers might at length equal that in the United States f But 
there, to every 10,000 inhabitants there is a daily paper, sell .. 
ing at. the lowest ratio 2000 copies. Suppose the same iIi 
Great Britain and Irelari.d,and for a population of 24 millions 
you would have .1440 millions'()f sheets published yearly. 
Now, reckoning that two-thirds of these would be transmi~ 
ted. by post, the result would be 4 millions sterling; add 
extra paper duty of .£1,440,000, and the total would be £5,440,000. 
And l?-0w suppose t""o-thirds of the papers should not go through 
post-I do not believe they would; suppose not one went through 
the post-suppose they did away with the postage altogether, 
still the extra paper duty alone would be .£1,440,000-viz., more 
than double the whole of the two taxes I am asking you to ra
pea1~So profitable, sir, might.be the diffusion of information! 
If knowledge is power to its possessor, its diffusion is we8.lth to 
a, State. Sir, I come to the last consideration-"the method of 
transmission through the post. "In France the plan has been so 
systematically- arranged, that, the best way would be to borrow 
their details. The main machinery is already formed; if extra 
expenses in distributing should be required, the enormous profits 
would cover those expenses. And you may readily see what 
those profits woUld be to Government by simply ascertaining 
what they are to an individual speculator. The 'average weight 
of the largest-sized daily papers is 88 lb. per 1000 copies; say 
90 lb. Now, persons engaged in transmitting luggage by the 
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swiftest conveyances, compute the charge at 1d. per lb. for every 
100 miles ; this for 90 lb. would be 7s. 9d., the price of caniage ; 
but the 1000 newspapers, at 1d. each, would be ,£4, 3s. 4d.-cer
tainly an ample profit to allow for the expense of distribution, 
which would leave a clear profit, after all the expenses a~e paid~ 
of .£3, 15s. 10d. This, sir, is all I deem it necessary to say of th~ 
plan of a postage at present, Jor my resolution only goes to ap,;. 
point a committee to consider the propriety of adopting such a 
plan, and farther details are, therefore, at present unnecessary. 
I have been the more anxious to submit my calcUlations on this 
head to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, because at one time it 
..... as understood that the noble lord contemplated not the repeal, 
but the reduction of these taxes. Now, I would consent to a large 
reduction in the advertisement duty (though I think the total 
repeal most desirable ),but I could conceive no reduction in the 
stamp duty which would not leave in equal, if not great~r force, 
the obnoxious principle, the tempting premium, and the unjust 
prosecution. Wllat could be so monstrous in principle as that 
any tax ·should be requisite for a man to publish his opinions t 
:A tax on opinions is a persecution of opinion,-it is a persecution 
of poverty also. If we say that no one shall declare his senti:
menta without paying a certain sum., and if not being able to 
afford that sum he yet does publish his sentimenta, and is fined 
(tbat is, in consequence of his poverty, cast into prison) for the 
offence, you make war on his poverty, not on -his principles. 
You punish him not for the badness of his principles-you 
punish him not for the badness of his opinions; but you punish 
him, because, being poor, he yet dares to express any opinions 
at all. Is truth confined to the rich? Who were the great 
fathers of the Church? Could they have expressed their opin
ions if a tax had been necessary to allow them that expression' 
We have been monopolising the distribution of other blessings; 
let us, at least, leave opinion untaxed, unquestioned, unfettered, 
the property of all men. Sir, I have now nearly finished. I have 
attempted to show that the stamp duty checks legitimate know..; 
ledge (which is morality-the morals of a nation), but encourages 
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the diffusion of contraband ignorance; that the advertisement 
duty assists our ~nances only by striking at that very commerce 
from which our finances are drawn-that it cripples at once our 
literature and our trade-that the time in which I call for the 
repeal of these taxes is not unseasonable-that it would be no 
just answer that the revenue could not spare their loss, and yet 
that I am provided with an equivalent which would at least re
place any financial deficiency. Do not let us believe that there 
is anything in the diffusion of information which is hostile to our 
political security! At this moment, when throughout so many 
nationS we see the people at war with their institutions, the 
world presents to us two great, may they be impressive, examples ! 
In Denmark, a despotism without discontent-in America, a re
public without change! The cause is the same with both-in 
both the people are universally educated. What consoles man
kind for inequality in condition like the consciousness that there 
is no barrier at least to equality in intelligence ? We have heard 
enough in this house of the necessity of legislating for property 
and intelligence; let us now feel the necessity of legislating for 
poverty and ignorance! At present we are acquainted with the 
poorer parlof our fellow-countrymen only by their wrongs, their 
murmurs, their misfortunes, and their crimes; let us at last open 
happier and wiser channels of communication between them and 
us. We have made a long and fruitless experiment of the gibbet 
and the hulks; in 1825 we transported 283 persons, but so vast. 
so rapid has been bur increase in this darling system of legisla
tion, that three :years afterwards (in 18~8) we transported as 
many as 2449 •.. During the last three years our jails have been 
sufficiently filled; we have seen enough of the effects of human 
ignorance-we ha'Ve shed sufficient of human blood; is it not 
time to pause ?-ls it not time to consider whether, as Christians 
and as men, it is our duty to correct before we attempt to instruct 1 
whether, by sentencing to criminal penalties men ignorant both of 
the nature of the offence they commit and of the penalties to 
which they are subject, we do not reduce for them alllE\,oislation 
into one great ex 'Post facto law' Is it not time to consider whe-
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ther the printer and his types may not provide better for the 
peace and honour of a free state than the jailer and the hang
man ?-whether, in one word, cheap knowledge may not be a 
better political agent than costly punishment? Deny my motion, 
you cannot deny my facts; by these facts alone, and the atten
tion which they have, received, I have made no inconsiderable 
progress towards the attainment of that object I have so dearly 
at heart. 



IV. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

• 
THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

ON THE 27TH OF FEBRUARY 1833. 

ON Wednesday, the 27th of February 1833, the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, Viscount Althorp, moved the Second Reading of the Bill 
for the Suppression of Disturbances in ~d. The member for Lambeth, 
Mr Charles Tennyson (afterwards the Right Hon. Charles Tennyson 
D'Eyncourt) thereupon moved that the Bill should be read again that day 
fortnight. A discussion upon this arose which lasted for five night&--the 
amendment being rejected at its close by 466 votes to 89. The following 
speech was delivered on the first night of the debate in seconding the 
amendment. 

I SHALL accept the hint of the noble Lord, and take the least 
dispassionate, if not the most constitutional, view of the argu
ment. I shall leave it to others to oppose these laws, because 
they are tyrannical and oppressive. I will oppose them on the 
ground to which the noble Lord invited me, because they will 
be inefficacious-because they will not obtain the objects for 
which they are demanded. Hon., Members must not suppose, 
because I or other English members oppose these laws, that they 
deny the crimes that exist in Ireland-or that they are unwill
ing to co-operate with Government in devising some remedy for 
those offences. What we complain of is-first, that these 
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powers will not contain the 'remedy; and. secondly. that even 
if they did. the remedy will be worse than the disease. I con
tend that the remedy is worse than the disease: a violation of 
law is a terrible evil-a suspension of law is a still greater one. 
It is useless to read a catalogue of crime-that is not the ques
tion; prove to us how these laws will be applied to the crime 
-it is useless to tell us that in the present system there is evil 
and danger; prove to us that there will be less evil and .less 
.danger in the law you demand. I say these laws will not ob
tain their object: in the first place. what are the crimes for 
which the noble Lord demands them 1 Not for ordinary offences 
-no. for the crime of murder.· It is instances of murder that 
the noble Lord has adduced. Will it be believed that murder 
is the very crime these laws do not embrace? YourCourt 
llartial is to sit upon capital offences. but can only transport 
Cor life. Murder is not a transportable offence. It does not 
receive. then. its sentence from the Court to be established. 
You deal only with subordinate offences-you attack the mis:" 
demeanour. and you leave the crime. Again. what is the great 
grievance complained of.by the noble Lord in the administrati~n 
of justice 1 That the witness dares not give evidence in a Court 
of law-that a son shrinks from arraigning the murderer of his 
own Cather. A terrible proof of the disorder to which a legis~ 
lation of long and unvaried coercion has brought that unfortunate 
country. I join in lamenting it-I will join in devising ~ures 
Cor it; but there is no cure for this contemplated in your 
new powers. The witness would be exposed to exactly the 
same danger under the Court Martial as in the Court of . 
Law. You may compel him to give evidence by the 
threat of imprisonment; but when he has given his; evidence. 
how will you protect him 1 He will be exposed to the same 
danger-the same. did I say' No. to a much greater danger. 
For the new tribunal will be more odious than the old; 
and in proportion to the odium of the tribunal, will be 
the vengeance against the witness. Oh! but say his Majesty's 
Ministers. we shall pacify the country. and thereby disarm in
timidation. and then the witness will become safe. Before you 
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have pacified the country, I apprehend that some half-a-dozen 
witnesess will be shot at, in order, perhaps, to encourage the rest. 
But pacify the country-pacify it by domiciliary visits, by 
Court :Martials-by-' -0 rare pacification! The right hon. 
Gentleman has not been to Ireland in vain. He has learnt, at 
least, the science of practical bulls-he would pacify a country 
by maddening its people! But what is this tribunal itself? 
You takeaway the Court of Law because you say it cannot, 
under existing circumstances, be a fair Court for the plaintiff. 
You appoint, in its stead, a Court Martial, which, by no possi
bility, can be a fair Court for the accused! Sir, I will not say, 
as my Lord Holland did-my Lord Holland, one of his Majesty's 
Ministers, upon the proposition of continuing :Martial Law in 
Ireland-I will not, like him, speak of a Court :Martial as a 
Court which, under no circumstances, could be legally adopted 
-I win not speak of it as a Court governed only by passion 
and caprice; but I say, on the contrary, that more humane and 
honourable men than British officers do not exist. Yet, how, 
with all their high and strict code of opinion-how with that 
spirit of discipline which with them is a principle of virtue-
how is it possible that they can be impartial judgea in political 
offences-in offences of insubordination 1 If there be a man in 
the world more proverllially gentle and humane than another, 
it is :Major Wyildham-the defendant in Somerville's memorable 
case; and if in politi<i~ offences-offences of even supposed in
subordination, passion~{lould lead even such a man to injustice, 
how can you hope thil-t the same causes will not operate to pro
duce partial bias' against peasantry accused of the same offences 
of political audacity and insubordination to their superiors 1 
But how much more will this unconscious partiality-still more 
dangerous, because unconscious-~e increased by actual events 1 
The military are to assist the police in conflicts with the people, 
and then they' are to judge the people; they are to be in the 
contest to-day, and on the Bench to-morrow; with all the 
passions of antagonists, they are expected to have all the mo
deration of judge.s. Why, Sir, what sort of tribunal is this! 
This impaliial-this cool-this unbiassed 1 You say that these 
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officers are free from the prejudices of the Magistrates. It is an 
error: it is with the Magistrates-with the provincial gentry, 
that they will habitually mix. From whom can they, ignorant 
of the country, take information, but from those persons with 
whom society brings them into contact? They will see with 
the eyes of the Magistrates-it is their opinion they will re
present, and according to their partialities will they judge. 
Thus, then-I beg hon. Members to mark this-thus you are 
about to suspend the Constitution, to inflame all Ireland, to out
rage all liberty, for the sake of appointing a tribunal which does 
not possess the requisite qualities fairly to adjudge the offence 
-wbich does not give the necessary protection to the witness
which does not meet the very crimes for which alone you ask us 
to appoint it If these laws only touched, only threatened the 
guilty, I should recoil from so terrific a precedent; but they 
menace the iunocent also. If you suspend the Constitution, you 
suspend it for all alike-you make no exemptions from the 
dread ~n of general excommunication. You subject the inno
cent and the guilty alike to spies and informers-to the arbitrary 
perils of suspicion-to those dark uncertainties of terror in which 
every man stands in fear of his neighbour. You give temptation 
to the accusation of private revenge; you give a field to all the 
mercenary, all the malignant, all the individual motives which 
are ever brought into operation by the suspension of law, and 
the insecurity of political freedom. The right of petitioning-is 
that the right of the guilty alone t Have not the innocent 
grievances to complain of? If not, why do you pass your 
remedial measures' Why do you reform the Church? Why 
do you amend the Jury Laws t Why do you allow that these 
are but the commencement of more comprehensive redress! 
You allow there are great grievances remaining, and you take 
away from those who endure them the simple privilege of com
plaint.. Does that law touch the guilty alone? Does the right 
of forcibly invading houses by night where you merely suspect 
the inhabitant-does that touch the· guilty alone?· When this 
law was in force before, men turned it to the most fearful pur
poses i it was not the peasant who was invaded in his own person 
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:-he was outraged in that of his sister or his wife. It was a 
law that operated not for a trembling landlord, but for the 
daring Violator---not in behalf of the security of property, 'but 
against rights still more sacred than even property itseIt: It is 
jn"recollection of this state of things that the Chief JUstice of 
Irelan~-a man whom I name with all respect, and an authority 
pfweight, I presume, with the right hon. Gentleman opposite
said, in his address to the jury, that he remembered the date of 
tbe, suIlimary Insurrection Act, and the still more summary 
Court-Martial, and that no description could convey an adequate 
J.iotion of the horrors that then existed. And by whom is it 
decreed that these horrors, of which no description can convey 
an adequate notion, are to be revived ~ By the most liberal and 
enlightened Ministry. that, with respect to the affairs of England, 
this empire has ever known-by the very men who, in times of 
greater danger-times not of peace, but of war-not of robberies 
put of rebellion-stood foremost, and boldest, and loudest, against 
the enactment of the very laws they now call upon us to pass. 
We take the time for exercising new coercions at the very mo
ment when, by our new experimeht of conciliation, we have 
:virtually declared' that seven' centuries or coercion have been 
unavailing. Why, Sir, not embrace the Amendment of the 
right hon. Gentleman' Why not wait to try the result of that 
experiment? Why not wait to see the consequence of our new 
measures of ReforIIl 1 I am sure that no people on the face of 
the earth can be goyerned by the system his Majesty's Ministers 
propose. To-day:con,cession-to-morrow coercion. This quick 
alternation of }dcks and kindness-this coaxing with the hand, 
and !!purring with theheel-...this system, at once feeble and ex
jtsperating, of allowing the justice of complaint, and yet of stifling 
its voice-of holding out hopes and fears, terror and conciliation, 
all in a breath, is a system that renders animals and men alike 
,"-not tame, but savage-is a system that would make the most 
credulous people distrustful, and the· mildest people ferocious; 
Your object is to govern Ireland. I allow it is no easy matter. 
Wherever a highly civilised people is united under the same 
Constitution with one less prosperous and less enlightened, the 
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task of Government is no sinecure. We must, as practical states
men, in such a case look not only to abstract measures, but to 
the complex and varied state of those parties on whom the 
measures must operate. Ireland is divided into two parties-the 
Protestant aristocracy and the Catholic population. You must 
govern Ireland by one or the other of these parties, unless, by 
a happier policy, you can procure the united confidence of both. 
But the system proposed by his Majesty's Ministers, instead of 
making friends of either party, makes enemies of the two. By 
your measures of Church conciliation you offend the Orange 
aristocracy-by your measures of military coercion, you incense 
the body of the people-you pass a scythe under your power in 
both parties-you make one enemy of all heland. Can any
thing be less politic or less statesman-like? You throwaway 
the conciliatory: measures-you get the odium for them, and not 
the gratitude. Do what you will-if you pass these laws, I warn 
you that it will be in vain. You can never counterbalance, in 
the opinion of the Irish people, this attack upon the vitals of 
their fi.eedom. No individual reforms, however salutary, can 
pacify or content a nation that you rob of im Constitution. It 
would be much wiser to be consistent in a harsh policy than 
weak and contradictory in a mild one. H you make these laws, 
you ought to suit your other laws to them-if the country is in 
a state to require these powers, it is not in a state to receive the 
benefits you offer it; it cannot be fit at the same time for an 
improved code of laws and a Court Martial as a judicial body. 
It fa said that these powers will be placed in merciful hands, 
and be admjnistered with all the mildness of arbitrary benevo
lence. But how ~ his Majesty's Ministers answer even for 
this 1 How can they answer for the mercy of their military 
delegates! Mercy and these laws are incompatible. The 
mildest admjnistration of such powers would be severe. because 
their victims will never recognise them to be just. Mercy. too. 
would be an inhumane policy. If you obtain these powers. 
exercise no mercy. If you allow the people a hope of escape, 
you may be sure that they will tempt great dangers to resist so 
obnoxious a state of law. An unpopular law mercifully ad~ 
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minis.tered is only an excitement to crime. No, you can show 
no mercy. The' most humane policy will be to gorge the law 
as expeditiously as possible, so that we may return the sooner 
to the natural and h6a.llng tranquillity of the Constitution. After 
the reception that has been given to. the right hon. Gentleman's 
disavowal of hostility, it might be useless in me to state, that, 
however weak and ineffectual my opposition to this Bill maybe, 
it ought, at least, to have this weight-it comes from one who 
does not oppose his Majesty's Gove~ent generally. I do not 
a.,"l'ee with some hon. Members in suspecting their future policy 
with regard to England; nor do I agree with other ho~ Members 
in attributing to them dishonest motives with regard to their 
eonduct in Ireland. I support the Government when I conceive 
them right. I give them the same support when I tb4Ik their 
conduct doubtful, for I will then give credit to their intentions, 
a.nd estimate their difficulties. I oppose them only when I do 
from my conscience believe and feel them to be dangerously . 
wrong. I would wish, even in this Bill, to meet as far as 1. can 
their views and objects. I do not ask you to alter the Bill
only delay the Bill-try what even three weeks' will do; if then 
there is no progress to a better st.ate of things-(I say progress, 
for you cannot expect more than progress even if you pass the 
Bill-you cannot cure, th~ evils of centuries in a day).-come 
down to t~ House and pass the measure. . I do not say, then, 
that I would ask for no amendment of the detail; -but only show 
me this decorous and honourable reluctance to pass the Act, 
and 'I, for one, will, though I may still' condemn, no longer op
pose the prInciple. In this haste there is no show of moderation. 
A bill that changes liberty into despotism is hurried through 
the Lords in one week, brought down to this House, and you 
refuse us the delay-the inquiry of a fortnight. With what 
'consistency can this House oppose itself to so trifling a conces
sion 1 It . required two years to amend the Constitution of 
Engiand. S~all we not wait two weeks before we unmake the 
Constitution of Ireland. You will lose nothing by delay. 
Ministers allow that if they obtain this law they will not call it 
into operation at once j they will not use it unless someneces-
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sity deman~. Why not let it rest in this House.as well as in 
the hands of the Government' Why should the Ministers rush 
80 hastily into the odious responsibility of this dangerous power' 
Let it rest, unaltered, unmutilated. in this House; postpone it 
only from week to week, ready to be passed the instant it is re
quired j passed too with less delay and less acrimony than at 
present j with much less excUse for prolonged and detailed op
position-much less reluctance in the English Members--much 
less procrastination-much fewer adjollI'ltments and debates-I 
will venture to say, even from the most indignant of the Irish 
Members themselves. The same purpose of terror will be an
swered ; the hish people will equally see this armed law hanging 
over their heads-they will' see what perialty they must incur by 
crime. Thus perhaps you will obtain all the good that the 
passing of the law can secure, but without the same actual and 

..... formal violation of liberty-without provoking the same exas
peration, or incurring the same responsibility. Let us, then, 
try this eXperiment-let the Government make this wise pause 
-they Will lose nothing by it j they may gain much. No one can 
blame them for cowardice, for reluctance, in a little While sus
peuding a law by which the Constitution itself is suspended. 
In the observations I have made, I have 'endeavoured to show 
that these new powers are not effective because they are violent; 
that they will not constitute an impartial tribunal, nor protect 
the witness, nor meet the crimes for .whiCh they are demanded;_ 
that they confound in one blind punishment the innocent with 
the guilty j and that, forming part of a contradictory and jarring 
system, they suffice to annihilate the benefits of conciliating one 
party without the advantage of conciliating the other. This is 
not all. You desire them to put down the Political Associations 
as well as those that are combined only for plunder. You may 
do so, but you will only throw the emption into the Constitu
tion-you will only destroy the outward sign of the disease -by 
increasing its inward violence. We are the true quellers of agi
tation, who would give no cause to agitate. We are ihe true 
tamers and" masters of the learned Member for Dublin, who 
would" take from his hands his only substantial" power:-the 
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power of just complaint. You flatter yourselves that under 
shelter of those laws you will be able, with effect, t.o apply your 
remedial measures: it·is just the reverse-they will blight all 
your remedies, and throw their own withering shadow over all 
your concessions. I do not fear an open rebellion against the 
armed force and discipline of England; but if you madden the 
people, it is impossible to calculate the strength of insanity. But 
I allow that an open rebellion is the least evil to be feared-I 
fear more a sullen, bitter, unforgiving recollection, which wW 
distrust all our kindness, and misinterpret all our intentions
which will take all grace from our gifts-which will ripen a 
partial into a general desire for a separate legislation, by a 
settled conviction of the injustice ~f this ; so that kt last the 
English people themselves, worn out with unavailing experi
ments-wearied. with an expensive and thankless charge-and 
dissatisfied with a companionship which gives them nothing but 
the contagion of its own diseases, will be the first to ask for that 
very dismemberment of the Empire which we are now attempt
ing to prevent. I shall conclude with a very few words, to be 
found in one of the most splendid orations that adorn our time 
.-1 mean the speech of Lord Brougham on the second reading 
of the Reform Bill. I quote it not as an instance of inconsist
ency-this question is far too wide to be reduced to the petty 
criteria by which individuals are acquitted or defended. I quote 
it only as an instance of that large and Catholic wisdom which 
is applicable to all circumstances and all times. In answer to 
some observations which had been directed against political 
associations, Lord Brougham said," Those portentous appear
ances, the growth of later times-those figures that stalk abroad, 
of unknown stature, and strange form-unions, and leagues, and 
musterings of men in myriads, and conspiracies against the 
Exchequer-whence do they spring, and how come they to 
haunt our shores 1 What power engendered these uncouth 
shapes - what multiplied the monstrous births, till they 
people the land f Trust me, the same power which called into 
frightful existence, and armed with resistless force, the Irish 
Volunteers of 17~2-the same power which rent in twain your 
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empire, and conjured up thirteen republics-the same power 
which created the Catholic Association, and gave it Ireland for 
a portion. What power is that? Justice denied the right 
of petitioning-rights withheld-ay, Trial by Jury-wrongs 
perpetrated-yes! domiciliary visits I-the force which common 
injuries lend to millions. This it is that has conjured up the 
strange sights at which we now stand aghast! And shall we 
persist in the fatal error of combating the giant progeny, instead 
of extirpating the execrable parent? Good God! Will men 
never learn wisdom, ev:en from their own experience 1." From 
their own experience! I repeat the interrogatory of Lord 
Brougham, and I add, will you not learn wisdom from the .. 
speeches of Lord Brougham himself. He added, .. Nor can you 
expect to gather in any other crop than they did who went before 
you. if you persevere in their utterly abominable husbandry, of 
sowing injustice and reaping rebellion." 
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A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

THE HOUSE OF C.OMMONS 

ON THE 22D OF MAy 1834. 

ON Thursday, the 22d of 1I£ay 1834, the Member for Lincoln, Mr Edward 
Lytton Bulwer, moved in the House :-

"That it is expedient to repeal. the Stwp.p Duty on Newspapers at the 
earliest possible period." 

After a good deal. of discussion the House was divided, when the motion 
was rejected by 90 votes to 58. On bringing forward his resolution the 
following speech was delivered. 

SIR,-The great pressure of business in the last Session, antI a 
variety of those incidents which so often and so unexpectedly 
start up in the way of any independent Member bringing for
ward a motion in this House, has obliged me to defer the ques
tion now before the House from time to time until this evening. 
I am at length enabled, however, to fulfil a pledge which I gave 

, to the country, and a duty which lowe to myself: I am not 
~ for the delay-t~th never loses by delay. The question 
is not now what it was when I first introduced it to this House 

. --a new question, coldl a<ritated without, supported only by 
t!llL in~g and speculative fe~!-~_n screened /from the eyes 
of the people by a vanety oTOtlier objects, more clamorous and 
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more exciting. Since then it has been taken up throughout the 
country; it has been made a test of principle at the general 
election;. and if hon. Members remember this- evening the 
wishes of their constituents and their own pledges, I shall not 
fear the result of the decision to which they are about to come. 
Let the House consider, then, the small amount of the tax; let 
it listen patiently to the statements and the facts I shall adduce 
I.IS to the substitute I propose; let it remember the importance 
attached to the subject in the last election; count the number 
Df petitio~ that have .been presented to the House from every 
large town throughout the kingdom; and then, as an additional 
a.rgument in favour of the motion, recollect that it has obtained 
favour and support throughout the country without any en
couragement from the newspapers (the greater part of which 
naturally incline to a tax which confers the monopoly and the 
market upon themselves), without the excitement of tumultuous 
meetings or inflammatory harangues. ltisJi-om the quiet and 
deep heart of the people themselves that has come forth the 
prayer I am now supporting for the free circulatiQncof opinion:.:...
for the enlarged and the unta~ed diffusion ~Oaiowledge, not of 
politics &J()Ee, "but of the debates of this ve.rf.!.ssembly--of the 
proceedings of the ColiitsorlAw-ortne&.flb.lts· ofroreign states, 
Ilnd of that vast miscellany of information ~onnected with a 
thousaud branches of utility and morals which newspapers 
furnish to the world. And when the people themselves come 
forward, even amidst the pressure of financial distress, with this 
generous and hearty desire for their own intellectual imprQYe.
~t, I know of no popUlar request w~ more worthy the 
character of a great nation-which ought to be more gladly 
welcomed by a Representative Assembly, or more frankly acceded 
to by an enlightened Government. When the noble Lord, the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, brought forward his budget last 
year, I was surprised to hear no less a person than the right 
hon. Baronet, the member for Tamworth, observe, in excuse for 
the noble Lord in repealing the stamp duty upon newspapers, 
that he believed the newspapers were not loudly complaining 
of the burthen they endured-that they seemed tolerably con-
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tented with the imposition, and would probably be acquiescent 
in its continuance.· The right hon. Baronet was cheered in that 
remark, and, therefore, there must be hon. Members in that House 
who supposed, what ~ can scarcely believe the rightyn 
Baronet unaffectedly suppos~ that the stamp duty is a tax 
of which only the existing newspapers have a right to complaUL 
Why, did anyone ever hear of any monopolists c2..YEP~!l!ng of 

, a monopoly? When the House opened the trade of India, was 
it ilie E~t-India Company that insisted upon a repeal of their 
charter? This tax is a charter to the existing newspapers-it 
is not they who suffer from it-it is the public-it is the 
Government-it is order-it is society that suffers! Just let 
the House consider--the stamp and paper duties, with the price 
of printing and the news-agency, amount to 51d. for every 7 d. 
copy of a newspaper. The consequence of this heavy taxation 
is this, the capital required to set up a newspaper (what with 
the expense of repf,uting, of acquiring foreign intelligence, &c.) 
is so enormous as to be estimated for a moming paper at from 
£30,000 to £40,000 jthis extravagant demand frightens away 
new competitors, and thus the papers already established enjoy 
a monopoly. They are quite contented to pay a heavy tax which 
secures to themselves the public market, and are naturallyea.:,uer 
to resist a repeal of the burthen which wonld immediately sur
round. them with a crowd of rivals. The existing papers, there
fore, do not suffer by the tax, but I will. tell the House who 
does-the people suffer, and that to an extent which few men 
have sufficiently considered. In the first place, the .high price 
of the legal papers prevents, in a great measure, their reaching 
the poor-I mean the operative and the mechanic. What is 
the consequence! why this, it is an axiom in our excise legisla
tion that whenever a co:m.:nodity is taxed above er cent, 
sm~u,.e~a::g1in~·;g~n~e;ces~s;;:;y~e~l1..;;s~u~es;:.~B~u:;t~y=o=u~tax=:~t~h:e:n~e-:w:sp~a~perm~ 
than. 100 per cent; and the resnlt is, the enormous circulation 
of all manner of contraband publications. The writers in these 
papers can scarcely be well affected to the law, for they break 
the law; they can scarcely be reasonable advisers, for they see I 
before them the penalty and the prison, and ~te under the 
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angry sense of injustice i they can scarcely be safe teachers, for 
they are excited by th~ own passions, ~nd it is to_the passio~:l 
of a half-educated and distressed populatIOn tha01iey appeal; m: 
fact, IliiiVe seen many of these publications-nothing could be 
more inflammatory or dangerous. One paper takes a particular 
fancy to the estates of the Duke of Bedford-another paper has 
been remarkably anxious for the assassination of the Duke of 
Wellington (a laugh). Gentlemen may laugh at these notions; 
they are contemptible enough to us, but it is not to ils that they 
are addressed; they are addressed, week after week, to men who 
have not received any education, and whom poverty naturally 
attaches to the prospect of any violent change. These notions 
might be easily controverted; they might be scattered to the 
wind, for the English operative would listen to reason, or he 
would not ask you to repeal this tax; but the Legislature will 
not allow them to be controverted-will not allow them a reply 
-they never are replied to-the legal newspapers (addressing a 
higher class of readers) do not condescend to notice them; even 
if they do, the cheap newspaper is read where the· dear one does 
not penetrate. You. either .forbid to the poor by this tax, in a 
great measure, all political knowledge, or else you ·ve to them; 
unanswere and unp e,. oc nnes t e most dan2erous. 
You put the medicine under lock and key, and you leave tb; 
poison on the shelf. You do not create one monopoly only, you 
create two monopolies-one monopoly of dear newspapers, and 
another monopoly of smuggled newspapers. You create two 
publics; to the one public of educated men, in the upper and 
middle ranks, whom no newspaper can, on moral points, very 
dangerously mislead, you give the safe and rational papers; to 
the other public, the public of men far more easily influenced
poor, ignorant, distressed-men from whom all the convUlsions 
anc! disorders of society arise (for the crimes of the poor are the 
punishment of the ric'fl)-to the otJler public, whom you ought 
to be most carefUl to soothe, to guide, and to enlighten, you give I 
the heated invectives of demagogues and fanatics; I might stop 
here and say that I have made out my case. What more need 
be said' to prove that this is a tax that ought to be I:epe~ed 1 
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What greater ,curse can a Government bring upon itself than 
t4at which it must experience if it permits the circulation of 
the most dangerous opinions and suppresses the reply to them 1 
Of what greater crime can a Qovernment be guilty than that of 
allowing the minds of the poor to be poisoned l-than that of 
pandering to their demoralisation 1-and, if demoralisation leads 

i to guilt, and guilt to punishment, of encouraging the wanton 
sacrifice of human life itself 1 When it is said that, if we open 
the market to cheap papers, all kinds of trash will be poured in, 
those who say it are not aware of the trash that now exists, that 
is now circulated in defiance of laws, of fines, and of jails. 
During the present Administration, from 300 to 400 persons 
have been imprisoned for merely selling unstam ed ublications 
in the streets-have been punishe with the utmost rigOI1T 
sent to herd with felons and the basest outcasts of society; 
and what has been the consequence? Have we put down 
the publications themselves? No! We had only raised their 
authors into imporlance among that part of the population 
they address; and, instead of silencing fanaticism, we have 
exalted the fanatic into the martyr.' If there is one true axiom 
in the world, it is this-that opinion onlvcol1 put down opinion; 

,and if bad doctrineS ~ afloat, we can only refute them by the 
propagation of good doctrines, and, therefore, it was wisely said 
the other day by a noble Lord (the Secretary of State for the 
Home Depaltment) in answer to Lord Winchilsea, who urged 
him.to prosecute the unstamped publications, "that prosecution 
might only give them a double publicity." But in what 8 con~ 

dition, then, are the Government placed 1 They leave a law on 
their Statute-book to which they dare not apply-a law which, 
when dormant, gives 8 monopoly to the disaffected; and when 
exerted, only feeds still more the disaffection. If we do not use 
it, we are injured; if we do use it, we are injured doubly. We 
are like 8 man who keeps a bull-doD' at it is good for 
nothing; it womes ot friend and foe; when Cat, the 
'i'obber escap;; when let loose, it turns upon its master. And 
a woithy task it is for the Minister of England to be waging 
this petty war with bill-stickers and hawkers! To let t.he paper 
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itself go free, to pounce upon the man who sells it-to level the 
thunders of the la'Y upon some ragged itinerant, some pedlar of 
the Press, and then skulk bebind . the Stamp-office Commis .. 
sioners, and say, " They did the deed-it is not we who prosecute 
-it is our agents ai the Stamp-office." Miserable subterfuge !
pitiful excuse! The Ministers have the law in their own hands ; 
and they are answerable for every prosecution instituted in the 
naDie of the law. But how much worse is it~ how much more 
indefensible~ if they who attack cheap knowledge are themselves 
the members of a society for the diffusiOl,l of cheap· knowledge ! 
If it is with a penny magazine in one hand. that they attempt 
to strike down the.penny newspapers with the other, it is carry
ing into the State the jealousies of trade; it i$saying, I, We will 
give you information; but whoever else gives it to you, him we 
will punish and destroy; we· will tell you about animals and 
insects, and give you pictures of ruins and churches, with all 
such infantine trumpery-the hobbyhorse and rattle of educa
tion; but whoever unfolds to you the secrets of your laws, the 
machinery of your State; the. mighty events that inspire the ag~ 
and. animate the world, him we· have the Stamp Commis'sioners 
to prosecute, and the laws of our Reformed Parliament to. con~ 
demn." But then comes an important q-u.estion-if newspapers. 
are allowed to be r.heap, shall we have good doctrines propJlgate<i: 
in answer to the bad? I have every authority for saying we 
shall [Here the han. Member quoted a speech of Dr Birkbeck. 
in which he mentioned that Dr Arnold of Rugby, Dr Whately 
of Oxford, and other men of high eminence, were willing to 
instruct the poor on matters of trade and political economy, &c., 
if the stamp duty were remoyed.] In fact, we may perceive by 
the sale of the • Peuny Magazine,' and of Chambers'$ excellent 
• Edinburgh Journal,' that the poor have a disposition to instruct 
themselves, if the instruction be. only placed within their reach .. 
Nay, what to others seems most dry is often to them most in
teresting, fortbe poor live by labour and. by trade, and aU that 
enlightens them as to the direction of labour and of trade has a 
charm, and even an amusement, which the gentlemen of this 
House are scarcely able to comprehend. In looking to France, 
W~L D 
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where newspapers are so cheap in comparison ~ OUI'S, and yet 
where a much smaller proportion of the poor are educated, we 
cannot ,but :observe, 1st, that a much larger number of the 
eminent men of that country are eiIgaged in instructing the 
people through the medium of the Press; and, 2d, the difference 
in the number of journills in the two countries devoted to solid 
instruction upon useful points. Besides its political papers, 
Paris .has ten journals devoted to advertisements, judicial 
notices, and commercial announcements; twenty journals de
voted to jurisprudence, eight to education, twenty-one to science, 
and twenty-two to medicine. Who can doubt that these are of 
the most eminent advantage to the people 1 Who can assert 
that this country, embracing a much larger reading public, 
would not have, at least, an equal number, if newspapers were 
equally cheap, and it were permitted, by the intermixture of 

. news, to attract the poor to the graver portions of the journal! 
But the advantage of cheap newspapers is not only in giving to 
the 'poor such instruction as the newspapers nright contain; but 
it is eV,en greater in habituating the minds of the poor to read 
and to apply themselves to inibrmation generally. It is a 
remarkable fact, that nearly all the popular reading-societies in 
the kingdom are first. formed by the desire to read the' news
papers. In a part of the evidence on the late Poor-Law Com
mission, one very intelligent witness being asked if he did not 
think the C Penny M~oazine' had been useful in giving an intel
lectual bias to the poor, answered, "Undoubtedly; but I think 
cheap newspapers would do much more· good, in training their 
minds to the deilie {)f reading, and paving the way for general 
information." Thus, then, the advantages of cheap legal news
papers are, first, that to every bad opinion a good opinion (the 
natural effect of competition) is opposed-that the poor obtain 
all the instruction that newspapers contain-that they are 
thereby stimulated to seek other information of a more solid 
kind; and I nright add that by newspapers alone they learn 
the nature of the laws and the punishments of crime. This, 
then, is a tax operating in favour of bad opinion and a"aainst 
good opinion-operating ~crainst information, not of politics only, 
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but of laws; not against knowledge only, but virtue; it gives per
quisites to the jailer and fees to the hangman 'I sowing the seed 
in ignorance, that they may reap the harvest in crime I The 
noble Lord allows it to be a bad tax, yet he does nothing to 
repeal it I Shame on the Reformed Parliament, if it sanction 
these laws any longer! When I look round this House, and 
observe the apathy with which hon. gentlemen listen to this 
subject, I cannot withstand drawing this parallel In the worst 
times of modem France, with a Bourbon. on the throne, with a 
Villele in tlte administration, when it was proposed by a despotic 
Government to a servile Chamber to tax the press in. France. as 
it is now taxed in England, in order to prevent the .CirCulatiOIl 
of knowledge, and to put down by the tax-gatherer the enlighten
ment they dared not assail by the soldier, the whole Chamber, 
subservient as it was, rose against the proposal! They would 
not war upon knowledge! Are Englishmen less free or less 
enlightened, that they can support, with patience, that which in 
the French Chamber was rejected with indignation and scorn? 
In the remarks I addressed to the House in· the Session before 
last, I proved, I cannot but think, to the satisfaction of the 
noble Lord, that, both by the evidence in this country, and. that 
through Europe generally, we find .that ignorance and crime 
universally go together; and that, on examining the education 
of felons committed to jail and sentenced to transportation or 
death, the vast majority of criminals possess not even the ele
mentary knowledge of reading or writing. This fact has been 
universally borne out by the evidence on secondary punishments 
-on the Poor-Laws Commission-on the Sabbath Committee; 
and if this, then, be true, I tell the noble Lord that it is not 
enough to improve the laws, to amend the representation,.if he 
continue taxes which he himself acknowledges are a premium 
to ignorance, and through ignorance the avenue to death. It is 
said that the schoolmaster is abroad; I can see his rod, but not 
his books. We seem to reverse the old story of Dionysius; the 
tyrant has not become a schoolmaster, but the schoolmasjier has 
become a tyrant. When Louis XVI. was condemned to the 
scaffold. his defenders besought the judges to recollect 1>Y how 
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small a majority "that unfortunate monarch was condemned. 
~'True," replied the judges, "but it is by a small majority that 
the· most . important decrees are enacted," " Yes," said one 
solitary voice in that assembly ; <r but decrees, if unjust, -can be 
repealed; . but. the life of a man can never be restored." So.I 
say to the noble Lord: if, in his high capacity of Minister of 
State, he commits some error in mere legislation, the error can 
be retrieved; but if, after being duly warned. he suffers one 
peasant's mind to. bemisied. and one peasant's life lost, by 
the darkness and demoralisation of these laws, he commits a 
fault which· cannot be atoned-a bad law may be repealed, but 
the life of a man can never be restored. I will say no more of 
this tax itself, but I will come at once to the substitute I pro
pose for it. I propose to repeal the stamp duty on newspapers 
altogether; .an~ in the first place, I suggest the propriety of 
laying a cheap postage, not upon newspapers only, but upon all 
tracts, periodicals, and works of every description nnder a cer
tain·weight. I propose that this pos~oe shall be equal, what
ever may be the distaitce, so that the remote parts of the country 
may possess the same advantage'in obtaining knowledge as 
those immediately in the vicinity of the metropolis; and, there
fore, requiring information less. I do not know that on this 
point I could add much to the calculations that I had the 
honour to submit to the House in the Session before last. I beg 
leave to say that those calculations have never been to my 
knowledge contradicted or impugned. The debate was very 
widely published; several thouSand copies were circulated; it 
was submitted to many practical men. Yet despite this pub
licity, despite the notice it received generally from the Press, no 
contr!,\dictiou was given to the facts I then. urged. I have. 
therefore~ a right to assume, until such contradiction is made 
and proved, that my calculations were correct. In America. 
owing to the absence of this tax, newspapers are so numerous, 
that there is one weekly paper to every fourth person. I will 
only take half that proportion for this country. I will suppose, 
that if we abolish this tax, there will be a weekly newspaper 
only to every eighth person. The result will be, for the popula-
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tion of Great Britain and Ireland, 150,000,000 sheets of weekly 
newspapers throughout the year. Now, two - thirds of the 
London papel'S (it appears by the Returns) are sent at present. 
through the post. Suppose, for one moment, that this ratio 
continued with the increased numbers, what will be the amount 
at Id. postage' Why, the aJD01mt Will stand thUs :-Postage of 
weekly papers, '£416,666. But this is for weekly papers only. 
Now, calculate the daily papers, and those published two or, 
three times a-week; c&culatealso the tracts, the prospectuses, 
the pamphlets, sent through the post, and reckon all these, only 
at as much again; the total would be .£833,332-that is 'to saYt 
the produce will be just double the' amount of the, tax I now 
ask you to repeal, and this calculation is formed upon the sup
position that the newspapers in this country, if as cheap as those 
in America, will yet be only, in proportion to the population, 
one-half of the number of the American papers. 'And this 
must be allowed to be a moderate calculation, when it is con
sidered that capital is greater m this country, . that pririters' 
labour is cheaper, and that everywhere the appetite' for 'know..: 
ledge, even among the poorest part of the people, is on the daily 
increase~ But the noble Lord made, <>n a former occasion, one 
objection to . this plan: he argued, that. since the newspapers 
would be sold without the charge of postage in Loridon, the 
effect of the plan would be to tax the provinces for the benefit 
of the metropoli&. With all due submission to him, I think he 
there suffered himself to be led away by a commonplace fallacy'. 
In the first place, a postage is not a tax upon newspapers, it 'is 
the price of carriage; it is the necessary result of living at a 
distance from town, that the carriage of anything must be . paid 
for, not newspapers only, but books, luggage, parcels of aU 
descriptions. This is the unavoidable-consequence of situation; 
and you might just as well call it a tax to charge a. man for. the 
carriage of coals from Newcastle ~ London. as call it a _ tax to 
charge a man for the carriage of a newspaper from' London to 
Newcastle. In the second place, if it be thought a hardship to 
pay a penny for a newspaper in the shape of postage; how much 
greater is the hardship to pay: 4d. in the shape of duty 1 If 
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you dislike to tax the provinces a penny, ought you not to dis
like much more to tax them 4d. ~ or did you fancy, that when 
the cost was one-fourth part of what it is at present, that the 
people will acquire an additiou.al right to complain 1 Besides 
it will, in effect, weigh pretty evenly on both the metropolis and 
the large proVincial towns, for, at present,not one large mauu
f~tnring town can.afford a daily paper. Take away the tax, 
and every large town will have its paper-,-a paper of its i1wn, 
at all events, the town would enjoy' without the burthen of 
p~stage; and in the large towns, many papers will be devoted 
to particular branches of commerce or trade, which will be im
portant to .those :who live in the metropolis, so that if many 
papers ~are sent from London, many also will be sent to it. 
Thus, then, by the postage alone, and. according to a .mode1'8.te 
qalculation, I have attempted to prove, that we should receive 
double the amount of that trumperyt~; I have endeavonred 
to prove also, that the. only objection against it is fallacious. 
But that 1 may.not seem wedded to any particular plan, I will 
now, if the noble Lord wishes. it, concede to him all he could 
desire; I will suppose that. the postage of newspapers will not 
bring in what is expected; .I will suppose that it brings in no
thirig,. but .merely covers its expenses-nay, I will throw the 
whole' scheme. aside altogether. Well, I should even then be 
on .equ.ally strong ground, for by the mere removal of this tax, 
three. other sources of revenne suddenly .arise; the first, indeed, 
depended also upon the plan of postage.-,;.I· mean the profits 
arising from the postage, not of newspapers, but of all light 
works under a certain weight, all tracts, circulars, &c. I do not 
think the noble .Lord is aware of what an immense source of 
revenue this may become. In the first place, look at all the 
religious tracts that will be circulated if they may 'be sent to 
every part of the country at one penny each! Look at the 
number of societies of every description, scientific, trading, 
moral, religious, that will correspond by such circulars! Observe 
at public sales alone the expenses sustained in advertising! 
Every auctioneer, every Robins of the rostrum, will send forth 
circul~rs anno\l.;Ucing .the.· treasure he is about to disp,oseo!. 
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Take the prospectuses of booksellers alone. In a very able 
Letter which has been addressed to the noble Lord by Mr 
Whiting, head of a respectable printing establishment, in the 
support of postage for light works, he calculates that of pub
lishers' prospectuses (if they come within the weight admissible) 
2000 postages will be created daily. Another source of revenue 
by simply repealing that tax, will arise from the great increase 
of ad.vertisements. Most of the newspapers set up will obtain 
sOIDe advertisements, more or less-some of them will probably 
be devoted to peculiar trades and callings, and into such papers ' 
a v,ast increase of adv:ertisements connected with those trades 
and callings will be poured. At present the reduction of the 

. advertisement duty is not so profitable to the public as it ought 
to be, because the monopoly of the London papers enables them 
to keep up a disproportionably high price on advertisements. 
The effect of a vast competition will be, to lower the proprietor's 
profit on advertisements, to make ad~ertisements considerably 
cheaper, considerably more plentiful, and, therefore, while most 
advantageous to the public, most profitable also to the revenue. 
But the principal source of profit that will arise to ihe Ex
chequer from the mere repeal of this tax, is in the increase of 
the paper duty alone, and this, I am persuaded, will be so 
enormous as ox itself to do more than compensate to 'the re
venue. Just let the House compute what the increase of the 
paper duty will be. I suppose that you abolish the tax, and 
make papers as cheap as they are in the United States; we 
shall then have-shall I say-as many I-newspapers in pro .. 
portion to the population. No, let us suppose only half as many 
as there are in the United States. There, to every 10,000 in
habitants, there is a daily paper, selling at least 2000 copies. 
I will suppose that in Great Britain and Ireland there is a 
daily paper to every 20,000 inhabitants, selling at the same pro-; 
portion. What in that case would be the result? Why, fora 
population of 24,000,000 you would have 720,000,000 sheets of 
paper published yearly. Now, then, papers pay a duty of 22s. 
per ] 000 copies-let me say 20s.-tbat is £1000 for every 
],000,000 papers; the produce in that case will be £720,000 
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foi th~ paper duty of the 720,000,000 papers; but· at present 
there,ar60nly 30,000,000 papers published throughout the year 
-.:tJ:1at is, the profit they yield to the paper duty is only £30,000. 
Deduct that :£30,000' from £720,000, and there remainJor the 
extra paper-duty, .forthe.new profit to the revenue, .£690,OOO~ 
or about £150,000 more than the whole profit of the tax 1 am.: 
asking you to repeal . So that 1 can now say to the noble Lord, 
"Throw aside, if you please, the plan of the postage; believe, jf 
you like it; that not a paper will be sent to the post; believe 
that nota paniphlet,a tract; or a circUlar,' but what will be sent 
bi the coach at- t~e charge of ls., rather than by the post at 
the' charge' of ld. Suppose, too; that not a single advertisement 
will be obtained by any of the newspapers, aiJ.dthat the advertise
ment duty remain the 'same, and yet" by the increase of the 
paper duty alone, you will gain £150,000 more than the present 
tax, which yoU: allow to be abarrierto'knowledge and a premuim 
to imniorality/' Have I made'out my case? ' Is it necessary 
to say anything further? One or two observations alone remain .. 
In the first place, L shan propose my resolutions in the most 
moderate and general terms possillie. I shallinerely propose 
to repeal t11e stamp duty on newspapers at the earliest possible 
opportunity. 1 shall ,say nothing about the postage (I have 
mereIythrown that out as a suggestion); the certain substitute 

. to 'the ,revenue in the repeal of the tax itself is the increased 
amo'Q.nt 'of paper' duty, and lam unwilling that any man'object
ing to a postage shall pretend thereby to excuse himself from 
voting against the tax upon knowledge itself. If the resolutio~ 
be carried, the . noble Lord will not be put to any immediate in
convenience; it. will only establish' the principle, which ,the 
next Session will . suffice . to carry into effect. When the hon. 
member for Bath last Session brought forward his mption forNa
tional Education, what was the xeply made by the noblE! Lord to 
his hon. friend 1 " 1 doubt," said he, " if a Government shoUld 
establish education. . Its duty ought to be not to enforce know
ledge~ but to give every.facility ~ knowledge.". 1 now call upon 
the noble Lord to discharge that duty upon the principle which 
the noble Lord himself then laid down. 1 call upon the noble 
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Lord to give every facility to knowledge,-I call upon the noble 

1 
Lora to remove the tax because it is the great national obstacle 
to knowledge. I am no alarmist; I do not behold" a storm in 
every cloud, or a revolution in every change. A great nation 
is not easily made, and a great people are not eaSily undone. 
But oppressed as we are with financial difficulties-old and 
new principles at war-the elements of our legislative con
st~tution almost at open discord with each other,-it is above 
all things necessary that whatever changes may be forced by 
the multitude upon their rulers, shall emanate from their en
lightenment and not from their passion or theit: blindness. 
If there is a spectacle which all true patriots, all statesmen 
of large views, behold with exultati()D or delight, it is the 
gradual rise of a great people into power by the necessary and 
safe consequence of knowledge alone. But if, on the other 
hand, there "is one prospect from which all honest men recoil 
with dread, it is, in times of difficulty and trouble, the advance 
of the giant force of a democracy from whom the opportunities 
of knowiedge have been carefully excluded; who, thCFefore, have 
only the stimulus of want, without the perception of relief, and 
who are exactly calculated to frustrate the objects of liberty, 
because they are impatient of restraint. I call upon the noble 
Lord to preserve us from that danger-I" call upon the noble 
Lord to fulfil the pledge which his public character, for nearly 
thirty years, has given to the country in favour of his attach
ment to the diffusion of knowledge-I call upon the noble Lord 
to be alive to the high ambition worthy his principles and his " 
name-to open the prison-house of the mind-to remove the 
:fiscal chains that now fetter and cramp opinion=-and" :finding 
knowledge the monopoly of the rich, to leave it the inheritance 
of the poor. The hon. Gentleman concluded by moVing the 
following resolution :-" That it is expedient to repeal the Stamp 
duty on newspapers at the earliest possible period." 



VI. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

'I'HE HOUSE OF COMMONS' 

ON THE 21sT OF AUGUST 1835. 

ON Friday, the 21st of August 1835, the Member for Lincoln, Mr Edward 
Lytton Bulwer, pursuant to notice, moved that the House should resolve 
itself into a committee to consider the q\l#lstion that for the more general 
diffusion of knowledge it is expedient that the Stamp Duty on Newspapers 
be reduced to One Penny. During the discussion which ensued the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer (Viscount Althorp) having pledged himself to repeal 
the tax, if the revenue could bear it, the motion was withdrawn. On bring
ing forward his resolution the following Speech was delivered. 

SUi.,-I can assure the right han. gentleman that I am exceed-
. ingly glad of the delay that has taken place in. the bringing 

forward of this motion. I am exceedingly rejoiced at the con
versation which has just taken place, and which, I am satisfied, 
will be hailed with the greatest pleasure by the country. I am 
also glad that my motion has been delayed until so many and so 
respectably-signed petitions hrl.ve been presented in favour of it. 
The present motion is not a novel one, as on two former occa
sions a similar one has been brought forward, and therefore I can 
assure the House that I will not occupy its time for more than a 
few moments. I am sure the right hon. gentleman (the Chau-
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cellor of the Exchequer) will acquit me of the least desire to 
embarrass the Government. I have supported the Ministers out 
of power humbly, zealously, but disinterestedly; but I support 
them with still greater pleasure now that they are in power, be~ 
cause hitherto they have nobly justified the grounds on which 

. I desired their restoration to office, and never, I believe, more 
than by their speeches of this evening. That considerable ex
citement prevails upon this subject throughout the country, it is 
in vain to deny. I will appeal to the member of any manufac
turing town, and ask him if the Repeal of the Taxes on Know
lede is not one of the most popular demands among his. consti
tuents? I have looked at the Report of the Select Committee on 
Public Petitions, and I find that the number of petitions presented 
upon this subject, during the present session, greatly exceed the 
number in favour of Municipal Refo}'ID, and are double the num
ber praying for the abolition or tithes. More, in fact, have been 
presented praying for the repeal of this than have been presented 
for the repeal of any other taL The right hon. the Chancellor 

,of the Exchequer said the other day, with great propriety and 
great eloquence, that he would not consent to purchase popu
larity upon false and unreal grounds; but I would ask the right 
hon. gentleman one question-What has made the real, lasting, 
and merited popularity of the present Government? Has it not 
arisen from their consistent advocacy of liberty of opinion t In 
Catholic Emancipation-the repeal of the Test and Corporation 
Acts-in Parliamentary and Municipal Reform Bills 1 This has 
been the main principle of their policy, and it has had its reward. 
Is it, thererore, on unreal grounds that I ask or .my right hon. 
friend to repeal this tax t The Ministers have given voice to 
opinion, and that voice has supported the power which created 
it.. All I ask of my right hon. friend is, to give the same liberty 
of opinion to writing which he and those associate4 with him 
have obtained their in1luence and reputation by giving to speech 
and action. The whole expression of public opinion, in a peri
odical shape, is at present confined to th~ narrowest oligarchy 
that ever disgraced a free country. No man can publish a news
paper-that is, no man can write periodically upon the news pf 
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the day, or the debates in Parliament, or any domestic or foreign 
affairs, without paying fourpence upon every sheet in the shape 
of a tax. The'result is, thatthe legal market is altogether con
fined to great capitalists and exclusive monopolists, while a large 
and cheap market is opened to smugglers. I am aware that if 
you take away the whole duty, papers such as the' Times' will ' 
still require an immense capital; but still a number of papers; 
upon a thousand subjects interesting to the great bulk of the 
population, will be published, which will not require so much 
capital. It is perfectly absurd t~ see only five or six morning 
papers for the active, thoughtful, and stirring population of this 
country. This is not the case in America, where a single district 
supports as many morning and evening papers as the whole of 
England. But I need only refer to England itself to show the 
operation of this tax. In 1792 there were thirteen morning and 
twenty evening papel'S published in London - although at that 
time the population numerically m~t have been'much less, and 
the reading population not one-half what it is at present. It is 
absurd to talk about the liberty of the Press in England so long, 
as the taxes on knowledge continue as at present-it is in vain 
to make holiday speeches about it saying, "it is the very air we 
breathe, and if we have it not we perish," when the Press is the 
only means of expressing the opinions of which the condition is 
a large capital and the result a severe monopoly. It has been 
urged that if the newspaper press is rendered cheap, it will be
come bad and worthless, and that if the market is widened, the 
commodity will.he deteriorated. Why, if this argument were 
used as to ani other article of trade, a man would be set down 
as an" idiot. If a dozen persons only were allowed to sell spec
tacles, and a proposition was made to allow everY person to sell 
them, would not the statesman who told you that in that case 
spectacles would be good for nothing, deserve to be laughed at? 
The analogy holds good with everything-the greater the compe
ti.tion the greater the chance of excellence, and the wider the 
market the better the commodity. But this truth obtains more 
with respect to literature than anything ~lse. Does the history 
of literature tell you t.hat' a man writes well in proportion as he 
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ia wealthy, and that the extent of his knowledge or genius is in 
proportion to his stock in the three per cents? I am afraid you 
will find that the reverse is the fact. If a tax of 200 percent, 
which is that now imposed upon newspapers, were placed upon 
any other species of literature, it would long since have put an 
extinguisher upon all the best literature in the country. What 
extinguished the' Spectator'? Was it not the tax of one pe~y? 
The eloquence of Addison and the wit of Steele could not make 
head against a penny tax. . How many' Spectators • in politics 
of equal.talents may you not have extinguished by a tax of 
four times the amount? I will ask my right hon. friend what 
difference is there between political periodical writing and any 
other writing? Are they not subject to the same laws-:Created 
by the same intellect-influenced by the same competition, and. 
improved by the same causes? There is ooly this difference 
between them, that political, and particularly periodical political 
writing, is much more generally useful and important than any 
other description. If I was a poor man, and had not read the 
• P..ambler: or the • Spectator: or Shakespeare, or . Milton, I do 
not well see how I should stand a greater chance of being impri
soned, or transported, or hanged. But were I a poor. man, 
did not read the newspapers-if I did not know what n 
were passed surrounding me with punishments-' 
know what was legal and what was illegal-I 
to suffer through ignorance, and thus t . _ "' ._---e 
which keeps numbers of persons froin __ ",,-...t.le-more useful 
knowledge, subjects them to c' ....t:d -exposes them to the 
gallows. I can compare the system to nothing but the mon
strous tyranny of shutting men up in a dark room, and declar
ing that they shall be severely punished if they stumble against 
the numerous obstacles by which they are surrounded. I con
fess I do not share in the feelings entertained by some hon. 
Members against the present newspaper press. Where a great 
power exists it is sometimes abused, but the wonder appears to 
me to be that its powers have been so seldom abused. I hope I 
have shown that I am above the meanness of flattering or fawil
ing"Upon this formidable engine of praise or censure, by having 
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been the first person to briD.g forward a substantive motion for 
the repeal of the existing monopoly; and therefore it is that I 
think I may be allowed to bear witness. to the talent, respecta.:. 
bility, character, and accomplished education of the great mass 
of the gentlemen connected with the periodical press. I use 
this, not as a compliment, but as an argument in favour of my 
motipn. It is precisely because the press is thus able and ex
cellent that we ought to extend its advantages as widely as 
possible. Can anyone suppose that these gentlemen will write 
worse when' they have a larger community to address? But it 
is said, "if they write for the multitude they must' pander to 
their base passions." Whoever makes that assertion knows very 
little about the multitude. Look at the papers which please the 
great mass of the people, and you will find articles on science, 
trade, education, the steam-engine, and matters which would 
appear tedious to 11& They. do not desire their bad passions to 
be aronsed-they seek to have their minds enlightened. They 
live by labour an~ seek to know how that labour may be best 
directed. I. am afraid it. is we---othe idle rich-" the lords of 
luxury and ease," who require a false and meretricious excite
men1r-who alone support the disgraces of the press-who 
encourage the slander and scandal, the venom and frivolity, which 
were first wrought into sundry libels, not by a radical journal, not 
by a heartless dema"O'Qgue print, but by a paper professing a hatred 
of democratic principles and dignifying by its support the Tory 
cause. It pretends to furnish the gossip of the Court, and. the 
tittle-tattle of the aristocracy. If you look at the large news
papers which circulate among the great mass of the people, you 
will find in them the most varied information, the most argu
mentative writing, and a great freedom from private calumny, 
vulgar slander, and personal abuse. But it may be said-if you 
make the press free, many dangerous and revolutionary political 
doctrines may be published. Doubtless, there will be, as now, 
doctrines of all sorts-the good and the bad 1 But who is to 
decide what is good and what bad 1 Some hon. Members on the 
other side of the House tell us that the doctrines of the present 
Government are revolutionary and dangerous; whereas, from 
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what I have heard this very night, if I were wed what doctrines 
were most likely to weaken the just influence of the Crown, 
separate the different classes, incense the people, aud produce 
and hasten the course of revolution-I should say that it was 
the doctrine of the Conservatives. Who then shall decide the 
question as to what is good and what is bad-what is useful 
and what is revolutionary! None can do so: scarcely time 
itself can decide it. In the words of an able writer, "Truth 
requires no inscription to distinguish it from darkness; and all 
that truth wants is the liberty of expression." Has not the 
terror of the propagation of dangerous doctrines beeu used 
~t78.inst the progress of enlightenment? Is it not fol' this that 
censors have been placed upon books, and inquisitors upon 
opinions! What effect have these prosecutions produced? The 
French Court prohibited the works of Voltaire, and Voltaire 
became at once endowed with the ppwer to shake old opinion to 
its centre. Geneva burnt the Social Contract of Rousseau, and 
out of its ashes arose the phreoix of its influence. Tom Paine 
had not sold ten copies of his notorious work, when the English 
Government thought fit to prosecute him, and within a week 
from that period there were sold 30,000 copies. Government 
never has prevented, and never can prevent, the propagation of 
dangerous doctrines by prohibitions, either in the shape of a tax 
or a law-the only effect of persecution is to render the doctrines 
more dangerous and the people more eager to learn them. If . I . 
want a new proof of the truth of this argumeut, do I not find it 
in the very tax I ask you to repeal! For how many years have 
you been endeavouring to put down the unstamped press, whose . 
doctrines are alleged to be dangerous, and for how many years 
has it enjoyed impunity, and deluged every manufacturing 
town I The market has been literally overstocked with its pro
ductions. If you were to repeal the whole tax: to-morrow, there 
would not be a single new publication of these dangerous in
ftammatory doctrines; for during the last seven or eight years 
every one who wished to publish them has done so with im
punity.· By the imposition of the tax upon the more respectable 
class, you have prevented any reply to these dangerous publica-
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tions. You have given up the field to those who have sown . it 
with noxious weeds, and prevented the good husbandman from 
labouring in it. You are now at last embarked in an obstinate 
war with the unstamped Press-a war in which I am sure you 
will not succeed. I ask the right hon. Gentleman, does he think 
for a moment that he can succeed so long as the tax is 200 per 
cent upon the article smuggled 1 My right hon. Friend is aware, 
bettel·thanmyself, that the only way to diminish smuggling, 
where it has arisen to an enormous height, is to reduce the tax, 
and that is what I now urge upon my right hon. Friend. I do 
not ask a total repeal, but only a reduction to one penny.. By 
this reduction, I think,}l. very great advantage will be gained. 
We shall materially extend the advantages of knowledge, with
out in the least diminishing the amount of revenue.. The stamp 
duty at present produces. (after allowing for the discount) three 
pence and a fractiO:n upon each paper i and if it were reduced to 
one penny, we should. require only three times the present num
bei' of papers. to be spld to replace the loss suffered by the .re
venue. Does not .every man acquainted with the habits of the 
working classes know:---does not every man who is aware of their 
extraordinary desire for knowledge, scientific and political, feel, 
that we should then have three times as many papers published 
as at present 1 Besides; my right hon. Friend having made this 
concession, would.then be justified in coming down to this House 
and demanding new. and more efficient laws for the suppression 
of smuggling-the result of which would bring all, or nearly all 
the slippery fish that}l.t presElnt creep out of the meshes into my 
right hon. Friend's net. In addition to the increased circulation, 
there would be the increased advertisement duty, and the in
~reas~d paper duty; so that without :t>eing at all sanguine, I say 
that the revenue would not, by any means, be a loser. Suppose 
the stamp duty reduced, as I have proposed, to one penny,such 
papers as the 'Times' and 'Chronicle' and the' Herald,' which require 
a large capital, would not be able to sell for less than fourpence. 
But new papers not requiring so large a capital would be called 
into existence-papers partly literary, and containing th.e news 
of the day-half scientific and. half commercial, which would 
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thus attract many readers. Above all, many religious publica.; 
tions would be called into existence, supported by different 
religious societies, and coming forth two or three times a-week 
Thus a new class of periodicals would be called-into existence, 
and all productive to the revenue in three ways-by the stamp 
duty, the advertisement duty, and the paper duty. It was 
stated in a periodical, a short time since, that if the wbole duty 
were taken off, ten times as many papers would be published as 
at present; and, therefore, with only a tax of a penny, I have a 
right to assume that three times as many would be publisbed. 
The amount of a penny tax upon three times the present num
ber of sheets, would be £400,000. I greatly underrate the paper 
duty if I take the increase at £30,000, and the increased 
advertisement duty at £20,000, making a total of £450,000, 
which equals the sum produced by the present foUl 'Penny tax 
The increased paper duty-I have greatly underrated, as a high 
duty diminishes the profit and the sale to a very considerable 
extent. In a calculation made respecting the 'Penny Magazine' 
it has been shown that if a tax of one penny was imposed. the 
sale would be decreased one-tenth; and comparing the increased 
duty on the stamp with the loss of revenue on the paper, it has 
been clearly ascertained that the Exchequer would lose, on that 
paper alone, £400 a-year. Apply thisargnment generally, and 
you will see how much the revenue loses by the present high 
rate of duty. The system has robbed the revenue on the one 
hand of more than it has paid into it on the other. I shall not 
detain the House much longer; but, before I conClude, I must 
say that the present Government owes something to the pro.. 
vincial Press; and, with few exceptions, the provincial Press. 
has petitioned for some relief. The provincial Press has sup
ported the Government nobly, and without its assistance I doubt 
much if any lib.eral Government could have made head against 
the determined and vehement attacks of three morning papers 
of great circulation and influence. Yet the provincial papers 
are cramped in their exertions, and limited in their power, by 
the audience they address being narrowed and limited by the 

_ stamp duty. You owe something also to those who, adopting 
VOL. L E 
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opinions mor~ (lilhould say) detennined and dreaded than your 
own,. bav~. yet lluP1?0rted you frankly and generously. The 
PlUlegyriC which my tight hon.. Friend has to-night pronounced 
:upon that cla.s!\ who, p:.:o(easing the&e '<!pinions, have yet com
pro~~ them to lL~certain ep;ent. and given to the Government 
their independent and ~divi,ded, s~pport, is another argument 
in favo~ of :ply :plQtion j fQJ,' the1,'e is no concession which will 
be looked upon ~. ~ greater booJ;l, nor none which will be repaid 
J;llore la;rgely and gene~usly by thE! party who, whether in praise 
or blante,·~ called. the :Radical parts, than a concession upon 
this point;. If ~ny lIociy of men have. ever acted from the purest 
publl,c:m..o1;i.v~. pa,b.ioticaUy and, disinterestedly, I believe it: is 
that. party, !lJld~ the~f.o1,'~ :{. do say that. my right. hon. Friend 
owes theID SOID~ ~nC~Ql),.. The last. argument I shall use is, 
that the. Gov,erJ!ID~t owe if! 1;0 themselve~ and to their own 
eorurlstency, to ~.k.e some conceasiOll tQ the. Press. They will 
not. W. such.a Case ~ ~rifichJ.g thei],' own opinions to please a 
grea.t body Qf. the public an,d of. theu supporte~they will be 
Plerely following up those sentiments. which they have expressed 
on fonner Qct8.';lion.s. There. ~e few DOW Qn the Treasury Bench 
who haVe not. on some fo:rn;ter o~sion, expressed themselves 
favourable. tp. the J;ll~w:e. The right hon. the President of the 
Board of Trade,. the noble Lord the Secretary for Ireland, the 
right hon. the. Chancellor of the ~chequer, and even ~ 
:MaJesty's p1,'6sent AttQ1,'Dey-General. ha.ve given di",l7Dity to the 
questipu, by.theh: l)(lb.owLedged affection to its principle. I 
have. the greate&t . confidence, therefore, in the present Govern
ment, and I. hope upon this question, as upon all others, I 
IlhaU live. to see thE!m fa.ithful. to the great principle of Reform 
which propottionspower to intelligence, and which, while it 
renders the Constitutipn more popular, prevents the danger by 
1,'enderi,ng the people IJlo:te enlightened. So strong is my reliance 
upon ~he objects and. intentio.ns of the present Government. that 
I am satisfied the mo:re.widely their sentiments are diffused and 
known, the )nore generally will ~ey be approved. I regret to 
see. them. shut thellll!elves out from half the national enthusiasm, 
and half the popular support which would be theirs, were the 
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laws they enact, and the principles they advocate, brought 
cheaply, easily, and familiarly before that great class of the 
community for whose benefit they have laboured, and in whose 
cause they have won their most imperishable renown. It is 
with this hope that I now move that the House do resolve itself 
into a Committee of the whole House, to consider the question 
that, for the more general diffusion of knowledge, it is expedient 
that the Stamp Duty on Newspapers be reduced to one penny. 



VII. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

ON THE 22D OF MAy 183& 

ON Tuesday, the 22d May 1838, the Member for North Warwick
shire, Sir Eardley Wilmot, submitted t4 the House of Commons a re
solution for the immediate abolition of Negro Apprenticeship: After a 
brief but animated debate the House divided. when the motion was carried 
by 96 votes to 93. Immediately before the division was taken, the follow
ing Speech was delivered. 

SIR,-I do not dispute the good effects produced by the agita
tion of this question without the walls of Parliament. I agree 
with my hon. friend, the Member for Wolverhampton, that agi
tation without is often the result and the corrective of indif
ference within. It is an excitement of wInch no man can com
plain, unless he complains of the strongest instincts and the 
holiest sympathies which Providence has implanted in ()ur 
nature,-it is the excitement which in all ages has existed where 
Humanity could lift its voice &.aoainst Oppression-it is the agita
tion which never can be allayed in a free and generous people, 
while they feel for the sufferings which they have it in their 
power to relieve. To deprecate agitation in the cause of men 
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who have been wronged; is to mourn over all _that is active in 
virtue-over all that is charitable in religion. But though I 
rejoice in the almost universal feeling which.exists upon tbis 
subject, and which makes the people of England more anxious, 
more importunate, more resolute, in behalf of others, than they 
have ever been in demanding justice for themselves, I am not 
~sensible of the disadvantage under which those who agree 
with me labour on this solemn occasion. The agitation that may 
swell the number of votes in favour of our motion, diminishes 
the influence of the arguments by which it is supported. Too 
often jealous of our rights as deliberate legislators, we forget our 
first character of responsible representatives; and where a man 
is supposed to be influenced by his constituents, we are inclined 
to doubt the sincerity of his own opinions-as if Truth were 
discovered only by individuals, and lost in its value in propor
tion as it penetrated the multitude. I know-I painfully feel
this disadvantage in your secret prepossessions; the friend of 
the negro. in ~hese walls, addresses a languid audience; and it 
is almost a hopeless prayer when I ask for that patient and un
prejudiced attention which you have refused to men whose 
abilities would, on other subjects, have enforced the claim. I 
enter not into the abstract inquiry, whether there was a con-• tract with the planter, or whether we only passed a law with 
conditions attached to it. lIeaven forbid that England should 
resort to casuistry whenever there is a question of her faith! I 
allow at once that the honour of Parliament was pledged to the 
planter j [Hear /] ay, but are there no other parties in the bond? 
-our honour is pledged to the planter, but it is pledged with 
no less solemnity to the negro-population, and to the British 
people, whose gold we obtained upon the most explicit pro
mises-upon the most definite understanding. Those promises 
and that understanding were, first, the English -Act of Parlia
ment. which announced that slavery should cease; and, secondly, 
the speeches of the Government in explanation of that Act,
especially of the noble Lord the member for North Lancashire, 
in which he declared. that after the passing of that Act, fI every 
slave should enjoy every right and every privilege of a freeman, 
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subject to this restriction only, that he should, for a certain 
time, remain under contract to labour industriously in the ser
vice of his employer." Now this is the question from which the 
opponents to the present motion shrink. They talk of preserving 
a compact and keeping faith solely with one party-the planters 
-and seem quite to forget the two other parties to whom they 
bad given equal promises, with whom they had entered in~ 
equal obligations-namely, the negroes and the English people. 
Has faith been kept with the two "last; have the promises of 
the noble Lord been fulfilled 1 The bon. Baronet the Under. 
SecretaIY for the colonies, says-yes, by the majOlity; he says 
that" in the great majority of instances there has been on the 
part of the West.India proprietors a bona fide adherence to the 
spirit as well as to the letter of the Emancipation Act." But I 
contend that the act or the compact has been violated, not by a 
minority-not even by a small majority, but by the whole body 
of the planters in every colony where legislative assemblies 
exist. For how can nation deal with nation, or a mother 
country with her colony~ except through the medium of the 
legislative assemblies in those p~ where legislative assemblies 
exist r When you suspended the constitution of Canada you 
said, justly," that it was not so much on account of the revolt, as 
because of the conduct of the Legislative Assembly. The As.:. 
sembly, where it exists, is the legitimate organ, not of a minority, 
not of a majority, but of the whole community which elects its 
members as agents and trustees. Well, then, is it not of the 
Legislative Assemblies freely chosen by the white population
the voice of all the planters-that your governol's the most 
bitterly complain 1 For the Assembly of Jamaica, containing 
the largest slave-population of l!ll, you have not a word of de· 
fence. You have" the evidence of your own governor that that 
Assembly violated thelaw or the compact in almost every par. 
ticular-in the hours of laboJU', in the allowance of food, in the 
flogging of females. You have Lord Sligo's evidence not only 
that the members of that Assembly violate the law or the 
compact, but that "when the violation is pointed out, they do not 
pay the smallest atte!}tion to his remonstrances, Mr Jeremie, 
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in the appendix to the report of the select committee on negro 
apprenticeship, after comparing the Jamaica Act with the Eng
lish Act, states (p, 5 of the appendix} that "nearly every one of 
the enactments of the Jamaica Act is directly bpposed to the 
spirit and letter of the British Act, and therefore that they are 
legally nullll.nd void ab initio." Who is MrJeremie? Why! 
the prime, favourite, selected, panegyrised authority of th8 
Government. Mr Beldam, after analysing· the Jamaica acts, 
atates, It that the passing of the act No, 3, and the subsequent 
conduct of the Jamaica House bf Assembly on the question of 
the revival of the .actNo, 2, which, notwithstanding the remon
atrances of the home Government and the colonial Governorl 

had been Buffered to elrpire, remoVed all further lnotives for 
delicacy in treating with this refractory colony, as it plainly 
demonstrates the want of good faith so long'and so loudly com
plained of by the friends of the enfranchised negroes. 1;t how 
remains to be decided by a competent tribunal whether laws of 
the ch~racter already exhibited in the preceding analysis-are to 
be accepted as an adequate a.nd satisfactory fulfilmen.t of the 
conditions upon which twenty inillions sterling have been paid 
by the mother country 1" And. is ' Jamaica a single instantle' 
No I Pass on to page 83 in the same tepoft--...we coma to Bar .. 
,badoes. "The Barbadoes abolition acte., eVEln iii theif amended 
form, exhibit most of the glaring defects already noticad in the 
Jamaica abolition a.ots," these defects being nothing more iU>t 
less than 'violations of the English law......J.n other 'Words, of the 
mutual compact. But are Barbadoes and Jamaica. solitary in" 
stances' Not so, Fot the same authority (your own authority, 
tnind) goel! on to state" that the laws of nineteen' liolonies; in 
many respects equally objectionable with' thOse already Com" 
mented l1pon, hlustunderga the same ' inquiry:' So; theiJ.; ilot 
by individuals, not by minorities, but by the. constituted dela .. 
gates of their whole bodies, the planWrshave beail. guilty of 
&ystematia, general, deliberate; formal vioiation of you.r boi~t~d 
compact. 'Even in the first flush o/their pecuniary triumph, 
with the British gold yet heaVY' in their ha.nds, 'With tha ink 
scarcely dry on the Imperial Acts we behold thesd men making 
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their own assemblies the systematic defeaters of the law and the 
fraudulent violators of its conditions. Well, but are the legisle.
lative ,assemblies the only' criminals 1 Where next should we 
look to see if the planters have broken faith as a body 1 Not 
to individuals; no, but to their subordinate authorities, their 
pfficials..,-these are the next representatives of their opinions 
andconducl What does your favourite Mr Baynes say (part 
IV., p. 314) of the local magistrates 1 Why, that" the illegal 
commitment of apprentices to the house of correction by the 
local magistrates is a practice prevalent throughout the island of 
Jamaica, though a manifest violation of the fi~t principle of the 
abolition law." What can we say of a coroner's jury who, in 
the celebrated instance of the woman tortured to death at the 
treadmill, returned a verdicfr-" Died by the visitation of God "1 
What can we say of constables, generally selected for their quali
fications as slave-drivers 1 What of grand juries, charged by 
Sir Lionel Smith himself with disregard of their oaths 1 The 
fact is ciear, from the highest to the lowest, the officials are not 
dispensers of law, but the legalised tools and ~struments for 
consummating oppression on the 'negro, and 'completing the 
fraud upOn British credulity. But, well said the seconder of the 
motion in that acute and luminous speech which, if it fell cold on 
the House, would not fall ,cold on the country-well said the 
.Member for W olverhampton, that' we could not want a stronger 
,proof of the 'universal violation of the compact than your own 
bill, which is to be universally applied. What does your bill 
propose ?-merely to enforce the former Act, which ,in all its pro
visions had been evaded; and what was that Act, but the parch
ment' of the very contract upon which you insist 1 I then throw 
back upon you your own assertion of breach of faith. I assert 
that, with the planter we have kept faith; that there was no 
adulteration,. no paring and filching of the gold he received; 
'perfect it was in tale and weight. You have kept faith with 
the .planter; but I tell you .with whom it is you ask us to break 
faith-with the thousands and tens of thousands whom you 
mocked with the name of free-with the majesty of the Im
perial Parliament, whose acts have been trampled under foofr-
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with the people of England who paid their millions, not to 
abolish the name slavery, but the thing slavery. You ask us 
to break faith with justice, with humanity, with Heaven itself, 
in order that you may keep faith with Mammon. But the hon. 
Member for Newark, in that speech the ability of which is 
above all praise, but the arguments in which are happily not 
beyond all reply, claims exemption for British Guiana! Bar
badoes, Jamaica, the Mauritius, you cannot exonerate or defend; 
the first lawyer in England (Sir E. Sugden) has allowed that 
Jamaica violated the compact. Well, then, what is Jamaica 1 
Why, the colony possessing the largest slave-population of all. 
Jamaica. has four times the slave-population of Guiana; Barba
does has nearly the same population as Guiana. What, then 
if we were to meet the Member for Newark at once by makinf} 
him a present of Guiana? What if we were to say, this is but 
one colony; is it subordinate to Jamaica, the colony which it is 
impossible to excuse? Its population sinks into absolute insig
nificance when to Jamaica you add Barbadoes and the Mau
ritius. . Grant that Guiana is immaculate-grant that your facts 
are true-and still the innocence of one colony is never to be 
held as an exemption for the guilt of the others-or at most, all 
you can do is to make a special case for Guiana; and 1 call on 
the House to observe, that all the hon.· Member can say on that 
subject may be at most to vindicate one colony; but till he has 
proved Jamaica, and Barbadoes, and the Mauritius innocent, he 
cannot prove anything against the passing of the present resolu
tion. But is Guiana innocent l The hon. Member for Newark 
on a former night complained of ex parte and unproved state-' 
ments. Did he indulge in none himself? Have not some of 
his facts-have not most of his deductions-been denied in pub
lic meetings, and in the face of day-denied by eyewitnesses of 
the state of Guiana-denied by references to Parliamentary 
documents ?-[Mr Gladstone shook his head and smiled.]-Ay, 
and though it may suit hon. Members to sneer at the zeal of the 
friends of the negro, 1 say that, according to all the laws of tes
timony, it is more likely that men having no sinister and selfish 
interest to serve will give more faithful accounts than the 
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planters, who have' a. direct personal interest to bias their judg .. 
ment. I grant that in Guiana. the negro is much better off than 
in Jamaica. I grant that it is the colony in which slavery' 
seems least odious. But is Guiana innocent 1 Has not Guiana 
violated the law? Hall it not invaded the contracU Listen 
again to your own beloved authority in the report upon the 
system of apprenticeship. Does not yonr own analyst assert that 
in many most important points the British Guiana Act violates 
the compact, that is the Imperial Act, for the Act and the compact 
you allow are one and the same :-" The power of inflicting un
limited extra labour as a punishment for grievous complaints is 
repugn.ant to the Imperial Act, and would of itself explain much 
of the apparent content· of this colony." So again, sections 9 
and 10"":-" These classes contain direct infringement of the rights 
of manumission, and are plainly repugnant to the Imperial Act." 
But is this all? I will con.cede to the hon. Member that pun~ 
ishments in Guiana have greatly decreased of late. But in the 
returns before, the House, the third table, from the 1st of June 
1836 to the 31st of May 1837, gives a total of punishments of 
7596, which averages one in every 'nine apprentices throughout 
the colony ; and if you will compare this with any return from 
Jamaica (for that or any other year) you will find it ( compared 
to the relative populations) equal in the average to the number 
of punishments' in Jamaica-viz., to the most barbarous of all 
the colonies. But punisnment has decreased since. Yes! and 
why! I call in Sir James Carmichael Smyth, who is your 
authority for maintaining the apprenticeship, as my witness for 
its abolition-because (according to Sir James Smyth's uniform 
testimony), not of the leniency of the planters, but because of 
the exemplary conduct of the negroM. He tells you that what
ever complaints have been made against the labourer, it has ap
peared on investigation· that the fault arose from the fraud or 
illegal' exactions of the planters. He asserts that in no part of 
the globe ate the labouring population more peaceable, more in
du.~trious, than in Guiana, In his speech of January 1836 (2. 
Part III., p. 120), he says," I ask if any gentleman can point 
out any part of his Majesty's dominions where fewer crimes. are 
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committed, wher& greater tranquillity 'is enjoyed, or where 'the 
labouring population is more industrious 1 " 'Well, will the House 
believe that in the very year-the very.month-in which. he 
pronounces this eulogiuril. on the popu~tion, the returns of 
punishment-yes, in that very month of January 1836-amount 
to 922, which woUld give an average of 11,064 for. the whole 
year, being nearly a. sixth part of the whole population~a popu .. 
lation thus industrious, thus orderly, thus free from crime~ and 
yet thus punished under the orders of the special magistrate! 
Ob, blessed inversion of all the laws by which society redeemed 
from barbarism is bound! Behold the maximum of punishment 
accompanying the minimum of. crime! What do Sir James 
Smyth's statements prove? Why, that this admirable popula4 

tion is fit for lib~rty, and every, word in favour of, that popula
tion is a testimony in favour of the motion before the House. 
We remember the effect produced by the Member for Newark. 
when he told us of the slaves on an estate clubbing together, 
and sending to their white brethren in these realms who were 
in distr~s the contribution of their savings. ..And when I heard 
that touching instance of humanity and beneficence in those 
poor negroes, I did compare them with us; I did ask whethet 
t.hose men had not proved themselves by that very act fit :fol' 
emancipation, and I blushed to think that' the genius of .one of 
our ablest Members was at that instant citing their very virtues 
as ,an argument for their continued degradation. And' you 
assert that the slaves are not fit for immediate freedom! Will 
two years of additional misery render them more fit 1 What a 
school for liberty you fou.nd and defend I-treadmills on which 
females are tortured for twenty hours at a stretch-dropping 
from that wholesale rack, bll!eding, mangled-exhausted---,dying ; 
hospitals for the sick characterised by such inventions as Spanish 
cruelty may have hatched in tbe Inquisitiqn for the prisons of 
the guilty j-dungeons more desolate and fretidthaai ,feudal 
tyranny ever built in ages when liberty was iI. forbidden word ;~ 
the pitiless planter-tbe brutal overseer-the iniquitous judge--
the perjured jury-the blaspheming coroner-the slave-dril'ing 
constable j-()h,. what noble aids, and appliances, wbat tutor&, 
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and what textbooks for the education of destined fre~men! Not 
fit for liberty, when in Guiana your governor tells you that there 
is no inore improving and industrious population-not in the 
colonies alone-no, b~t in all her Majesty's dominions. Not fit 
for freedom, when in Jamaica your own special magistrates de
clare that, fu respect for the law and in religious sentiments, 
the negroes are superior to the planters ! Not fit for freedom !
Let the new freemen of Antigua answer the calumnious charge! 
There you have at once the comparison and contrast between 
apprenticeship and emancipation. Say what you will of appren
ticeship, you must confess, at least, that the experiment has 
failed of entire success-say what you will of it, you confess 
the hardship, the cruelty, the injustice, the fraud which it has 
failed to cure. But will one of you dare to tell us that imme.; 
diate emancipation has failed in effect-that there is one stain 
pf human blood upon the Act' of Antigua which made men 
free 1 Is not Antigua a fair instance 1-you slur it over-you 
pass it by. What is Antigua 1 a colony possessing but a hand
ful of whites-a whole population .of negroes. Property and 
life were at. the mercy of the enfrAnchised slaves. Look to the 
result. Not an estate abandoned; not an outrage committed; 
not a hair on the white man's head that was not sacred! 
Danger from the free negro! Why, in Antigua, who are the 
police themselves 1-who are the constables 1-Negroes; and if 
.there be no danger in Antigua, where the whites are so few and 
.the negroes so numerous, how can there be danger in Jamaica, 
where the white population could at any moment. master any 
insurrection of the blacks? But would you insist still on some 
mystic differences between Antigua and Jamaica. t Would you 
still say that the parallel is not fair' would you still assert that 
emancipation, safe in Antigua, would be perilous in Jamaica 1 
Well, then, I nail you to Jamaica itself! What does Sir Lionel 
Smith, in one of his last despatches, November 13, 1837-what 
does he tell you? Why, that so far from the Jamaica planters 
thinking there would be the the least danger in emancipation, 
" all parties would agree to abandon the system to-morrow for 
fllrther compensation." But we are not provided with laws for 
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the apprentices after they become free, and they will be in: a 
worse condition if you emancipate them than they are now. Oh, 
how this argument condemns the colonial government, for are 
you not going now to emancipate the non-prredial labourers? 
On the 1st of August 1838, you will turn loose on society, 
thousands and thousands of men absolutely and abruptly made 
free. Where are the laws to provide for them 1 And you can ... 
not draw -any distinction between them and the prredials, with
out also condemning yourselves. For though no laws are 
passed, you have been yet recommending to the various states 
to enfranchise the prredials. The Isle of Nevis has already done 
so, Tortola will follow the example, Dominica and Grenada ap
pear disposed to obey your wishes; and if, therefore, your 
argument were good, you yourselves would have- recommended 
the very measure which you tell us would be. more injurious to 
the negroes than the present system. But then you: say there is 
a difference whether the colonists do this of their own accord or 
whether we compel them to do it. And how does Barbadoes· 
(the third greatest slave colony) meet this asseltion? Why, the 
House of Assembly tells you, that it would be placing itself in 
au onerous position with the British Parliament, were it to 
supersede by an act of its own one of the most important pro
visions of the abolition law, and thereby assume to itself the re
sponsibility of a measure which could be carried into effect With 
more safety and with greater chance of success by that august 
body. The fact is, that the very colonies that hold out are the 
very colonies that have most insulted the mother country, most· 
duped the English people, and most flagrantly violated the com
pact. And they hold out avowedly in the hope of extorting a 
large ransom, and doubling the pieces of silver they have already 
received as the price of blood. It .is not to them-it is to us 
you owe an account; we .have paid the ransom-it is for you to 
obtain the redemption. Farther compensation I-yes, indeed, by 
your act, your compact, farther compensation is due. Compen
sation, not to the planter-he has been paid in full; but com-e 
pensation to the people of Great Britain for wasted millions, for 
violated faith! Can the Under-Secretary for the Colonies, can 
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the Member for Newark. rise and ten us that we have attained 
the object for which we ,counted out our gold! Can you tell us 
fairly and boldly that this apprenticeship bas been that mild 
aud hopeful interval between slavery and freedom which you 
contemplated when the Act was proposed 1 Can you tell us, 
that if we had po.~essed the gift of prophecy, and foreseen with 
what records these Parliamentary documents were to be filled
can you tell us, that one man in this House would have dared 
to insult the English people with the proposition of purchasing 
such' a system at such a cost 1 Will the noble Lord the Mem
ber for Lancashire say,. on the pledge of his reputation and his 
honour, that when he made this bargain for the English people, 
he anticipated, this species: of fidelity from the planter! In 
these despatches, these reports, these tables of hideous affliction, 
these sUIDDiaries of the monthly average of human groans, can 
he find, the· rigid fulfilment of that promise which he made to 
the millions who hung upon his word, "that the slave should 
retain no taint. of his former servile condition," a.nd called upon 
the· name of Wilberforce to attest the. promise and to sanctify 
the deed ! Yes, to us compensation is indeed due; but if to us. 
how much more to the negro !:-No, not to kim-the very mag
nitude of his wrongs denies even the possibility of compensa
tion! No gold can buy back to him the' agonised years al
ready wasted since that act of mockery was past; no gOld can 
buy back human life itself! Will twenty times twenty millions 
compensate to the son for the mother who lias died beneath the 
torture, and whose: very dea.th the officers of planter-justice have 
imputed to the visitation of God! Compensate' to the mother, 
who, in the very agonies of' childbirth, found no exemption from 
the· grinding, toil and the lifted scourge, and who has 'been 
robbed of a, hope, cherished, perhaps, amidst. all her own 
anguish of giving birth to an offspring happier than his sires? 
No! we cannot demand compensation for the negro--we can-· 
not. call back the past. But justice and sympathy for the' 
future-tMs1l at. least are in our power! -But only two years re
main. Why, you ask. nuike this stir and commotion for two 
years-two little. years l What! are two years nothing in the 
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life of man' Do we not JmOW""""W6 who have constitueuts~ 
that when one individual in whom those constituents are in .. 
terested, is tried, found guilty. condemned. sentenced to the 
prison or the hulks-do we. not know what interest is made to 
strike two years from the term of punishment tTwo years of 
loss of liberty. two years subjected even to the discipline of re. 
sponsible and mild control-what, efforts do we make to save a 
fellow-creature from that aflliction ! But now we a.sk the. boon, 
not for one. man. but for thousands--...not for guilt, but for inno. 
cencs-not fol' exemption from legal penance, but from irrespon. 
sible oppression I Complete the picture-add to the loss of 
liberty all the whips and stings which power can inflict. on 
weakness, and. then. will you dare to tell US that two yearS a.re 
nothing iJl. the aggregate of human exist.ence" You say this 
system shall not be abolished j but will you explain to us how 
it shall be continued-ilontinued in defiance: of the loud and 
indignant voice of the English people 1 HoW' can you expect 
security. and peace,. and order, when the negra on one estate 
sees the. negroes _ on another (no better than ,himself) arB free, 
when father and son are separa.ted by your unint.elligible, verbal 
barbarisms of prredial and non-pr~diaJ-when you yourselves 
are recommending their legislators to, emancipate, them, and 
when. if they were to rise (which heaven forbid)" you. would not 
dare to interpose a. military force from this country bet,ween 
mutual massacre and revenge 1 And the colonial government 
hope that the parchment of the Act passed through ~his House 
will serve to remedyallevils. If so~ why do you urge upon the 
colonies the propriety of immediate emancipation? But you 
know it cannot. Four sheets of paper never yet built a wall 
between tyranny and weakness. Your bill devises two. reme
dies :-lst. you propose to give: to pmclamatioD.Sl the; force: of 
law; secondly. you arm your special magistrates. with new 
authority. As to proclamations; your own governors. tell you 
that the planters laugh them to scorn. As to giving them the 
force of law. law itself is a. dead letter, when the, public opinion 
of those on whom it is imposed does DOt: breathe into. it the only 
principle of life it can receive. Special magistrates r why, whalJ 
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have they been 1 Either the mere toolS' of the planter, or else, 
where they have been the friends of the negro, they have only 
succeeded in embroiling matters, and exciting false hopeS in the 
negro, new.tyranny in the planter. Take the case of Judge 

. Palmer. He was superseded: for what offence? Will the 
House believe it ?-because the Commissioners of Inquiry de
clared that" he administered the law in the spirit of the Eng
lish Abolition Act, and that the present state of St Thomas-in
the-Vale was to be attributed to such a mode of administering 
the abolition law." So, here is a special magistrate condemned 
and punished for administering the law in the spirit in which 
we framed it, and according to the object for which the English 
people paid their gold. But few magistrates commit the same 
offence and incur the same fate as Judge Palmer: oh no, I find 
the' Jamaica Standard' (the organ of the planters) loud in praise 
of special magistrates as men who have done their duty, and 
calling upon the planters to contribute money to the widows 
and families of such of them as have died. ~See then on one 
side the special magistrate who befriends the negro, harassed 
by commissions of inquiry, calumniated by the planter, aban
doned by the Government, superseded solely for the offence of 
keeping faith with England; and behold on the other side the 
special magistrate who lends himself to the planter, who reports 
in his favour-who applauds the system and vindicates its in
struments, quoted by Ministers as an admirable authority-ad
mired by planters as an exemplary judge---praised and flattere<l 
-patronage here-pensions there-and can you doubt for an 
instant on which side your dispensers of law will lean? De
pend upon it, all attempts to relax and mitigate slavery are hope
less and absurd. There are no ways of patching up the ever
lasting distinction between slavery and freedom; all that you 
can do is to diminish the interest of the planter in the health 
and life of the negro, and leave the wretch more exposed to the. 
jealousy, because more obnoxious to the fears, of the tyrant. . I 
cannnot understand this one-sided niceness of conscience,· this 
terror of violating by a hair's breadth your compact with a 
planter, and this deaf and blind indifference to the equal obliga-
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tions due to the other parties of the compact, the negroes and 
the people of these realms. You know that our law, which was 
the compact, has been violated in all the colonies; you. know 
that the English people have not got that for which they paid 
their money, and yet you give up the rights of two parties for 
the sake of the third, you betray the innocent on behalf of. the 
guilty j-You see no justice but where you confess oppression;
you venerate no sanctity but where you discover fraud! The 
hon. Member for Newark would represent the planters as men 
equally merciful and maligned. [Mr Gladstone: No.] What! 
did you not attempt to defend their general conduct; to prove 
them innocent of the charge of cruelty 7-if you did not, where is 
the answer to our accusations 1 But if you did, what then 1 Is 
it not the old reply to the earliest advocates of emancipation t 
Let not the House be carried away by assurances that the 
planters are merciful masters and injured men :-such were the 
assurances with which Wilberforce and Clarkson were met at 
the threshold of their great design. Had Parliament_ listened, 
in former years, to such declarations, with the same respect and 
cordiality with which it greets them now, Wilberforce would 
have lived in vain! I accuse not the planters; I accuse the 
system: men are but the tools of the circumstances that sur
round them. Where tyranny is made legal,' I execrate the tyr
anny, but I acquit the tyrant., You have heard from me no in
dividual cases, branding individual persons-you have heard 
from me no doubtful references to anonymous authorities." My 
charge is against communities, not persons-~y facts are in the 
books you appeal to as undeniable records. If the despatches 
of your governors, if the reports of your magistrates, if this 
whole mass of parliamentary evidence be not one li~l tell you 
that your arguments against thi,s motion are shivered to the 
dust! I have proved, that not individuals, not minorities, but 
(where legislative assemblies existin'your colonies) whole com .. 
munities have been, from first to last, invaders of your law, vio
lators of your compact. I have proved that faith is due, not to 
the planters, but, to their victims and their dupes. I have 
proved that there is no danger in the course we recommend-
~~L F 
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proved it by reference to actual experience in Antigua, to the 
assertions of your governor in Jamaica, where all parties would 
abandon the sys~m for compens~tion-proved it by your own 
recommendations to the colonies. Answer all this if you can ; 
if you answer it to your satisfaction, you belie your governors, 
you impeach your witnesses, you condemn yourselves. Year 
after year, and session after session, we debate on the mere 
forms and ceremonials of our religion, whether this oath may be 
abolished-whether this distinction may be removed-whether 
by one law or by another we can best preserve the husk and 
shell of religion-its ecclesiastical establishment; I honour all 
men's consciences upon these points j but here we come to the 
fountain of Christianity itself-its all-protecting brotherhood, 
its all-embracing love. When scholars and divines have 
summed up the blessings that our common creed has conferred 
upon mankind, first and foremost of those blessings they have 
placed the abolition of that slavery which stained and darkened 
the institutions of the Pagan world. I know of no Pagan 
slavery worse than this Christian apprenticeship. Here, 
then, we fight again the same ba1jtle as our first fathers, the 
primitive Christians, from whom all our sects and divisions have 
emerged. Here is a ground upon which Catholic aud Pro
testant, and the wide families of dissent, all may unite j and I 
do believe that he who votes against this dark hypocrisy of 
slavery in disguise will obtain something better than the appro
val of constitnents-something holier than the gratification of 
party triumph and political ambition-in the" applause of his 
own conscience, and in those blessings that will not rise the less 
to the Eternal Throne because they are uttered by the victims 
of human avarice and pride. 

[In Lord Lytton's political life a gap occurs here of eleven years-namely, 
from the 30th June of 1841 to the 2211 July of 1852, during which interval 
he was out of Parliament.] 



VIII. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

THE HALL OF COMMERCE 

ON THE 1ST OF MABCB 1851. 

ON the evening of Saturday, the 1st of March, Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton 
presided as Chairman at the Public Dinner given to Mr Macready, in the 
Hall of Commerce, by way of Farewell, on the occasion of the tragedian's 
withdrawal from the stage. In proposing the toast of the evening, the fol-
lowing speech was delivered. • 

GENTLEMEN,-When I glance through this vast hall, and feel 
how weak and indistinct is my voice, I feel that I must frankly 
throw myself upon your indulgence, and entreat your most 
patient-and courteous attention while I approach that subject 
which unites to-day au assembly so remarkable for the numbers 
and distinction of those who compose it. We are met to dq 
honour to an eminent man, who retires. into private life after 
those services to the public which are almost most felt at the 
moment we are about to lose them.. There are many among you 
far better qualified than I am to speak critichlly of the merits of 
Mr Macready as an actor, but placed as I am in this chair, I feel 
that I should justly disappoint you if I did not seek to give 
some utterance to those sentiments 0'£ admiration of which you 
have made me the representative. Gentlemen, this morning I 
read in one of the literary journals some !lualifying remarks as 
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to the degree of Mr Macready's genius j and now, as I recog
nise here many who are devoted to literature and art, I will ask 
them if I am not right in this doctrine-that the true measure 
of the genius of an artist is the degree of excellence to which he 
brings the art that he cultivates. Ju~ae of Mr Macready by 
this ·test, and how great is that genius that will delight us no 
more j for it is because it has so achieved what I will call the 
symmetry of art that its height and its breadth have been often 
forgotten. We know that it is the uneven and irregular surface 
that strikes us as the largest, aud the dimensions of a genius, 
like those of a building, are lost in the justness of its proportions; 
and therefore it is that in recalling the surpassing excellence of 
our guest as an artistical performer, one is really at a loss to say 
in what line of character he has excelled the most. The Titanic 
grandeur of Lear, the human debasement of Wemer, the frank 
vivacity of Henry V., the gloomy and timorous guilt of King 
John, or that-his last-personation of Macbeth, in which it 
seemed to me that he conveyed a more correct notion of what 
Shakespeare designed than I can recollect to have read in the 
most profound of tbe German critics; for I take it, what Shake-, 
speare meant to represent in Macbeth was the kind of character 
which is. most liable to be influenced by a belief in supernatural 
agencies-a man who is acutely sensitive to all impressions, who 
has a restless im~oina.tion more powerful than his will, who sees 
daggers in.the air aud ghosts in the banquet-hall, who has moral 
weakness and physical coUrage, and who-as our guest repre
sented bim-alternates perpetually between terror and daring
a trembler when oppressed by his conscience, and a warrior 
'When defied by his foe. But in this and in all that numberless 
crowd of characters which is too fresh in your memories for me 
to enumerate, we don't so much say" How well this was spoken," 
or cc How finely that was acted," but we feel within ourselves 
how true was the personation of the whole. Gentlemen, there 
is a word that is often applied to artists and to authors, and I 
think we always apply it improperly when we speak of a supe
rior intellect-I mean the word" versatile." Now, I think the 
proper word is "comprehensive." The man of genius does not 
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vary and change, which is. the meaning of the word versatile, 
but he has a mind sufficiently expanded to comprehend variety 
and change. If I can succeed in describing the circle, I can 
draw as many lines as I please from the centre straight to the 
circumference, but it must be upon the. condition-for that is 
the mathematical law-that all these lines shall be equal, one to 
the other, or it is not a circle. that I describe. Now, I do not 
say our guest is versatile; I say that he is comprehensive; and 
the proof that he has mastered the most perfect form of the com ... 
prehensive faculty is this....;..that all the lines he has created 
within the range of his art are equal the one to the other. And 
this, gentlemen, explains to us that originality which even his 
detractors have conceded to him. Every great actor has his 
manner as every great writer has his style. But the originality 
of our guest does not consist in his manner alone, but in his 
singular depth of thought. He has not only accomplished the . 
obvious and essential graces of the actor-the look, the gesture, 
the intonation, the stage play-but he has placed his study 
far deeper. He has sought to penetrate into the subtlest inten
tions of the poet, and made poetry itself the golden key to the 
secrets of the human heart, He was original because he never 
sought to be original but to be truthful; because, in a. word, he 
was as conscientious in his art as he is in his action.'!, Gentle
men, there is one merit of our guest as an actor, upon which, if 
I were silent, I should be indeed ungrateful Many a great per
former may attain to a high reputation if he restrains his talents 
to acting Shakespeare and the great writers of the past; but it 
is perfectly clear that in so doing he does not advance one incl}. 
the literature of his time. It has been the merit of our guest to 
recognise the truth that the actor has it in his power to assist in 
creating the writer. He has identified himself with the living 
drama of his period, and by so doing he has half created it. 
Who does not recollect the rough and manly vigour of Tell, the 
simple grandeur of Virginius, or the exquisite sweetness and 
dignity and pathos with which he illvested the self-sacrifice of 
Ion; and who does not feel that but for him these 'great plays 
might never have obtained their hold upon the stage, or ranked 
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among those masterpiec~ which this age will leave to posterity? 
And what charm. and what grace, not their own, he has given to 
the lesser works of an inferior writer, it is not for me to say. 
But, gentlemen, all this, in which he has sought to rally round 
him the dramatic writers of his time, brings me at once from the 
merits of the actor to those of the Dlanager. I reCall, gentlemen, 
that brief but glorious time when the drama of England appeared 
suddenly to revive and to promise a future that should be worthy 
of its past; when by a union of all kindred arts, and the exer
cise of a taste that was at ~nce gorgeous and severe, we saw the 
genius of Shakespeare properly embodied upon our stage, though 
I maintain that the ornament was never superior to the work 
Just remember the mauner in which the supernatural agency of 

. the weird sisters was made apparent to our eye, in which the 
magic· Isle of Prospero rose before us in its mysterious and 
haUnted beauty, and in which the knightly character of the hero 
of Agincourt received its true interpretation from the pomp of 
the feudal age, and you will own you could not strip the scene 
of these efi'ectswithout stripping Shakespeare himself of half 
the richness and dep'th of his concelltionS. .:Cut that was the 
least merit of that glorious management. Mr Macready not 
only enri~hed the scene, but he purified the audience; and for 
the first time since the reign of Charles II., a father might have 
taken his daughters to a public theatre with as much safety from 
all that could shock decorum as if he had taken them to the 
house of a friend. . And for this reason the late lamented Bishop 
of Norwich made.it a point to form the personal acquaintance 
of Mr Macready, that he might thank him, as a prelate of the 
Church, for the good he had done to society. Gentlemen, I can
not recall that period without a sharp pang of indignant regret, 
for if that management had lasted some ten or twelve years, I 
know that we would have established a permanent school for 
actors-a fresh and enduring field for dramatic poetry and wit 
-..:.-while we should have educated an audience up to feel that 
dramatic performances in their highest point of excellence had 
become an intellectual want that could no more be dispensed 
with than the newspaper or review. And all this to be checked 
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or put back for ages to come! Why ? Because the public did 
not appreciate the experiment! Mr Macready has told u.s that 
the public supported him nobly, and that his houses overflowed. 
Why then? Because of the enormous rent and exactions for a 
theatre which, even in the most prosperous seasons, made the 
exact difference between profit and loss. Gentlemen, it is not 
now the occasion to speak of remedies for that state of things. 
Remedies there are, but they are for legislation to effect. They 
involve considerations with regard to those patents which ~ 
secured to certain houses for the purpose of maintaining in this 
metropolis the legitimate drama, and which, I fear, have proved 
the main obstacle to its success. But these recollections belong 
to the past. The actor--the manager-are no more. Whom 
have we with us to-day t Something grander than actor or 
manllo<Y6r: to-day we have with us the man. Gentlemen, to 
speak of those virtues which adom a home, and are only known 
in secret, has always appeared to me to be out of place upon 
public occasions; but there are some virtues which cannot be 
called. private, which accompany a man everywhere, which are 
the essential part of his public character, and of these it becomes 
us to speak, for it is to these that we are met to do homage. I 
mean integrity, devotion to pure ends, and a high ambition. 
manly independence, and honour that never knew a stain. Why 
should we disguise from ourselves that there are great prejudices 
to the profession of an actor t Who does not know that our 
noble"guest has lived down every one such prejudice, not falling 
into the old weakness of the actor, and for which Garrick could 
not escape th~ sarcasm of Johnson. of hankering after the society 
and patronage of the great t The great may have sought in him· 
the accomplished gentleman. but he has never stooped his bold 
front as an Englishman t(l court any patronage meaner than. the 
public, or to sue for the smiles with which fashion humiliates the 
genius it condescends to flatter. And therefore it is that he has 
so lifted up that profession to which he belongs into its proper 
rank amid the liberal arts; and- therefore it is that in glancing 
over the list of our stewards we find ~very element of that aris
tocracy upon which he has !lever fawned uniting to render him. 
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its tribute of respect. The ministers of foreign nations-men 
. among the noblest of the peers of England-veterans of those 

professions of which honoUr is the lifespring-the chiefs of 
literature and science and art-ministers of the Church, sensible 
of. the benefits he has bestowed upon society iIi banishing from 
the stage what had drawn upon it·the censure of the pulpit-all 
are p.ere, and· all unite to enforce the truth, the great truth, 
which he leaves to those who come after him-that let a man 
but honour his calling, and the calling will soon be the honour 
of the man. Gentlemen, I cannot better sum up all I would 
say than by the words which the Roman orator applied to the 
actor of his day; and I ask you if I may not say of our guest as 
9icero said .of Roscius--,-" He is a man who unites yet more of 
virtues than of·taJ.ents, yet more of truth than of art, and who, 
ha'ring dignified the scene·by the various portraitures of human 
life, dignifies yet more this assembly by the example of his own." 
Gentlemen, the toast I am about to propose to you is connected 
with many sad associations, but not to-day. Later and long 
will be cherished whatever may be sad of these mingled feelings 
that accompany this farewell-later, when night after night we 
shall miss from the play-bill the old 'familiar name, and feel that 
one source . of elevated delight is lost to us for ever. To-day 
let us only rejoice that he whom we so prize and admire is no 
worn-out veteran retiring to a rest he can no longer enjoy-that 
he leaves us in the prime of his powers, with many years to 
come, in the course of nature, of that dignified leisure for which 

. every public man must have sighed in the midst of his triumphs, 
and though we cannot say of him that his 

. "way ofilie 
Is fall'n into the sere, the yellow leaf, " 

yet 'We can say that he has prematurely obtained 
c. that which should accompany old age, 

As honour, love, obedience, troops of friends;" 

and postponing for this night all selfish regrets, not thinking of 
the darkness that is to follow, but of the brightness of the sun 
that is to set, I call upon you to drink with full glasses and full 
hearts, "Health. happiness, and long life to William Macready." 



IX. 

A LECTURE 

DELivERED AT 

THE ROYSTON MECHANICS INSTITUTI,ON 

ON THE 3D OF JUNE 1852. 

ON ThUl'Bday, the 3d of June 1852, the following Lecture was deliverd 
by Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton at the Mechanics Institute in Royston, 
Hertfordshire. It gave the "Outlines of the Early History of the East, 
with explanatory descriptions of some of the more remarkable nations and ' 
cities mentioned in the Old Testament." Prefixed to the address afterwards 
in its printed form was the subjoined note :-

.. In a popular Lecture, it is often necessary to decide peremptorily be
tween very conflicting authorities as to facts and dates, without entering 
into those arguments on behalf of such decision that would necessitate a 
display of learning wearisome to the audience and unsuited to the occasion. 
,In many such vexed questions, I have adopted views in accordance with 
those of HEEREN, in his great work on the Principal Nations of Antiquity. 
It would seem an idle ostentation to cite, in long array, the names of -other 
writers, ancient and modem, to whom the professed scholar will easily 
recognise my obligations." ------

GENTLEMEN,-In assuming, for the first time, the capacity of 
Lecturer at an Institution dedicated to the noble task of popular 
instruction, I could not yield to your request without advanc
ing some claim to your indulgence. For you are all aware how 
little leisure I have had since -I entered into the engagement 
which I shall endeavour this evening to fulfil It is only at 
brief and hurried intervals. that I have been enabied to refresh 
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my memory by reference to the best authorities-to condense 
into the· bounds of a single lecture the large range of history 
and research which the subject before me comprehends-and 
to give familiar effect to such observations as I would desire to 
impress upon your niinds. 

After mucl~ hesitation as to the subject I should choose for 
my lecture, suddenly I said to myself, "The Eternal Book of 
the People is The Bible." Now in the Old Testament the 
names of Nations and Cities constantly occur, which in my 
own boyhood excited in me a dim wondering curiosity to know 
more about them-to learn what in truth were those great cities 
of Sidon and Tyre-what was that mysterio~s Egypt, what was 
that mighty Babylon. And I said again to myself, "What 
thus interested me before I had the leisure and opportunities to 
instruct myself, may interest, also, all those who follow the 
history of the chosen people of Jehovah, from the tents of 
Abraham and the bondage of Egypt to their settlement beneath 
the Mount of Olives and amidst the ivory palaces of Solomon. 
Therefore, my listeners, this is the theme I have chosen; pro
posing to give you a general if brief view of those lights which 
the learning of scholars hasthro~ upon the places and the 
nations more especially referred to in Sacred History. 

Gentlemen-I begin from the beginning. 
Let us suppose how the Deluge has altered the whole face of 

the habitable earth-let us see the generations of Noah, wander
ing to and fro, bearing with them vague reminiscences of the 
arts and inventions that existed before the Flood. Now where 
would it be natural that Dien thus wandering would fix their 
earliest settlements l Think for yourselves, and you will make 
this answer: "They would settle where they could obtain the 
most 'plentiful'subsistence with the least labour." And that 
region of the globe would be Asia. 

n you cast your eyes on the map of the World, you will see 
that this quarter of the globe.(the area ofw~ch is four times as 
large as Europe) fills. the whole extent of the temperate zone---:. 
it is only its extremities which suffer from intense heat or 
rigorous cold; it .contains not.,only all the productionS of nature 
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to be found in Europe, but at infinitely less cost of labour; and 
it has produce the most luxuriant, which is all its own; it is 
surrounded by seas and intersected by rivers which facilitate 
communication and suggest the interc~ue of commerce. But 
of all .Asia the Southem Division is the most alluring to the 
tastes and the wants of man; it comprises the most fertile 
regions of the earth; here the cotton plant and silkworm are 
indigenous; only here, it is said. can com be found growing 
wild, as if here, from the kind parental soil. had sprung forth 
the original germ of the common food of man; here the air is 
fragrant with spices, the earth teems with gold. and the seas 
with pearL Accor~Iy we find, both in sacred bi<;tory and 
in all traditions of profane history, that the Southem Division 
of .Asia is the district of the earth in which. after the deluge, 
cities were first founded and civilisation first arose. 

But what part of Southem Asia would have the earliest pre
ference' Think again, and you will answer: "That district 
where wandering men, subsisting by their flocks and herds, 
would f1,nd the widest pasture plains, and in the neighbourhood 
of great rivers that would furnish that ample supply of water 
60 necessary and indeed so rare in the sunny climates of the 
East." Just such a situation we find for the site of that city 
which is recorded to be the earliest city after the flood. 
BABYLONIA. is one vast level country-between two great rivers, 
the Euphrates and the Tigris-and Herodotus (who is the father 
of profane history) says, that" of all the countries with which 
he was acquainted, Babylonia was by far the most fruitful in 
corn; the soil was so adapted for corn, that it never produced 
less than two hundred-fold, and in very favourable seasons 
even three hundred-fold." Here at once was an inducement 
to setUe in such a country. But however man may desire to 
escape labour, still Providence has wisely decreed that labour 
shall find him out. and that to labour alone he can owe all that 
constitutes thedift'erence between barbarism and civilisation. 

According to our received chronology, it was in the second 
century after the deluge that the Divine Will interrupted the 
builders of Babel and dispersed the families of men. But to the 
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site of Babel the more intelligent descendants of Noah still re
turned; and no sooner had they fixed their settlement in this 
favoured region, than they found that the river Euphrates, which 
contributed to the fertility of the soil, was liable to constant in
undations. They had to wrest their country from a perpetual 
flood-it was a country worth saving-and the task which 
necessitated their labour stimulated their skill Necessity, we 
all know, is the mother of invention: so they early began to 
cut canals, in order to receive the overflow of the waters; then 
they perceived· that these canals would serve the purpose of 
irrigating the pastures, which in a climate so warm and dry was 
essential; gradually these canals served for. defence against the 
inroads of other wandering hordes; and gradually also, as civili
Ilation increased. the same canals bore merchant vessels from 
river to river. Dams and embankments Were constructed
Labour triumphed ........ Babylonia became the garden of the East 
and the centre of primeval commerce. Nature here too pro
vided the inhabitants with materials that suggested the building 
of towns: all around the earliest city of the world. this great 
Babylon, stretched layers of a clay so perfect, that when merely 
dried in the sun it became so durab1e as to exist at the present 
.day, retaining even the very inscriptions impressed on the 
bricks. Eight days' journey from Babylon was a place called 
Is, in which wells still smoke. and boil up with a kind of bitu
men, that forms the most incomparable lime or cement. It was 
the custom to place layers of rushes or palm-leaves between 
every thirtieth row of bricks as. a binding material; and these 
very leaves are found so fresh, that you would not think they 
had been there a year, though the buildings in which they are 
placed were erected in the time of Nebuchadnezzar. 

Now you· can understand why the races of men first settled 
in Babylonia, and why Babylon was naturally the earliest city; 
namely, because the land yielded the amplest means of subsis':' 
tence, and the· readiest materials for buil~g. For several 
ages we now lose sight of the progress of this nation; both 
sacred and profane history give us but little information upon 
it, until about 600 years before Christ, when it began to blaze 
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forth and assume that special aspect of pomp and magnificence 
which we still attach to the idea of Babylon. 

This new era. commences with a conquest. And before I 
speak of this conquest, I must pursue somewhat further the 
general idea of the progress of the human race. We have seen 
that the first settle~ would obtain the most fertile plains, as in 
Babylonia; others, expelled from these more alluring regions, 
would select the next best situations they could find; others, 
inferior in strength or numbers, or desirous of preserving their 
religion or their freedom from the despotism of the monarchies 
that became gradually established, would take refuge in moun~ 
tains and defiles. These last nations would grow hardy and 
vigorous by their mountain life, which necessitates robust and 
simple habits; at the same time, as their population increased, 
they would be impelled by hunger and by envy to descend upon 
the settlers in the more fertile plains. Thus we nearly always 
find, in the early history of the world, that the conquering tribes 
are mountaineers. Now, one of these tribes, called the CRAL
DJEANS, sweeping down from the mountains of Taurus and 
CaucasUs, overwhelmed Southern Asia, captured Babylon, and 
there established a new throne of the East. :And the king of 
these Chaldreans was the famous Nebuchadnezzar. He con
quered Asia to the shores of the Mediterranean, triumphed over 
the king of Egypt, destroyed Jerusalem, established what is 
called the Babylonian~Chaldrean Empire, and from his reign we 
date the full majesty and splendour of Babylon. 

We have still extant a description of this city, by' the waters 
of which the exiles of Israel" sate down and wept;" a descrip
tion of it by an eyewitness, as enlarged and adorned by Nebu-' 
chadnezzar. It waS built in the most exact regularity; it was 
a square; each of its sides fifteen miles in length-its whole 
circuit, therefore, was sixty miles; twenty-five gates of shining 
bl'asS, on each of the four sides, admitted to the same number 
of streets, intersecting each . other at right angles, so that eaCh 
street was fifteen miles long and a hundred and fifty feet wide ; 
the houses were very lofty; open courts and gardens abounded; 
right through the city ran the river Euphrates, spanned by a 
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bridge of ~agnifi.centdimensions. In the midst and probably 
on the very site of the old tower of Babel, rose the temple of 
the national god, Bel or Belus. At one extremity was the 
palace of Belshazzar. And here were those hanging gardens of 
which you may have read; they were composed of several vast 
terraces, the highest rising to the summit of the city walls; on 
these terraces were planted the stately trees of. the East; 
animals of all kinds, and birds of all plumage, were found 
amidst the palm-trees and cedars; the verdure of the gardens 
was maintained by a mighty aqueduct, that watered all the 
trees. The walls of the city were encompassed by a vast ditch; 
those walls were so thick that several chariots could run abreast 
along their summit; and their height was 350 feet. Now then 
exert your imagination, and try and picture Babylon to your
selves. Fancy that you are approaching to it--ainidst vast level 
plains, covered with corn. and gleaming with rivers and lakes ; 
and there, in a blue Cloudless atmosphere, you see rising up this 
enormous city, the "lady of kingdoms "-her brazen gates 
glittering in the sun~her gardens overhanging the walls-and 
high in the midst Boars up, story on. story, the lofty temple of 
Bel, as if, like the earliest tower, fit sought to escape from a 
deluge. Such was the city that was rebuilt by Nebuchad
nezzar, the conqueror of the East; such was the pomp on which 
he gazed when a voice fell from heaven, saying, (t 0 king Nebu
chadnezzar, the kingdom is departed from thee; and they shall 
drive thee from men, and thy dwelling shall be with the beasts 
of the flelu; they shall make thee to eat grass as oxen, and 
seven times shall pass over thee until thou know that the Most 
High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whom
soever He will" 

The renewed glory of Babylon was of brief duration. The 
grandson of Nebuchadnezzar was Belshll.zzar; and it was at the 
very time that Daniel was interpreting the mystic writing on 
the wall, that a conqueror had turned the bed of the Euphrates 
into the great lake which received the overflow, and a dry path 
was given up to the armies of the Medes and Persians. From 
that date Babylon became but a province of the Persians-
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yarious revolts only accomplished its ruin; its walls· were dis
mantled, its towers overthrown; in 600 years from the date of 
Nebuchadnezzar, it was already a desert. So were fulfilled the 
words of Isaiah, "the wild beasts of. the islands shall cry in 
their desolate houses." 

I shall now pass on to tell you something about those MEDES 
and PERSIANS who conquered Babylon. But I must first glance 
over another city akin to Babylon, and a people who ruled in 
the East before the Persians were yet known as a conquering 
1'ace. 

You open the book of Jonah, and you find that " Jonah arose 
and went unto Nineveh, according to the word of the Lord; 
and Nineveh was an exceeding great city of three days' 
journey "-that is, it took three days to go from. one extreme of 
the city to.another. Now we are told in Genesis (ch. x.) that 
out of the land of Shil!ar' (that is, Babylonia, the early kingdom 
of Nimrod), went forth .Ashur and builded Nineveh. 

NINEVEH was the capital of the people called the. Assyrians. 
This city, long b~fore the time of N ebuchadnezzar, had attained 
to all that outward splendour, and all that internal corruption, 
which brought on it the envy of man and the wrath of heaven; 
its history, in profane writers, is so obscure and so beset with 
fable, that I will not fatigue you by dwelling on it, since I can 
give you no information upon which you can rely. But it was 
conquered by the Medes, in alliance with Nabopolassar, father 
of Nebuchadnezzar, and the .Assyrian empire was given partly 
to the Babylonians, principally to the Medes. The site of Nine
veh itself seemed forgotten a vezy few centUlies after its fall ; 
yet our countryman Layard has lately brought its buried halls, 
into light; and by the sculptures which he has discovered, we 
have a juster notion of the luxuriant civilisation to which the 
people of Nineveh had' attained at a remote period, than any 
profane historians· can afford to us. We discover that they 
had gained considerable knowledge in Architecture, in Art, in 
Mechanics, and in all the luxuries of ornament and dress. And 
what is very remarkable, the earliest i!culptures of Nineveh are 
the best. But Layard's work upon Nineveh is so recent, an~ so 
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accessible, 'that I refer you, for further descriptions of that -city, 
to a book which all may read with as much pleasure as profit. 

Thus then the kingdom of Assyrj.a had passed away-Babylon 
had _ fallen~and a. new people, the MEDES, begin to be the 
prominent ruling nation of the eastern world. . Now the Medes 
appear first to have formed but a part of the great Assyrian 
empire; they had revolted under able and warlike chiefs, whose 
history and dynasties are involved in hopeless dispute; and
they had formed a powerful kingdom of their own, when they 
in turn were subjected by the conquest of a tribe 3.kin to them
selves, ,called the Persians. 

These PERSIANS were a very r~markable race, and by far the 
mauliest and the noblest that has yet appeared in our new of . 
eastern history. They were the inhabitants, not of lux1Uious 
plains, but of rough highlandS; their habits' were rendered 
hardy by long winters and constant 'exercise; as hunters an..d 
herdsmen, they wandered to and fro their mowitainous region; 
and a traditional saying of their most celebrated chief aunounces 
a siinplicity of rude manhood, whicp contrasts indeed the effemi
nate corruption of Babylon and Nineveh: "I learned three 
things in my youth," says'this chief, "to ride, to bend the bow, 
and to speak the truth." The. very religion of the ~ersians, how
ever erring, was less gross than that. of the worshippers of BeL 
We may imagine these mountaineers, after a long dreary winter, 
beholding the sun of the eastern sky burst forth on their hill
tops, and changing snow and barrenness into flowers and -fer
tility; and, seeing in that sun a symbol of -beneficence and joy, 
we can perhaps understand how .they came to consider it as the 
emblem of God. They recognised indeed, as we do, two prin
ciples; one of good and of light (of which the sun was the type 
or symbol), and one of evil and eternal darkness. They seemed, 
as far as we can discover, to have believed also in the immor
tality of the soul; in guardian spirits; and it has been supposed 
that our notion of fairies was first borrowed from the Persians. 
They had strong national fee:qngs; were divided somewhat in 
clans like our Scotch Highlanders; and had one tribe of heredi
tary nobility, who claimed the right to' fight in the post of 
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danger, or 'round the person of the king, whom th~se clans 
elected as their general in war. 

You can understand how 6 people like this, though small in 
numbers, would be destined to become the new conquerors of 
the East. Somewhat before the fa'll. of Belshazzar, this people 
had united under a prince whom we call Cyrus, and who is still 
renowned in the songs and traditions of Asia' as Khosroo the 
Conqueror. He appears to have been connected to the, king 'of 
the Medes-Greek history makes hini that king's grandson; he 
attained -to the ~brone of that rising and' mighty . kingdom, 
which, though in reality it now passed to the sway of the Per
sian, was henceforth genera1ly styled the kingdom of the Medes 
and Persius. This was the Cyrus" who overthrew Babylon 
and founded a monarchy which comprehended nearly the whole 
of Asia. 

Now each of these great and predominant empires, the Baby
lonian, the Assyrian, the Persian, had subjected most of 'the 
smaller kingdoms of which you read in scripture to the payment 
of tribute: they did not interfere with those kingdoms in other 
respects-it was enough for the imperial monarchs of the ,East 
to extort from the smaller sovereignties a recognition of their 
supreme power, and a contribution to the'imperial treasury. 

Among these states was that DAMASCUS of which there is 
such frequent and interesting mention in the Bible-Damascus 
which alarmed even the fearless David; which was captured by 
Jeroboam; and finally (being brought into contest between the 
two kingdoms of Judah and Israel), was taken by Tiglath Pile-

• .. It is not necessary, in relating this part of the Jewish history, to plunge 
into the intricate and inextricable labyrinth of Assyrian histori and chronology. 
It is nnimportant whether we suppose,. with Prideaux and most of the earlier 
writer., that the fatal night which terminated the life of Belshazzar, witnessed 
the fall of Babylon, and that Darius the Mede was Cyaxares, the DDcle of Cyrus ; 
or with Larcher IUld other., that Belshszzar was overthrown, anel put to death, 
by a coDspiracy within the city, hesded by Darius, a man of Median extraction; 
and that from this Darius openR a new dynasty of Babylonian kings, which 
ended in the Persian conquest by Cyrus. , • 

. .. At all event&, the close of the seventy' yeaN Captivity found , Cyrus the un
disputed monarch of all the territories, or rather of a more extensive and power
ful Empire than that of AlIsyria. "-Milman, 'History of the Jews,' Book ix. 

VOL. I. G 
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ser the Assyrian monarch, and became from that time a mere 
tributary province. But this city is still more endeared to us 
by the Jater associations of theN ew Testament. Here it was 
that Paul, the grand Apostle of the Gentiles, was coI;lverted to 
the faith· that he was destined to spread over the heathen world, 
"in weariness and painfulness, in watchings often, in hunger 
and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness." And still 
this City of Gardens blooms up from the plain of Syria in the 
preservation of its marvellous beauty j you pass for days along 
chains of dreary hills, until there bursts on your sight--:-here a 
forest of almond trees, oranges, citrons, and apricots--there a 
thick plantation of rose trees, from which is made the celebrated 
attar of roses, with four or five small rivers glittering through 
the intervals of flower and fruits--and, clear against the warm 
purple sky, rise the domes and lIli.llarets of Damascus. And 
when you enter the city you are on ground still sacred by beau
tiful traditions-you are in the street, still called "Straight," 
where St Paul is said to have lived-you still see, ina tower tl? 
the east, the window from which the apostle escaped in a basket 
the death which threatened him-If.nd still on the road between 
Damascus and Jerusalem is shown the spot in which, as Saul 
journeyed, "suddenly there shined round about him a light from 
heaven, and he fell to the earth and heard a voice saying unto 
him, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me 1" This city yet 
remains amongst the most flourishing of the East--:-its bazaars 
swarm with life-the beauties of the harems recline amidst the 
trellises of vines andl roses :--

But farther on-what rises on your eye! A dead disburied 
city of tombs and· sepulchres. In a valley of red sandstone
Mount Hor and Mount Sinai rising grey at the distance-lies 
this strange skeleton of the city that was founded py Esau, 
called SELAH, and subsequently PETRA, that is, the" City of the 
Rock." Thfs was the capital of the Edom which you so often 
re~d of in Scripture. And here, amidst monuments of all ages, 
still stands; on the summit of a mountain, the supposed tomb of 
Aaron the brother of Moses. Here, too, are still the remains of 
a temple; of a palace; the rocks are hollowed into innumerable 
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chambers, and nothing can equal the magical effect of ihe bril
liant colours of the rocks in which those monuments are formed. 
A trave1ler says, II that these colours are seen in successive 
Jayers of every shade and hue, as brilliant and soft as they ever 
appear in flowers, or in the plumage of birds, or in the sky when 
illuminated by the most glorious sunset." Such are the remains 
of the city and the mount of Esau; and thus are fulfilled the 
prophecies, Ie The pride of thine heart hath deceived thee, thou 
that dwellest in the clefts of the rock,"-"I laid the mountains 
of Esau and his heritage waste for the dragons of the wilder
ness." 

But now we approach a country that not only appeals to our 
more sacred associations, but has a vital claim upon our notice 
as the earliest parent of commerce and maritime enterprise-a 
people whose merchants visited our own shores, and whose blood 
still flows, perhaps, in the veins of one portion of the Irish popu
lation. I speak of the country calledPHmNICL\. It is remark
able t1!at the most celebrated commercial countries in history 
have been comparatively small in extent. Commerce is, in fact, 
the successful attempt of human energies against the boundaries 
of space. Along a short line of the eastern coast of Asia, at 
most 120 miles. in length and nowhere twenty miles wide, 
bounded by the mountains of Libanus and Antilibanus, once 
arose, close to each other, a succession of stately cities and 
crowded seaports. There flourished SIDON, called even in the 
time of Joshua "the Great Zidon j" and there was the mighty 
TntB. All these cities and this coast belonged to the people 
called the Phrenicians, who were closely allied to the Jewish 
race and spoke a dialect of the same language. The character 
of a people is always influenced by its geographical situation. 
This people at a very early period in the dispersion of races, 
having obtained possession of a sea-coast at the extremity of. 
the Mediterranean, proffering singular advantage of harbours 
aud commerce, would naturally be tempted to maritime adven.:. 
ture. The mountains around them were covered with forests, 
the forests supplied them with· timber for ships - the earth 
teemed with the useful metals of iron and copper, these gave 
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them the materials for mechanical art-a kind of fish that 
abounded on the coasts furnished a brilliant purple dye, the 
celebrated Tyrian purple-and the sands on the sea-shore were 
well adapted to the fabric of glass. Thus you see that on the 
intelligence of this people had been forced, as it were, the ele
ments of navigation, interchange, and manufacture. But com
merce always tends to produce liberty; and another reason for 
the astonishing energy of these Phamician traders was, that they 
were under forms of government infinitely more free than the 
surrounding despotisms of the East. To them indeed we are 
still largely indebted. They left colonies in Africa, in Sicily, In 
Spain, in Great Britain, in Gaul (or France), and in Ireland. 
Above all; they are said to have been the inventors of letters, of 
the alphabet; for this, which seems to us so simple and natural 
an invention, was long unknown among the earlier nations: and 
thus the alphabet, and possibly even the plain rules of arith
metic, which your children learn at this day by the knees of 
some English mother, are derived from the inhabitants of that 
remote and narrow sea-shore; and it is to the children of Tyre 
that lowe the very letters in which I read to you of their gran
deur and their ruin. There was an Old Tyre and a New Tyre. 
OldTyre was besieged for thirteen years by Nebuchadnezzar; 
during the blockade the inhabitants took refuge in a neighbour
ing island, which ultimately, under the name of New Tyre, far 
exceeded the opulence of the Old. This New Tyre was captured 
by Alexander the Great. Nothing in Scripture is more startling 
than the fulfilment of the prophecies of Ezekiel, concerning the 
capture and the fate of Tyre. For Alexander the Great took the 
city (which as I have said was on an island) by constructing a 
wall or causeway across the sea, with the ruins of the old city 
and the timber of Mount Libanus. And thus runs the prophecy: 
" And they shall lay thy stones and thy timber and thy dust in 
the midst of the water; and thou shalt be no more!" And 
again the prophet says of Tyre, that it tc should be as the top of 
a rock for fishers to dry their nets. on." And thus writes Bruce 

-the traveller: "Passing by Tyre two wretched fishermen, with 
miserable nets, have just given over their occupation, with very 
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little success. I engaged them at the expense of their nets to 
drag in those places where they said: shell-fish might be caught, 
in hopes to have brought out one of the famous purple fish." 
The attempt was in vain. 

And here, on taking leave of these Phrenician states, so con
nected with the origin of modern civilisation, pardon me if I 
pause to make some remarks that appear to me applicable to all 
countries and all ages. I have said that r< Commerce is the suc
cessful attempt of human energies against the boundaries of 
space." Unfortunately, however, where, in the progress of this 
grand attempt, a state so disproportions its foreign commerce to 
its natural strength as to become mainly dependent upon the 
foreigner not only for the luxuries but the necessaries of life, all 
history, ancient and modem, tells us that it prepares a rapid 
way to its own inevitable decline: the national spirit becomes 
relaxed-the desire of liberty grows subordinate to the desire of 
gain. In such. states, the trading capital, as well as the repro
ductive power of the country, rests so entirely upon artificial 
foundations, that with th~ first shock of some internal revolu
tion, or with the first signal defeat in war, the power is shaken, 
and the flow of the trading capital is. at once cut oft' from its 
sources. Thus the whole system falls at once into ruins, which 
no skill and no time can ever permanently restore. 

Let me bring this ancient truth home to you by modem 
examples. France has an immense territory which suffices to a 
formidable population; it relies chiefly upon resources within 
itself-not only for the necessaries but even the luxuries of life; 
it has appropriat.ed to its own soil the silkworm of .omna, the 
tobacco plant of America, the vines of Italy; it makes even 
from betroot a substitute for the sugar-cane of the tropics. And. 
therefore, whatever the follies or errors of its political govern
ment, though it be threatened with war, though it be maddened 
by revolutions, the physical existence of France thus complete 
in itself, recovers and survives every shock it receives. Not so 
Genoa, not so Venice, not so Holland,~all states the splendour· 
of which was purely derived from foreign interchange. -If Eng
laud, which hold .. ~ together its vast maritime and colonial empire 
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by the finest and most delicate threads, which derives its monied 
capital from a thonsand distant and complicated resources, were 
once to undergo such domestic convulsions or such invading 
wars on its own soil as France haS known-all that artificial 
capital which now employs so many million hands, but which 
rests its sole security upon public confidence and public order, 
would suddenly melt away; all that power over the ends of the 
earth which is maintained, not 1;>y the might of our arms, but 
the belief in. our wisdom, would suddenly snap asunder:. and 
England could no more recover herself from such a paralysis of 
all the organs of her intricate Vitality, than Sidon could again 
see the caravans of the East pass through her ruined gates or 
Tyre exchange in her desolate markets the wheat of Egypt for 
the gold of Ophir. 

But we must resume our survey of the Past. I now carry 
you on from Tyre to Egypt; I shall then return to sum up the 
general history of the East, which we have still. left under the 
rule of Cyrus-give a brief outline of the character, government 
and religion of the early Oriental na?ons-and conclude with 
a view of J ernsalem and the choseD; people of Jehovah. 

Many scholars have overestimated the antiquity of EGyPT as 
a social and civilised state. Egypt was unquestionably very 
ancient, but certainly less ancient than the states of Nineveh 
and Babylon. And this appears at a glance, if we exert our 
common sense. The countries in which men would first settle, 
are, as we have seen, those in which they could obtain the most 
subsistence with the least labour: this was the character of 
Babylonia, and could not have been the character of Egypt 
when the first colonisers came there. On the contrary, the land 
of Egypt is one vast triumph of Art over the elements of Nature; 
and men must, therefore, have been already considerably skilled 
in the arts of civilisation, when they resolved to settle in the 
land. Egypt itself is within the limits of Africa, but there is 
good reason to suppose that the Egyptians were of Asiatic origin. 
We may therefore presume that an Asiatic tribe-expelled from 
its native home by war or by want-emigrated into the valley 
of the Nile. N ow Egypt is enclosed by two chains of rocks, 
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between which the Nile precipitates itself; to the right are 
wide deserts-to the left uninhabitable sands.: Such a valley 
would have presented to emigrants, already skilled in mechanical 
arts, a favourable spot for setlJement: the soil was fertile, but it 
is over1lowed for foul' months every year by the Nile; the land 
could only be redeemed by cutting canals to receive the over
flow. But we have seen that the people by the plains of Babylon 
were accustomed to the construction of canals and reservoirs; 
and the difficulties of controlling the Nile, though far greater 
than those of curbing the Euphrates, would not have seemed 
insuperable to emigrauts from Babylonia. These difficulties 
once mastered, Egypt -became habitable, and would soon rise to 
considerable civilisation. Colonisers civilise much more rapidly 
than the inhabitants of the native country: for instance, it took 
us, Englishmen, more than a thousand years to have glass win
dows to our houses, and shirts to our backs; but ifa party of 
English emigrants go and settle in the wilds of Australia, I need 
scarcely say that their houses will have windows, and their 
wardrobes will contain shirts. Therefore Egypt, once colonised 
by a skilful and industrious tribe, would soon rise into a civili
sation equal to that of the parent state. The soil once saved 
from the marshes by dams and canals, the river itself so pre
pares that soil for culture that the husbandman. has only to 
scatter the seed. Agriculture, in all inland countries, is the 
origin of wealth. Egypt was the great granary for com; it lay 
in the neigbbourhood of the land of gold and spices; it com
manded.Asia on the one hand-Africa on the other: hence it 
was natnrally fitted to be a chief seat of the inland trade of 
the East. Accordingly, at a very early period of the world 
(though far less ancient than the date of Babylon), the patriarch 
Abraham finds a luxurious and gorgeous monarchy established 
in Egypt.. 

The History of the Egyptians may be divided into three great 
eras. 

First-from the earliest times, on tQ those in which it is visited 
by Abraham, down to that in which Joseph becomes chief 
minister. Then you find in the first chapter of Exodus, after 
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Joseph died, that there arose up a new king over Egypt which 
knew not Joseph. Who and what was this new king? Why, 
during this interval the land had been overrun and cOliquered 
by a wandering race, probably the 'Bedouin Arabs, and called 
the Shepherd Kings; and the chief of this race founded ~ new 
dynasty u whi,ch knew not Joseph." *. These kings set task.' 
masters over the Jews, and they built for Pharaoh treasure 
cities. - Here I should say that Pharaoh was -the general title 
which the Egyptians gave to their kings, as Czar or Cresar is 
the general title the Russians give to their emperors. This 
dynasty-which did not conquer all Egypt, but rather rent it 
into two monarchies, Upper and Lower Egypt-lasted between 
two and three hundred years, and was then expelled. 

The second period.comprises the most brilliant age of Egyp
tian power. R comprehends the great conqueror Sesostris and 
his race of Pharaohs; during this period the great monuments 
of Thebes were probably erected; and about this time that 
which emphatically distinguished the character of the Egyptian 
people was completed. I mean the division into castes, as is 
now the case in India-the caste of 'priests, of soldiers, of agri
culturists, trades, sllepherds, &c. Every man followed the calling 
of-his father-no man could ever rise above his caste. I need 
not tell you that, while this policy, if so it is to be called, insures 
a.certain inechanical precision in the arts and a certain dura
bility to forms of government, it excludes all originality, all 
progress, all true, liberty, and all generous sentiment in social 
life. Therefore"from this time the Egyptians remain stationary; 
they reach a certain point of civilisation-they never go beyond 
it. They never rise to the glorious beauty of Greek art-they 
leave' us monuments of stone, but none of literature. Other 
nations borrowed from them,and advanced on what they 
borrowed-the Egyptians condemned themselves never to ad
vance! 

Therefore, in the third period of their history, we find the 
Egyptian monarchy already nodding to its decline. And the 

• Heeren's hypothesis is here adopted. But the date for the Shepherd Kings 
is extremely disputable. 
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rise of the Persian Cyrus is the sign of a conqueror, who shall 
avenge on the Pharaoh and his priests the sufferings and bond
age of the Israelites. . 

Those vast structures still existing, called the Pyramids-and 
that art of embalming the dead, which gives to our curious sight 
the mummies of those who, three thousand years ago, laughed, 
wept, lived, and loved, like ourselves-both had their origin in 
a peculiar doctrine of the Egyptian religion. The Egyptians 
believed-not in the immortality of the soul, but that the soul 
existed as long as the body remained: hence. their special care 
for the preservation of the mortal remains-hence their skill in 
embalment. The body being thus preserved, the next considera
tion would obviously be, to deposit it in some sacred receptacle 
most secure from time and decay: hence then the pyramids 
were constructed for the bodies of kings and priestly chiefs, 
upon the most durable of all architectural principles. Little 
could those stately Pharaohs have dreamed that an age would 
come, when the travellers from a northern isle, whose very 
existenee was unknown to them, would penetrate the labyrin
thine chambers of those solemn piles-seize upon the sacred 
coffins-transport them to distant shores-unrol to the eyes of 
the profane the effigies of the royal dead-and bare, as a public 
show, the brows before which nations had bowed in. homage! 

But we must now pass back from Egypt and return to Cyrus, 
the conqueror of Babylon, and the new monarch of the East. 
Cyrus was a politician as well as a conqueror: he succeeded in 
establishing an organisation of the various sections of his vast 
empire; he placed the collection of tribute ona regular basis, 
and enforced it by standing armies; he was severe but not 
cruel; he restored the Jewish captives of Babylon to their coun
try.But his manners, and those of his Persian soldiers, became 
corrupted by the luxury of the Medes with whom they were 
united. After extending his empire to the Indus, he was en
gaged in a war with rude and wandering tribes, inhabiting the 
steppes of central Asia, and fell in batt~e. He was succeeded by 
Cambyses, who conquered Egypt, persecuted its priests, and 
insulted its worship. Dark intrigues were formed in the seraglio 
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with a view of restoring the Median dynasty; Cambyses was 
murdered, or fell by accident. An impostor, who pretended to 
be his brother, a sort of eastern Perkin Warbeck, was placed by 
the priests or magi on ty.e throne; seven Persian nobles con
spired against him, penetrated the seraglio, and slew him. And 
as the race Qf Cyrus was extinct, one of these nobles, named 
Darius the First, was ele,?ted to the empire. 

This reign lasted thirty-six years, and was the most flourishing 
period of the Persian empire. Indeed Darius was a man of 
masterly genius, and a perfect king accordiDg to the notions of 
the East. He divided the kingdom into twenty satrapies or 
vice-royalties; he placed the royal finances on a solid basis; he 
established the first rude elements of a post-office--that is, he 
employed couriers to travel night and day from end to end of 
pis' enormous empire, in order to communicate .to the various 
satraps ,and officers the commanc;1.s of the great king. To his 
~eign we may refer the most splendid buildings of Persepolis, 
still extant. He invited Europeans to his court-received their 
exiles with munificent favour-and profited by their intellect 
and counsels. But this intercourse with Europeans occasioned 
the downfall of the Persian empire. On the borders of this 
great empire lay the country of Greece, the nearest and the 
fairest territory of Europe. Greek colonies had sprung up on the 
opposite co~t of Asia Minor; these colonies, which were rich and 
flourishing, Darius resolved to subject to tribute. In this at
tempt his ambition became enlarged; he desired also to render 
tributary to his throne the free states of Greece itself. Athens, 
one of. the Greek states, had expelled a tyrant--Darius ordered 
the Athenians to receive him back. The Athenians refused 
either to receive a domestic tyrant, or to acknowledge tribute to 
a foreign king. What was Athens then! A small city, in a 
small territory not larger than an English county-with a popu
lation of free citizens not exceeding, by the largest estimate, 
20,000. But Athens resolved to be free. And Freedom gave 
to it.s sons a power that could cope with all the armies of the 
East. Darius died at the commencement of his ambitious pro
jects; his young son, Xerxes, led into Greece myriads of men, 
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that are said to have exhausted even great rivers on their march. 
It were too long now to enumerate those glorious conflicts: 
suffice it to say that the bulk of the invaders perished by land 
and by sea; their remnants were chased from the soil, escaping 
the sword, but dying in thousands and tens of thousands by 
fatigue and famine. 

Then, flushed with the victory of freedom and intellect over 
numbers and brute force, rose Greece in all her imperishable 
splendour-a splendour not like that of Oriental courts, in 
mighty palaces and armies of gorgeous slaves, but a splendour 
of poetry and art, of science, of grand thoughts and sublime in
ventions, of which at this day we are the inheritors. You can 
scarcely name anything which attests some triumph of genius 
and knowledge but what unconsciously you speak Greek: 
Astronomy-Geography-Philosophy-Poetry-Music-Archi
tecture-the Drama-Tragedy-Comedy-History-all are 
Greek words, showing the language from which you derive the 
wondrous learning that: distinguishes the civilised man from the 
barbarian. 
. The history of Greece is the history of the Human Mind; it 

is also the record of every experiment in civil government
of Monarchy, Aristocracy, Democracy - of all the strife of 
parties which divides us at this day. The history. of the East, 
when we leave the sacred records and explore the profane, is 
like a marvel and a fable-remote. unfamiliar; interesting be
cause it appeals to our imagination like a tale of fairy land. 
But the history of Greece is for ever modem-it must be the 
manual and text-book of real statesmen to the end of time. 
And, alas, short indeed was the duration of the brilliant and 
flourishing state of Greece crowded as it is with the deeds of 
heroes, and radiant with intellectual light. Greece fell, a suicide 
as it were by her own hand-fell· by the wild divisions of par
ties in her dift'erent states-fell by the contests between aris
tocracy and democracy-fell by the licence which followed the 
brief success of each contest-fell, finally. by abuse of the divine 
heli~~ of freedom, and by recklesS tamperiugs with an emi
nentlyartful and complicated system, which had raised small 
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states into great nations, bnt which crumbled away when states
men could only act according to the impatience, the caprice, and 
the fickle violence of the popular mobs to which they were 
forced to appeal 

And jnst at the time when the Greek states were thus divided 
and enfeebled, there arose an able and snbtle king in a country 
bordering Greece, and called Macedon. This king, whose name 
was Philip, desired to place himself at the head of Greece; and 
where he could not invade the states, he sought to corrupt the 
statesmen. He had already succeeded in undermining the in
dependence of Greece, when he fell by the hand of an assassin ; 
and was succeeded by his son, who was yet but a boy. That 
boy was Alexander the Great. Perhaps nature never endowed 
one human being with gifts so numerous and so dazzling, as 
were combined in this young prince of Macedon. And educa
tion had done .all to accomplish and perfect what nature had 
bestowed. In war he had learned his art from his father Philip, 
the most scientific general of the age; m arts and letters he had 
been the pupil of the famons Aristotle, whose mind embrru:ed 
the whole range of knowledge, wh~ther in the phenomena of 
nature or the experience of life and the lore of government. To 
an intellect thus carefully tutored, Alexander added a boundless 
enthusiasm and fire of soul He had, as a child, the same pas
sion for glory and disdain of fear, which we find in the anecdotes 
of our own Nelson. He slept with the poems of Homer under 
his pillow - he dreamed of heroes, and waked to read of 
them. His form was fitted to the activity of his mind-he was 
small and slight, but of extraordinary-agility and strength-he 
could ride the wild horse which no one else could approach with 
. safety, and the wild horse became his docile charger Bucephalus. 
On foot he could outrun the swiftest; he was asked to run at 
the Olympian games-" Yes," said he, "provided my competi
tors are the sons of kings." He had all the generosity which 
attaches men to their leaders: once, in dividing the spoils of 
conquest, he portioned the whole among his followers-CO What 
have you left for yourself?" asked one of his generals; " Hope," 
said Alexander. He had two great faults, in the midst of so 
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many sublime qualities of valour, genins, learning, generosity, 
and consummate practical intelligence; those two fault-s were an 
irascible temper and an inordinate self-esteem. Snch was the 
youth, who at the age of twenty ascended the throne of a small 
monntainous half-civilised region called Macedon; such was the 
wondrous hero whom Providence reared and reserved for the 
revolution of Asia, but for the preservation of Europe. 

For when Alexander, after spending two years in assuring 
his own kingdom, and confirming his power in Greece, resolved 
to invade Persia, he is. not to be regarded as a mere reckless 
conqueror-as, what the poet has called him, a glorious .. mad
man;" on ~he contrary, his enterprise was dictated by the most 
profonnd and far-seeing wisdom. Although the- Persians had 
suffered, Wider Xerxes, such disastrous defeat in their attempt 
on Greece, the danger was not over. The Persian kings never 
resigned their ambitious hope of annexing Greece to their 
throne. They intrigued with the various states, fomented the 
divisions of party, tendered the most magnificent bribes to 
powerful traitors and discontented chiefs. At any time might 
rise some bolder or abler Oriental despot, who, having absolute 
command over the myriads whom he ruled, might again pour 
into Greece; and Greece, alas, had no longer the manhood and 
public virtue which could resist both the iron and the gold. If 
Greece were once conquered, the key to Europe would be gained 
-and what bonndary then to the ambition of the Persian king? 
If Alexander had not arisen, all Europe at this day might be 
under the yoke of Oriental slavery. 

It was not then with the intention merely to conquer Persia, 
that Alexander, 334 years before Christ, at the head of a com
parative handful of men (about 35,000), marched into the plains 
of Asia; he entertained a far grander design; he saw that neither 
Greece nor Europe was safe, wlulethat Oriental despotism, ex
isted close on the frontiers; and he cherished the sublime idea, 
not of overrunning and devastating the Persiam realm, but of 
changing the whole polity and character of the East-in one 
word, of converting Asia to the civilisation of Europe. 'I cannot 
follow him through his dazzling progress; but wherever ,he went, 
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he conquered, and wherever he conquered, he attempted to civi
lise; if he des~royed, he reconstructed; he founded everywhere 
new cities, with. a marvellous eye to trade and commerce. At 
this day, when the old cities of Egypt are ruins, the city of 
Alexandria, which has its origin in his genius, is the most 
flourishing in Egypt. Finally, after campaigns which included 
that part of India called the Punjab, now under the English 
dominion, he resolved to settle on the site of the dismantled and 
ruinous Babylon. His eye of king and of statesman recognised 
in that spot, where the earliest city of the world had arisen, the 
fittest and most central place for the capital of the known uni
verse. Here he resolved to fortify his superb metropolis, and 
here, in the vanity of human desires, he intended to place, as 
his bride, the daughter of the last of the Persian kings, whose 
sceptre had passed into his mighty hands. But the Divine 
Curse still rested upon Babylon j and the Disposer of kingdoms 
had ordained that there should be no throne for .. the daughter of 
the Chaldreans." In draining the marshes~ and tracing the new 
walls round the city, Alexander was seized with a disease which 
perplexed the ancient historians-llut which the late Sir Henry 
Halford, in a lecture to the College of Physicians, proves to have 
been pleurisy-and died after a short illness. And so, if I may 
translate a Greek epitaph, upon this astonishing hero, .. Six feet 
of earth to-day are too wide for him-for whom yesterday the 
whole world was too narrow." Still the constructive nature of 
Alexander's intellect showed itself; and still, though his general 
design was but imperfectly. begun, its fragments sufficed to 
change the whole character ~f Asia. That quarter of the globe 
was no more united under one Eastern despot; it was broken up 
and divided amongst the generals of Alexander. New monar
chies under European dynasties thus arose, including even the 
mysterious Egypt; and the history of Asia soon melts away into 
the history of Rome, which finally subdued the ltfacedonian 
monarchies into Roman provinces. 

Thus, -Gentlemen, I have given you a brief outline of the 
general fiistory of the Ancient East, from the building of Baby-
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Ion, to the fall of the Persian empire by the arms of Alexander, 
about 300 years before Christ. 

We must now take a rapid survey of the general character of 
these ancient monarchies, and we shall see at once the natural 
causes of their downfall.. 

But first I must point out to you, as a most remarkable and 
interes~ing fact, that, from the very earliest period, we find in 
the East cities of such splendour and nations possessed of such 
knowledge of the arts, as we nowhere can perceive in the mo
dem East. A very few centuries after the received date of the 
deluge, we discover that men were acquainted with all the ele
ments of the social state, resided in vast communities, had con
structed buildings of prodigious architectural magnificence, were 
necessarily acquainted with mechanics, with the exact sciences; 
with the fine arts of painting and scUlpture, with manufactures 
of silk and tapestry, works in gems and precious metals. And 
when we consider how many ages it has taken any modem na
tion, including our own, to advance beyond the first stage of 
barbarism-even to the inhabiting of rude villages, and the con
struction of clay huts and garments of hide,-this startling fact 
seems to open us a glimpse of the World before the Flood; it 
leads us to infer that the children of Noah left behind them, in 
the devouring waters, the ruins of some perished civilisation-'
that even now, hurled beneath the. roots of Alpine rocks or under 
the fathomless caves of the ocean, lie the fragments of cities 
which had heard the harp and organ of Jubal, and gleamed with 
brass the artificers of which had been instructed by Tubal Cain. 
And, indeed, we may well suppose that the hands which ·built., 
the ark of gopher wood, that :floated over the roaring deep, might 
be skilled in many a craft and many an art, which still connects 
the family of man with the mystic, race before the deluge. 

Next, when we look over all these early governments of the 
East, we find them all characterised by absolute despotism-a~ 
solute power of the sovereign over the actions and lives of his 
subjects. Such a power would grow naturally out of the earlies~ 
condition of wandering men; for the first authority is the Pater-
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nat Suppose a man leadIDg his children from pasture to pa.'J
ture, with his flocks and herds-he would naturally exercise ab
solute authority over these children. Again, suppose that he set
tles in some situation, where the pastures are fertile and the 
fountains are pure; and suppose some other stragglers come up, 
and not being strong enough to expel the first settler, ask his 
permission to dwell in the same place; his natural answel: would 
be, "Yes, provided you always acknowledge my authority and 
obey my will" Thus the despotic power of the father over his 
family would gradually extend over a clan; and still, as the 

. circle increased by settlement or conquest, still you see the 
character of the first authority would remain absolute. This 
seems to me the origin of that despotic monarchy which we find 
everywhere established in the early history of the world. And 
this, which first cemented the infant. bonds of society, would 
finally rot them away. As clans became nations and patriarch 
chiefs became mighty kings, so all ties of affection and family 
that first softened the despotic character would disappear. The 
monarch would behold, with supreme indifference or disdain, 
the human thousands submitted tq his will; and hence arose 
that singular inhumanity, that contempt of life, which charac
terised alike all those ancient kings-sacrificing their slaves, 
now to the construction of the palaces and monuments of their 
pride, and now to wild and feJ;ocious invasions of neighbouring 
principalities. 

The next feature in these monarchies is, that always in pro
portion to their splendolJl; and luxury was their frightful cor
ruption in mauners. And this arose, partly from the circum
stance that all the refining influeuces of knowledge, all those in
tellectual pursuits which occupy time so harmlessly and so 
calmly, where wholly monopolised by the priests: in all these 
empires the priests alone arrogated knowledge, and kept it to 
themselves as a power over both king and people. 

Another cause of corruption is to be traced in the universal 
disregard for the natural law of marriage, which has always ex
isted in the East. The law that binds the one man to the one 
woman, is so indelibly written by Nature, that wherever it is 
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violated on general system. the human race is found to deterio
rate bQth in mind and in form. The ennobling influences of 
women cease: the wife is a companion-a hundred wives- are 
but a hundred slaves. Nor is this all! unless man look to 
woman as a treasure to be wooed and won-her smile the charm 
of his existence-her single heart the range of his desires-that 
which deserves the name of Love cannot exist, it is struck out 
of the healthful system of society. Now if there be a passion 
in the human breast, which most tends to lift us out of egotism 
~d self-which most teaches us to live in another-which 
purifies and warms the whole mortal being-it is love, as we 
of the North hold and cherish it. For even when the fair spring 
of youth has passed, and when the active life of man is employed 
in such grave pursuits, that the love of his early years seems to 
him like a dream of romance; still that love. having once lifted 
him out of egotism into sympathy, does bnt pass into new forms 
and development-it has unlocked his heart to charity and 
benevolence-it gives a smile to his home-it rises up in the 
eyes of his children-from his hearth it circulates insensibly on, 
to the laws which protect the hearth, to the native land which 
spreads around it. Thus. in the uniform history of the world. 
we discover that wherever love is created, as it were. and sanc
tioned, by that equality between the sexes. which the perma
nent and holy union of one heart with another heart proclaims j 
there, too, patriotism, liberty-the manly and the gentle virtues 
-also find their place: and wherever, on the contrary, polygamy 
is practised, and love disappears in the gross satiety of the 
~enses j there, we find neither respect for humanity. nor reverence 
for home. nor affection for the natal soil. .And one reason why 
Greece so contrasted in all that dignifies our nature the effemi
nate and dissolute character of the ~t which it overthrew. is, 
that Greece was the earliest civilised country in which. on the 
borders of those great monarchies. maniage was the sacred tie 
between the one man and the one woman-and man was 
the thoughtful father of a home. not. the wanton lord of a 
seraglio. 

A third feature of .these Eastem states was their idolatry and 
VOL. I. H 
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the debasing superstitions which subjected the multitude to 
their priests. Now it may seem at first strange that, so soon 
after the deluge, we find the sublime and almost self-evident 
notion of the One Divine maker and ruler of heaven and earth, 
so darkly disappearing amidst the most strange conceits, and 
the most preposterous and grotesque absurdities. That men, 
wise enough to build such cities as Babylon or Thebes, should 
be dolts enough to worship a golden calf or a hideous crocodile, 
appears such a perversion of understanding as to be almost in
credible. 

But let us look ·to the origin of these idolatrous religions, and 
we shall see what were their sources, and how they gradually 
arose. When the races of men were scattered, and their origi
nal language was confused and split up into various tongues, 
after the vain attempt to build the tower of Babel, we can readi
ly conceive how the grand idea of the One Supreme Being, re
vealed in Paradise to Adam, would become shadowy and obscure. 
The very confusion of languages would alone suffice to confuse 
the ideas. But still the notion of. some divine powers beyond 
mortality, and influencing the intricate mechanism of events 
and the destinies of man, universally remained. Now we have 
seen that the first settlers possessed themselves of the broad and 
level plains of Babylonia or Chaldrea; there, the nights are sin
gularly cool and serene, and after the heats of the day invite to 
contemplation rather than to sleep. These plains, and this at
mosphere, .were especially calculated to the study of the st.ars ; 
the Chaldreans thus became the earliest astronomers, and towers 
intended for observatories were among the first buildings they 
erected. They soon perceived the influence of the heavenly 
bodies upon the seasons of the year, and began naturally to ex
aggerate that influence, till astronomy led to astrology-that is, 
into the belief that the stars ruled the fate of nations and the 
actions of men. Thus, nearly all sound philosophers are agreed, 
that the earliest idolatry was the worship of the stars, thl,) moon, 
or the sun. But as. there is always in man a disposition to re
present to the external sense what he conceives in the inward 
mind, so these star-worshippers next sought to create symbols or 
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images of the powers they held to be thus predominant over the 
earth. Thus the signs of the zodiac were signified by images of 
a lion, a bull, a ram, a crab, &c.; and the habit of using hiero
glyphic or picture-writing would render this mode of represent
ing philosophical ideas by actual forms and embodiments fami
liar to the ordinary populace. Then' and thus would arise 
graven images-meant originally by the sages and priests as 
symbols of the powers of nature, but which soon becilme adored 
by the multitude as if they were divine in themselves. The 
priests probably found that this was an easier mode of sustain
ing the popular faith and enriching the temples than they could 
find by teaching scientific problems which the mere vulgar 
would be far too ignorant to understand. Any blockhead could 
worship a golden calf; but it required a very intelligent mind 
to understand that a golden calf was but a sign of some natural 
phenomenon, or a type of some celestial influence. Thus the 
idolatry of images became the second form of false worship; it 
was common with the people, and though despised, still en
couraged~ by the wiser priests. Various artful impostures of 
chemistry or mechanism would soon invest such images with 
miraculoUR powers; and as fire amongst flax, so is superstition 
amidst enthusiastic ignorance. Now, just as this idolatry pre
vailed universally through the East, we find the .Almighty 
guarding, in one chosen race, the sublime belief in One Maker 
of heaven and earth, whose likeness is in no graven image; 
and bearing up as it were in a second Ark, over the deluge of 
heathen darkness, the destined fathers of the Christian world. 
And it is only in proportion as you .can notice how stubborn, 
strong. and universal was idolatry throughout the East, amongst 
all the tribes an<l nations, through which the Jewish people 
wandered, by whom they were led .into captivity, with whom 
they held trade and intercourse,-that you can perceive how 
marvellous a thing it was, that that Jewish people, notwith
standing their backslidings and aberrations, still clung fast as a 
race to the idea of the One God. For this, Providence .gave 
them laws, governments, opinions, wholly distinct and different 
from those of any other states in the. then existent w.orJd. They 
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were indeed, whatever their errors, justified in their boast, that 
they were the one people under the special protection of the 
Most High ; for they were the only people in whom the Most 
High preserved, as in a sanctuary, the idea of the One Creator 
and the Eternal Father. 

The history of the Jewish people is to be divided into three 
periods. 

The first under A.braham, Isaac, and Jacob; in which the 
J~ws appear as a wandering pastoral family, which increased, 
during its SUbjection to the Pharaohs of Egypt, to twelve tribes. 
The Pharaohs wish them to build and inhabit cities-this is 
contrary to their free and roving habits; they fly from Egypt, 
led by Moses, and under him and Joshua, conquer Palestine the 
Land of Promise. The Philistines, with whom you find the 
Jews often engaged, are the warlike inhabitants of Palestine 
whom they subdue, but never thorougly extirpate. This period 
spreads from two thousand years to fifteen hundred years before 
Christ (that is, five centuries). 

The second period is that of a federative republic; each tribe 
has its separate patriarch-the cities ~ governed by magis
trates. This period comprises the Book of Judges. Samuel re

. established the worship of Jehovah; the people desired a king
Saul is appointed. This period occupies about four centuries, 
from fifteen hundred to eleven hundred years before Christ. 

The third period is that of the monarchy-the nation becomes 
great and formidable under David, who, independently of his 
sacred character, was a man of genius for action and command, 
equal to his dauntless valour. He conquers Syria and Idumma; 
he extends a kingdom, hitherto insignificant, from the Euphrates 
to the Mediterranean, from Phrenicia to the :Iled Sea; he reigns 
thirty-three years; and the reign of his successor, Solomon, is 
that of the most splendid and flourishing period of the Hebrew 
history. A.t the close of Solomon's life, decay begins to be ap
parent; the admixture of strange gods demoralises the whole 
state. After his death the Jewish people are rent into two 
kingdoms, Judah and Israel. Their stormy history and mourn
ful close are familiar to you all 
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Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, terminates the kingdom of 
Israel 722 years before Christ, and transplahts the inhabitants 
to Media. 

Nebuchadne~zar conquers Judah, 588 years before Christ, 
and leads the scattered remnant of its inhabitants to captivity 
in Babylon. 

Here, with the extinction of their freedom, the loss of their 
very land, other nations would have been erased from the globe. 
Not so the Jews j even in captivity, they tower above the sons 
of men-they are not prisoners, they are prophets. Amidst the 
pomp of Babylon, the exiled Jew is still grander than the 
king upon his throne. Here Ezekiel awes the East with his 
inspired visions, here Daniel interprets the mystic characters 
on the wall, and dooms the empire of Belshazzar to the Medes 
and Persians. And amidst all the terrors of that awful night, 
when Belshazzar was weighed in the balance, when the river 
was turned from its channel, when the hosts of Cyrus poured 
into the fated city-the Jews but beheld the fulfilment of the 
prophecies of Jeremiah-the period of seventy years, foretold as 
the term of captivity, was at an end. And Cyrus, who was the 
destroyer of Babylon, was the deliverer of Israel Cyrus re. 
stored the Jews to their ruined city; some indeed remained in 
Babylon, bu"t more than 40,000 returned; they regain J erusa
lem, and their first task was to rebuild the temple of Jehovah. 
Now it is from this period that we see how Providence prepared 
the way for the coming of our Saviour. For now the hope of a 
Messiah, which had existed indeed, though dimly, from imme
morial ages, became far more popularly held, and more insisted 
upon by inspired writers. Now, too, the doctrine of the immor .. 
tality of the soul. became more solemnly and distinctly an
nounced; you see it set forth in tht;l visions of Ezekiel, and in 
the last chapters of Daniel. Nothing is ever sudden in the ways 
of Heaven j it prepares the souls of men to receive its light, long 
before the flash bursts upon their eyes. 

After the death of Alexander the Great, Palestine became an
nexed to the Syrian kingdom; new captivities, oppressions, con
quests, ensued. The Maccabees, a race of heroes, asserted and 
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for a time regained the independence of the Hebrew kingdom; 
subsequently, it fell under the yoke of the Roman state, which 
now indeed spread its dominion over the known globe. Herod, 
governor of Galilee, a maIl. of great ambition and abilities, 
gained the favolU' of Augustus, and established a new throne in 
Jerusalem:' in the last years of his reign-according to some 
the very last year, but probably folU' years previously-is the 
date of 0lU' Saviour's birth. The sons of Herod had neither his 
talents :nor his. fortunes; six years after the birth of 0lU' Lord, 
J udma and Samaria became a Roman province, under subordi
nate governors, the most famous of whom was Pontius Pilate. 
These governors became so oppressive that the Jews broke out 
into rebellion; and seventy years after Christ, Jerusalem was 
finally besieged by Titus, afterwards 'emperor of Rome. No 
tragedy on the stage has the same scenes of appalling terror as 
are to be found in the history of this siege The city itself was 
J"ent by factions at the deadliest war with each other-all the 
elements of civil hatred had broken loose-the streets were 
slippery with the blood of citizens-brother slew brother-the 
granaries were set on fire-famine wasted those whom the sword 
did not slay. In the midst of these civil massacres, the .Roman 
armies appeared before the walls of Jerusalem. Then for a 
short time the rival factions united against the common foe; 
they were again the gallant countrymen of David and Joshua
they sallied forth and scattered the eagles of Rome. But this 
triumph was. brief; the ferocity of the fated Jews soon again 
wasted itself on each other. And Titus marched on-encamped 
his armies close by the walls-and from the heights, the Roman 
general gazed with awe on the strength and splendour of the 
city of Jehovah. 

Let us here pause, and take, ourselves, a mournful glance at 
Jerusalem, as it then was. The city was fortified by a triple 
wall, save on one side, where it was protected by deep and im~ 
passable ravines. These walls, of the most solid masonry, were 
guarded by strong towers; opposite to the loftiest of these 
towers Titus had encamped. From the height of that tower 
the. sentinel might have seen .stretched below the whole of that 
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territory of Judrea, about to pass froni the countrymen of David. 
Within these walls was the palace of the kings-its roofs of 
cedar, its floors of the rarest marbles, its chambers filled with 
the costliest tapestries, and vessels of gold and silver. Groves 
and gardens gleaming with fountains and adorned with statues 
of bronze, divided the courts of the palace itselt But high above 
all rose the temple, upon a precipitous rock fortified and adorned 
by Solomon. This temple was as strong without as a citadel
within, more adorned than a palace. On entering, you beheld 
porticoes of numberless columns of porphyry, marble, and ala
baster; gates adorned with gold and silver, among which was 
the wonderful gate called the Beautiful Further on, through a 
vast arch, was the sacred portal which admitted into the in. 
terior of the temple itself-all shee~edover with gold, and over
hung by a vine tree of gold, the branches of which were as large 
as a man. The roof of the temple, even on the outside, was set 
over with golden spikes, to prevent the birds settling there and 
defiling the holy.dome. At a distance, the whole temple looked 
like a mount of snow, fretted with golden pinnacles. But, alas, 
the veil of that temple had bee.n already rent asunder by an 
inexpiable crime. And the Lord of hosts did not fight with 
IsraeL 

But the enemy is thundering at the wall All around the 
city rose immense machines, from which Titus poured down 
mighty fragments of rock and showers of fire. The walls gave 
way-the city was entered-the temple itself was stormed. 
Famine in the meanwhile had made such havoc, that the be
sieged were more like spectres than living men; they devoured 
the belts to their swords, the sandals to their feet. Even nature 
itself so perished away, that a mother devoured her own infant; 
fulfilling the awful words of the warlike prophet who had first 
led the Jews towards the Land or' Promise-" The tender and 
delicate women amongst you, who would not adventure to set 
the sole of her foot upon the ground for delicateness and ten
derness-her eye shall be evil toward her young one and the 
children which she shall bear, for she shall eat them for want 
of all things secretly in the siege and straitness wherewith thine 
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~riemy shall distress thee in thy gates." Still, as if the foe and 
the famine were not scourge enough, citizens smote and mur
dered each other as they met in the way-false prophets ran 
howling through the streets-every image of despair completes 
the ghastly picture of the fall of Jerusalem. And now the 
temple itself was set on fire, the Jews rushed through the flames 
to perish amidst its ruins. It was a calm summer night-the 
tenth of August ; the whole hill on which"stood the temple was 
one gigantic blaze of fire-the roofs of cedar crashed-the 
golden pinnacles of the dome were like spikes of crimson flame. 
Through the lurid atmosphere all waS carnage and slaughter; 
the echoes of shrieks and yells rang back from the Hill of Zion 
and the Mount of Olives. Amongst the smoking ruins, and over 
piles of the dead, Titus planted the standard of Rome. 

Thus were fulfilled the last avenging prophecies-thus per-
. ished Jerusalem. In that dreadful day, men still were living 

who might have heard the warning voice of Him they had cru
cified: " Verily, I say· unto you all, these things shall come 
upon this generation. • .• 0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that 
killest the prophets and stonest them. that are sent to thee, • • . 
behold your house is left unto you desolate! " 1 

And thus were the Hebrew people scattered over the face of 
the earth, still retaining to this hour their mysterious identity
still a living proof of the truth of those prophets they had 
scorned Or slain..,-- still vainly awaiting that Messiah, whose 
divine mission was fulfilled, eighteen centuries. ago, upon the 
Mount of Calvary. 

Here I close this history of the earlier East, which rises be
fore you like the ruins of a former world disinterred from the 
soil-with the strange and romantic splendour of its 

" Cloud-capt towers-its gorgeous palaces-
Its solemn temples; " 

the fr8.0oments of a luxurious but rude and imperfect civilisa
tion, in which, amidst the grandeur of kings and the might of 

1 See, for a popular account of the details in this fearful siege, Milman's 
eioquent • History of the Jews.' The lover of poetry should not fail to read also 
the grand drama on the' Fall of Jerusalem,' by the same author. 
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cities that seem built for a race of giants, we look in vain for 
the freedom that alone gives dignity to man, and strength· to 
embattled towers. If we would recognise the source of the 
purer influence which now prevails over modern civilisation. 
and trace the origin of that tender humanity, which makes the 
guiding principle of our milder policy and legislation; which 
breaks asunder the chain of the slave-covers the land with 
asylums for poverty and h~pitals for disease-imposes a check 
on the ambition of conquerors-and opens to the sorrows of 
earth the gates of heaven; if we would recognise the first cause 
of that benignant influence, we must seek it, not in the pyramids 
of Egypt. not in the halls of Nineveh-we -must pass through 
the smouldering ruins in which Titus planted the perishable 
pomp of his Roman eagles-we must pause within the lowly 
shed to which the star of Bethlehem conducted the princes of 
the East-we mUst ascend the hill on which, surviving the 
relics of imperial power, the trophies of remorseless war. we see 
in the Saviour's Cross the everlasting signal of peace to earth 
and good will to man. May this influence, which pervades you 
all while you hear me, continue to spread with the progress of 
knowledge. and the expansion of freedom; may it blend with 
the hope which makes us struggle towards improvement below 
-the faith which may unite us hereafter as one family above 
-and the charity which teaches us to forgive even those who 
oppose us by the way. Wherever we labour or strive, in our 
private relations, in our public contests. may there still 1Ioat 
down to us from the hill that commands the ruins of Jerusalem, 
those divine accents which summed up all that can save the his
tory of the future from the crimes and horrors of the past, in 
the simple and touching words ... LoVE ONE ANOTHER." 



x. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

ON THE 10TH OF DECEMBER 1852. 

ON Friday, the 10th of December 1852, upon the order in the House of 
Commons for the Committee of Ways and Means being read, the Member 
for Finsbury, Mr Thomas Duncombe, threatened to take the sense of the 
House on the preliminary question that ~ Speaker do now leave the chair. 
After Borne discussion the motion was withdrawn, and the Committee duly 
formed. In the course of the debate thus provoked the following speech 
was delivered. 

Sm,....-I shall not follow the hon. gentleman who has just sat 
down through all the points on which he has touched. It is 
true that the whole Budget is indirectly open to our considera
tion; but I do not think it necessary to touch upon those parts 
on .. which the House are agreed, such, for instance, as the 
measures connected with the. colonial or the shipping interest, 
which other gentlemen are far more competent to discuss than 
I am. With respect to the income and property tax, to which 
reference has been made by the hon. gentleman who has just 
sat down, the question is so large in itself, and by the Amend
ment of my hon. friend the Member for Montrose (Mr Hume) 
it is become so complicated, by a variety, not of details merely, 
but of principles, that it is imp~ssible now to discuss the ques-
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tion fairly, and it must be left to some later occasion, specially 
set apart for the purpose. But, as in the meanwhile the princi
pal objection to the Government measure in regard to this tax 
relates to the extension of its area, it may be well for the country 
to be aware that my right hon. friend the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, as far as the extension of the area is concerned, has 
acted not in harsh, but in mitigated conformity with all 

. the most valuable evidence which was given before the 
Committee on the property tax; and he also acts, as far as 
that extension is concerned, in conformity with the sugges
tions of that unquestioned champion of the industrious classes, 
my hon. friend the Member for Montrose. But I shall not 
enter into that question to-night, nor into that question which 
has been raised by my right hon. friend the Member for the 
University of Oxford (Mr Gladstone), how far the speech of Mr 
Pitt can induce this House to believe that it is a fraud upon in
come derived from the property of the fundholder to diminish 
the tax upon income derived from profits. I take it for grante~ 
that tlie majority of gentlemen on the opposite side of the 
House, as well as gentlemen on this side, are agreed upon this, 
that you can no longer tax in the same proportion an income 
which a man, without any fault of his own, may lose in . a mQ
ment, and income which is derived from capital which a man 
enjoys for his life. and which he may bequeath to his children. 
But then, let me suggest for a single moment this serioUIJ con
sideration to gentlemen on both sides of' the House-for we 
heard the other night speeches from two gentlemen so pre-emi
nent in this House that one or other of them must be a leading 
Member in any Administration which may replace the presen~ 
I mean the speech of the right.hon. gentleman the Member for 
the University of Oxford, in which he declared that the very 
distinction which you desire to enforce was a positive dishonesty; 
and the speech of the noble Lord the Member for London (Lord 
John Russell), in which he declared his apprehension of the 
great dangers that would accrue if w~ depart from those princi~ 
pIes of the income tax that have been established by successive 
Parliaments. This is matter for grave reflection, and may.sug; 
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gest to gentlemen on both sides of the House how far by their 
present vote it may be desirable to destroy the first Government 
which has ventured to establish a distinction so important to 
the industrial portion of our constituencies, and to abandon that 
principle to the hostile feelings, or at any rate to the uncertain 
mercies and divided counsels, of the gentlemen who may succeed 
them. And now I shall come to the main question before the 
House, namely, to the consideration of the indirect duties which· 
it is proposed to reduce, in connection with the house tax, which 
it is proposed' to double. Sir, if any philanthropist desired 
to confer some special bo~n upon the industrious classes, the 
reduction of the duties on malt and tea are precisely those 
which he would select; and though I have seen it stated in 
some quarters that it would be better to prefer the reduction of 
some other excise duties than that on malt, such as the excise 
duties on paper or soap, yet that is said now by the very parties 
who have all along up to this period contended that the first 
articles to be selected for reduction ought to be those affecting 
the physical sustenance of the people. Now, though certain 
learned men have gravely informE¥l us that sawdust may be 
made a very nutritious substitute for potatoes, yet I do not 
know that anyone has ever attempted to induce the people to 
eat paper or soap. It was said, most forcibly, in a former de
bate, by the hon. Member for Montrose, that "from whatever 
source you derive your revenue, you ought not to raise it from 
the beverage of the working man and the middle classes. The 
question is one which affects the whole population. You have 
cheap meat and . cheap bread, why should you not also have 
cheap beer 1" These are sentiments worthy of the benevolence 
of my hon. and respected friend. But a Chancellor of the Ex
chequer cannot afford to be actuated by benevolence alone; he 
inust indulge his philanthropy only according to the rules of 
political economy; and, therefore, in the selection of duties for 
reduction, he must look to those which press most upon the 
commercial and industrial energies of the country, and the re
moval of which will tend most to the reproduction of national 
wealth, and therefore he selects the tea duties because a reduc-
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tion of those duties -tends at least to augment our trade with 
China, and to promote the interchange of our goods. Directly the 
reduction of this tax is a benefit to the consumer, while indirectly 
it benefits Manchester and Liverpool, the merchants aud manufac
turers of the country, and we, the country gentlemen, sincerely 
rejoice to think so. Now let us in the same manner look at the 
malt tax, because, though it is not directly before the House, 
yet it is impossible to hear the speech of the hon. Member for 
Nottingham, and the cheers with which it was received, and it 
is impossible to read what has been said and written out of 
doors upon the subject, without perceiving that it is the reduc
tion of the malt-tax, taken in connection with the doubling of 
the house duty, which is now prominently before the minds of 
hon. gentlemen opposite. Let us see, then, if the reduction of 
the malt duties does not proceed upon precisely the same princi
ple as the reduction of the duties on tea. I grant that we shall 
not obtain anything like a proportionate advantage from the 
reduction of half the malt-tax that would accrue from its total 
repeal. . I grant that we shall still retain the costly and vex~ 
tious machinery of the excise :restrictions, and that by retaining 
half the tax you will still cripple the farmer in the direction of 
his capital, and in the preparation of malt, whether for fattening 
his cattle or for brewing his own beer. But what then? It is 
still a bold step in the right direction. It is so, considering the 
state of the revenue, and considering ~he feelings of gentlemen 
on this side of the House, who never desire to forg~t the claims 
and interests of other parties. But I frankly tell my right hon. 
friend the Chancellor of the Exchequer, that so long as a 
revenue is drawn from this duty, so long as the farmer is im
peded in the direction of his industry and capital, so long, hon. 
gentlemen may rely upon it, will the country party endeavour 
to obtain for the farmer, through the means of free trade, fair 
and impartial justice. Still, while I admit this to the hon. 
gentleman the Member for the North Riding of Yorkshire, and 
while I agree with his arguments in favour of a total repeal of 
the malt duty. I would remind him that a diminution in the 
amount of this tax so far lessens the great financial difficulty of 
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getting rid of it altogether. But even suppose you were to 
doubt the ben(lfit of the reduction of this tax to the farmer, 
surely no· one will be absurd enough to deny that the reduction 
of this tax by one half will cheapen the price of beer-that no 
monopoly of the brewers can altogether defeat this intention of 
the Legislature, in the face of public opinion-and that if they 
should attempt to do so, it would only unite all parties in favour 
of an alteration in the system of licensing. I remember the 
hon. Member for Derby (Mr Bass), who is a great practical 
authority on this subject, and who is the great reformer of the 
principles of British ale, OIl a former occasion brought forward a 
motion for a reduction of the half of this tax, and he rested his 
whole case on the argument-which he accompanied with his 
'own personal guarantee as an eminent brewer-that the reduc
tion of the half of this tax would give good beer to the people 
at a more moderate price. I myself, since the Budget, have 
had an opportunity of speaking to persons eminent in the trade, 
and their calculation is that a reduction in the tax would cause 
a reduction in the retail price of superior beer to the extent of 
a penny a quart. [" Oh, oh ! "] :Well, but I have a right to my 
calculation, if you have a right to yours, and do· not forget your 
own arguments with regard to the corn laws. You said, "we 
do not pretend to fix the point to which the price of bread will 
be reduced by the repeal: all we can do is to legislate so that 
our l~gislation; ought to reduce the price." The reduction of the 
duty on malt, therefore, is the same in principle with the re
duction of the duty on tea. It is intended directly as a benefit 
to the consumer, and indirectly as a benefit to the farmer, just as 
the reduction of the duty on tea is intended directly as a benefit 
to the consumer, and indil'ectly as a benefit to the merchant and 
manufacturer; and in order to see how far this reduction will 
benefit the farmer, I shall read to the House a short extract from 
that great finance and free-trade authority, Mr M'Culloch. He 
states that though the malt-tax falls ·directly upon the con
sumer, "still, however, it must be admitted that indirectly it is 
an especial injury to the agrieulturlst ;" and he says, c, Suppose 
a high duty were laid upon calicoes and broad cloths, it would 
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fall upon the consumer, but not the less it would be a seriouS 
injury to the manfacturer. In point of fact, a duty of 3!d.per 
yard was imposed previous to the year 1831 upon printed 
cottons; it fell directly upon the consumer, but indirectly itwas ,0 injurious to the manufacturers that, in consequence of their 
well-founded representations, the duty, which produced .£600,000, 
was repealed, and the results have been sufficient to testify to 
the policy of that measure. The case of malt is precisely analo~ 
gous, and may be stated to show that the injuries produced by 
a duty on cotton may, mutatis mutandis, be applied· to describe 
the injuries produced by a duty on malt." Now, it may be said 
that all this goes to prove the advantages . of a total repeal of 
the malt-tax; but subsequently Mr M'Culloch, despairiiJ.g of 
the total repeal, suggests the very measure that is now before 
the House, namely, a reduction of one-half the duty. But, be
cause this question is accompanied indirectly with benefit to 
the farmer, and is accompanied by a double house-tax, we are 
told that this is a question of town against country. No, Sir, it 
is a queStion of free trade against restriction: it is a question 
whether y,?u will attempt to lower the price of an article of popu
lar subsistence-whether you will remove a check which operates 
directly against an important branch of the industry of the 
country-and it is accompanied with a direct tax which would 
be fair and just, and as s:uch is recommended by all political 
economists, even if it were not accompanied with any reduction 
of the malt-tax at all. But I suspect that what deprives this 
reduction in the duty on malt of all merit in the eyes of hon. 
gentlemen opposite, is the very reason that should induce them 
to 8UppO~ it, namely, because it removes some weight from that 
class' which has the most cause to dread competition. I fear 
that if the measure proposed in1licted some new hardships on 
the agriculturists, and gave to hon: gentlemen opposite a new 
triumph of class and party-and if all the agriculturists were 
therefore combined against them, we should hear of nothing but 
the selfishness of squires and farniers~ who refused to cheapen 
the price of beer for the benefit of their poor countrymen. Bet:. 
ter at once support the doctrine that because the farmer con-
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tends that he is suffering partial distress, therefore he is not to 
be impartially relieved; that because in the cultivation of wheat 
he is subjected to unrestricted competition, therefore his indus
try is to be fettered ill the cultivation ofbarley. And what is this 
grain thus selected for fiscal harassment and discouragement! 
Why, the grain which, above all others, is adapted to the climate 
and soil of this country. In wheat we are equalled, perhaps ex
celled, by other countries-in barley we are unrivalled; and 
this article in which we are unrivalled is the very one which 
you specially select for impediments in the employment of in
dustry in its most profitable channel This is more than an in
jury t{) the farmer-it is more than a grievance to the consumer 
-it is a pervel'se and elabC?rate rejection of one of the most fer
tile sources of national wealth which Providence has conferred 
upon this country. If hon. gentlemen do not object to the. 
malt-tax considered in itself, what is it to which they do object! 
You say you object to the house-tax being doubled for the bene
fit of the farmers; but that is simply to say that you object to 
the further extension of free trade when it operates against the 
{)ther classes whom you represent. What is it ;you object to in 
the house-tax 1 Do you object to the tax itsel.(1 You cannot 
do that, because it ·is a tax which has been specially selected by 
all authorities on the subje!)t M a tax which ~hey would recom
mend for almost indefinite extension. Mr Mill says, that of all 
possible taxes a house-tax is one of the fairest, because it falls 
upon a man in proportion to his expenditure; and Mr M'Cul
loch, almost anticipating the measure now before the House. 
years ago advised that we should commute the tea-duties. the 
more obnoxious excise-duties, nay. half the malt-tax-what for! 
-for a tax upon houses; and this, too, at a time when the win
dow duties were still in existence. The only point worthy of 
consideration is that which has been suggested by the hon. Mem
ber. But the hon. Member for Lambeth (Mr Williams) suggests 
that instead of the house-tax we ought .to impose the legacy 
duties upon realised property. Now I frankly own to the hon. 
gentleman that the feeling out of doors on this subject is so 
strong, and partly so reasonable, that if you are to continue 
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these duties at al1, sooner or later they must· be applied to all 
descriptions of property. I grant that; but then· in return I 
think you will grant me this-that the question is, which is the 
best tax of .the two 7 and I think I shall show that on sound 
financial principles the tax which you propose is infinitely more 
objectionable in itself than the house-tax. All political economists, 
and indeed all educated men, agree that taxes ought to fall, 
not upon capital, but upon expenditure. When a tax falls upon 
expenditure, you supply a stimulus to the person paying it to 
make it up in some other way; but when the tax falls on capi
tal, that stimulus is not given, the tax is not made up, and the 
loss is one which falls upon the very wealth of the nation. But 
of all taxes upon capital, that which directly taxes capital itself 
is the worst; and, therefore, Mr Ricardo singles out the legacy 
duty for unqualified condemnation. His argument, if I remem
ber right, is somewhat this: .. Suppose I have a legacy of .£1000, 
and the State takes .£100 from me in the shape of a legacy duty; 
I should only consider that I have received .£900, and I have no 
particUlar motive to make up the loss by lessening my expendi
ture. But if I have received a legacy of .£1000, and .£100 is 
taken away in a variety of other taxes, such as it tax on house, 
servants, horses, wine, &c., in all probability J shall decrease my 
expenditure to that amount, and so the national wealth· will re
main unimpaired." So that, this tax being bad in principle
bad on all the principles relied on by hon. gentlemen opposite 
-surely it is wise not to increase that tax to such an extent as 
that it can never be taken oft' from the na~ional revenue. Be
sides, it is obviously unjust to inflict this new burthen on land 
and real property until you have first taken oft' all the stamp 
duties that at present press unequally on the transfer of that de
scription of property. For landowners are not, as a class, those 
great leviathans they have been represented. On· the con· 

. trary, it has been proved in statistical evidence that the average 
income of all the landed proprietors of the kingdom amounts 
only to .£150 a-year; and as this avel'age includes all the great 
landholders, it follows that there must be a great many land
owners whose incomes are much below that average. Therefore 

WLL I 
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a legacy duty on these small properties would necessitate sale or 
mortgage; and the. abo~tion of the stamp duties must in com
monjustice accompany the imposition of the legacy duty. So, 
then, you see that these operate against your substitute of the 
legacy duty, ~r level first the objections to all legacy duties 
whatsoever, and next the necessity of first abolishing all stamp 
duties on the transfer of that property in particular; while the 
house-tax is one which political economists approve in itself, 
and can be adopted as a single proposition on its own merits. 
But you object to the extension of the area. Yet no man can 
deny that the same principle which you apply to the income 
and property tax you must apply in a still more rigid manner 
to the tax on houses. The only exemptions you can allow 
are the classes who live on the wages of unskilled labour; 
the only limit should be that at which it becomes :unsafe or 
impossible to collect the tax. But then we are told that 
the tax will interfere with the elective franchise. This, no 
doubt, is a grave consideration; but there is a consideration 
before the House which is still more grave, and it is this-the 
£10 householders now form a large 'Portion of the electoral con
stituency; and it becomes a matter of great danger if a class 
which exercises so great an influence on all the taxation of this 
House, is itself altogether exempted from the taxation which it 
has the power of inflicting npon other classes. Now, if the House 
should resolve to sanction and enforce such a principle as this 
exemption by a deliberate vote, they will affirm the principle by 
which the old republics were first corrupted and then destroyed; 
they will sanction a principle which justifies the people of 
France in preferring an absolute monarch to the workings of an 
unrestrained democracy; and that principle is the confiscation 
of property--confiscation for the benefit of numbers. And now, 
one word for the farmer. I wish hon. gentlemen opposite would 
dismiss altogether from their minds the spectre of compensation; 
for if compensation were sought for by the reduction of half tb:e 
duties on malt, it woUld indeed be a miserable dole, altogether 
unworthy the House of Commons. But still the relief would 
be real, though I grant it would not be large; it.would be a real 
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and practicable relief to agriculture, and that I will show if the 
House go into Committee on the subje(lt. But it is not always 
the amount of relief given, but the mode and spirit in which it 
is offered, that allays dissatisfaction, and reconciles those who 
suffer from the crises which the changes in our national policy 
sometimes compel classes to undergo. We feel this when we 
have to deal with Ireland; one Government can often do very 
little more for that country than another; but it is the animus in 
which the offers of relief are made-the desire to do something
that makes all the difference between the Government which the 
Irish people are prepared to approve, and the Government which 
they are prepared to detest. So it is in England. All men 
are governed by their feelings as well as their interests. Men 
are not leather bags or strong boxes-but living beings, with 
hearts in their bosoms and blood in their veins-who can ap
preciate kind intentions as well as resent the systematic disdain 
of their complaints. I entreat you, then, not to treat the British 
farmers as if they were your enemies. Y oli are not political 
econoDiists oqly-you are politicians-you are English states
men; and eVen supposing that the distress of the farmers is
exaggerated-suppose that the farmers are the only persons in 
the world who never know whether their pockets are full or 
empty, still you cannot deny that they believe they are dis
tressed-they assert that they have been injured, and that im
pression tends to produce disaffection; I put it to you whether 
it would not be wise and politic to remove the impression which 
alienates your countrymen from the laws. And what is this 
class 1 Why, that in which you have hitherto found, in times 
of danger and in case of war, that cheap defence of nations 
which consists in the ancient loyalty and the love of the native 
soil. It is seldom that the removal of disaffection can be pur
chased at too dear a rate; but now that you can do it so cheaply, 
and strengthen your country in the affections of its best de
fenders, hoW' can you hesitate to accept the advantage? But 
the fact is, that behind all these questions there is to be found 
another which forcibly presses itself upon the consideration of 
tlle House. I should be the last person to impute to hon. 
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gentlemen a single factious or unworthy motive; but you 'have 
been so severe on the ipconsistency of hon. gentlemen on this 
side of the House, that you will allow me to ask you respect
fully whether consistency of principle, independent of party, 
be precisely that virtue of which you set us an example-when, 
having first desired that we should recognise free trade as the 
guide of our future proceedings, no sooner is that concession 
made by the Government than the very gravamen of the charges 
against that Government is the concession it has made. Surely 
never before were men who were in earnest about a principle, 
so angry when they heard that their principle was not to be 
opposed. You have specially invited the Government, by the 
Resolution of my hon. friend the Member for Wolverhampton, 
1;0 a farther extension of the principles of free trade; and now 
that measures in that direction have been prepared, accom
panied by a direct tax so sound in its principle that there is 
not a single political economist whom you can cite against it, 
at once free trade is given up, political economy is thrown aside, 
and restriction on industry becomes the cry of J;he towns, in 
order to prevent free trade being ~arried out for the benefit of 
the country, It is so impossible tp ascribe all this to unworthy 
or paltry motives, that I ascribej~t rather to that honourable 
ambition which induces you t~'f!ubstimte a Government com
posed of the men you prefer, for a Government whose measures 
you are compelled to> be inconsistent in order to disapprove. 
Now, one word With regard to myself, for it applies equally to 
gentlemen on this side of the House whose adherence to the 
cause of free trade you have somewhat ungraciously received. 
The opinions which I entertained upon the subject of a repeal 
of the corn laws gradually estranged me from a party to which 
I formerly rendered some trifling service-a party in which I 
still recognise not only private friends, but many accomplished 
politicians and statesmen-of consummate talents and experience. 
But it was not on that single question alone that I transferred 
my very humble support to the party and policy represented by 
the present Government. I did not make that transfer so long 
as the late Administration lasted, I did not do so till that 
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Administration-I hope I may say so without offence-died 
from its own exhaustion. Not until the noble Lord the late 
Premier, looking at the state of parties,could see no other 
person but Lord Derby to suggest to her Majesty as his suc':' 
cessor-not till, regarding the position of affairs at home, still 
more the position of affairs abroad, I myself believed that it 
might be for the welfare and perhaps for the safety of the 
country, to give to Lord Derby's Government a fair and a cor
dial trial It was first to that trial that I bounded my support ; 
but I did so with full allowance for all the difficulties which 
the Government would have to encounter, and a firm belief that 
it would Unite a conciliatory policy towards a class in which 
prolonged distress had produced a deep-seated sense of injustice, 
with that rational respect for public opinion which Lord Derby 
frankly expressed so soon as he acceded to office. In that 
school where I learnt the meaning of constitutional liberty, it 
was never considered a. disgrace to a Minister of England to 
'regulate, not indeed his private doctrines, but his political con
duct, according to the opinions of his time. Nor did I ever 
think I should hear a taunt on the expediency of bowing to 
pUblic opinion from the very rilen who have threatened to 
change the constitution itself in order to bring us still more 
under the influence of popular control But that which has 
sanctioned and confirmed the support which I now tender to the 
Government is not any question connected with· agriculture; 
it is not any party consideration; it is simply thi~the dis
position they have shown to promote general measures for 
the improvement of the laws, and for advancing the welfare of' 
the people. I do not allude alone to reforms of the Court of 
Chancery, nor to the progamme of useful measures announced 
in her Majesty's gracious Speech,. nor to the financial projects 
now before the House-of which I sincerely approve-but. I 
must look also to the liberal and enlightened speech of the 
right hon. the Chancellor of the Exchequer the other eveDing. 
I see there, for the first time, the pledge from a Minister of the 
Crown for economy and retrenchment, in the implied promise 
of large administrative reform. I see there a capacity to deal 
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with the most complicated of social questions-that connected 
with criminal punishment. I see a general understanding of 
what I conceive to be the great want of this time-for I believe 
the ,great body of the intelligent public is disposed to favour 
the policy of a Government which, while it will be conservative 
of the great principles of the constitution, will make that con~ 
stitution suffice for all purposes of practical reform. It is by 
measures and sentiments like these that the Government have 
shown already that they do not come into office as the exclusive 
advocates of a single class, or the inert supporters of a retro
grade policy. On the contrary, the more they can mitigate the 
sufferings of every class, whether commercial or agricultural, 
the more worthy they will be of the support of that House of 
Commons to which every section of the community that con~ 
tributes to the supplies has a right to come for the redress of 
grievances; and if they can so contrive that no large portion of 
the community shall be left excluded from that prosperity 
which is paraded before our eyes, the more they will unite all 
classes and, interests to co-operate with them in that calm but 
continuous progress in which it is'the duty of every Ministry 
to maintain our hereditary place in the foremost rank of Eul'~ 
pean civilisation. Therefore, fl!.~ my part,' I declare that the 
satisfaction with which I shall,gtve my vote in accordance with 
the intrinsic merits of the question immediately before us, will 
be increased by thinking that it is one vote amongst many 
which may serve'to continue this Government in its career of 
useful and liberal legislation; believing, as I do, that those 
same causes of dissension which l1efore rendered a Ministry 
formed from the opposite benches so. weak and ineffective, in 
spite of the honesty, the virtues, and the genius of the men who 
composed, and the Premier who presided over it, do still exist, 
and will still prevent that unity and firmness of purpose which 
can alone render effectual the desire to preserve - perhaps 
against attacks from its own supporters-that balance between 
safe reform. and hazardous experiment on which I believe, in 
my conscience, depend the continuance of our prosperity and 
~he stabilitl of the Empire. 
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ON Monday, the 25th of A pril1853, upon the House of Commons going into 
Committee of Waye and Means on the Income Tax resolutions of the Budget, 
the member for Hertfordshire, Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, moved by way 
of amendment-

"To leave out the words I towards raising the supply granted to_her Ma
jesty there shall be raised annually during the terms hereinafter limited the 
several Rates and Duties following,' in order to insert the words: I the con
tinuance of the Income Tax for seven years, and its extension to claSBes 
heretofore exempt from its operation, without any mitigation of the inequali
ties of its aBBeS8ment, are alike unjust and impolitic,' instead thereof." 

A discUSBion thereupon arose which lasted four nights, the amendment 
being rejected at the close of the last sitting, on Monday the 3d of May, by 
323 votes to 252. In submitting the amendment to the consideration of the 
House in Committee the following Speech was delivered. 

Sm,-I will endeavour to condense, as closely. as possible, the 
arguments I propose to use to e~orce my amendment. The 
right hon. gentleman the Chancellor of the Exchequer haS' in-, 
formed the House he regards the income tax: as the keystone of 
his financial scheme j and the right hon. gentleman has requested 
the House not so much to give attention to the keystone as to, 
bestow their admiration on the various superstructures it is in-
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tended to .bear. -But -I think it- is necessary that the House 
. sJ:tould first examine the keystone, to find.out whether it is qUite 
p~rfe~ or whetherit. needs repairs; by doing this it will be able 
to look- with inore satisfaction at the superstructure. 1 will ad
~t that ·there is much in the. Budget worthy the high reputation 
of the right hon. gentleman, and of the approval of the country. 
And 1 will grant,. also, that the income_ tax may fairly be retained 

-for a certain period, in order to enable the pght hon. gentleman 
to develop his financial scheme. But if the tax is necessary, it 
is il~necess.ary to re!lew also all it~ defects; there is no reason 
that -the:countrysho~d -not posSess all the good things in the 
rigpi ho~ gentle~'s budget, in combination with that reform 
in the income.tax which is demanded by justice and the sense 
-of the country. There is this marked difference between the 
right· hon. gentleman and those who have supported Lord Derby's 
Government, namely-that when the late Government proposed 
to deal with the income tax, they made it an indispensable con
dition to remove from that impost the elements of unpopularity, 
and to establish a cle8.r distinction between precarious income 
and income derived from realised property. The right hon. gen
tleman the present Chancellor of the Exchequer refuses to make 
that distinction. He proposes to leave the principal objections 
untouched. Now it is pl'ecisel~ ~ecause 1 concur in the two fun
damental premises of the right hon. gentleman that 1 am com
pelled to come to a diff~rent conclusion. 1 agree with the right 
hon. gentleman, first, that the income tax is a mighty financial 
resource, which should }le kept available in all times for future 
need; and, secondly, that it ought not to be regarded as an 
habitual feature of our taxation. But exactly because I wish to 
have this tax available, with the ready assent of the people, in 
any future need, that I ask the House to remove from it those 
features which now make it so unpopular; or, if it be held 
unwise to correct the machinery of the ~ we should at least 
endeavour to console those who are ground down by this tax, by 
showing them we will not maintain it a single year longer than 
we can help. The right hon. gentleman, however, determines to. 
do exactly the reverse, for he retains all the inequalities of the 
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impost, and postpones its suspension to the furthest· pos~ible 
period. Seven years may be a short period in the history of a 
people, but it is a long period in the lives of a generation; and 
at en 'of seven years what guarantee is tl;tere that the tax 

ill be abolished 1 The right hon. gentleman candidly sa.ys he -
does not wonder at the incredulity of· the people· on tlte subject 
of the repeal of the incpme tax, when he·recollects th~.promises 
of his predecessors; but, says tb right hon. gentleman, " I will. 
state the calculati6~s and :respurces ·on whiph I rely for the e*~ .. 
tinction of the tax, and then leave the public iojudge for theDi.
selves." The right hon. gentleman, ··accordingly, luminously 
sums up the amount of his financial e~pectatj.oruJtif not to· our 
satisfaction at least to his oWn, and shows that_in 1860 .there 
will be a balance arising from his scheme, which will enable par
liament to dispense with the .£6,000,000 contributed by the in
come tax to the revenue. But the right hon. gentleman does 
not take into the account the PM' contra, that all this time Mem
bers on both sides of the House will be doing their best to fore
stall hiS balance-sheet. If hon. members, even on the right hon. 
gentleman's side of the House,refusedtowait four days before they 
embarrassed his whole Budget by the repeal of the advertisement 
duty, how .can the right hon. gentleman possibly suppose that 
his opponents or the independent members will wait seven years 
without interfering with that balance with which he proposes to 
payoff the income tax by propounding reductions of their own 1 
Every class has some particular interest against some particular· 
tax, stronger than its share in the general interest against the 
income tax; and the right hon. gentleman may rest assured that 
these particular interests will not wait to make themselves heard 
till the precise period which the right hon. gentleman has marked 
for the full development of his pla,ns. .And just in proportion. 
as the revenue is most flourishing-just as the terminable annui
ties are falling in-the advocates for the repeal of the paper 
duties, for the abolition of the stamp duty on newspapers, for 
the repeal of the malt tax, and so on, will the more eagerly press 
forward their claims, deaf to any pathetic appeal not to derange 
the balance that is to pay oft'the income t~ So that when the 
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time comes to slay the giant, the giant will have grown bigger 
and stronger than ever~be cased in the same impenetra ble 
brass-and not a pebble will be left in the brook that will fit 
into the sling reserVed to kill the Goliah. But supposing all 
these fears to be vain, and supposing no taxes be taken off, still 
the right hon: gentleman is compelled to base all his calculations 
on the bold assumption that the remissions of taxes will have 
replaced themselves by 1860-that, from analogous experience, 
he has a right to assume that after the reductions the amounts 
received from the various articles in 1860 will be nearly the 
same as now. The public income, the right p.on. gentleman tells 
us, by the remissious he proposes, will be diminished to the ex-

. tent of not less than .£5,384,000; but then, says he, by the com
merciallaw of reproduction, the amount of loss to the taxes will 
have replaced itself by 1860, and at that ti:ille he will have an 
available surplus of .£5,959,000, which will enable the House to 
do away with the income tax sho.uld it think fit. The right hon. 
gentleman's scheme all depends on that assumption. Now, I 
grant that a reduction of duties on articles largely consumed. 
does ultimately replace itself by increased consumption; but the 
House must recollect that that rule applies to duties reduced, and 
has obviously no application to articles the duties on which are 
absolutely repealed. And yet the right hon. gentleman proposes 
to abolish altogether the duties on soap-in amount '£1,120,000, 
and on certain other articles of Customs, amounting to .£53,000 ; 
making a total of '£1,179,000 of taxes absolutely abolished, and 
which, therefore, as a matter of course, will not be subject to the 
commercial law of reproduction. How can the duty be replaced 
when it is altogether abolished Y Looking further, I find other 
items which the right hon. gentleman expects will be restored to 
the revenue in six years. I find colonial postage '£400,000; but 
this is an absolute expenditure, not a duty to be reproduced. 
Then the law of reproduction is not applicable to articles of 
luxury-such as carriages, horses, &c. The duty on these articles 
is to be sacrificed to the extent of .£340,000. Then, with respect 
to spirits, what becomes of the law of reproduction there ? It 
is calculated that the duty will.not be diminished but increased 
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by £436,000, in consequence of the proposed change; but who 
can say that the increase, whatever it may be, will not be sup
plied by illicit distillation, and that the augmented receipts will 
not go into the pocket -of the illicit distiller, instead of enriching . 
the Exchequer t Together, these items amount to two millions 
--of which one portion is not subject to the commercial law of 
reproduction, and the larger portion is made up of duties abol
ished altogether; yet the right hon. gentleman relies on these 
items to produce him one-third of that surplus which, in 1860, 
is to get rid of the income tax. I may be told that, though in
dividual reductions should not replace their loss to the revenue 
individually, yet that their effect in stimulating the general 
energy, and in consequently promoting the general prosperity, 
will operate equivalently. But there will be another operation 
going on at the same time; the greater the general prosperity, 

. why, the greater the amount paid in the shape of income tax, and 
the greater, therefore, the unwillingness of any Chancellor of the 
Exchequer to part with so productive an impost when the time 
comes. . Thus there is this double risk for the country-first, 
that, in prosperity, the Chancellor of the Exchequer will not part 
with the income tax, because it is so rich and ready a resource; 
and, secondly, that in adversity it will become a matter of ne
cessity to retain it. I object, then, to the continuance of the 
income tax for the period of seven years, without any guarantee 
that it will be abolished at the end of that time; and if I had 
any doubt on that point, and if I wished for proof that the right 
hon. gentleman himself doubts the realisation of his hopes, I 
should find a confirmation of those doubts in a letter which has 
appeared in one of the journals of this moming. The letter is 
written by the right hon. gentleman in reply to a question from 
a clerk at Birmingham, asking ~ how he is to be benefited by 
the income tax 1 The right hon. gentleman, in one part of his 
Jetter, informs the sceptical clerk-CI The tax collector, should 
Parliament adopt the Government proposition, will, about J an
uary, call upon you for the half-yearly payment of £1, Os. lOd," 
pleasantly adding that the visit .. will be repeated in July, and 
this for seven years-when, unless Parliament, in consideration. 
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of other public benefits .or necessities not yet foreseen, should 
prolong the tax, it will drop altogether." Upon such a qualified 
assurance as this, I think the House will hardly consent to con
tinue this tax for seven years-to continue it, moreover, with all 
those characteristics of unfairness and inequality which so tend 
to demoralise·the public. The right hon. gentleman has admitted, 
with his wonted frankness, that the fraud and falsehood engen
dered by the operation of the impost in men engaged in trade 
and business who make out their own returns, constitutes one 
reason, and a main reason, against the tax. But why, I would 
ask, are this fraud and falsehood found in classes before pro
verbial for their straightforward integrity! Why, but because 
those who have to pay it see in it so much inequality and 
injustice as to reconcile their consciences to every method which 
can evade the intention of the law. It is a property in human 
nature, that evasion of the law becomes general the moment the 
operation of the law becomes over-harsh or unjust. Thus, when 
death is the punishment of offences not grave enough for that ex
treme penalty, jurymen have belied their consciences, and ac
quitted the offender. Thus the ola severity of the game laws 
has enlisted sympathy on the side of the poacher j the same 
principle has bonded together the whole peasant population of 
Ireland against laws whicn they feel to be partial, and that same 
principle now will gradually rot away the honesty of the British 
tradesman. But I contend that aU the objections to the income 
tax, as it now stands, applies with increased force to its proposed 
extension. The late Government proposed to extend the tax to 
'incomes of £100 a-year, but they determined the tax should be 
placed on that equitable footing required by the great body of 
the public. The present Government proposes to extend it to 
the same incomes, whether justly or unjustly assessed; they 
propose to extend it to that class whose humble subsistence is 
drawn from their daily labour; they propose to extend to men 
whose humble circumstances must more tempt them to evade it, 
that same law, perfectly unmitigated, which has already corrupted 
the morality of men much better off; they propose to give injus
tice a wider circulation, to create a wider hatred than that which 
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already prevails-to sink deeper still into the heart of the nation, 
not only a hatred of the tax, but the demoralising effects which 
it produces. The Government says, .. We will extend the tax to 
Ireland." I will not argue whether Government are doing right 
in inflicting another burden on that country at the very period 
when a revolution in all the tenure of real property is yet going 
on; but I think no greater insult could be offered to the common 
sense of that country than to propose to do away with a partial 
debt as a compensation for the obligations of a general tax. One 
could be no compensation for the other. What consolation, for 
instance, would the landlords of Clare feel on being told by Gov
ernment, .. You are wiping out a debt incurred by a parish in 
Limerick I " So that instead of making the extension of the tax 
a matter of fairnesa.and justice, it is only an extension of iniquity. 
It is for the plain reason that in great measures of taxation it is 
necessary to go with .the great intelligence of the people, that I 
shall not follow the right hon. gentleman through all those inge
nious a~guments and references to special instances and examples 
by which he has vindicated the present adherence to the income 
tax; because, even if I grant that the right hon. gentleman has 
made out his case to the satisfaction of highly-educated logicians; 
still I fear that the stubborn prejudice of less scholastic persons 
will rebel against his reasoning, and that the tradesman, after 
puzzling his head with all the ingenious definitions and distinc
tions of the right hon. gentleman, will still blunder back to his 
old position, and will say, 'e That may be all very fine, but I 
can't for the life of me conceive that it is just that that income 
which a man enjoys for his life upon secured capital, and may 
give to his heirs, &hall pay the same as mine, which I may lose 
by a casualty or by a stroke of paralysis to-morrow, leaving my 
children to the care of the parish.". The right hon. gentleman 
must remember that it has been said by the highest authority
that it is never enough to prove that a tax is just in the abstract, 
but that it is much more important for the safety olthe common
wealth to convince those who pay it that there is justice in itS 
application. I do not allow, however, that the right hon. gen
tleman can make out his case to the satisfaction of logicians, and 
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I deny altogether the accuracy of the deductions which he has 
drawn from the special instances he has cited to show what may 
be called "the latent impartiality" of the burden. If you de
duct legal expenses, management charges, and repairs from real 
property, it actually, says the right hon. gentleman, pays 9d. in 
the pound, while the tradesman pays but 7d. Ifrou look, how
ever, with equal liberality to the reductions which should be 
made to traders, in the shape of bad debts and mat~ of that 
description, I apprehend that that difference will vanish altoge
ther. But is there no other property besides that in houses and 
land with which the tradesman comes in comparisou ~ There is 
no reduction for repairs upon the property of the fundholder, 
for example: he receives his income net and clear,. yet he is 
taxed at the same rate only as the man who }las no capital save 
his industry, and no security save his health. That the right 
hon. gentleman is aware there is injustice in this is perfectly 
clear, because, after having told us that land is the most se
verely taxed of all, he nevertheless proceeds to say that he shares 
in the feelings of those who consider that the tax presses too hard 
upon intelligence and skill, and nof hard enough upon property; 
and he then sets to work to repair that injustice by laying the 
additional burden upon the owners of real property of a new tax 
amounting to no less thin £2,000,000 a-year. But the right hon. 
gentleman says, ,e See what difficulties you involve yourselves in 
if you attempt to classify incomes; the incomes from some trades 
are better than those derived from land, and in trades themselves 
some are worth only three or four years' purchase, while others 
are worth twenty-five years' purchase." Of course, those dis
parities will exist, and it was very hard to deal with them 
strictly; but the same disparities exist in all phases of life, and 
these small petty matters of detail must be discarded, and broad 
distinctions only must be recognised. The same thing must ex
ist, for instance, in the case of assurance on lives; but if actu
aries are possessed of the same finely-discriminating genius as 
the right hon. gentleman, I believe that the scruples which will 
be engendered will prevent any.assurances being effected at all. 
Fancy a grandfather and a grandson presenting themselves at the 
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same office! According to general tables, the grandfather's life 
may be worth five years' purchase, the grandson's twenty-five; 
but suppose the actuary to be of the ingenieus and discriminat
ing turn of mind of the right hon. gentleman, he may say
"Oh, but youth runs more dangers than age-the young man 
may hunt, and may fall from his horse, or he may shoot, and be 
killed in a 'battue i I really don't know that the young gentle
man's life may not be worse than his grandfather's." And so it 
may be in some individual cases; still, if it were not pretty 
clearly established that grandchildren lived longer than grand
fathers, assurance societies would have been ruined long ago. 
By the same argument some incomes derived from trade may be 
more valuable than incomes from real property; but you must 
lay down a broad principle in dealing with these questions, and 
that is the one broad general principle, that income that is de
rived from secured capital is, on the whole, incontestably more 
valuable than income that depends upon the accident of health. 
I promised to be brief, and I have been so. I believe I have 
touched"upon all the main points of the question, and I am wil
ling to leave to others the filling up of the details. I have en
deavoured to show that, if the tax is continued as a temporary 
tax, it is continued far too long-until there will be instilled into 
the hearts of our countrymen both a hatred, derived from a sense" 
of injustice, and the demoralisation that belongs to a war between 
conscience and law. But if it is intended to be permanent, or 
rather easily susceptible of revival, then the first step ought to 
be to remove tha~ which most tends to induce opposition, and 
allure to fraud. I have endeavoured to show that the tax is un
just in itself, and that these extensions are not politic, when 
with the tax you extend also that injustice which those who 
have paid it have hitherto complained of. I have endeavoured 
also to show that the right hon. gentleman has given us no guar
antee that the income tax should cease in 1860, and that the 
surplus on which he relies is exposed to great hazards; and, 
lastly, that the arguments of the right·hon. gentleman, founded 
upon special instances and examples, are not of a nature to 
satisfy or console those who pay the burden. The right hon. 
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gentleman will believe me that I should be the last man to de
preciate :his high powers and attainments. On the contrary, I·· 
hope, if defeated iIr this measure, that the right hon. gentleman 
willllo as others have done before him-will correct his measure, 
but retain his position. It has sometimes been represented that 
the country gentlemen are indifferent to all taxes that do not op
press themselves. I rejoice that, upon this occasion at least, we 
can triumphantly rebut that charge. It may be true that some 
have thought it their duty-and I believe correctly thought-to 
vindicate the claims of British industry upon the part of the 
farmer. It is something of the same principle that we should 
defend now in the case of the British tradesman, because we be
lieve that the rights of industry are invaded whenever Govern
ment taxes at the same rate the precarious earnings of labour and 
our own hereditary possessions. There has been, I believe, some. 
va.:,01le intimation of a dissolution, in case this measure shall be 
lost. I and those with whom I act are quite ready to encounter 
such a calamity. I cannot pretend to judge how many gentle
men, the representatives of towns, may be disposed to vote 
against this resolution. I cannot ~oubt their honest motives if 
they do ; but if they do, and if the threatened dissolution occurs, 
let them go back to their town constituencies, canvass them on 
behalf of the income '"tax; and tell those whose sole fortune is 
their toil and skill how they have been opposed by those selfish 
aristocrats, the country gentlemen of England, and the supporters 
4>f Lord Derby's Administration. . 
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ON Wednesday, the 18th of January 1854, Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton was 
installed in the Queen Street Hall, Edinburgh, as the Honorary President 
of the Associated Societies of the University in that city. Immediately 
after the ceremony had been performed the following address was delivered. 

GENTLEMEN,-I may well feel overcome by the kindness with 
which you receive me, for I cannot disentangle my earliest 
recollections from my sense of intellectual obligations to the 
genius of Scotland. The first poets who charmed me from play 
in the half-holidays of school were Campbell and Scott-the 
first historians who clothed, for me, with life, the shadows of 
the past, were Robertson and Hume-the first philosopher 
who, by the grace of his attractive style, lured me on to the 
analysis of the human mind, was Dugald Stewart-and the 
first novel that I bought with my own money, and hid under 
my pillow, was the Roderick Random of Smollett. So, when 
later, in a long vacation from my studies at Cambridge 
I learned the love for active adventure, and contracted the 
habit of self-reliance by solitary excursions on foot, my staff 
~LL K 
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in my hand and my knapsack on my shoulders, it was to
wards Scotland that I instinctively bent my way, as if to the 
nursery-ground from which had been wafted to my mind the 
first germs of those fertile and fair ideas which, after they have 
come to flower upon their native soil, return to seed, and are 
carried by the winds we know not whither, calling up endless 
diversities of the same plant, according to the climate and the 
ground to which they are borne by chance. 

Gentlemen, this day I visited, with Professor Aytoun, the spot 
on which, a mere lad, obscure and alone, I remember to have 
stood one starlight night in the streets of Edinburgh, gazing 
across what was then a deep ravine, upon the picturesque out
lines af the Old Town, an the associations which make Scotland 
so dear to romance, and so sacred to learning, rushing over me 
in tumultuous pleasure; her stormy history, her enchanting 
legends-wild tales of witchcraft and fairyland-of headlong
chivalry and tragic love-all contrasting, yet all uniting, with 
the renown of schools famous for patient erudition and tranquil 
science,-I remember how I then wished that I could have 
found some tie in parentage or blood to connect me with the 
great people in whose capital I stood a stranger. That tie 
which birth denied to me, my humble labours and your gene
rous kindness have "at last bestowed; and the stranger in your 
streets stands to-day in this crowded hall, proud to identify 
his own career with the hopes and aspirations of the youth of 
Scotland. 

Gentlemen, when I turn to what the analogous custom of 
other universities renders my duty upon this occasion, and 
offer some suggestions that may.serve as hints in your various 
studies, I feel literally overshadowed by the awe of the great 
names, all your own, which rise high around me in every 
department of human progress. It is not. only the illustrious 
dead before whom I have to bow--your wonted .fires do not 
live only in their ashes. The men of to-day are worthy the 
men of yesterday. A thousand rays of intellectual light are 
gathered and fused together in the varied' learning of your 
distinguished Principal. The chivalry of your glorious annals 
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finds its new Tyrtreus in the vigorous and rUshing veISe of Pr0-
fessor Aytoun. Your medical schools, in all their branches
pathology. medi~al jurisprudence. surgery, anatomy. chemistry 
-advance more and more to fresh honours under the presid
ing names of Simpson, Alison, Christison. Goodsir. Traill, 
Syme, and. Gregory. The general cause of education itself is 
identified with the wide repute of Professor Pillans. Nature 
has added the name of Forbes to the lic;t of those who have 
not. only examined her laws but discovered her secrets; 
while the comprehensive science of Sir William Hamilton 
,illleorlects and extends the sublime chart that defines the 
immaterial universe of ideas.. And how can I forget the 
name of one man, whose character and works must have pro
duced the most healthful influence over the youth of Scot
land-combining, as they do, in the rarest union, all that is 
~ender and graceful with all that is hardy and masculine-the 
exquisite poet, the vigorous critic, the eloquent discourser, the 
joyous comrade-the minstrel of the Isle of Palms---the Christo
pher North of Maga? How I wish that the plaudits with which 
you receive this inadequate reference to one so loved and 
honoured might be carried to his ears, and assure him that-
like those statues of the great Roman fathers in the well-known 
passage of Tacitus-if he be absent from the procession he is 
still more remembered by the assembly! And since I see 
around me many who, though not connected with your college. 
are yet interested in the learned fame of your capital, permit me 
on this neutral ground to suspend. all differences of party. and 
do homage to the great orator and author, whose luminous 
genius. whose scholastic attainments. whose independence of 
spirit, whose integrity of life. so worthily represent not only 
the capital, but the character of the people who claim their 
countryman by descent in Macaulay. When I think of those 
names, and of many more which I might cite, if time would 
allow me to make the catalogue of your living title-deeds to 
fame. I might well shrink from the. task before me; but as 
every man assists to a general. illumination by placing a single 
light at his own window. so. perhaps. my individual experience 
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may contribute its humble ray tt) the atmosphere which genius 
and learning have kindled into familiar splendour. 

Gentlemen, I shall first offer some remarks upon _ those 
fundamental requisites which, no matter what "be. our peculiar 
studies, are essential to excellence in all of them. Nature 
indicates to the infant the two main elements of, wisdom
nature herself teaches the infant to observe and.,tQ ,inquire. 
You will have noticed how every new object c.atchesthe eye 
of a young child-how intuitively he begins to question you 
upon all that he surveys-what it is? what it is for? how it 
.came there? how it is made 1 who made it 1 Gradually, _ a~ 
he becomes older, his observation is less vigilant, his curiosity 
less eager. In fact, both faculties are often troublesome and 
puzzling to .those about him. He is told to attend to his 
lessons, and not ask ,questions to which he cannot yet under
stand the' replies. Thus his restless vivacity is drilled into 
mechanical forms, so that often when we leave school we.pb
serve less and inquire less than when we stood at the knees 
of our mother in the nursery. But our first object on entering 
upon youth, and surveying the great world that spreads before 
· us, should be to regain the earliest. attributes of the child. 
What were the instincts of the infant are the primary duties of 
the student. His" ideas become rich and various in proportion 
as he observes-accurate and practical in proportion ashe 
inquires. The old story of Newton observing the fall of the 
apple, and so arriving by inquiry at the laws of gravity, will 
· occur. to you all. But· this is the ordinary process in every 
department of intelligence. A man observes more attentively 
than others had done something in itself very simple. He 
reflects, .tests his observation by inquiry, and becomes the dis-
· coverer, the inventor; enriches a science, improves a manufac
ture, adds a new beauty to the arts, or, if engaged in professional 
active life, detects, as a physician, the secret cause of disease-
extracts truth, as a lawyer, from contradictory evidence--or 
grapples, as a statesman, with the complicated principles by 
which nations flourish or decay. In short, take with you into 
all your studies this leading proposition, that, whether in active 
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life or in letters and research, a man will always be eminent 
according to the vigilance with which he observes, and the 
acuteness lfith which he inquires. But this is cPot enough
something more is wanted....:..it is that resolute effort of the will 
which we call perseverance. I am no believer in genius without 
labour I Dut I do believe that labour, judiciously and continu
ously applied, becomes genius in itself. Success in removing 
obstacles, as . in conqueringarruies, depends on this law of 
mechanics;.-.the greatest amount of force at your command 
cQncentrated on a given point. If your· constitutional force be 
less than another man's, you equal him if you continue it longer 
and concentrate it more. The old saying· of the Spartan parent 
to the son who complained that his sword was too short,is 
applicable to everything in life-" If YOUl' weapon is too short, 
add a step to it." Dr Arnold, the famous Rugby schoolmaster, 
said, the difference between one boy and another was not .so 
much· in talent as in energy. It is with boys as with men; 
and' perseverance is energy made habitual. But I forget that 
I am tliIking to Scotchmen; no need to preach energy and 
perseverance to them. Those are their national· characteristics. 
Is there a soil upon earth from which the Scotchman cannot 
wring some harvest for fortune; or one field of honourable con
test on which he has not left some trophy of renown ¥ 

We must now talk a little upon bookS, Gentlemen, the 
objects and utilities of reading are so various, that to suggest 
any formal rules whereby to dictate its subjects and col!fine 
its scope, would be to resemble the man in a Greek anecdote, 
who, in order to improve his honey, cut off the wings of his 
bees, and placed before them the flowers his owp. sense found 
the sweetest. No doubt, the flowers were the best he could 
find on Hymettus; but, somehow or other, when the bees had 
lost their wings, they made no honey at all Still, while the 
ordinary inducement to reading is towards general delight and 
general instruction, it is well in youth to acquire the habit of 
reading with conscientious toil for a special purpose. Whatever 
costs us labour, braces all the sinews of the mind jn the effort ; 
and whatever we study with a definite object, fixes a much 
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more tenacious hold on. the memory than do the lessons of 
mere desultory reading. If, for instance, you read the history 
of the latter lJalf of the last century, simply because some 
works on ,the subject are thrown in your way; unless yom 
memory be unusually good, you will retain but a vague recol
lection, that rather serves to diminish ignorance than bestow 
knowledge. But suppose, in a debating society, that the sub
ject of debate be the character of Charles Fox, or the Ad~in
istration of Mr Pitt, and, some young man gets up the facts oT 
the time for the special ,purpose of· making an ample and 
elaborate speech on the principles and career of either of those 
statesmen, the definite purpose for which he reads, and the 
animated object to which it is to be applied, will, in all pro
bability, :fix what he reads indelibly on his mind; and to the 
dry materials of knowledge will be added the vivida vis of 
argument and reasoning. You see now, then, how wisely the 
first founders of learning established institutions for youth on 
the collegiate principle ; fixing the vague desire for knowledge 
into distinct bounds, by lectures on -chosen subjects, and placing 
before the ambition of the stuClent the practical object of 
honourable distinction-a distinction, indeed, that connects 
itself with our gentlest affections, and our most lasting interests: , 
for honours gained in youth pay back to our parents, while 
·theyare yet living, some partrof what we owe to their anxiety 
and care. And whatever renown a University can confer, 
abridges the road to subsequent success, interests oUr contem
poraries in our career,and raises up a crowd eager to cheer on 
our nrst maturer, efforts· to ·make a name. The friendships we 
form at college ,die away as Iife divides us, but the honours 
we gain there remain and constitute a portion of ourselves. 
Who, for' instance, can separate the fame of a Brougham or a 
Mackintosh from the reputation they established at the Univer
sity of Edinburgh' The variety ,of knowledge embraced in the 
four divisions, which are here.called Faculties, allows to every 
one an ample choice, according. to the· bias of each several 
mind, or the profession for which the student is destined. But 
there, is one twofold branch of humane .letters in which the 
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Universities of Scotland are so renowned that I must refer to it 
specially, though the reference must be brief-I mean moral 
and metaphysical philosophy, which, in Edinburgh especially, 
has been allied to the Graces by the silver style of Dugald 
Stewart, and taken the loveliness which Plato ascribes to virtue 
from the beautiful intellect of Brown. Now, it would.be idle 
to ask the general student to make himself a profound meta
physician. You might as well ask him to make himself a great 
poet. Both the one and the other are born for their calliug ; 
not mad~ by our advice, but their ,own irresistible impulse. 
But a liberal view of the principal theories as to the formation 
of the human mind, and the latent motives. of human conduct, 
is of essential service to all about to enter upon busy practical 
life. Such studies quicken our perceptions of error and virtue, 
enlarge our general knowledge of mankind, p.nd enable our later 
experience to apply with order and method the facts it accumu
lates. I need not remind those who boast the great name of 
Chalmers, or who heard the lectures of your Principal two 
years ago, that Moral Philosophy is the handmaid of Divinity, 
She is also the sister of Jurisprudence; and the presiding genius 
of that art in which you are so famous; and wlrich, in order to 
heal the .body, must often prescribe alteratives to the mind
more especially in these days, when half our diseases come from 
the neglect of the body in the overwork of the brain ... In thi~ 
railway age the wear and tear .of labour and intellect go on 
without pause or self-pity. We'live longer than our forefathers, 
but we suffer more from a thousand artificial anxieties and 
cares. They fatigued only the muscles; we exhaust the finer 
strength of the nerves; and when we send iinpatiently to the 
doctor, it is ten to one but what he finds the acute complaint, 
which is all that we perceive, connected with some chronic 
mental irritation, or .some unwholesome inveteracy .of habit. 
Here, then, the physician, accustomed to consider how mind 
acts upon body, will exercise with discretion the skill that 
moral philosophy has taught him. Every one knows the differ
ence between. two medical attendants, perhaps equally learned 
in pharmacy and the routine of the schools; the one writes in 
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haste the prescription we may as well "throw to the dogs ;" 
the other, by his soothing admonitions. his agreeable converse. 
cheers up the gloomy spirits, regulates the defective habits. and· 
often, unconsciously to ourselves, "ministers to the mind 
diseased, and plucks from the memory a rooted sorrow.» And 
the difference between them is, that one has studied our moral 
anatomy, and the other has only looked on us as mere machines 
of matter, to be inspected by a peep at the tongue, and regu
lateli by a touch of the pulse. And in order to prove my sense 
of the connection between moral and metaphysical philosophy 
and practical pathology. and to pay a joint compliment to the 
two sciences for which your college is so pre-eminent, 1 here, as 
a personal favour to myself, crave permission of the heads and 
authorities of the University to offer the prize of a gold medal, 
for the current year, for the best essay by I!olly student on some 
special subject implying the connection 1 speak o~ which may 
be selected in concert with the various Professors of your 
medical schools and the Professors of Metaphysics ·and Moral 
Philosophy. 

Gentlemen, allow me to preface the topic to which 1 now 
turn by congratulating you on the acquisition your scholarship 
has recently made in the accomplished translator of lEschylus, 
Professor Blackie-who appears to have thrown so much light 
on the ancient language of the Greeks by showing its substan
tial identity with the modern. 1 now proceed to impress on 
you the importance of Classical studies. .1 shall endeavour 
to avoid the set phrases of declamatory panegyric whlch the 
subject too commonly provokes. But if· those studies appear 
to you cold and tedious, the fault is in the languor with which 
they are approached. Do you think that the statue of ancient 
art is but a lifeless marble? Anirilate it with your own young 
breath, and instantly it lives and glows. Greek literature, if 
it served you with nothing else, should excite your curiosity as 
the picture of a wondrous state of civilisation which, in its 
peculiar phases, the world can never see ~oain, and yet from 
which every succeeding state of civilisation has borrowed its 
liveliest touches. If you take it first as a mere record of events, 
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-if you examine only the contest between the Spartans and 
the Athenians-the one as the representative of duration and 
order, tbe other of change aud progress, both pushed to the 
extreme,-there instantly rise before you, in the noblest forms
through the grandest illustrations of history-through the col
lision of characters at once human and heroic-there instantly, 
I say, rise before you lessons which may instruct every age, and 
which may especially guide the present. For so closely does 
Grecian history bear on the more prominent disputes in· our 
own day, that it is not only full of wise saws, but still more of 
modem instances. I pass by this view of the political value of 
Grecian literature, on which I could not well enlarge without, 
perhaps, provoking party differences, to offer some remarks, 
purely critical, and for which I bespeak your indulgence if I 
draw too largely on your time. Every Professor who encourages 
the young to the study of the Classics will tell them how those 
ancient masterpieces have served modem Europe with models 
to guide the taste and excite the emulation. But here let us 
distinguish what we should mean when we speak of them as 
models-we mean no check to originality-no cold and sterile 
imitation, more especially of form and diction. The pith and 
substance of a good English style--be it simple and severe, be 
it copious and adorned-must still be found in the nervous 
strength of our native tongue. We need not borrow from Greek 
or Roman the art that renders a noble thought transparent to 
the humblest understanding, or charms the fastidious ear with 
the varying music of elaborate cadence. The. classic authors are 
models in a more comprehensive sense. They teach us less how 
to handle words than how to view things ;-and first, let us
recognise the main characteristic of the literature of Greece. 
The geniuB of Greek letters is essentially social and humane. 
Far ~m presenting us with a frigid and austere ideal, it deal"! 
with the most vivid passions, the largest interests common to 
the mass of mankind. In this sense of the word it is practical
that is, it connects itself with the natural feelings, the practical 
life of man under all forms of civilisation. That is the reason 
why it is so durable-it fastens hold of sympathy and interest 
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in every nation and. every age. Thus Homer is immeasurably 
the most popular poet the world ever knew. The iliad is con
structed from materials with which the natural human heart 
has the most affinity. Our social instincts interest us on both 
sides, whether in the war of the Greeks avenging the desecration 
of the marriage hearth, or the doom of the Trojans, which takes 
all its pathos from the moment we see Hector parting from 
Andromache, and unbinding his helinet that it may not 'terrify 
his child. Homer makes no attempt at abstraet.subtle feelings 
with which few can sympathise. He takes terror and pity, from 
the most popUlar springs of emotion-valour, love, patriotism, 
domestic ~ffections-the struggle of Man with fate-the' con
trast, as in Achilles, between glorious youth. and e8.l'ly death
between headlong daring and passionate sorrow; the contrast, 
as in Priam, between all that gives reverence to the king and 
all that moves compassion for the man. Homer knows no "Con
ventional dignity; his heroes weep-his goddesses scc:>ld-Mars 
roars with pain when he is wounded-Hector himself knows 
fear, and we do not .respect him the less, though we love him 
more, when his heart sinks and his feet fly before Achilles. So 
essentially human is Homer, that it is said that he first created 
the Greek gods-that is, he clot;hed what before were v~e 
phantoms with attributes familiar to humanity, and gave 
them the power of divinities,. with the forms,and the hearts of 
men. 

Civilisation advances, but the Greek literature still preserves 
this special character of .humanity, and each succeeding writer 
still incorporates his genius with the actual existence and warm 
emotionS of the crowd. lEschylus strides forth from the field 
of Marathon, to· give voice to the grand practical ideas that 
influenced his land and times. He represents the apotheosis of 
freedom, and the dawn of philosophy through the mists off able. 
Thus, in the victory hymn of cr the Persre"· he chants the de
feat of Xerxes; thus, in the "Seven before Thebes," he addresses 
an audience still hot from the memories of war, in words that 
rekindle its passions and re-echo its clang; thus, again, in the 
wondrous myth of the " Prometheus Bound," he piles up the 
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fragments of primeval legend with a Titan's hand, storming the 
very throne of Zeus with assertions of the liberty of intellectual 
will, as opposed to the authority of force. In A":schylus there 
is always the very form and pressure of an age characterised by 
fierce emotions, and the tumult of new tdeas struggling for 
definite expression. Sophocles no less commands an everlasting 
audience by genial sympathy with the minds and thought, and 
the hearts that beat, in his own day. The stormy revolution of 
thought that succeeded the Persian war had given way to a 
milder, but not iess manly, period of serene intelligence. The 
time had come in which what we call "The Beautiful" developed 
its ripe proportions. A sentiment of order, of submission to 
the gods--a desire to embellish the social existence secured by 
victorious war-pervaded the manners, and inspired the gentle 
emulation. .All this is reflected in the calm splendour of 
Sopnocles. It seems a type of the difference between the two 
that .1Eschylus, a bearded man, had fought at Marathon-and 
Sophocles, in the bloom of youth, had tuned his harp to the 
pmans that circled round the trophies of Salamis. The Prome
theus of .1Eschylus is a vindication of human wisdom, made with 
the sublime arrogance of a Titan's pride. The ffidipus of 
Sophocles teaches its nothingness to Wisdom, and inflicts its 
blind punishment upon· Pride. But observe how both these 
great poets inculcate the sentiment of Mercy as an element of 
tragic grandeur, and how they both seek to connect that attri
bute of humanity with the fame of their native land. Thus it 
is to Athens that the Orestes of .1Eschylus comes to expiate his 
parricide-it is the tutelary goddess of the Athenians that 
pleads in his cause, and reconciles the FUries to the release of 
their hunted victim. But still more impressively does Sophocles 
inculcate and adorn this lesson o.f beautiful humanity. It is 
not only amidst the very grove of the Furies that ffidipus finds 
the peaceful goal of his wanderings-but round that grove itself 
the poet has lavished all the loveliest images of his fancy. 
There, in the awful ground of the ghastly sisters, the Nightin
gales sing under the ivy-there blooms the Narcissus-there 
smiles the olive-there spring the fountains that feed Cephisus. 
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Thus terror itself he surrounds with beauty; and the nameless 
grave of the outlawed ffidipus· becomes· the guardian of the 
benignant state, 'Which gave the last refuge to his woes. 

A few years more, and a new phase of civilisation develops 
itself in Athens. To that sentiment for the beautiful which in 
itself discovers the good, succeeds the desire to moralise. and 
speculate. The influence of women on social life is more 
admitted-statesmen and sages gather round Aspasia-~ove" 
occupies a larger space in the thoughts of men-and pity is 
derived from gentler, perhaps from more effeminate, sources. 
This change Euripides-no less practical than his predecessors 
in representing the popular temper of his age-this change, I 
say, Euripides comes to depict in sententious aphorisms, in 
scholastic casuistry, accompanied, however, with the tenderest 
pathos, and enlisting that interest for which he is ridiculed by 
Aristophanes,-the interest derived from conjugal relations and 
household life-the domestic interest; it is this which has 
made him of all the Greek dramatists the most directly influ
ential in the modern 'stage. And it is Euripides who has sug
gested to the classic tragedy of Italy and France two-thirds of 
whatever it possesses of genuine tenderness and passion. In a 
word, the Greek drama is not that marble perfection of artistic 
symmetry which it has too often been represented to be, but a 
flesh and blood creation, identifying itself with the' emotions 
most prevalent in the multitudes it addressed, and artificial 
rather by conventions derived from its religious origin than by 
any very deep study of other principles of art than those which 
sympathy with human nature teaches instinctively to the poet. 
The rules prescribed to the Greek dramatist, such as the nnities, 
were indeed few and elementary, belonging rather to the com
mencement of art than to its full development. There are few 
critics nowadays, for instance, who will not recognise a higher 
degree of art in Shakespeare, when he transports his willing 
audience over space and time, and concentrates in Macbeth the 
whole career of guilty ambition, from its first dire temptation 
to its troubled rise and its bloody doom:, than there can be in 
any formal rule which would have sacrificed for dry recital the 
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vivacity of action, and crowded into a day what Shakespeare 
expands throughout a life. 

In fine, then, these Greek poets became our models-not 
as authorities for pedantic laws, not to chill our invention by 
unsubstantial ideals or attempts to restore to life the mere 
mummies of antiquity-but rather, on the contrary, to instruct 
us that the writer who most faithfully represents the highest 

.. and fairest attributes of his own age has the best chance of an 
audi:ence in posterity; and that whatever care we take as to the 
grace .or sublimity of diction, still the diction itself can only be 
the instrument by which the true poet would refine or exalt 
what 1-why, the feelings most common to the greatest number 
of mankind. We have heard too much about the calm and 
repose of classic art. It is the distance from which we take 
our survey that does not allow us to distinguish its force and 
its passion. Thus the rivulet, when near, seems more disturbed' 
than the ocean beheld afar off. At the distance of two thou
sand years, if we do not see all the play of the waves, it is 
because' we do not stand on the beach. The same practical 
identification with the intellectual attributes of their age w hicl! 
distinguished the poetry, no less animates the prose, of the 
ancient Greeks. The narratives of Herodotus, so simple yet so 
glowing, were read to immense multitudes-now exciting their 
wonder by tale and legend-now gratifying their curiosity by 
accounts of barbarian customs-now inflaming their patriotism 
by minute details of the Persian myriads that exhausted rivers 
on their march, and graphic anecdotes of. the Grecian men 
whom the Medes at Marathon saw rushing into the midst of 
their spears, or whom the scout of Xerxes found dressing their 
hair for the festival of battle in the glorious pass of Thermopylre. 
No less does the graver mind of Thucydides represent the 
intense interest with which the Grecian intellect was accuS'
tomed to view the action and strife, the sorrow and triumph, of 
the human beings, from whom it never stood superciliously aloof. 
Though the father of philosophical history, Thucydides knows 
nothing of that cynical irony which is common to the modern 
spirit of historical philosophy in its cold survey of the follies 
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and elTors of mankind. He .never neglects to place full before 
you whatever ennobles our species, whether it be the lofty 
sentiment of Pericles or the hardy valour of Brasidas. It is 
his candid sympathy with whatever in itself is good and great 
which vivifies his sombre chronicle, and renders him at once 
earnest yet" impartiaL Each little. bay or creek, each defile or 
pass, where gallant deeds have been done, he describes with the 
conviction that the deeds have hallowed the place to all pos
terity, and have become a part of that ,,'"qprt. &, Ihl which he pro
posed to bequeath. This is the spirit which returns to life in 
your own day and in your"own historians, which gives ~ classic 
charm to the military details of Napier, and lights wi"th a 
patriot's fire the large intelligence and profound research that 
immortalise the page of .Alison. 

Pass from history to oratory. .All men in modem times, 
famous for their eloquence, have recognised Demosthenes as 
their modeL Many speakers in our own country have literally 
translated passages from his orations, and produced electrical 
effects upon sober English senators by thoughts first uttered 
to passionate Athenian crowds. 'Why is this ? Not from the 
style-the style vanishes in translation-it is because th(;lUghts 
the noblest appeal to emotions the most masculine and popular. 
You see in Demosthenes the man accustomed to deal with the 
practical business of inen-to generalise details, to render com
plicated affairs clear to the ordinary understanding-and, at the 
same time, to connect the material interests of life ,,!ith the 
sentiments that warm the bI'east and exalt the soul. It is the 
brain of an accomplished statesman in unison with a generous 
heart, thoroughly in earnest, beating loud and high-with the 
passionate desire to convince breathless thousands how to baffle 
a danger, and to save their country. 

A little time longer, and Athens is free no more. The iron 
force of Macedon has banished liberty from the silenced Agora. 
But liberty had 8lreadJ. secured to herself a gentle refuge in the 
groves of the Academe-there, still to the last, the Grecian 
intellect maintains the same social, humanising, practical aspect. 
The immense mind of Aristotle gathers together, as in a treasure-
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house for future ages, all that was valuable in the knowledge 
that informs us of the earth on which we dwell-the political 
constitutions of States, and their results on the chara.cter of 
nations, the science of ethics, the analysis of ideas, natural his
tory, physical science, critical investigation, omne immensum 
peragravit; and all that· he collects from wisdom he applies to 
the earthly uses of man. Yet it is not by the tutor of .Alexander, 
but by' the pupil of Socrates, that our vast debt to the Grecian 
mind is completed. When we remount from Aristotle to his 
great master, Plato--,-it is as if we lookod from nature up to 
nature'~ God. There, amidst the decline of freedom, the corrup
tion ,of manners--just before the date when, with the fall of 
Athens, the beautiful ideal of sensuous life faded mournfully 
away-there, on that verge of time stands the consoling Plato, 
preparing philosophy to receive the Christian dispensation, by 
opening the gates of the Infinite, and proclaiming the immor
tality of the soul. Thus the Grecian genius, ever kindly and 
benignant, first appears to awaken man from the sloth of the 
senses, to enlaJ.·ge the boundaries of self, to connect the desire of 
glory with the sanctity of household" ties, to raise up in lumin
ous contrast with the inert despotism of the old .Eastern world, 
the energies of free men, the duties of citizens; and, finally, 
accomplishing its mission as the visible Iris to states and heroes, 
melts into the rainbQw, ~nnouncing a more sacred covenant, and 
spans the streams of the Heathen Orcus with an arch lost in 
the Christian's Heaven. 

I hav~ so exhausted your patience in what I have thus said 
of the Grecian literature, that I must limit closely my remarks 
upon the Roman. And here, indeed, the subject does not 
require the same space. In the Greek literature all is fresh and 
original; its very art is but the happiest seiection from natural 
objects, knit together with the zone of the careless GraceS. But 
the Latin literature is borrowed and adopted; and, like all 
imitations, we perceive at once that it is artificial-but in this 
imitation it has such exquisite taste, in this artificiality there is 
so much refinement of polish, so much stateliness of pomp, 
that it assumes an originality of its own. It has not found its 
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jewels in native mines, but it takes them with a conqueror's 
hand, and weaves them into regal diadems. Dignity and polish 
are the especial attributes of Latin literature in its happiest 
age; it betrays the habitual influence of an aristocracy, wealthy, 
magnificent, and learned. To borrow-a phrase from Persius
its words sweep along as if clothed with the toga. Whether we 
take the sonorous lines of Virgil or the swelling periods of 
Cicero, the easier dignity of Sallust or the patrician simplicity 
of Cresar, we are sensible that we are with a race accustomed to 
a measured decorum, a majestic self-control, unfamiliar to the 
more lively impulse of small Greek communities. There is a 
greater -demarcation between the intellect of the writer and the 
homely sense of the multitude. The Latin writers seek to link 
themselves to posterity rather through a succession of select and 
well-bred admirers than by cordial identification with the pas
sions and interests of the profane vulgar. Even Horace himself, 
so brilliant and easy, and so conscious of his monumentum Ufl'6 

perennius, affects disdain of popular applause, and informs us, 
with a kind of pride, that his Satires had no vogue in the haunts 
of the common people. Every lioldschoolboy takes at once to 
Homer, but it is only the fine taste of the scholar that thoroughly 
appreciates Virgil; and only the experienced man of the world 
who discovers all the delicate wit, all the exquisite urbanity of 
sentiment, that win our affection to Horace in proportion as we 
advance in life. In short, the Greek writers warm and elevate 
our emotions as men-the Latin writers temper emotions to the 
stately reserve of high-born gent1;emen. • The Greeks fire us 
more to the inspirations of poetry, or (as.in Plato and parts of 
Demosthenes) to that sublimer prose to which poetry is akin; 
but the Latin writers are, perhaps, on the whole, though I say 
it with hesitation, safer models for that accurate construction 
and decorous elegance by which classical prose attains critical 
perfection. Nor is this elegance effeminate, but, on the con
trary, nervous and robust, though, like the statue of Apollo, the 
strength of the .muscle is concealed by the undulation of the 
curves. But there is this, as a general result from the study of 
ancient l~tters. whether Greek or Roman,-both are the litera-
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ture of grand races, of free men and brave hearts; both abound 
in generous thoughts and high examples; both, whatever their 
occasional licence, inculcate, upon the whole, the habitual prac
tice of manly virtues; both glow with the love of country; 
both are animated by the desire of fame and honour. There
fore, whatever be our future profession and pursuit, however 
they may take us from the scholastic closet, and fOl:bid any 
frequent return to the classic studies of our youth, still he whose 
early steps have been led into that land of demigods a~d. heroes 
will find that its very air has enriched through life the blood of 
his thoughts, that he quits. the soil with a front which the Greek 
has directed towards the stars, and a step which imperial Rome has 
disciplined to the march that carried her eagles round the world. 

Not in vain do these lessons appeal to the youth of Scotland. 
From this capital still, as from the elder Athens~ stream the 
lights of philosophy and learning. But your countrymen are 
not less renowned for the qualities of action than for those of 
thought. And you whom I address will carry with you, in 
your several paths to fortune, your national attributes of reflec
tive judgment and dauntless courage. .1 see an eventful and 
stirring age expand before the rising generation. In that grand 
contest between new ideas and ancient forms, which may be 
still more keenly urged before this century expires, whatever 
your differences of political opinion, 1 adjure you to hold fast 
to the vital principle of civilisation. What is that principle? 
It is the union of liberty with order. The art to preserve this 
union has often bafi1ed' the wisest statesmen in stormy times; 
but the task becomes easy at once, if the people whom' they seek 
to guide will but carry into public affairs the same prudent con
sideration which coJ:!1IIlands prosperity in private business. You 
have already derived from your ancestors an immense capital of 
political freedom; increase it if you will-but by solid invest
ments, not by hazardous speculations. You will hear ~uch of 
the necessity of progress, and truly; for wherever progress ends, 
decline invariably begins: but remember that the healthful 
progress Qhociety is like the natural life of man-it consists in 
the gradual and harmonious development of all its constitutional 

VOL. L L 
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powers, all its component ;pal'ts, and you introduce weakness 
and disease into the whole system, whether you attempt to stint 
or to force the growth. The old homely rule you prescribe to 
the individ~ is applicable to a State-" keep the limbs warm 
by exercise, and keep the head cool.by temperance." But new 
ideas do not invade only our political systems; you will find them 
wherever you turn. Philosophy has altered'the directions it 
favoured. in the last century-it enters less into metaphysical 
inquiry; it questions less the relationships between man and 
his Maker; it assumes its practical character as the investigator 
of external nature, and seeks to adapt agencies before partially 
concealed to.the positive uses of man. Here I leave you to 
your own bold researches; you cannot be much misled, if you 
remember the maxim, to· observe with vigilance, and inquire 
with conscientious care. Nor is it necessary that I should 
admonish the sons of religious Scotland that the most daring 
speculations as to Nature may be accompanied with the hum
blest faith in those sublime doctrines that open heaven alike to 
the wisest philosopher and the simplest peasant. I do not 
presume to arrogate the office of'thepreacher; but, believe me, 
as a man of books, and a mali. of the world, that you inherit a 
religion which, in its most familiar form, in the lowly prayer 
that you learned from your mother's lips, will save you from the 
temptations to which life is exposed more surely than all which 
the pride of philosophy·can teach. Nor can I believe that the 
man will ever go very far .or very obstinately wrong who, by the 
mere habit of thanksgiving and prayer, wi1l1!e forced to examine 
his conscience even but once a-day, and remember that the eye 
.of the Almighty is uponhlm. 

One word further. Nothing, to my min,d, preserves a brave 
people true and firm to its hereditary virtues, more than a 
devout though liberal spirit of nationality. And it is not 
because Scotland is united with England· that the Scotchman 
.should forget the glories of· his annals, the tombs of his ances
tors, or relax one jot of his Jove for his native soil ·1 say not 
this to flatter you-I say it not for Scotland alone. I say it 
for the sake of the empire. For sure I am that, if ever the step 
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of the invader should land upon these kindred shores-there, 
wherever the national spirit is the most strongly felt-there, 
where the local affections most animate the breast-there will 
our defenders be the bravest. It would ill become me to enter 
into the special grounds of debate now at issue; but permit me 
to remind you that,' while pressing with your accustomed spirit 
for whatever you may deem to be equal rights, you would be 
unjust to your own fame if you did not feel that the true 
majesty of Scotland needs neither the pomp of courts nor the 
blazonry of heralds. What tbough Holyrood be desolate-what 
though no king holds revels in its halls ?-.,.the empire .of Scotland 
has but extended its range; and, blended with England, under 
the daughter of your ancient kings, peoples the Australian wilds 
that lay beyond the chart of Columbus, and rules over the 
Indian realms that eluded the grasp of Alexander. That em
pire does not suffice for you. It may decay-it may perish. 
Afore grand is the domain you have won over human thought, 
and identified with the eternal progress of intellect and freedom. 
From the charter of that domain no ceremonial can displace the 
impression of your seal. In the van of that progress no blazon 
can flaunt before that old Lion of Scotland [pointing to the flag 
suspended opposite]. This is the empire that you will adorn in 
peace; this is the empire that, if need be, you will defend in 
war. It is not here that I would provoke one difference in 
political opinion-but surely you, the 80M of Scotland, who 
hold both fame and power upon the same tenure as that which
secures civilisation, from lawless fol'c~urely you are not the 
men who could contemplate with folded arms the return of the 
dark ages, and quietly render up the haven that commands Asia 
on the one side and threatens -Europe on the other, to the bar~ 
baric ambition of some new Alaric pf the north. But, whether 
in reluctant war or in happier peace, I can but bid you ~ 
mindful of your fathers-learn from them how duties fulfilled 
in the world become honours after death; and in your various 
callings continue to maintain for Scotland her sublime alliance' 
with every power of mind that can defend 01' instruct, soothe or 
exalt humanity. 



XIII. 

A S.PEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

THE HOPETOU~ ROOMS, EDINBURGH, 

ON THE 20TH OF jANU'ARY 1854. 

ON Friday evening, the 20th of January 1854, a public banquet was given 
in the Hopetoun Rooms; Edinburgh, in honour of Sir Edward Bulwer 
Lytton, the newly installed Presidenl;' of the Associated Societies of the 
University. In returning thanks for the toast of his health-proposed by 
the Chairman, William Stirling, Esq. of Keir, M.P. for Perthshire-the 
following speech was delivered • 

. 
MR CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN,-I use no idle phrase wheu 

I say that I waut words adequately to express the gratitude 
aud pride with which I receive the honour that you have done 
'me this evening. I here experience more than the proverbial 
hospitality for which your countrymen are famous; for wher
ever I look I see a host, and when I listened to the applause 
which you gave to the too flattering commeuts, rendered agree
able to you by the remarkable eloquence of our Chairman, I 
felt that in every host I had to greet a benefactor. For what 
benefit can be bestowed upon an author, or upon a public man, 
like that nobler sort of charity which forgets all faults in the 
desire to confer a kindness 1 In the earlier stages of our career 
we derive as much good from censure as from praise, and praise 
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like that which I have heard this eveiling might-only blind 'us 
to our errors or relax our energies. In old age praise comes too 
late to stimulate or console, and might only sour us by its con
trast with the years of toil and despondency that it might have 
soothed and cheered; but when honourable distinctions, the 
approval we most covet, reach us in the middle of our course:. 
then they atone for all past disparagement and disappoiJ:).tment, 
and nerve all our energies to justify that opinion which pledges 
us to future efforts for improvement. In this sense of the word, 
you, my hosts, are my benefactors; and the liberal bounty with 
which you reward former labours will enrich the remainder of 
my days by grateful thoughts and hopeful aspirations. 

It would become me to make only one or two observations 
upon those works to which your Chairman has referred with so 
much grace of expression, that I could almost have wished 
that I had not been the subject of his praise, ill order that my 
enjoyment of its eloquence might have been unchecked by my 
conscio1I:Sness that'the thesis did not merit the ability displayed 
in the discourse. Your Chairman. has singled out 'for elogium 
the variety of the literary objects I have attempted, however 
feebly, to execute. Upon this I would wish to make one obser
vation. When I first commenced the career of authorship, I had 
brought myself to the persuasion that, upon the whole, it is 
best for the young writer not to give an exclusive preference 
to the development of one special faculty, even though that 
faculty be the one for which he has the most natural aptitude, 
but rather to seek to mature and accomplish, as far as he can, 
his whole intellectual organisation. I had observed that many 
authors, more especially, perhaps, writers of imagination and 
fiction, often excel only in one particular line of observation; 
nay, that, perhaps, they only write one thoroughly successful 
and original work, after which their ideas appear to be exhausted; 
and it seemed to me that the best mode to prevent that contrast 
between fertility in one patch of intelligence and barrenness of 
the surrounding district, was. to bring under cultivation the 
entire soil at our command. This subjected me at first to what 
was then a charge, but which I have lived to hear as a compli-
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ment-namely, that I had attempted too great a variety of 
authorship; yet, perhaps; it was to that conviction that lowe 
the continuance of whatever fav0ll! I have received from the 
public; for that favour no writer can hope long to retain unless 
he prove that he is constantly taking in a fresh supply of ideas, 
an:d that he is not compelled to whip and imP9verish invention 
by drawing from the same field a perpetual succession of the 
same crop. And perhaps it may encourage younger writers, if 
I remind you that I was not successful at first in any new line 
that I thuS attempted. My first efforts at prose composition 
were refused admittance into a magazine. My first novel was 

. very little read, and it is not included in the general collection 
of my works. My first poetry was thought detestable, and mY' 
·first play very nearly escaped being damned. Thus, perhaps 
few Writers have been less intoxicated with the rapture of first· 
success ; and even when I did succeed, perhaps few writers, 
upon the whole, have been more unsparingly assailed by hostile 
critics. If I had relied solely upon· my intellectual faculties, I 
must long since have retired from the field disheartened and 
beaten·; but lowe it to that resolution which is at the command 
of all men who will oilly recollect that the first attribute of our 
sex is courage,-the resolution to fight the battles of literature 
and life with the same bull-dog determination with which I, and 
no doubt all of you, fought our battles at school-never to give 
in as long as we had a leg to stand upon,-that at iast I have 
succeeded so far as to receive this honour in a capital renowned 
for its learning, and at the hands of a people who may well 
sympathise with any man who does not rely so much upon his 
intellect, no matter what the grade of that intellect may be, as 
upon his stout heart and his persevering labours. 

Only one other remark I shall make upon a subject upon 
which no man can be expected to speak well-himself. I do 
trust tbat I have not lowered our common dignity as men of 
letters by the views I have entertained and advocated with 
respect to that lofty vocation. If letters are to be called a· re
public, it should be an aristocratic republic in the best sense of 
the term. We should observe a high standard of honour in all 
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our commercial transactions. Money maybe as requisite to us 
as it is to all other classes of men, but money must never bribe 
us to the prostitution of talent, or to the debasement of con
science. !f,like the ancient Genoese, we are traders in the sale 
of our produce-like the anCient Genoese, we should feel nobles . 
in right of our order; not debasing our own aristocracy by 
fawning servility upon the' more worldly distinctions of wealth 
and rank, which we assume the right boldly to censure or un
enviously to support. In all our contests: with each other, how
ever manfully urged, we should still observe something of the 
gallantry and decorum of knighthood, not bespattering oUr 
opponent with mud from the kennel, nor assassinating a. rival 
by a stab in the dark. These are some of the views with which 
I first entered upon literature in early youth-entered upon it 
as a profession-and t trust that, making generous allowance for 
indiscretions of judgment and temper, you will be of opinion 
that, upon the whole, my theory has not been belied by my 
p~ctice. 

I thllik I have some excuse for my egotism in the latter obser
vations I have addressed to you, in the toast which I 'Shall have 
to propose; for although that toast may be given by a man of 
no very elevated rank in literature, it should .be given by one 
who has a full sense of the more than regal influence which 
literature exerts over the character and destiny of nations. The 
toast which I shall.have to propose is. ".The Literatui'e of Scot
land;" and, if I desired to convey to you some idea of its value 
to the society it adorns, I would ask you to compare it· for one 
'moment with the contemporaneous literature of France. When, 
in the last century the chilling and comfortless influence of 
Material Philosophy spread from the French Encyclopedists to 
disorganise one world and to get, rid altogether ~f the other, 
sheltering itself under the high authority of Locke-then arose 
that great schoC?1 of Scotch metaphysicians,· which, whatever 
may be its faults and shortcomings¥ at ,least restored to matter 
the necessity of soul, and prov:ed that ideas. were not merely 
fleeting impressions upon perishable brains. . When, in France, 
poetry consisted oilly of frigid bombast or of insipid imitation, 
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then suddenly was heard "the bold free" song of Burns, calling 
poetry back to nature; and, later, the vivid romance of Sir 
Walter Scott restored to this grey nineteenth century the gene
rous sentiments and healthy vigour of chivalric youth. Even 
now, when, in France, History has decked herself out in all the 
gewgaws of "rhetorical artifice, in Scotland she has observed that 
severe exactitude without which she had bett~r renounce the 
name of History, and call herself Fiction at once. It is in this 
fidelity to fact, which is to History what conscience is to a man, 
that MrBurton has treated the History of Scotland; while a 
Frenchman-as Frenchmen have owned to me-can better learn 
the later history of his country in the pages of Alison than in 
those of Thiers and Lamartine. While, if you will look to that 
Jlopular literature which, for the, time being, most affects the 
moral character of the people, compare the healthy and manly 
interest of the ' Waverley Novels' with that glittering but corrupt 
serie!\ of French fictions, which only serve to show to what base 
uses genius can stoop to be applied. I do not deny the extI:a
ordinary brilliancy and force of" recent French imaginative 
literature; but I do deny that it has been either the faithful 
mirror to ordinary nature, or fulfilled that higher task of ideal 
art, which seeks, by selecting from nature more than ordinary 
attributes of sublimity and beauty, to refine the taste and exalt 
the sentiments. And, false to that mission which the Poet, 
whether of prose or verse, is born to accomplish, it has contri
buted" neither to the social happiness, the political wisdom, nor 
the national virtues of the French people; while, on the other 
hand, this praise at least must be given to the literature of 
Scotland, that it is not more valuable on account of the 
delight which it administers, than because of the lessons 
which it inc~cates. I see present three of your great Scottish 
publishers, and I can conceive the pride with which they would 
hear any comparison between Scotch and French literature. I 
can conceive with what pride my friends, the Messrs Blackwood, 
would recall the great share they have had in the elevation of 
our national literature, by the production of histories like those 
of Alison-by such fictions as those of Warren and Galt-by 
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the universal genius of Professor Wililon-and by that time
honoured Magazine which, though it has dealt some hard blows 
in support of his literary, critical, and political canons, yet has 
charmed its opponents themselves-it was an opponent to me 
once-by its hearty and genial tone, and by itl! unrivalled com
bination of solid erudition with unrestricted fancy. I can con
ceive the pride with which Mr Black will reflect upon that 
immense undertaking, the • Encyclopredia Britannica,' and upon 
those immortal works, the • Waverley Novels,' which I under
stand have now passed into his hands; and when I refer to 
popular instruction, why, the very heart of Mr Chambers must 
leap within him, and he mus~ think how much Great Britaiu 
really does owe to those who extend philosophy, instruction, 
and delight to the working classes, without one single appeal to 
any passion that can demoralise or pervert. Let me here for a 
moment remind you that I am a. Conservative, in order to say 
on behalf of that party that we too can be Liberals with Mr 
Chambers whenever the object is not to pull down one class, but 
to elevate the other. 

If I were to speak of the obligations which I myself owe to 
Scottish literature, I should only have to imitate the friar who 
came to a French town in order to preach a sermon upon a cer
tain occasion. His sermon went oft' tolerably well, and the friar 
was hospitably received and sumptuously regaled. The next 
day, to his great dismay, he was told it was a holiday in honour 
of the patron saint of the town, and that all the congregation 
were assembling in the church in order to listen to the new 
sermon which he was expected to deliver. The poor friar had 
only brought one sermon with him, and that was already de
livered. What waS he to do 1 He got into the pulpit, and, 
mark what the friar said: .. My br~tbren." said he, looking very 
solemnly round the church, Cf certain malignant persons have 
said there was heresy in the sermon I delivered to you yester
day; and, in order to show you how false is this accusation, I 
propose to preach it to you all over again." Now, I am afraid 
I cannot imitate the felicitous self-possession of the .friar, nor 
repeat here all I said in Queen Street Hall the other evening 
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with respect to my own obligations to the learning and genius 
of Scotland, but still I cannot deny myself the pleasure of say
ing a few words that may serve to show how closely connected 
is the literature of Scotland with the romantic impressions of my 
youth. I recall the joyous sensations with which, while yet in my _ 
boyhood, I entered Scotland for the first time; I recall the pride 
with which I leaped over that part of the Clyde which leads to 
the Cave of Burley-Morton's Leap, I think it was called-pride 
to think that I had something in common with a hero of Walter 
Scott's. I recall the enthuSiasm with which I explored the 
scenes of the Lady of the Lake. fancying that I saw the Knight 
of Snowdon upon the bank, and the Lady herself upon the water. 
I recall still more vividly the night on which I lay down to rest 
under a hedge on the field. of Bannockburn, exulting to think 
that I waS upon the very ground which Bruce had hallowed to 
freedom, and Burns to immortal song. And it is well in mature 
life, when the world is too much with us, to revive the freshness 
of young emotions, and to rekindle-what, I trust, for my part, 
will never die within' me till my grave-the passion for that 
real freedom, without which race$ have no history, and for that 
genuine poetry, without which man, in resigning imagination, 
knows not the nobler half of his own soul. 

A toast was given in the early part of the evening which re
ferred to our army and navy, and which was acknowledged by 
a gaIIant admiral- whom, I trust, we shall never see cruising in 
the Black Sea. It reminds me that we are apparently on the 
eve of a conflict with a great Power, which, if it could obtain its 
nltimate object in the- keys of the Bosphorus, would open to 
civilised Europe the risk· of that irruption by hungry and bar
barous tribes, which we had hoped the strong hand of Charla
lIlaoane had checked for ever. The wisest statesman cannot fore
see what might be the issue of that war, if it should extend from 
a conflict for territory to a strife of- opiriion. When we look at 
the inflammable materials in Italy, in Germany, throughout con
tinental Europe, and, in fact, through a great portion of Russia 
herself, we cannot fail to call to mind, with· some anxiety, that 

• The Sherilf and Vice-Admiral of Orkney, W. E. Aytonn. 
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old prophecy or Napoleon-" The day will come when Europe 
will be all Republican or all Cossack." But for my part I do 
hope that the spirit of our people will bring this war to a prompt, 
short, and decisive issue-before the original cause is lost sight 
of in the complicated objects which all unnecessary procrastina
tion, all feebleness and half measures, only serve to bring into 
new and menacing existence; so that before this time next year, 
the cause of civilisation which Great Britain supports with her 
arms, may achieve that full triumph which can alone lead to the 
permanent re-establishment of peace, and that (returning to the 
toast I have to propose) our deeds may then be such as an 
Aytoun may not blush to sing, nor an Alison to record. As 
long as Providence permits this einpire to endure, may every 
Englishman whom you receive as a guest in your capital, feel 
the same pride that I do in an equal union with the children of 
Scotland. We are bound together by ties stronger than Acts of 
Parliament or treaties or parchment. We have, in common, 
the fame or our writers and the glory of our arms; and I do not 
believe" that anything can dissever or alienate those who have 
a common heritage in Milton and in Sc6tt, and a history, one 
and indivisible,. in every page which speaks of Trafalgar and 

. Waterloo. Fill your glasses to the brim, and drink with me 
fresh honours to that literature which, always hardy and mascu
line even when most thoughtful and refined, will render men 
braver under the necessities of war, as it has made them wiser 
amidst the tranquillities of peace. 



XIV. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED AT 

THE LEEDS MECHANICS' INSTITUTION 

ON THE 25TH OF JANUARY 1854. 

ON the evening of Wednesday the 25th of January 1854, Sir Edward 
Bulwer Lytton was introduced to the assembled members of the Leeds 
Mechanics' Institution by' their President, Mr Wheelhouse. Upon this 
occasion the following speech was delivered. 

[M.P. for Hertfordshire from General Election, 22d July 1852, until 
raised to the Peerage on the 13th of July 1866, by the title of Baron Lytton 
of Knebworth.] 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,-A few days since I had the honour 
to address the students of Edinburgh (an intellectual and noble 
audience it was) upon C).uestions defined by their academical 
course of study, or suited to the professions to which they we1;e 
severally destined. I now address not so much scholastic pupils, 
with paths through knowledge prepared and guided, and with 
ample leisure to follow up the studies they may select; but 
youths, and mature men of every age, ~ngaged in active prac
tical pursuits, snatching at such learning as books may give in 
the intervals of recreation or repose. Knowledge there is the 
task-work; knowledge here is the holiday. But in both these 
communities, in the quiet University and in the busy manufac-
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turing town, I find the same grand idea; I mean the recognition 
of intelligence as the supreme arbiter of all those questions 
which, a century ago, were either settled by force or stifled by 
those prejudices which are even stronger than law. And it is 
no wonder that every class nowadays strives for its fair pro
portion of knowledge. In ancient times nobles demanded the 
right to fortify their castles: citizens demanded the privilege to 
bear arms. nut now the claims of both are conceded; it is 
education that fortifies the castle of the noble, and it is education 
which supplies to the citizen his arms. And don't let us believe 
that this sense of the vital necessity of knowledge to every class 
that would hold its own, is confined to the middle and the work
ing classes alone--it .no less acts upon those orders most set 
apart for indolence by rank and wealth; and I have been amazed 
to . see the advance which has been made since I was a boy 
(though I am now but in middle life) in the quality and degree 
of instruction bestowed upon the heirs to princely fortunes or 
illustri~us names. I rejoice to see this generous ambition per
vading all classes. I rejoice, for the sake of the middle class, 
when I see it warm and enlighten the two extremes of our social 
system-for the atmosphere is healthy in proportion as the sun~ 
light is equally diffused j when no stormy cloud rests on the 
mountain-top above you, and no vapour, charged with pestilence 
and fever, arises up from the marshes below. Gentlemen, I am 
not come here to speak of the advantages of knowledge. If I 
were addressing some infant institution, struggling for existence 
in remote rural districts, I might enlarge on a subject grown a 
dry commonplace to you; but prate of the advantages of know
ledge to this great assembly, to the foremost institute of the kind 
which our country boasts! No; it becomes me here rather to 
remind you that if by knowledge. were meant only that which 
books and schools can bestow, it requires something more to 
make a man virtuous or a people great. Human reason, at the 
best, is but human reason still j and we have all had the first 
French Revolution sufficiently dinned~into our ears to remember 
that it was flattery which drove Reason out of her five senses, 
and she became only fit for a madhouse the moment she was 
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set up as a goddess. There are two things I daresay you are 
often condemned to hear treated with ridicule and contempt; 
the one is the wisdom of our ancestors, and the other is the 
character and pretensions of the age in which we live. Nay, 
perhaps you have heard the very same persons who disdain the 
generations that have gone before, as dull savages without rail
ways and steam-engines, still sentimentally despise the present 
time as commonplace and vulgar--complain that we have no 
great men, and no great ideas, and that railways and steam
engines are all that we care for. When I hear either of these 
two things said, I am reminded of the jest of the celebrated wit 
who exclaimed, « How rich I should become if I could buy those 
persons, so wise in their self-conceit, at their just market value. 
and then sell them again at the price they set upon themselves!" 
That would be to buy at the cheapest,market and to sell at the 
dearest. Now, as to the wisdom of our ancestors, we may, I 
think, leave them to speak' for themselves. Their intellect has 
left us writers whom we may strive to emulate, but can never 
hope to surpass; a political constitution which we may enlarge 
or repair, but which we can never'perhaps altogether change for 
the better; and an empire on which, it is said, that fie sun 
never sets, though it commenced from these small northern 
islands on which, I am sorry to say, the sun seldom condescends 
to shine. The divine commandment tells us to honour our par
ents that our days may be long in the land. But the parents of 
a people are "the first great "fathers who made them free, and this 
people will live long in the land according as they hold in grate
ful veneration those whd redeemed that land from the wilder
ness, and left their descendants to become the civilisers of the 
world,· not more by the pomp of London than by the industry of 
Leeds. With these brief words on behalf of our ancestors, let 
us take a glance at some of the characteristics of the age in 
which we live, and see if it deserves the contempt 'With which 
it has been treated. And first, gentlemen, we hear a great deal 
said as.to the vast progress which mankind has made. Now, 
let us here pause and examine; there is quite enough to justify 
us as Englishmen. There is no doubt of the progress we h,ave. 
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made in England, but let us moderate our conceit as members 
of the great family of man. Take down a map of the world, and 
see how small a portion of it is yet civilised at all Look at the 
three ancient quarters of the globe: Africa remains the same 
domain of savages and wild beasts; Asia has fallen back from 
the civilisation which produced such cities as Nineveh and 
Dabylon j and even in Europe what vast and fertile territories, 
once the seats of empire, now present only a crude or degenerate 
civilisation. In Spain you pass through valleys of the richest 
soil; the corn where it is lazily sown withers as it stands. You 
.ask why? .. No use to cut it'down-no markets,and no roads." 
In Italy the arts languish, literature is stifled, men's minds are 
divided between the most lifeless infidelity and the most abject 
superstition. In that Tuscany which gave td'modern Europe 
the earliest lessons of literature and freedom, the very shape of 
your hat might condemn you to the Austrian's sabre; and the 
royal representative of the learned Medici thinks heaven and 
earth are coming together if an English gentlewoman drops a 
Dible ill the cottage of the poor. While O;U the borders of the 
civilised world, happily as yet divided from us by the barriers 
of nature, the Emperor of all the Russias rules over barbarous 
'millions, and shocks alike the civilisation and religion of this 
century, by affecting the zeal of the Crusader to disguise. the 
ambition of the Vandal. Out of all Europe there are only three 
great races which are in the full vigour of progressive life. The 
Great Germanic race-in which I include the kindred population 
of the Baltic, such as Sweden and Norway, and the populations, 
also kindred, of Belgium and Holland-lhe people of France, and ' 
the people of Great Britain. Well, then, if you look back to his
tory you will find that ever since Greece arose, much the same 
proportions of mankind attain to civilisation at the same period, 
and the vast populations of the universe remain very little 
changed. Civilisation obeys the same law as the ocean; it has 
its ebb and its flow, and where it advances on one shore it re
cedes from the other; thus, while it has left,dry and sterile, the 
Italy which had. boasted the empire of the ancient world, and 
Spain which had seized the treasures of the new, it flows with. a 
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vigorous wave towards the American and Australasian shores, 
which w~ ourselves have peopled; and if ever the time should 
come when Europe shall grow old as Asia, and London shall 
become to posterity what Tyre and Sidon are to us, we may still 
hope that our spirit will survive in young races whose lips will 
speak our hardy language, and in whose veins will roll the blood 
of the men whom I see around me, warming hearts which beat 
loud and high with every thought that can ennoble freedom and 
exalt humanity. But what moral results are we to gain from 
the fact that civilisation never spreads over -the earth in equal 
and impartial tides 1 Any check to our desire of progress 1 
No, but some caution against those. vague yearnings for the 
indefinite perfectibility of the whole human race, which misled 
the dreamers of the last century. Let us be content to leave 
the question of the absolute perfectibility of mankind to the 
wisdom of the Creator, 1l.il.d let us, like men of sense, attempt, as 
far as possible, to civilise--and if the word be not too strong for 
mortals-to perfect ourselves. That is why I like the old word 
patriotism, which has gone out of fashion, much better than the 
many new words which have come into vogue, and which have 
often so wide a signification that half the duties of life slip 
through them. For my part, I· have no grudge against the 
Polynesians; I have a distant respect for the Chinese; I should 
be glad if the Caffres and Bushmen eat beef and mutton instead 
of grubs and opossums. But as for all the vivid and intense 
emotion which, out of the nearer circle of my life, would fire my 
heart and nerve my arm, I am content, if they preserve full 
vigour and life no further than the limits which embrace the 
freedom, the safety, the happiness and renown of my native 
country and her glorious people. And let me not be told that 
this is a narrow illiberal sentiment, at variance with that mole 
expanded philanthropy which can behold with equallove-per
haps with equal indifference-the Englishman and the CossacIt ! 
I say, on the contrary, the more we can strengthen the moral 
character and power of England, the more we advance what is 
really practical in the ends of universal philanthropy by the 
civilisation that our commerce extends from shore to shore, and 
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by the successful and contagious example of freedom too wise 
for licence, and religion too pure for persecution. Well, these 
three great European races, the German, t~e French,' and the 
English, differ in certain aspects of civilisation; but they all 
have some great principles in common, and the first that I shall 
refer to as honourably distinguishing this age from those who 
have gone before it, is the milder spirit of humanity. Now, even 
abroad, in spite of intervals of civil discord and convulsion, we 
may observe the advance which has been made within the last 
siXty years. Take but a single instance. Compare the Reign of 
Terror in France at the close of the last century, with that 
'sublime and awful moment when law and order were rent 
asunder round' the fallen throne of Louis Philippe, and murder 
and rapine, seized with horror at their own first impulse, drop
ped the red flag of blood at the feet of Lamartine. But happier 
circumstances have perhaps allowed this country to take prece
dence here. It is this, milder spirit of humanity which has 
raised up all those new questions, not heard of before this cen
tury, affecting the condition of the people j it is this which seeks 
to carry health and cleanliness into the abodes of misery and 
squalor; it is this which has directed merciful attention even 
to the foes and outlaws of society, seeking to reform criminals 
rather than punish them; it is this which has,introduced hope
ful discipline into our prison-houses, and, except in the rarest 
cases, has struck the punishment of death out of our criminal 
code. Naturally then, and concomitant with this development 
of humanity, philosophy takes a ~ material and less specu
lative direction than in the last century. I grant that we direct 
philosophy towards nature in order to improve the actual condi
tion, the material existence of man, and therefore we have been 
called a material age-an age at variance with spiritual objects, 
or what is called the poetry of life. ' I cannot see the justice of 
this reproach. I cannot see, for instance, how the working man 
should be less inclined to spiritual objects when he breathes 
pure air, in a comfortable house, than .when he wrestled with 
ague in a miserable hovel. I don't see why we should be 
less spiritual or poetical either in proportion as we discover that 

VOL. L M 
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the Divine beneficence has stored universal Nature, even to the 
gas which had for countless ages escaped from us in smoke
with agencies which surpass the wildest tales of the Eastern 
genii-agencies -that are.the poetry or"Nature herself, and which 
we. can only subject to our control according as we task the 
sublimer faculties which separate us from the brute; and let me 
not be told that the occupations of the mechanic, who, like Alad~ 
din, rubs the lamp that bids the genii rise, are at variance with 
the poetry of life. Why (to-dayas I passed through the mill 
of Messrs Marshall), I asked myself, "What is poetry in its high
est form, in the drama or the epic 1 " It is contrivance and 
design. It is selecting from Nat~e her raw material, her scat-
tered object.~, drawing from them new beauties UBknown before, 
and weaving the desultory threads into one artistic whole. As 
all colours come from the rainbow, so each variety of skilful and, 
observant labour-whether it adorn the loom or animate the 
pr.i.ilted· page-come from the same prismatic source ofintelli
gence, which reflects upon the cloud-no matter what shape 
that cloud itself may assume-the rays that embellish the world. 
Gentlemen, naturally again, a& science takes a more practical 
dj.rection, there comes forth another principle which honourably 
distinguishes this age from the century that went before. In 
the last century, the common object of philosophers and reform
ers was bent upon destroying. All schemes in politics were 
vague and indefinite, except the one passionate desire to get rid 
of whatever existed. That was caught from Voltaire and Paine. 
But the object of·this is to" construct rather than to destroy. 
The practical is the first thing we think of. Why, we did not 
even destroy the stage-coaches...,....they died a natural and peace
ful death of themselves, after we had constructed railways. But 
if the last century had discovered the steam-engine, I beIreve 
they would have destroyed all the coaches before a single girder 
had been put down upon a single line. The last century sought 
to level Well, we seek to level also; but our levelling is in a 
different spirit, I trust. Not by pulling down the one class, but 
by lifting up the other. .And in this is seen another great prin-. 
eiple that is most honourably characteristic of our age. Ever 
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since the peace, there has grown up in these three great races 
whom I have indicated as in the full progress of civilisation, a 
great desire to educate the masses-in other words, to level the 
disparities of instruction. Now, of these three great communi
ties-the German, the French, and the English-the Germans 
are pre-eminent, especially in the kingdom of Prussia, for the 
atteution the State has devoted to school instruction. And this 
school instruction is on the whole most beneficial to the moral 
condition of the German people. Nevertheless, this uniformity 
of the State drill has given rather a tameness and monotony to the 
.national character; and the education bestowed upon the boy 
is not sufficiently carried out to the man by the civil institutions, 
that keep ideas ever fresh, and energies always braced. The 
Germans are very good, but perhaps-out of Leeds, at least
they are rather slow. Now, in France, education is ·far less 
·diffused than it is in Germany, and it is also infeJior in quality. 
,But as far as it has gone, it has not been attended in France 
with tha~ benefit to the moral elevation of the people whi~h we 
might have anticipated. Indeed, it appears from the statistical 
tables ot Mons. Gueray-and though these returns have been. 
disputed, the fact is really unquestionabl~that France is per
haps the only country in the world where upon the whole there 
has been a greater proportion of criminals well educated, who 
have been guilty of the worst offences, than there have been 
criminals who are altogether ignorant. But I will by-and-by 
show you that this fact must not be taken as proving anything 
against the great question of extended education. In· Great 
Britain school education is far less advanced than it is in Ger
many j and we are told-but I doubt whether we are told cor
rectly-that the school education of Great Britain is inferior, as 
regards reading and writing, to that.of France. And yet, i don't 
know if I shall startle you when I state that all the ends of.a 
sound national education are even now far more efficaciously 
attained in England than they are either in Germany or France. 
For what is the object of instruction, Unless it be to elevate our 
nature by great moral qualities, or to enrich our experience by 
sound, vigorous, an:d practical ideas ~ And do you suppose this 
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comes from reading and writing only, from grammars and copy
books. excellent things though grammars and copy-books are ? 
Why, the ancient Athenians were the most intelligent community 
the world ever saw; and yet there were few of those who had 
conquered the Persians, or gazed on the Parthenon, or listened 
to Pericles, or applauded the works of lEschylus and Sophocles, 
who knew ~ow to Write or read. What was it that taught them 
to be aspiring. yet practical, to be vigilant, and yet humane? 
Why, that which teaches the Englishman-the talk: and the 
habits of everyday life, the custom of self-government, the con
sciousness of libelty, and the electrical transit of stirring ideas, 
that comes from the common interest in public affairs-the con
stant intercourse between man and man; that frank publicity 
of opinion, and that sympathy of united numbel'B, which carry 
to the i:n:riltitude, even· to the unlettered multitude, every more 
useful and vivid thought which genius or study originates in the 
few. It is all this which teaches the Englishman, and gives to 
our people their vast: superiority in the real enlightenment of 
their common ideas,' and the masculine energy with which they 
carry those ideas into practice. • We must judge of the instruc
tion of a people as we do of the intellect of a man-by the fruit 
it displays. And if we were behind the rest of the world in that 
knowledge which best becomes a nation, do you think in those 
political contests, when the humblest among us-yes, the masses, 
most called the ignorant-have been stirred up to the very 
depths, we should have left such signal examples of moderation 
combined with firmness? Look at the ease with which our 
English intelligence has gained by refol111s, all which German 
mystics and French fanatics have lost by revolutions. Isnot 
this of itself a proof that there is a silent education, distinct 
from that of the schools, always at work within the people of 
these realms, and which. when it comes into action, exhibits an 
intellectual power not yet found in those whom State policy 
may more instruct as children, but whom civil institutions less 
nerv4! and discipline as men t But do not think that I am in
different or lukewarm to education in the common meaning of 
the word-to the diffusion of cheap books, or cheap schools. 
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No. U we gain 80 much from the mere fact that we are born 
in England, accustomed to a free voice in all our affairs, and 
trained by inventive labour to reflect on what we would do to
day and hope to do to-morrow, how much more shall we gain if, 
in addition to these primitive sources of masculine idea, we could 
add the refinement and the method which come from early syste
matic education r Sooner or later we may have this question 
brought before us, and examined in all its details. For my part 
I trust that edncation in this country will never be altogether 
paid for and altogether regulated by the State. I hope in this, 
as in all, that we shall never part with the vital principle of 
self-government in contradistinction to centralisation. But I 
hope I shall live to see the day when here in England, as in 
America, the education of the people may come from the desire 
of the people, consenting in local districts to levy a rate npon 
themselves for education, thus interested in seeing that the edn
cation is of the best kind that their money can prodnce, and 
adapted.not to some rigid and unflexible State machinery, but 
open to every improvement which the. experience of one district 
can suggest to the emulation of another. But do not let us 
forget, when summing up the causes why we are more pract~cally 
instructed than other countries, notwithstanding our' deficiency 
in school education-do not let us forget what I ,conceive to be· 
the foremost cause of all-I mean the familiar acquaintance of 
our whole people, from the palace to the cottage, with the Scrip
tures; and to the profound reverence with which men of the 
highest intellectual culture, and the most daring speculation as 
to science, still acknow~edge in the Bible the purest standard of 
all excellence to which human virtue can aspire. And I hold 
it to be another honourable distinction to this century, that 
although there was never a period when we were less inclined to 
fly to the law for a prosecutor, yet there never was a period in 
our history when public opinion would more disdain those ribald 
attempts to sneer down the Gospel, which disgraced the so-called 
philosophy of the last century. And 'now, Ladies and Gentle
men, we may perhaps see why education in France has not 
been productive of that moral good we might have anticipated. 
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Though France has recovered her churches and her priesthood, 
she has not recovered from the wholesale infidelity of the last 
centUry-from that time when she exchanged the Saviour for 
Voltaire. The Bible is not in the cottage of her peasants, in 
the parlo~ of her traders; and a few years ago it was even tra
vestied upon the stage.. It is not only the comparative absence 
of that familiar teacher of right and wrong that we may lament 
throughout France, but it is because one clear and acknowledged 
standard of morality is not thus before the eyes of the great bulk 
of the· population; that the public have accepted a popular 
literature which only serves to corrupt the intelligence it appeals 

. to. What does it signify if Ii. whole people can read and write, 
if the books most thrown in their way only serve to stimulate 
the baser passions, to set class against class, to loosen the ties of 
hearth and home, of property and order; and though they may 
thus excite to revolutions, that possibly may be just in them
selves, yet the moment the revolution comes, make democracy 
frightened at its own,shadow; and everyman who has a rood of 
ground, or a Shilling in the savin~ bank, or a wife that he would 
prefer to keep to himself, fly at the first thunderclap which fore
tells the tempest of social anarchy to the grim shelter of despotic 
force 1 Had the people of France possessed less of what they 
call philosophy, and more of the common-sense which the Scrip
tures teach in their lessons of fortitude and temperance, their 
political opinions would not have excited the terror now taken 
from wild social doctrines; nor would the French people have 
passed through three revolutions to find that, at the end, they 
are not a step nearer to real freedom than they were when they 
first began. Well, then, I think you will see that a good educa
tion includes the school-but it requires something more; and 
here don't let me forget, amongst our other advantages, the habits 
of our domestic life.. Whatever may be the faults of our men, 
all countries agree that our women are pre-eminent for the con
centration of thought and affection in the circle of their homes. 
I turn to the fair faces that I see around me, and say gratefully 
that two-thirds of what have made us Englishmen what we are 
~many a quiet lesson, never to be forgotten, of fortitude under 
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childish trouble; of self-sacrifice and control of temper, from 
motives, not of fear, but of affection; of simple honesty and 
plain truth; of reliance on Heaven in hours of temptation 
and moments of despondency-we owe to the English mothers 
who soothed our infant sorrows, shared in our boyish hopes" 
and taugh~ us in our earliest prayers to pray that our Divine 
Father would bless others beside ourselves. There are few of 
us who have succeeded honourably in the world that will not 
acknowledge that we owe far less to the school than to the pre
cepts and example that we found at home, and especially to the 
gentle precepts of a mother's lips and the stainless example of 
a mother's life. I am ,rejoiced, therefore,. to comply with the 
request of a gentleman who said to me, on entering the hall
II Say something in favour of adding a female class to this insti.: 
tution." Perhaps there is not a town in this country in which 
the females of the working classes appear less to require new 
facilities for education than they do at Leeds. I am told that 
there is,.scarcely a manufactory to which there is not a school 
for girls attached. Nevertheless, it would be an honour and II! 
credit to ihis institution if you could add female classes, and 
endeavour as far as possible to fit women to be the worthy com
panions of intelligent men. Only I would say, if you should be 
able to comprehend those who are to be the wives of mechanics 
and working men, I would entreat you not to be too elevated in 
your notions-I would entreat you to remember the useful duty 
of teaching the wife of the working man how to make the money 
go as far as possible and the home as comfortable. Well, then, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, it seems there are two kinds of edl1ca..; 
tion: there is one -I call life education, which we acquire at 
home, in the streets, in the market-place-behind the counter; 
the loom, the plough-the education we acquire from life,-'-and 
this I call life education; there is also what I call school edu
cation-the education we acquire from books. I have endea
voured, and I hope not unsuecessfully, to show that in the first 
l-ind of education-life education-we are far in advance of all 
countries in the ancient quarters of the globe; but it appears we 
are behind some countries in school education. You, as English-
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men, will never let this be so. You are Englishmen, and I am 
sure will never consent to be beaten by any country whatever. 
Let us, then, put our shoulders to the wheel, and see 'that we are 
here also in our proper place in the world. I turn now to this 
great Institute at Leeds, and I think we are on the fair road to 
it. I have always been a cordial admirer of the principle of 
Mechanics' Institutes. I think.they combine all those best signs 
of the age to which I have _referred. The milder humanity-the 
practical purpose or desire to construct rather than to destroy, 
and lift up the one class, not pull down the other. All these are 
to be found concentrated in Mechanics' Institutes: and I dis
cover in the very humblest of such societies the germ of much 
good. I -do assure you without flattery, that I feel prouder of 
England and of this calumniated nineteenth century when I look 
at the printed report of the present condition' of this great Insti
tution at Lee~, for I see there the fullest comprehension of 
what a great intellectual institute ought to become: the 
library, the lecture-room, and the class-rooms-offering to the 
child, the adult, and' the grown-up man, not only the meagre 
rudiments, but the amplitude of' a generous and liberal educa
tion. And you here do that which they have' failed to do in 
Germany and France. You don't merely give to the child a 
hasty education, and then send him loose upon the world, but 
you remember that education is the work of a life, and you con
tinue that education to the man. Now there is another sugges
tion which I should like to make, though I do it with some little 
apprehension as to how you will take it. You are all a.:,crreed 
that you would like to make education as perfect as possible: 
if you are, do recollect that we happen to have a body as well as a 
mind, and that it is not enough that a people should have thought 
and reflection unless they also have health and vigour. Now it is 
an old saying, "That all work and no play makes Jack a dull 
boy," and therefore to every good school there is attached a play
ground. Well, why should you not have a playground attached 
o this institute at Leeds t Why not, as your funds increase, pur

chase a piece of ground in your immediate neighbourhood, which 
may serve hereafter for specimens of natural history, but at once, 
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and more especially for gymnastic exercises, for quoits and 
prisoners' bars for the young, and bowls and skittles for the 
more sedate-health and exercise for allY You might dress the 
ground with booths and summer-houses, so as to allure the pre
sence of such ladies as I now survey; and by the simple rules, 
to separate at proper hours and exclude spirituous liq-qors, these 
amusements would never, I am sure, be abused by indecorum. 
By doing this, you will increase the number of your pupils in 
the summer months, when they must fall off;, and would tend 
to promote your own object by cultivating a friendly intercourse 
in the ease and familiarity of lively sport between the million
aire, the tradesman, and the mechanic. You would help on that 
la&.oing sanitary questioD, by calling the nerves and muscles 
into cheerful exercise; and many a man before so bilious and 
melancholy as to take the gloomiest view of things in general, 
and especially of his own position in the town of 1;.eeds, would 
rise blithe to his Monday's work, from his Saturday recreations, 
and look forward with the pleasure of a child to his next half
holiday. If you think me too theoretical in that suggestion, you 
must excuse me for two reasons: first, because I happen to be 
a bit of a scholar, and I remember that the ancient Greeks were 
the finest race of antiquity, because they considered that a sound 
mind was only half a blessing unless it was accompanied with 
a sound body; and secondly, because I have been brought up 
and reared in the country, and I learnt there a love for those old 
English sports, which has done me good service through life; for 
I never could have gone through the brain-work which I have 
contrived to do, in spite of a constitution naturally delicate, if I 
had Dot, while the frame was yet growing, braced the nerves and 
sharpened the energies, by all the runs and leaps, by all the 
balls I hit at cricket, and all the kicks I received at football, and 
all the wild laughter and joyous mirth which lowe to the dear 
old playground. That reminds me that I am here not only as 
the member of a class which must always have the deepest 
sympathy with intellectual labour-I mean the class of authors. 
-but I am here also as a member of another class, which is 
supposed to be less acceptable in manufacturing towns: J am one 
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of the agricultural vampires-I am guilty of being a country 
gentleman, and even a county member; still, somehow or other, 
I feel quite at home here. Now, shall I tell you the truth t I 
daresay you and 1 may differ upon many political subjects j but. 
upon this neutral ground I am sure-no matter what books 
I had written-you would not be so kind to me, nor I feel so 
much at my ease with you, unless by this time we had both dis
covered that we have got sound English hearts; and that though 
we may quarrel as to the mode of doing it, still we are all equally 
resolved to keep this England of ours the foremost country in the 
world. In a free state it ~ happen that every class will strive 
to press forward what it conceives, rightly or erroneously, its 
own claims and interests, but in proportion as we instruct all, 
each will in time acquire its due share of influence j and far from 
that hypocritical cowardice which often makes a man throw 
over in one assembly the class which he is bound to advocate in 
another, I own to you, wherever I look I see so much merit in 
every division of our people, that whatever class I had been 
born and rearedin,o(thatclass I should have been justly proud. 
There is not a class of which I Should not have said, «I belong 
to those who made England great." If I had been bom a 
peasant, let me be but self-taught and self-risen, and I would 
not have changed my brotherhood with Burns for the pedigree 
of a Howard. If I had been born. a mechanic or manufacturer 
-for allow me to class together the employer and the employed 
-they fulfil the same mission, and their interests ought to be 
the same j I say if I had been born one of these, I should have 
said, "Mine is the class which puts nations themselves into the 
great factory of civilisation; mine is the class which has never 
yet been established in any land but what it has made the poor 
state rich, and the small state mighty.» If I had been bom a 
trader, the very humblest of that order, I should have boasted 
proudly of the solid foundation of public opinion, and of na
tional virtues, which rest upon the spirit and energy, upon the 
integrity and fair dealing, by which that great section of our 
middle class have given a tone and character to our whole 
people. Why, we have been called a nation of shopkeepers, and 
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shopkeepers we are whenever we keep a debtor and creditor 
account with other nations; scrupulously paying our debts to 
the last farthing, and keeping our national engagements with 
punctuality and good faith. But it is owing much to the high 
spirit and sense of honour which characterises the British trader, 
that the word "gentleman" has become a title peculiar to us, 
not as in other countries, resting only upon pedigrees and coats 
of arms, but embracing all who unite gentleness with manhood. 
And nation of shopkeepers though we be, yet we all, from the 
duke in his robes to the workman in his blouse, become a nation· 
of gentlemen, whenever some haughty foreigner touches our' 
common honour, whenever some paltry sentiment in the lips of 
princes rouses our generous scorn, or whenever some chivalrous 
action or noble thought eunobles the sons of peasants. If I had 
been told that the habits of trade made men niggardly and self
ish, I should have pointed to the hospitals. to the charities. to 
the educational institutions which cover the land. and which 
have been mainly founded or largely endowed by the munifi
cence of traders. If I had been told there was something in 
trade which stinted the higher or more poetical faculty, I should 
have pointed to the long list of philosophers. divines. and poets 
that have sprung from the ranks of trade, and. not to cite minor 
names. I should have said. " It is we who share with ~ariculture. 
have the glory of producing the woolstapler's son who rnles over 
the intellectual universe under the name of Shakespeare." This 
pride of class I should have felt. let me only be bom an English
man. whether as peasant. mechanic, manufacturer. or tradesman; 
but being bom and reared amongst those who derive their sub
sistence from the land. I am not less proud that I belong to that 
great section of our countrymen from whom have proceeded 80 

large a proportion of those who have helped to found that union 
of liberty and intellect which binds together the audience I 
survey-from whom came the great poets Chaucer and Gower, 
Spenser and Dryden. and Byron and Scott; from whom came 
the great pioneers of science, WorceSter and Cavendish. Boyle 
and Bacon; from whom came so large 8 number of the heroes 
and patriots who in all the grand epochs of constitutional pro-
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gress,-from the first charter wrung from Norman tyrants, from 
the first resistance made to the Roman pontiffs, down to the law 
by which Camden (the son of a country squire) achieved the 
liberty of the press-down to the Reform Bill, by which 
Russell, 'Grey, and Stanley, and Lambton, connected Leeds for 
ever with the genius of Macaulay,-have f~hed liberty with 
illustrious chiefs, and not less with beloved martyrs? Out of 
that class of country gentlemen came the Hampden who died 
upon the field, and Sydney who perished on the scaffold. Why 
do I say this 1 Because I would not pass from this town with
out adjuring you never to believe, whatever may be our faults, . 
and defects, and prejudices, that as a general body we rural 
Thanes and cultivators could desire to destroy or arrest the work 
which our fathers assisted you to build, or tha.t we are so dull as 
not to know that if the spare capital from land first called manu
facturers into existence, so in return manufactures increased the 
value of the land according as they add to the wealth of the 
community. But I will own to you fairly-for by this time you· 
must have seen that 1 am he.re to speak out my whole mind
that the class and the party to which I belong do regard, not 
with grudge and hostility, but with anxiety and some awe the im
mense power which every year, as civilisation expands, congre
gates more and more in the dense population of manufacturing 
towns; we do feel that with populations like yours, may rest 
the ultimate solution of some of the gravest of our political and 
social problems. But sure I am that the surest mode, under 
Providence, of bringing all problems of existing civilisation to a 
favourable issue, is to proportion intelligence to power. And 
perhaps it may be through institutions like this that every year 
Leeds and Manchester may contrast more and more the alternate 
ferocity and submiSsion which have been the reproach of Lyons 
and Marseilles. I have often thought that the ancients endea
voured. to convey to . us a type of the true moral force in their 
sublime statue of Hercules in repose. You see there the gigantic 
strength which has achieved such glorious labours evincing the 
consciousness of its power by the majesty of its calm; while in 
those mighty arms which have purified earth from its monsters, 
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the artist has placed an infant child smiling securely in the face 
of the benignant God. Keep that image ever before you-it is 
the type of that power which should belong to knowledge, and 
which is always gentle in proportion to the victories it achieves. 
I feel while I am speaking as if the anxiety and awe that I had 
before expressed were already melting away in that _confidence 
with which I think we Englishmen may trust the future not 
only to the school education which we are met here to encourage 
and diffuse, but also to our experience of a thousand years in 
self-government, to the mildness which our domestic habits 
should communicate to our political conflicts, and, above all, at 
least in my opinion, to our secure inheritance of that Divine 
Bookwhich teaches humanity to nations, and will whisper to us 
all, in the fever of strife, or in the flush of triumph, "Let not 
the sun go down upon your wrath;" and .. Do unto other men 
what you would that they should do unto you. " 
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A SPEECH 

DELIVEREJ) IN 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

Ol{ THE' 15TH OF MAY 1854. 

ON Monday, the 15th of May 1854, the Order of the Day for the Second 
Reading of the Excise Uuties Bill gave rise to a lengthened debate, at the 
close of which the motion was carried' by 303 votes to 195. About mid

-way in the discussion the following Speech was delivered. 

SIR,-I cordially concur in the desire expressed by all gentle
men who have risen on this side of the House to assist the 
Ministers of the Crown in providing the necessary means to 
carryon with vigour and effect the war in which we are un
happily engaged i and as all that may weaken the Government 
by party disputes on matters of domestic policy would, in my 
judgment, be injurious to that aspect of moral power which this 
country should present to Europe, I rejoiced when the noble 
Lord the Member for Londo~-much, I think, to his credit, and 
with the respectful sympathy of the House-withdrew from 
discussion a Reform Bill which must inevitably have provoked 
a most determined opposition. I did hope that opposition it
self might remain dormant during the rest of the session. I 
was not prepared to expect that the dispute which the leader of 
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the Government in this House so patriotically forbore would 
be forced upon us in another s~ape by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer. That right hon. gentleman is too experienced a 
politician not to know that he has deliberately introduced into 
his Budget the very item that must revive the most bitter 
resentment of the class against which it operates, and that most 
of us on this side of the House would be traitors to our con
stituents if we submitted to it without a struggle. The issue of 
that struggle may be against' us, but I fear that the very pro
position of the right hon. gentleman will materially weaken 
the hands of the Governmen.t in the fitting conduct of this war, 
because it elaborately tends to create the deepest dissatisfaction 
in that very portion of our people upon whom for the endurance 
of war all Governments must proverbially depend. I shall 
imitate the example of those who have preceded me, and refrain 
from discussing the general propositions of the Budget. With 
respect to the proposed duplication of the income and property 
tax, hO'Yevel', I must at least enter a strong demur against the 
assertion so glibly made by the right hon. gentleman that it is 
impossible to reconstruct it upon a more equitable basis'; but, 
whether this be pr be not possible, I say that·a direct tax in 
which the whole mass of the public complain of anomalies and 
injustice, not rendered· more tolerable by your assertion that 
they are not susceptible of mitigation, and avowedly to be con
tinued for the whole duration of the war-maintained, as it 
were, upon that tenure-is precisely that tax which the Em
peror of Russia will rejoice to hear that you have doubled 
However, there is at least this consolation left to those who 
are to pay the income and property tax, that its anomalies and 
injustice are fairly parcelled out among the wealth and industry 
of the community down to those whose incomes reach the limit 
of .£100 a-year; while the right lion. gentleman then proceeds 
to select an especial articl~ of home p~oduction, and with a 
complacent eulogium on' the principle of fair distribution, cal
culates to raise from the additional tax-which, if finally paid 
by the consumer, particularly aft'ects one single department of 
industry-a snm, a third in amount of all which he calculates 
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. ~ obtafu from. his freSh demand upon the united property and 
. _ . ari~ income of the entire community. The right hon. gentle

man thinks the malt-tax a duty· which combines all those 
features that should determine his choice in selecting it. " You 
can raise it," he says, "without additional expense, and collect 
it without- additional machinery." In this he was followed by 
the 1].0n. Member for Westbury (Mr Wilson) appending to the 
broad. assumption a supplement of small details. I think the 
hon. Member for the North Riding of Yorkshire (Mr Cayley), 
who moved the amendment on this measure, has rather proved 
the contrary; but, grant that it be ,so, the reasons alleged are 
very well for a mere tax-gatherer, or even a Secretary of the 
Treasury; but there are other reasons-reasons of policy and 
justice-which should weigh' <more with a gentleman of such 
lofty pretensions to the character of a statesman. .And I say 
that all such reasons combine to make this tax one of the very 
last you should have thought ot: The right hon. gentleman 
the Chancellor of the Exqhequer, in proposing this additional 
malt-tax, spoke orily of making the general consumer pay his 
fair share of the burdens necessary to carry on the war. He 
spoke only of the general consumer; not one single word did 
he condescend to say of the effect of the tax upon agriculture. 
He spoke as if there were no persons in this country engaged 
in the cultivation of land-he seemed to ignore their existence. 
But the right hon. gentleman need not have looked deeper 
than into the familiar pages of Mr M'Culloch-~hom he after
wards quotes with deserved respect as high authority- to 
have known the injury to agriculture which the malt-tax, 
even without an addition, inevitably inflicts. What says Mr 
M'Culloch, in his f Principles of Political Economy l' 

" The malt-tax, like other taxes on commodities, falls wholly 
on the consumer; still, however, it must be admitted that it is, 
indirectly at le3.j!t, if not directly, especially injurious to the 
agriculturist. Barley is a crop that is peculiarly suitable to 
light lands, and may be introduced with the greatest advantage in 
an improved rotation after green crops. But it is obvious that 
by imposing a duty of 20s. 8d. (that is the present duty) per 
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quarter"on malt (the produce into which barley is ·almost 
wholly concocted), the demand for the latter is materially 
diminished, and the farmer is in cOnSequence preventeq. from 
sowing barley, where, but for this circunistance, it might. be 
more suitable than any other variety of com It is not easy to 
estimate the iujury which this indirect influence of the mal~ 
tax inflicts upon agriculture; but the fact of its inflicting an 
injury is undeniable. Suppose such a high duty were laid on 
bread as would lessen the demand for wheat, would· anyone 
presume to say that was not especially Injurious to agricul
turists? or suppose a highdnty were laid on calicoes· and 
broadcloths, ~ it not cle~ that it would be a serious injury to 
the manufacturers engaged on it ? " 

Nay, :Mr :MCCulloch goes further; for while he thinks, never
theless, that it may be a tax in case of necessity which you 
might increase, yet, even as it now exists, he thinks it entitles 
the farmer to a compensation. And what is the compensation 
this em4tent free-trader insists on? Why, he says-

" The peculiar pressure of the malt-tax upon land gives the 
agriculturist· a peculiar claim-though all claims on account of 
tithes were abolished-to have a certain :fixed duty imposed 
upon foreign corn. It would be unjust, seeing that the malt
tax, by narrowing the demand for barley, and obliging the 
farmers to adopt imperfect rotations, is especially inimical to 
their interests, to expose them, without any corresponding 
protection, to the competitit)D of foreigners. Perhaps it might 
require a fLxed duty of Is. 6d. to 2s. a quarter to counteract the 
unfavourable circumstances alluded to." 

That.is the malt-tax! So that here, after you have abolished 
all duties on foreign wheat, you select the very burdeI\ which, 
according to political economy, entitles the grower to some 
protection, and add to it 50 per cent. The hon. :Member for 
Westbury conceives that an excise duty on malt is very dif
ferent in effect from an excise duty on soap. He can reduce 
the duty on soap and yet increase the revenue. On malt, on 
the other hand, he thinks he can increase the duty without 
diminishing consumption. But the facts of the past are against 
vo~ L N 
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him there. We know that, notWithstanding the increase of wealth 
and of population, the consumption of malt varied little for 100 
years, until the duty on malt was 'reduced in 1822, when, even 
before the beer duty was repealed,· it rose from more than 
26,000,000 bushels in 1821 to more than 30,000,000 bushels 
in 1828 ; and since the repeal of the beer duty in 1830 it has 
risen to more than 40,000,000 bushels. Now I am opposed 
to all taxes that fall more upon oueclass of industry than 
another; but if the stern necessities of war compel you to 
violate this strict ruie, and some class must be partially affected 
by your burdens, we might regret it less if it were that class 
who have a paramount interest in bringing the war to a speedy 
close by vigorous and effective military operations. What is that 
class 1 Why, obviously the mercantile and manufacturing
the claSs engaged in foreign 'interchange, which war, in pro
portion as it spreads, must impede and cripple. The produce 
of land which is consumed at home, no~ exported, the domestic 
exchange in retail trade, the profits of professions, are not so 
vitally interested in' the suppression of a distant war as those 
sublime departments of industrY which distance itSelf the more 
develops, and which enrich the manufacturer and merchant 
wherever they can find a friendly shore and an open sea. One 
might suppose, then, that the Government, if it be unhappily 
compelled to call upon any class more than another to contribute 
to the expenses of war, would look naturally to that class to 
which the restoration of peace is so essentially important. 
And it would do so in this case the more reasonably, not only 
because of the comparative wealth of those great members of 
the corporate state, but because no class during the forty years' 
peace 1;hus abruptly terminated has been so largely benefited 
by fiscal reductions. No one can deny that the main spirit 
and effect of all our reliefs since the Reform Bill. and even 
before, have been to favour our mercantile and manufacturing 
. interests in preference to any other. It therefore might be 
supposed, that the class which has most benefited by the reliefs 
afforded in peace would most willingly co-operate in the means 
necessary for 'the termination of war. Yet it is not to this class 
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the Chancellor of the Exchequer looks for the burdens he re
solves to impose. Out of the whole community he selects for 
a special in1liction that special class which has had the hardest 
struggles, has had the slightest share in the mitigation of taxes, 
has recently been mulcted of a large portion of its capital for 
an experiment mainly intended to promote tlie success of 
manufactures, and according to frank avowals of the Chan .. 
cellor of the Exchequer himself, and equally frank avowals by 
tbe noble Lord who leads the Government in this l!ouse, was 
entitled to some compensation, if· compensation could have 
been found for them. Now this is the compensation you give 
them! They asked you a year ago to reduce the malt-tax ; 
your reply is to add to the malt-tax ,£2,500,000. This is not 
all; besides money, there is something else which a .people 
must contribute to the dreadful necessities of war. They must 
contribute their sinews and their blood. The heaviest tax of 
all is that of human lives. Now, of all classes, which are here 
spared the most? It is surely the population of great mer
cantile and manufacturing towns. It is not there that the 
recruiting sergeant beats for recruits. It is in the agricultural 
districts, it is in the rural population, that you principally find 
the soldiers that man your armies; it is there that fathers will 
most mourn their cpildren. But this is the class to whom the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer goes hand in hand with the re .. 
cruiting sergeant. The one asks for money. the other for life. 
In the ordinary laws of conscription for military service, if the 
man decline service, he is bound to :find the money that pro
vides a substitute. But these laws you reverse; you press into 
the military service the inhabitants of the rural districts, and 
from the rural districts you take, again, the money that is to 
find substitutes for the denizens of the manufacturing towns. 
I cannot conceive a greater injustice than the one you propose 
in the malt-tax, nor one that-under all circumstances, all the 
recollections, embittering class against class, connected with the 
repeal of the com-laws - will be more gallingly felt, both as 
an injustice and as an insult, by the agricultural body, upon 
whom it will mainly falL It wjJl affect that body in all its 
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gradations. The hon. gentleman (Mr Cayley) who moved the 
amendment treated the question in a very able manner; but 
there were one or two points that he only partially touched 
upon, with regard to which I will beg leave to make a few 
observations. Of course the increased price of beer will tend 
to diminish the demand for barley; but it will do something 
more than that. Already the high price of bread has diminished 
the consumption of beer, and has therefore tended in some 
degree to check the cultivation of barley; and now comes your 
new tax to discourage altogether the cultivation of the ordinary 
barley, for your tax falling alike on all qualities of barley, the 
price of the inferior barleys will sink. much below the present 
proportion to the superior barleys, and there will therefore be 
a tendency to cultivate none but that of a superior quality. 
Again, your tax necessitates increase of capital by the maltster, 
and whatever necessitates increase of capital tends to restrict 
trade and' brings fewer purchasers into the market. There is, 
however, another 8¥d a stronger. reason against the selection of 
a special tax bearing so markedly upon a special class. Upon , 
entering into this war, which, no doubt, does require all our 
united energies, it certainly would be wise to forbear whatever 
tends to create or reopen all class grievances and all class con
tests among ourselves; and this would be the more especially 
wise with regard to the agricultural class, because you know 
perfectly well that an angry excitement has long existed in 
that class in_ consequence of that change in your commercial 
policy' as to which I will not now argue whether it was right 
or wrong; and you must remember that the only boon or mode 
of conciliation proffered to that class was the proposition for 
the reduction of the malt-tax. Upon the failure of that pro
position, a party, supposed to be not very friendly to the landed 
interest; came into power, and now your attempt to add 50 per 
cent to this tax, which the friends of the 8.ooricultural interest 
desire to reduce, will be regarded as a fresh blow, as a new 
humiliation; it will exasperate those feelings which it was 
desired to extinguish, and, by damping the ardour with which 
the war' should be prosecuted, it is calling in the exciseman to 
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be the ally of Russia. Farmers, like all other Englishmen, 
will readily submit to taxes, however onerous, provided you 
can convince them that they are fair; but I ask you whether 
any farmer can upon any principle look upon this tax as a fair 
one t You force on him free trade, by which you concede that 
he has been a sufferer; you refuse to retract your steps by a single 
import duty, and when he asks you for free trade for himself to 
enable him to cultivate that crop which he prefers, you not only 
refuse his request, but add 50 per cent to the tax upon the only 
article in which he conceives that free trade would be desirable 
to him. Why did the Government deoline to proceed with the 
Parliamentary Reform Bill t It was not so muoh because they 
could not find time to deal with it on account of being so much 
occupied with the details of the war~it was not so muoh be
cause the public mind was distracted from all such considera
tions by the idea of the war-as it was beoause the Bill con
tained provisions affecting agricultural constituencies, which 
could not. be discussed at a popular hustings without reawaking 
the division of classes, without raising the mischievous cry of 
" Town and Country." But what you could not effeot by your 
Reform Bill you are resolved to effect by your Budget; for 
where you proposed to increase the franchises of the great 
towns, you now propose to exempt them from all partial 
burdens, and to throw those ;partial burdens upon the agricul
tural constituencies, which you proposed by your Reform Bill 
to enfeeble and deluge with an inundation of urban voters; so 
that it does seem as if you desired to justify the suspicion that 
you have some determined hostility against the cultivators of 
the land. [Mr OSBORNE-!' Hear, hear."] ·Oh! you grant that. 
The hon. gentleman has the courage to avow what his superiors 
disguise. You have a determined hostility against the culti
vators of the land, and you carry on a party warfare against 
them, now 8.oaainst their political influence, now against their 
pecuniary interest. I must say.that the whole proceedings 
connected with this. war and with thili war Budget do invite 
one to inquire whether we have really gained so much by that 
stupendous sacrifice of private inclination whioh the public 
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virtue of our Ministers induced them to make when they con
sented to share among them the disagreeable fatigues of office. 
Most Governments have been formed by the combination of 
opinions, but this Government was formed upon the grander 
principle. of the diversity of talent. Great men, long rival and 
antagonistic statesmen, consented to act together. Lord Aber
deen announced himself as a Liberal Conservative-the noble 
Lord the Member for London as a Conservative Liberal; but 
until we. saw those great men acting together we should no 
more have supposed that a Liberal Conservative in one House 
was the same thing as a Conservative Liberal in the other, than 
that a horse' chestnut was identical with a chestnut horse. 
But what has this talent done for us? Where and how have 
these wonderful capacities, this extraordinary experience of 
public a.fl'a4's, been displayed 1 The First Lord of the Ad
miralty evinces his remarkable sagacity and foresight by enter
ing office with a vehement invective against the Emperor of 
France, whose :flag now'saila beside our own. The Ministers 
who undertake our foreign affairs can only exonerate themselves 
from the charge of having taken in the Emperor of Russia, by 
lamentable complaints that they were egregiously taken in 
themselves. The domestic genius of this incomparable Cabinet 
is shown in the preparation of a Reform Bill, for which you are 
compelled, even before war was announced, to own the ungrate
ful apathy of the people; and your experience in practical 
affairs is thus evinced by being as blind to the temper of the 
English public as you were to the designs of the Russian enemy. 
And now, in that department of finance,on which the right 

. hon. gentleman the Chancellor of the Exchequer has been so 
severe a critic upon his predecessors, from William Pitt to Lord 
Monteagle, and from Lord Monteagle .to my right hon. friend 
the Member for Buckinghamshire (Mr Disraeli), what have 
been all your fiscal operations t A series either of fallacious 
promises or costly blunders. Where was the sf.a:tesman's pro
phetic ey~ when last year the right hon. gentleman based all 
his calculations upon the remQval of the income-tax in seven 
years; when he would not listen a moment to the possibility 
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of war t What has become of the cheerful complaishnce with 
which he replied to that inquisitive clerk who complained of 
his income-tax; and what was at least one-half of the right 
hon. gentleman's speech the other night composed of? Why, 
an eloquent vindication of what the world still believes to be 
mistakes. Now, Sir, I do not pretend to be a competent judge 
of the right hon. gentleman'S financial schemes. But let me 
put an analogous case, more in my own way. If I were to 
publish a new book, and I prefixed to it a preface that would 
occupy three or four mortal columns of the t Times' newspaper, 
tending to show that the three books I had last written were 
not the notable failures which, whether througn ignorance or 
malignity, the public had been led to suspect, sure I am that 
I could noi give a greater triumph to hostile critics, or take a 
course more likely to make the friendly infer that I had some 
misgivings on the subject myself: One thing is clear-success 
never needs an excuse. The right hon. gentleman was pleased 
to flav.our the compliments that he bestowed the other night 
on Mr Pitt with a sarcastic reproach on the errors of , that 
Minister. I am not ,Mr Pitt's apologist. Errors he may have 
committed, no doubt; but of all defects, what is that which 
the right hon. gentleman selects for his censure' Why, *at 
Mr Pitt did not see the war at a distance; that Mr Pitt was 
short-sighted. And this charge comes from a gentleman who 
was the only man out of his own Cabinet who could not fore
see the war which he has now to provide for-from a gen~le
man who con~erts stocks and can't foresee the results-who 
has one Budget in March, and another in May,-this is the 
gentleman who sneers at Mr Pitt as short- sighted! Sir, 
whether Mr Pitt did or did not commit an error by his system 
of loans js not that very easy que~tion to decide which the 
right hon. gentleman, presumes it to be on Mr M'Culloch"s 
authority. Mr M'Culloch was no authority for the righthon. 
gentleman with regard to the malt-tax; but, Sir, whethel: as a 
political economist Mr M'Culloch be right or not in censuring 
Mr Pitt's financial policy in the earlier years of the French war, 
there are other and grander ,views than, t40se of political 
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economy'and finance involved in the Government of mankind 
and the safety of nations. On entering into war with a formi
dable Power, Mr Pitt may have reasonably supposed that it 
was not. wise to discourage the people by onerous mllasures of 
tax.ation in the first instance. He may have thought, as an 
Englishman and a patrio~, that his first· duty was to maintain 
the spirit of his countrymen, and that posterity would pardon 
the loans he raised in return for the ample remuneration of 
interest he secured -remuneration in extended empire,· aug
mented commerce, imperishable honour, And these were our 
returns when at the close of the war England emerged the first 
State in that Europe her arms had freed and delivered, and so 
lightly shook oft' from her shoulders the burden of these loans 
you have the ungrateful arrogance to condemn, that every year 
throughout the peace we have increased in wealth and re
sources, and since 1831 almost every year has seen some vast 
diminution of taxes accompany the payment of debt. So much 
·has been said about out" not, saddling posterity, that it seems as 
if it were intended to insinuate that this is not a war to be 
waged on behalf of posterity, but for some fleeting and selfish 
purpose of our own. If that be so, I call on oui Ministers to 
reqall our fleets, and to disband our armies-a war which is 
not for posterity is no fitting war for us. But surely if ever 
there was a war waged on behalf of posterity, it is the war 
which would check the ambition of Russia and preserve Eu
-rope from the outlet of barbarian tribes, that require but the 
·haven of the Bosphorus to menace the liberty and the civilisa
tion of races as yet unborn. It is Dot our generation that need 
fear if the flag of Russia waved. to-morrow over the ruins of 
Constantinople. The encroachments of Russia are proverbially 

. slow; it would require a quarter of a century before she could 
·recover the exhaustion of her own victories and tame into con
·venient serfs the brave population she had conquereli. It is 
for· all time that we wage the battle. It is that the liberties 
. of our children may be secured from some future Attila, and 
.civilisation guarded from the irruptions of Scythian hordes . 
.on this ground, then, we might fairly demand the next gene-
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ration to aid us in the conflict we endure for their sake. Into 
that question in all its bearings I will not at present enter-it 
is complicated and difficult: but at least my plain common
sense makes me sure of this, that if you desired to make the 
people as reluctant to proceed with the war as you were slow 
and blind to prepare for it, you could not take more effective 
means than by such speeches as the right hon. gentleman the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer delivered at Manchester; and such 
taxes-derived, at the very first commencement of military 
operations, from sources the most direct, palpable, odio.us in 
themselves, and unfair in their assessment-as you propose by 
this Budget to create. 



XVI. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

ON THE 19TH OF DECEMBER 1854. 

ON Tuesday, the 19th of December ]854, the President of the Council, 
Lord John Russell, moved the Second Reading of the Bill for the Enlist
ment of Foreigners in aid of our troops in the Crimea. An amendment 
was thereupon moved by the Member for Herta, Sir Edward Bulwer Lyt
ton, that the Bill should be read a second time on that day six months. 

. An animated discussion ensued, which lasted until early on the following 
morning, when, a division having been taken, the original motion was 
carried by 241 votes to 202. In proposing hiB amendment the following 
Speech was delivered. 

Sm,-In rising to oppose the second reading of this Bill, I feel, 
indeed, that I require more than the ordinary indulgence of the 
House; for if even upon trivial occasions it would be with great 
diffidence that I would offer any comment or reply to a speech· 
from the noble Lord, that diffidence must be painfully increased 
upon an occasion so important, and when the task I have under
taken compels me to rise immediately after so eminent an au
thority and so consummate a debater. But I trust, at least, that 
it will not be necessary for me, or for any gentleman on this side 
of the House, or indeed on either, to declare our readiness to 
support the Crown in the resolute prosecution of a war in which 
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the honour of England is pledged to a cause which we believe to 
be identified with the interests of civilisation itself. But if the 
honour of England be pledged to this quarrel, I am not willing 
that other nations and posterity should receive our confession 
that, at its very onset, our own native spirit, nay, even our own 
military training, were incompetent to encounter the struggle. 
The noble Lord has carried us back to former wars, on which he 
has expatiated with complacency on the aid we derived from 
the employment of foreign mercenaries. I shall follow him, as 
I proceed, through the precedents he advances, and I trust to 
prove that they served less' to advance his argument than to 
divert the House from the question that is really at issue. 
Meanwhile he cannot deny that in this war, at least, up to the 
present moment, with inadequate numbers, and at every dis
advantage, we have sufficed to fight our own battles and earn 
our own laurels; and the .noble Lord has vouchsafed not one 
reason to show why we should henceforth prefer to win our 
'victories by proxy. That expression may seem exaggerated, 
considering the small proportion of foreign force to be employed; 
but honour is not so intolerable a burden that we should fee 
foreign soldiers to ease ourselves of the slightest portion of that 
load. My objections to this Bill are very broad but very few, 
and I shall endeavour to state them in as few words as possible. 
What is it on which you now mainly rely to continue this war 
with vigour, no matter at what sacrifice and cost 1 Not so 
much on the extent of our territory, the amount of our popula
tion, the wealth of our resources, as on the ardour of the people; 
on that spirit of nationality which, we are told by the Minister 
of War, rises against every danger, and augments in proportion 
'to the demand on its energies. It is that ardour you are about 
to damp-it is that spirit, of nat,ionality to which this Bill ad
ministers both discoUl'llgement and affront. The noble Lord says 
our difficulty is at the commencement. What is the commence
ment' One burst of popular enthusiasm! And in the. midst 
of that enthusiasm, at a time when we are told by the Secretary 
at War that you get recruits faster than you can form them into 
regiments-you say to the people of this empire, "Your rude and 
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untutored valour does not suffice for the prowess ·of England, 
and we must apply to the petty principalities of' Europe for the 
co-operation of their more skilful and warlike subJects." I say 
that this is an unwise and, I maintain it to be, an unnecessary 
blow upon the vital principle that now sustains your cause, and 
brings to your army more men than you know how to employ. 
And if anything could make this war unpopular, it would be the 
sight of foreign soldiers quartered and drilled ~ any part of 
these kingdoms, paid by the taxes extorted from this people, and 
occupying barracks of which the paucity is your excuse for not 
having embodied more of the militia of our native land. Do 
you mean to say it will not make a diff~rence in the temper of 
the middle and working classes, now nobly prepared for any 
pecuniary sacrifice, whether they pay the cost of an army of 
their own countrymen, who repay them by deeds which make 
us more proud of the English name, or whether they are to pay 
foreigners,who may be equally brave, may perform equal ser
vice, but whose glory will only compliment our wealth at the 
expense of our manhood--oruy prove that we were rich enough 
to consign to foreign hirelings tHat standard which a handful 
of English soldiers had planted on the heights of .Alma, and 
rescued from barbarian numbers on the plains of Inkerman ? 
What, Sir, is the reason assigned for this Bill besides that 
learned array of historical precedents to which I shall come 
afterwards-.-that, whatever the ardour of o'!lr people, it requires 
time to drill them, to convert raw recruits into disciplined sol
diers ? Sir, there is some force in that argument, but it confers 
a grave censure on the Government; it proves all that has been 
said of their want of activity and foresight, that during the eigh
teen months in which war-this 'great, this" protracted war ,. 
-was foreseen by all England, except its chief Minister,-that, 
during the nine months or so in which we have been actually 
engaged in hostilities, the Government should not already have 

·raised and drilled a sufficie~t number of reserve to dispense at 
least with this first instalment of 10,000 foreigners. Why, if 
you will compute the time elapsed even since the battle of the 
Alma-the time devoted in preparing this thoughtful and delib-
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erate Bill- in corresponding with foreign princes (if the Bill 
pass), in enlisting your foreign soldiers, bringing them hither, 
and then, it seems, fitting them for sernce,-if you would com
pute all this time, from first to last, employed in getting together 
these foreign troops, you would have leisure to drill and !lend out 
double the number of your own countryiuen. I ask "you this 
question-I presdor a reply-you say you require these foreign 
soldiers for an immediate emergency-that you want them to 
send out in the interval which you employ in drilling English 
recruits; that is your main argument: tell me then, plainly, in 
how short a time do you calculate that they will be raised, im
ported, organised, despatched to the Crimea! You are bound 
to show that it will be within a shorter time than you can raise, 
drill, and send out an equal number of native troops. Can you 
show this1 I might defy you to do it; but until'you have 
shown it, your argument has no ground on which to stand. But 
it seems to me strange that these practised warriors-so superior 
to ourselves in all military craft and discipline - are first to be 
imported to England, and finish their martial education upon 
English ground: .As it has been pertinently said elsewhere, 
If this is not the shortest road to the Crimea" - you can send 
these troops from the Continent without coming to Parliament 
at all; why, then, not send them at once to the Crimea from 
whatever place abroad you collect them 1 Make your depot any
where you please out of the British dominions. There is this 
advantage in that course-you have reasons of your own to draw 
these mercenaries from quarters which you do not think it dis
creet to state openly to Parliament. Well, then, you should have, 
sufficient confidence in those reasons to act entirely on your own 
official responsibility; thus you will neither openly exhibit.to the 
public that spectacle of foreign hi~elings within these realms, all 
ways so intolerable to the national feelings, nor call upon the House 
of Commons to sanction, for reasons not plainly before it, a degra
dation to the spirit of the people we represent. Sir, now look' 
to the extraordinary want of consideration, and, I must say, to 
the slovenly haste with which the provisions of this Bill are 
devised and matured. Its first introduction led at once to the 
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Iilarm that these foreigners were intended to supply the place of 
the native defenders, not only of English honour abroad, but of 
English security at home; that, in short, they should supply the 
place of the militia and the British forces removed from this 
country. That suppositionwas indignantly denied. In spite of 
such deniat the Minister charged with the conduct of the Bill 
finds the public persist in that alarm, for he says that « he hears 
with surprise from several quarters that such an impression un
questionably prevails out of doors;" and then he condescends to 
look into the Bill itself, and is bound· to confess that, by the 
wording of it, it might be perverted to such a purPose. What! 
in a Bill embracing such delicate questions, so nearly touching 
the keystone of all free institutions, sW'ely the wording ought to 
have been so deliberately concocted that it should not harbour a 
phrase ·which a people jealous of freedom could misinterpret, and 
which some future Ministers, of more dangerous character than 
these, might distort into a precedent that would jeopardise the 
liberties of the country or risk the security of the throne. And 
then, even as to the number of men required, so little calculation 
was made-although the noble LOrd tells us th3,t this is a main 
reason why we are now summoned, and we might presume that 
your calculations would be somewhat carefully prepared-that it 
is an object of indifference whether it be 15,000 or 10,000, and 
the latter number is at once exchanged for the former. How, 
then, can you blame" us if we presume to doubt your prudence, 
your deliberate foresight, your practical ability to conduct this 
war, when, even in this Bill which you have had such leisure to 
prepare, we see all this blundering in the terms that involve a 
momentous constitutional principle, and all this careless inde
cision .as to the amount of the force you require? And still more 
may we doubt your prudence, when, for the sake of so miserable 
a succour as 10,000 foreign bayonets, or rather for the object of 
landing and d.rilling them within these dominions, you, who tell 
us of the advantage of unanimity, resolve to force on a measure 
which you were blind indeed if you did not foresee would be unpop
ular out of doors-which at once necessitates the strongest opposi
tion-which you carried by a petty majority through one House of 
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Parliament- and which, if you carry it through the other, will 
be such a thorn in your side that I venture to doubt whether 
you will ever have the courage to use the power you now ask at 
your hands. Nay, Sir, so little had the Minister who introduced 
elsewhere the measure even examined the constitutional princi,;. 
pIes which it involves, that he prefaced ~ Bill by observing 
that the power to enlist and introduce into this country foreign 
soldiers, without application to Parliament, was formerly con
sidered to be vested in the Crown. I am sure that the Lord 
President of the Council would warmly deny that our great con
stitutional authorities have admitted that this was ever, at any 
period of our history, the acknowledged prerogative of the sover
eigns of this country. We all know that William III. sent a mes
sage to this House, requesting, somewhat in humble terms, that 
his Dutch troops should be allowed to remain, and that the House 
of Commons refused the request. You may say, that was in 
time of peace; but I know that Lord Camden held the doctrine 
that, neither in peace nor in war, could foreign troops be admit
ted into this country without the sanction of an Act of Parlia
ment. I know that Mr Fox declared that, if the Crown ever 
did possess such a power, we had a constitution in words and 
not in reality. I can well conceive the indignation with which 
the Whigs of the last age, who are authorities so high with the 
Lord President of the Council, would have heard, if now living, 
such a doctrine, such a remark, emanating from a Minister of 
War who sits in the same Cabinet with the leader of the Whigs. 
Sir, I could not pass over that rash assertion of a great officer of 
the Crown on a point essential to the vindication of the freedom 
of our ancestors and the principles of our ancient constitution. 
But your Bill is amended - the more· obnoxious clause is re
moved; I grant now that all constitutional forms are complied 
with; I find no fault with you there. But I say that, while ad
hering to all constitutional forms, you ought not to tamper with 
something so hostile to the constitutional spirit as the introduc
tion of foreign troops, unless you can establish the closest prece
dent in parallel cases, or make out a plea of paramount and 
urgent necessity. Now, first, as to the precedents cited by ~he 
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noble Lord. I am almost ashamed to repeat what every one 
knows - namely, that the precedent you would draw from the 
enlistment of Germans in 1804 and 1806 is wholly inapplicable 
to t11.e present case. Look to the period of the great French war. 
Our sovereign was not only King of . Great Britain - he was 
Elector of Hanover. His interests and ours were identified with 
the German Powers, except, indeed, Prussia, which at that time, 
influenced first by her guilty designs on the partition of Poland, 
-and afterwards by the hope of obtaining Hanover as a reward for 
neutrality, did, in the opinion of all dispassionate historians, by 
her selfish inertness and procrastination, paraly~e the arms of 
the other allies, and give to the Gommon foe that gigantic power 
of which Prussia was afterwards the most signal victim. I trust 
that Prussia is wiser now; that she will not again amuse other 
and nobler confederacies by her tortuous diplomacy, cripple their 
energies by dissimulating lethargy, nor require, at the last, the 
assistance of their arms to free herself from the ruin in which 
selfish indifference to the common cause once involved her very 
existence as a nation. But at that tiIpe the enlistment of Ger
man soldiers in this country was'at least natural enough, though 
even the memory of their gallantry in the field, which deserves 
all we can say of it, has not, you see, sufficed to render that en
listment popular. The noble Lord refers to the debate of 1804, 
in w1;rlch Mr Francis, afterwards Sir Philip, took part. Ay, but 
he did not tell you-the excuse which the then Secretary at War 
made to the objections Mr Francis indignantly urged. The ex
cuse was this: "The enlistment of German soldiers was only a 
measure of providing for a certain number of men who were sub
jects of the same sovereign, and had been forced to leave their 
country." Who can say that this is a parallel instance 1 It is true 
that other foreigners were enlisted, but they were chiefly from 
those German nations which had the most cordial sympathy 
with the English cause. But now, indeed, although we should 
be proud to have a sincere and hearty alliance with the German 
courts, it is at least premature to believe that their interests, 
their objects in the war, are cordially and permanently identified 
with our own. .And if we would render the Germans as pop~lar 
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in England as I hope they may yet be, we could not more defeat 
that object than by exhibiting German soldiers as substitutes for 
English valour upon English ground. But the noble Lord goes 
back to the time of Marlborough-nay, he says that in all our 
former wars foreign troops have been employed. Yes; but when 
they were employed With honour, they were the auxiliary forces 
of our open allies, and officered by the rank, the chivalry, the 
military renown of nations in the closest sympathy with oUl'
selves, and wel1! not mere free lances, under unknown and mer
cenary captains. I say, when they have been employed with 
honour. For .,.here, indeed, an aid similar to that which you 

• now demand has been obtained-wherever foreign princes have 
been subsidised, and their subjects hired by English gold to take 
part in the struggles with which they had no English sympathies 
-there the historian pauses to vent his scorn on the plinces 
who thus sell the blood of the~ subjects, and his grief at the 
degradation of England in the blood-money she pays to the hire
lings: th.ese are not precedents to follow, but examples to shun. 
The noble Lord reads to us the speech ofthe Duke of Welling
ton, and, by a most ingenious perversion of logic, wishes us to 
believe that, when the Duke said only one-third of our army was 
British, the rest were mercenaries, like those whom your Bill 
would enlist. Why, Sir, they were the Spanish and Portuguese, 
fighting in defence of their native soil Who rejects the assist
ance of worthy allies! who maintains that England should fight 
for the world single-handed 1 '1 Can the noble Lord not compre
hend the distinction involved! Here, armies of various states 
combine in a course dear to all. There, one state contributes to 
the general standard, not its own native valour and zeal, but a 
mercenary band, whose valour gives it no glory, whose zeal has 
no motive but pay. This is what I meant when I said" Honour 
was not so intolerable a burden that we should fee foreign sol
diers to ease ourselves of its load." We are proud to share hon
our with the Frenchman, with the Turk, with any people that 
co-operate in our cause and participate -our feelings. That is to 
share honour with others. Here you ask us to sell a part of that 
honour which were otherwise our share. The noble Lord has 

VOL. L o. 
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stated the advantages conferred on our own army by the German 
troops in th~ French war. I grant them fully. I have heard 
great military authorities say that the German cavaIry-especi
ally under the command of the consummate officers it then pos
sessed, such as Arranschild and Victor Alten-taught us how to 
charge and when to pull up. But the times are changed.' Surely 
since then we have learned all that they could teal?h"118. How 
could German officers improve the charge of the, Greys alid Ennis- . 
killens at Balaklava, or that wondrous and steadfast gallantry of 
the Light Brigade, which brought 200 out of 600 men from the 
midst of the .Russian cavalry, and J3quares of infantry supported 
by cross batteries of twenty' pieces of cannon 1 Sir, we have 
learned more from the Germans than instruction in thQ' art· 
of war. We have been indebted to theIn for noble lessons in 
the arts of peace. Every cultivator of literature and science' 
must cherish a deep and gratef~ affection for the German people, 
and a warm hope in their ultUhate coalition with ourselves. Of 
this initiatory treaty with Austria I will say nothing at present; 
but if it does lead to an earnest and binding alliance, no man 
but must, .welcome a Power wliich can bring to the common 
cause qom 300,000 to 500,000 men, and which-always assum
ing it to be sincere - would be our most convenient and our 
strongest guarantee for the maintenance of those territorial con
ditions ()n which any:future peace must be based. I should 
rejoice yet more to learIJ. that Prussia adopts the example of 
Austria - an exampl~ alleged, but still prospective - and con
trasts. by he~ future sincerity. the guileful policy her Court 
espoused at the commencement ()f the French war. Between 
ourselves and the German people, of which Prussia is one of the 
great representatives. there is so kindred a community of race. 
of commercial interests, of all that belongs to intellectual inter
change, that it would seem to me some~g monstrous, some
thing out of the course of nature, if Prussia, the great centre of 
Ge~manic intelligence - Prussia, with that glorious capital of 
Berlin, ,in whlch philosophy and ,science have ~ipened every 
thought that could l:Uost ridicule and abhor thE) fanatic pretences 
with which a mock crusader would mask usurpation - that 

• 
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.P~sia should sink from the rank among civilised States to 
which she was raised by the genius of Frederick the Great, and 
affect to have no vital interest in a war that would roll bac~ from 
the borders (If Europe the tide of a Tartar inundation. The sup
position is .preposterous! .And I will not yet believe that a 
people which boasts universal education could be induced by any 
king, however ·able or beloved, to desert the ramparts which 
now protect from Attilas and Timours the destinies of the 
human race. But if we are to bring about a cordial friendship 
with the families of the German people, in heaven's name let it 
be in a mode worthy of them and us. Let us have nations openly 
for our' allies, and not this contraband levy from the surplus 
foroos of their petty princes. Sir, indeed no one has yet told us 
;where these troops are to come from, and, what is still more im
portant, where, after all, these foreign soldiers have really learned 
anything more than the holidaY'part of war.-where have been 
the recent campaigns and wars '& which they have exhibited 
their pr,owess and acquired their military experience. To hear 
what is said of the superior merits and seasoned hardihood of 
these foreigners, one might suppose they were th~ identical 
10,000 who accomplished the retreat of Xenophon, ~tead of 
being merely, I suppose, Dlen who have gone through the. formal 
routine of the Landwehr, and seen no more of actual service, nor 
encountered any greater trial to the .nerves,than the stout 
labourers you enlist in Kilkenny or Yorkshire. But are you 
sure you will get even trained soldiers-even the men who have 
gone through the drill of the Landwehr? I doubt it. From all 
I hear of the composition of that body I suspect you will obtain 
only raw recruits-recruits as raw as you can raise in England 
at less cost and in a shorter time. But it ha.~ been sought to 
gain some sort of popular favour to this measure-sought not, in
deed, by Ministers, for they will not condescend to court popu
larity, but by their friends out of doors - by implying that the 
furtive and ulterior object of the Bill is to enlist men who are 
actuated by " nobler Dlotivt; than that of ordinary soldiers, and 
first among all unfortunate refugees, the exiled Poles. But this 
idea has been so c'bmpletely scouted by the First Minister of the 
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Crown - it has been so expressly declared that the consent of 
foreign sovereigns for the enlistment of their subjects is to be ob
tained-that I shall not waste the time of the House in IIrguing 
that supposition. I know. not; indeed, wha1Tsovereigns now 
sharing among them the ancient kingdom of Poland you could 
apply to for permission to form Polish recruit!! into separate bat,; 
talions, with all the hopes that Polish recruits would entertain. 
But on this point I would only say, that if in spite of ,the present 
intention of Ministers-seeing that their intentions are more lia
ble to change than thGse of ordinary mortals-if you do hereafter 
establish a legion of Polish Of-other refugees, at least befo~ehand 
make up your mind what are 10 be the definite objects of the 
war. If, indeed, among those objects, as the war proceeds,you 
do see your way to the restitution of Poland among the free 
States of Europe, say so manfully, and there are few Englishmen 
whq would not rejoice at ,tlle .possibility of such a barrier to 
Rus'sian encroachment, and- s1i~h a'reparation to the fraud and 

, violence of a former age. ' Then, indeed, Poles would be more 
than our soldiers-they would become our allies, and they would 

" . be as welcome to our country as they would be to our brothers 
in the field.' But, if you have lio idea of such an enterprise, or 
if you would'indolently trust the' resuscitation of Poland in the 
pages of European history to that chapter in human fate with 
which you appear most familiar-the chapter of accidents-then 
I say, beware how you wilfully lend yourselves to false hopes, 
Or incur the stain of insincerity with all whom you invite to your 
standard, not for the sake of pay, but from the' expectation of 
freedom. It would be in vain to say you did not deliberately 
sanction such hopes ; that the Poles must silence their beating 
hearts, and be but the unreasoning machines of your military 
drill. That idea is against the first law of human nature. 
Every Pole whom you form into regiments would say that you 
had led him to unavailing slaughter, unless you had made it one 
object of your war to plant your standard on the citadel of War
saw. And, do let the House remember that the number of these 
foreign soldiers, from first to last, is unlimited. It is the peculiar
ity of this Bill, that while for the commencement of the war, in 
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which you say they are alone required, the force is most paltry and 
inadequate, yet hereafter, when you say they will not be wanted, 
the number swells and increases, and is altogether undefined; it is 
10,000 men at a time; but the Bill ~tablishes a perpetual depot 
of reserve, and as soon as one set are despatched to the field, 
another may be prepared here to succeed them; so that we can 
form no conceivable guess as to the number you will employ 
and ultimately disband. Suppose, then, hereafter, you do form 
Polish battalions-and peace comes, and the Poles have still no 
country; what is to become of the large bands of armed malcon
tents you will leave on the surface" of Europe, and who cannot 
quietly melt, like your own soldiers, into the ranks of peaceful 
citizens? Whatever you do, then; I implore you, for the sake of 
justice to Poland-for the honour of English sincerity and plain
dealing-and for the cause of social order throughout Europe
to decide before you may enlist battalions of exiled patriots, how 
far yon will venture to exteitd tLe tlefinite objects of this war. 
Sir, it way be quite competent to hon. gentlemen to extend the 
discussion of this Bill, which is one cause that now brings us to
gether, into a survey of the general .conduct of the war, of which 
you call this an essential meruhue. I have no such intention 
-I do not desire to reiterate former charges, nor set into adroit 
display every casual inexperience or omission; on the contrary. 
I heard with pleasure the eloquent speech the other night of the 
Secretary at War-a pleasure, not only at his eloquence, but 
caused by a feeling more worthy of him and me, because he 
seemed to me satisfactorily to dispose of many charges connected 
with his own department, not, indeed, made in this House, but 
which had excited a painful impression out of doors. I cheer
fully recognise in the Cabinet many who have won those high 
names in the service of their country which give them the 
noblest stake in its honour and its welfare; nor is there, indeed, 
one in the Cabinet-I might say in all the Government-of 
whom I would speak in other terms than those of personal re
spect. But still, it is not always a motley, and, possibly, some
times a discordant, combination of able and worthy men which 
suffices to constitute an able and worthy Cabinet, even in times 
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of peace; and for the fitting and spirited conduct of war it does 
require a promptitude, a decision, It rapid and comprehensive 
foresight, which can only come from a unity of purpose and of 
object; and that unity the oonflicting speeches of Ministers have 
already notoriously belied. Take but a single instance-take 
the last: compare the sanguine terms in which the treaty with 
Austria is paraded by one Minister eisewhere, with the cautious 
scepticism as to its actual value, " its important results," which has 
been expressed by the organ of tht' .Government in this House. 
And here I must make one observation in connection both with 
all that this treaty may lead'So, ~d also with the conduct of the 
war. It has been assumed, QlJ.' a rece~t occasion, by the First 
Minister of the Crown, that GQvei'nment was blamed for its re..: 
luctance to go to wai', as exlu'bited in preliminary negotiations. 
This is not strictly the fact; What we presume to regret, if not 
to blame, is that, in those~ .preliminary negotiations, the senti"' 
ment of the people, whlqh so deeply resented the first disguised 
aggression on Turkishindependence, was never fairly represented 
to the Russian Emperor; and th,at, if the language held by our 
Ministers at the first, without 'p~g at all more threatening, had 
been more frank and plam-spoken,'You would have had a better 
chance of preserving peace than, YOlJ ·could have by compliment
ing the Russian Czar on his moderation and sincerity, after he 
had openly proposed the subdivision of the Turkish dominions, 
and after he had deceived your credulity by representing large 
military preparations as an innocent mode of moral coercion. It 
may be well to remember thi~, should a treaty' with Austria 
lead to new overtures for peace. If so, Government are sUi'~ of 
succeSs. They have only carefully to remember the spirit 'With 
,which they conducted former negotiations, and to conduct the 
future ina spirit diametrically the reverse. It is not true that 
we blame the Ministers for not going to 'War till all parties 'Were 
prepared to support it; but what we regret, if we dare not 
blame, is, that the only persons unprepared for the war are the 
very Ministers charged with its conduct; and so unprepared 
'Were they, that the best excuse for all deficiencies is, that they 
engaged in an indefinite war against a formidable enemy, with 
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military preparations so little raised above the ordinary estabJish
ments of peace, aud on the niggard hypothesis that its cost could 
be defrayed out of our annual income. And now, when the public 
are perhaps indulgently disposed to receive your tardy assump
tion of energy, braced 'Up at the last moment, at the commence
ment of winter, as a partial indemnity for your, at least, com
parativ(l indolence during the precious months of summer and 
autumn-who could foresee that one of the gigantic efforts of 
your collective patriotism, r~served as a surprise, so pleasing 
and prodigious, that althollgh "We. are now told by the noble 
Lord it is the main reaso!! w4y_~e,neet, it is not even alluded 
to in the Speech from the Thron~",-who could foresee that this. 
gigantic effort-this grand surprise-was to be this begging 
petition to petty potentates for 10,000 soldiers? What! has it 
come to this? In an empire on which we are told that the 
Bun never sets, the national Counpir~ hastily summoned to pre
pare and parade all its military power. One Minister teIls us 
his recruits are more than he can manage; another says he could 
bring a million soldiers in the field-some day or other; and 
then, when all the world is b~a~h1ess to know what you are 
about to bring forth, nascetur M-wul'IJII mus-out creeps this 
proposal to borrow or crimp ,frolI!- the foreigner 10,000 troops to 
be drilled in these tealms. This grand profession of redundant 
strength, and this curious confession of absolute want, reInind 
me of the adventurer, who boasted to an acquaintance he picked 
up at a coffee-house of the immense wealth he possessed at a 
distance-his castles in the north, and his lands in the west, and 
his shares in the copper-mines of Cornwall and the gold-mines 
of Peru,-and when he had worked up his listener to the highest 
point of prospective gratitude as to what he might expect from 
the munificence of a friend of such boundless resources, sud
denly clapped his hand to his pocket and said, <t By the by, I 
have a little bill to pay at the bar; you don't happen to have 
such a thing as tenpence-halfpenny about you 1" Wh8.tever 
way I look at this proposed Bill I can· see nothing to justify and 
excuse it. I have said that there is no parallel case of precedent. 
Now, let us ask, what is your plea of necessity t And here, Sit, 
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I find my own opinions so lucidly and moderately state~ by a 
great' man whose authority must have the utmost weight with 
gentlemen opposite, that I will read what was said in this House 
by the late Lord Grey, then. Mr Grey. ' 'He said ........ " On urgent 
occasions it may be proper to introd,uce f8l'e,ign troops into tllli! 
country, but it should never be done except in cases of extreme 
and proved· necessity, and never should be suffered to be done 
without b~ing watched with that constitutional jealousy which 
is the best part of the character of this House, and the best 
security' for the rights and libe~ties of the people." Now, let me 
pause, and appeal to the g~erous candour of hon. gentlemen 
opposite, if these words from on~ .of the greatest statesmen who
ever adorned your opinions, do 110'1; justify the jealousy With 
which we regard this Bill, ~d whether, 'fe are right or wrong 
in that jealousy, if they do not amply vindicate us from the 
unworthy charge of wishing to obstruct the general preparations 
~or the war, because. we cavil at the introduction of 'foreign 
soldiers. Mr Grey went on. to observe that--" Though he was 
not. ready to deny that for the rurpose of our own defence we 
should sometimes employ foreign troops, yet he could not help 
thinking that the wisest courses.for, us would be to rely on what 
had been emphatically call!Jd t1).e· energy of an armed nation." 
So, then, where is this case of urgent and proved necessity
necessity for our own defence f You. have .not argued it as a 
necessity; the noble Lord has not done so: he is too much of 
an Englishman for tbat. It is only argued at most as a ques
tion of convenience-tbe convenience of drilling or organising 
tbe troops in this country; and I say tbat it does not seem to 
me a convenience tbat is worth tbe purcbase. Sir, it was not 
unreasonably asked elsewbere, "How will this proposition be 
regarded by tbe enemy t" What a pretext do you give to the 
Emperor of Russia to represent to his subjects the correctness of 
his estimate of the shopkeeping spirit of Great Britain! " Com
pare," be will say," their braggart talk in tbeir Houses of Par
liament, tbeir boast of tbe popular enthusiasm, tbeir willingness 
to contribute their best· blood to the cause for which tbey figbt, 
with tbe simple fact that before tbe first year is out tbey are 
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compelled to apply to the fifth.-rate Powers of Europe for 10,000 
foreign soldiers, on the pretence-nay, on the confession.-tpat . 
they are not a military nation; that they have not had time' 
since this war began to drill a sufficient number of recruits for 
an army which, at .the battle.of Inkerman, could only bring 
8000 men fit for semce into the field." I do not desire to 
stand thus eithel' before the enemy or before our allies, and I 
say that this is not the best mode to remove the hesitation of 
Austria and Prnssia. I am convinced that we have men of our 
own, even at this moment. in spite of all previous delays, pre
pared to fight our own . battle. , Ypu tell us you have already 
sent large reinforcements. to tte' <rrimea:. You sent them weeks 
and months ago. Of . course, ever 8~ce you have been raising 
and drilling more. You have had ample leisure. You have , 
leisure still to drill into active' service the recruits you obtain 
from a population so brave, so robust, and so proverbially quick 
of comprehension as that of Great Britain and Ireland. J deny 
altoget4!lr that the drafts you will take from our labouring 
population will derange the channels of agricultural or other 
industry. We have plenty to spare from a population of nearly 
thirty millions. The suspension.,of mauy industrial occupations 
on railways and elsewhere, ca1JSed py the war, releases a large 
number of the stoutest portion of oUr labourers. You may find 
employment in the army fOJ: many more of the marines now idle 
at a distance; you may make use of the native forces in India; 
above all, you have only to rely on our militia-to give fair play 
to that magnificent nursery of soldiers. I do not presume to 
offer you advice in details-I say only, go into the market of 
war with the best spirit of trade. Your best and nearest market 
is at home. Get there the best article you can-it is the cheapest 
in the long-run. I remember that in 1779, when the ports of 
France and Spain bristled with hostile ships, when American 
privateers were seen with impunity in the Channel, that Ldrd 
Harcourt offered to Ireland 4000 foreign troops in lieu of a 
greater number sent to America. mat was the answer of the 
Irish Parliament t Sir, they rejected the proposal; they de· 
clared It that they were competent to defend themselves, or that 
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they were not worth defending." That noble answer which 
became the representativ,es of Ireland may equally become the 
united Parliament of the three kingdoms; and what was the 
practical result of that refusal ~ Why, the result of refusing 
4000, foreign soldiers was, that 50,000 volunteers immediately 
presented· themselves. Talk of our men 'being raw recruits: 
why, how many of those who dashed through the Russian arma
ments, who braved with equal fortitude unparalleled sufferings, 
of disease, of climate, of a defective commissariat, were the new 
recrUits you affect to depreciate 1 That material which a 
British army has so successfully tested is the material on which • a British Parliament may be content to rely. Those labourers 
and sons of labourers whom tliQ leaaer of this House eulogised 
in terms of such just and such noble eloquence; those men
those raw recruits, equally daring in the charge, and calm as 
veterans under. the attack; those men, so patient in their suffer
ings and so humane to the foe ;-those are the material for your 
a.rmy~ You have tn,ed it-:.-keep to it. Without disparagement 
to the soldiers you may collect· from Germany, Switzerland, 

I 

Sweden, Poland, anywhere abroad, I say we have proved suffi-
ciently that this is not the PloIp.ent in which we need tax our 
countrymen in order to arm the foreigner for our defence. Do 
you ask me what proof1Alma. Balaklava, Inkerman! I say 
that any deficiencies in the mere mechanism of the drill are 
quickly got over with officers so skilful as ours; I say that even 
the raw recruits, before they have joined your standard, have 
already gone through a more precious discipline than three years 
of lifeless ceremonials can give to the soldiers of a despotic con~ 
scription.. They have gone, from their cradles, through the dis
cipline . of hardy habits, of patient endurance, of indomitable 
conviction in the strength of their own right arms-that is the 
discipline with which armies soon learn to be invincible, and 
without which men may be faultless in the drill, but valueless in 
the field. sir, with these views, and trusting they may not be 
altogeth~r distasteful to the patriotism of the House, I move 
that this Bill be read a second time this day six months. 
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Olf Friday; the 26th of January 1855, the :Member for Sheffield, Mr John 
Anhur Roebuck, moved in the House of Commons .. That a Select Com
mittee be appointed lo inquire into the condition of our army before 
Sebastopol, and into the conduct of those Deparbnents of our Government 
whose duty it has been to minister to the waltta of that army." 

Thereupon a diacussi.on arose which lasted for two nights, at the close of 
it the motion being carried against the GoVernment by 305 votes to 148. 
During the second night of the Debate the following Speech was delivered. 

Sm,-I shall dismiss very briefly that part of this discussion 
which refers to the abstract propriety of appointing the Select 
Committee of Inquiry moved for by the hon. and learned Mem
ber for Sheffield.- I shall leave the Government to direct their 
answer upon that point not so much to us as to their late col ... 
league, who resigned office rather than resist that, inquiry, and 
who, 1 conclude, would vote for it but for the natural delicacy 
of his position towards the Cabinet he 80 lately adorned. 
The right hon. gentleman the Secretaiy at War and t1;ie right 
hon. baronet the Secretary for tbe Colonies, have dwelt on the 

• Mr Roebuck. 
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danger of establishing such a precedent as the appointment of 
this Committee might furnish. They may dismiss that appre
hension, for nothing but the extremity of the case can justify 
this motion; and I trust, for the honour of the country and the 
sake of humanity, that a case so extreme may never occur ag~ 
If it does not, the motion will be no precedent; if it does, a 
similar motion will be understood to bear the same interpreta
tion that the common-sense of the House puts upon this: for I 
agree with Ministers that they cannot grant this Committee 
without a virtual transfer of the power and responsibilities of 
the Queen's Government, and the question, thelefore, simply is 
-Has the conduct of her Majesty's Ministers in this war been 
such that this House should quietly' acquiesce, not only in the 
continuance of their power, but in the mode by which their 
responsibilities have been discharged! I, for one, feel that such 
an acquiescence would be to make us the servile accomplices in 
the sacrifice of what remains of that noble army of whose deeds 
the country are so PfOud, and of whose sufferings, so touchingly 
described by the hon. Member, for North Northamptonshire,· 
the Government should be s9 ashamed. The noble Lord the 
Member for London has refused to make himself that accom
plice, although the pain of desertJn:g his colleagues in the hour 
of their imminent need must have been almost intolerable to so 
gallant a spirit, and I give him the more credit for the pain on 
account of the Spartan fortitude with which he has concealed 
its pangs. Shall this House be more complaisant than the noble 
Lord, although it has not the countervailing scruples which 
must have weighed upon a Cabinet Minister, the late organ and 
leader of the Government in these walls, now standing alone in 
his abandonment of office! If we could not feel for the public 
calamities, we must still be roused by our own private anxiety 
and sorrow. I myself have two near relations in this 'war ; 
many of us have near relations among the sufferers. It is our 
boast, as a portion of the gentlemen of England, that wherever 
danger is to be braved or honour is to be won, there some of our 
kindred blood is flowing or may flow; and after the miseries so 

• Mr Stafford. 
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simply told by the hon. Member for North Northamptonshire, 
shall we be deprived of a remedy for the evils you admit, ()f an 
inquiry into the abuses you deplore, because of some paltry 
technical objections to the words of the only motion that pro
mises relief-because it is a vote for inquiry, when the Govern
ment assert that it should be a vote of censure' Take it, then, 
as a vote of censure, and, let it so stand as a precedent t.o other 
times, if other times should be as grievously affiicted under a 
similar Administration. I shall not enter into all the details on 
which the Secretary at War always tries to rest the case of the 
Government, partly because, r have been here anticipated by 
those who so ably preceded me, partly because I wish to lay 
clearly before the House the broad principles of the charge 
which we make against the Ministers. And first, we accuse you 
of this: That you entered-not, indeed, hastily, but with long 
deliberation, with ample time for forethought, if not for prepara
tion-into the most arduous enterprise this generation has wit
nessed, ~ the most utter ignorance of the power and resources 
of the enemy you were to encounter, the nature of the climate 
you were to brave, of the country you were to enter, of the sup
plies which your army would need. . This ignorance is the more 
inexcusable because you disdain the available sources of infor
mation. This is the fundamental cause of our disaster, and not 
the comparatively petty and collateral causes to which the 
Secretary at War would assign them. The ignorance, indeed, 
on a former occasion, the Government confessed; and when we 
were convened on the 12th of December, we heard that synod of 
veteran statesmen-those arwlecta majora of the wisdom and 
genius of Parliament-actually make their ignorance the excuse 
for their incapacity. We might accept that excuse for the sake 
of its candour; but the Government have asked more-for, as I 
will undertake to show. they have asked us to acquit them of 
disasters when they took no pains to acquire the information 
that was necessary for success. It has. indeed, been said that 
the public were no wiser than the Government-that the public 
underrated the power of Russia, and demanded the premature 
siege of Sebastopol If this. were true, what then! Why do 
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~eO choose Ministel'B--why do we give them sall!-ries, patronage, 
honol,U'S--if it is not to have some men, wiser thaJ). the average 
of mankind. at least in all that relates to the offices they hold 1 
It may be a noble fault in a people to disregard the strength of 
an enemy when a cause is just. Who does not love and admire 
this English people more when they rose as one man to cry, 
" No matter what the cost or hazard-let us defend the weak 
against the strong JJ ? But if to underrate the power of an enemy 
was almost a merit in the people, it was a grave dereliction ot 
duty in a Minister of War. But I deny that the public, fairly 
considered, were not wiser than the Government; and there is 

o scarcely a point which you have covered with a blunder on 
which some one or other of the public did no~ try to prepare 
and warn you. I shall first notice a subject hitherto little 
touched on in this House, Qlltwhich seems °to me intimately 
connected with the condition of our troops in the Crimea. The 0 

war had begun; our -Heets were on the seas-the noblest fleets 
that ever left these fjhores-and it was on those fleets, much 
more than our land force, that the public relied for any advan. 
tage over Russia. Well, the ships were on the sea, and Odessa 
lay before them, surplised an<l almost defenceless-Odessa, the 
great depot of the Russian. enemy, the depot of ammunition, 

. provisions, troops for that Crimea which you had already re
solved to invade-and you content yourselves with the holiday 
bombardment of a single fort. And we may judge of your 
private instructions to your ,naval commanders, when for the 
audacity of that notable achievement your Admiral almost makes 
an apology. Is Odessa, I ask, spared for the sake of humanity? 
Humanity I Why, 'you .were told that Odessa was the feeder 
of Sebastopol You have found it to' be so to your cost. 
The Secretary at War expressed his anlazement at the celerity 
with which Russian troops were moved from Odessa to Sebas,. 
topol, and to spare the arsenals, the granary, the market, the 
nursery,.ground of a hostile fortress, was the grossest inhumanity 
to the army that now rots before the walls which your own 
lackes has manned and supplied against it. If you were influ
enced by care for the British trade connected with Odessa, you 
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knew little indeed of your countrymen. if you did not feel that 
you might have come to Parliament with confidence for the 
most liberal compensation to all British subjects whom th~ 
occupation of Odessa-there was no occasion to destroy it--; 
might have injured. This first proof of feeble incapacity links 
itself with all that has followed. You thus forbear the easiest 
and the wealthiest conquest of all, in order afterwards, in the 
very worst time, at the veryworst season, to attempt an achieve
ment the most difficult in itself, and which that forbearance to 
Odessa rendered more difficult still Why, Sir, how the whole 
fortunes of the campaign would have changed if Odessa had been 
your depot instead olthe Russian-nay, if when you found you 
could not invade the Crimea before the end of Septembllr, you 
had postponed that expedition till the spring, and instead of 
sending your troops to moulder piecemeal, ragged and roofless 
before Sebastopol But if you had some reason which we cannot 
divine for not prosecuting the attack at that time, why did you 
not later e1fectively blockade Odessa and the Sea of .Azoffl 
You have thirty ships of the line, forty steamers on the Euxine, 
and you do not so much as blockade the great magazine of the 
enemy I Well, your troops went to Gallipoli I must here con.,. 
tradict the statements both of the Minister and of the Secretary 
at War. I will show you even there, at the first, how utterly YOu 
had failed in the simplest provisions of which the Secretary of 
War has so vainly boasted. I have here some short extracts 
from the letters of an officer written to his father, not intende~ 
for publication. I read them because I can, if necessary, state 
his name to any member of the Government, without, alas! th~ 
fear of injuring him in his profession. He is now no more. ~ 
father came to me and said, through his tears, U I would proudly 
have given my son's life to the service of his country, but h~ 
was murdered by the neglect of the Government, and withou~ 
any real aid to his country." This young man had just bought 
a step in his profession; he was full of life, health, and ardour ; 
athletic in his habits, no raw recruit, but accustomed to military 
hardship, the last man in the whole army to Plurmur without lit 
cause. H~ belonged to that band ·of heroes famous even in the 
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ranks of English warfare-the Welsh Fusiliers. His first letter 
is from Gallipoli, April 23. Here let me observe, that on the 
7th of April the Duke of Newcastle had declared that never was 
an army so well provided for-in food, in all necessaries, even 
in articles that might be considered luxuries. On the 23d of 
April an 'officer at Gallipoli writes thus: "There are 20,000 
French troops encamped a short distance from our troops. They 
are in every respect better equipped and provided for than ours. 
Their Government have provided their officers with mules forthe 
conveyance of their baggage and everything else they require. 
We have to buy mules for ourselves, which cannot be done at 
Gallipoli, as the French Government have already bought them 
all up." 

Why was this? If the French could find mules, even at 
Gallipoli, why were you less active than the French 1 .. The 
French soldiers fraternise freely with ours, and to-day we saw 
them giving ours some of their bread, of which they have a most 
bountiful supply, while ours have not enough." At Gallipoli, 
in April, at the opeiring of the campaign, the soldiers .of the 
Queen of England eating the bread of our ally ! Is that a posi
tion which is worthy her throne, or our pride as a nation, and 
how does this agree with the Duke of Newcastle's statement of 
the 7th of April t Now let us pass from Gallipoli. You pro
ceed to Varna, not to fight, not to assist the Turks at Silistria
you have not, indeed, the necessary transports for that-but 
because Omar Pacha says that the presence there of your army 
will have a moral effect upon the Russians. Now, Sir, I think 
that this was a request on the part of Turkey which, so far as 
the selection of a site to encamp, we had a right to l'efuse. We 
came to defend them and to fight, but not to remain stationary, 
and melt away by pestilence in a climate notoriously pestilen
tial in that special time of the year-pestilential, not from an 
accidental cause, but from one periodical and invariable-and 
which, if your ¥inister had asked any traveller, or consulted 
any authority, he must have known. Well, Sir, from the camp 
there, this officer writes, July 28 : "I hope something will be 
done soon, as I should look forward with horror to another sum-
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iner in this count.,.. We have now considerable difficulty in 
getting supplies, and frequently have to live on bread-and-cheese 
for & day or two, as ,ration meat cannot be eaten, though the 
officers eat it when the men will not." 

Now comes the reason why that climate was pestilential, and 
why you ought to have known it: "July and August," says the 
officer there encamped, "are unhealthy months, as they are all 
dry and ve.,. hot, and the deposits from the lakes, which overflow 
in the spring, d.,. up and' create miasma. Nearly all our C8.'5es 
of cholera occur in the night, and are mostly fatal in six hours." 

This young man has the cholera himself-he partially recovers 
-he rouses when the report comes that something is to be'done 
-something, no doubt, which it was necessa.,. to do; but waS 
it the impression that that something should be 'the siege of Se
bastopol t Then hear what he says :-" Of course they keep 
secret where we are going; but we believe ,that it is to take 
Odessa, which is full of com granaries, &c. I think this is the 
best thing we could do, and winter there both a.rmy and navy. 
It is too late in the year to attack Sebastopol" 

That could not have been the solitary notion of that young 
soldier; it must have been the talk: of his comrades-" too late 
in the year to attack Sebastopol!" But :r;to, out of all the twelve 
months in the year you had taken the worst to encamp at 
Varna, and it was of course equally consistent to take the worst' 
to besiege Sebastopol, that Gibraltar of the East. You ,take the 
worst time not. only fol' milita.,. opera.tions, but for sanitary 
conditions. Open even so commO:tl a work as M'CulIoch's 
• Geographical Dictionary,' and you will find it was the un
healthiness of the Crimea which frustrated its colonisation by 
Germans j open the • Gazetteer of the Wodd,' and you will find 
that it is in autumn the climate is more especially unhealthy,; 
and subject to the epidemics you have found there. Yet there 
you land without ambulances, without waggons, without hospital 
provision, without even tents. Here ends this young soldier's 
correspondence. Scarcely saved from cholera. at Varna, cholera; 
seized him at the first breeze from those new and more fatal 
shores-seized him while his comrades ,w~;re landing in the 
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Crmes. Without common comforts, without common medical 
aid, he died-:-ealling out in his delirium to be set on shore, so 
that he might at least perish in the field. I charge you, then, 
with this-that twice in one campaign you e~pose your a,rmy 
in situatiqnsnotoriously pestilential at the precise seasons which 
you choose for both encampments. Considering this alone, we 
need not pause to weigh the reasons for disasters alleged by the 
right hon. gentleman the Secretary at War-"-namely, that our 
staff-officers had no'experience of active command, and that our 
soldiers, selected from the peasantry, had not learned to take 
bare of 'themselves. 'The main cause is thiS-the situations in 
which the army has been exposed, and the destitution in which 
it has been left; and the fault is the worse for the reasons that 
have been stated, namely, ,that our officers were not accustomed 
to invent; resources, nor . our, soldiers inured to encounter hard
ships and disease~ The defence of the Secretary of War has 
been chiefly directed to show that, wherever omiSsions were dis
covered and blunde,ni made, he hastened to repair them. That 
excuse may avail for his department; but I maintain it is the 

, , , 
duty of the Government, taken as a whole, not only to repair, 
but to ' foresee-to provide beforehand what may probably be 
wanted, and not to, wait till the' consequences of their own 
neglect start up and defy reparation. You cannot repail the loss 
of life j , you :cannot repair constitutions ruined for ever, because 
men were eXposed to diSease and deprived of proper medical 
il.ttendance'--because men .were sent, to brave all the rigour of 
a dismal'climate, without clothing to covel' and roofs to shelter 
them. Now even with regard to a road from Balaklava, early 
in the campaign we read every day in the papers that the whole 
region between Balaklava and Sebastopol was exposed to columns 
of dust., A moment's reflection would have told you that dust 
iu the; summer becomes mud with the mst rains of winter; and 
when, after the battle of Alma, it became clear that you would 
have to invest Sebastopol, you should have, seen to the construc
tion of a road between your Ca.Il'l.p and yoUr harbour. Here 
indeed, at filst glance, Lord Raglan may seem chiefly to blame; 
,But he told you in his despatch after the battle of' Alma, that 
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he wished. he had more men; and it might have occurred. to you 
that with young recruits-:-many of them mere boys, weakened 
by disease, and not enough for the heavy work of the trenches 
-Lord Raglan might have no foroo to spare for the supplement
ary labour of roads, and also that he was deficient iR the neces
sary anjmals and vehicles, and you ought not to have waited for 
lIr ·Peto'soft'er-your patriotisni should have been no leas m
ventive than his. It has been said, "How are Government to 
blame for winds and hurricanes, rains and mud t II But you are 
to blame 'for taking no pains to learn that your army would be 
exposed to a climate that is subject to winds and hurricanes; 
raina and mud. You are to blame for not resorting to the ordi
nary inventions of art to counteract the hostile operations of 
nature. When the clouds gather, a prudent man takes out. his 
umbrella ; when the wind sets in the east, he will see that his 
coat can button; and a man attacked by cold and disease for 
neglecting such everyday precautions, might as well exclaim, 
" How could I foresee that it would rain or that it would blow?" 
as you exclaim, "How could we foresee that. there would be 
winds, rain, or mud 1 "-in a climate in which winds, rain, and 
mud are the ordinary phenomena of winter. Attempts have been 
made elsewhere to fix blame upon our military commanders. It 
was wisely as well as generously said on this score by the Secre
tary at War-" What generous man would indeed attack. the 
absent agent not here to answer for himself, when there sit 
before us, face to face, the employers responsible for his errors 
60 long as they continue him in office t " 

But here what Lord Grenville said on the supject of the 
Walcheren Expedition is so apposite that I will venture to quote 
it-" I am disposed," said ;Lord Grenville," to believe that in 
the situation of the commander he did all that could reasonably 
be expected, or was possible to accomplish. The error was in 
the plan, and the want of foresight and information on the part 
of His Majesty's Ministers. • •• ThepIace. the. situation, nay 
the season of the year, were chosen by them. There is Ii. season 
of the year when the air of that place is most pestilential and 
dangerous j yet.. to that place, and at that time. say His Majesty's 
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Ministers, we will send the flower of the British Army-we will 
not send it at a time when its operations may be advantageous, 
but we will send it when from every information it will be de
stroyed more by disease th~n by the sword." [1 Hansard, xv. 
19.] 

Does this apply? But it is said in defence of the War 
Minister, that the fault is not in himself, but the nature of his 
office. I am too happy to accept any palliation for his errors. 
But if I accept that excuse for the Minister of War, it becomes 
another grave charge against the collective Government, for you 
created that office, and why did you leave it so imperfect 1 Here 
you had no want of advice and information. You had the re
commendations of a celebrated Commission, the advice of some 
of the ablest men,. who had thoroughly examined the subject, 
and your excuse for not grappling with the question was, that 
the commencement of war was not the proper moment for a 
thorough reform in the War Administration, and that the proper 
time to make a War Office efficient was the moment of return
ing peace. But, at all events, tpe reform, as far as it went, was, 
according to you, an improvement on the old system; and yet 
under the old system we fought the wars of the Peninsula and 
gained the victory of Waterloo. But if the complications of 
this office were so mischievous, you must have discovered it long 
. ago. Why, when you summoned Parliament for the 12th of 
December, could you not have reformed the office, even if you 
did not change the Minister, and propose to us that reform for 
which you are now prepared? That would have been worth 
calling us together for j but no, you then completed your cardi
nal sin of short-sighted incompetence by confining all your 
exertions .to save the remnant of your army to two Bills, for 
which you said not a day was to be lost, and one of which has 
remained a dead letter to this hour. Here again the same 
eternal want of information! You go to Germany for foreign 
troops, and Germany declares your . overtures illegal. and rejects 
them with scorn. I ventured to tell you that if you carned the 
Foreign Enlistment Bill you would never be able to use it. And 
now Parliament meets again. meets with fresh accounts of al-
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most incredible suffering-9000 of our surviving soldiers en
feebled, I fear, by disease; the huts that should shelter the rest 
still at Balaklava; and Lord Raglan, according to the des patch. 
we read this morning, still without men and vehicles to land 
and fix them. Men look to us, halfwith hope, halfwith despair. 
" What is to "be done?" is the cry of every voice. No man is a 
more shrewd observer of public opiniQn than the noble Lord the 
Member 'for London, and his resignation significantly tells us 
what ought to be done. But if this motion succeed, if this 
incomparable Ministry retire, and, like the hon. Member for 
Middlesex (Mr B. Osborne), lose a place and find a constituency, 
who is to replace them 1 Where can we find their equals, in 
the unity of their councils, the foresight of their policy, and the 
good fortune that attends their measures 1 Let us compose our 
terrors, and face the possible calamity of such a loss with manly 
courage. The hon. Member for Richmond (Mr Rich) chides my 
right hon. friend the Member for Midhurst (Mr Walpole), be
cause,ou Friday night. he condemned the Government for basing 
its existence on the principle of coalition. The hOlL Member 
for Richmond is historically correct. Looking through our 
modern history, I find that most of our powerful, even popular 
Administrations, have been more or less coalitions. Both the 
Administtations of Mr Pitt were coalitions; and the last was 
very remarkable, for he first turned out the Addington Govern
ment, and. then coalesced with six of its members. Nay,· he 
was not contented till he had netted the expelled Prime Minister 
himself, and made him Lord President of the Council But 
then there is ooe indispensable element of a coalition, and that 
is, that its members should coalesce. Now, Sir, it is that ele
ment which seems to me wanting in the present Cabinet. It 
has been an union of party interests, but not a coalition of 
party sentiment and feeling. It was a jest of Lord Chesterfield's 
when a man olvery obscure family married the daughter of a lady 
to whom scandal ascribed a large number of successful admirers, 
that II nobody's Bon had just married everybody's daughter." If 
I may parody that jest, I would say of this Government, that 
everybody's principles had united with nobody's opinions.. It 
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is dimly intimated that the noble Lord-now in a state of transi
tion, but, after all, he is equally illustrious as the hon. Member 
for Tiverton-it is intimated that the noble Lord the Member 
for Tiverton is intended for an appointment that some months 
ago would have satisfied the country, and possibly have saved 
the Government. I fear now that it may be too late, and among 
his greatest dangers will be the armed neutrality of his unsuc
cessful advocate and noble friend. The noble Lord the Member 
for London, on Friday last, attempted, not very triumphantly, to 
vindicate the Whigs from the charge of being an exclusive party 
that required all power for itself; and he found a solitary in.;. 
stance for the refutation of that charge in the ma.,rrnanimity with 
which the Whigs had consented to that division of power which 
his desertion now so emphatically reca:nts and condemns. ~ut, 

in plain words, his vindication only amounts to this-that where 
the Whigs could not get all the power, they reluctantly consented 
to accept a part. Now, gentlemen opposite will perhaps par,. 
don me if I saYi that I think the secret of Whig exclusiveness 
and Whig ascendancy has been mainly this-you, the w.'ge , 
body of independent Liberal politicians, th~ advocates for pro-
gress, have supposed, from the memory of former contests now 
ended, that while England is advancing, a large section of your 
countrymen, with no visible interest in existing abuSes, are, 
nevertheless, standing still; and thus you have given, not to 
yourselves, not to the creed and leaders of the vast popular 
body, but to a small hereditary combination of great families, a 
fictitious monopoly of liberal policy-a genuine monopoly of 
lethargic government. It is my firm belief that any Administra
tion, formed from either side of the House, shonld we be so 
unfortunate as to lo!;e the present, would be as fully alive to 
the necessity of popular measures, of steady progress, of sym
pathy with the free and· enlightened people they might aspire 
to govern, as any of those great men who are demagogues in 
opposition and oligarchs in office. But to me individnalIy, and 
to the public, it is a matter of comparative indifference from 
what section of men a Government at this moment shall be 
formed, so long as it manfully represents the great cause to 
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which the honour and safety of England are committed. and 
carries into practical execution the spirit that animates the 
humblest tradesman, the poorest artisan who has sent his 
scanty earnings to the relief of our suffering army. It has been 
said. as the crowning excuse for the Government. that all our 
preceding wars have begun with blunders. Were this an arena 
for historical disquisition I' should deny that fact; but grant it 
for the sake of argument. How were those blunders repaired 
and converted into triumphs 1 I know a case in point. Once 
in the last century there was a Duke of Newcastle. who pre
sided over the conduct of a war. and was supported by a league 
of aris~cratic combinations. That war was, indeed, a s~ries of 
blunders and disasters. In vain attempts were made to patch 
up that luckless Ministry-in vain some drops of healthful 
blood were infused into its feeble and decrepit constitution-the 
people. at last, became aroused, indignant, irresistible. They 
applied one remedy j that remedy is now before ourselves. 
They diflmissed their Government. and saved their army. 
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A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

ON THE 26TH OFM.ulCH 1855. 

ON Monday, the 9th of .March 1855, the ChanceIJ.or or the Exchequer, Sir 
George Comewall Lewis, submitted to the House of CQmmons in Committee 
a series of Resolutions for the amendi,ng of the Laws relating to the Stamp 
Duties on newspapers. On Monday, the 26th of March, the Bill founded 
upon these resolutions came on for its Second Reading. Thereupon an 
amendment was proposed by the Member for East Kent, Mr William 
Deedes, to the effect that the Bill should be taken into consideration on 
the 30th of the following April, because of the extreme unfitness of the 
moment chosen for making this change by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
After an animated discussion, the amendment was rejected upon a division 

JJy 215 votes to 161. Early in the debate the following speech was de
livered. 

I CAN, Sir, assure my hon. friend the mover of the proposed 
amendment, that it is with great pain that on this question I 
am conscientiously compelled to differ from him, and, I fear, 
from some other gentlemen on this side of the House with whose 
opinions on most subjects I cordially concur. Before I sit down 
I shall examine the validity of the arguments on which my hon. 
friend has based his amendment j but I am glad to hear from 
bim that he would not restrict the debate to the cramped-.and 
narrow ground on which his amendment would place it-that 
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he would not reduce to a question of pounds, shillings, and 
pence a principle which I will endeavour to show to be one of 
the most important, and, in point of time, one of the most pres
sing, which a House of Commons can entertain. I can, indeed. 
advance some claim to the original paternity of the measure my 
hon. friend considers to be so mischievous. I believe I was 
the first person who ever introduced into this House a motion 
(or the repeal of the taxes on knowledge, including the stamp 
duty on newspapers. Sir, when my hon. friend says that this 
subject has not been sufficiently long before us, he must allow 
me to tell him, that it is more than twenty years ago that I first 
brought this question belore: the House. I was then a very 
young man, but the opinions I then entertained in favour of the 
total repeal of the newspaper stamp duty are not .removed-they 
are strengthened by the lapse of time; for within the last 
twenty years there has been a great iucrease of intelligence 
among the people, and any danger to be apprehended from the 
sudden diffusion of cheap newspapers is, therefore, considerably 
less now than it was then. But why is the danger less t Why 
has intelligence iooreased' Because within the last twenty 
years aU kinds of cheap publications have abounded, and the 
public have had the wisdom to choose the best and reject the 
worst. The very -arguments now used by my hon. friend 
~"Sinst cheap newspapers were once used much more boldly 
~"Sinst the principle of cheap publications altogether. We were· 
then told that the common mass of the people would prefer 
worthless and inflammatoryworks,and that to adapt the market 
to their pockets would be to corrupt their understandings. 
Now what has been the fact t Why, that in proportion as good· 
books have been made cheap, bad books have retreated from 
circulation. Ask anywhere what books most please the artisan 
or mechanic, and you will find it is either elementary works 
of science, or if books of amusement, the very books of amuse
ment that scholars and critics themselves prefer. And now that 
the people have thus nobly disproved j;he fear of cheap publica
tions which prudent men might once have entertained, have we 
a right to listen for a moment to such assertions as I see the 
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newspaper'proprietors have put forth,·a,nd my hon. friend has 
condescendEld. to,~h~that .any newspapers cheapElr than t4eir 
own must. necessarily. appeal .to the worst passions and pre~ 
judices of the lowest class 1 Now, Sir, is it the cheapness of the 
newspaper that will corrupt the artisan, or is it the baseness. of 
the artisllollthat. must corrupt thenewspapeJ.'t What are these 
assertions: but the most :groundless declamation, disproved by 
aJl the experience we have now obtained of the taste and in~ 
clinations of the. working class, disproved by the thousands and 
hundreds of thousands of cheap public!),tions which have brought 
to the cottage and the loom~what t-a.debased and contamina~ 
ing literature ? No, the same refined and elevated knowledge 
which delights itlld fustructs ourselves. I, beseech the House to 
separate the details of this measure from the broad principle. 
On .the second reading of the bill, ~t is to the principle we should 
look. I agree' with my hon.. friend4!°that there. are provisions 
in' the measure that require alteration; but those portions of the 
bill that are objected to C!),ll be altered in committee. Many 
details may require hereafter our most serious consideration~ but 
I will' now only make upon some of them one. or two passing 
remarks. For example, I think . it an act of ju.~tice and. sound 
policy not only to secure the copyright of all.original matter to 
newspaperS, b~t to give a cheap and summary mode of PJ:otec~· 
ing that copyright similar to that which exists for copyright in 
manufacture under Sir Emerson Tennent's Act. I think, too, 
that the complaint of < The Times.'. as regards itself is just. When 
you are introducing a general law by which newspapers are to 
go through the post at a' penny, it seems to me fair and reason"" 
able that you should take as yom: standard of weight or size 
that newspaper which has the largest circulation and in which 
the public feel the deepest degree of interest; I am told that 
the right hon. gentleman the Chancellor of' the Exchequer 
means to recur to the principle of weight. If so, I say, weigh 
, The Times' as .your standard-

II Expende Annibalem...:..quot libras in duce summo 
Invenies." . 

.,. MrDeedeso 
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And it seems to me not a worthy distinction in so wholeSale a 
change to separate' The Times' from the Supplement, wh~ch is ali 
integral part of the. paper, and that, too, a part. of which the 
unrestricted di1fusion· is of so great an importance to the inte1~ 
lectual and commercial community. I agree in all .that my 
hon. friend has said .with regard to the high. character of the 
press of this country. Far from entertaining any grudge to the 
existing newspaper press, far from seeking to undervalue its 
signal merits, I grant that it is an honour to the co:untry from 
the ability .of i~ compositions, the integrity of the men whQ 
adorn it, the vast and various information it diffuses, and, 
making fair allowances for the heat of party spirit and the 
temptations of anonymous power, for its general exe:mptiol) 
from wilful calumny and personal slander. And if I desired to 
leave to· remote posterity some memorial. of existing British 
civilisation, I would prefer-not our docks, not our railways,ilot 
our public buildings, not even the palace in' which we now hold 
our sittings-I would prefer a file of 'The Times' newspaper. 
Could I, then, believe that the change proposed would deteriorate 
the moral and intellectual character of the newspaper press~ I 
fear I might have the weakness to cling to the. existing system~ 
if it had not so crumbled away that I can find 'nothing to cling' 
to but an Attorney-General who dares not prosecute, and:a july 
that would not convict. But, then, it is the taste of the public 
£hat forms the newspaper, not the newspaper that forms the taste 
of the public j and if the press is an honour to the country, it· is 
because it represents what honours the country still more-the 
good sense and civilised humanity from which the press takes its 
colour and its tone. Now, yon have been told that this change' 
will degrade our press to the level of the American, and you have 
been led to infer that the American press is. left solely in the 
hands of ignorant adventurers, whereas the remarkable peculiarity 
of the American press is that it represents nearly all the intellect 
of that country. There is scarcely a statesman of eminence, an 
author of fame, who does not contribute to the American period
ical press; and, therefore, the editor of one of their journals 
says on this very subject, co If the American press is inferior to 
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the English, it merely argues that the intellect of the country is 
inferior, for nearly all the available intellect of the United States 
is engaged in their press." This serves to show you that if our 
press is superior to the American, it does not depend upon fiscal 
laws, but upon the general standard of civilisation; in other 
words, the press can but reHect the public. 

Upon the financial part of the question, on the alleged loss to 
the. revenue, I will touch later; but I cannot consent to allow. 
the grand principle involved in this Bill to be dwarfed down to 
the level of a budget. What is that principle? I will place it 
upon broader ground than that taken by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, who, indeed, seems to regard the bill rather with 
the reluctant and frigid toleration of a I1tepfather than the 
glowing love'of a parent. The principle is this-that you ought 
not in a free country to lay a tax on the expression of political 
opinion-a tax on the diffusion of that information on public 
affairs which the spirit of our constitution makes the interest 
and concern of every subject in the State. Still more, you 
should not, by means of that tax, create such an artificial. neces
sity for capital that you secure I the monopoly of thought upon 
the subjects that most interest the public at large to a handful 
of wealthy and irresponsible oligarchs. That is the principle at 
stake; that is the question before you. Turn it as you will, 
you cannot get rid of the fact that as long as this newspaper 
stamp duty exists, no man, whatever his know ledge, his honesty, 
his talent, the soundness of his conservative ()pinions, can set 
up a daily journal on the affairs of the country without an 
enormous capital-not· even a weekly one without a capital of 
some thousand pounds; and, therefore, the stamp duty does con
fine the liberty of expressing opinion as much as if the State 
actually sold for a large sum of money the right to monopolise 
the market of public information. Now, one result of thus 
narrowing the representation of opinion is, that large sections of 
opinion are either not represented at all, or represented very in
adequately. And I doubt very much if there are ten thoughtful 
men on either side the House who can say that, on many of the 
most important questions, there is now one daily newspaper 
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with which they can cordially agree. Take the great Conserva
tive party; consider, first, its numbers throughout the kingdom 
-in the counties generally a large majority; in the towns, even 
most hostile, generally a large and influential minority; compute 
its strength, not in numbers alone, but comparative intelligence; 
consider how large a share of the highly cultivated classes-in 
the learned professions, in commerce, among the gentry--enter
tain Conservative opinions. Now tum to the daily newspapers, 
and ask yourselves if those opinions are represented in any pro
portion to the numbers and intellectual eminence of their sup
porters throughout the country 1 There are two ways of repre
senting public opinion-one through ,Parliament, the other 
through the press. Now, I ask, how are the Conservatives re
presented in Parliament? My hon. friends will tell me that they 
are confessedly the largest single and integral body in the House 
of Commons. How are they represented in the press 1 Why, no 
single subdivision of political opinion is represented so sparingly. 
Compute the number of Conservative journals, compute the 
number of copies they sell, at the price you are told to keep up, 
and you will be perfectly astounded at the disparity between 
the influence of the Conservative party in the country and their 
representation in the press. But if this stamp duty were re
moved-if every able man among you had the ,right to defend 
your cause in the form of a journal without this necessity for 
capital-can you doubt that all which talent or knowledge can 
bring to bear on behalf of your political creed would find its 
fair and natural channel? And though the best newspaper, as 
a record of news, will be always that which has the largest capi
tal, yet the best opinions are not always found in the best news- ' 
papers; and many readers who would take one journal for the 
sake of its general news would take another on accOlmt of their 
sympathy with its political doctriries. No doubt all opinions
those you condemn as well as those you approve-would obtain 
their utterance. But twenty years ago I assured myself that 
on the Liberal side of the question safe and sound thinkers would 
hold it an imperative duty to stand forward and counteract the 
danger of all socialist and revolutionary doctrines; and, on the 
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Conservative side, are we so barren of literary talent, or so" in~ 
different to the spread of our principles, that free competition 
will not yield tlB" additional advocates t No; a host of writers 
would appear to divest the popular mind of those prejudices 
against.existing institutions which are now left; to ~irculate in 
defiance of thiS law, and without any answer at all; for I c3.nnot 
learn that there is at this moment a single Conservative journ8.I 
which penetrates the mass of the working class. Sir, I am cOn
vinced that if this stamp duty, this obstacle were removed, 
many an eminent public man, ma.ily an eminent man of letters, 
would start small cheap papers, not attempting to vie or inter
fere with the speclaI province of 'The Times,' but conveying 
opinions stamped by the" responsibility of his avowed name. 
You would thus call in the principle of cheap competition, not 
to lower, but to elevate still more the character of the news
paper press; for nothing would so exalt the social position of geil~ 
tlemen engaged in newspaper literature as some signal excep
tions to that anonymous mystery which now shrouds all attacks 
on the characters of public men. I do not mean to .say that the 
preservation of the anonymous system may not at times be use-
ful and even necessary; but I do say that its rigid and uniform 
use is the only power of the press which I hold to be invidious 
and derogatory. No more able, "no more accomplished gentlemen 
than the contributors io the higher departments of the press can 
adorn our circles; yet it is in vain to deny that we feel a certain 
un~iness in the social intercourse with men to the exercise of 
whose talentS secreCy is so imperative a law that the man who 
clasps us by the hand to-day may, in the' discharge of his p~ 
fessional duty, sting us to the quick to-morrow, darkly and iIi 
secret. Mr Fox once told this House an anecdote of a witness
on a trial, I think, for murder-who gave his testimony Bt,oainst 
another man on the ground that a ghost had appeared to him, 
and said so aud so. " Well," said the judge, who was a person 
of considerable. humour, "I have no objection to take the evi':' 
dence of the ghost; let him be brought into court." These 
anonymous newspaper-writers are as ghosts. We do not object 
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'to take their evidence. but there are times when I should like 
them brought into court. 

This subject has been far too much argued as if it were a 
question between the tax collector and the newspaper proprietors. 
I could not help smiling when the other evening I heard an hon. 
member say that they did not complain of the law. and why, 
then, should it be chanaaed? What corporate body. I ask, ever 
did complain of a law which restricted competition, and secured 
to itself a virtual monopoly? And I am perfectly amazed to 
see these journals, most of which lionoured us poor Protection
ists with such hard names, now arming themselves with all the 
antiquated argumeuts in favour of protective duties, amounting 
to absolute prohibition, which durl:D.g the last ten years· of 'the 
discussion on the com laws the stoutest friend of the farmer 
would not have ventured to use. Sir, the question really is 
between the tax collector and the public; and it is ~whether 
it is not time that we should enforce that great principle of the 
consti~tion of civil liberty, and of common-sense, which says 
that opinion shall go free, not stinted nor filched away by fiscal 
arrangements. but subject always to the laws of the country 
against treason, blasphemy, and slander. Those laws Will still 
remain. though the question has been argued as if they were to 
be swept away. But thus much it is just to say on behalf of 
the working classes, to whom we are told that cheap libellouS 
periodicals will especially appeal-that no class hitherto has so 
little supported newspapers of a libellous and gossiping charac
ter as the working classes of this country. I remember when 
certain Sunday journals profaned the Sabbath by hebdomadal. 
ribaldry and scandal Who supported them! I fear it was the 
clubs and the drawing-rooms. Certainly it was not the working 
class j and those journals ultimately perished. because they 
could obtain no circulation among the· common people, and no 
sympathy from the public in the actionS. that were. brought 
against them. It is a remarkable fact~ and one that shows bow 
little the danger of pUblications depends on their price, that pro
fligate and lic~tious literature always begins by corrupting the 
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higher class before it reaches the lower. I know no instance to 
the contrary in the history of all literature, ancient or modern. 
Take the examples with which we are most familiar. It was 
the nobles and wits, the well-born abbes and great ladies of 
.Paris. who brought into fashion and introduced to the artisans 
of France the chimeras of Rousseau, the infidelity of Voltaire. 
And I do not believe that the inflammatory catchpennies that 
now, in defiance of your law, circulate through our manufactur
ing towns, would last six inonths after the repeal of the stamp 
duty had removed the morbid attraction. which belongs to 
things proscribed and forbidden, and exposed them to the com
petition of sound and healthful writings at the same price. 
This is not a mere theory, it has been partially tried. It appears 
in the evidence of the Committee of 1851, that the appearance 
of one or two legal threepenny papers in London, though they 
·were by no means first-rate, sufficed to destroy an immense 
swarm of unstamped pernicious publications which had before 
circulated throughout. the metropolis. Let us, then, do with this 
:field of letters, what' we country gentlemen are learning to do 
with our fields at home; if we want the. com to have fair play, 
we clear away an unnecessary hedgerow full of thorns and 
brambles, and expose the ground well to the sun and to the air. 
But at this time of day it is superfluous to argue the principle 
that opinion should not be indirectly suppressed by a tax, when 
the boldest man. among us dare not invade it by an open law; 
and, indeed, if we desired to do so, we have no longer the power. 
The right hon. .gentleman the Chancellor of the Exchequer has 
told us, without any exaggeration, though perhaps rather reluc
tantly, that the stamp duty has broken down in all directions. 
There are not, as he states, only 100, for there are no less 
than 250 publications subject to the Statute, only partially 
stamped, and all liable to prosecution. If you do not prosecute 
them all, with what justice can you prosecute one. It is all very 
well for the Chancellor of the Exchequer to say, with that grim 
{lomplacency, if you don't pass this bill you must arm the 
Government with new laws-with new powers of prosecution. 
Now, Sir, I feel confident that this House of Commons will d9-
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no such thing j if we did frame new laws for checkiug the cir
culation of knowledge, or if we did make what is asked-a. new 
arbitrary distinction between political journals and those of a 
difl'erenli nature, we should do more to expedite the march of 
a democratic Reform Bill than all which the restless spirit of the 
noble lord the Member for London-that is to say, when out of 
office-could effect. And if we were blind and harsh enough to 
frame such laws, I should like to see the Attorney-General who 
would have the courage to ¢orce them, or the Government that 
would have the insanity to allow him. While we discuss, the 
law for all good purposes is virtually dead. You may retain the 
sword for a time in its nerveless hand; I defy you to renew the 
energy of its muscles; I defy you to strike the blow. 

I now come to my hon. friend's amendment. He says, "Will 
you hazard the loss of £200,000 of revenue at a time when you 
will require Dew taxes for carrying on the war with Russia? " 
But against what do ye wage war? It is not against Russia as 
Russia. In commercial interchange Russia is our natural ally. 
It is ag8.i.nst Russia when she appears as the symbol of barbaric 
usurpation ~d brute force. Why, then, out of the millions you 
devote to secure the distant boundaries of civilisation, grudge a 
paltry fraction towards the service of those two great agents of 
civilisation at home-freedom of opinion and popular know
ledge r I ask my hon. friend, is there any usurpation more 
barbarous than that which usurps the utterance of thought upon 
public affairs? Is there any type of brute force more odious 
than that which an Attorney-General will embody if he is to 
say to a jury, " This publication is harmless-nay, its contents . 
are most valuable j but the proprietor was not rich enough to 
pay a duty imposed on the liberty of printing, and I call upon' 
you, in the name of the law, to stifl,e the knowledge you admire. 
and to ruin the man who has a claim to your gratitude"? Now, 
Sir, I do not believe the Chancellor of the Exchequer will lose 
one single farthing, if he adds to his bill, as is proposed, the pri
vilege of transmitting all printed papers by the post at the same 
proportional charge as periodical journals. More than twenty 
years ago I went carefully into the details on this very subject, 
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for it formed a part of my own scheme, and I convinced myself 
that the number of tracts of all kinds, religious, literary, or com
mercial~of catalogues of booksellers and land agent~f writ
ings purely intended for diffusion-would, .under the plan pro
posed by the right hon. gentleman the Member for the Univer
sity of Oxford * yield a sum far exceeding the deficit now alleged, 
while the addition to the paper duty itself will, I think, prove 
sufficient compensation. But even if it were otherwise-I put 
this question to my hon. friends as Couservatives-are £200,000 
too dear a purchase fQr restoring authority to laws that no more 
stringent provisions will enable ,you to enforce 1 Should the 
dignity and efficacy of the law be to Conservatives mere items 
ohevenue 1 No; they are objects beyond all price: and I am 
pet:suaded that we should not have heard a word on the fiscal 
part of the question-never have had this amendment-if hon. 
gentlemen were but convinced that the measure itself were safe 
and prudent ;if certain interested parties out of doors had not 
sought to alarm us by assertions of another kind of danger than 
that of loss to the tevenu~assertions so absurd to the sense 
of all who are acquainted with·the practical conditions of our 
literature, that those who make them would be the first to laugh 
at our credulity if we believed. them-assertions that a five
penny journal must be respectable, and a penny journal must be 
licentious, and all.such trumpery as I find in this notable eclec
ticism of twaddle and bugbear which has been circulated among 
us, and called" Objections to the Newspaper Stamp Act." 
This was against the first bill, but it is meant equally to apply 
to the present. . Here I find it stated that among the most 
active agents for a change are persons whose avowed object is 
the ~usion of opinions adverse to l'eligion and subversive of 
the rights of property. And this courteous insinuation against 
those who differ from themselves is put forth by the very inno
cents who have suc;h a hOlTor of libel! Whom they mean, I 
know not. Among the most active for a change are the hon. 
Members for Manchester and the West Riding, who hold doc
trines some of us consider extreme, but at least they express 
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their doctrines openly and plainly, and I have never yet heard 
that they avowed opinions adverse to religion and subversive of 
property. Among those whom I have remembered most favour
able to a repeal of this duty were the late Lord Althorp, Lord 
Brougham, Lord Campbell Lord Lyndhurst has, I think, ex
pressed himself in favour of it. There is also that very natural 
enemy to the rights of property, the heir of the house of Derby.* 
There is that notorious foe to religion, the representative of the 
University of Oxford. t And the most active agents for a change 
are her Majesty's Ministers, who, whatever their faults, are, I 
presume, tolerably well satisfied with what is called the estab
lished order of things. I have looked well through this paper; 
all its arguments are comprised in two libels ; one against those 
who advocate cheap newspapers, the other against those who 
will read them. It reminds me of what Horace Walpole said 
of a lady, .. That she had as fine a set of teeth as anyone could 
have who had only two, and both of them black." Do not let hon. 
members be thus led away. Do not let Conservatives continue 
to be cheated out of all fair chance to explain their opinions to 
the working class. My right hon. friend the Member for Droit
wich,t in the course of his luminous speech on introducing his 
noble bill on education, alluded to the letters of our private 
soldiers in the Crimea, which have excited such just admiration. 
Let me ask, Sir, how have the nrinds of these soldiers. been 
trained to love and defend their country ?-trained to those 
great conservative principles, humanity, discipline, fortitude, 
and patience 7 Is it not, in part, by the cheap publications that 
have instructed the childhood of the present generation; and. 
ought not that to teach you how little, as Conservatives, you 
have to fear from any department of cheap .knowledge? DQ 
not fancy tllat this penny tax is a slight imposition. Do not 
fancy that a penny paper is necessarily low and bad. Once 
there existed a penny daily paper-it was called' The Spectator.' 
Addison and Steele were its contributors. It did more to refine 
the manners of this people than half the books in the British 
Museum. Suddenly a halfpenny tax was put on that penny 
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paper, and so one fatal morning the most pl~asing and graceful 
instructor that ever brought philosophy to the fireside had 
vanished from the homes of men. True that it survived the 
first stroke which laid low its feebler contemporaries; it doubled 
its price-it did not immediately decline in its circulation; 
Dean Swift believed that it would still lift up its head, and 
march gallantly under its burthen. But no; it began to stagger 
-to droop. On the third month from the day it first took the 
load, with so . haughty a crest, it fell to the ground: an attempt 
was made by its writers to raise it under a new name, and 
strengthen it by the tonic· of party politics; that attempt, too, 
finally succumbed. It then, after a long interval, resumed its 
old appellation-'The Spectator' appeared again. Addison put 
into it the noblest.efforts of his strength-in vain. The fatal tax 
was too powerful for Addison. In a few months it sank, never 
to revive. Yes, Sir, a halfpenny tax sufficed to extinguish' The 
Spectator,' and divorce that exquisite alliance which genius had 
established between mirth and virtue. I turn to my hon. friends 
around me. I say that I am convinced, earnestly and con
scientiously convinced, that a penhy journal, containing moderate 
Conservative opinions, managed by some gentlemen as familiarly 
acquainted with the tastes and feelings of the humbler classes 
as, for instance, many of our plain squires and country clergy 
are, would do more to popularise. Conservatism, than half the 
party speeches we make in this house. For what is Conser
vatism 1 Surely not. that which its enemies, surely not that· 
which three-fourths of these fivepenny jC1Jl'Ilals, represent it to be? 
It is not a stern and lifeless system of restraint and terror, but a 
warm and generous love for the free laws, the liberal altars, and 
the glorious people of the land in which we live. Is it the con
stitution you would conserv~ ? What is this English constitu
tion 1 Not a crazy and decrepit form that must shrink from 
every breath of air, that cannot face the rude popular gaze, nor 
stand the manly shock of contending opinions. No; it is a 
robust organisation of sound principles, which has received its 
life and its soul not more from the wisdom of statesmen than 
from the courage of .dauntless patriots: as such, are we not 
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bound, we lovers of the constitution, to prove that we do, not 
fear discussion? Are we not bound, we Conservatives bound 
especially, to justify resistance to wanton inroads on that con
stitution, by showing that it needs no hazardous Reform Bill to 
give to the people every access to knowledge-every facility to 
make themselves better and wiser 1 And it is because I believe 
this to be our duty an!! our policy as true Conservatives; it is 
because I hail an occasion to show that we do not dread the 
good sense of the humblest class of our countrymen in any fair 
discussion between them and us; it is because I am convince<\ 
that, as we widen the field of literature, we raise up new cham
pions for ourselves, and best counteract the poison to which a 
worthless law now forbids the antidote-that I give to the main 
principle of this measure my most cordial and hearty support. 



XIX. 

A SPEECH 

DELIVERED IN 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 

ON THE 4TH OF JUNE 1855. 

ON Thursday, the 24th of May 1855, the leader of the Opposition, Mr 
Disraeli, moved, in the then crisis of the Crimean War, the subjoined reso-
lution- ' 

"That this House cannot adjourn for the recess without expressing its dis
satisfaction with the ambiguous language and uncertain conduct of her 
Majesty's Government in reference to the great question of peace or war ; 
and that, under these circumstances, this House feels it a duty to declare 
that it will continue to give every support to her Majesty in the prosecu
tion of the war, until her Majesty shall, in conjunction with her allies, 
obtain for the country a safe and honourable peace." After a discussion 
which lasted for six nights, a revised resolution was accepted by the Govern
ment and assented to without a division by the Commons, to the effect, 
" That this House, having seen with regret that the Conferences of Vienna 
have not led to a termination of hostilities, feels it a duty," &c., in the 
closing terms of the original resolution. On the third mght of the debate 
the following speech was delivered. 

Sm,-The right hon. gentleman the Member for Manchester, * 
towards the close of bis able speech, summed up his strongest 
objections to the continuance of the war, by asking how 
it would profit the country. In answer to that question, let 
me remind the right hon. gentleman of the laudable earnest-

* lIlr Milner Gibson. 
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ness With which. in a recent debate, he assured the House that 
he and those with whom he concurred in the policy to be adopted 
for the restoration of peace, were no less anxious than we are for 
the due maintenance of the national honour. I cordially believe 
himj and when he asks how the continuance of the war can pro
fit the country, I answer, because the continuance of the war is 
as yet essential to the vindication of the national honour, and 
because the national honour is the bulwark of the national in
terests. For there is this distinction between individna1s and 
nations: with the first a jealous tenacity of honour may be a 
mere sentiment, with ~e last it is a condition of power. If 
you lower the honour of a man in the eyes of his equals, he may 
still say, • My fortune is not attacked, my estate is unimpaired, 
the laws still protect my rights and my person, I can still com
mand my dependants and bestow my beneficence upon those 
who require my aid j" but if you lower the honour of a nation 
in the eyes of other states, and especially a nation like England, 
which owes her pOtiition, not to h~r, territories. but to her 
character-not to the amount of her armies,nor even to the pomp 
of her fleets, but to a general belief in her high spirit and in
domitable will-her interests will be damaged in proportion' to 
the displU'l\,oement of her name. You do not only deface her 
scutcheon, you strike down her shield. Her credit will be 
affected, her commerce will suffer at its source. Take the awe 
from her flag. and you take the wealth from her merchants; in 
future negotiations her claims will be disputed, and she can 
never again interfere with effect against violence and wrong in 
behalf of liberty and right. These are some of the consequences, 
which might affect the interests of'this conntry if other nations 
could say, even unjustly, that England had grown unmindful of 
her honour. But would they not, say it 'with indisputable jus
tice if, after encouraging Turkey to a war with her most power
ful enemy, we could accept any terms of peace which Turkey 
herself indignantly refuses to indorse ? Honour, indeed, is a 
word on which many interpreters may difrer, but at least all in
terpreters must agree upon this, that the essential of honour is 
fidelity to engagemenbt What are the engagements by which 
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we have pledged ourselves to Turkey 1 Freedom from the ag
gressions of Russia! Is that all 1 No ;-reasonable guarantees 
that the aggressions shall not be renewed. But would any sub
ject of the Ottoman empire think such engagements fulfilled by 
a peace that would not take from Russia a single one of the fort
resses, a single one of the ships. by which she now holds Con
stantinople itself under the very mouth of her cannon 1 Sir, 
both the Members for Manchester have the merit of consistency 
in the cause they espouse. They were against this war from 
he first. But I cannot conceive how any member of that 

Government which led us into this war, and is responsible for 
all it'has cost us, should now suddeuly adopt the language of 
Peace Societies, and hold it as a crime if we push to success the 
enterprise he and his colleagues commenced by a failure. I ap
proach the arguments of the right hon. gentleman the Member 
for the University of Oxford * with a profound respect for his 
rare intellect and eloquence, and still more for that genuine 
earnestness which assures.us that if he ever does diverge into 
sophistry and paradox, it is not till he has religiously puzzled 
his conscience into a belief of their simplicity and truth. The 
main argument on which the right hon. gentleman rests the 
. vindication' of the views he entertains is this: He says, "I 
supported the war at the commencement, because then it was 
just; I would .now close the war, because its object may be 
attained by negotiation." That is his proposition; I would 
state it fairly. But what at the commencement was the object 
of the war, stripped of all diplomatic technic~ties 1 The right 
hon. gentlemau would not, I am sure, accept the definition of 
his ex-colleague the right hon. Member for Southwark, t that 
one object of the war was to punish Russia for her insolence-
a doctrine I should never have expected in so accomplished a 
philosopher as my right hon. friend, the pupil of Bentham and 
the editor of • Hobbes.' Either in war or legislation punish
ment is only a means which has for its object the prevention of 
further crime. The right hon. gentleman the Member for the 
University of Oxford will no doubt say with me, the object was 
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the independence and integrity of the Ottoman empire. But 
how did he describe that object in his speech at Manchester in 
September 1853~(l He said then to that important audience; I 
quote his very words-

" Remember the independence and integrity of Turkey are not 
like the independence and integrity of England and France. It 
is a Government full of anomaly, of difficulty, and distress." 
This is the mode in which, simultaneously with those articles in 
the • Times' quoted by the right hon. Member for Manchester* 
at the very eve of a war that the right hon. Member for the Uni
versity of Oxford then believed to be just, and when he would 
naturally place the object in the most favourable light his con
victions would permit before the people whose ardour it became 
his duty to rouse, whose pockets it was his office to tax-this is 
the laudatory mode in which the right hon. gentleman warmed 
the enthusiasm of his listeners to acknowledge the justice of his 
object; and is the statesman who at the onset could take so 
chilling a view of all the great human interests involved in this 
struggle, likely to offer us unprejudiced and effective counsels 
for securing to Turkey that independence and integrity in which 
he sees anomaly and distress, and in which we see the safeguard 
to Europe 1 The right hon. gentleman complains that the terms 
in which our object is to be sought are now unwisely extended? 
Who taught us to extend them 1 Who made not only the terms, 
but the object itself, indefinite 1 Was it not the head of .the 
Government of which the right hon. gentleman was so illustri
ous a member I Did not Lord Aberdeen, when repeatedly urged 
to state to what terms of peace he would apply the epithets. 
"safe" and .. honourable," as repeatedly answer, "~t must 
depend on the fortune of war; and the terms will be very dif
ferent if we receive them at Cons~antinople or impose them at 
St Petersburg "1 Sir, if I may say so without presumption, I:al
ways disapproved that language; I always held the doctrine that 
if we once went to war it should be for nothing more and nothing 
less than justice. [Mr M. Gibson-Hear, hear.] Ay, but do 
not let me dishonestly catch that cheer. for I must add, and also 
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for adequate securities that justice will be maintained. No re-: 
verses should induce us to ask for less-no conquests justify us 
in demanding more. But when the right hon. gentleman, being 
out of office, now also asserts that doctrine, why did he not 
refuse his sanction to the noble earl, who took the whole question 
out of the strict limits of abstract justice, the moment he made 
the indefinite arbitration of military success the only principle 
to guide us in the objects and terms of peace' And if the right 
hon. gentleman rigidly desired to limit our war to one of pro
tection, how could he have consented to sit in a Cabinet which 
at once changed its whole character into a war of invasion l All 
the complications which now surround us-all the difficulties in 
the way of negotiation which now so perplex even the right hon. 
gentleman's piercing inte1lect-date from the day you landed on 
the Crimea, and laid siege to Sebastopol I do not say your 
strategy was wrong; but, wrong or right, when you invaded the 
Crimea, you inevitably altered the conditions on which to re
establish peace. The right hon. gentleman was a party to that 
campaign, and he cannot now shrink from its logical conse
quences. Those consequences are the difficulties comprehended 
in the third article-the lie that your policy would give to your 
actions if you accepted the conditions proposed by Russia; for 
why did you besiege Sebastopol, but because it was that fortress 
which secured to Russia her preponderance in the Black Sea, 
and its capture or dismantlement was the material guarantee 
you then and there pledged yourselves to obtain for the inde
pendence of Turkey and the security of Europe! And if the 
fortunes of war do not allow you yet to demand that Sebastopol 
be disfortified, they do authorise you to demand an equivalent in 
Russia's complete resignation of a Heet in the Black Sea; for at 
this moment not one Russian ship can venture to show itself in 
those waters. If the right hon. gentleman is perplexed to deter~ 
mine what mode of limiting the Russian preponderance can be 
invented, one rule for his guidance at least he is bound to con~ 
sider imperative-namely, that the mode of limitation must be 
one which shall content not England alone, but the ally to whom 
the faith of England was pledged by the Cabinet which the 
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right hon. gentleman adorned. It is strange to what double 
uses the right hon. gentleman can put an ally. When we wished 
to inquire into the causes of calamities to an army purely our 
own-calamities which the right hon. gentleman thinks were so 
exaggerated-an exaggeration that inquiry has not served to dis
pel-then we were told, "What are you doing 1 Take care! 
To inquire into the fate of an English army may offend and 
alienate your ally, Franca" But now, when the right hon. gen
tleman would have desired us to patch up a peace, he forgets 
altogether that we have an ally upon the face of the globe. He 
recommends us singly to creep out of the quarrel with Russia, 
and would leave us equally exposed to the charge of desertion 
by Turkey and of perfidy by France. But it has been insinu
ated-I know not on what authority-that France would have 
listened to these terms if we had advised it. If this be true, T 
thank our Government for declining such a responsibility. For 
if, in that noble· courtesy which has characterised the Emperor 
of the F~ch in his intercourse with us, he had yielded to your 
instances, and consented to resume and complete negotiations 
based upon terms he had before refused, who amongst us can 
lay his hand on his heart and say that a peace which would 
have roused the indignation even of our commercial and com
paratively pacific people, might not so have mortified the pride 
of that nation of soldiers to which the name of Napoleon was 
the title-deed to empire, as to have shaken the stability of a 
throne which now seems essential to the safety and social order 
of the civilised globe? II Oh," says the right hon. gentleman 
the Member for the University of Oxford, with a solecism in 
logic which I could never have expected from so acut-e a reasoner, 
.. see how Russia has gradually come down to terms which she 
before so contemptuously scouted. . In February1853, she de
clared such and such terms were incompatible with her honour ; 
she would dictate terms to Turkey only at 8t Petersburg, under 
the frown of the Czar, or at the headquarters of the Russian camp; 
and now see how mild and equitable Russia has become." Yes; 
but how was that change effected' By diplomacy and negotia
tion ? By notes and protocols t No-these had been tried in 
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vain; the result of these was the levying of armaments-the 
seizure of provinces-the massacre of Sinope. That change was 
effected by the sword-effected in those fields of Alma and 
Inkerman to which the right hon. gentleman so touchingly ap
pealed-effected by those military successes inspired by the 
passion for fame and glory, on which, as principles of action, his 
humanity is so bitterly sarcastic. The right hon. gentleman 
dwelt in a Christian spirit, which moved us all, on the gallant 
blood that had been shed by us, our allies, and even by our foes, 
in this unhappy quarreL But did it never occur to him that, 
all the while he was speaking, this question was irresistibly 
forcing itself on the minds of his English audience-" And 
,shall all this blood have been shed in vain t Was it merely to 
fertilise the soil of the Crimea with human bones? And shall 
we, who have buried there two-thirds of our army, still leave a 
fortress at Sebastopol and a Russian Heet in the Black Sea, eter
nally to menace the independence of that ally whom our heroes 
have perished to protect.?" .And would not that blood have 
been shed in vain r Talk of recent negotiations effecting the 
object for which you commenced the war! Let us strip those 
negotiations of diplomatic quibbles, and look at them like men 
of common-sense. Do not let gentlemen be alarmed lest I should 
weary them with going at length over such hackneyed ground
two minutes will suffice. The direct question involved is to 
terminate the preponderance of Russia in the Black Sea; and 
with this is involved another question-to put an end to the 
probabilities of renewed war rising out of the position which 
Russia would henceforth occupy in those waters. Now the first 
proposition of Russia is to open to all ships the passage of the 
Bosphorus. and the Dardanelles. "That is the right thing," says 
the right hon. Member for Manchester. Yes, so it would be 
if Russia had not the whole of that coast bristling with her 
fortresses; but while those fortresses remain it is simply to say, 
"Let Russia increase as she pleases the maritime force she cim 
direct against Turkey, sheltered by all the strongholds She has 
established on the coasts; and let France and England keep up, 
if they please, the perpetual surveillance of naval squadrons in 
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a sea, as the ~ote of the French Minister well expresses it, 
• where they could find neither a port of refuge nor an arsenal 
of supply.'" This does not, on the one band, diminish the pre
ponderance of Russia; it only says you may, at great expense, 
and with great disadvantages, keep standing navies to guard 
against its abuse; and, on the other hand, far from putting an 
end to the probabilities of war, it leaves the fleets of Russia per
petually threatening Turkey, and the fleets of England and France 
perpetually threatening Russi~ And while such a, position 
could hardly fail sooner. or later to create jealousy between Eng
land and France, I can scarcely imagine any disease that would 
more rot away the independence of Turkey than this sort of 
chronic. protection established in her own waters. The second 
proposition~ which retains the mare clausum, not only leaves the 
preponderance of Russia exactly what it was before the war 
began, but, in granting to the Sultan the power to summon his 
allies at any moment he may require them, exposes you to the 
fresh ou~break: of hostilities whenever the Sultan might even 
needlessly take alarm; but with these differences betweeI!- your 
present and future position,-first, th~t Russia would then be 
strengthened, and you might be unprepared; and next, that while, 
as I said before, now not one Russian flag can show itself on those 
waters, you might then, before you could enter the Straits, find 
that flag waving in triumph over the walls of the Seraglio. 
And, to prove that this is no imaginary danger, just hear what 
is said upon the subject by the practical authority of Marshal 
Marmont, which was loosely referred to the other night by the 
noble lord the Member for London ·-and remember the Marshal 
is speaking at a period when the force of Russia in those parts 
was far inferior to what it would be now if you acceded to her 
terms--" At 'Sebastopol, Russia ha~ twelve sail of the line, per
fectly armed and equipped." Let me here observe that the Marshal 
recommends that this number should be increased to thirty, 
and says that if Sebastopol were made the harbour of a power
ful navy, nothing could prevent Russia from imposing laws on the 
Mediterranean. "In the immediate neighbourhood a division 
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of the army is cantoned; it conld embark in two days, and in 
three more reach Constantinople-the distance between Sebasto
pol and ~he BosplJ.orus being only 180 miles, and a speedy pas
sage almost a matter of certainty, owing to the prevalence of 
northerly winds, and the constant cUrrent from the Euxine to
wards the Sea of Marmora. Thus, on the apprehension of inter
ference from the allied fleet, that of Russia would pass and take 
up such a position as circumstances might dictate, while an army 
of 60,000 men would cross the Danube, pass the Balkan, and 
place itself at Adrianople; these movements being €ffected with 
such promptitude and facility that no circumstances whatever 
could prevent their being carried into execution." And now I 
put it to the candour of those distinguished advocates for the 
Russian proposals, whose sincerity I am sure is worthy of their 
character and talents, whether the obvious result of both these 
propositions for peace is not to keep four Powers in the unrelax
ing attitude of war-one of those PowerS always goaded on by 
cupidity and ambitioI1, the. other three always agitated by jealousy 
and suspicion? And is it on such a barrel of gunpowder as this 
that you would ask the world to fall asleep 1 But, say the hon. 
gentlemen, "the demand of the Western Powers on the third 
article is equally inadequate to effect the object." Well, I think 
there they have very much proved their case-very much proved 
how fortunate it was that negotiations were broken off. However, 
when a third point is to be raised again let us Clear it of all dif
ficulties, and raise it not in a Congress of Vienna but within the 
walls of SebastopoL. Sir, before I pass from this part of the sub
ject, let me respectfully address one suggestion to those earnest 
and distinguished reasoners who would make peace their para
mount object. You desire peace as .soon as possible; do you 
think you take the right way to obtain it 1 Do you think that 
when Russia can say-" Here are members of the very Govern
ment who commenced the war declaring that our moderation has 
removed all ground for further hostilities-they are backed by 
the most conspicuous leaders of the popular party - the repre
sentatives of those great manufacturing interests which so often 
influence and sometimes control the councils of a commercial 
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State: -do you think that Russia will not also add, .. These are 
signs that encourage us, the Russian empire, to prosecute the 
war-they are ~"1l8 that our enemy foresees the speedy exhaus
tion of its means, the relaxing ardour of its people, and must, 
after some bravado, accept the terms which are recommended in 
the national assembly by experienced statesmen and popular 
tribunes"? You are leading Russia to deceive hersel( to deceive 
her subject&. You are encouraging her to hold out, and every 
speech you make in such a strain a Russian General might read 
to his troops, a Russian Minister might translate to trembling 
merchants and beggared nobles, if he desired to animate them 
all to new exertions Iloaainst your country. I do not wish to ma
lign and misrepresent you. I respect the colll'llo<Y8 with which 
you avow unpopular opinions. I know that you are patriots as 
sincere as we are. You have proved your att.achment to the ab
stract principle of freedom; but do reflect whether you make a 
right exercise of your powers it: when we are sending our sons 
and kinsmen to assist a cause which wonld at least secure weak
ness Cram aggression, and the Cree development of one nation 
from the brute foree of another, you take the part of the enemy 
Iloaainst your country. [Mr M. Gibson-No, no.] "No, no!" 
What means that denial? You take part with the enemy when 
you say he is in the right, and Iloo-ainst your conntry when you 
say we are in the wrong. You transfer from our cause to his 
that consciousness of superior justice which gives ardour to the 
lukewarm, endurance to the hesitating, and by vindicating his 
quarrel you invigorate his arms. H I now tum to the amend
ments before the House, I know not one that I can thoroughly 
approve; not, of course, that by the hon. Member for the Uni- . 
versity of Oxford.· not that of the hon. Member for Kiddermin
ster, t for I feel no regret that Russia shonld not have terminated ' 
hostilities by accepting proposals inadequate, in my ju~ament, 
to secure our object; while I think it scarcely consistent with 
the prerogative of the Crown, and might furnish. a danaaerous 
precedent hereafter, if we were to contest the right of her Ma
jesty to judge for herself whether the means of peace on the basis 
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of the third negotiation are exhausted or not.. The amendment 
of the right hon. Member for Portsmouth (Sir F. Baring) would 
have been more complimentary to the quarter whence he stole 
it if he had not added the crime of murder to that of theft. He 
takes the infant from the paternal cradle, cuts it in ~ and the 
head which he presents to us has no longer a leg to stand npon. 
The original motion of my right hon. friend the Member for 
Buckinghamshire,* in censuring the Government for ambiguous 
language and uncertain conduct, gave a substantial reason for 
conveying to her Majesty that we, at least, would support her 
in the conduct of the war. Omit that censure-imply by your 
silence that there is no reason to distrust her Majesty's respon
sible advisers-and the rest of the resolution becomes an unmean
ing platitude. It is with great satisfaction that I think of the 
effect produced by the original motil?n of my right hon. friend, 
for to my mind that effect atones for its want of success in meet
ing with the sanction of the House. It has not, it is true, chan.,o-ed 
the Government, but it as~uredly has changed their tone. I do 
not know whether that change will be lasting, but I hope that 
we are not to take, as a test of the earnestness of a Government 
thus suddenly galvanised into vigour, the speech of the noble 
lord the Member for London, whi~ before the division, implied 
,so much, but which, after the division, was explained away in 
so remarkable a manner. I rejoice that in wringing direct de
clarations from the Government it leaves us free to discuss that 
which is before us, not as Englishmen against Englishmen, but 
as citizens of one common state equally interested in surveying 
the grounds of a common danger. Much reference has been 
made, in the course of this debate, as to the position of Austria. 
The mediation of Austria is withdrawn for the present, but Aus
tria is still there, always ready to mediate as long as she hesitates 
to acl It is well to consider what may be our best position 
withre.:,rrard to a Power with which we shall constantly be brought 
into contact. I cannot too earnestly entreat you to distin",uuish 
between ~e friendship with Austria and the alliance with Aus
tria. I think it of the utmost importance, if you would confine 
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this war within compact and definite limits, that you should 
maintain friendly terms with a Power which, as long as it is 
neutral, if it cannot serve, does not harm you, and which you 
could not seriously_ injure without casting out of the balance of 
Europe one of the weights most necessary to the equilibrium of 
the scales. It is easy to threaten Austria with the dismember
ment of her ill-cemented empi.r&-ea.sy to threaten her with reduc
tion to a fourth-rate Power. But she has this answer to the prac
tical sagacity of England and the chivalrous moderation of 
France: "I, the Empire of Austria, am. not less essential as a 
counterpoise to France than the integrity of Turkey is essential 
as a barrier against Russia. If the balance of power be not a 
mere dream, 1 trust my cause to every statesman by whom the 
balance of power is respected." But though, for this and for 
other reasons, I would desire you to maintain friendly relations 
with Austria, pardon me if I doubt the wisdom of having so 
urgently· solicited her alliance. Supposing you had now gained 
it, what would you have done 1 Just what a Government here 
might do if it pressed into its Cabinet some able and influential 
man with views not congenial to its own, and who used his power 
on your councils to modify the opinions and check the plans 
upon which you had before been united. Add Austria now, 
while she is still timid and reluctant, to_ the two Western Powers 
-give her a third coequal voice in all the conduct of the war, 
and it could only introduce into their councils a certain element 
of vacillation and discord. But if you bide your time, preserv
ing Austria in her present attitude of friendly neutrality, if you 
do not threaten andaft'ront her into action against you-the nat
ural consequences of continued war, the common inclinations or' 
her statesmen and her people-which I have reason to know are 
not favourable to Russia-will bring her to you at length with 
coiucidence in your objects, because according to the dictates of 
her own sense of self-interest. As far as I can judge, our tone 
with Austria has been much too supplicating, and our mode of 
arguing with her somewhat ludicrous. It reminds one of the 
story of an American who saw making up to him in' the woods 
an enormous bear. Upon that he betook himself to his devo-
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tions~ and ~xcl.aimed,=" 0 LOrd, there is going to be a horrible 
fight; betweeb ,me and the bear, alII seek is fair-play and no 
favput! if there is iustice in heaven you ought to help me; but 
if yoa won'b help me, don't help the bea:t:' .But now comes the 
grave and .solemn probl~ which the withdrawal of all negotia.;. 
tioli forces still more .upon the miIid of !Wery OIie who thinks 
deeply, lind which the tight hOIL-gentleman the Member for Man~ 
chester haa so properly raiSed. War being fairly upon lis, of what 
:iJ.at~ . shall be that war 1 Shall itasslime that vast and com
Pll!hell$ive characteJ: which excites in the hon. Member for Ay le8-
bury" hopes for. the human race too diiring even for him to de
~ajl to. ~his sobel" House 1 IJi plain. wardS, shall it be Ii war in 
~~chj to. use- the language of Mr Canning in 1826, you Will. en
lffi.t« all tl}.ps~ wh()~ whethetjustlyor .unjuStly, are dissatisfied 
with, ~hei:r (jWn countries I" in which you will imitate the spirit 0' revolutionary France, when she swept over Europe, and sought 
~. ~concile humanity to slaughter . by pointing to a rainbow of 
f~()m on_the ,other side Of the. deluge ! Does history here 
give to ~he hon. member an example or Ii warning 1 How were 
th~e promises .fulfilled t Look' round Europe! You had the 
earnage-:-:-whete is the freedom 1 .The deluge spread, the deluge 
rolled. away-=-:-hillf a century is fled, and where is the rainbow 
visible 1 Is.iton the runs of Cracow 1..:...on the field of Novara 1 
--()r ovel' the walls of defeated Rome 1 No; in a war that ill
yokes liberal opinion a"rrainst established rule what I most dread 
and deprecate is, .not that you will fulfil your promises and reap 
the republics fOJ: which Y011 sowed rebellions,'""-what I dread far 
.mQre is, .that alIs1lChpromises would in the end be broken--
that the hopes pf llberty would be betrayed~hat the moment 
.the monarchie,sofEngland and France could obtain a peace that 
realised ,the. objects for which monarchs go to war, they would 
.feel.themse1.tes compelled by the exhauStion. of their resources, 
.by the ins~cts of self-conservation, to abandon the auxiliaries 
they had lUted into revolt'-'-restore to despotism" the right divine 
to govel'Jl W1.'Ong," and f~h it with new excuSe for vigilance 
and rigour by the disorders which always distinguish armed re-

ti Mr Layard. 
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volutions from peaceable reforms. I say nothing here against 
the fair possibility of reconstructing in some future congress the 
independence of Poland, or such territtlrial arrangements as are 
comprised in the question, .. What is to be done with the Crimea, 
provided we take it t" But these are not all that is meant by 
the language we hear, less v~ao.ely out of this House than in it, 
except when a Minister implies what he shrinks from explaining. 
And woe and shame .to the English statesman who, whatever 
may be his sympathy for oppressed subjects, shall rouse them to 
rebellion against their native thrones, not foreseeing that in the 
cbangea of popular representative government all that his Cabi
net may promise to-day a new Cabinet to-morrow may legally 
revoke j that he has no power to redeem in freedom the pledges 
that he writes in blood j and woe still more to brave populationS 
that are taught to rest democracy on the arms of foreign soldiers, 
the fickle cheers of foreign popular assemblies, or to dream that 
liberty can ever be received as a gift, extorted as a right, main
tained as an hereditary heirloom, except lhe charter be obtained 
at their"own Runnymede, and signed under the shadow of their 
own oaks. But there is all the difference between rousing na
tions against their rulers and securing the independence and in
tegrity of a weak nation against a powerful neighbour. The first 
L'J a policy that subInits the destinies of a country to civil discord, 
the other relieves those destinies from foreign interference j the 
one tends to vain and indefinite warfare-the other starts, at the 
onset, with intelligible conditions of peace. Therefore, in this 
war, let us strictly keep to the object for which it was begun
the integrity and independence of the Ottoman Einpire, secured 
by all the guarantees which statesmen can devise. or victory 
enable us to demand. The more definite the object, the more' 
firm you will be in asserting it. How the object is to be effected, 
how those secwities are to be obtained, is not the affair df the 
House of Commons. The strategy must be planned by the allied 
Cabinets, and its execution intrusted to councils of war. We 
in this House can only judge byresultsj and. however unfair that 
may seem to Governments, it is the sole course left to us. unless 
we are always dictating to our allies and hampering our generals. 
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But, while we thus make the end of the war put:ely protective, 
we cannot make the means we adopt purely defensive. In order 
to force Russia into our object we must assail and cripple her 
wher(lver she can be cripp~ed and assailed. I say, with the right 
hon. gentleman the Member for the University of Oxford, do not 
offer to her an idle insult, do not slap her in the face, but para
lyse her hands. " Oh," said a noble friend of mine the other 
night, * "-it is a wretched policy to humbl~ the foe that you can
not crush; and are you mad enough to suppose that Russia can 
be crushed 1" Let my noble friend, in the illustrious career 
which I venture to prophesy lies before him, beware how he ever 
endeavours to contract the grand science of statesmen into scho
lastic aphorisms. No, we 'cannot crush Russia as Russia, but we' 
can crush her attempts to be more. than Russia. We can, and 
we must, cr~sh any means that enable her to storm or to steal 
across that tangible barrier which now divides Europe from a 
Power that. supports the maxims of Machiavelli with the arma
ments of Brennus. You might as well have said to William of 
Orange, "You cannot crush Louis ,XIV.; how impolitic you are 
to humble him!" You might as well have said to the burghers 
of Switzerland, " You cannot crush Austria; don't vainly insult 
her by limitmg her privilege to crush yourselves!" William of 
Orange did not crush France as a kingdom-Switzerland did not 
crush Austria as an empire; but William did crush the power 
of France to injure Holland-Switzerland did crush the power of 
Austria to enslave her people; and in that broad sense of the 
word, by the blessing of Heaven, we will crush the power of 
Russia to inv~de her neighbours and convulse the world. The 
right hon. gentleman the Member for Manchester has sought to 
"frighten us by dwelling on the probable duration of this war; 
but if you will only be in earnest, and if you will limit yourselves 
strictly to its legitimate object, I have no fear that the war will 
be long. I do not presume on our recent successes, important 
though they are, for Kertch is the e'f!trep~t of all' the commerce 
of the Sea of Azoff; nor on the exaggerated estimate of the 
forces which Russia bas in Sebastopol, or can bring to the Cri-
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mea; nor on her difficulty through any long series of campaigns 
to transport and provision large armies from great distances; nor 
on many circumstances which, of late especially, tend to show 
that for exertions at once violent and sustained her sinews are 
not strong enough to support her bulk. But I look only to the oue 
fact, that in these days war is money; and that no Power on earth 
can carry on a long war with a short purse. Russia's pecuniary 
resources are fast failing her. In no country is recruiting so 
costly, or attended with such distress to the proprietors of the 
soil. Every new levy, in depriving the nobles of their serfs, 
leaves poverty and discontent behind, while in arresting her com
mercial intercourse you exhaust the only springs that can recruit 
the capital which she robs from the land. In the great 'History of 
Treaties,' now publishing by the Count de G,arden, and which 
must supersede all other authorities on that subject, he speaks 
thus of Russia in 1810: "The closing of her ports, which was 
the result of her war with England, deprived Russia of all outlet 
for her exportations, which, consisting chiefly of raw materials
such as timber, potash, iron, &c.-could only be transported by 
sea. The balance of commerce thus fixed itself entirely to the 
detriment of Russia, and, producing there a disastrous fall in the 
course of exchange, a.nd a depreciation of the currency, menaced 
with ruin all the financial resources of the State." You have 
therefore always at work for you, not only your fleets and armies, 
but the vital interests of Russia herself. She cannot resist you 
long, provided you are thoroughly in earnest. She may boast 
and dissimulate to the last, but rely on it that peace will come 
to you suddenly-will, in her proper name, bock loudly at the 
door which you do not close against peace herself, but against her 
felonious counterfeit, who would creep through thE( opening dis
guised in her garments, and with the sword concealed under her 
veil. The noble lord * who has just spoken with so much hon
esty of conviction, ventured to anticipate the verdict of history. 
Let me do the same. Let me suppose that when thefnture 
philanthropist shall ask what service on the human race did we, 
in our generation, signally confer,-some one trained, perhaps, in 
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the schools of Oxford, or the Institute of Manchester. shall au
swer-" A Power that commanded myriads-as many as those 
that uuder Xerxes exhausted rivers in their march-embodied 
all the forces of barbarism on the outskirts of civilisation. Left 
there to develop its own natural resources. no State molested. 
though all apprehended its growth. But. long pent by merciful 
nature in its own legitimate domains. this Power schemed for the 
outlet to its instinctive ambition; to that outlet it crept by dis
simulating guile. by successive treaties that. promising peace, 
graduated spoliation to the opportunities of fraud. At length. 
under pretexts too gross to deceive the common-sense of mankind. 
it prepared to seize that outlet-to storm the feeble gates between 
itself and the world beyond.» Then the historian shall say that 
we in our generation - the united families of England and 
France-made ourselves the vangnard of alarmed and shri.n1cing 
Europe, and did not sheathe the sword until we had redeemed 
the pledge to humanity made on the faith of two Christian sove
reigns. and ratified at those distant graves which liberty and jus
tice shall revere for ever. 
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• " Profeaaor AJtoan hu produced • ftne poem and an able argument, and 'Bothwell' will ... .......u, take lta stand among the clauica of 8eottiah Literatme. "-The Pnsa. 

-- THE BALLADS OF SCOTLAND. 
Edited by the SAKL Fourth Edition. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo, 1211. 

"11'0 _try ClaD bout of. richer collection of BaUada than Scotland, and no Editor for these 
BaUada oould be fOlUld IIlOI8 aecomplished than Professor Aytoun. He hu aent forth two beau. 
tifol90hun81 which range with Perc,... 'Beliquea '-which, for completeness and aceoraey, leeve 
little to be deelred-which must h8lUl8forth be conaidered ae the atandard edition of the 8eottiah 
lI&11ade, an. which we commend ... model to &n:I IunoDg ouraeivea who may think of doing like 
...we to the Baglish IIa1lada. u_TIIe n.a. .' 

-- FIRMILIAN, OR THE STUDENT OF BADAJOS, 
A Spasmodic Tragedy. By T. PERCY JONES (by the Same). In small 
8vo, Ss. 

.. Humour of. Irlnd moat rare at all tim ... and especlaIly In the preaent dey, rlDl8 through 8V8rf 
JI8I!": and JI888II8"'I of true poetry and delicioue versiJlcation prevent the oontlnual pia, of 8IlC88JIl 
flvm beoomlDgtedioaa.--LU.!rarr GGaIt& . 

- NORMAN SINCLAIR. 
By the SAKL 3 vols. post 8vo, 31S. 6d. 

-- MEMOIR OF WILLIAM E. AYTOUN, D.C.L . 
Author of • Lays of the Scottish Cavaliers,' &c:. By THEODORE MAR. 
TIN. With Portrait. Post 8vo, 125. 

Ballantine-LILIAS LEE, 'AND OTHER POEMS. 
By JAMES BALLANTINE, Author oC'The Gaberlunzie's Wallet,'&c. 
Fcap. 8vo,Ss. 

BATTLE OF DORKING. REMINISCENCES OF A VOLUN. 
TEER: From' Blackwood's Magazine.' Second Hundredth Thousand, 6d. 

Bethune-TABLES FOR TRAVELLERS. 
Adapted to the Pocket or Sextant-case. Compiled by ADMIRAL BETH· 
UNE, C.B., F.R.A.S., and F.R.G.S. Cloth,]So 6d. 
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Blackmore-THE MAID OF ·SKER. 
By R. D. BLACKMORE, Author _of 'Lorna Doone,' &c. Origkillypub
lished,in • Blackwood's Magazine.' New EditiOD, crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. 

"His descriptions are wonderfnlly vivid and natural, although he loves to paint nature in her 
most extravagant freaks. His pages are brightened ever:rwhere with q~ h=; the qnainl; 
dry turns of thought remind you occasionally of Fielding_d_TifMo. 

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE. 
FROM COMMENCEMENT IN 1817 TO DECEMBEIl 1873. Nos. I l? 698, form
ing 114 v?lumes. 

INDEX TO BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE. 
The First 50 Volumes. Octavo, ISS. 

TALES FROM" BLACKWOOD." 
IZ volumes. Sewed, IZS. Bound in cloth, ISs. The Volumes are sold 
separately, IS. and IS. 6d., and may be had of most Booksellers, in 6 vol1UlleSo 
handsomely half-bound in red morocco, z8s. IZ volumes in 6, half ROll:
burghe, ZIS. IZ volumes, half-calf,' richly gilt, 3os. 

BLACKWOOD'S STANDARD NOVELS. 
Uniform in size and legibly printed. Each Novel complete in One Volume. 

Florin SerieS, mustrated lIoai'ds. 
TOM CRlNGi.E'S LoG. By Michael Scott. 
CRUISE OF THE MIDG~, By the Author of ' Tom Cringle's Log.' 

_ ,CYRIL THORNTON. By Captain Hamilton. 
ANNALS OF THE P AIlISH. By J obn Galt. 
THE PROVOST, AND OTHEIl TAI.E5. By John Galt.. 
SIR ANDREW WYLIE. By John Galt. 
THE ENTAIL. By John Galt. 
REGINALD DALTON. By J. G. Lockhart. 
PEN OWEN. By Dean Hook. 
ADAM BLAIR. By J- G. Lockhart. 
LADy LEE'S WIDOWHOOD. By CoL Hamley 

\ SAI.EM CHAPEL. By Mrs Oliphant. 
THE PERPETUAL CURATE. By Mrs Oliphant. 
MISS MAR10RIBANKL By Mrs Oliphant. 

Or in Cloth Boards, 28. 6eL 

Shilling Serle&, mustrated Cover. 
THE RECTOR AND THE DOCTOIl'S FAMILY. By Mrs Oliphant. 
THE LIFB OF MANSIB WAUCH. By D. M. Moir. 
PENINSULAR SCENES AND SKETCHES. By F. Hardman. 
SIR FRIZZLB PUMPKIN, NIGHTS AT MESS, &c. 
THB SUBALTERN. 
LIFE IN THE FAIl WEST. By G. F. Ruxton. 
VALEIlIUS; A ROMAN STOIlY. By J. G. Lockhart. 

Or in Cloth Boards, 1a. 6d. 

Brackenbury-A. NARRATIVE OF THE ASHANTI WAR. 
. Prepared from the Official Documents of the Campaign. by permission of 

Major-General Sir Garnet Wo1seley., By CAPTAIN H. BRACKENBURY, 
R.A., Assistant Military Secretary to Sir Gamet Wolseley. With Maps 
from the latest Surveys made by the Staft' of the Expedition. ' 

Blagden-POEMS. By THE LATE ISA BLAGDEN. 
With, a Memoir, by Alfred Austin. Fcap. 8vo, Ss. 
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Bon Gaultier-THE BOOK OF BALLADS. 
Edited by BON GAULTIER. Eleventh Edition, with numerous lliustra
tions by Doyle, Leech, and Crowquill. Gilt edges, post 8vo, 8s. 6d. 

Hughes and Barham-THE BOSCOBEL TRACTS. 
RELATING TO THE ESCAPE OF CHARLES THE SECOND APTER THE BATTLE 
OP WORCESTER., AND HIS SUBSEQUENT ADVENTURES. Edited by J. 
HUGHES, Esq., A.M. A NEW EDITION, with additional Notes and llius
trations, including Communications from the Rev. R. H. BARHAM, Author 
of the • Ingoldsby Legends.' In Octavo, with Engravings, 16s. 

• A nry eortoua book, and about 88 good an enmple of siDgle subject historical collections as 
may be found. 0riJrinall:y undertaken, or at least completed, at the suggeetion of the late Bish~p 
Copleston, In .8'1. ft wei carried out with a degree of judgment and taste not always found m 
worke of a IImiIar character.~-8pecIatot 

I 

Brackenbury and Huyshe-FANTI AND ASHANTI. 
THREE PAPERS ON AsHANTI AND THE PROTECTORATE OF THE GoLD 
COAST: WITH AN OUTLINE OF THE CAUSES THAT HAVE LED TO THE 
WAR.. By CAPTAIN H. BRACKENBURY, Royal Artillery, Assistant 
Military Secretary to Major-General Sir. Gamet Wolseley; and CAPTAIN 
HUYSHE, Rifle Brigade, Deputy-Assistant Quartermaster-General. Post 
8vo, Ss. cloth. . 

Brougham-MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE AND TIMES OF 
HENRY LORD BROUGHAM. Written by HIMSELF. 3 vols. 8vo, 
'£2, Sa. Each Volume sold separately. 

Bruce-FAMILY RECORDS OF THE BRUCES AND THE 
CUMYNS. With an Historical Introduction and Appendix from Authen
tic Public and Private Documents. By M. E. CUMMING BRUCE. 
Quarto, cloth, £2, los. LARGE-PAPER EDITION, tr-edium quarto, cloth, 
£3, los. . 

Buchan-HANDY BOOK OF METEOROLOGY. 
By ALEXANDER BUCHAN, M.A., F.R.S.E., Secretary of the Scottish 
Meteorological Society, &c. A New Edition, being the third. [In the Press. 

In this Edition the Charts of the distribution of Atmospheric Pressure and of 
Terrestrial Temperature will be revised; the Relations of Temperature to Atmos
pheric Pressure and Winds will, with the aid of lliustrative Charts, be .more fully 
discussed, and the principle will he applied in explanation of unusually Hot and 
Cold Seasons, as well as Seasons of excessive Drought or excessive Rainfall; 
Charts will he given showing the Distrihution of Rain over the Continents of the 
Globe, and its connection with the Distribution of Atmospheric Pressure and Tem
perature, and with Prevailing Winds, ~ be pointed out; the Prevailing Winds 
over the Globe will he represented on Charts; and otherwise the book will be re-
vised throughout. -

- INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK OF METEOROLOGY. 
By the SAME. Crown 8vo, with 8 Coloured Charts and other Engravings, 
pp. 218. 45. 6d • 

.. A handy compendium of Meteorology by 1m. of the moat ~petent authorities on this branch 
of science. "-p.-,.', GeogropMlcM Mill1Ieiltmg.... . 

.. We can J8C0mmend it 88 a handy, clear, and scientillo Introduction to the theol}' of Meteor
~, written by a man who baa evidently mastered his aubject."-L<mceL 

• An uceedingl,lIlI8fU1 volume.--AIIIeIoanm. 
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Burke - MEMOIR OF THE POLITICAL LIFE OF THE 
RIGHT HONOURABLE EDMUND BURKE, with Extracts from his 
Writings. By the REV. GEORGE CROLY, D.D. 2 vols. post 8vo, 185. 

Burton-THE HISTORY OF SCOTLAND: 
FROM AGRIcoLA's INVASION TO THE EXTINCTION OF THE LAST JACOBITE 
INSURRECTION. By JOHN HILL BURTON, Historiographer-Royal 
for Scotland. New and Enlarged Edition. 8·vols. crown 8vo, with Index 
volume, £3, 3s. ' 

"The best account that has yet been published of the netiODal being and life of Scotland.»-
7'£mtB • 

.. Mr Burton has the highest quall1lcations for the task. In no other biotory of Scotland with 
:~,::,,;=~~~~the,,peciala_vegraces whiehclistinguish theeevolumes of 

"Mr Burton has given us, for ite seale, one of the completest hietoriee that we ever saw of any 
oountry. "-8fl1l11trday .BwieuJ. 

"As a repository of the lea.rning with whieh modem reBeILrIlh and criticism have explored the 
netional life of his countrymen, Mr Burton's biotory stands slone and without a p&r&llel.'"-'
British Quairterll/ .BwieuJ. . . -

-- THE CAIRNGORM MOUNTAINS. 
By the SAME. In crown 8vo, 3S. 6d.. . 

.. One of the most oomplete as well as most lively and intelligent bite of readlng that the lover of 
.works of travel has seen fur many a day.» -sflIlIItrday .BwieuJ. . 

Carlyle - AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE REV. DR ALEX
.ANDER CARLYLE, .Minister of Inveresk. Containing Memorials of 
the Men and Events of his Time. Edited by JOHN HILL BURTON. 
In 8vo.Third Edition, with Portrait, 145. . , 

.. This book oonteins by far the most vivid piotnre of Scottish life and manners that has been 
given to the public since the da,.. of Sir Walter Scott. In bestowing upon it this high praise, we 
make no exception, not even in favour of Lord Cockburn's' Memorials '-the bock whieh resembles 
it most, and whieh ranks nOld; to it in interest. '"-Edinlmrgh ~ 

Cave-Brown-THE pUNJAB AND DELHI IN 1857 : 
BEING A "NARRATIVE OF THE MEASURES BY WHIClj: THE PUN]AB WAS 
SAVED AND DELHI RECOVERED DURING THE INDIAN MUTINY. - By the 
REV. J. CAVE-BROWN, Chaplain ofthe Punjab Movable Column. With 
Plans of the Chief Stations and of the different Engagements, and Portraits 
of Sir J. Lawrence, Bart., Sir H. Edwardes, Sir R. Montgomery, and Brig.
Gen. J. Nicholson. 2 vols. post 8vo, 2Is. 

, .. This is a work whieh will well repay the trouble of parusal. Written by one who W&8 himself 
present at many of the scenes be nsrrates, and who has had tree access to the papers of Sir J. 
Lawrence, Sir B. Montgomery, and Sir H. Edwardes, it comes with all the weight of olficial author
ity, and all the vividness of poroonal nsrrative."-l'nIa. 

CHRONICLES OF CARLINGFORD. 
SALEM CHAPEL. 2S. in boards, or 25. 6d. in cloth. 
THE RECTOR, AND THE DOCTOR'S F.6-MILY. IS. in boards, or IS. 6d. in 

cloth: 
THE PERPETUAL CURATE. 25- in boards, 01' 25- 6d. in cloth. 
MISS MAR]ORIBANKS: 25. in boards, or 2S. 6d. in cloth. 

CAPTAIN CLUTTERBUCK'S CHAMPAGNE.. 
A WEST INDIAN REMINISCENCE. Post 8vo, 125-

"We can cOnBcientiously oommend 'Ca}Jtsin Clutterbuck's'Qhampagne'to all who like a really 
original story with no nOnBense in it. • -P ..... 
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Dwyer-SEATS AND SADDLES, BITS AND BITTING, 
AND THE PREVENTION AND CURE OF RESTIVENESS IN HORSES. By 
FRANCIS DWYER. A New and Enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo, with 
Engravings, 7s. 6d. 

Eagles-THE SKETCHER. 
By the REV. JOHN EAGLES, A.M. Originally published in 'Black· 
wood's Magazine.' Octavo, lOS. 6d. 

". . . . More instructive and suggestive readings for young artists, especially landscape. 
painters, can scarcely be found.-7'he Globe. 

-- ESSAYS. 
By the SAME. Originally published in 'Blackwood's Magazine.' Post 
8vo, lOS. 6d. 

CONTENTS :-Church Music, and other Parochials.-Medical Attendance, and 
other Parochials.-A Few Honrs at Hampton Court.-Grandfathers and Grand. 
children.-Sitting for a Portrait.-Are there not Great Boasters among us?
Temperance and Teetotal Societies. - Thackeray's Lectures: Swift. - The 
Crystal Palace.-Civilisation: the Census.-The Beggar's Legacy. 

-- SONNETS. 
By the SAME. Crown 8vo, 55. 

Eliot-MIDDLEMARCH: A STUDY OF ENGLISH PRO· 
VINCIAL LIFE. By GEORGE ELIOT. A New Edition. 4 vols. 
crown 8vo, 21S. Another Edition, I vol. crown 8vo, 7S. 6d. 

-- WORKS OF GEORGE ELIOT. LIBRARY EDITION. 
ADAM BEDE. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo, 12S. 
THE MILL ON THE FLOSS. 2 vols. fcap.- 8vo, 12S. 
SCENES OF CLERICAL LIFE. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo, 12S. 
SILAS MARNER. Fcap. Svo, 6s. 
FELIX HOLT. 2 vols. fcap. 8vo, 12S. 

-- WORKS OF GEORGE ELIOT. CHEAP EDITION. 
ADAM BEDE. 35. 6d. 
THE MILL ON THE FLOSS. 3s. 6d. 
SCENES OF CLERICAL LIFE. 3s. 
SILAS MARNER. 2S. 6d. 
FELIX H~:. 3s. 6d. 

-- THE SPANISH GYPSY. 
By -the SAME. Fourth Edition, crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. 

"It is emphatically agreat poem, great in conception, great in execution. "-JJlac'kwoorJ:. Maga.zi1l& 
"She is a great writer, and in the' Spanish Gypsy' she has achieved a great work."-Tim.es. 
"It is impossible, indeed, to speak too highly of the intellectual conception at the basis of the 

poem, and the finish and power with which it is worked out and adorned."-Spectator. 

" -- WISE, WITTY, AND TENDER SAYINGS, 
In Prose and Verse. Selected from the Works of George Eliot. By 
ALEXANDER MAIN. Handsomely printed on toned paper, bound in 
gilt cloth. Second Edition, 6s. 

"But undoubtedly George Eliot is the only woman of onr time whose writings would be 
remembered for their humour alone, or whose sayings, just now collected into a volume by them~ 
selves, are at all likely, like Shakespeare's sayings, to pass into the substance of the Janguage."
Spectator. 
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Eliot-THE LEGEND OF JUBAL AND OTHER POEMS. 
By GEORGE ELIOT. Fcap. 8vo, 6s. 

Ewald-THE CROWN AND ITS ADVISERS; 
OR, QUEEN, MINISTERS, LORDS, AND COMMONS. By ALEXANDER 
CHARLES EWALD, F.S.A. Crown 8vo, 5s. 

". • • • A commendable attempt to explain in simple and popular language the machinery 
oftbe English Government. "-Pal! Mal! Gautte. 

U May be regarded in some respects as a Constitutional Manual."-Slandard. 

Finlay-HISTORY OF GREECE UNDER FOREIGN DOM
INATION. By GEORGE FINLAY, LL.D., Athens. 7 vols. 8vo, 
£3, I8s. 

U His book is worthy to take its ;place among the remarkable works on Greek history w~ich 
fonn one of the chief glories of English scholarship. The history of Greece is but half told WIth
out it." -Londmi. G1J.aJrdinm. 

.. His work is therefore learned and profound. It throws a lIood of light upon an important 
though obscure portion of Grecian history. • • • In the essential requisites of IIdelity. 
accuracy, and learning, Mr Finlay be81'S a favourable comparison with any historical writer of our 
day. "-North. America1t. Review. 

Flint-THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY IN EUROPE. 
Vol!., containing the History of that Philosophy in France and Germany. 
By ROBERT FLINT, Professor of Moral Philosophy and Political Eco
nomy, University of St Andrews. [In the Pr~s. 

ForbeS-THE CAMPAIGN OF GARIBALDI IN THE TWO 
SICILIES: A Personal Narrative. By CHARLES STUART FORBES, 
Commander, R.N. Post 8vo, with Portraits, l2S. 

ro A volume which contains the best sketch hitherto published of the campaign which put an 
end to Bourbon rule in the Two Sicilies. It is accompanied with plans of the chief battles; and 
its honest unexaggerated record contrasts very favourably with the strained and showy account 
of the Garibaldians just published by M. Dumas." -Exam ....... 

Forsyth-IDYLLS AND LYRICS. 
By WILLIAM FORSYTH, Author of 'Kelavane,' &c. Crown 8vo, Ss. 

U This is a liWe volume of unpretending but genuine poetry." -Stafllig,rd. 

FRENCH HOME LIFE. 
By "an English Looker-on, who ha~ lived for a quarter of a century in 

) 
France amidst ties and affections which have made that country his second 
home."-Priface. 

CONTENTS :-Servants. -Children.-Fumiture. -Food. -Manners. -Language. 
-Dress.-Marriage. Second Edition, 55. 

"Nous en avons assez dit pOur faire comprendre tout l'attrait que presente un paUilUvre. En 
~~I!!'.21=!l. 'W!~:",ent a mieux nous juger; nous apprendrons, nous, a mieux nous con-

"This is a work of singular knowledgel written by a man possessiug rare powers of observation 
and social tact. That the writer has resided long in France, the most superficial glance into the 
book will make clear; for, whatever the passing traveller can do, he cannot attain to such result 
of clear picture, vivid contrast, and linn hold on general causes as we have here."-British 
Q'Uo,rter1,l &vimIJ. 

'" French Home Life' is so rich in suggestive remarks and interesting detail~J it Is Bo full of the 
knowledge derived from practical experience that the reviewer is tempted, as tne reader probably 
will be, to liuger over its page8. A book like this is fruitful of thought and comment, and the 
kindly 8pirit that pervades it i8 worthy of ali praise."-Spectator. 

"A careful 8tudy of an interesting subject, exhibiting no little acuteness of observation and 
analytical 8Ubtlety. • • • He is not merely an entsrtainlug, but a trustworthy, guide in the 
field of inquiry which he invites us to explore in his company."-Saturday &vimIJ. 
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Forbes-GEOLOGICAL AND P A.L}EONT6LOGICAL MAP 
OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS, including Tables of the Fossils of the 
different Epochs, &c. &c..,from the Sketches and Notes of PIlOFESSOIl 
EDWARD FORBES. With illustrative and Explanatory Letterpress. 
215. 

FrancilTon-EARL'S DE:NE. A NoVEL. 
By R. E. FRANCILLON. 3 vols. post 8vo, 31S. 6d. 

Galt-THE NOVELS OF JOHN GALT. 
ANNALS OF THE PAIlISlL 
THE PIlOVOST. 
SIR ANDREW WYLIE. 
THE ENTAIL, OIL THE I.AIIlDS OF GIUPPY. 

, 4 vols. feap. 8vo, 2S. each. 

Gleig-THE SUBALTERN. . . 
By G. R. GLEIG. M.A.; Chaplain-General of Her Majesty's Forces. 

, Originally published in • Blackwood's M~e.' Library EditiOD. Re
vised and Corrected, with a New Preface. crown 8vo, 7S. 6d. 

Goethe-FAUST. 
Translated into English Verse by THEODORE MARTIN. Second 

• Edition, ,post 8vo, 6s. 
Cheap Edition, feap. 8vo, 35. 6d. 

.. The best tnmsIation of • FaosI;'!D __ have yel; had in EDgIand. --8pecIaIor. 

-- POEMS AND BALLADS OF GOETHE. 
Translated by PROFESSOR AYTOUN and THEODORE MARTIN. 
Second Edition, reap. 8vo, 6s. 

.. There is no doubt that these are the best traDsJatiODS of Goethe's maneIlousIy-ent gems which 
have yet; been pubIiahed. "-TIle TMMs. ' 

Grant-A WALK ACROSS AFRICA. 
Oll, DOMESTIC SCENES FROM: MY Nn.EJOUIlNAL. By JAMES AUGUS
TUS GRANT, Captain H.M. Bengal Army, Fellow and Gold Medallist 
of the Ro~ Geographical Society. 8vo, with Map, ISS. 

"Captain Grant's &arur, manly, muulamed D8m<1.:.11. --DaUII N-. ' 

Grant-MEMOIRS AND ADVENTURES OF SIR WILLIAM 
KIRKCALDY OF GRANGE, Governor of the Castle of Edinburgh for 
Mary Queen of Scots. By JAMES GRANT. Post 8vo, los. 6d. 

.. It is seldom, indeed, tllat _ find history 80 written, in a sty\e at once vigorous, penpiCllDll8, 
and pictmeaqua. The authpr'a heart fa t.h0r01J8hl1' with his subjoct. "-BIacktoood'. M/IflIriR&, 

-- MEMOIRS AND ADVENTURES OF SIR JOHN 
HEPBURN, Marshal of France under Louis XIn, &c. By the SAllE. 
Post 8vo, 8s. 

-- MEMORIALS OF THE 'CASTLE OF, EDINBURGH. 
By the ·SAME. A New Edition. In crown 8vo, with 12 Engravings, 35. 6d.. 

.. or the dilrerent boob or this nature that have lklJen in our WIlT, we do Del; remember ODe that 
haa eqU&lled liIr Grant' •• Memoriala of the Castle of Edinlnugh. '.~. 
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Grant-INCIDENTS I~ THE SEPOY WAR OF 1857-58. 
Compiled from the Private Journals of GENEII.AL Sill HOPE GRANT, 
G.C.B.; together with some Explanatory Chapters 1Iy CAPTAIN HENRY 
KNOLLY5, R.A., Author of • From Sedan to Saarbruck.' Crown 8vo, 
with Map and Plans, 12S. 

.. RIa IIfB during tbat period __ to have been ODe of hairbreadth escapes, described, let us 
-, '" cmee, Ia A eimple unad'ected 1II&IIIler, as far removed from self-<lODSCious bashfulness as 
from the nagger which 8Vea lnave men eometimes emihit. and which canno~ but couvey to the 
read. A vary IJtI'Img impl'88llicm of the II&lI'ator'a peraoD&l gallantry, and of biB moden, straight;. 
forward, and kindJ disposition. --8c11wd4, .BeNw. . 

.. The book Is d~tfUl reading, and the atem interest of Its subject is brlghtened by A pleasant 
atyIe and A maR I'aacinatiDg YBrlety ot incideat.. --PaU MaU GaaoII& 

.. The jouma1 which forma the bulk of the pre8IIIlt volume .... written day by day as the events 
haptJeDed, and wri_ Ia A clear, unad'ected style, lit up by A kindJy, chivalrous spirit. which 
.,.. straigh~ to the reader'a heart. The &tory it UDfolda is aa tun of incidents and adventwea 
&8 azq IOIII&DC8. --... U.·.ltllHGll JlGil. 

lIaig-SYMBOLISM j 
OR, MIND, MATTER, AND LANGUAGE AS THE NxcESSAII.Y ELlhIENTS OF 
THINIUNG AND REASoNING. By JAMES HAIG, M.A. Crown 8vo, 125. 

.. The hook Is in -uty A popular e%pOIIition of pbiloaophyand philoaophical ayatems expreaaed 
In the cIeueat language: • • • The Author occaaionally displays considerable originality and 
Ingenuity in hIa Investigatioua. • • • He _ to oroggest that pbiloeophy and thoologyshould 
SO baud Ia baud. • • • Hens we muat; take leave of tbia sturdy thinker with 80me admiration 
of hIa bold Ideas and eerefIJ.l .-reb. • • • The general reader will gather with little Uouhle 
from hIa JlII&IIe aome of the 80_ ofphiJGsophicalliterature.. u_Bmlt ....... 

Hamerton-WENDERHOLME: 
. A STORY OF LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE LIFE. By PHll.IP GILBERT 

HAMERTON. Author of • A Painter's Camp,' &c.. 3 voIs. post 8vo. "I. us. 6d. . 

Hamilton-LECTURES ON METAPHYSICS. 
By SIB. WILLIAM HAMILTON, BAIlT., Professor of Logic and Meta
physics in the University of Edinb~q. Edited by the late Rev. H. L MAN· 
SELo B.D., LLD •• Dean of St Paul s ; and JOHN VEITCH, M.A., Professor 
~f Logic and Rhetoric, Glasgow. Fifth Edition. :& vols. 8vo, 24So 

-- LECTURES ON LOGIC. 
By the SAME. Edited by Professors MANSEL and VEITCH. . Third Edition. 
In :& vols.. 24So 

- DISCUSSIONS ON PHILOSOPHY AND LITERA
TURE, EDUCATION AND UNIVEB.SITY REFoB.M.. By the SAME. Third 
Edition. 8vo. 21S. 

- MEMOIR OF SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON, BART., 
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh. By 
PaOFESSOB. VEITCH of the University of Glasgow. 8vo. with Portrait,· 

, ISs. 

"Prortssor Veitch baa au-red In blending the domestic .... th thelnt.ellectuaI lite of Sir w. 
Hamil_ill ODe graphio pictuJe, &8 hiqpapherallU'lll7 do aucceecL u-8<lftwdatl BcvieID. , 

Hamilton-ANNALS OF THE PENINSULAR CAMPAIGNS. 
By CAPTAIN THOMAS HAMILTON. A New Editiou, Edited by F. 
HAIlDMAN. avO. 16s. Atlas of Maps to illustrate the Campaigns, 125. 
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Hamilton-MEN AND MANNERS IN AMERICA. 
By the SAME. With Portrait of the Author. Fcap., 75. 6d. 

Hamley-THE OPERATIONS OF WAR EXPLAINED AND 
ILLUSTRATED. By EDWARD BRUCE HAMLEY, Colonel in the 
Royal Artillery, Companion of the Bath, Commandant of the Staff College, 
&e. Third' Edition, 4to, with numerous Illustrations, 305. 

~ ~ not hesitate to say, the best treatise that has been written In the English language. D_ 

" On all matters relating to the prsctlce 0' the profession, it furms the most perteet book of re
ference that has been published."-Unilr<! Service Magazitno. 

--THE STORY OF THE CAMPAIGN OF SEBASTOPOL. 
Written in the Camp. By the SAME. With Illustrations drawn in Camp 
by the Author. 8vo, 215. 

"We strongly recommend this 'Storyo! the Campalgn'to all who would ga.iri ajust eompre
hension of this tremendous struggle. Of this we are perfeetly sure, it is a book unlikely to be 
ever superseded. Ita troth is of that simple and startling charaeter whieh is sure of an immortal 
existence: nor is it paying the gallant author too high a compliment to class this masterpi8C8 of 
military history with the most precious of those cll\ssic records whieh have been bequeathed to 
us by the great writers of ,antiquity who took part In the wars they have described. h -TIl. Prua. 

-- WELLINGTON'S CAREER; 
A MILITARY AND POLITICAL SUMMARY. By the SAME. Crown 8vo, 2S. 

--' LADY LEE'S WIDOWHOOD. 
By the SAME. Crown 8vo, 2S. 6d. , 

" A quiet humour, an easy, graceful styio, a desp, thorongh, coD1ldent knowledge of human 
nature ill its better and more degrading aepacts, a delicate and exquisite apprecistion of wotn&Dly 
eharacter, an admireble faculty of descrilltion, and great tact, ,are the quellties that comm&Dd the 
reader's Interest and respect from beglnmng to end of • Lady Lee's Widowhood. "'-The xw.... 

• -- THE POSITION ON THE ALMA. 
In Seven Sketches from the Field on the Day after the Battle. By the 
SAME. Cloth, 55. 

-- OUR POOR RELATIONS: , 
A Philozoie Essay. By the SAME. With Illustrations, chiefly by Ernest 

Gri5et. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 35. 6d. 
I. A charming lIttle'book.h -SpoclaIor. ' 

HamIey-A NEW ,SEA AND AN OLD LAND; 
Being Papers suggested by a Visit to Egypt at the end of 1869. By 
GENERAL W. G. HAMLEY, 8vo, with Coloured Illustrations, los. 6d. 

"Sueh are the contrasts the book deals with, handling them In a style that is not only pleasant 
but picturesque: and those wJ;lo care to have ancient Egypt mede ~ywill attsin their obj~with, 
the smallest l'0s.ible expenditure of temper and trouble hy placing themselves under biB guld. 
ance.'·-Sa~ Bwie'fD. . . 

nANDY BOOK OF LAWS 
CHIEFLY AFFECTING SCOTLAND. Abridged and plainly stated for general 
use. ' By an EX·SHERIFF,SUBSTITUTE. Sewed, 6d. ' 
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HANDY HORSE-BOOK; . 
Oa. PItACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS IN RIDING, DRIVING, AND THE GENERAL 
CARE AND MANAGEMENT O}' HORSES. By" MAGENTA." A New Edition, 
with 6 Engravings, 4S- 6d. • 

U b eavalry oIIlcer; hunting horsem&D, coach-proprietor, whip, and steeplechase-rider, the 
anther hal had long and v&lions uperieDce in the IIUIII8geIIl81lt of horaes, and he now gives 118 the 
Cl'OaJD of hl8 information. H_.A~ 

.. He ~ds no theori .... but embodies in simple untechnicallango.age what he has leerned 
pnctIWIy. -/JporIWIf Ga.uU&. 

Harbord-A GLOSSARY OF NAVIGATION. 
Containing the Definitions and Propositions of the Science, Explanation of 
Terms, and Description of Instruments. By the REV. J. B. HARBORD, 
M.A., Assistant Director of Education, Admiralty. Crown 8vo, ilJw;tIated 
with Diagrams, 6s. 

,-.- DEFINITIONS AND DIAGRAMS IN ASTRONOMY 
. AND NAVIGATION. By the SAKE. IS. 6d. 

- SHORT SERMONS FOR HOSPITALS AND SICK 
SEAMEN. By the SAllE. Fcap~ 8'1'0, cloth, 45. 6d. 

Hardman-SCENES AND ADVENTURES IN CENTRAL 
AMERICA. ;Edited by FREDERICK HARDMAN. Crown 8'1'0, 6s. . 

Ha$tingS-POEMS. . . 
By the LADy FLORA HASTINGS. Edited· by lIer Sister, the Jate 
Marchioness of Bute. Second Edition, with a Portrait. Fcap., 750 6d. 

Hay-MYSIE'S PARDON. 
A NOVEL FROM AUSTRALIA. By JAMES WALKER HAY. 3 vols. 
crown 8vo, £1, SS. 6d. 

"The novat from· Anatmlla ta cleYer and int.erestiDg, though it is probBbly m01'8 attraclave 
to 1111 tbIongh its 1aeta thaD its fiction. Thellt.or)' is aoly CODStrncted, and all the characters are 
well snatsined, while the anthor may fairly eIaim the credit of originality of design."-8pecIalor. 

U • Mysie'l Pardon 'IB an admlmble picture of colonial human nature, which, in its social aspects, 
d08l not greatly dilI'er from human nature at home. lIr Hay is a quick and intelligent observer: 
he hal eonaidsrable literary toot and experience, and a keen sense of hnmour. • • • The book 
ends happily, and the reader wIJllay it down WIth ngret at parting with eo lively and entertsining 
a companion. H_J>rJUr N_ 

.. The .. hole picture has a IIllbstsnce and a eolidity about it which ean hardly have been derived 
from any other eonree than tact. • • • It is not, however, merely as a colonial picture that 
, Mysle'l Pardon' IB to be recommended. It IB aleo a capital novel, both in plot and eharaeters. 
M)'sie heIIIelf IB ueeIlently drawn. n-Gwlrd,"", 

Hay-A NOMENCLATURE OF COLOURS 
Applicable to the Arts and Natural Sciences, to Manufactures, and other 
purposes of General Utility. By D. R. HAY, F.R.S.E. 228 examples of 
Colours, Hues, Tints, and Shades. 8vo, £3, 35. . . 

- THE LAWS OF HARMONIOUS COLOURING. 
Adapted to Interior Decorations;· with Obsei-vations OD the Practice of 
House-Painting. By the SAllIE. Post 8'1'0, 6s. 6d. 

-- THE GEOMETRIC BEAUTY OF THE HUMAN 
FIGURE DEFINED. To which is prefixed a System of }Esthetic Pro
portion. Applicable to Architecture and the other Formative Arts. By the 
SAME. 16 Plates. Royal 4to, 3os. 
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Hay-THE HARMONIC LAW OF NATURE 
Applied to Architectural Design. By the SAHE. 8 Plates. Royal 8vo, 
boards, 2& 6d. 

-- THE ORTHOGRAPHIC BEAUTY OF THE PAR
THENON Referred to a Law of Nature. By the SAHE. 12 Plates. 
Royal 8vo. sewed, Ss. 

--'THE NATURAL PRINCIPLES OF BEAUTY, 
As developed in the Human Figure. By the SAME. S Plates. Royal 8vo, 
sewed, ss. ' 

-- THE SCIENCE OF BEAUTY, 
As developed lin Nature, and applied in Art. By the SAME. 23 Plates. 
Royal 8vo, cloth, lOS. 6d. 

-- THE NATURAL PRINCIPLES AND ANALOGY OF 
THE HARMONY OF FORM. By the SAHB. 18 Plates and nameron 
Woodcuts. 4to, ISS. 

-.- PROPORTION; 
Or, THE GEOMETRIC PRINCIPLE OF BEAUTY ANALYSED. By the 5AHE. 
17 Plates and 38 Woodcuts. 4to, 2SS. 

,....,..-,.-.. ORIGINAL GEOMETRICAL DIAPER DESIGNS. 
Accompanied by an Attempt to develop and elucidate the true Principles of 
Ornamental Design, as applied to the Decorative Arts. By the SAHE. 57 
Plates and numerous Woodcuts. Oblong folio, 425. 

-- THE PRINCIPLES OF BEAUTY IN COLOURING 
SYSTEMATISED. 14 Coloured Diagrams. Second Edition. By the 
SAME. svo, ISS. 

___ FIRST PRINCIPLES OF SYMMETRICAL BEAUTY. 
100 Plates. By the SAHE. Post 8vo, 6s. 

-- ON 'THE SCIENCE OF THOSE PROPORTIONS BY 
WHICH THE HUMAN HEAD AND COUNTENANCE, AS REpRESENTED IN 
ANCIENT GREEK ART, ARE DISTINGUISHED FROM THOSE OF OEDINARY 
NATU~E. By the SAHB. -2S Plates. Royal4to, 3650 

Hemans-THE POEMS OF FELICIA HEMANS. 
Complete in One Volume, Royal 8vo, with Portrait by Finden. Cheap 
Edition, 55. The Same with Plates, gilt edges, extra binding, 75. 6d. 
Another Edition, with Memoir by her Sister, Seven Volumes, {cap., 3SS. 
Another Edition, in Six Volumes, cloth, gilt edges, ISS. The same 6 vols. 
bound in 3, 12& 6d., or cloth extra, gilt edges, ISS. 

The following Works of Mrs Hemans are sold separately, bound in cloth, gilt 
edges, 45. each:-

RECORDS OF WOMAN. I 
FOREST SANCTUARY. 
SONGS OF THE AFFECTIONS. 

DRAMATIC WORKS. 
TALES AND HISTORIC SCENES. 
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS POEMS. 
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Heman8-SELECT POEMS OF MRS HEMANS. 
III One VoL fcap. 8\'0, gilt edges, 35. 

- MEMOIR OF MRS HEMANs. 
'By her SISTEL With a Portrait. Fcap, 8\'0, S5; 

Highland Society-A DIctIONARY OF THE GAELIC LAN
GUAGE. Comprising an ample Vocabulary of Gaelic Words, and Vocab
uIaries of Latin and English Words, with their translation into Gaelic: 
to which is prefixed a Compendium of Gaelic Grammar. Compiled and 
published under the Direction of the Highland Society or Scotland. 2 
'tOIs. 4to, cloth, £s, ss. 

Homer-THE ODYSSEY AND ILIAD. 
Translated into English Verse in the Spenserum Stanza. By p, S. WORS. 
LEY, M.A., Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Oxford; and JOHN CON· 
lNGTON, M.A.. Corpus Professor of Latin in the University of Oxford. 
4 vols. crown 8\'0, 39S. 

• If the fzualator baa prodUced a book which, having caught the spirit of the poem, can delight 
th088 to "hom the origlDalla a aealed hook, he can deeile no higher ,~ .. d this praise belongs 
JuatJy to Jlr Worsley. • • • He baa I!Iaced in the handa of . readera a poem which 
cIeeerYee to outlive the present generation. -Ed\ftbtwgIlBtviotD. 
..;;::;:' withoQ$ hesitation. the fIJBt place amODg existiDg EDgIish translations. "_Waf.. 

Hosack-MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS 
AND Hn Accusu.s. By JOHN HOSACK, Banister-at·Law. A New 
and Enlarged ¥clition, 2 voIs. 8vo. £1. liS. 6d. 

. The Second Volume, containing a variety· of Documents never before pub-
lished, may be had separately, price 1650 6d. .- . 

.. A 0III'8IbJ lltady of Jlr Boaack'. book will show ~t he baa explicitly or Implicitly aruIWered 
IIftIY 0U8 of the IIftean ugumentll in the famous Note L. of Home's HiatoI7 of this zeign."
~BeNta. 

.. Whatever II1IJ'IIlI.- 111&7 he formed about llarJ'1 knowledge or assent, there can now he no 
doubt that the murder _ contrived, not by~. but by her accnsera. "-&0'-

.. He baa confnted th088 who, by briJliant writing and a Judicious selection of evldenee, paint 
the Qn_ of Scota u an Incamate flend, and who are dramatio pootll rather than historians. "_ 
7'MllaIa. 

Howel1-A CONCISE HISTORY OF ENGLAND TO THE 
DEATH OF WILLIAM IV. By ~ J. HOWELL 8\'0, 105. 6d. 

IngliS-BALLADS FROM THE GERMAN. 
By HENRY lNGUS. Fcap. 8vo. Ss. " 

- MARICAN, AND OTHER. POEMS. 
By the SAML 8vo, 8s. 
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Innes-THE LAW OF CREEDS IN SCOTLAND. 
A Treatise on the Legal Relation of Churches in Scotland, Established and 
not Established, to their Doctrinal Confessions. By ALEXANDER 
TAYLOR INNES. M.A. 8vo, cloth, IS!!-

"Host valuable and interesting book. "-TIM EdioWvrg1& Bevi<ovJ. 
"Itmnst become the ten-book of the subject among the members of the author's profession, .. 

we~ .. ecclesiastical refol'lllel8, ststesmeD, and politicians of all schools. ~-TIM Nora..BrUi&'o 
Bevi<ovJ. . ' . 

"I cannot quota this work without expressing my strong admiration of Ita learning, ability, and 
(with a very few exeeptious) impartisI statement of the whole questions discUBBed in this address." 
-.Deal> SfIInlIq'. " .Aadress ... Uic ComItcIioa oj Chflll"fh _ SItUe.. H 

\ 

JOhnson-THE SCOTS MUSICAL MUSEUM. 
Consisting of npwards of Six Hundred Songs, with proper Basses for the 
Pianoforte. Originally published by JAKES JOHNSON; and now accom· 
panied with Copious Notes and Illustrations of.the Lyric Poetry and Music 
of Scotland, by the late WILLlAlI STENHOUSE; with additional Notes and 
Illustrations, by DAVID LAING and C. K. SHARPE. t vols. 8vo, Roxburghe 
binding, £2, 12S. 6d. 

.. That valuable reservoir of Scottish BODg-the • Scots Musical Huseum.· "-Nola! _ Q....-Iss. 

Johnston-THE ROYAL ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 
In a Series of entirely Original and Authentic Maps. By A. KEITH 
JOHNSTON, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S., Author of the 'Physical Atlas,' &c. 
With a colllplete Index of easy reference to each Map, comprising nearly 
150,000 Places contained in this Atlas. A New Edition. Imperial folio, 
half·bound in russia or morocco, £5, ISS. 6d. ; or with General Index in a 
separate volume, 8vo, both half·bound morocco, £6, lOS: Dedicated by 
special permission to Her Majesty. ' 

.. Of the many noble atlases prepared by Hr Jobnston and published by Messrs Blackwood " 
Sons, this Royal Atlss will be the most useful to the pnblic, and will deserve to be the most 
popular ... -.Au.....e...n. . 

.. We know no seriea of maps whieh we can more warmly recommend. The accuracy, wherever 
we have attempted to put it to the _, is really astonishing. "-San.rdal/ _ 

"The culmination of all attempts to depict the face of the world appesrs in the Royal Atlas, 
than which it is impossible to conceive anything more pertect.·-M .... ing Herald. 

"This is, beyond queetion, the most eplendid and lwmrious, as wellaa the most useful and com
ple~ ofall existing Atlases. "-Gtu.wditm. 

" An almost daily reference to, and comparison o~ it with Others, since the publication of the 
first JlO:rlsome two years ago until now, enablea 1lB to .. y, without the slighteet hesitation, that 
this IS by far the most complete and authentic atlss that has yet beeil issued. "-800-.. 

--THE HANDY ROYAL ATLAS. 
45 -Maps clearly printed and carefully coloured, with General Index. By 
the SAME. A New Edition. Imp. 4tO, £2, 12S. 6d., half·bound morocco. 
Dedicated by permission to H.R.lL the Prince of Wales. 

This work has been constructed for the purpose of placing in the hands of the 
public a useful and thoroughly ac::curate ATLAS of Maps of Modem Geography, in 
a convenient form, and at a moderate price. It is based on the • RoyAl. ATLAS,' 
by the same Author; aud, in so far as the scale permits, it comprises many of the 
excellences which its prototype is acknowledged to possess. The aim has been to 
IDllke the book strictly what its name implies, a HANDY ATLAS- a valuable sub· 
stitute for the • Royal,' where that is too bulky or too expensive to find a place, a 

. needful auxiliary to the junior branches of families, and a 'IHlIIe tlWUm to the tutor 
and the pupil. teacher. 

"This is Hr Keith Johuston's admirable Royal Atlss cllinmw.ed in bulk and scale, so .. to be, 
perhaps, fairly entitled to the name of " Hs.ndy," but still not so mnch diminished but what it 
constitutee an aeeurate and useful general Atlss for ordinary householda "-Speclator. 

"The 'Bandy Atlss' is thoroUghly deserving of Ita name. Not only does it contain the lateet 
information, but Its size and arrangement render it perfect .. a book of reference. "-8I<m<lani. 
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Jobnston-sCHOOL ATLASES. 
ATLAS OP GDEIlAL AND DESCIlU'TIVE GBOGRAPHY. By the SAME. A new 

and Enlarged Edition, suited to the best Text-Books; with Geographical 
information brought up to the time of publication. 26 Maps, clearly and 
uniformly printed in: Colours, with Index.. Imperial8vo, half-bound, 1250 ~ 

ATLAS OP PHYSICAL GEoGRAPHY, illustrating, in a Series of Original Designs, 
the Elementary Facts of Geology, Hydrography, Meteorology, and Natural . 
History. By the SAME. A New and Enlarged Edition, containing 4 new 
Maps and Letterpress. 20 Coloured Maps. Imperial8vo, half-bound, 1250 6d. 

J.TLAS OP ASTJlONOMY. By the SAME. A New and Enlarged Edition. 21 
Coloured Plates. With an Elementary Survey of the Heavens, designed as
an accompaniment to this Atlas by ROBERT GRANT, LL.D., &c., Professor 
of Astronomy and Ditector of the Observatory in the University of Glasgow. 
Imperial 8vo, half-bound, 1250 6d. 

ATLAS OP CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By the SAME. A New and Enlarged 
Edition. Constructed from the best materials, and embodying the results 
of the most Recent Investigations, accompanied by a complete Index of 
Places, in which the proper quantities are given by T. HARVEY and E. 
WOIlSLKY. MM. A., Oxon. 21 Coloured Maps. Imperial8vo, half-bound, 
l2S. 6d. 

.. This edition III 80 much enlarged and improved as to be Virtuany a DeW worl<, BUrp&SSing 
~ else of \he ItiDd extant, both ill utility and beauty.·-.A~ . 

ELE]IoIENTART ATLAS OP GXNERAL AND DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY, for the 
Use of Junior Classes. By the SAME. Including a Map of Canaan and 
Palestine, with General Index.. 8vo, half-bound, 5S. 

NThey .... as superior to aD School Atlases within our knowledge, as were the laIger WOlD of 
the aame author ill advance of thoee that preceded them. ·-Ed~ T>ma. 

.. Decidedl7 the beet School Atlaaea we have ever seen. ·-Englis~ Juumal 0/ Ed""""""-

.. The piau of theoe Atlaaea Is admirable, and the excellence of the plAn is rivalled by the beauty 
of the execution. • • • The beat security for the accuracy and substantial value of a SchoOl 
Atlas .. to have It from the banda of a man like our author, who has perfected his skill by the 
aecntion of much larger wor~ aod gained a character which he will be careful uot to jeopardise 
by attaching bia JUIIIl8 to anythiDg that is crude, slovenly, or superficial. N--Sco""'-

- INDEX GEOGRAPHICUS: 
Being a List, Alphabetically arranged, of the Principal Places on the Globe, 
with the Countries and Subdivisions of the. Countries in which they are
situated, and their Latitudes and Longitudes. Compiled specially with 
reference to Keith Johnston's Royal Atlas, but applicahle to all Modem 
Atlases and Maps. In I voL imperial 8vo, pp. 676, 2IS. 

Johnston-THE CHEMISTRY OF COMMON LIFE. _ 
By PllOFESSOll J. F. W. JOHNSTON. With 113 lliustmtions on Wood, 
and a Copious Index. 2 vols. crown 8vo, liS. 6d. 

"" Ia juet one of thoee boob which will beet serve to abow men how minute Ia the provisiou 
wblch bas beeo made for human support, and tha~ if the !awe prescribed by N atDl'8 are duly 
o~ abe, 01l ber part. will 888 to ii that her fllnctiOll8 are perfonued with fidelity and _. -Door,... ... C",..".ic:l&. 

• 
- NOTES ON NORTH AMERICA: 

Agricultural, Economical, and Social By the SAME. 2 vols. post 8ve, • 
21So 

Xinglake-THE INVASION OF THE CRIMEA: , 
Its Origin, and an account of its Progress down to the Death of Lord Raglan. 
By ALEXANDER WILLIAM KINGLAKE. Vols. L and II., 325.. 
and Vols. IlL and IV., 345. VoL V., Inkerman volume, in tluPre.rs. 

B 
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Lavergne-THE RURAL ECONOMY OF ENGLAND, SCOT
LAND, AND IRELAND. By LEONCE DE LAVERGNE. Trans
lated from the French. With Notes by a Scottish Farmer. In 8vo, 125. 

.. One of the best works on the philosophy of agriculture and of agricultural political eeonomy , 
that has appeared. "-8ptcta./m'. 

Lee-LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH 
OF SCOTLAND, FROM THE REFORMATION TO THE REVOLUTION 
SETTLEMENT. By the late Very REv. JOHN LEE, D.D., LL.D., 
Principal of the University of Edinburgh. With Notes and Appendices 
from the Author's Papers. Edited by the Rev. WILLIAM LEE, D.D. 
2 vols. ~vo, 21s. 

Lewes-THE PHYSIOLOGY OF COMMON LIFE. 
• By GEORGE· H. LEWES, Author of • Sea-side Studies,' &c. Illustrated 

with numerous Engravings. 2 vols., 12S. 

CONTENTS :-Hwiger and Thirst-Food and Dr'lnk~Digestion and Indiges
tion-The Structure and Uses of the Blood-The Circulation-Respiration and 
Suffocation-Why are we warm, and how we keep so-Feeling and Thinking
The Mind and the Brain-Our Senses and Sensations-Sleep and Dreams-The 
Qualities we inherit from our Parents-Life and Death. 

LINDA TRESSEL. 
Ily the Author of • Nina Balatka.l 2 vols. reap. 8vo, 125. 

Lockhart-DOUBLES AND QUITS; 
. By LAURENCE LOCKHART, late Captain 92d Highlanders. With 

Twelve Illustrations.. In 2 vols. post 8vo, 21S. 

-- FAIR TO SEE. 
A N over. By ~e SAME. N ew ~dition, in 1 voL post 8vo, 6s. 

"But politics are the smallest part of this very readable novel, tha interest of wbich never flags, 
for the story is as full of 'situations' as a good play."-T>mu. 

.. 'Fair to Bee' is something better than a clever novel. It shows no little artistio power; and 
as you raad it you reel that there is much more in the book than at 1Iret you fancied. • . . 
The .cenes on the moors, in th .• barracks, and the ball-rooms, are aU dashed oft' by an expert. 
Thes. are minor merits, but they go far toward. assuring the eucoess of a story wbich marks a 
decided advance on the author's ftrSt novel. "-PaU M~ Gazetl& 

Lyon - HISTORY OF THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF 
FREEMASONRY IN SCOTLAND. By DAVID MURRAY LYON, 
one of the Grand Stewards ,of the Grand Lodge of Scotland; Honorary 
Corresponding Member of the .. Verein Deutscher Friemaurer," Leipzig, 
&c. &c. In small quarto. Illustrated with numerous Portraits of Eminent 
Members of the Craft; and Facsimiles of Ancient Charters and other curious 
Documents. £1, lIS. 6d. 

Lytton-THE PARISIANS; 
By EDWARD BUL WER, LORD 'LYTTON, Author of the • Coming 
Race,' &c. With Illustrations by SYDNEY HALL. 4 vols. crown 8vo, 
26s. Another Edition, 2 vols. crown 8vo, 12S. 
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Lytton-KENELM CHILLINGLY .. 
His AdYelltures and Opinions. By the SAME. 2 vols. feap. 8va, 105. 

-- WALPOLEj OR, EVERY :MAN HAS HIS PRICE. 
A Comedy in Rhyme. By the SAME. Feap. 8w, Ss. 

- LIBRARY EDITION OF LORD LYTTON'S NOVELS. 
In Volumes of a convenient and handsome form. Printed from a Iarge and 
readable type. Feap. 8vo, Ss. each volume. 

THE CAXTON NOVELS: 
The Caxton Family. 2 vols. 

HISTORICAL ROMANCES: 
DeverellL 2 vols. I 
The Last Days of Pompeii. 2vols. 
Rienzi. 2 vols. 

ROMANCES: 

My Novel 4 vals. 

The Siege of Grenada. I voL 
The Last of the Barons. 2 vols. 
Harold. 2 vols." 

The Pilgrims of the Rhine. I voL I Zanoni. 2 vols. 
Eugene Aram. 2 vols. A Strange Story. 2 vals, 

NOVELS OF LIFE AND MANNERS: 
Pelham. 2.ols. I Ernest Maltravers-Second Part (;'4 
The Disowned. 2 vals. Alice). 2 vols. 
Paul Clifford. 2 vols. Night and Morning. 2 vols. 
Godolphin. I voL I Lucretia. 2 vols. 
Ernest Maltravers-First Part. Kenelm Chillingly. 2 vals. 

2vols. 
.. It III of the handiest of oiJIee: the paper is good: and the type, which seems to be new, is ftI'J 

eIMr and beautifnl. There are DO pictnree. The whole charm of the presentment of the voI1IDl8 
eoDIIiata in Ita handin-. and the tempting eieam ..... and beanty of the type, which almost con
""" into • pI ........ the meze act of following the ~ter'8 lines, and IesV88 the anthor's mind 
free to """" I'" unobstructed force upon the reader. -~. 

"l!iothinc could be he_ &8 to aim, type, paper, and general get.np. --Aa-a. 

Lytton-FABLES IN SONG. " • 
By ROBERT, LoRD LYTTON, Author of 'Poems by Owen Meredith.' 

• Two vals. crown 8vo, ISS. " 

M'Crie-LIFE OF JOHN KNOX. " 
By the REv. THOMAS M'CRIE, D.D. Containing Illustrations of the 
History of the'Reformation in Scotland. Crown 8vo, 6s. . 

CBJ!.AP EDITION, crown 8vo, 35. 6d. 

-- LIFE OF ANDREW MELVILLE. 
Containing Illustrations of the Ecclesiastical and Literary History of Scot
land in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. By the SAME. Crown 
8vo, 6s. " 

- HISTORY OF THE PROGRESS AND SUPPRESSION 
OF THE REFORMATION IN ITALY IN THE SIXTEENTH 
CENTURY. By the SAME. Crown 8vo, 45. 

-- HISTORY OF THE PROGRESS AND SUPPRESSION 
OF THE REFORMATION IN SPAIN IN THE SIXTEENTH. 
CENTURY. By the SAME. Crown 8vo, 35.6d. 
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M'Crie-SERMONS, AND REVIEW OF THE 'TALES OF 
MY LANDLORD.' By ~e SAME. In I voL crown 8vo, 6s. 

-- LECTURES ON THE BOOK OF ESTHER. 
By the SAME. Fcap. 8vo, Ss. 

Mackenzie-STUDIES IN ROMAN LAW. 
With Comparative Views of the Laws of France, England, and Sc:otland. 
By LoRD MACKENZIE, one of the Judges of ~e Court of Session in 
Sc:otland. Second Edition, 8vo, 125. 

"We know not in the English language where else to look fur a history of the Roman Law 80 
clear, and at the same time 80 short. )[ore improving reading, both for the general _dent and 
for the lawyer, we cannot well imagine: and there are few, even among 1eamed professional m~ =.ww:m not gather 80me novel information from L."d llacken.zie's simple pages. --LcmdoA 

.. This is, in many respects, one of the most interesting works that the legal pn!9S has issued 
in our time. • • • The explanation of the Roman Law, historical and expository-the' studies' 
-is admirably given, clear and simple, and yet very lesrned, and the whole work is oonceived in a 
~fu~:j ~:=ic=;.. ~~ed by a calmn .... of tone eminently befitting 

Manners-GEMS OF GERMAN POETRY. 
Translated by LADy JOHN MANNERS. Small4to, 3S. 6d. 

Martin-TRANSLATIONS BY THEODORE MARTIN: 
GOETHE'S FAUST. 

Sec:ond Edition, crown 8ve, 6s. Cheap Edition, 35. 6d. 

THE ODES OF HORACE. I 

By the SAME. With Life and Notes. Second Edition, post 8vo, !)S. 

CATULLUS. 
By the SAME. With Life and Notes. Post 8vo, 6s. 6d. 

THE VITA NUOVA OF DANTE. 
By the SAME. With an Introduction and Notes. Second Edition, crown 
8vo,Ss. 

ALADDIN: 
A Dramatic Poem. By ADAM OEHLENSCHLAEGER. By the SAME. 
Fcap. 8vo, Ss. 

CORREGGIO: . 
A T~y. By OEHLENSCHLAEGER. By the SAME. With Notes. 
Fcap. 8vo, 3S. 

KING RENE'S DAUGHTER: 
A Danish Lyrical Drama. By HENRIK HERTZ. By the SAME. 
Second Edition, fcap., 2S. 6d. 

:Ma.urice-THE SYSTEM OF FIELD :MAN<EUVRES 
Best adapted for enabling our Troops to meet a Continental Army. Being 
the Wellington Prize Essay. By LIEUTENANT F. MAURICE, Royal 
Artillery, Instructor of Tactics and Organisation, Royal Military College, 
Sandhurst. Third Edition, crown 8vo, Ss. 

"No work, English or foreign, has treated this subject ('mfantry tset\cs) better than the 
'WelIington Prize Essay.'--Ti ...... 

.. Lieutenant Maurice may well claim credit for having built up a work of such living Interest; 
as his is, even to the layman, upon such a eet of dry bon .. aa the given thesis alforded."
BuI10rdar BwievI. 
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MAXIMS OF SIR MORGAN O'DOCHERTY, BART. 
Originally published in • Blackwood's Magazine.' Cloth, IS. 

Mercer-JOURNAL OF THE WATERLOO CAMPAIGN: 
Kept throughout the Campaign of 1815. By GENERAL CAY ALIE MER· 
CER, Commanding the 9th Brigade Royal Artillery. 2 vols. post 8vo, 
21S. ' 

.. No _In the tem1Jle aeene • • • has ever painted it in more vivid eolOUlB than the 
om_ of artIlI:Ii~~:"~ his troop into the very heart of the carnage, and """"ped to write a book 
more real, more" " more entlualling, than any tale of war it has ever been our lot to mul. N_ 

.Au.-

Mitchell-THE WEDDERBURNS AND THEIR WORK; 
Oil, THE SACllED POETllY OF THE SCOTTISH REFOllMATION IN ITS HIS
TOllICAL RELATION TO THAT OF GEllMANY. By ALEXANDER F. 
MITCHELL, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, St Andrews. Sma1l4to, 2s. 6d. 

Mitchell-BIOGRAPHIES OF EMINENT SOLDIERS OF 
THE LAST FOUR CENTURIES. By MAJOll-GENERAL JOHN MIT. 
CHELL, Author of' Life of Wallenstein,' 'The Fall of Napoleon,' &c. 
Edited, with a Memoir of the Author, by Leonhard. Schmitz, LL.D. 
8vo, 95. 

Moir-POETICAL WORKS OF D. M. MOIR (DELTA). 
With Memoir by THOMAS AIRD, and Portrait. Second Edition. :I 
YOls. Ceap. 8vo, 12s. 

- "DOMESTIC VERSES. 
By the SAME. New Edition, feap. 8vo, cloth gilt, 4So 6d. 

-- LECTURF.s ON THE POETICAL LITERATURE 
OF THE PAST HALF-CENTURY. By the SAME. Third Edition, 
reap. 8vo, ss. 

Montalembert-THE MONKS OF TIIE WEST. 
From St Benedict to St Bernard. By CoUNT MONTALEMBERT, 
Member oC the French Academy. 5 vols. 8vo, £2, 12S. 6d. 

.. Wbatever the Count touches he or necessity adorns. He has produced a great and most in. 
teresting work, fI1lI of eorioua I8eta, and lit up with most noble eloquence. N_Tima. 

.. Of the uanslatiou we muat 88y it is in every respect worthy the original. The nervous style 
r~thor is admirabIJ preserved. It is 1\$ the &&me time spirited and faithful N_~. 

of;:~~~~ histoq1rill be complete withoui these glowing pictures of the 'Monks 

-- MEMOIR OF COUNT DE MONTALEMBERT. 
A Chapter of Recent French History. By MIlS OLIPHANT, Anthor of 
the • Life oC Edward Irving,' &c. In 2 vols. crown 8vo, £1, 4So 

.. Having. delightfnlsubject, she has handled it in an altogether dellghtfnl way. • • • It is 
as ROOd. fuJI, and truthful a portmit of his life and character as could be desired; and while the 
akiII of the author makes it as interesting as a novel, it DI&J be read as an altogether trostwortb7 
'e.bapter of recent French history.' ·-Emm ....... 
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Murray-CATALOGUE OF THE COLEOPTERA OF SCOT
LAND. By ANDREW MURRAY of Conland, W.S., Member of the 
Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh, of the Entomological Society of 
France, &c. Fcap. 8vo, cloth limp, 2S. 6d. 

NeaveS-A GLANCE AT SOME OF THE PRINCIPLES OF 
COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY, as illustrated in the Latin and Angli •• 
can Forms of Speech. By the HON. LoRD NEAVES. Crown 8vo, 
IS. 6d. . 

"Lon! Neaves's remarks. as well as Jili. very clear and well-<ml.ered display of the principles of 
~ IOeieJ!ce, cbalacterised by great modesty and simplicity, well deserve attention. "-PaU MaU 

-- THE USES OF LEISURE: 
An Address delivered to the Students of the School of Arts, Edinburgh. By 
the SAllE, President of the SchooL Sewed, 6d. 

-- ON FICTION AS A MEANS OF POPULAR TEACH
ING. A Lecture. By the SAllE. 6d. 

NINA BALATKA; 
The Story of a Maiden of Prague. In 2 yols. small 8vo, los. 6d., cloth. 

Nourse-MODERN PRACTICAL COOKERY: 
PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY; PICKLING AND PRESERVING, WITH A GIlEAT 
VARIETY OF USEFUL RECEIPTS. By MItS NOURSE. Fcap. 8vo, boards, 
ss.6d. -, 

Oliphan~PICCADILLY: . 
A Fragment of Contemporary Biography. By LAURENCE OLIPHANT. 
With Eight Dlustrations by Richard Doyle. 5th Edition, 4S. 6d. 

"The picture of 'Good Society'-meanillg thereby the society ormen and women oCwealth or 
rank-contained in this book, constitntes its chief merit, and is JeDl&l:kable "'" the point and 

vi~:~e:~r!:~:~~~ the clever __ with wbich it is litemlly jewelled. 
They sparkIein every page. Mr Oliphant is one of the wittiest Jeremiaba efhia time. "-PaUMaU 
GaodI& 

THE SAME, WIT.OUT ILLUSTRATIONS. Dlustrated Boards, 2s. 6d. 

-- NARRATIVE OF LORD ELGIN'S MISSION TO 
CHINA AND JAPA~ By the SAllE, Private Secretary to Lord Elgin. 
Dlustrated with numerous Engravings in Chromo-Lithography, Maps, and 
Engravings on Wood, from Original Dmwings and Photographs. Second 
Edition. In 2 yols. 8vo, 21S. 

"The volumes In which Mr Oliphant bas !IlIated these transactions w!lI be read with the 
~..=~:;;:~ toretain a permanentplaoein theliterary and historical annaIa 

-- RUSSIAN SHORES OF THE BLACK SEA IN THE 
AUTUMN of 1852; with a Voyage down the Volga, and a Tour throngh the 
country of the Don Cossacks. By the SAME. 8vo, with Map and other Dlus
trations. Fourth Edition, 14S. 
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Oliphant-THE TRANSCAUCASIAN CAMPAIGN OF THE 
TURKISH ARMY UNDER OMER PASHA: A Personal Narrative. 
By LAURENCE OLIPHANT. With Maps imd Illustrations. Post 
Bvo. 105. 6d. 

Oliphant-HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF THE REIGN OF 
GEORGE SECOND. By MILS OLIPHANT. Second Edition, in one 
9Ol., 105. 6<1. 

"Kn Oliplwd'. IIistorfcal Sketch .. Imn two atlzactive 901um .. whose contents ue happily 
Ul'8Qgec\ 10 U to briDg out lOme of the M1ient pointe at a period in our social histoI:f rich17 illus
UaW: bJ epiatoluy and biograpbical remaiDa. --EmtMtoor • 

.. The moat graphic and -.i801Oll8 Historical Sketch .. which have ever ~ published. It is 
lDdeed c1iJIieuIt to euggerate the intereR which attach .. to theee two vo1umee, or the high lit8rar7 
-u bJ which tIlq are mmecL --.lokBooa. 

- CHRONICLES OF CARLINGFORD. 
Blthe SAKL 

SALEM CHAPEL. 2S. in boards, or 25. 6d. cloth. 
THE l'EIlPETUAL CUIlATL 2S.·in boards, or 2S. 6d. cloth. 
MISS MAlt]OJUBANXS. 2S. in boards, or 2S. 6d. cloth. 
THE RlIcro .. A!fD THE Docro .. 's FAMILY. IS. sewed or IS. 6d. cloth 

-- JOHN: A LOVE STORY. 
By the 5AlIL 2 vols. post 8vo. 2110: 

-.:....- BROWNLOWS. 
By the SAlIL 3 vols. post 8vo, 31S. 6d. 

- THE ATHELINGS: 
Or. The Three Gifts. By the SAlIL 3 vols. post 8vo, 3IS. 6d. 

-- ZAlDEE: A ROMANCE. 
By the SAlIL 3 vols. post 8vo, 315. 6d. 

-- KATIE STEWART: A TRUE STS;lRY. 
By the SAID. Fc:ap. 8vo. with Frontispiece lnd Vignette, 4So 

Osborn-NARRATIVES OF VOYAGE AND ADVENTURE. 
By RIwt·ADIIDlAL SHERARD OSBORN, c.B. 3 vols.· crown 8vo. 
125.. or separately :- • 

STRAY LEAVES FROM AN ARenC JOURNAL: 
or, Eighteen Months in the Polar Regions in search of Sir John Franklin's 
Expedition in 1850-51. To which is added the Career, Last Voyage, and 
Fate of Captain Sir John Franklin. New Edition, crown 8vo, 35. 6d. 

THE DISCOVERY OF A NORTH·WEST PASSAGE BY lLM.S. 
INVESTIGATOR, During the years 1850-51'52-53-54- Edited .~m 
the Logs and Joomals of Captain ROBEll.T C. M'CLUaL Fourth Edition, 
crown 8vo, 35. 6d. 

QUEDAH; A CRUISB IN JAPA!fBSB WATEII.S; and, THE FIGHT ON 
THE PEIHO. New Edition, crown 8vo, ss-
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Ossian-THE POEMS OF OSSIAN 
In ~he Original Gaelic. With a Literal Translation into English, and a 
Dissertation on the Authenticity of the Poems. By the REv. ARCHI. 
BALD CLERK. 2 voIs. imperial8vo, £1, lIS. 6d. 

"W. feel assured that the present work. by the well-<lOndensed information it contains, by the 
honest traoslation of the Gaelic it gives, by the mere weight of ite fair statemente of fact, will do 
more to vindicate the authenticity of Caledonia's Bard from the pompons ignorance of Jobnson, 
the envions spite of Pinkerton, the cold incredulity of Laing, and .ven the self-asserting vanity of 
Macpherson, than any cha.mpion that has y.t appeared. .. --GIasg .... Jlail. 

OUR DOMESTICATED DOGS: 
Their Treatment in Reference to Food, Diseases, Habits, Punishment, 
Accomplishments, &c. By the Author of the • Handy Horse-Book.' 2s. 6d., 
bound in gilt cloth. . 

"How trequentJy do we hear ladies complain that just when their favourites com. to mow and 
love th.m, • they are anre.to die.' If inatead of constantly cramming them 1rith UDwholeso!"e 
food, th.y wonld follow the directions given in the pages before ns, not only would the mo~ty 
be less, hnt the appearance and even the dispositions of their pete would be marvellonsly iIII
proved."-LGnd """ Water. 

Outram-THE CONQUEST OF SCINDE. 
A Commentlpy. By GEN~ SIR JAMES OUTRAM, c.B. 8vo, ISs. 

Outram-LYRICS, LEGAL AND MISCELLANEOUS. 
By GEORGE OUTRAM, Esq., Advocate. Edited, with Introductory 
Notice, by HENRY GLASSFOll.D BELL, Esq., ,Advocate, SherlJl' of Lanark
shire. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 45. 6d. 

Ovid-THE METAMORPHOSES OF OVID. 
Translated in English Blank Verse. By HENRY KING, M.A., Fellow or 
Wadham College, Oxford, and o~ the Inner Temple, Barrister·at-Law. 
Crown 8vo, los. 6d. ' 

" An exeelIent traoslation. ·-.AIhmIoI ..... 
.. Th. execution is admlrabl.. • • • It Is bnt scant and inadequate praise to say of it that it 

is th •. best translation of the H.tamorph .... which we have. "-Obsonler. 

Paget-PARADOXES AND PUZZLEs. 
HISTORICAL, JUDICIAlo, AND LITERARY. By JOHN PAGET, Barrister· 
at-Law. Octavo. I2S. 

CONTENTS :--
THE NEW" ExAMEN ;" or an Inquiry into the Evidence relating to certain 

Passages in Lord Macaulay's History concerning: I. The Dnke of Marlborough. 
II. The Massacre of Glencoe. III. The Highlands of Scotland. IV. Vis-
count Dundee. V. Williallt. Penn. (Second Edition.) , -

VINDICATIONS.-I. Nelson and Caracciolo. II. Lady Hamilton. ilL The 
Wigtown Martyrs. IV. 'Recollections of Lord Byron. V. Lord Byron and 
his Calumniators. -

JUDICIAL PUZZLES.-I. Elizabeth Canning. II. The Campden Wonder. III. 
The Annesley Case. IV. Eliza Fenning. V. Spencer Cowper's Case. 

EsSAYS ON ART.-Ruskin's Elements of Drawing. II. A' Day at Antwerp: 
Rubens and Ruskin. IlL George Cruikshank. IV. John Leech. 

POEMS. By ISA. 
F cap. 8vo, cloth, 45. 6d. 
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Paton-POEMS BY A PAINTER. 
By SlaJ. NOEL PATON. Fcap., cloth, 510 

- SPINDRIFT. 
By the SAME. Fcap., cloth, Ss. 

Patterson-AN ESSAY ON THE NATIONAL CHARACTER 
OF THE ATHENIANS. By JOHN BROWN PATTERSON. Edited 
from the Author's revision by Professor PILLANS of the University of Edin· 
burgh. With a Sketch of his Life. Crown 8vo, 45. 6d. 

Patterson-ESSAYS IN HISTORY AND ART. 
By R. H. PATTERSON. 8vo, 12s. 

CONTENTS :-{!olour in Nature and Art.-Real and Ideal Beauty.-Sculpture.
Ethnology of Europe.-Utopias.-Our Indian Empire.-The National Life of 
China.-An Ideal Art·Congress.-Battle of the Styles.-Genius and Liberty.
Youth and Summer.-Records of the Past; Nineveh and Babylon.-India: its 
Castes and Creeds.-" Christopher North "-in Memoriam • 
.. A v~lume wblch no discerning reader will open only once. Fine appreciative taste and original 

obeervatton are found nnited with range of thought and rare command over the powers of the 
EugIlah IaDgoaae. "-.A.1IIe7u8um. • . 

- THE SCIENCE OF FINANCE. 
A Practicall'reatise. By the SAME. Crown 8vo, 14& 

CONTENTS I--
, I. Our Invisible Capital: -The Credit System. - 2. Absorption of Specie. 

-3. International Trade: England rand France.-4 The Balance of Trade: 
-5. What is Capital?-6. The Economy of Force.-7. The Potency of 
Capital.-8. Negotiability of Value: Commercial Currency; Banking Currellcy; 
Financial Currency •. g.-Fixedand Floating Capital.-Io. Loanable Capital.
II. Banking Embarrassments.-I2. The Rate of Interest.-13. Our Monetary 
System.-14 The Panic of 1866.-15. Impolicy of Bank Acts.-I6.The Cur
rency, Past and Present.-17. Foreign Systems of Banking.-I8. The State and 
the Currency.-Ig. Monetary Reform.~2o. Free Trade in Banking.-21. Re. 
form of the Bank ofEngland.-22. Banking Profits under the New System.-23. 
An International Monetary System.-24 Sunk CapitaL-25. ,.State Finance: 
Government Taxation and Expenditure; the National Debt.-26. The State 
and the Railways.-27. Railway Finance: Defects and Remedies; the Future 
of Railways.-28. Municipal Finance.-2g. Land Finance.-30. The State, 
the Poor, and the Countty. 

-- THE ECONOMY OF CAPITAL; 
or., GoLD AND TUDE. By the SAME •• I~J cloth. 

CONTENTS:-
I.-Thoughts on Gold.-II. What is Money?-III. The Golden Age. Effects of 

the Gold Discoveries on the World.-IV. The Economy of CapitaL Banking. 
Financial Co-operation. Monetary Crises, 1793.1857.-V. The City of Gold.
VI. The Bank of England. Our Monetary System: Defects and Remedies.-
VIL Our Trade. What is Over·Trading? ' 

Position of the London Joint·Stock Banks. Comparison of English and Scotch 
Banking, &co &c:. 
.. It displays througbont a thorougb acquaintance witb our Mone~ System, and Is written ill 

the lucid and graceful atyle wbicb distinguisbes Mr Patterson's works. '-Naming Post • 
.. A very brilliant chapter of Mr Patterson's volume is devoted to the City, and to the business 

earried on therein. • • • We feel almost &8 if we beard the roar of the ceaseless tnmc, and 
joined In the restleas activity. &8 we read Mr Patterson's descriptiOns." -British Q1iIMWr1i/ Review. 
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Pollok-THE COURSE OF TIME; A POEM. 
By ROBERT POI:LOK, A.M. Small feap. 8vo, cloth, gilt, as. 6d. 
THE CoTTAGE EDITION, 32mo, sewed, IS. The Same, cloth, gilt edges, 
IS. 6d. Another Edition, with llIustrations by Birket Foster and others, 
feap., gilt cloth, 3S. 6d., or with edges gilt, 4& •• 

- AN ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF THE COURSE OF 
TIME. The Illustrations by Birkel Foster, Tenniel, and Clayton. In 
Iarge 8vo, bound in cloth, richly gilt, 21S. 

" Of deep and hallowed impress, full of noble thoughts and graphic conceptions-the production 
of a mind alive I"":' the great relations of being, and the IIIIblime simplicity of our religion."
Blackwood'. Magamoa. 

PORT ROYAL LOGIC. 
Translated from the French: with Introduction, Notes, and Appendix. By 
THOMAS SPENCER BAYNES, LL.D., Professor in tire University of 
StAndrews; Author of 'An Essay on the New Analytic of Logical Forms.' 
Seventh Edition, I2mO, 4& 

"Through his e:<ce\lent translation of the Port Royal, his introduction and notes, Professor 
Bayn .. has rendered good service to logical studies In this OO11Dtry. for if the student desires to 
understand something of the f"IIIionIIk of the rules laid down In nrdiiu.ry tens, he conld not have 
IeCOnrse to a better work."-LondoI& QwwterZ, BevieID. 

PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES AFFECTING SCOTLAND. 
Containing a Table of all the Public General Statutes, the Statutes affecting 
Scotland being printed entire. With a General Index, and Tables of all the 
General, Local, and Private. Acts. . 

The Volumes are supplied at thcfollowmg prices :-110 & 120 VICTORI1E, 1848. 
8vo, cloth boards, SS.; 1849, 25. 6d.; 1850, 5S. 6d. ; 1851, as. 6d. ; 1852, as. 6d. ; 
1853, 75. ; 18540 4& 6d. ; 1855, 6s. ; 1856, 65.6<1'; 1857. Ss. 6d. ;.1858, Ss. ; 1859. 
35. 6<1. ; 1860, lOS:; 1861, 6s. ; 1862, 95. 6d.; 18630 6s. ; 1864, Ss.; 1865, 4S; 
1866, Ss. ; 1867. 95. ; 1868, lOS. 6d. ; 1869, with General Index to all the Public 
Acts of Parliament reiatingto Scotland, 18ooto 1868, 9S.6d.; 1870, 8s.; 187I,8s.; 
1872, 95. ; 1873. 6s. 6d. 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS; 
WINCHESTER - WESTMINSTER - SHREWSBURY - HARROW - RUGBY. 
Notes of their History and Traditions. By the Author of. 'Etoniana.' 
Crown 8vo, Ss. 6d. 

"In continuation of the de1lghtfnl volume about Eton, we have here, by the same author, a volume 
of gossip as deligbtfnl con~ flve other public school&. Neither volnme prof ..... to be history, 
but it is history of the best sort. -Pall Mall GaaoIIo. 

Ramsay-TWO LECTURES ON THE GENIUS OF HANDEL, 
AND THE DISTINCTIVII CHARACTER OF HIS SACRED CoMPOSITIONS. 
Delivered to the Members of the Edinburgh Philosophical Institution. 
By the Very REV. DEAN RAMSAY, Author of 'Reminiscences of 
Scottish Life and Character.' In crown Svo, 35. 6d. 

Reddie-AN HISTORICAL VIEW OF THE LAW OF MARI
TIME COMMERCE. By JAMES REDDIE, Esq., Advocate. 8vo, 
14& 

Ritter-THE LIFE OF CARL RITTER, 
Late Professor of Geography in the University of Berlin. By W. L 
GAGE. Crown Svo, 7S. 6d. 
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Rogers-THE GEOLOGY OF PENNSYLVANIA: 
A Government Survey; with a General View of the Geology of the United 
States, Essays on the Coal Formation and its Fossils, and a Description of 
the Coal·Fields of North America and Great Britain. By PROFESSOR 
HENRY DARWIN ROGERS, F.R.S., F.G.S., Professor of Natural 
History in the University of Glasgow. With Seven large Maps, and numer, 
ous Illuslmtious engraved on Copper and on Wood. In Three Volumes, 
Royal4W, £8, 8s. 

RoSS-A VISIT TO THE CITiES AND CAMPS OF THE 
CONFEDERATE STATES. By FITZGERALD ROSS, Captain of 
Hussars in the Imperial Austrian Service. Crown 8vo, 75. 6d. 

Rustow-THE WAR FOR THE RHINE FRONTIER, ,1870: 
Its PolitiCal and Military History. By COL W. RUSTOW. Translated 
from the German by JOHN LAYLAND NEEDHAM, Lieutenant R.M. Artillery. 
Three vols. 8vo, with Maps and Plans, £1, us. 6d. 

.. The work Is taithfally and Intelligt"ly uecuted: and it is of importance that the work of one 
who ..... once himself. Prnssian Officer, and who is confessedly one of the first military critics of 
the day, ahould he ptaced ready at hand for the pernsal and consultation of that great mass of 
EQgliahmeD who do not read German woro ill the original. N~ BeviovI. 

Sandford and Townsend-THE GREAT GOVERNING FAMI. 
LIES OF ENGLAND. By J. LANGTON SANDFORD and MERE.· 
DITH TOWNSEND. Two vols., 8vo, ISS., in extra binding, with 

. richly-gilt cover. 
"'n the • G .... t Govemlng PamIlIea of EQgland' we have a really meritorious compilation. The 

8plrit ill which it Is conceived, the care upended on the collection and arrangement of the mate
rial out of which the varioue memoirs are fashioned, and the vigorous and 80metimes picturesque 
etatement which relieves the drier DalTBtive portions, place it high ahove the ordinary range of 
biographical reference hook&.· -FarmigllJl, BeviovI. 

ST ANDREWS UNIVERSITY CALENDAR. Published yearly, 
price 1& 6d. 

St Leonards-LORD ST LEONARDS' HANDY BOOK ON 
PROPERTY LAW. Eighth Edition.· Revised and enlarged,Ss. 

"8even I8lRII editlona Indlcate the populerity which this admirable manual has obtained, not 
merely with ille profession but with the public. It should he made a text-hook ill schools. - It 
Hives JuA .. much of the law as every man ought to knowLconveyed in a manner which ~ 
man ean undenitand. This new edition has bean oonsiderab'T 8Dlarged by the venerable author. -Z-n... . 

• ST STEPHENS j 
Or, Illustrations of Parliamentary Oratory. A Poem. Comprising--Pym 
-Vane-Strafford-Halifax-Shaftesbury-St John-Sir R. Walpole
Chesterfield-Carteret-Chatham-Pitt-Fox-Burke-Sheridan-Wilber
fon:e-,-Wyndham-Conway-Castlereagh- William Lamb (Lord Mel· 
boume)-Tierney-Lord Gray-O'Connell- Plunkett-Shiel-Follett
Macaulay-Peel Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 5& 

Schlegel-LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF LITERA
TURE. Ancient and Modem. By FREDERICK SCHLEGEL Trans.
lated by J. G. LOCKHART. Fcap., 6s. 
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A TREATISE UPON BREEDING, REARING, AND FEED
" lNG, CHEVIOT AND BLACK-FACED..! SHEEP IN HIGH DIS

TRICTS. Bya LAMMERMOOR FARMER. uown 8vo, cloth, 2S. 6d. 

Shortrede-TRAVERSE TABLES TO FIVE PLACES, 
FOR EVERY .z OF ANGLE UP TO 100 OF DISTANCE. By "ROBERT 
SHORTREDE, F.R.AS. Edited by EDWARD SANG, F.R.S.E. 
8vo, 215. 

Simmons-LEGENDS, LYRICS, AND OTHER POEMS. 
By B. SIMMONS. Fcap. 8vo, 75. 6d. 

Simpson-PARIS AFTER WATERLOO. 
A Revised Edition of a • Visit to Flanders and the Field of Waterloo.' By 
JAMES SIMPSON, Advocate. With Two coloure4 Plans of the Battle. 
Crown 8vo, Ss. 

'Saturday Review'-SKETCHES AND ESSAYS. 
Reprinted from the • Saturday Review.' 

CONTENTS :---Fashionable Scrambles in Country Houses.-The Return of the 
Tourists_-The End of the Holidays.-Dinners in the Provinces, &c.-Weddings 
and Wedding Presents.-Social Ladybirds.-The Infant's Progress.-PIato in 
Pettic:oats.-Mohocks and their Literature.-SchooIs. In crown 8vo, ss. 

--ESSAYS ON SOCIAL SUBJECTS. 
Originally published in the' Saturday Review.' A New Edition. First and 
Second Series. 2 voIs. crown 8vo, 6s. each. 

"Two remarltable volumes of occasional papers, far above the average of such miscellanies. 
They are the production of a keen and kindly obsener of men and manners, and they display a 
subtle analyeis of character, as well as a breadth of observation, which are remarltable.. With 
much of occasional foroe, these Resays have anlIicient solidity to make a book; and while they ..... 
call the wit nf Montaigne and the playfulness of Addison, they are animated by a better DlOIlIl 
tone, and cover a larger range nf experience. u--CMisRcm~ • 

• 
Smith-POEMS, SONGS, AND BALLADS. 

By JAMES SMITH. Third Edition. 55. 
"The collection is certainly a rich and remarkable one, containing many specimens of finely 

pathetic and descriptive verse, imbued with the true spirit nf poet17 and SODg. .-&oInoaa. 
U A most meritorious and enjoyable volume. n-CouraAL 

Smith-THORNDALE; OR, THE CONFLICT OF OPIN
IONS. By WILLI~ SMITH. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 105. 6d. 

.. Mr Smith has read deeply and accmrately into human nature, in all Its weakn ...... fancies, 
hopes, and fears. It Is 10Dl! since we have met with a mom remarkable or worthy book. 
• • • We know few 1I'Oli<s m which there may he found so many line thoughts, lich~briDglng 
illnstratio .... and happy tnms nf u:pression, to invite the reader's pencil ~-Ftusor'. Magori .... 

--A DISCOURSE ON ETHICS OF THE SCHOOL OF 
PALEY. By tb~ SAKE. 8vo, 4S-

--DRAMAS, 
By tbe SAME. I. SIR WILLIAM CRICHTON. 2. ATHELWOLD. 3. 
GUIDONE. 24Mo, boards, 35. 
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SONGS AND VERSES: 
Social and Scientific. By an old Contributor to 'Maga.' A new Edition, 
with Music of some of the Songs. Fcap. 8vo, 3S. 6jl. 

.. The productiona thrown oil' by this eccentric muse have &!l the merits of originality and 
ftriety. • • • Be haa written eongs, not essays-<lllch a hotch-potch of science and h~o,,!, 
Jest and Utsratme, gossip and criticism, aa might have been served at the Nootes Ambrosl&Dlll ill 
the blue parlour at Amhrose'e, --&utwd.a1/ &view. , 

Southey-poETICAL WORKS OF CAROLINE BOWLES 
SOUTHEY. Fcap. 8vo, 55 • 

.. ~ one of theee well-bound, neatly.printed, toned peper editions, in turning ont which our 
leading pnbUshen eo landably vie with each other, Messn Blackwood have gathered up the pre
eiooal8lll&ina ofCaroUne Bowles Bonthey. We c&ll them precious advisedly, because they illus
trate a atyla of anthorship which is eomewhat out of date, and baa been superseded by other 
Itylea neither eo natnral nor eo attractive to cultivated tasteL Caroliae B&wles was nursed, eo 
to IJlMk, in the &chool of natme, teught with &!l the fostering care of home inJluence, and &!lowed 
to npen in intsUect and fancy amidst the varied channa of a country Iife."-Tht Church_no 

" We do not remember any ... oent author whose poetry is eo nnmixedly native; and t.JUs Eng
Ush oomplezion conotitnteo one of its characteristic channa. No purer model of our genome home 
feelina and languaga. "-Q_I1/ Bwitw. 

-- THE BIRTHDAY, AND OTHER POEMS. 
By the SAME. Second Edition. 3S. 

- CHAPTERS VN CHURCHYARDS. 
By the SAME. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, :zs. 6d. 

-- ROBIN HOOD; A FRAGMENT. 
By the late ROBERT SOUTHEY and CAROLINE SOUTHEY. With 
other Fragments and Poems. Post 8vo, 850 ' 

Speke~JOURNAL OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE SOURCE 
OF THE NILE.· By J. lL SPEKE, Captain H.M. Indian Army. 8vo; 
2IS. With a Map of Eastern Equatorial Africa by Captain Speke; numer
ous illustrations, chiefly from drawings by Captain Grant; and Portraits en
graved on Steel, of Captains Speke and Grant • 

.. A monument of perseverance, comage, and temper displayed under di1IIcnlties which have 
perhapa naver been equ&lled."-7'tmea. , 

.. It la, however, a great story thet Ia thna plainly told; "story of which nearly &!l the interest; 
UBI In the atrange f8cte related, and, mo ... than all, in the crowning f8ct that it frees us in a Iarga 
degree from a geographical puule, which had excited the curiosity of mankind-o! the most illus
triona 8IDperol'8 and oommnniu-from very early timea."-.4.~ 

-- WHAT LED TO THE, DISCOVERY OF THE NILE 
SOURCE. By the SAME. 8vo', with Maps, &c., 145. 

SophocleS-THREE PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES: ANTIGONE, 
. ELECTRA, AND DEIANIRA. Translated into English Verse by LEWIS 

CAMPBELL, M.A., Professor of Greek in the University of St Andrews. 
8vo, 65. 

- THE KING ffiDIPUS AND PHILOCTETES OF SO
PHOCLES. Translated into English Verse by the SAME. 8vo, 55. 
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Stewart-ADVICE TO PURCHASERS OF HORSES. 
By JOHN STEWART, V.S. Author of' Stable Economy.' 2S. 6d. To 
the f~~er, the. sportsman, and ~ll interested in obtaining a sound and well. 
condItioned anll~al, calculated eIther for work or pleasure, this work will be 
found to be emmently useful It is' the result of the experience of a first· 
ratE: authority on the subject. , 

--- STABLE ECONOMY. 
A Tr.eatise on the Management of Horses in relation to Stabling, Grooming, 
Feedmg, Watering, and Working; By the SAME. Seventh Edition, fcap. 
8vo, 6s. 6d. 

Story-GRAFFITID'ITALIA. 
By W. W. STORY, Author of 'Roba di Roma.' Fcap. 8vo, 7s. 6d. 

.. As a sculptor's sketcb .. in a kind of poetic neutral tint; they are ot great value, quite apart 
trom their intrinsic value as poems." -AtMnan.mL 

.. In the present volume be bas translated the marble tor us into poetry. Goethe used to say that 
sculpture was the most poetics! Of all the arts. And in " certain higb transcendental sense be is 
~erfectJy rlgbt. Those wbo are interested in the question should certainly stndy the Cleopatra ot 
.~~~~ the Cleopatra, as we lind ber translated in the present volume into v ....... "-

STELLA AND OTHER POEMS. 
By FLORENZ. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 4S-

Stirling-THE PRIORY OF INCHMAHOME: 
NOTES, HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE. By the REV. MACGREGOR 
STIRLING. With an Appendix of Opginal Papers. Engravings. 4to, 
3IS• 6d• 

Strickland-LIVES OF THE QUEENS OF SCOTLAND, 
AND ENGLISH PRINCESSES CONNECTED WITH THE REGAL SUCCESSION OF 
GREAT BRITAIN. By AGNES STRICKLAND. With Portraits and 
Historicd Vignettes. 8 voIs. post 8vo, £4. 45. . 

.. Every step in Scotland is bistorlcs!: the shed.. ot the desd &rise on every side: the very 
rocks breatbe. Mis. Strickland'. talents as a writer, and turn of mind 88 an individua1, in a 
peculiar manner fit ber for painting a bistorlcs! gallery of the most illustrious or digni1\ed female 
characters in that land of chivalry and song."-Blackwoo<f. MagaoiRa. t 

Stuart-LAYS OF THE DEER FORES1'. 
With Sketches of Olden and Modem Deer Hunting, &c. By JOHN 
SOBIESKI and CHARLES EDWARD STUART. 2 vols. post 8vo, 21S. 

Swainson-A HANDBOOK OF WEATHER FOLK·LORE: 
Being a. Collection o( Proverbial Sayings in ~arious Languages relating to 
the Weather, with Explantltory and Illustrative Notes. By the REV. C. 
SWAINSON, M.A., Vicar .of High Hurst Wood. Fcap. 8vo, Roxburghe 
binding, 6s. 6d • 

.. The Rev. C. SwainBon bas compiled a work on westher-lore sucb as we bave long desired to 
see. He bas performed his work well Lik. all good work, it bas .vidently besn a labour of love. 
Mr SwainBon brings many quallfi""tious for his tesk. H. Is a scholar, and possess .. t!'e testes of 
a scholar, He does not couline hims.lf to th. weath .... lore of Englana. He ftings a WIde net; he 
bas gathered from thV best sources. He bas laid th. principal European works on th. subject nnder 
contribution. There!l'ult isa bookwbicb ought to find a place in.verylibrary."-Wostm .... tor l/evietD. 

.. Enough bas bean said to illustrats the wealth of the minewblcbMrSwaiusonhas opened in.the 
first part. of his volume. The second part is not a whitless rlcb and intsresting."-.satuTday &tri0lD • 

•• Mr Bwaillllon bas produced a very curious and interesting book. "-.st<mcl<wd. 
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Swayne-LAKE VICTORIA. 
A Narrative of Explorations in Search of the Source of the Nile. Compiled 
from the Memoirs of Captains Speke and Grant. By GEORGE C. 
SWAYNE, M.A., Late Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. illus
trated with Woodcuts and Map. Crown 8vo, 75. 6d. 

")(r 8_7D" hall ..m.Jrabl, disclwged his task, and hall produced a very eneIlen\ and tnIlJ 
-.table YOlame. --Dail, &w. 
,;;:::;:::: betore DB is a very readabIe -. 'We anticipate for it a wide popu1arity.--

Taylor-TARA: A MAHRATTA TALE. 
By CAPTAIN MEADOWS TAYLOR. 3 Yak post 8vo. 7S. 6d. 

.. A pIetme 0I1Dd1an li1II which it is impossible DOt to admire. We have no hesitation in saying. 
u.a a _ per1ac& knowledge 01 India is to be ocq_ from an attentive perusal and stw.IJ of 
\biB work. u.... oaaId be g\eaIIed from .... ~ole library. --Pna. 

-- RALPH DARNELL. "A NoVEL. 
Bt the SAKL ,3 Yals. post 8vo, 75. 6d. 

Thomson-INTRODUCTION TO METEOROLOGY. 
By DAVID. P. THOMSON, M.D. Octavo, ~th Engravings, 14S-

TibullUS-THE ELEGIES OF ALBIUS TIBULLUS. 
Trqslated into English Verse, with Life of the Poet, and illustrative 
Notes. Bl JAMES CRANSTOUN, B.A., Author of a Translation of 
• Catnllus. In crown 8vo. 6s. 6d. 

~Welll&J' ~ )(r CraDstoan ;", having oecopied a place for ... hich his poetical skill, no 
.u....hisJDaDi1elR classical vainiDgand ocqnirements, abundanU, fits him. --&llvn1ay&vitta. 

M He.,.,..... ......... \he origiDaIs than ..., of his pled""""'IQIB Uud; we .... ocqoaint.ed with. " " " 
'rhe _ .... lIchoIarl, and reall, illDstratiw. - -EzrrAMIor • 

.. BJ far \he ~ 01 \he IInr ftIIIione we have 01 \his sw. and graceful ~ --8/a1odard, 

TOM CRINGLE'S LOG. 
A New Edition. with illustratious. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

-Bftrybod, ... ho has IIiled to read 'Tom Cringle's Log' should do 80 ali 0IKlB. The 'QoarierI)' 
BeYiInr' wen\ 80 far &I to _, \ha\ the papers eomposing it, ... ben it _ appeared in • Blackwood.' 
.... Ibe _ brillian\ 1181i81 01 the time, and \hat time one unrivalled for the number of famous 
mapaini.o\e uistiog III I~ Ooleridge _ye in his • Table Talk' Uud; the Log is mos\ exceDent: and 
th_...o"", have beoa ratified by generatious of men and boys, and b, the manifestation of 
OoolinenW epproftl, ... hich is shown b, repeat.ed kaDalatioDa. The eagraviDgs illustrating the 
lJI'OIIIOD\ ...... are 8IIIl8lleDL ---&a.darr1 

Train-THE BUCHANITES FROM FIRST TO LAST. 
By JOSEPH TRAIN. Fcap. 8vo. 45. 

A TRUE REFORMER. 
3 'f'o1s. crown 8vo, £1, $So 6d. Originally published in ',Blackwood's 
Magazine.' 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRI
- CULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. 1866-1871,6 Nos., sewed, 

4S- each; 1873-3-4. cloth, $So each. Co~tinued annnally. 

TytIer-THE WONDER SEEKER, 
OK T1B HISTORY 01' CHAIlLES DoUGLAS. By M. FRASER TYTLER. 
Author of "Tales of the Great and Bra'f'e,'.tc. A New Edition. Fcap., 

" 3So 6d. 
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Van de Velde-NARRATIVE 01'- A JOURNEY THROUGH 
SYRIA AND PALESTINE. By LIEUT. VAN DE VELDE. 2 yols. 
8vo, with Maps, &c., £1, los. 

Virgil-THE lENEID OF VIRGIl. 
Translated in English Blank Verse by G. K. RICKARDS, M.A., and 
LoRD RA VENSWORTH. 2 yols. fcap. 8vo, los. 

"lIr Rickards has done good service to the non-classical publie 1>7 the faitbfoJ &lid beantlful 
v_on of Virgil's lEneid now belore 118, and h. has enhanced the boon 1>7 a preface of apecial 
value, aa setting forth fairly and conclusively the respect.ive meri", or pnmono RanslatioDa, aDd 
the apecial qualiti .. of Virgil .. a poet. -~ 

"Lord Ravensworth's success and otzength are to be found, not so much in his ftrbal foree 
as in the Virgilian spirit wbich breath .. throughout his lin... No EogIish reader can well miss 
their postical graee and vigour; no seholar will deem nnfaitbfoJ the clean cut, deeisive Iinee of 
this -If version. ·-B .... itIg SlaRdonL' 

Von Borcke-MEMOIRS OF THE CONFEDERATE WAR 
FOR INDEPENDENCE. By HEROS VON BORCKE, lately Chief of 
Staff to General J. E. B. Stuart. 2 vols. post 8vo, with Map, 215. 

Warren-WORKS OF SAMUEL WARREN, D.C,1.. 
. DIAlI.Y OF A LATE PHYSICIAN. In 2 vols. fcap., 125. Another Editioo, 

with Engravings, in crown 8vo, handsomely printed. 75:. 6d. 
TEN THOUSAND A-YEAR. Three vols. fcapo, I&.. 
Now AND THEN. Fcap., 6s. 
MISCELLANIES. 2 voIs. crown 8vo, 245-
THE LILY AND THE BEE. Fcap., 8vo, ss. 

-- SAMUEL WARREN'S WORKS. 
Feople's Edition, 4 yoIs. crown 8vo, cloth, ISs. Or separately :
DIAlI.Y OF A LATE PHYSICIAN. 35. 6d. 
TEN THOUSAND A-YEAR. Ss. 
Now AND THEN. LILY AND BEE. INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL DEVEL

OPMENT OF THE PIlESENT AGE. I voL, 45. 6d. 
EsSAys, ClUTICAL, IMAGINATIVE, AND JUlUDICAI. I voL, ss. 

ESSAYS WRITTEN FOR THE WELLINGTON PRIZE. 
Selected for Publication, by His Grace's desire, from those specially men
tioned by the Arbiter. 8vo, 125. 6d. 

List of A "'''ors. 
L By Lieut. J. T. HILDYARD, 71st Highland Light Infantry. 

II. By Lieutenant STANIEII. WALLER, Royal Engineers. 
IlL By Cnptain J. C. RUSSELL, loth Royal Hussars. 
IV. By Colonel Sir GARNET J. WOLSELEY, c.B., K.C.M.G. 
V. By General J. R. CUUFURD. . 
V~ By Lieuteoant C. CooPER. KufG, Royal Marine Artillery. 

Wbite-ARCHlEOLOGICAL SKETCHES IN SCOTLAND
KINTYRE. By CAPTAIN T. P. WHITE, R.E., &c., of the Ordnance 
Survey. With 138 Illustrations. Folio, £2, zs. . 

WHY WOMEN CANNOT BE TURNED INTO MEN. 
Price 6d. 
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WilsoD-THE "EVER-VICTORIOUS ARMY. II 
.A History of the Chinese Campaign under Lieut. -CoL C. G. Gordon, and of 
the Suppression of the Tai-pmg Rebellion. By ANDREW WILSON, 
F.A.S.L., Author of • England's Policy in China t and formerly Editor of 
the • China Mail' In 8vo, with Maps, ISS. 

.. ID addition to • Rood dtlll of Information _pecting ChiDa and ita JeCeIlt history, this volume 
eontama an IDterestiDg accomlt of a brilliant _ iB the military caroor of an English officer of 
....... arltable promise, and of the important resulta of his okill and heroism. _ .' _ It brings out 
el ...... ,. the eminont qualiti .. of Oolonel Gordon, his intJepidit,- and nmonroes 88 • military leader, 
hill .... apti_e lOr a dilIIcult command, his danntloaa COIIJ'8&'l. caImn-, and prwlenco, his lofty 
eIwomer and IIJI8Illlied hoDonz. --7'MIu&. 

WIlsOD-WORKS OF PROFESSOR WILSON. 
Edited by his Son-in·law, Professor FEIlIlIER. In 12 voTs. crown 8vo, £2, ss:. 

-- THE NOCTES AMBROSIANlE. 
By the SAKL With Notes and a Glossary. In fOllr vok crown 8vo, 16s. 

-- RECREATIONS OF CHRISTOPHER NORTH. 
By the SAKL In two voTs. New Edition, with Portrait, 8s. 

.. welcome, right "elcome, Christopher North; we cordially greet thee in thy new dress, thou 
~ and hearty old man, "hoes' Ambroaian nighta ' have 80 often in imaginatiou transported 09 
lI'om aoli_e to the eocial cireIe, and whoes ririd pictmes of dood and fell, of loeb and glen, have 
carried ua in thought from the lJIIoko, din, and pont-up opulenco of London, to the rushing stream 
.... tnIulull tam of those monnw. ranges,. &c.-T ...... 

-- ESSAYS, CRITICAL AND IMAGINATIVE. 
By the SAKL Four vols. crown Svo, 165. . 

--TALES. 
By the SAKL Comprisin[' The Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life;' 
• The Trials of Margaret yndsay ;' and • The Foresters.' In one voL 
crown 8vo, 45-. cloth. Cheap Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 2S. 6d. 

-POEMS. 
Containing the" Isle of Palms, n the "City of the Plague," "Unimore," and 
ether Poems. By the SAML Complete Edition. Crown 8vo, 45. 

- HOMER AND HIS TRANSLATORS, AND THE 
GREEJF. DRAMA. By the S~L Crown 8vo, 45-

WiIls-CHARLES THE FIRST. 
An Historical Tragedy in Four Acts. By W. G. WILLS, Author of 'The 
Man 0' Airlie,' • Medza,' &c. 8vo, 2S. ,6d. • 

• 
- DRAWING-ROOM DRAMAS FOR CHILDREN. 

By the SAKE, and the Hon. Mrs Greene. Crown 8vo, 6s. 
C 
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Wingate-POEMS AND SONGS. 
By DAVID WINGATE. In fcap'. 8vo, ss. 

.. Genuine poetic ore, poems which win for their author a plaM am!"6 Scotland's we SODS of 
soug, aDd IIllCh as BD7 man in BD7 country might ~oice to have written. -LoRdotI ~ 

-- ANNIE WEIR, AND OTHER POEMS, 
By the SAMI!. Fcap. 8vo, Ss. 

Yule-FORTIFICATION; 
For the use of Officers in the Army, -and R~ders of Military History. By 
Colonel H. YULE, Bengal Engineers. 8vo, with numerous Illnstrations, 
los. 6d. 

.. An excclleut manual; one of the best works .,fila class. ._~.A"", DcspIJt<I. 

BOOKS IN THE PRESS • 
.. 

-MR KINGLAKE'S 
FIITH, OR ccINKERMAN VOLUME" OF 

THE INVASION OF THE CRIMEA. 

THE 

PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY IN EUROPE. 
VOL. I., 'CONTAINING THB HISTORY OF THAT PUILOSOP}IY IN 

FRANCE AND GERlIANY. 

By ROBERT FLINT, 
Pzof ....... of Moral Philosophy aDd Political Economy, U~ty of St Andrews. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY; 
011, 

GEOLOGY IN ITS RELATIONS TO THE ARTS AND 
MANUFACTURES. 

BY DAVID PAG~ LL.D., F.G.S., &c. 
Pzofessor of Geology in the Durham University College of Physical Sciecce, NeWQSt/e. 

ARCHlEOLOGICAL SKETCHES IN 
SCOTLAND. 

By CAPT. T. P. WHITE, R.E., &c. 

VOL. II., KNAPDA,LE, GIGUA, &c. With 130 Illustrations. Folio.. 
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Caird-SERMONS. 
By JOHN CAIRD, D.D., Principal of the University of Glasgow. Thir· 
teenth Thousand. Fcap. 8vo; 5S. 

"Th..,. .... noble sermons: and we ..;, not BDl'O bnt that, with the cnltivated reader, they Win 
pin rather than 1_ by being read, not heald. There is a thoughtfuln_ and depth about them 
which ..... lwUJ,. be appreciated, anl_ when th..,. are studied at leiBDl'O: and tilere are 80 maoy 
oen __ 10 feIlcitoaal,. upreeeod that we ehonld grudge being hurried away from them by a zapid 
epeakar, without being allowed to el\ioy them a second tima. "-Fnuor'. Magari .... 

-- RELIGION IN COMMON'\,JFE: / 
A Sermob preached in Crathie Church, October 140 1855. before Her 
Majesty the Queen and Prince Albert. By the SAME. Published by Her 
Majesty's Command. Bound in cloth, 8d. Cheap Edition, 3d. 

Campbell-THE THEORY OF RULING ELDERSHIP j 
Or, The Position of the Lay Ruler in the Reformed Churches Examined. 

. By P. C. CAMPBELL,. D.D., Principal of thEl University of Aberdeen. 3So 
.. PrIncipal Campbell d""""""" the beet thanks of the whole community for eetting forth the 

nbject 80 opportunely. and In a work eo Incid in arrangement, eo accurate in etatement, eo 
lrreeistIbie In reaeoning, and eo penJpicnona and pleasing in etyla. We moat heartily recommend 
~~uctlOD to the moat umona attention of the Chnrchee and the public generally. N-GI./JIgow 

Charteris-NOTES ON SOME PRESENT·DAY ATTACKS 
ON THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. A Lecture Delivered at the 
Opening of the Theological class in Edinburgh University, Session 1870-71. 
By the REv. Pa.OFBSSOII. CHARTERIS, 8vo, IS. 

Church of Scotland-THE ANNUAL VOLUME OF REPORTS 
OF THE SCHEMES OF THE CHURCH. Price .IS. 6d., bound in 
cloth. 

- THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND HOME AND 
FOREIGN MISSIONARY RECORD; Containing Reports of the Mis
sions of the Church, Lists of Contributions on Account of the Schemes, and 
Ecclesiastical Intelligence. Published on the First Day of each Month. 
Three halfpence. . 

.!- FAMILY PRAYERS. 
Authorised by the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. 
Edition, ClOwn, 8ve, in large type. 4S- 6d. 

ANOTHEII. EDITION, ClOwn 8ve, 2S. 

ANew , 
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Church of Scotland-PRAYERS FOR SOCIAL AND FAMILY 
WORSHIP: For the Use of Soldiers, Sailors, Colonists, and Sojourners 
in India, and other persons, at home and abroad, who are deprived of the 
ordinary services of a Christian Ministry. Cheap Editio~, IS. 6d. 

-- THE SCOTTISH HYMNAL. 
HYMNS FOR PUBLIC WORSHIP, P)lblished for Use in Churches by Author· 
ity of the Ge~eral Assembly. 

I. Large type, cloth, red edges, IS. 6d. i French morocco, 25. 6d. ; calf, 6s. 
~ 2. Bourgeois type, cloth, red edges, IS. ; French morocco, 25. 
3. Minion type, limp. cloth, 6d.; French morocco, IS. 6d. 
4- School Edition, in paper cover, 2d. 

No. I, ,bound with the Psalms and Paraphrases, cloth, 3s.; 'French 
morocco, 45. 6d. ; calf, 7s. 6d. 

No.2, bound With ,the Psalms and Paraphrases, cloth, 25.; French 
morocco, 35. 

-- THE SCOTTISH HYMNAL, WITH MUSIC. 
Selected by the Committees on Hymns and on Psalmody. The harmonies 

arrariged by W. H. Monk, cloth, IS. 6d. ; French morocco; 3s. 6d. The 
same in the Tonic Spl-fa Notation, IS. 6d. and 3s. 6d. 

An Edition with fixed Tune for each Hymn, cloth, 3S. 6d. French 
morocco, 5s. 6d. 

--" - INDEX TO THE ACTS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. From the Revolution to the 
present time. By the REV. JOHN WILSON, Dunning. A New Edition, 
brought down to 1870. Crown 8vo; 55. 

Cochrane,....-THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD: 
-Its Design, Manner, and Results. In an Exposition of the Fifteenth Chapter 
of First Corinthians. By the REV. JAMES COCHRANE, D.D., Minister 
of the First Parochial Charge, Cupar-Fife ; Author of 'The World to Come,' 
'Discourses on Difficult Texts'of Scripture,' &c. In crown 8vo, 7S. 6d. 

.. Rarely have we come across a more discriminating exposition of that marvellous chapter, the 
Isth of 1st Corinthians,. than that by 1IIr Cochrane.· -Jolm BuU. 

"It Is a work of much ability, lucid, ari!nmentative, often rising to eloquenoe, and full of 
interest. ·-Annag~ Guan:Ii<m. 
~~ characteristic of the volume is strong, clear-headed, sober gocd sense."-BritisA QuaFter!y 

Cotterill-THE GENESIS OF THE CHURCH. 
By the RIGHT REV. HENRY COTTERILL, D.D., Bishop of Edinburgh. 
Demy 8vo, I6sr 

.. The book Is strikingly original, and this originality is one of its great charms-the ..iews of an 
able and cultivated man whom long study has made fully!naster of hiS subject." -Scot«s~ Guard ...... 
c::J::J.r CotteriII's volume a book of great ability has been presented to the world. "-EdWlbtwg~ 

Crawford-THE MYSTERIES OF CHRISTIANITY. 
Being the Baird Lecture for 1874- ByT. J. CRAWFORD, D.D., Pro
fessor of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh. In I vol., crown 8vo, 
~~ , 
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Crawford-THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD: 
Considered in its General and Special Aspects, and particularly in relation 
to the Atonement; with a Review of Recent Speculations on the Subject. 
By THOMAS J. CRAWFORD, D.D., Professor of Divinity in the 
University of Edinburgh. Third Edition, revised and enlarged, with a 
Reply to the Strictures of Dr Candlish. 9S. . 

"The plan of this work fa comprehensive and yet deflnita.· It embodies much original thought. 
and the author'a habite of searching Inquiry and careful ammgement stand him In good stead. 
Whatever dilrerence of opinion there may be on snndry topics, it would be idle to question the 
S-' ability shown by the lesmed PlOfeseor. As the snbjecta treated of have been and are 80 
much d.iacueaed, it will be satisfactory to many to moeive a book which expounds 80 fully. and 
maiDtaiDa 80 forcibly. and on a Scriptural basis, the views of OnB 80 well qualified to spesk.".T __ oJ 8GtntJ LiImK_ 

-- THE DOCTRINE OF HOLY SCRIPTURE RESPECT-
I.,NG THE ATONEMENT. By the SAME. 8vo, 125. 

.. Thla addltioB to the Iateet oontrlbutlons to the elucidation of the doctrir..!1 of the· atonement 
mnst IDevitsbly take a high rank among them. It eollatee and analyses the telchin"os, not only of 
Uls apcetles. but of all 8cripturalauthol8 on the snbject. The work is done in a critical, thorough, 
==:=~. and gives DB an exhaustive thesaurns of Scriptural doctriDe on the subject. "-

-- PRESBYTERIANISM DEFENDED AGAINST THE 
EXCLUSIVE CLAIMS OF PRELACY, as urged by Romanists and 
Tractarians. By the SAME. Second Edition. Also, PRESBYTERY OR 
PRELACY, which is the more conformable to the pattern of the Apostoltc 
Churches 1 By the SAME. Second Edition. Bound in one volume, 2S. 

Cum,ming-FROM PATMOS TO PARADISE; 
Or, Light on the Past, the Present, and the Future. By the REV. JOHN 
CUMMING, D.D., F.R.S.E., Minister of the Scotch National Church, 
CroWD. Court, Covent Garden, London. CroWD 8vo, 7S. 6d. 

Davidson-BELIEF-WHAT IS IT? . 
Or, The Nature of Faith as Determined by the Facts of Human Nature and 
Sacred History. By REv. JOHN DAVIDSON, M.A. 8vo, 7S. 

THE 'DIVINE FOOTSTEPS IN HUMAN HISTORY. 
8vo, lOS. 6d. 

THE DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND ON 
THE SACRAMENTS, Extracted from her Standards, as a Text·Book for 
the Instruction of Young Persons preparing for their first Communion. 2d. 
Twelve copies for IS. 6d. 

Edgar-SCHEME OF LESSONS FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS 
AND BIBLE CLASSES roR THE FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD YEARS. 
By the REv. ROBERT EDGAR, M.A., Newburgh. 35. per Hundred. 

_ NOTES, CRITICAL AND EXPLANATORY, TO AID TEACHERS 
IN USING THE ABOVE SCHEME OF LESSONS. By the SAME, 8vo, 
in three parts, one for each Year's Lessons. 4So 6d. 
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EUCHOLOGION; OR, A BOOK OF COMMON ORDER. 
Being Forms of Worship issued by THE CHURCH SERVICE SOCIETY. A 
New and Revised Edition, being the Third. [In tlu Press. 

Flint-CHRIST'S KINGDOM UPON EARTH. 
By the Rev: ROBERT FLINT, Professor of Moral Philosophy in the 
University orSt Andrews. Crown 8vo, 7S. 6d. ' . 

Hay-THE WORKS OF THE RIGHT REV. BISHOP HAY, 
of Edinburgh. Together with a Memoir of the Author, and Portrait 
engraved from the Painting at the College of Blairs. Edited under the 
supervision. of the RIGHT REv. BISHOP STRAIN. A New Edition, in 
5 voIs. Crown 8vo, 215. . 

"The works derive intereetfrom the-character and career of the writer, but they have an in. 
dependent value 88 one of the Ilnest expoaitions in English of the doctrines of the Catholic 
'Chureh."-Cork Brom ....... 

"We have before us, in live volumes, published in the most llnished style of typography, the 
invaluable works of Bishop Hay, of Edinburgh, which form the most complete and clear enuncia
tion of Catholic doctrine, practice, and piety ever written in the Ianguage."-LitIoI]>ool CaIholic 
n..... 

"In fact, we should say of these live volumes that they form an invaluable collection for 'both 
priest and layman; and we augur for them, on account of their intrinsic worth and of the immense 
benefits they have already conferred, a widespread sal .. "-Tabla. 

-' -'- BISHOP HAY ON MIRACLES. 
The Scripture Doctrine of Miracles Displayed, in which they are impartially 
examined and explained, 'according to the Light of Revelation and the 
Principles of Sound Reason. By the RICOHT REv. DR GEORGE HAY, 
Bishop of Edinburgh. . 2 voIs. crown 8vo; los. 6d. 

"The work is the product of great learning, seriptural and scholastic, and it is a model in its 
method. • • • It is of the profoundest interest, whether to those who accept the belief they 
are intended to, enforce, or to those who may honestJy dissent from it. "-Cork Brom ....... 

"The survey of the subject is remarksbly comprehensive, and the handliDg of it very able. 
The volumes are well worth ~ "-lMera'1/ CMwcI&ma ... 

Hill-LECTURES IN DIVINITY. 
By REv. GEORGE HILL, D.D., Principal of St Mary's College, St 

• Andrews. Stereotyped Edition. 8vo, 14S-
"I am not. sure if I can recommend a more ClOmplets manual of Divinity. D_Dr ClIalmers; 

Hill-THE PRACTICE IN THE SEVERAL JUDICATORIES 
OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. By ALEXANDER HILL, 
D.D. Sixth Edition, reap. 8vo, 4S-

Hutchlson-SERMONS. 
By GEORGE HUTCHISON, D.D., Minister of Banchory-Ternan. 8vo, 
8s. 6d. 

Jamieson-THE INSPIRATION OF THE HOLY SCRIP
TURES. Being the BAIRD LECTURES for 1873. By the REV. ROBERT 
JAMIESON, D.D. In one volume, crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. 
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Joceline-THE MOTHER'S LEGACIE TO HER UNBORNE 
CHILDE. By MIlS ELIZABETH JOCELINE.- Edited by the Very 
REV. PUNCIPAL LEE. Cloth, gilt edges, 32mO, 4S- 6d. Also in morocco 
antique, 8s. 6d. 

"Th18 boautifallllld toaebhul: Legacie. --.Au.-
" A delightful molll1JlleDt of the Piet7 IIIId high feeling of • Roly noble mother." -Momi.., 
~. 

KnOX-jOHN KNOX'S LITURGY: 
THB BOOK OP CoMMON OIlDEIl, AND THE DIRECTORY POR PUBLIC 
WOIlSHIP OP THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. With Historical Introduc
tions and Illustrative Notes by the REv. GEORGE W. SPROTT, B.A.,. 
and the REv. THOMAS LEISHMAN. D.D. Handsomely printed, in 
imitation of the large editions of Andro Hart, on toned paper, bound in ' 

_. cloth, red edges, 8s. 6d. 
"We heartllJ' """,mmend Mr sprott's Introduction to the 'Book of Common Order' to every 

..... who wiahes honestly to get; the troth, and the whole troth, about the histol'J, 80 far as scot. 
land Ia eoncerned. coneeming a devotional formularJ which has had 80 curious a destiny. This 
IntrodoetiOD ia fufi of 1eaming, used with • eandour that deserves all honour. In readiDg it we 
cumot lind whether the author ia a supporter or an opponent of • formularJ of worehip-he has 
IlIIdertakeIl the hiator7 of one book of that kind, IIIId he WIs it lairly ou~ "--&ol.mata.. 

Lee-LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF THE CHURCH 
OF SCOTLAND, FROM THE REFORMATION TO THE RE
VOLUTION SETTLEMENT. By the late Very REv. JOHN LEE, 
D.D., LL.D., Principal of the University of Edinburgh. With Notes and 
Appendices from the Author's Papers. Edited by the Rev. WILLIAM LEE, 
D.D. Two vols. 8vo, 21S. ' 

-- PASTORAL ADDRESSES OF THE GENERAL AS
SEMBLY OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND. By the SAME. 
Fcap. 8vo, 2S. 6d. 

-- INAUGURAL ADDRESSES IN THE UNIVERSITY 
OF EDINBURGlL By the SAME. To which is prefixed a Memoir by 
Lord NEAVEs. Fcap.8vo, 2S. 6d. 

Lee-THE INCREASE OF FAITH. 
By WILLIAM LEE. D.D. Second Edition, 4S-

., A large work In. very amall eompaaa. • • • The subject ia moat important. It touches 
many questions of proetical coutrover8J, and queat\ons, moreover, with which. practical minis~ 
has coustantly to creal. • • • It Ia acarcely poeaible to speak toq highly of the way in which 
the taak has heeD aecuted. "-Rev. B. Garbett's CMVIias .A1l_ 

-- THE DAYS OF THE SON OF MAN: , 
A History of the Church in the Time of Our Lord. By the S.AKE. Crown 
8vo, 6s. 6d. 

"We _1001II8 this ...,lume, IIIId moat eordiaIly _end it to all intelligeni IIIId e8lIlIld 
IItodenta of the word of God. .. -u .. ,,... Pru""""",, MfJ{Idrine. . 

.. Dr Lee'. th~tfQllltt1e book deaervea high commendation. • • • As • mannal tor family 
IIIId school nee. LIt w. think. the v8lJ heat that has come under our notice."-BrU~ ~11l 
BoNuI. • 

-- THE DUTIES OF ELDERS IN THE CHURCH OF 
SCOTLAND. With an ElWIlination of Prevalent Objections to an Ac
ceptance of the Office. By the SAME. 4CL 
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M'Culloch-SERMONS. 
By JAMES M'CULLOCH, D.D., Minister of West Kirk, Greenock. 
Second Edition, 8vo, 6s. 

"While the graces of the author's oomposition wiD be admired by those who appreciate the 
beaoti .. of diction, the evaugelical and decidedly pl3ctical character 01 the dis001lJ8Bll mun make 
them eJ:ceediDgly acceptable to all Christian readezs. U -NorUt..BntiM lJuilll Mail. 

.. We have 8BBD no volume of Sermons of _~ pnblic:atioD which has greaW claims upcIIl • 
tention, or is more wortb,:r of perusal. .-eou"""" 

Maclachlan-NOTES ON THE PARABLES, 
According to Literal and Futurist Principles of Interpretation. By MRS 
MACLACHLAN (of Maclachlan). CroWll 8vo, 4So 

.By tM Same AfIIlwr. 
NOTES ON TllE UNFULFlLLED PROPHECIES OF IsAIAH. Post 8vo, &. 6d. 
NOTES ON THE BOOK OF REVELATION. Post 8vo, 6s. 
NOTES ON REFERENCES AND QUOTATIONS .IN TllE NEW TESTAUJ!:NT SCIUP

TUII.ES FIlOM TllE OLD TESTAMENT. Post 8vo, 8s. 6d. 

M'Letchie-SERMONS AND DISCOURSEs. 
By the late REv. JAMES M~ETCHIE, D.D., High Church, Edinburgh. 
With Portrait, and a Memoir by thll Rev. Dr MACIlA&. 105. 6d. 

Macpherson-THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS CHRIST: 
With an Examination of the Speculations of Stranss in his 'New: Life of 
Jesus,' and an Introductory View of the P~t Position of Theological 
Inquiry in reference to the Existence of God, and the MiIacnlous Evidence 
of Christianity. By the late ROBERT MACPHERSON, D.D., Professor 
of Theology in the University of Aberdeen. 8vo. 9S-

"The patience and eandour of the anthor in following strJ.ss into all the sophistical sinuosities 
ofhis unbelief 816 remarkabl.., and the signal abili~ with wbich his theories are refu~ makes his 
book valuable as an U1UOIUl' 01 We weapons against milch 01 the inlide\i~ 01 the daJ."-CAriaCiaa w_ ' \ 

Murray-THE PROPHET'S MANTLE: 
Being Scenes from the Life of Elisha, Son of Shaphat. By the REv. 
JAMES MURRAY, Minister of Old Cumnock. CroWll 8vo. 4So 6d. 

.. TI ..... discourses III8J be reoommended &8 models o1hrevi1J, elegant wrilODg, and sound_· 
• • --C1IrisIiaA T\JM& 
Wf.SiDgularIJ attractive. --Tie~. 

Nicholson-REST IN JESUS. 
By the REv. MAXWELL NICHOLSON, D.D., Edinburgh. Fourth 
Edition. F cap. 8vo. 4So 6d. 

a An:r one in sesreh of a book torqui~ reeding. and on evaugelical principles, wiD not bedisap. 
pointed in the one now before us. • • • Vsry besntiI\IIIJ writt.an. • • • Altogether praeU
cal and experim8lltal. »-.1""""" of Saered 1AImJIv ... 

.. Brigh~ truthful, and oonsolator7. u_&Ioc& BaNw. 

Paul-ANALYSIS AND CRITICAL INTERPRETATION OF 
THE HEBREW TEXT OF THE BOOK OF GENESIS. Preceded by 
a Hebrew Grammar, and Dissertations on the Gennineness of the Pentateuch, 
and on the Structure of the Hebrew Language. By the REv. WILLIAM 
PAUL, A.M. 8vo. ISs. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CHRISTIANITY: oR. THE PUR
POSE AND POWER OF THE GOSPEL Crown 8vo. ss. 
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Pirie-NATURAL THEOLOGY; 
An Inquiry into the Fundamental Principles of Religious, Moral, and Politi
cal Science. By W_ R. PIRIE, D.D., Professor of Divinity and Church 
RistoI}' in the University of Aberdeen.. 55. 

Robertson-LIFE OF THE LATE REV. JAMES ROBERTSON, 
D.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of Divinity and Ecclesiastical History in the 
University of Edinburgh. By PIlOFESSOB. CHARTERIS. With. Por
trait. 8vo, los.. 6d. 

.. 'l'hla ... bMutitoJ record of the liIII of • We man. • • • 1Ir Charteris has discharged the 
duty of biographer with IIdelity and eantioor, with rare good taste, and an affectionate reverence. 
The _18 worth, of it. II11lUect, and II11pplies one of the IIlC)fi interesting biogmphies which 
baa _ the lish$ for IIIIID7 • da, •• -,A~ F_lTao. 

Sellar-CHURCH DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE. _ 
A Series of Sermons. By the Rev. JAMES A. SELLAR, A.M., Incum
bent of St Peter's (Episcopal) Church, Edinburgh. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d. 

Tholuck-HOURS OF CHRISTIAN DEVOTION. 
Translated from the German of A. THOLUCK, D.D., Professor ofThea
logy in the University of Halle, and Councillor of the Supreme Consistory, 
Prussia. By the REv. ROBERT MENZIES, D.D. With a Preface written 
for this Translation by the Author. Crown 8vo, 9S. 

.. To ...... , of these medit.tiona !lnr or live s-t tens are prefixed, and the reader feels tbafthe 
l!"IItie preaanre of a powerfUl hand baa crnshed these sacred fruits, and handed him the fragrant wine 
of the klDgdom in a golden goblet. • • • The abundance and variety of the material furnished in 
thill ... lnme forqtIiA pondering render farther characterisation difllcult. We arethankfoJ. for the 
intl'odlUl&ioD of t.hilI wille, thoughtful, helpful book in t.hilI dark, sad season.· -BriRaIo QtrArIerIIl 
Bcoru. 

Tulloch-RATIONAL THEOLOGY AND CHRISTIAN PHIL
OSOPHY IN ENGLAND IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. 
By JOHN TULLOCH, D.D. Second Edition. 2 vo!s. 8vo, 28s. 

.. The pleail1lJa with which Principal TuIIoch a:plorea t.hilI eomparative1y nnknown lIe1d com. 
mimi ....... it.elf to bill read""" and the aeademic gJOVea of 0xf0Jd and Cambridge are invested 
with the freahn ... of a new !dory .• -Edtftbowg" lIniev1 . 

.. U ill rich in pnognan$ ana auggestive thought. "-,AtlIIm<n .... 

.. Ample ecbolarahip, well-diaciplined po........ catholic sympethies, and a masculine eloquence, C! • high place &IDODg modern con$libations to theological eclence.· -BriRaIo Qtoarlerlll 

., From biB HveIy portraIta they wi1I Ieun '" !mow eome of the lInest spirits England has pro
duced: while from bill able and comprehensive nmmaries of the works they left behind them, any 
Iader of q'lick int.lJi&ence mq acqD&in$ himaelf with their 1eading thought&. ~-N~ 

-- LEADERS OF THE REFORMATION: 
Luther, Calvin, Latimer, and KnOx. By the SAME. Second Edition, 
crown 8vo. New Edition in preparatiODl . 

-- ENGUSH PURITANI$M AND ITS LEADERS; 
CIlOMWELL, MILTON, BAXTEIl, and BUNYAN. By the SAME. Uniform 
with the • Leaders or the Reformation.' New Edition in preparation. 

-THEISM. 
The Witness of Reason and Nature to lID All· Wise and Beneficent Creator. 
By the SAME. 81'0, 10&. 6d. 

.. Dr TnDoch·. EIIIIa" in Ita maeterIy atatemem of the rea1 Detore and difIIcn1t1ee of the 111111-
Jeet, it. logical -_ in distingnisbing the ilI_tive from the auggestive, ita lucid anange. 
men$ of the ~en~ ita simplicity of a:preaaioo, is quit. unequalled by any .. ork ... bave _ 
OIl the II11lU~ -CMimaa~. 
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ANCIENT CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH READERS. 
Edited by the REv. W. LUCAS COLLINS, M.A. 

The Volumes already published are ~ 
HOMER'S ILIAD. By Rev. W. L. PLiNY. By Rev. A. Church, M.A., and 

Collins, M.A. ' Rev. W. J. Brodribb, M.A. , 
HOMER'S ODYSSEY. By the Same. EURIPIDES. By W. B. Donne, M.A. 
HERODOTUS. By G. C. Swayne, M.A. JUVENAL. By E. Walford, M.A. 
C}I!SAR. By Anthony Trollope. ARISTOPHANES. By the Editor. 
VIRGIL. By Rev. W. L. Collins, M.A. HESIOD. By Rev. James Davies, M.A. 
HORACE. By Theodore Martin. • PLAUTUS AND TERENCE. By the Edi-
)ESCHYLUS. By R. S. Copleston, B.A. tor., ' 
XENOPHON. By Sir Alex. Grant, Bart. ,TACITUS. By W. B. Donne, M.A. 
CICERO. By Rev. W. L. Collins, M.A. LUCIAN. By the Editor. 
SOPHOCLES. By C. W. Collins, M.A. PLATO. By Clifton W. Collins. 

A Volume of this Series is publishell. Quarterly, 2S. 6d . 
.. It is dilIIcuit to estimate teo highly the value of such a series as this in giving • English 

rea<lers' an insight, exact as far as it goes, into those olden tim .. which are so remote aod yet to 
maoy of us so close. It is in no wise to be looked upon as a rival to the translatious which have 
at no time been brought forth in greater abundaoce or in greater excellence thao in our own day. 
On the contrary, we should hope that these little volumes would be in maoy casas but a kind of 
stepping .. tone to the larger works, and would lead many who otherwise would have remained in 
ignOfROce of them to ,turn to the version. of Conington, Worsley, Derby, or Lytton. In aoy .... e 
a resder would come with far greater knowledge, aod therefore with far greater eI\ioyment, to the 
complete translation, who had _ had the ground broken for him by one of these volum ..... -
SaturdaU &view. 

BrOW-ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK OF BOTANY. 
For the Use of Students. By ROBERT BROWN, M.A., PH.D., 
F.R.G.S., Lecturer on Botany nnder the Science and Art Department of 
Committee of the Privy Council on Education. [In the Press. 

Cauvin-A TREASURY OF THE ENGLISH AND GERMAN 
LANGUAGES. Compiled from the best Authors imd Lexicographers in 
both Languages. Adapted to the Use of Schools, Students, Travellers, and 
Men of Business; and forming a Companion to all German-English Diction
aries. By JOSEPH CAUVIN, LL.D. & PH.D., of the University of 
G<ittingen, &c. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d .• bound in cloth. 

.. An eicellent English-Germao Dictionary, which suppli .. a real waot. --Salurda, &view_ 

.. The ditHcuity of traoelating English into Germao may be greatly anevlated by the ose of this 
copious aod exceDent Eng1ish-Germao Dictionary, which epecili .. the different aenses of .. ch 
English word, aod gives suitable Germao equivalente. It &Iso supplies an abnndaoce of idiomatio 
phraseology, with maoy passages from Shakespeare and other authors aptly rendered tn German. 
Compared with other dictionaries, it has decidedly the advantsge."-A_ 
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Currie-ENGLISH PROSE COMPOSITION: 
A Practical Manual for Use in Schoois. By JAMES CURRIE, M.A., 
Principal of the Church of Scotland Training College, Edinburgh. Ninth 
Edition, IS. 6d. 

"We do not remember having seen a work so completely to our mind ae this, which combines 
I01lDd theory with judicious practloe. ProceedIng etep by step, it advances from the formation 
of the .hortest sentences to the composition of complete essays, the pupil being everywhere 
fnrniahed with all need1al aesistence in the way of models and hints. Nobody can work through 
nch a book u this without thoroughly understandlug the structure of sentences. and acq~ 
~~ Im"&IIging and expressing his thoughts appropriateJy. It ought to be extensively used. 

Harbord-A GLOSSARY OF NAVIGATION. 
Containing the Definitions and Propositions of the Science, Explanation of 
Tenus, and Description of Instrument. By the REV. J. ~. HARBO;RD, 
M.A., Assistant Director of Education, Admiralty. Crown 8vo, Illustrated 
with Diagrams, 6s. 

- DEFINITIONS AND DIAGRAMS IN ASTRONOMY 
AND NAVIGATION. By the SAME. IS.6d. 

Lockwood-PROGRESSIVE AND CLASSIFIED SPELLING
BOOK. Bl HANNAH R. LOCKWOOD, Authoress of 'Little Mary's 
Mythology. Fcap. 8vo, IS. . 

Mackay-A MANUAL OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 
. Mathematical, Physical, and Political. By the R!v. ALEXANDER 

MACKAY, LL.D., F.R.G.S. New and greatly Improved Edition. Crown 
8vo, pp. 676, 7s. 6d. 

This volume-the result oC many years' unremittiug application-is specially 
adapted for the use of Teachers; Advanced Classes, Candidates for the Civil 
Service, and proficients in geography generally. . 

"Of all the manual. on Geography that have come under our notice, we place the one whose 
title ia given above In thellrst rank. For fulne.s of information, for £Dowledge of method in 
arrangement, for the manner in which the detail. are handled, we know of no work that ean, in 
theee respects, compete with Dr Mackay's Manua1."-EngUs/l..T<>IW7I<IL 0/ EduoaIion. 

--. ELEMENTS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY. /' 
By the SAME. Thirteenth Edition, revised to the present time. Crown 
8vo, pp. 300. 3S. 

The 'Elements' form a careful condensation of the 'Manual,' the order of 
arrangement being the same, the river-systems of the globe playing the same 
conspicuous part, the pronunciation being given, and the results of the latest census. 
being uniformly exhibited. This. volume is now extensively introduced into many 
of the best schools in the kingdom. . 

"The heat Geography we haVe ever met with. M--8pectator. 

-- OUTLINES OF :MODERN GEOGRAPHY. 
Fifteenth Edition, revised to the present time. By the SAME. 18mo, pp. 
112. IS. 

These • Outlines '-in many respects an -epitome of the C Elements '-are carefully 
prepared to meet the wants of beginners. The arrangement is the same as in the 
Author's larger works. Minute details are avoided, the broad outlines are graphi
cally presented, the accentuation marked, and the most recent changes in political 
geography exhibited. . . 
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Mackay~FIRST STEPS IN GEOGRAPHY. 
Forty-first thousand, revised to the present time. By the .SAME. 18mo, 
pp. 56. Sewed, 4d. In cloth, 6d. . 

-- GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE. 
From 'First Steps in Geography. ~ By the SAME. 3d. 

-- FACTS AND DATEs; 
or, The Lea~ing Events in Sacred and Profane History, and the Principal 
Facts in the Various Physical Sciences; the Memory being aided through. 
out by a Simple and Natural Method. For Schools and Private Reference. 
By the SAME. Second Edition, crown 8vo, pp_ 336. 45. 

Michie-THE LIFE AND LABOURS OF 'tHE APOSTLE 
PAUL. A continuous N"lfative for School and-Bible Classes. By 
CHARLES MICHIE, M.A., Author of an 'Outline of the Geography of 
Palestine.' l;iecond Edition, revised and enlarged, with a Map, IS. • 

Minto-A MANUAL OF ENGLISH PROSE LITERATUR;E, 
Biographical and Critical: designed mainly to show Chatacteristics of Style. 
By W. MINTO, M.A. Crown 8vo, lOS. 6d. 

"It Is a work which aU who desire to make a clo .. study of style In Englieh Pill" will do well 
to use attentively.'·-Stand...-d. . 

.. Here we do not find the crannb. repelita of old eritical fonnulm, the simple echo .. of super. 
annuated rhetorical dicta, but a clo.e and careful analysis of the main attributee of etyle, .. 
developed In the work of its greateet masters, stated with remarkable clearn .. s of expreesion, and 

:=~ ~F~'ttitP~~O&~I~~~f;~m;~~esN:?:.g :~~~~ :;:.e t!'g:~::;::;,.~o~ 
anatomy_ven every joint and sinew and artary In the framework-of the eentence he dieeeets, 
~,!!"J!.e polnta out their reciprocal relations, their minuta Interdependencies."-School Board 

" An admirable book, well .elooted and well put togethe~.'· -Weslminster llttNnD. 

--. CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGLISH POETS, 
From Chaucer to Shirley. By the SAME. I vol. crown 8yo. [In tlu Press. 

Munn-THE THEORY OF ARITHMETIC. 
By DAVID MUNN, F.R.S.E., Mathematical. Master, Royal High School 
of Edinburgh. Crown 8yo, pp. 2940 55. 

"We want books of this kind very much-books which· aim at developing the educatioual valu. 
of Arithmetic by .howing how admirably it I. calculated to exercise the thinking powers of tho 
young. Your book i •• I think, excellent-brief but clear: and I look .forward to the good etrects 
which It shall produce. In awaking the minds of many who regard Arithmetic ",a mere mechan. 
ical proc ...... -J'ro/ ...... KeUatld. 

Nicholson-A MANUAL OF ZOOLOGY, 
For the use of Students. With a General Introduction on the Principles of 
Zoology. By HENRY ALLEYNE NICHOLSON, M.D., F.R.S.E., 
F.G.S., &c., Professor of Zoology in the Royal College of Science, Dublin. 
Third Edition •. Crown 8yo, pp. 706, with 250 Engravings on Wood, 125. 
6d. 

"It Is the beet manual of Zoology yet published, not merely In England, but In Europe. "_Pall 
MallGtueUe. \ 

." The beet treatise on Zoology In'moderate comp ... that we possess. "-La"""'-
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Nicholson-ADY ANCED TEXT-BOOK. OF ZOOLOGY. 
By the SAME. Second Edition, Enlarged. Crown Svo, 6s. 

• The author's text.book Is a decided _; it Is just wbat WIllI wanted. The subject has 
"- t.reated In a lCientiflo spirit, but at the aame time 80 clearly and well as to be quite within 
the oompl8bewdoD of any yoUDg ~t who will bring oldlnary attention to his task. "-Lancu. 

- INTRODUCTORY TEXT~BOOK OF ZOOLOGY FOR 
SCHOOLS. A Ne." Edition. By the SAKE. Crown 8VO,·2S. 6d. 

.. Nothing can be be1ter adapted to ita object than thia cheap and well written introduction."-
Lontloot Q-lJI JlmeID. -

- OUTLINES OF NATURAL HISTORY; 
Far Beginners; being Descriptions of a Progressive Series of Zoological 
Types. By t4e SAllE. 52' Engravings, IS. 6d. 

"There baa "- DO book since Pattenoon's Well-ImOWD • Zoology for Schools' that bas So «!om
pietAlly provided for the claas to which it is addreased aa the capital little volume by Dr Nicbol
lIOII. N_pOJllllar 8cim<e BwietD. 

-- EXAMINATIONS IN NATURAL HISTORY; 
Being a Progressive Series of Questions adapted to the Author's Introductory 
and Advanced Text-Books and the Student's Manual of Zoology. By the 
SAME. IS. 

-- INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF BIOLOGY. 
By the SAME. Crown Svo, with Ilumerous Engravings, ss. , 

.. AdmIrably written and fairly illllltrated, and brings within the compaas of .60 pages the record 
of InveatigatioDl and discoveries scattered over aa many volumes. Seldom Indeed do we lind sucb 
lubjeet8 tl .. ted In a style at once ao popular and yet 80 minutely accurate in scientific detail"
&ollma ... 

-- A MANUAL OF PALlEONTOLOGY, 
For the Use of Students. By the SAME. Crown Svo, with upwards of 400 
Engravings, ISS. 

.. One of the beat of guides to the priucipiea of Palalontology and the study of organic remaIns." 
-.AU-

Page-INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY, 
By DAVID PAGE, LL.D., Professor of Geology ill the Durham Uni
versity of Physical Science, Newcastle. With Engravings on Wood and 
Glossarial Index. Tenth Edition, Enlarged, 2S. 6d • 

.. It baa not "- our good fortune to eumiue a text.book on science of which 98 conld expresa 
an oplnioa ao entir8IJ favourable aa we are enabled to do of Dr Page's little work. N -.A1/aentBwJL 

--'- ADY ANCED TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY, 
Descriptive and Industrial By the S.A.KI!. With Engravings and Glossary , 
of Scientific Terms. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged, 7S. 6d. 

.. W. ban cuefolly read thle truly satisfactory book, and do not hesitate to say that it Is an ""
eeIlent compendium of the great t&cteot Geology, and written in a trutbful and philosophic spirit. N 

-Ed"""",,, Philoooplrical JoumaL. . 
.. As a ocbool-book nothing can match the' Advanced Text-Book ot Geology' by l'rofeasor Page 

of Newcaatie. N_MecAaa .... Magari1Ic. 

- THE GEOLOGICAL EUMINATOR. 
A Progressive Series of Questions, adapted to the Introdnctory and Ad· 
vanced Text-Books of Geology, Prepared to assist Teachers in framing their 
Examinations, and Students in testing their own Progress and Proficiency •. 
By the SAME. Fifth Edition. 9d. 
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Page - SYNOPSES OF SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN THE 
GEOLOGICAL CLASS, ~ollege. of Physical Science, Newcastle-on· 
Tyne, University of Durham. By the SAK&. Fcap., cloth, 2S.6d. 

-- HANDBOOK OF GEOLOGICAL TERMS, GEOLOGY, 
AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By the SAKE. Second Edition, 
~~6d. ' 

-- THE PHILOSOPHY OF GEOLQGY. 
A Brilif Review of the Aim, Scope, and Character of Geological Inquiry. 
By the SAM&. Fcap. 8vo, 35. 6d. 

"The great vaiue of llr Page"s vOlume is its 91IggeStive d.aracter. The problems be discusses 
are the highest and most interesting in the science-thoee on which i1; most becomee the thinkers 
and thelesdOl9 of the age to make up their minds. The time is now pas1; for geologisls to 0-... 
silence on these mattem, ad in this _y to depreciate M once the in_ and importance of their 
inveetigstiODS. It is well to know that, howe_ they may decide, queetions of high philosophy 
are at stake, and therefore we give a hesrtyweloome to eYerJ book which, like llr Page's, discnseeB 
these q~oDS in a _and libeml spirit. --&0_ 
-- GEOLOGY FOR GENERAL READERS. 

A Series of Popular Sketches in Geology and Palaeontology. By the SAM&. 
Third Edition, enlarged, 6s. 

.. This is one of the best of Dr Page's many good books. It is written in a Bowing populsr style. 
Without illustrstion or any extraneons aid, the nsnative most prove _ve to any int.elligenl 
resder.·~ Jraga.ri .... 

-- CHIPS AND CHAPTERs. 
A Book fot Amateurs and YoUng Geologists. By the SAK&. Ss. 

.-- THE'.PAST AND PRESENT LIFE OF THE GLOBE. 
With numerous illustrations. :By the SAME. Crown 8vo, 6s. 

-- THE CRUST OF THE EARTH: 
A Handy Outline of Geology. By the SAM&. Sixth Edition. IS. 

.. An eminently estisfactory work, giving, in lees than 100 pages, an admirable outline sketch of 
Geology, • • • forming, if not a roysl road, at least one of the emootheet we possess to an in
telligent acquaintance with geological phenomena.---&>o/nItUo. 

_. -. - ECONOMIC GEOLOGY; 
OR, GEOLOGY IN ITS RELATIONS TO THE AlI.TS AND MANUFACTURES. 
By the SAME. [I" I/u Press. 

-- INTRODUCTORY TEXT - BOOK OF PHYSICAL 
GEOGRAPHY. With Sketch-Maps and illustrations. By the SAM&. 
Fifth Edition, Enlarged, 2S. 6d. 

• .. Wbother as a echool-book or a mannsl for the private sbtdent, this wmk bas no eqnsl III our 
EdWlationsllitelature. ·-1 ...... 

-- ADVANCED TEXT - BOOK OF PHYSICAL GEO
GRAPHY. By the SAM&. With Engtavings. Second Edition, En-
larged, SS. . 

.. A thoroughly good Tut-Book of Physical Geography, --SoIomio, ~ 
a 
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Page- EXAMINATIONS ON PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. . 
A Progressive Series of Questions, adapted to the Introductory and Ad
vanced Text-Books of Physical Geography_ By DAVID PAGE, LLD., 
&c. Second Edition. 9d. . 

Bitter-COMP ARA TIVE GEOGRAPHY. 
By CARL RITTER. Tnmslated by W. L GAGE. Fcap., 35. 6d. 

Rossiter-ELEMENTARY HANDBOOK OF PHYSICS . 
. With 210 Diagrams. By WILLIAM ROSSITER., F.R.A.S., &c. 

Crown 8vo, pp. 390- 5S. 
.. A siDgularlylntereeting Treatise on Physics, founded on lBcta and phenomena gained at first 

hand by the author, and expounded in a st)'1e which is a model of that simplicity and ease in 
writing which betokens mastely of the IUqject. To those who JeqWre a non-mathematical ~i
wn of the frinciplee of Phyaica, a better book cannot be recommended. u_PaU MaU Ga.u#& 

Sang-ELEMENTARY,ARITHMETIC. 
By EDWARD SANG, F.R.S.E. This Treatise is intended to supply 
the grent desideratum of an intellectual instead of a routine course of 
instruction in Arithmetic. Post 8vo, 5S.· 

- THE HIGHER ARITHMETIC. 
By the SAllE. Being a Sequel to • Elementary Arithmetic.' Crown 8vo, 
5S. " 

Stewart-A CONCISE HEBREW GRAMMAR. j 
With the Pronunciation, Syllabic Division and Tone of the Words, and 
Quantity of the Vowels. By the REV. DUN:CAN STEWART, B.A. 
8vo, cloth, limp, 3S. 

Stormonth-ETYMOLOGICAL AND PRONOUNCING DIC
TIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Including a very 
CopioU& Selection of Scientific Terms. For Use in Schools and Colleges, 
and as a Book of General Reference. By the REV. JAMES· STOR
MONTlL The Pronunciation carefully Revised by the Rev. P. lL PHELP, 
M.A., Cantab. Crown 8vo, pp. 775, 7S. 6d. 

A Thia dictIoDarJ 18 admirable. It deeervea a pIaoe In ever:r EDgIish School. "-W'eslmWasler 
BoNw. 

--THE SCHOOL ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY AND 
WORD-BOOK. Combining the advantages of an ordinary Pronouncing 
School Dictionary and an Etymological Spelling-Book. By the SAME. 
Fcap. 8vo, pp. 254. 2s. 

"The dorivatione ... particularly good, --W'"","_ BoNta. 

Sandford-THE GREEK GRAMMAR OF THIERSCH. 
Tnmslated from the Genn.an, with Brief Remarks. By SIR DANIEL K. 
SANDFORD, M.A., Professor of Greek in the University of Glasgow. 
8vo, 16s. 

White-THE EIGHTEEN CHRISTIAN CENTURIES. 
By the REv. JAMES WHITE. • Seventh Edition, post 8vo, with Index, 6s. 

-- HISTOR~ OF FRANCE, 
FROM THB EARLIE.."1' TIMES. By the SAllE. Fifth Edition, post 8..,0, 
with Index, 6s. 
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• 
Ainslie-AINSLIE'S TREATISE ON LAND SURVEYING. 

A New and Enlarged. Edition, edited by WILLIAM GALBItAITH, M.A.. 
F.R.A.S ••• 1 voL 8vo, with a volume of Plates in 4to, 219. 

Brown-THE'FORESTER: 
A Practical Treatise on the Planting, Rearing, and GeneIal Management of 
Forest-trees. By JAMES BROWN, Wood-Surveyor and Nurseryman, 
Stirling. Fonrth Edition. Royal8vo, with Engravings, £1, liS. 6d. 

In preparing the present Edition, the Author has carefuJly re-Wrltten the book, 
and added nearly one hundred new sections upon important snbjects, which were 
necessary to bring it up to the advanced state of the times, and to make it in all 
respects worthy of continuing in public favour, as a complete directory in all matters 
co~ected with the improved state 'o~ ArboricuIture at the present day. 

"What we bave often stated in these colWDDS _ DOW repeat, that the book before os is the 
most useful guide to good arboricultere in the English IaDguage. --Boricw of TIlinl EdiIioIo ;. 
Gardt.ttln C1I.nmic:la br Dr Liftdler· 

Brown-THE BOOK OF THE LANDED ESTATE. 
By ROBERT E. BROWN, Factor and Estate Agent:, Wass, YoIkshire. 
Royal 8vo, with numerous EngraYiugs, £1, IS. 

Burbidge:-DOMESTIJ FLORICULTURE, WINDOW GAR
DENING, A..'I'OD FLORAL DECORATIONS. By F. W. BURBIDGE. 
Crown 8vo, with numerous illustrations, 7s. 6d. 

CONTENTS :-Gardening in the Ho~se.-Window Gardening.-BaIcony Gar
dening and Decoration.-Propag!ltion of PIants.-SoiIs, Potting, Watering, &c.
Gardening in close Cases.-Wintering Tender Plants.-Hyacinths and other 
Bulbs in Water and at Windows.-Orchids for Sitting-Rooms.-Bouquets, Vases, 
and Wreaths.-Dinner-Table Decorations, and arranging of Fruits.-Drying 
Flowers, Ferns, Grasses, &c.-Skeletouising Leaves, Seed-Vessels, &c.-De. 
scriptive Lists of Suitable Flowering and F oIiage Plants, Hardy Shrubs, &c.
Exotic Plants for Warm and Sheltered Localities ont of doors.-&c. &c. &c. 

Burn-THE HANDBOOK OF THE MECHANICAL ARTS: 
Being Practical Hints on the Construction and Arrangement of Dwellings 
aDd other Buildings, and in Carpentry, Smith-Work, Cements, Plastering, 
Brick·Making, Well. Sinking, Enclosing of Land, Road-Making, &c. By 
R. SCOTT BURN, Engineer. In 8vo, with numerous Illustrations. 
Second Edition, 6s. 6d. 
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Burn-PRACTICAL VENTILATION, 
As applied to Public, Domestic, and Agricultural Structures; with Remarks 
on Heating, Construction of Fire-Places, Cure of Smoky Chimneys, and 
an AppendiJ: on the Ventilation of Ships, Steamboats, and Railway Car· 
riages. By the SAIl& Crown Svo, 6s. 

Cruikshank-THE PRACTICAL PLANTER: 
Containing Directions for the Planting of Waste Land and Management of 
Wood, with • new method of Rearing the Oak. By THOVAS CRUIK· 
SHANK. Forester at Careston. Svo, 125. 

Dick - OCCASIONAL PAPERS ON VETERINARY SUB
JECTS. By WILLIAM DICK. Late Professor of Veterinaiy Surgery to 
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, Veterinary Surgeon to 
the Queen for Scotland, Founder of the Edinburgh Veterinary College, &c. 
With. Portrait, and Memoir by R. O. PIUNGL& Svo, I~ 6d. 

"The pr.ent work, which consists of g188Dings from the elaborate opiDioils of Professor Dick 
on the DDme1'OU cIiseasea to which hone and cattle flesh Is heU. is a highly useful one. To the 
Yeterinar7 etuden' " mnat plOve an invaluble aaaistant. while it will go far to strengthen the 
banda of the uperienced ]llIIetitioner. A more tholOugblypmctical work we have seldom J!erosed. 
Everr Inbj~ is ~ in a aonnd and aenaibie JIlAIllI8l'-the meanest capacity can nndemtand 
the UochiIIg of Prof-..r Dick.·~ 

Galbraith - TRlGONOMETRlCAL SURVEYING, LEVEL
LING, AND RAILWAY ENGINEERING. By WILLIAM GAL-
BRAITH, M.A. Svo, 75. 6d.' . 

. . 
THE GARDENER: 

A Magazine of Horticulture and Floriculture. Edited by DAVID THOMSON, 
Author of • A Practical Treatise on the Culture of the Pine-Apple,' 'The 
Handy Book of the Flower Garden,' &c.; Assisted by .• Staff of the" best 
practical writers. ~lished Monthly, 6d. . 

Grieve-<>N ORNAMENTAL-FOLIAGED PELARGONIUMS; 
With Practical Hints for their Production, Propagation, and Cultivation. 
B,. PETER GRIEVE, Culford, Bury St Edmunds. Second Edition, 
enlarged, including description of Best Varieties introduced up to the present 
time, and Engravings. Crown Svo, 4S-

Harlmess-THE PREPARATION OF COOKED FOOD FOR 
THE FATIENlNG OF CATTLE, AND THE ADVANTAGE OF USING IT 
ALONG WITH CUT STIlAW, HAY, TUIlNIPs, OR. OTHER. VEGETABLES. 
By THOMA~ HARKNESS. 6d. 

Hole-A BOOK ABOUT ROSES, . 
How TO GR.OW AND SHOW THEM. By S. REYNOLDS HOLE, Author 
or • A Little Tour in Ireland.' Fourth Edition, enlarged. Crown 1W0. 
~6d. . 

.. It Ia the production of. IIl&Il who boeste of thirty • all England' cnpe, whose Roses are al_ye 
Jooked for anxioosly a fIoweNho_ who took the Iion's share in originating the flrat ~ow 
J1II' .. riMpII, whoee aaaistance .. Jud8e or _ ........... is 01_18 eoorted at snch exhibitions. 
Such. IIl&Il 'ought to have aomethiDg to 8&7 worth heeriDg to those who love the Booa,' and he 
""" said it. -~ CMooricl&. 

.. W. eoldially recommend the book to every amateur who wishee to grow Roses .. at 0008 the 
pleaaantest and best ~ written on the snbject. --Tn. FioId. 
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Hole-,-THE SIX OF SPADES: 
A Book about the Garden and the Gardener. By the SAME. Crown 8vo~ 
55 • 

.. We may. in conCInston. l'8COmmend the whole hook to the attention of our readers as one which 
will afl'ord them mnch amusement on a winter's night. • • • It is writteR by one who really 
loves dowers, and wish .. to lead others to worship at the same shrine: and we wish tho hook 
BUC\lOS& "-.I"""""'" oJ HorlicuZtu .... 

Johnston-ELEMENTS OF' AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
,AND GEOLOGY. By JAMES F. W. JOHNSTON, F.R;S.E., F.G.S., 
&c. ~inth Edition, greatly enlarged. Revised and Edited by GEORGE, T. 
ATKINSON, B.A, F.C.S., Clifton College, 'BristoL 6s.6d. 

-- A CATECHISM OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
AND GEOLOGY. :By the SAME. Revised byDr t\UGUSTUSVOELCKER, 
Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural' Soci~ty of England. Sixty
seventh thousand, with Engravings, IS. . ' 

,-- CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCiENTIF~C AGRICULTURE. 
By the SAME. Demy 8vo, 6s. ' 

-'----INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SOILS, 
LIMESTONES, AND MANURES.'13y the SAME. Fourth Edition, 25. 

-- ON THE USE OF LIME IN AGRICULTURE. 
By the SAME. Fcap. 8vo, 6s. 

--, - EXPERIMENTAL AGRICUI,.TURE; 
Being the Results of Past, and Suggestions for Future Experiments in 
Scientific and Practical Agriculture. By the SAME. IR,. 8110, 8s. 

Johnstone-ELKINGTON'S SYSTEM OF DRAINING. 
By J. JOHNSTONE. A New Edition. 4to, los. 6d. 

JOURNAL OF AGiICULTURE, 
AND TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF 
SCOTLAND. Old Series, 1828 to 1843. 2 I vols. bound in cloth, £3. 3S. 
New Series, IB43 to 1865. 22 vols. £4, 45. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND' AND AGRICUL
TURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. ,1866-1871. 6 Nos., sewed 45. 
each: 1872-1874. cloth, ss. each. Continued Annual1Y. 

Laidlaw-TABLES FOR CONVERTiNG LINLITHGOW 
BARLEY MEASURE INTO IMPERIAL BUSHELS AND STONES. 
Showing the value of one Lippie to eighty-one Bolls, at different rates per 
Bushel and Stone. Prepared by WILLIAM LAIDLAW, assistant to 
Charles Stewart, Esq., Hillside. Fcap. 8vo, Ss. 

M'Combie-CATTLE AND CATTLE BREEDERS. 
By WILLIAM M'COMBIE, M.P., Tillyfour. A New and Cheaper 
Edition. 25. 6d., cloth. ' 
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Mackay - ON THE MANAGEMENT OF LANDED 
• PROPERTY IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND. By 

GEORGE C. MACKAY, C.E. Crown 8vo, IS. 6d • 

• 'Intosh-THE BOOK OF THE GARDEN. 
B, CHARLES MCINTOSH, formerly Curator of the Royal Gardens of 
his Majesty the King of the Belgians, and lately of those of his Grace the 
Duke of Buccleuch, K.G., at Dalkeith Palace. In two large vols. royal8vo, 
embellished with 1350 Engravings. . 

The work is divided into two great sections, each occupying a volume-the first 
comprising the formation, arrangement, and laying out of gardens, and the construc
tion of garden buildings; . the second treating of the theory and practice o{ horticul-
ture. Sold separately-VIZ. : . 

Vor. I. ON THE FORMATION OF GARDEN"S AND CoNSTB.uCTiON OF GARDEN 
EDIFICES. 776 pages, and 1073 Engravings, £2, lOS. 

Vor. IL PIlACTICAL GARDENING. 868 pages, and 279 EngraviJJgs, £1, I7s. tid. 

Mulder-THE CHEMISTRY. OF VEGETABLE AND ANI
MAL PHYSIOLOGY. By DR J; G. MULDER. Professor. of 
Chemistry in the University of Utrecht. Tmnslated by Dr P. F. H. 
FllOMBERG; with an Introduction and Notes by Professor JOHNSTON. 22 
coloured Plates, 8vo, £1, I~ . 

Pettigrew-THE HANDY BOOK OF BEES, 
~D THEIl. PB.OFITABLE MANAGEMENT. By A. PETTIGREW, Rus
holme, Manchester. Crown 8vo, 45. 6d. 

. "The author of this volume Is evidently a practical man, and !mows a great dcal more about bees 
&lid their habit. than moat of the bee-keepera in England: indeed-he -auv lle said to be a very 
maater in tha "'" of bee JIl1IIWiea. "-1JcU'. Lifo '" Lot&don. 

Rait-THE RELATIVE VALUE OF ROUND AND'SAWN 
TIMBER, SHOWN BY MEANS OF TABLES AND DIAGRAMS. By JAMES 

. RAITt Land-Steward at Castle Forbes. In large 8vo, bound in cloth, Ss •. 

SCOtt-DAIRY MANAGEME1Q'T AND FEEDING OF MILCH
COWS; Being the recorded Experience of MRS AGNES SCOTT, Winks
ton, Peebles. Third Edition, fcap., IS. 

Seller-PHYSIOLOGY AT THE FARM, 
IN AID OF REARING AND FEEDING THE LIVE STOCK. By WILLIAM 
SELLER, M.D., F'!R.S.E., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, 
Edinburgh, formerly Lecturer on· Materia Medica and Dietetics; and 
HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E., Author of the • Book of the Farm,' &c. 
Post 8vo, with Engravings, 1650 . 

SHOOTER'S DIARY OR GAMEBOOK, . 
For recording the Quantity of Gronse Killed, and Time and Place, Number 

. of Guns, Names of Parties, how disposed of, &c. Octavo, bound in red • 
leather, 45. 
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Smith-ITALIAN IRRtGATION: 
, A Report on the AgricultufalCanaIS at. Piedmont and Lombardy, addressed 

to the Hon. the Directors of the East India Company'; with an Appendix, 
containing a'Sketch of the Irrigation .system of Northern and Central India. 
By LIEUT.-COL. R. BAIRD SMITH, F.G.S., Captain Bengal Engineers. 
Second Edition. Two voIs. 8vo, ;with Atlas in folio, 3os. ' 

Starforth-VILLA RESIDENCEs AND FARM ARCHITEC
TURE: ~ Series of Desi~s. By J0Ji.N STARFORTH, Architect. 
102 Engravrngs. Second Edition, medlum 4tO,. £2, 175, 6d. ' 

-,- 'VILLA RESIDENCES; 
A Series of Designs, with Descriptions. By the SAME. Forty Engravings. 
Medium qU!'-rto, 2SS. 

THE STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF SCOTLAND. 
Complete with Index, is voIs. 8vo, £16, 16s. Each County sold separately, 
with Title, Index, and Map, neatly bound in cloth, at the priceS annexed. 
forming a very valuable Manual to the I,.andowner, the Tenant, the Manu
Jacturer,the N atur~ist, the Tourist, &c. 

&~ &~ 
Aberdeen ................ · ............. : .. 2S 0 KiDcardine ............................. 8 o· 

~;r~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!~ ~ . ~~~~bright::::::::::::::::::::::::: 8 ~ 
Banff .......... : .. .-........ , ....... '" ... 9 0 'Lanark ...... '" ......................... 21 0 
Berwick .................................. .g 6 LNina'~hg ... o.w .................................•...•.•. : ..........•.•.... '. 41 6 
Bute ..................................... '. 3 0 uu 6 
Caithness .................... _ ........ 4 () Orkney .............................. A .... S 6 
Clackmannan ... ~ .•... : .. ~ ........... 3 6 Peebles .................................. ·46 
Dumqartoll1: . .-.. : ....................... 6 . 0 Perth ................. :: ................. 27 0 
Dumfries •.............. : ................ 12 6 "Renfrew ....... , ...... : .................. 12 6, 
Edihburgh., ....................... , .... 16 6 Ross and Cro?,-arty .......... : ...... ,.10, 6 
Elgin .................................... 6 0 Roxburgh ................... : .......... 10 6 
Fife ........................... t'" .... 21 0 Selkirk ...... : ........................... 2 6' 
Forfar ................................ '.15 0 Shetland ......... ,! ................ Y ... 4 6 
Haddington .......................... 8 6 Stirling ................. : ........ : .... ' ... lo, ~ 
Inverness ............................... l~ 6 Sutherland ................. , .... : ....... 5 6 

Wigtown ........................ ss. 6d. 

StephenS-THE BOOK' OF 'THE FARM, 
Detailing the Labours of the Farmer, Farm.Steward, Ploughman, Shepherd, 
Hedger, Farm·Labourer, Field·Worker, and Cattleman, By HENRY 
STEPHENS, F. R. S. E. Illustrated with Portraits of Animals painted from 
the life; and with 557 Engravings on Wood, representing the principal 
Field Operations, Implements, and ,Animals tre.aed of in the Work. ANew 
and Revised Edition, the third, in great part Rewritten. 2 vols. large 8vo, 
£2, lOS. 

"From its first appearance a quarter ofa century ago, until now. 'The Book of the Farm'hae 
held the very highest rank as a book of reference on matters connected with the theory and prac
tice of agrlcultore.. • • In tbe new edition before ua the author has not been contented to rest 
upon his oars, or trust the results of half.forgotten labours: but from the mase of notes and criti
CIsms with wnich he has in the interval kept hill knowledge ... n1!ppO'I'I with the age, he hae re
written page upon page and chapter after clulpter, 80 that really' The Book of the Farm ' now be
fore us is almost a new work. .. • . We can unreservedly commend this new edition. and we 
should augurweU for the agricultore1 futore of this country if it could lind a place on every farmer's 
bookshelf. It is in its favour that it contains within four covers all,the book.learning a farmer 
need know.n-Saturday Bwiew, 30th M~h 1872. 
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• 
StephenS-THE BOOK OF FARM IMPLEMENTS AND 

MACHINES., By J. SLIGHT.and R. SCOTT BURN, Engineers. 
Edited by HENII.Y STEPHEKS, F.R.S.E., Author oC 'The Book <of the 
Farm.' &c. In I voL laIxe 8vo, uniform with 'The Book -of the Farm," 
£2, 21. 

. . 

~ THE BOOK OF FARM-BUILDINGS; 
Their Arrangement and Construction. By HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E., 
Author of' The Book of the Farm;' and ROliERT SCOTT BURN. il
lustrated with 1045 Plates and Engravings. In I voL Wxe 8vo, uniform 
with • The ~ok of the Farm, "&CO 41. II~ 6d. 

-- YESTER DEEP LAND-CULTURE; • 
Being a Detailed Account of the Method of Cultivatiollwhich ha.~ been suc- . 
cessfully practised for several years by the Marquess of T~eddale at Yester. 
By HENRY STEPHENS, F.R.S.E., Author of 'The :Book of the Farm.'-
In Ccap. 8vo, 4S- 6d. ' - . 

The c:haracteristic DC the new system-Cor it may be :well SO name<!, different as it 
is from any now in ~is the complete pulverisation of the subsoil, and its mixture 
with the upper soil, the treatment being of a very substantial and .PeI'!lWlent nattue. 

~ 
" 

---:..-. PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF· FARM BOOK-KEEPING; 
;Being that recommended in the 'Book of the Farm' py' H. Stephens. 
R.oyal Octavo, 25. 6d. . . 

°Also, SEVEN FOLIO ACCOUNT BOOKS, printed and nhed in accord
.. anoe with the System, the whole being especially adapted for keeping, by 

• an easy and accurate Inetl:lod, an account DC all the transactions of the 
.Farm. A detailed PrDl>-Pectus may be hl¥i fi:om the publisher.;. Price of 

• the complete set of Eight Books, £I, 7S. Also, A LABOUR AC· 
COUNT OF THE ESTATE, 2s. 6d. 

- A MANUAL OF PRACTICAL DRA.ININGo 
By the SAKE. Third ~ciition, 8vo, 5S;. . 

- CATECHISM OF PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE. 
By the SAJlIIo with ~gravings. IS. 

SteUart-THE PLANTER'S mJIDE. 
By 5111. HENRY STEUART, BAII.T. of AlIanton. To which is prefixed a 

• Biographical Sketch of the Author, and an Engraving from a Portrait by Rae. 
burn.' A New Edition, with the Author's last Additions and Corrections, 
8vo, 21S. . . 

• 
Stuart-AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS, 

AS THEY WOE, AilE, AND SHOULD BE,·IN THEIIl SOCIAL CONDITION. 
By the REV. HARRY STUART, A.M., Minister of Oathlaw. lSvo, 
Second Edition, IS. . 
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Sutherland ..... HAND BOOK' !OF . ~DY HERBACEOUS 
AND'. ALPINE FLOWERS, FOR GENERAL GARDEN' DECO'RATION. 
Containing Descriptions, in Plain Language, of upwards .of ,1000 Species of 

r 'Ornamental Hardy Perennial and Alpine Plants, adapted to all,cIasses of 
.. Flower.Gardens, Rockwork, and Waters; along ~th Concise and Plain 
, Instructions tor their Ptopagati!>n and <;ulture. By WILLIAl\:l 'SUTHER. 

, 'LAND; Gardep.et to the; Earl of Minto; formerly Mam!Jer of the Her-
, baceous Department at Kew.Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

.. 'i'hili is an unpretenrung' but valuable work, wh adapted to fn....um information ~ 
" cbiss of plM1iB certainly rising in tlfular estimation. • , • We oo!dially recommend his : =~ ~ ::'=':i.~~~:~:II;,.ll~~ froID a ,~ point of -. the standard, 

"!rile best book of iiB cJass-available for EngIiab. readem .~. M/Jf1""""-. ..' .. , : ~:.,:.. -" . . . 
Thomson~HAN:Dy...~OOJ{.; OF THE .FLO~R-GARDEN : 

Being J>ni<:tical Directions fo~ tbe ,l'ropagatign, CUJ.~ ~d Arrangement' 
, of f~ in F}Qwer-Gardens all the year rouIid. Embracmg all class~ of 
Gard~ from the largest <to' the smallest. With Engraved and Coloured 
Plans, illustrative of the various &yStems of Grouping in Beds and Borders.. 
By DAVIn THOMSON,..Gardener to his Grace the Duke of: Buccleucb, 

.' ~q.; ~ DrnmIanrig. A New and En1e.rged Edi~n, crown ~vo., 7S. 6d. 

., liB anibor is entitled to great pnlsq for the simple and' clear matlDer in wllich he has omplalned' 
the cn\tmaI. directiODB, which. if carefully oomplied with, will euable the IlOll-prof0Ei0Dal1loric!'i-
turist to grow1>w.iB ~ well ~ 8DJ gardener."~ CAro..\cla. . ~ • I • . , 

! .. ,# .. ~ 

--, -T~E HANDY BOOK'OF'FRUIT CU~TU~UNDER 
GLASS. Being k series of Elaborate Practical Treatites oa the cu1tivatlon 
,and forcing of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Figs, Melons, Str:lwben:ies, and Cucum. 
bers. ~ rvith Engravings of )lothouses, &c., most suitable for the culti~ti9D, 
~d (o:~! Qfthese, fruits. BJ; the SAM.£, Jncro.'!YIl~~~.,~Engra".~ 
mgs,7· '. " • " ., 

"The author is well known to bea tlillroQgh masterofhls professiOD, and one of the most able 
and best practical gard ....... of the ~t day. We th.....rore expected, on opening thie .. olmno, 

. to find it brimful of goQd eonnd practlc8J. advice, and we have not been disappointed., The work 
" before usia a truegudener's book."~ CAro..iclo. - • 'II. 

" .','. .;, 
" 

Tboinson~A PRACTrCAL TREATISE ON THE CULTIVA
TIONOF .THE . ~RAPE VINE.' By:WILLIAM THOMSON. for. 
merly 'Gardener,to.ls Grace.the Duke of Buccleucb, K.G., Dalkeith Park. . 
Seventh Edition, Enlarged, 8vo, SS. 

.. We cannot too strongly JeOO:..mend lIr Thomson's treatise as a th~ practical and IIIU'8 
guide to the I'1lltivation of the vin .. "-J"",""", 0/ H"'- ' 
... We urge our read .... to procure the work, and they will get so cl_ an iDsight into vine grow-

ing that a vtneq will booome ODe of the nOCOllSllri .. 01 IIIDstence. ';-Fi114. • 
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